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REPORT
OF THE

COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, October lp, 1882.
SIR: In compliance with the law requiring the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to make an annual report of the condition of affairs connected with his bureau, I have the honor to submit herewith my report
for the year 1882.
Evidently this law contemplates that the report
thus required should show not only operations of the past year and the
affairs, but also make such suggestions and recbased
upon the year's experience, as would be beneficial
ommendations,

present condition of
to the service.

The operations and results of the last year in the different agencies,
will be more fully described and explained under their appropriate heads, will, I think, compare favorably with any one of the preceding years. Land has been opened to cultivation; houses for Indian
residences have been built schools opened and operated; and in many
cases, and in various ways, the cause of civilization generally advanced;
and I might, with this general statement of facts, proceed to give a
separate chapter of each reservation and agency; and follow these with
which

;

the tabulated statements required by section 468 of the Revised Statutes.

But such a report would not, in my opinion, be discharging my whole
duty, nor would it be such a report as the framers of the law contemplated.

When

the rules and regulations under the law governing the
Department become perfect, and the machinery

operations of the Indian

multiform and complicated, such a report might answer the purpose; but until such is the case, a report should not only state what
has been done, but also what changes would be advantageous to the

less

service.

DELAY

IN

SETTLEMENT OF ACCOUNTS.

Too much machinery is often worse than too little, and, in my judgment, tjiere is now too much machinery in use in the settlement of accounts connected with this bureau. I say this with a full knowledge
gained by an experience of many years of the absolute necessity of
proper checks and balances in the manner of keeping and settling acC3)
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an individual has complied with his contract and
and signed by the legally appointed offihe
has
that
performed his undertaking in letter and spirit,
cers, showing
he is in all fairness entitled to the prompt payment of the compensation
stipulated. But such, I am compelled by personal knowledge to say, is
not the case as the law now stands. After all has been done as above
indicated, honest claimants have in very many instances been compelled

counts.

Bat

after

produces his vouchers certified

to chase their accounts through twelve or fifteen departments of the
government, consuming weeks and even months, and in some instances

years of time, until hope has sickened into despair, and men have grown
gray waiting for the tardy footsteps of the messenger from whose hands
they should long before have received their just dues.
It is no answer to this to say that the system now practiced has been

long in use and therefore ought not to be changed. This is no argument for its continuance unless it can be shown that age sanctifies error.
I make this statement in the interest not only of fair and honorable dealing, but also and particularly in the interest of economy for the government.
prompt paymaster gets more for his money than one who is
not prompt and when it is understood that delay may be expected in
receiving payment for labor or material furnished, those who furnish the

A

;

labor or material

make their calculations accordingly, and charge enough

The system of purchasing the annual supplies
Indian service by inviting and receiving sealed proposals is productive of a healthy competition, and the opening of these bids and
awarding the contracts in the presence of the bidders leaved no just
to

pay them

for waiting.

for the

for charges of unfairness or favoritism, and, in my opinion, there
is not much room for improvement in that respect ; but I desire to re-

ground

peat and emphasize it, that the law in reference to settling the accounts
ought to be changed.

INDIAN AGENTS.
the many causes which exist tending to retard the improveof the Indians, one very important one is the difficulty of procurhave over a quarter
ing men of the right stamp to act as agents.
of a million of Indians scattered over many thousands of miles of territory, many of the points at which they are located being difficult of

Among

ment

We

Many of these Indians, outside of the five civilized tribes, are
wild roving nomads, preferring savage to civilized life. These are an
untutored and untractable people, who are naturally indolent, improviThe
dent, and shiftless, and very impatient of restraint or discipline.

access.

government is to transform these uncivilized people into
peaceable, industrious, and law-abiding citizens, and for this purpose a
system has been devised, good in many respects; but when we come to
operate that system we make a fatal mistake, and a mistake which, if
object of the

not corrected, will, in my opinion, prevent for generations the accomplishment of good, which might otherwise be reached in one decade.
I refer, of course, to the present system of appointing and paying the

V
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the immediate charge of the Indians, and who are known
as Indian agents. When the fact is once clearly established that an
agent is utterly unfit from any cause for his place, he ought, on any theory
of sound business principles, to be removed at once, and a more suitable

men who have

in his place but it requires as much machinery now, and fremore
time, to get a new agent appointed than it does to appoint
quently
a minister to the Court of St. James. Within the last year seven entire
months were consumed in making such a change at one of the agencies,
where any correct business man transacting his own business would
have made the change in less than seven days. This is the fault of the
law, and ought to be changed.
These Indian agents furnish the precept and example to which we must
look more than to any other cause or influence as a means of changing
the habits, manners, and customs of the Indians. If the agent is an
honest, industrious, and intelligent Christian man, with the physical ability
and disposition to endure hardship and courageously encounter difficulty
and disappointment, or, in other words, if he is morally, mentally, and
physically above the average of what are considered good men, he will
work wonders among these wards of the nation. And I but state what
every thinking man must know, that, as a rule, this class of men cannot
be procured to cut themselves off from civilization and deprive them'selves and families of the comforts and advantages of civilized society
for the pittance which is now paid to Indian agents.
Occasionally men
have been found who, for the good which they hoped to accomplish, have
voluntarily exiled themselves and labored for the good of these people,
but they generally found more trouble from their surroundings and less
moral support from the government than was expected, and, becoming
discouraged and disheartened, have retired from the service, leaving
One agent, in tendertheir places to be filled by less competent men.
uses
the
a
few
weeks
his
following language
resignation
ing
since,

man put

;

:

I have labored faithfully for the good of the Indiaus, dealing honorably with all
men, but I have at last become disheartened, and feel that life is too short to waste
any more of it here.

One
agents

great cause of embarrassment and discouragement to Indian
the trouble and annoyance they find in keeping their accounts

is

so as to comply technically with all the regulations and rulings in reference to the final settlement of their accounts. As the matter now
stands, an agent may execute to the letter an order given him by the
Secretary of the Interior for the payment of money, and yet that item

may be suspended against him, and he and his sureties
be compelled by law to pay the money again. The result is, if he refuses
to obey the orders of his superior he loses his position, and if he obeys
he loses his money.
I give it as my honest conviction as a business man, after one year and
a half of close observation, in a position where the chances for a correct
knowledge of this question are better than in any other, that the true
in his account
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is to pay Indian agents such compensation
and place them under such regulations of law as will insure the services
of first-class men. It is not enough that a man is honest; he must, in
addition to this, be capable. He must be up to standard physically as
well as morally and mentally. Men of this class are comparatively
scarce, and as a rule cannot be had unless the compensation is equal to

policy of the government

A

the service required. Low-priced men are not always the cheapest.
bad article is dear at any price. Paying a man as Indian agent $1,200
or $1,500, and expecting him to perform $3,000 or $4,000 worth of labor,
is not economy, and in a large number of cases has proven to be the

worst kind of extravagance. The wholesale, sweeping charge of dishonesty sometimes made against Indian agents is not true. Some of
them are good and true men, doing the very best they can under the embarrassing circumstances by which they are surrounded and some of
them are capable; but I repeat, the inducements for such men to remain
;

are insufficient, and the difficulties and discouragements which they
meet, crowd them out of the service, and until all Indian agents are
selected and paid as a good business man selects and pays his employes
(which is not the case now), it need not be wondered at if many of
them are incompetent, and a few of them dishonest.

CO-OPERATION OF RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES.

One very important

auxiliary in transforming

men from savage

to

upon them through the
brought
labors of Christian men and women as educators and missionaries.
This I think has been forcibly illustrated and clearly demonstrated
civilized life is the influence

among the different Indian

tribes

to bear

by the missionary labors of the various

Civilization is a plant of exceeding slow growth, unless supplemented by Christian teaching and
I am decidedly of the opinion that a liberal encouragement
influences.
by the government to all religious denominations to extend their educational and missionary operations among the Indians would be of immense benefit. I find that during the year there has been expended
in casl/by the different religious societies for regular educational and
missionary purposes among the Indians the sum of $210,680, and doubtreligious societies in the last few years.

less

This

much more which was not reported through the regular channels.
is just so much money saved to the government, which is an item

of some importance, but insignificant in comparison with the healthy
influences created by the men and women who have gone among the
the higher and
Indians, not for personal pecuniary benefit, but for
nobler purpose of helping these untutored and uncivilized people to a

higher plane of existence. In no other manner and by no other means,
in my judgment, can our Indian population be so speedily and permanently reclaimed from barbarism, idolatry, and savage life, as by the
educational and missionary operations of the Christian people of our
country.

This kind of teaching will educate them to be sober, indus-
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trious, self-reliant, and to respect the rights of others; and my deliberate opinion is, that it is not only the interest but the duty of the government to aid and encourage these efforts in the most liberal manner.

No money spent for the civilization of the Indian will return a better
dividend than that spent in this way. In urging this point I do not
wish to be understood as claiming that all the good people are inside
the churches and all the bad ones outside; but a little observation, I
think, will convince any one that a very large proportion of those who
sacrifice time and money for the good of others is found inside of some
Christian organization. If we expect to stop sun dances, snake worship, and other debasing forms of superstition and idolatry among Indians, we must teach them some better way. This, with liberal appropriations by the government for the establishment of industrial schools,
where the thousands of Indian children now roaming wild shall be
taught to speak the English language and earn their own living, will
accomplish what is so much desired, to wit, the conversion of the wild,
roving Indian into an industrious, peaceable, and law-abiding citizen.

NEED OF MORE LIBERAL APPROPRIATIONS.
This result, however, cannot be reached in any reasonable time unless the means are commensurate with the end to be attained.
The
conditions which

now surround

the case are very different from those
game upon which the Inmust of necessity look for

that existed in the years of the past. The
dian subsisted is fast disappearing, and he

subsistence from some other source.

The vast domain which he once
and over which he roamed at will, is rapidly being
absorbed by the white people, who insist that these fertile valleys and
mountains rich in mineral deposits shall no longer remain locked up
and shut out from the enterprise and industry of the white race. The
commercial interests of the country seem to demand that the means of
communication between one section of the country and another shall
not be obstructed by denying the right of way for trade and traffic
and as a consequence railroads are penetrating these reservations once
set apart for the home of the Indian, and in which he had a right to
suppose he would not be disturbed.
I do not stop now to canvass the question of right or justice.
I only
point to the inevitable, and claim that it is unquestionably the imperative duty of the government, as well as the soundest and safest
policy,
to provide the safest, surest, and most equitable means to induce the
Indian to abandon the manners, customs, and traditions of his
fathers,
and accommodate himself to the new and better way. This can only
be done by appropriations much more liberal than those made in the
past. If one million of dollars for educational purposes given now will
save several millions in the future, it is wise economy to give that million at'once, and not dole it out in small sums that do but little
good.
The more thoughtful and intelligent of the ludians comprehend and ap-

called his own,

;

VIII
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predate the situation, and are anxious to put themselves in condition tc
meet the new order of things which they see is certain to come, and whicl
will either elevate them in the scale of being, or exterminate them
Chief Keokuk, son of the celebrated chief of that name, said to one o
our special agents only a few days ago, " We want schools, churches, and
laws, to make our people abandon the wild, roving life of Indians, and

become a settled, industrious, and peaceable people."
Within the last few months the Pottawatomie Indians have prepared
and submitted to the department for approval, a code of laws for theii

own government, thus clearly indicating that the thoughts of the

Indian.'

are being turned in the right direction.

UNJUST DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN INDIAN TRIBES.

my last report to the fact that the Indians whc
to
conform
to our customs, and to cultivate habits o
law
and
try
obey
are
not
and
encouraged as they should be; while In
industry
sobriety,
diaus who are lazy, turbulent, and insubordinate, get what they demand
If the Indians are in fact the wards of the nation, it is the imperative
duty of the government to treat them as a prudent and kind guardiar
should treat a ward, and this can only be done by rewarding the gooc
and punishing the bad. Rewards should be liberal and promptly given
and punishments should be sharp, quick, and positive. No delay ii
either case; let the effect follow the cause with certainty and rapidity
Delay in either case lessens the effect intended to be produced.
I feel that I cannot too strongly urge this, because unless a different
policy in this respect is pursued in the future from that practiced in the
past, bad Indians will increase and good ones decrease. They must be
made to know that vice will not be rewarded, nor will virtue be pun
ished. We are to-day feeding with a liberal hand, and at a cost o:
hundreds of thousands of dollars, a tribe of Indians who have made in
I called attention in

and defiantly threatened war unless their demands were
at the same time we are allowing quiet and peace
while
complied with,
able Indians to struggle with adverse circumstances on the verge o1
starvation. The Indians see this and the effect must necessarily be bad
solent demands,

SURVEYS OF INDIAN RESERVATIONS.
One

fruitful source of trouble

and

conflict

between Indians and white

from the fact that

in very many cases it is impossible t<
the reservation lines are. The Indians claim the line to be

people arises

where
one place and the white man, who is a farmer, a miner, or a herder,
claims it to be in another. The only remedy for this is by surveying
and plainly juarking the boundary lines; this would save much trouble
and many lives. I made an earnest request for an appropriation oJ

tell

in

$100,000 for this purpose at the last session of Congress, but ouly$5,00(
given. In 1880 it was estimated that there were not less than (.00(
miles of unsurveyed reservation boundaries. But little change lias oc

was
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Were it not for the aid generously extended by the War
Department during the year past the office would have been extremely
embarrassed in several cases where surveys were absolutely required to
prevent threatened conflicts between Indians and whites. Agents at
the different agencies are urging the necessity of having the boundaries
fixed, and it is to be hoped that this matter will not be neglected at the
approaching session of Congress. Where it has not already been done
currecl since.

arable lands within the reservations should be subdivided, to enable
the agents to allot lands in severally to Indians as fast as required.

APPROPRIATIONS COVERED INTO THE TREASURY.
In reference to the amount of appropriations for the Indian service,
wish to call attention to the fact that many thousands of dollars are
annually appropriated, which, on account of the peculiar character of
the law governing these appropriations, cannot be and never are used;
and this fact ought to be considered in making the appropriations. The
books in this bureau show that $228,170.22 have been returned to the
Treasury for the last year, for which the accounts are made up. And
connected with this fact is another kindred one, to wit: supplies amounting in some instances to many thousands of dollars are purchased and
paid for out of money appropriated for the Indian service, but before these
supplies aie consumed the Indians are removed to some distant locality,
the supplies are sold, and every dollar realized from the sale goes back
into the Treasury; but all the expense of care and sale must be paid from
the contingent fund, for which no calculation was made when the contingent fund was appropriated. The law should be so amended as to
allow all expenses of this kind to be paid from proceeds of the sale of
I

the property.

For proof and

refer to the recent operations

illustration of this condition of affairs I

on the Malheur Reservation.

CONSOLIDATION OF AGENCIES.
There are at present fifty-nine Indian agencies, fifty-eight of them in
charge of agents whose salary is provided for by Congress, and one in
reduction of eight
charge of a military officer acting as Indian agent.
agencies has been made during the fiscal year. Reduction in the number
of agencies has been the aim of this office for several years past, and
has been frequently recommended by my predecessors. The objects
sought have been, (1) reduction in the cost of maintaining agencies;
(2) the consolidation of the Indians upon reservations where they may
be best protected in their personal and property rights-, and (3) the sale
of the lands vacated by the consolidation and the use of such portion
of the funds arising therefrom as may be necessary in the settlement of
the Indians upon the reservations to which they may be removed, the
balance of the money to be funded for their use, antl the interest thereon
to be expended in lieu of direct appropriations for their benefit.
This

A
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plan

is still

urged and believed to be for the best interests of

all

con-

cerned.

But the consolidation of agencies (so called) made at the last session
of Congress has not been productive of the good results hoped for by
those who advocated the measure. The Indians and all the property
and machinery of an agency have been left just where they were and as
they were, except that the person in charge is not called an agent, nor
can he receive or disburse money. The one man, who is the agent for
all of the points attempted to be consolidated, is alone responsible for
this
all the property, and must necessarily travel from one to another
involves much expense of time and money and inasmuch as all the accounts have to be examined and reviewed at the point where the agent
is located, it requires additional clerical force, and 1 have found some
difficulty, even at this early period of the fiscal year, in finding funds
for the payment of the agent's traveling expenses and the additional
As a rule it is safe to say that any attempt at
clerical force required.
consolidation that does not consolidate the Indians by placing them on
;

;

the same reservation must result in failure to accomplish any good and
be almost certain to give much trouble.
The last Indian appropriation act simply legislated agents out of office

on June 30, 1882, made no provisions for their salaries or expenses until
such consolidation should be completed, and provided no funds by which
the Indians could be brought together. A special appropriation should
be made to enable this office to carry into effect the provisions of section G of the act above referred to, or a sufficient sum for the purpose
should be added to the appropriation for contingencies of the Indian
service.

ISSUES OF RATIONS.
In accordance with suggestions made by some members of the Committee on Appropriations at the last session of Congress, I decided at
the commencement of the present fiscal year to have the supplies purchased for Indians under existing appropriations divided into fifty-two
parts,

and instructed agents to issue one fifty-second part each week, so
amount appropriated for should last to the end of the fiscal

that the
year.

The following

is

the text of the instructions issued

:

In purchasing these supplies the funds appropriated by Congress for the tiscal year
1863 have been exhausted, reserving only sufficient for the purchase of annuity and
other goods estimated for by you, pay of employe's, and such incidental expenditures
as may arise during the year. Yon are therefore directed to divide the above-named
supplies by the number of weeks (54), and issue only one fifty-second part of the

same per week. Under no circumstances will you be allowed to incur any
and you will be held responsible for the execution <,f this order.

deficiency,

This has caused much dissatisfaction among many of the tribes, and
a threatened outbreak in some instances but the system will be adhered to, unless Congress orders otherwise.
;
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EVIL OF CASH ANNUITIES.
cases the law now requires money to be paid to certain
In a majority of these cases, if the law left it in the
Indians.
of
tribes
the
of
discretion
department to pay in cattle or sheep, instead of cash,
the result would be much more beneficial to the Indian. 4 This is emi-

In

many

nently true in the case of the Uintah and other Utes. The country
occupied by them is a good grazing country, but not well adapted for
agricultural purposes. If, instead of compelling payment to them in

money, as the law now stands, they could be paid in cattle, they could
few years become self-supporting. The money paid to them does
them but little good. In one day, immediately after a cash payment
was made to the Utes, two thousand dollars were spent for firearms,
in a

ammunition, and whisky in Salt Lake City, and in a very short time
payment went in the same direction. If they are the
wards of the nation, we should see to it that they get only such things
as are beneficial, and not such as are injurious.
While upon this subject I wish to call attention to the fact that there
is no law to punish any one for selling firearms to Indians, and the consequence is that the worst and most troublesome Indians are armed
with the best breech-loaders that can be found in the market. It is
hoped a stringent law may be passed to prevent, as far as possible, this
cause of trouble and loss of life.
nine-tenths of the

INCREASE IN THE CLERICAL FORCE OF THE BUREAU.
For many years complaint has been made by the accounting

officers

of the Treasury that the accounts rendered quarterly by the Indian
agents were so much delayed in the Indian Bureau that in a majority

of cases, before a final settlement could be reached, the sureties on the
bonds and the witnesses whose testimony would be necessary in establishing facts connected with suspensions in these accounts could not,

on account of death or some other cause, be reached. Congress very
wisely at the last session made an appropriation of $4,000 specially
for the purpose of bringing up these accounts.
AVich the aid thus afforded I have been able to bring them up nearer to date than they have
been for many years. This has resulted in much saving of trouble and
a much better understanding of the condition of the current business at
the agencies, and, it is safe to say, the saving of money to the government.
I venture in this connection to make a suggestion which, if followed,
will be of much pecuniary advantage. I refer to the fact that an immense
amount of work is done* in this bureau for outside parties, for which not
one cent is paid. Other departments of the government charge for
copies of papers and documents, but the Indian Bureau does all this
work, amounting to thousands upon thousands of pages, for nothing;
and the time of clerks, for whose salaries appropriations are made, is

I
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taken up with this kind of work, and consequently to the neglect of th
The same rule, it seem:
for which they are employed and paid.
to me, that is practiced by other bureaus ought to be allowed in thi
The law now fixes the number of clerks and the compensation of eacl
and no change can in any case be allowed. This is done on a basis
what is supposed to be absolutely necessary for the performance of tl
duties of the office. If no work for outside parties had to be performec
this rule might answer; but if (as is frequently the case) the time <
three or four of the best clerks is occupied for days in making examinj

work

<

bureau must

to the regular wor
follows as a consequence that the regular work of th
to that extent be neglected and the public business suffei

The remedy

for this

tions

and preparing copies of papers not belonging

of the

office, it

can be found in one of two ways

:

either

make

tl

appropriations sufficiently large to meet these calls from outside pa:
ties, or allow the usual charge for this class of work, and the use of th
money thus realized for extra clerical labor. Either of these plans wi

accomplish the desired object, and if, in addition to this, it was allov
able to employ clerks at what they are worth, instead of the iron rul
now in force, more work could be done, more people employed, an
money saved. This bureau is allowed one messenger, one assistai

messenger, and one laborer.

The rooms occupied by the

different divii

ions are a long distance apart. Many times every day chiefs of divii
ions and the higher grades of clerks are compelled to leave their desl
to seek or give information, which could just as well be performed by

messenger boy at $1 per day.
business in this manner.

Good business men do not conduct

the

The appropriation of $4,000 wisely given by Congresss at the las
employment of clerical labor for a special purpose ws
not trammeled by any restriction as to the compensation which shoul
be paid to clerks, and as a consequence I am able to say what could nc
have been truthfully said in the last ten years, to wit That there are n
session for the

:

agents' accounts unsettled in this office outside of the present fiscal yea

DEFICIENCIES IN APPROPRIATIONS.

The funds appropriated by Congress

in the regular appropriation bi

daring the fiscal year proved to be ei
tirely insufficient, mainly owing to the high price of beef and flour; an
had it not been for the additional appropriation in the sundry civil bi
of $200,000 for the purchase of beef, and $25,000 for the support of th
Jicarilla and Mescalero Apaches, this office would have been greatl
embarrassed and serious difficulties been the result. The amount ai
propriated for the subsistence of. the Sioux under agreement made Fel

for the support of the Indians

ruary 28, 1877, was insufficient by $500,000. Article 5 of this agre<
inent provides for furnishing each individual with a daily ration of 1

pounds

beef, one-half

pound of

every 100 rations 4 pounds of

pound of corn, and fc
pounds of sugar, and- 3 pound

flour, one-half

coffee, 8
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of beans, or ill lieu of said articles the equivalent thereof, in the discretion of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
According to the reports of the agents, there are now on the different Sioux reservations

26,683 persons, who, under article 5 of the above treaty, are entitled to
29,217,885 pounds beef gross, 4,S69,647 pounds of corn and flour each,
292,179 pounds of beans, 389,572 pounds of coffee, and 779,144 pounds
of sugar, costing at contract prices $1,558,847.68. The amount appro-

priated by Congress for subsistence of the Sioux, including transportation of all supplies from steamboat landings and terminus of railroads
to agencies, is $1,075,000, of which at least $50,000 will be required for

making a deficiency of $500,000, for which an estimate
be submitted to Congress at its next session. As this amount is
due under treaty stipulations, it is hoped it will be furnished.
The only other deficiency to be provided for by Congress will be
about $50,000 for "transportation of Indian supplies." For that purpose $275,000 were appropriated by Congress, but this amount will
not be sufficient to pay for all the transportation and as the right to
incur deficiency for transportation was conceded at the last session of
Congress by the House Committee on Appropriations, I have no doubt
that the additional amount required will be appropriated.
transportation,
will

;

making appropriations for the current and conof
the
Indian service, &c., for the fiscal year 1883, ditingent expenses
rects that notice shall be given to such Indians as are now being subSection 8 of the act

sisted, in whole or in part, by appropriations not required by treaty,
that a recommendation will be made to Congress, at its next session

such appropriations, and in pursuance thereof I
have issued the following circular and forwarded it to the different Infor a diminution of

dian agents:

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, September 27, 1882.

lu compliance with instructions received from the honorable Secretary of the
Interior, your attention is called to section 8 of "An act making appropriations for
the current and contingent expenses of the Indian Department, and for fulfilling

SIR

:

treaty stipulation with various Indian tribes, for the fiscal year 188 5, and for other
purposes," approved May 17, 1882, which reads as follows: "That the Secretary of

now being subsisted, in whole or in part,
by appropriations not required in discharge of treaty obligations, to be notified that
he will recommend to Congress, at its next session, a diminution of such appropriation, and that in consequence thereof their future support will depend more upon their

the Interior shall cause such Indians as are

own

exertions.''

In compliance with the above you will give your Indians the notice required by
this act of Congress, and assure them that while the government is disposed to treat
them kindly and even generously, and to extend to them every needed assistance to
('Malik- them to make a comfortable living for themselves and families, yet they must
remember that there is now no treaty or other obligation on the part of the government to support them, and that what they are now receiving is purely a gift, and that
there must come a time when they will be expected to labor for their own support the
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as white ineii do.
Say to them that labor is riot degrading, but oil the contra
ennobling, and that if they ever expect to become rich and powerful as the whi
races, they must learn the lessons of industry and economy.

same

is

H. PRICE, Commissioner.

INDIAN AGENCIES AND POPULATION.

The

following' table

the population

shows the location of the several agencies an

:

8=5
a v

a '3
States and Territories.

Arizona.

California.

4
4

Colorado

1

8

9

30,1

Dakota

.

.

..

.

Idaho
Indian Territory
Indian Territory

3

6
(5 civilized tribes).

1

Iowa

1

Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota

1
1
1

Montan
Nebraska (including

5

201 attached to

Nevada

Kansas agency, but

still

living in Nebraska)

New Mexico
New Tork

2
2
3
1

5

Oregon
Texas

14,2
11,

fl

3,

18,5
59,2
3
6

9,7
4,3
18,7
4,

7,8
28,5
5,1
4,5

(*)

1

Utah
Washington Territory

2

Wisconsin

2
1

2,3
13,2
7,7
1,7

59

246,9

4

Wyoming
Total

number
*

To

of agencies and

number

of Indians at agencies.

Indians in charge of a military officer and not on a reservation.

be added those not under control of agents, livin
and Utah, and the State
of California, Indiana, Kansas, North Carolina, Oregon, and Wisconsii
numbering 15,434, making total number of Indians in the United States
this should

principally in the Territories of Arizona, Idaho,

exclusive of those in Alaska, 262,366.

LIQUOR IN THE INDIAN COUNTRY.
The sale and use of liquor has been brought before the public so Ion
as the chief cause of poverty and crime, that when it is stated that uearl;
all the serious crimes committed in the Indian country are traceabl
directly to the selling and drinking of whisky, the statement is accepts
as truth, as a matter of course. It provokes no comment, and appear
to have little effect on legislation. Yet, to-day, w'hisky is the one grea
curse of the Indian country, the prolific source of disorder, tumuli
crime, and disease, and if its sale could be utterly prohibited, peace aui
quiet would almost uniformly exist among the Indians from the Missis

sippi to the Pacific.

Whisky

is

furnished the Indians by disreputabl
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who would

white men,

sell

themselves aud their country for so

XV
many

pieces of silver. Leniency to such men is a crime. Their homes should
be behind iron bars, with never a human face to look upon, and never

a sight of the green earth or the skies above, until, in solitary confinefor months aud years, they had been taught the lesson that "the
way of transgressors is hard." Most Indians will drink whisky when-

ment

ever and wherever they can get
ages in deed as well as in name.

it.

Under

The agent at Quapaw says:
A quart of whisky will do more to demoralize

its

influence they are sav-

Indians than a mouth of patient labor

will accomplish to civilize them.

The agent

at Sac

and Fox, Indian Territory, says:

The whisky business has been the

c;uise of

more

difficulty

and more crime than

all

other causes combined.

At Great Xeniaha

the agent testifies that:

Strong drink is the greatest curse that besets the red man. Unprincipled whites in
the settlements, knowing this weakness, and regardless of the consequences that may
follow, will barter their own souls that they may fill their coffers with their unlawful

and

ill-gotten gains.

At Navajo Agency, one of the chiefs says:
We do not make whisky it is the Americans that
that the Great Father will take

our young

men drink

The agent

it

it

away from

do

it

us and not let

it

and we earnestly plead
be brought near us. for

like water.

at Tulalip reports that:

No crimes of a serious character were committed on the reservation, and if it were
not for the nefarious trade carried on in selling liquor to Indians by degraded white
men, the Indians would be a happy and prosperous race of people.

Page after page might be filled with similar testimonies.
The destruction of the liquor traffic among Indians is necessary,
alike for their welfare and for the protection and safety of the lives aud
property of thousands of good citizens who have their homes near these
Indian reservations. The result desired can be accomplished by the
passage and enforcement of rigid laws, with severe penalties for the
violation thereof. If the guilty ones are surely and sufficiently punbe almost impossible for the Indians to get liquor.
It provides that the penalty for giving
or selling liquor to an Indian shall be imprisonment for not more than
two years and a fine of not more than $300. This law should be so
amended as to specify a minimum penalty.
A few selections from reports of agents will show the necessity for
such an amendment.
ished,

it

will soon

The present law

The agent

at

is defective.

Grande Eonde says:

'

The greatest obstacle * * * is the constant watchfulness required to prevent
them from obtaining whisky from a disreputable class of whites who hover around
the borders of the agency, or in the small towns, ever
ready to furnish Indians liquor
and to take advantage of them as soon as they have become intoxicated. I have sue-
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in having from forty to fifty of this class of offenders arrested during the pas
year, nearly every one of whom has been convicted, but the fines imposed are no
sufficient to give them a proper respect for law and order. Could onr courts be induce

ceeded

to make the sentence imprisonment instead of a small
be fewer transgressors.

The agent

at

Green Bay says:
five young men have

Daring the past year

fine, I

am

confident there svoul

been killed while intoxicated.

Drunk

the Indians, in spite of the strongest efforts of agents am
Indian police, until Congress amends the law by adding, not less than three month!
imprisonment and not less than $50 fine.

eniiess will continue

among

The agent of the Mission Indians says:
for the leniency of the courts in dealing with offenders who have been Af
tected and arrested for carrying on this traffic among them, better results might b
reported.

But

In view of these statements, and others on file in this office, I recom
that section 2139 of the Revised Statutes be so amended tha
the punishment for the first offense shall be imprisonment for not les
than one year, and a fine of not less than $100; aud that for the secoiu
and subsequent violations of law the penalty shall be imprisonment fo:

mend

I deem this amendment absolutely essential, as under th<
law
present
fixing a maximum, but not a minimum penalty, the law i
of
little value, the punishment, in some cases, being a fin<
practically
of ten dollars and imprisonment for one day, and this, too, after th<
payment of many dollars in witness fees. The penalty should be com
mensurate with the crime.
Section 2130 provides that "Every person [except an Indian in th
Indian councry]" shall be liable to punishment for sale of liquor to In
dians, &c. A bill (H. R. 3942) introduced by Representative Haskel

three years.

at the last session of Congress proposes to amend the section by strik
>J
uhe words "except an Indian in the Indian country." I hop<
ing 01
this legislation also will be secured.

necessary. The War De
partment is authorized to introduce liquor into the Indian country
This should not be. Fire should not be permitted near a powder

One

other- amendment

is,

in

my judgment,

magazine, nor whisky near an Indian reservation. Army whisky is n<
it does not appear that its effects are au>
more desirable. An Indian will as surely get drunk on army liquor:
as on those obtained from less highly favored citizens of the country
I recommend, therefore, that such portions of sections 2L39 and 214(
better than other whisky;

as authorize the

War

Department, or

Army

officers, to

introduce liquo:

into the Indian country be repealed.

Notwithstanding the disadvantages under which agents labor on ac
count of inadequate and defective law, and the leniency and indifferent
with which it is administered, they have made strenous efforts during
the year to repress the sale of liquor to Indians by the prosecution o
whisky sellers, and have been fairly successful. Through the efforts o
30 different agents, 136 cases have been prosecuted; 16 failed of con vie
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pending oue forfeited his bail bond, 19 were punished
and 34 by imprisonment and tine. The
30
by
imprisonment,
by fine,
fines varied from $1 to $125, and the terms of imprisonment in jails,
houses of correction, and penitentiaries, from one da;v to 3 years and a
half.
Only 7 were imprisoned for a year or over, and the average term
tiou, 3(3 are still

1

,

of the others was 58 days. The average fine was $32.
The tendency of the law to bear the hardest on the weakest party was
well exemplified among the Indians of the State of New York, where 3

men were

fined $20, $50, and $75, respectively, for selling liquor
and for the same offense an Indian was sentenced to 30
day 8 in prison and a fine of $100. A table showing prosecutions and
penalties in detail, will be found on page 315, herewith.
Much larger results could have been secured if the office had funds at

white

to Indians;

command

to cover the expense of detecting liquor selling, making
For this purpose I urged last
arrests, sending witnesses to court, &c.
year an appropriation of f 5,000, which was granted in the House but
its

failed in the Senate.

A^^ hatever difference of opinion

may

exist as to

the use of whisky by white men, there is but one opinion as to the mischief and danger of its use by Indians, and I can see no reason why the

amount asked should not have been granted. I trust that Congress at its next session will show some interest in the matter, and some
readiness to assist the office in its- single-handed fight against this evil.
small

LEGISLATION REQUIRED.
Intruders on Indian lands.

In

my

last

annual report

I

drew

atten-

On the 29th of
tion to the insufficiency of existing laws on this subject.
March last, the draught of a bill for the more adequate prevention of
trespasses on Indian lauds, previously prepared in this office, was transmitted by the President to Congress for consideration (House Ex. Doc.
No. 145, 47th Cong., 1st sess.)

This

bill

reads as follows

:

and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That section twenty-one hundred and forty-eight of the Revised
Statutes of the United States be amended to read as follows, namely
"Every person who without authority of law enters and shall be found upon any
Indian lands, tribal reservation, or lauds specially set apart for Indian purposes, shall,
for the first offense, upon conviction thereof, pay a fine of not more than five hundred
dollars, and be imprisoned at hard labor for not more than one year; and for every
subsequent offense, shall, upon conviction thereof, pay a fine of not more than one
thousand dollars, and not less than five hundred dollars, and be imprisoned at hard
labor for not more than two years, nor less than one year and the wagons, teams and
outfit of such person or persons so offending shall be seized and delivered to the
proper United States officer, and be proceeded against by libel in the proper court
and forfeited, one-half to the informer and the other half to the United States, and in
all cases arising under this act, Indians shall be competent witnesses
Provided, hoicever,

Be

it

enacted by the Senate

:

;

:

That the provisions of

this section shall not apply to emigrants or travelers peaceably
such Indian lauds, tribal reservations, or lands especially set apart

passing through
for Indian purposes, without committing any willful trespass or injury to person or
property."

IND

II

XVIII
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I greatly regret that Congress took no action in this matter.
The
urgent necessity for an amendment of the law is again apparent in the
attempted settlement in the Indian Territory by the so-called "Oklahoma Colony," under the leadership of D. L. Payne, which has twice
been repeated during the past year first in May last, when Payne with
a party of followers was arrested in the Indian Territory by the military,
and afterwards released on the Kansas border; and more recently, in
the latter part of August, when, with a party consisting of seven men
and two women, and an outfit of wagons, horses, &c.,he was again capt5

ured by the troops whilst endeavoring to effect a settlement at Oklahoma. Upon this last occasion, refusing to go out of the Territory
peacefully, the party were disarmed and taken to Fort Reno as prisoners.
Upon the recommendation of this department, they were turned over
by the military to the United States civil authorities at Fort Smith,
Ark., by whom, it is reported, they have since been released to appear
at the November term of the United States court for the western
district of Arkansas, to answer to civil suits for the recovery of the
prescribed penalty of $1,000, which is the 6nly redress the existing law
provides. The result will probably be judgments against them by default, which will be and remain uncollectible.
It is surely time that this farce which has now been going on for three
years or more, should cease. If Congress will give us a law (such as
has been laid before it) providing for imprisonment in addition to fine,
for each offense, these periodical invasions will be less frequent, if not
altogether stopped, and probably much distress will be avoided to innocent parties who have been deluded by vague promises held out to
them.
Timber depredations on Indian lands. The necessity for legislation to
protect the timber on Indian lauds hag been repeatedly and forcibly
urged in prior anuual'reports of this office. In my last report I adverted
to the wholesale destruction of timber in the Indian Territory, and the
disastrous climatic effects which it is apprehended will ensue unless the
evil is arrested.

At

the last session of Congress a bill (S. 1646), prepared in this office,
extending the provisions of section 5388 of the Eevised Statutes of the
United States for the protection and preservation of timber to Indian
lands, passed in the Senate, but was never reached in the House.
hoped that Congress will take up this bill at an early date.

It is

For years past urgent appeals have been made by
government of the
Indians, by providing that the criminal laws of the United States shall
be in force on Indian^reservations, and shall apply to all offenses, including those of Indians against Indians and by extending the jurisdiction of the United States courts to enforce the same in short to make
an. Indian as amenable to law as any other subject of the United States.
From time to time various measures looking to this end have been in-

Laws for

Indians.

this office for such legislation as will insure a proper

;

;
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troduced in Congress; but from some cause or other lack of time or of
proper appreciation of the importance of the subject they have invariably fallen through, so that to-day the only statutes under which Indians are managed and controlled are substantially those created in 1834,
known as the trade and intercourse laws, whose main purpose was to
regulate traffic in furs and prevent sale of ammunition and intoxicating
drinks and intrusion upon an Indian reservation. As civilization ad-

vances and the Indian is thrown into contact with white settlers the
authority of the chiefs proportionately decreases. It is manifest that
some provision of law should be made to supply this deficiency and protect Indians in their individual rights of person and property.
At the
same time, the Indian should be given to understand that no ancient
custom, or tribal regulation, will shield him from just punishment for
crime.

The importance of

this subject has been so frequently enlarged upon
annual reports of this office for years past that it seems almost
but at the risk of being considered prolix I
superfluous to add more
herewith append an extract from a letter on file in this office from Agent
Wilbur, of the Yakima Agency, Washington Territory, an officer of over
sixteen years' experience with the Indians. Under date of March 10
last, he says
in the

;

:

Another, and at tins agency, perhaps, equally important matter, is tlie extension of
the United States law over the reservation. Possibly the situation here has brought
this matter more forcibly to my attention than to most agents.
Just off the reservation, on one side, is Yakima City, and on the other Goldendale, and our Indians are
often there for purposes of trade. When there they find themselves subject to a law
different from that on the reservation a law prompt and swift to punish, hut powerless to protect them.
They witness its administration, and place a far higher value
on it than on the decisions of their councils, and cases have occurred where Indians,
thinking themselves aggrieved by the adverse decision of their councils, have watched
their opportunity, and, when their adversary happened in town, have procured a re;

of the case before the justice of the peace. It does not affect the case that the
original decision was affirmed. The fact illustrates the higher value placed on the
United States law, and the desire of the Indians to be judged by it. Some of the more

trial

to have taken out "citizen papers," pay taxes, work the
county roads, and, boasting that they are no longer under the jurisdiction of the agent
or council, give themselves up to all manner of license, and before the police can reach

unworthy Indians chiim

;ui(l arrest them are across the line, and defy all reservation authority.
It is plain
that these things must be utterly destructive of all authority of the agent or council,
and equally plain that such a state of affairs cannot much longer continue.

Either all Indians should be placed under the sole jurisdiction of the agent and the
council, or all should be brought equally under the operation of United States law.
On this point, officers of the law, citizens, agent, and Indians are agreed, and it is
strange that so obviously proper and necessary a measure has not long since been
adopted.
Criminals and paupers have always existed, and I know no reason why the Indian
should not be expected to furnish his proportion of these classes; but I do claim that
when satisfied that equally with the white man he is secure in the possession of his
home, and that the same law that judges and protects the white man throws its broad
shield over him also, he will furnish no more than his proportion.
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At the last session of Congress, Hon. E. Willits introduced a bill (H.
R. 755) "to extend the jurisdiction of the district and circuit courts of
the United States, for the punishment of crimes on Indian reservations
within the limits of any State or organized Territory, and for other purposes," which was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary; but no
farther action appears to have been taken.
I again respectfully recommend that the attention of Congress be
called to the subject, with a view to such legislation as it may deem

expedient.
In regard to the Indian Territory proper, a bill (S. 181) to transfer
the jurisdiction from the western district of Arkansas and to establish

a United States court

now pending

in the Territory at

Muscogee, Creek Nation,

is

before Congress.

BOUNDARY BETWEEN TEXAS AND THE INDIAN TERRITORY.

A

bill

(H. R. 1715)

is

now

before Congress seeking to establish the

Fork of the Bed River as the true boundary line between the
Indian Territory and the State of Texas, instead of the South Fork or
main-branch, otherwise called the Prairie Dog Town Fork of the Red
River. The tract of country in dispute is about 60 miles long and 40
miles wide, probably over 2,000 square miles, and contains a large
quantity of valuable land. The history of the question in dispute between the United States and the State of Texas, which has been agitated
for several years, will be found in a recent report of the Committee on
the Judiciary, to whom said bill was referred.
(See House Report No.
JSorth

1282, Forty-seventh Congress,
follows

first session.)

This report concludes as

:

After a careful review of tlie facts in the case, for the question as to which prong
of the river is the true river is really a question of fact, your committee is decidedly
of the opinion that the South Fork is the true boundary, and that therefore the claim
of the State of Texas is unwarranted.
If the data given in these reports are correct, there would seem to be no doubt of
the claim of the United States to the tract in dispute, and therefore your committee

*****

report adversely to the bill referred to it.
But inasmuch as the claim is disputed, and that with the earnestness of belief on
the part of Texas, and inasmuch as none of the surveys referred to have been made

with the privity of the State of Texas, the joint commission appointed having failed
to act in concert, your committee is of the opinion that that State should have a
hearing in the matter, and should have an opportunity to co operate with the United
States in settling the facts upon which the question in dispute rests. A substitute is
reported for the appointment of a joint commission, the passage of which

is

recom-

mended.

In view of the complications which are already threatened through
persons claiming to exercise rights on the disputed tract under the
jurisdiction of the State of Texas, as also the great influx of cattle
herds thereon, it is important that this question should be definitely
settled

by Congress at an early

date.
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"INDIAN COUNTRY."
During the

last session of

Congress the meaning of the words "In-

dian Country," as used in the Revised Statutes and other laws of the
United States, was made a subject of inquiry by the Senate Committee

on the Revision of the Laws. The attention of the Senate was called to
the matter by a letter from Judge McCrary, addressed to Hon. G. F.
Hoar, United States Senator, in which he stated that he had recently
had occasion to decide that section 1 of the act of June 30, 1834, known
as the "trade and intercourse act" (4 Stat., 729), was repealed by the
Revised Statutes, and that if he was correct in this ruling there was no
act of Congress in force defining the meaning of the words "Indian
Country," or the locality or boundaries of the "Indian Country." The
committee concurred with Judge McCrary, and requested the views of
the department and the preparation of a bill drawn to meet the require-

ments of the public service.
A report was prepared by

this office reciting the various acts of Con"
gress relating to the Indian Country," and the decisions of the courts
thereon. The conclusion reached in the report was in accord with the
decision rendered by Judge Hillyer, of the United States district court

of Nevada, in the case of the United States vs. Leathers (6 Sawyer, 17) ?
which he held that section 1 of the intercourse law of 1834 was re-

in

pealed by the Revised Statutes, and that the words "Indian Country'*
referred to the portions of the public land allotted to the use and occupation of the Indians. There seemed, therefore, to be no occasion toanticipate the difficulties feared

by Judge McCrary.

A bill was prepared, however, for the use of the committee, if they regarded any legislation as necessary, which provided that
The worda "Indian Country," as -used in chapter four of title twenty-eight of the
Revised Statutes and other laws of the United States, shall be construed to apply to
and include the following classes of Indian reservations, viz: Lands to which the
original Indian title has never been extinguished, but which have not been specificallyreserved by treaty, act of Congress, or otherwise, for the use of the Indians lands expressly reserved by treaty or act of Congress, or set apart for the use of the Indians by
executive order of the President of the United States; lauds patented to Indian tribes j
and lands which have been purchased by or ceded to the United States for the purpose of settling friendly Indians thereon.
;

This bill was favorably reported by the committee as Senate bill 2100,
with the following words stricken out: "lands to which the original
Indian title has never been extinguished, but which have not been
specifically reserved by treaty, act of Congress, or otherwise, for the use
of the Indians, or for other purposes," for the reason, as stated in the
report, that they believe that there are no such lands in the United

(See Senate Report No. 773, Forty-seventh Congress, first sesThis clause was intended to cover the lands in Dakota occupied
and claimed by the Turtle Mountain band of Chippewas. No further
States.
sion.)

action appears to

have been taken upon the subject.
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BIGHT OF

WAY

FOR,

RAILROADS THROUGH INDIAN RESERVATIONS.

Arizona Southern Railroad Papago Reserve, Arizona. On the 21st
April last, the Arizona Southern Railroad Company, engaged in building a line of railroad from Tucson, Arizona, to the Mexican border line,
some ten miles south of Calabaz, made an informal agreement with
Chief Ascension Rios, on behalf of the Papago Indians, for a right of
way 200 feet wide from north to south through the Papago Reserve,
covering a distance of about eight miles. For this concession the company agreed to erect, within the reservation for the use of the Indians,
a school house of adobe, to cost $3,000. Upon submission of this agreement to the department, you directed that, since the reservation was
created by Executive order, and hence was excepted from the provisions
of the right-of-way act of March 3, 1875, the company should first obtain
the authority of Congress for a right of way before taking any further
action in the matter.
By act of Congress approved August 5, 1882, a right of way not exceeding 200 feet in width through the Papago Indian Reservation was
granted to the Arizona Southern Railroad Company, according to the
plans of route and survey of the said company, now on file in this department and approved lay the Secretary of the Interior, subject to the
consent of the Indians occupying said reservation and to the payment
by said railroad company to the Secretary of the Interior of such compensation as may be fixed by him, to be expended by him for the benefit
of the said Indians. Measures are now being taken to carry out the
provisions of the act.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Ute Reserve in Colorado. On May
12, 1880, in accordance with the provisions of the treaty of March 2,
1868, with the Ute Indians in Colorado, the President issued his proclamation authorizing the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company to
construct its line of railroad, with extensions and branches thereof,
through the Ute Reservation. On April 22, 1881, information having
reached this office that the Indians were becoming restive at the presence of the working force of the railroad, and had threatened to stop
the work until compensation was made to them for the lands taken, I
reported the facts to the department, and on May 3, following, the
president of the company was notified by your predecessor to stop the
construction of the road until the consent of the Indians had been obtained and proper compensation made to them. No attention was paid
by the company to this notice. The road has been constructed and is
now in operation, and the question of compensation still remains open.
In his annual report to the President your predecessor held that the
Indians were entitled to compensation for the occupancy of their lands
by the company, and recommended that suitable action be taken by

Congress looking to an adjustment of the rights of the respective parties.
(See annual report of Secretary of Interior for 1881, p. X.) No
action, however, appears to have been taken by Congress in the matter.
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In view of the provisions of the act of Congress of June 15, 1880
made with the Utes for the sale
^21 Stat., 199), ratifying the agreement
of their reservation; their subsequent removal, and the provisions of

the act passed at the last session, approved July 28, 1882, declaring all
that portion of the Ute Eeservation lately occupied by the Uncompahgre and White River Utes to be public lands of the United States,
and subject to disposal in accordance with the provisions of section 3

June 15, 1880, I have the honor to submit for your
what
consideration
action, if any, shall now be taken in the premises.
and Saint Paul Railway Sioux Reserve in DaMilwaukee
Chicnf/o.
Since the preparation of my last Annual Report, the Chicago,
kota.
Milwaukee and Saint Paul Railway Company has paid into this de-

of the said act of

partment, for the use of the Sioux Indians, the sum of $13,911, partial
payment for right of way, depot and station grounds, required for the
purposes of the road upon the Great Sioux Reserve, west of the Missouri
River, in accordance with the terms of the agreement of November 2,
construction of the
1880, and has been authorized to proceed with the
road. The balance of the consideration money agreed to be paid for the
right of way is payable after the company shall have constructed 100
miles of road

upon the reserve.
The company has also definitely located the section of 640 acres
quired for depot purposes, on the west bank of the Missouri River,

rein-

cluded in the above-mentioned purchase. By supplemental agreement
of November 10, 1880, the company agreed to pay for all improvements
of individual Lower Brule Indians falling within the limits of said section such amount of compensation as may be awarded by a commission

by the Secretary of the Interior. Steps are now being
taken to perfect the list of Indians who are entitled under this agreement, with a view to an adjustment of damages in manner provided.
This company has also definitely located a tract of 188 acres for depot
purposes, &c., on the Crow Creek Reserve, east of the Missouri River, as
provided for by the agreement of November 13, 1880. It has also filed
a map of its road as constructed through the Crow Creek Reserve, under
the terms of said agreement. The total consideration money payable
in respect of land so taken on the Crow Creek Reserve is $1,424.76,
which the company is ready to pay. The maps are now before the deto be appointed

partment for approval.
I)kota Central Railway Sioux Reserve in Dakota. The Dakota Central Railway Company has definitely located the section of land at Fort
Pierre, on the west side of the Missouri River, granted under the agreement with the Sioux Indians June 12, 1880, and has paid into the department, for the use of said Indians, the sum of. $3,200, as consideration
money therefor. It has also paid to the department the sum of $375
for the right of way through the Old Winuebago Reserve, east of the
I am not adriver, granted by the agreement of December 31, 1880.
vised what progress has been made in the construction of this road.
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Idaho, Clear Water and Montana Transportation Company Nez Perce
Reserve, Idaho. On the 27th January last, Agent Warner, in charge of

the Nez Perce" Indians, transmitted to this office a petition of the Idaho,
Clear Water and Montana Transportation Company (a corporation
of the Territory of Idaho, engaged in the construction of railroads
from Lewiston east into Montana), for a right of way along the Clear
Water Eiver and through the Nez Perce" Reservation, established by
treaty of June 9, 1863 (14 Stat. 651), which treaty provides for the establishment of roads upon that reservation under authority of the United
States. In transmitting the application the agent stated that the Indians appeared to favor the building of the road, as it would open up a
good market for their farm produce, and that it would also greatly
facilitate the delivery of supplies to the agency.

recommended the granting of the

He

therefore earnestly

petition, subject to the consent of the

Indians.

In pursuance of department instructions of the 8th May last, Agent
directed to convene a council of the Indians for the purpose
of laying the matter before them and obtaining their consent to a peaceful preliminary survey in order to determine the definite location of the
road upon the reservation, w ith the understanding that before any construction of the road could be commenced the consent of three-fourths
of the adult male Indians upon the reservation would be necessary, and
that reasonable compensation, subject to the approval of the department,,
would be required from the company for the right of way and lands
taken. On the 10th June last, Agent Warner reported to this office
that he had submitted the proposition to the Indians in council assembled, and that greatly to his surprise they had almost unanimously
voted against it. Subsequent advices from the agent seem, however, to
indicate that the Indians acted under a misapprehension, and that they
will reconsider their determination this fall.
Utah and Northern Railroad Shoshone and Bannack (Fort Hall) ReReference was made in iny last annual report to an
serve, Idaho.
which
had been entered into with the Shoshone and P>annack
agreement
Indians of Idaho for the extinguishment by the government of their
title to so much of the lands of their reservation as are required for the
purposes of the Utah and Northern Railroad Company in the construction of a road from east to west through the Fort Hall Reserve.
By thiswhich
is
dated
the
Shoshone
and
Bannack
July
agreement,
18, 1881,
Indians ceded to the United States a strip of land extending from east
to west through their reservation, to be used by said railroad eompany
as a right of way and road bed, containing 070 acres, or thereabouts also
certain plots of land for depots, stations, &c., containing about 102 acresFor this cession the United States agreed to pay to the Shoshone and
Banuack Indians $(>,000, or about $7.77 per acre, to be deposited in the
United States Treasury to the credit of said Indians, upon ratification
of the agreement by Congress and necessary appropriations therefor,.
and to bear interest at 5 per cent.

Warner was

r

^

;
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This agreement was ratified by act of Congress approved July

3,
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section 3 of which provides for the grant of right of way and the use of
the plots of land so relinquished to the Utah and Northern Eailroad

Company, its successors and assigns, for thfc purposes set forth in the
agreement, but requires the company, as a condition precedent to the
use of the lands, to pay to the Treasurer of the United States, within
ninety days from the passage of the act, the said sum of $6,000 thereby
appropriated, and to file with the Secretary of the Interior its written
acceptance of the conditions of said section. These requirements have
been complied with by the company, and I am informed by the Secretary of the Treasury that the $0,000 have been deposited with him. The
tali and Northern Railroad Company has since assigned its rights acquired under said act of Congress to the Oregon Short Line Railway
T

I

Company.
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Indian Territory. Under authority
of an act of Congress approved July 27, 1866 (14 Stat., 292); the several
treaties negotiated during the same year with the Cherokees, Creeks,
Choctaws and Chickasaws, and Seminoles, providing for an east and

west and a north and south railroad through their respective countries ;
and the decision of Hon. Secretary Cox, dated May 21, 1870, approved
by the President May 23, 1870, and the decision of your immediate predecessor in office, dated March 31, 1882; the construction of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad westward from Vinita, Cherokee Natiou r
through the Indian Territory, which had been suspended for some year
past, has been resumed.
Under date of March 27, 1882, the company entered into an agreement with the Cherokee Nation for the purchase of materials required
in the construction and repairs of the road in the Cherokee country,
under the provisions of the Cherokee laws in relation to such purchases ;
also for the settlement and adjustment by the courts and laws of said
nation of all questions for damages o property. The company has also
filed a new bond of same date in the sum of $500,000, payable to the
order of the Secretary of the Interior, in trust for the several nations
and tribes of Indians owning or occupying the lands of the Indian Territory, conditioned for the faithful performance of the obligations imposed on said company by the act of Congress of July 27, 1866, and iit
other particulars for the protection of the Indians. Bond and agreement were approved in the department April 3, 1882.
The act of Congress, July 27, 1866, authorizes the Atlantic and Pacific
Railroad Company to construct " a branch from the point at which the
road strikes the Canadian River eastwardly along the most suitable

route as selected, to a point on the western boundary line of Arkansas
at or near the town of Van Buren." The map of location of the branch

road from the point on the main line at which it strikes the Canadian
River, eastwardly to Van Buren in Arkansas, shows the line of route to
be as follows From its junction with the main line as above, down the
:
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Canadian on its north side to where it empties into the Arkansas River
crossing the Arkansas and running- down said river on its north side to
Van Buren; in its route passing through country occupied under Executive order by the Cheyennes and Arapahoes, through the reservation of
the Pottawatomies, and through the Seminole, Creek, and Cherokee
countries. Your predecessor held that should the branch road be built
on the line of location as laid down on the maps, there would then be
two east and west roads through the Creek and Cherokee country, which
would be in violation of the treaties with those Indians which provide
for but one east and west and one north and south road through their respective countries. He was therefore of opinion that should the branch
;

should not be allowed to cross the country of the Creeks
or of the Cherokees, but should have its line, so far as those countries
are concerned, south of the Canadian and Arkansas Rivers.
On the 10th August last the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company,
through its general solicitor, General Williamson, applied to this office,
stating that the road had been completed from Vinita, through the Cher-

road be

built, it

okee and Creek country, to a point near the Arkansas River, which
would be township 19 north, range 12 east, if the surveys were extended
that the company had carefully surveyed the line of main road so laid
down on the map of definite location, and finding many engineering difficulties to contend with, asked permission to explore the country south
of the line located for the purpose of gaining such information as would
ehable it to contrast the cost of constructing and maintaining a road on
a more southern route with the cost of constructing a road along the
Cimarron River, and with the ultimate intention of laying the facts and
figures before the department, with a view to procuring a ruling upon
the question as to the exact line upon which the company should build
its road, if any doubt should exist as to where it might build.
;

The request appearing reasonable, permission to make the necessary
explorations through the country designated was granted, subject to the
consent of the Indians, viz, the Creeks, Sacs and Foxes, and Cheyeunes and Arapahoes, through whose lands the exploring party would
necessarily pass, and General Williamson was so notified by office letter
of August 31, 1882. The several agents for these Indians were at the
same time directed to consult with them and endeavor to procure their
consent to the passage of the company's employes through their lands
The Cheyeimes and Arapahoes who, in
for the purposes indicated.
^November, 1881, seriously objected to the construction of the road have
readily assented. The Creeks and Sac and Fox Indians have, as yet,
taken no definite action in the matter, but it is not apprehended that
any serious objection will be interposed.
Saint 'Louis and San Francisco Railroad Choctaw and Chickasaw
On the 2d of August, 1882, Congress passed an
country, Indian Territory.
act granting a right of way to the Saint Louis and San Francisco Railway

Company

for a railroad

and telegraph

line

through the lands of the
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Choctaxv and Chickasaw Nations of Indians in the Indian Territory,
commencing at a point to be selected by the company on the line of the
Choctaw Nation, immediately contiguous to Sebastian or Scott Counties,
in the State of Arkansas, and running thence in a southwesterly direction on the most direct and practicable route through the lauds of the
Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations in the direction of Paris, in the State
of Texas, and to continue to or connect with a proposed road from the
This grant is made subject to the condition

city of Paris aforesaid.

that the said railway company shall pay quarter-annually to the national
treasurers of said nations, every year during the existence of the rights
and privileges granted, to be used for the benefit of schools therein,

sum of $750, in the proportion of one-fourth to the Chickasaws and
three-fourths to the Choctaws, with a proviso that if the general councils of said nations, or either of them, shall, within sixty days after the
the

passage of the act, by resolution duly adopted, dissent from the allowance provided for, and shall report the same to the Secretary of the
Interior, then the compensation to be paid for the uses and grants in the
act made for such dissenting tribes shall be determined by appraisers
to be appointed as in said act mentioned.
The act, which is quite lengthy, provides for the completion of the
road and telegraph within two years from the date of acceptance by the
It also contains various clauses and stipulations for the protection of the Indians, and declares that failing certain conditions therein
prescribed, the said company shall forfeit all rights thereunder, which,

company.

upon declaration and consent of the Secretary of the

Interior, shall inure

to the Chicago, Texas and Mexican Central Railway Company upon
like conditions as in said act mentioned; and upon its fail ure to comply

therewith, then the privileges granted to the Saint Louis and San FranRailway Company shall apply to any other incorporated company

cisco

that shall have

first

obtained the approval of the President of the United

States.

Xorthem Pacific Railroad Crow Reserve, Montana. By an agreement
dated August 22, 1881 (also referred to in my last annual report), the
Crow Indians surrendered to the United States all their right, title, and
interest in and to a strip of land 400 feet wide, extending from east to
west across their reservation, containing about 5,384 acres, to be used by
the Northern Pacific Railroad Company as a right of way and road bed;
also certain plots of land, aggregating 266 acres or thereabouts, for depot
and station purposes. For the lands so relinquished the United States
agreed to pay to the Crow Indians $25,000, to be deposited in the United
States Treasury to the credit of said Indians upon ratification of the
agreement by Congress and necessary appropriation therefor, to be expended for the benefit of the Indians in such manner as the Secretary of
the Interior

may

direct.

This agreement was ratified by act of Congress approved July 10,
.l.ssu. section 3 of which
provides for the grant of the right of way, arid
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the use of the plots of laud so relinquished, to the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company, its successors and assigns, for the uses and purposes
mentioned in said agreement, but requires the company, as a condition precedent to the user of the lands, to pay to the Treasurer of the United
StateSjWithin 60 days from thepassage of the said act, the sum of $25,000,

thereby appropriated, and to file with the Secretary of the Interior its written acceptance of the conditions of said section. The acceptance above
required has been filed in this office, but I have no information as to the

payment of the

$25,000.

Northern Pacific Railroad, Jocko (Flathead) Reserve, Montana. The
Northern Pacific Railroad Company having applied for a right of way
through the Jocko Reserve, in Montana, occupied by tlie confederated
tribes of the Flathead, Upper Pend d'Oreilles, and Kooteuay Indians, under the treaty of July 1 6, 1855 (!2 Stat., 975), Assistant Attorney-General
McCammon was detailed by you on the 22d July last, to proceed to the
Flathead Agency and negotiate with the Indians, under the treaty and
acts of Congress in that behalf, for the extinguishment of their title to
so much of the lands of their reservation as are required for the pur-

poses of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company for the construction of
road westwardly, through that reserve, according to certain plans
Mr. McCammon has not
filed by the company in this department.
yet filed his official report, but I am informally advised by him that he
succeeded in negotiating an agreement with the Indians, by which the
lands necessary for a right of way 200 feet wide, and extending a dis-

its

tance of about 53 miles across the reservation, with suitable grounds
for station purposes, are relinquished to the United States upon payment of $16,000, this sum to be deposited in the Treasury of the United
States to the credit of said confederated tribes upon ratification of
the agreement by Congress, and to be expended for the benefit of the
Indians in such manner as the Secretary of the Interior may direct.
Provision is also made for the payment of $7,500 for improvements of
individual Indians of said tribes falling within the boundaries of the
lands so relinquished. The necessary papers will be hereafter submit-

ted to you for transmission to Congress.
Atchison and Nebraska Railroad Iowa Reserve, Nebraska. The agreement of June 18, 1881, with the Iowa Indians of Nebraska for a new
right of way across their reserve to the Atchison and Nebraska Railroad
Company has been finally completed, and was approved by you on the

August last. The quantity of land taken by the company amounts
six and one half acres, for which they have paid at the rate of 825

4th of
to

per acre.
Walker River Reserve, Nevada. On
Carson and Colorado Railroad
Railroad Company entered into
Colorado
and
Carson
the
April 13, 1880,
an informal agreement with the Pah-ute Indians for a right of way across
the Walker River Reserve, which was set apart by Executive order,
March 19, 1874. Under a misconception of the requirements of the law
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such cases, but apparently in good faith, the company constructed
road upon the reserve without procuring the necessary legal authority.
As soon as the facts were definitely ascertained in this office they were
reported to the department for instructions, and on the 13th March last
your predecessor directed that a formal agreement embodying the terms
theretofore agreed upon between the railroad company and the Indians
should be obtained and submitted to the department for approval and
iii

its

transmission to Congress for ratification.

Such agreement was accord-

ingly prepared and executed by a majority of the Indians interested
and the railroad company, under date of 9th August last, and will in due

course be submitted for your approval, and ratification at the next session
of Congress.
Netr Mexico and Southern Pacific Raihcay Company Pueblos of New

The New Mexico and Southern Pacific Railway Company, failcome to terms with the Jndians of the pueblo Santo Domingo, for
a right of way across their land grant, and for lands sufficient for a division
station thereon, has commenced proceedings in the Territorial courts
Mexico.

ing to

under the provisions of the general incorporation act
New Mexico, February 2, 1878.
The Pueblo Indians of New Mexico stand on a plane different from that
to obtain title

relating to railroads in the Territory of

of ordinary Indians. They are not Indian tribes within the meaning
of the acts of Congress prohibiting settlement by any person on laud
belonging, secured, or granted by treaty with the United States to any
Indian tribe; but they are held to have a complete title to their lauds and
their rights may be maintained under the Territorial laws of New Mexico
(U. S. vs. Joseph, 4 Otto, 614). By these laws the several tribes of
Pueblo Indians are incorporated bodies politic and corporate, with power
to sue and be sued in any court of law or equity in respect of any claim
to lands occupied or claimed contrary to law by any person whatsover,

and

to resist any encroachment or trespass thereon.
In April, 1881, complaint having been made by the local agent that
the railway company had established a division station named Wallace" upon the lands of the pueblo Santo Domingo for the accommoda'

tion of its employes, to

which numerous

settlers

were flocking, opening

saloons, &c., against the wishes of
the Indians, the United States attorney for the district of New Mexico
was, at the request of this department, directed by the Hon. AttorneyGeneral to co operate with the agent for the pi^tection of the Indians,
and to act as their attorney in cases where it might become necessary

up trading establishments, whisky

to apply to the courts for their relief, or where their interests were in
jeopardy. The Indians having positively refused to sell any portion of
their lands for a town site at Wallace, and the settlers being equally

determined to remain, proceedings for their removal have been instituted under the direction of the United States attorney as the attorney
for the Indians.
In like manner he has been requested by the agent to
of the Indians in the proceedings by the company
the
interests
protect
to appraise the value of the lands taken for right of way.
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PAYMENTS OF CASH ANNUITIES.
Miamies of Indiana. The payment of the principal sum, $221,257.86,
which became due to these Indians, under the treaty of 1854, on the 1st
day of July, 1880, and which was provided for by act of March 3, 1881, as
noted in my report for last year, where I expressed the hope that but a
short time longer would be necessary to complete it, has been somewhat
delayed. As the work progressed various questions presented themselves, some of which could not have been foreseen, such as doubtful
claims, the right of members of this branch of the tribe who had been
drawing moneys with the Western Miamies to share with both tribes,
and as to who were the proper parties to receive the shares of deceased

The procuring of properly-qualified guardians for minors,
the security required by the act being so large, was attended with much
difficulty and delay and the claim of Vandeventer & McDowell, which
beneficiaries.

;

this act also provided should be adjusted and paid, demanded time and
attention beyond what was at first anticipated. Thus, much unavoid-

able delay had to be submitted to, as no step could be taken until this
office was assured beyond reasonable doubt that the law was being
strictly

complied with.

Therefore

it

was not

until the 31st of

January,

1882, that the first payment was effected, and on the 5th of the following July, the date of last report from Hon. Calvin Cowgill, who has
charge of this payment, some twenty claims still remained to be paid
to the heirs or legal representatives of persons deceased. These, requiring the action of the courts, took more time, but I am now persuaded that all will be completed in a few days. I may here call atten-

manner in which Agent Cowgill has discharged this
arduous and responsible duty. Notwithstanding the numerous perplexing questions involved, and the well-known readiness of designing
whites to take advantage of any oversight or flaw in the dealings of
the agents of the government with the Indians, whereby they might
hope to reap some advantage to themselves, no expression of dissatisfaction has reached this office from any of the Miamies, and I believe
strict justice has been done.
Although this money was due to the Miamies by treaty on the 1st day
of July, 1880, no action was taken toward providing for its payment
tion to the faithful

until March 3, 1881. The interest, however, for the year 1881, although
not provided for in the treaty, was paid to them, and this was satisfactory; but as the payment of the principal was still deferred for at least
six months, during the fiscal year 1882, without fault of theirs, they
consider themselves, through the precedent of having been paid for
1881, and in equity, entitled to additional interest. This they are the
rather disposed to expect as they appear to have heard of the appropriation made for paying them for the full fiscal year 1882, which still
It therefore seems necessary that
remains on the books in this office.
in
be
taken
the
case to finally settle it, either by
further
action
some
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allowing them a part of the money, say interest for six months of the
year 1882, or by covering the whole amount back into the Treasury.
1

Winnebagoea. Circumstances have prevented my fully carrying- out
the provisions of the act approved January 18, 1881, for the benefit of
these Indians. The clerk who was detailed from this office to take a
census of those in Wisconsin was prevented through the interference

some meddlesome whites from completing* it as quickly as had been
anticipated. No appropriation had been made to meet his expenses,,
and but a very limited amount could be spared from the contingent
fund of this department for that purpose, and when this was exhausted,
in December last, he was compelled to abandon the effort to complete
of

the census, leaving- about one-third of these Indians yet to be enrolled.
Early in the following- spring- 1 called the attention of the department
to the difficulties in the case, and suggested that an appeal be made to
Congress for funds to complete the work, but no appropriation was

made for the purpose. This is to be regretted, as the Indians need the
money and are in most instances prepared to make a good use of it, and
any considerable delay may necessitate going over much of the ground
Several parties in Wisconsin have expressed a desire to finish
work, but I am of the opinion that sending a competent and perfectly disinterested person to do it would be most beneficial to the Indians, by preventing the possibility of their being controlled by self-constituted, unscrupulous attorneys, such as have already greatly retarded
my efforts to properly carry out the act. I therefore repeat my former
suggestion, that funds should be provided for this purpose.
The number of Indians who on account of the interference of white
men refused to be enrolled is about 250. As a result of this partial
failure, no money has been paid to those Indians who complied with the
request of the government, and they are made to suffer because of the
obstinate and rebellious attitude of a part of the tribe. This is making
the innocent suffer for the acts of the guilty, and ought, in some manner, to be remedied, so that the law-abiding ones should be paid what is
I can see neither reason nor justice in refusing or negjustly due them.
lecting longer to pay these Indians who have willingly done all that
was required of them by the government.
again.

this

As

several of these Indians, in anticipation of this money, selected
lands, which the want of it rendered them unable to secure, a temporary expedient was resorted to, and an arrangement made with the hon-

orable Commissioner of the General Land Office, whereby the claimants can go before the agent for the office nearest to them, and, by proving their Wirmebago blood, &c., and their willingness to comply with

the provisions of the act of July 18, 1881, the land they have selected
can be reserved for them until this money is paid.
Wyandottes. The payment to this tribe of Indians of $28,109.51, the
sum appropriated by the act of March 3, 1881, which was to be in full
payment of their claim under treaty of February 23, 1867, was com-
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A

pleted on the 13th of April last.
very careful census having been
taken, and the claims of those who applied to be enrolled carefully examined, all who could not be proved to be members of the Wyandotte

made with these Indians, were rejected.
have been very satisfactory to the Indians,
especially as the claim of Isaiah Walker, for $17,900 for a ferry franchise, on being examined, was not considered good against this fund,
tribe,

as defined in the treaties

The payment seems

and was therefore

to

disallowed.

Sac and Fox, Iowa. Since my report for 1881, this branch of the Sac
and Fox tribe has become more tractable and willing to comply with
the rules governing annuity payments, so that $40,000 of their back and
current annuities has been paid to them, viz, $20,000 in January last,
and the same amount in the following August. This was a per capita
of about $128, or over $500 to each family of four persons, which number
their domestic relations will average.
some back taxes on their lands, they

Of

this large

sum, after paying-

had expended, by September 1,
almost every cent, except about $3,000, with which they propose to
purchase more land, which they greatly need. It is to be regretted
that at least half of the entire payment could not have been used for
this purpose, rather than squandered in ways, if not injurious, yet of but
doubtful benefit to them. But as the money was their own, no action

could be taken by this office further than giving them good advice.
The agent complains of drunkenness amongst these Indians, which
he, for want of means, is unable to prevent, but it is hoped the stringent
liquor law now in force in that State will result in their being benefited
to a greater degree by future annuities.
All the other regular annuities, &c., have been paid during the year without incident worthy of special remark, and it is a gratifying fact that although a total sum of about $650,000 has been so disbursed to the Indians,

during this time, having to pass through many hands, and find its way to
the owners often in the least civilized part of the country, no case of loss
to the government or to the Indian has occurred, either through accident, carelessness, or design. The present system of enrolling the Indians is so perfect, each birth, death, change in relationship of members
of families, English and Indian name, age, and sex being duly recorded,
that oversight or imposition is almost impossible, and general satisfaction among the Indians is the result.

EDUCATION.
Exclusive of the

five civilized tribes,

the whole number of Indian

pupils attending school the pjrst year has been 8,412. Of these 476 were
in attendance at the Carlisle, Hampton, and Forest Grove training
schools. Of the remainder 3,937 attended reservation boarding schools

The average attendance for the year
table giving the schools in detail, with the attendhas been 5,126.
ance and condition of each, will be found on page 316. The following
and 3,999 reservation day schools.

A
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table shows the gradual progress which has taken place in Indian education during the last six years
:

Number

1877.

1878.
1879.
1880.
1881.
1882.

of
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models of what an Indian school should be, and pupils at home are interested to learn the branches which are being taught their more,
favored relatives.
In industrial education Indian boarding-schools aredoiugpioneer work.
There are neither precedents nor text-books to follow. In very few
schools in the United States can the white child, unless he is a criminal,
learn how to work as well as how to read how to use his hands as well as
his head. This need is receiving the attention of educators and philanthropises, and the success of the experiment among Indians is being watched
with interest by the friends of the lower classes both white and black.
One of the lirst obstacles encountered is the outlay of funds required.
To fairly equip each reservation school with stock, wagons, farming im;

plements and mechanical tools, and have these articles used not only by
children, but by children who have no inherited inclination or aptitudefor civilized pursuits, must very largely increase the annual expense of
the schools and though for such expenditure the return in the next
generation will be large, the immediate returns will be meager. Nevertheless it ought to be done, and appropriations increased accordingly.
Even if Carlisle, Hampton, and Forest Grove could turn out, as they
cannot, all the skilled mechanics and agriculturists needed among Indians, yet the value to the Indian boy of mere rudimentary training in
some one of the various handicrafts will be worth to his own manhood and
the civilization of his race immeasurably more than it will cost, and the
morale of the school which furnishes such employment and diversion to
its restless pupils will be vastly improved.
Too much importance cannot be attached to the agency industrial
boarding-school. It is the center of Indian civilization, and will be until
parents are willing to send their children away from home to be educated,
and the government is willing to assume the enormous expense of that
Until then the reservation schools will be worth assort of schooling.
;

much to the distant training-schools as the training-schools are to the resThey awaken the interest in education which first leads the
parent to surrender his child, and they so mold public opinion as to make
it possible for the returned student to persevere in the habits learned
at the East. Unless a strong purifying influence is exerted on the reservation atmosphere while the students are absent, they will return to a
ervation.

fire-damp of heathenism, ignorance, and superstition that will extinguish
all the flames of intelligence and virtue that have been kindled by contact with civilization. In this way only can the government hope to

escape the humiliating relapses which many years ago discoura*ged missionary societies from any further attempts at educating Indian pupils
away from their tribes. An appropriation of not less than $50,000
should be made by Congress at its next session to properly equip
existing reservation schools for industrial work.
Day schools. Eleven new day schools have been opened this year, but
four day schools have become boarding schools, and twelve have been
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discontinued, so that the whole number now in operation is 101, five less
than last year. Most of those discontinued were small schools, maintained in the, Indian camps by religious societies. It is as common a belief
that the boarding should supersede the day school as it is that training-school^ remote from the Indian country ought to be substituted
for those located in the midst of the Indians.
Hut 1 trust that the time
is not far distant when a system of district schools will be established
in Indian settlements,

enment

which

will

for those neighborhoods,

serve not only as centers of enlightwill give suitable employment to

but

returned students, especially the young women, for whom it is specially
difficult to provide.
As General Amstrong has well said in his annual
report

:

Then- is absolutely no position of dignity to winch an Indian jrirl after three years'
training can look forward with any reasonable confidence.. There is nothing for her
but to enjoy or suffer in the present state as best she may. Schools in the Indian
camps, under judicious and vigorous supervision (Mich a.s arc
established by the missionaries), would give honorable work,
our best Indian girls.

in a

few cases already

full

of inspiration, to

Referring to reports from returned students, he also says:
There has

bci-n a less

their mothers,

which

is

fayorabh- account of the two girls who live
their misfortune rather than their fault.

in

the

camps with

is not the
regular employment for girls that there is for boys. The lot and the chance of the,
former arc much harder than of the bitter. The intelligent decent Indian
girl is a
problem. Teaching would be her hope if .schools were provided.

To erect necessary buildings and pay teachers for such
will require

another increase in appropriations, which

Tfiere

district schools
I

hope

will

not

be wanting.

When

.such schools are established,

compulsory education can be reThis has already been partially tried at two agencies with
considerable success, although the compulsion could not be made universal lor the reason that school facilities fell far short of
accommodating
the school population. Two other agents have signified their intention
of adopting such measures, and, with the help of their Indian
police,
sorted

to.

will undoubtedly succeed.
At other agencies, however, where there is
greater disproportion between the number of children and the size and
number of the school buildings, pupils have to be turned away from instead of forced to school.
1 desire, in this
connection, to renew my suggestion of last year, that
the example of New York in extending her common school system over
her Indian reservations and employing educated Indians as
teachers, is
a most sensible one for other States to follow. The results thereof would
be no less valuable to the State than to the general government.

Carlisle, Forcxt Grove, nwl Hampton training zchoolx.
By reference to
the reports of Lieutenants Pratt and Wilkinson, and of S. C. Arm-

strong, herewith, pages 177, 187, and 1H1, respectively, it will be seen
that good work has been accomplished during the year at the
Carlisle,
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Forest Grove, and Hampton training schools. They have been attended
by 284, 91, and 101 pupils, respectively. The Carlisle pupils represent
33 tribes and 18 agencies; the Forest Grove pupils, 10 tribes and 5
agencies.
At Carlisle

and Hampton the apprentices in the various shops have
not only attended to the large amount of repairing, building, and furnishing required at the schools, but have manufactured for use at the
various Indian agencies 253 sets double harness, 13 wagons and 1 buggy,
2,000 pairs shoes, and 14,124 articles of tinware, and the schools have
been credited with the value of these articles at the contract prices paid

The apprentices to the trades of blacksmith, carpenter, printer, shoemaker, tinsmith, wheelwright, painter,
butcher, tailor, saddler, and baker have numbered 183. The energies
of the rest of the boys were devoted to iarm work.
therefor by -the Indian Office.

Only eight deaths have occurred at the two schools during the year,
the improved health conditions being due partly to acclimatization, but
more to greater watchfulness and a better understanding on the part of
both instructors and pupils of the requirements of the Indian physique.

The practice of placing pupils in private families during the summer
vacation has been continued with mtist satisfactory results. More homes
were open eel to them in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania than there
were pupils to send 10G boys and girls have thus been given the best
possible individual training. Removed from the rules and restraints
which make up the machinery of a large institution and render the life
of its inmates more or less mechanical, they are thrown upon their own
resources and responsibility, and learn the self-imposed restraints and
amenities and tasks which characterize home life. The appreciation
of the advantages shown by the children, and their usual readiness to
do their share of the work of the farm or the house, has enabled Lieutenant Pratt to secure wages for all the pupils sent out by him this summer. These wages, varying from one to fifteen dollars per month, have
been paid direct to the pupils and added to the womanliness and manThe good record made by the Indian youth in
liness of the recipients.
their temporary homes is reported in detail by Lieutenant Pratt.
Fortyeight of the Carlisle pupils will remain with their new friends during
the winter, doing "chores "and attending public school. The size of
;

the buildings and the appropriation allow for the education at Carlisle
of about 300 pupils, but by placing children in private families Lieutenant Pratt proposes to reduce expenses and enlarge accommodations so
that he can care for 380 pupils. He will also depend on the continued
liberality of friends of the Indian, who have given substantial proof of
their interest in the work at Carlisle by the contribution during the

year of $7,243.

The first "graduates" from Carlisle, consisting of 37 Sioux from Dakota and 35 representatives of tribes in the Indian Territory, returned to
their homes in July last. These were the pupils with whom the school
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was started

in

October, 1879.

It is

expected that the majority of them

For this the
and especially those whose

will return to Carlisle this fall for further instruction.

most worthy and promising will be

selected,

moral stamina has stood the test of the temporary return to the old associations and degradations. Though the record of the students who
returned last year from Hampton has been in the main satisfactory,
yet it is apparent that to return immature youth to heathen homes after
only three years of training under specially favorable conditions is a
hazardous experiment. Justice to the child as well as economy in the
service require a supplemental course of at least two years, during
which the seed sown may have opportunity to take deeper root. Hereafter parents will be expected to surrender their children for five in-

stead of three years.
Industrial work at Forest Grove has met with unusual success.

The

blacksmith and shoe shops have netted $772 to the school. The apprentices to the carpenter have put up two 2-story additions to the
dormitories, 32 by 32 feet, and two smaller additions, 25 by 36 and 14 by
28, besides

repairs.

making furniture for the school and attending
The renting of 45 acres furnishes an opportunity

to necessary
for practical

lessons in farming, while several of the boys have been employed in the
harvest field by farmers in that section. Lieutenant Wilkinson reports
:

The local press of the country notes the fact that without the help of the boys of
the Indian school sonic of the farmers of this section would have had great trouble in
harvesting their crops. One paper has raised its warning cry for the protection of
white labor as against Indian. The boys have worked side by side with the white
man, earned the same wages, and this in a section of country where it has always
been claimed the Indian would not work.

As stated last year the great need at Forest Grove
land which shall be the property of the school.

is

the purchase of

Injustice has been done this school by the wording of the appropriation for its support, which limits the amount to be paid for the care and
support of the pupils to $200 per capita per annum. Expenditures can

be reduced to this

figure, but it will be at the
terests of the pupils in attendance.

expense of the best

in-

Nine new boarding-school buildings have been occupied
the
during
year, and in nine more new buildings schools will be opened
this fall.
The office has thus been enabled to open boarding schools for
the first time among the 27,105 Indians of the five agencies already
BnildinrjH.

named, and also among the Yankton Indians; that tribe, however, has
not been wholly deprived of boarding school facilities' hitherto, for the
reason that the remissness of the government in that respect has been
partially atoned for by the Episcopalians, who, for many years, have
maintained there a flourishing boys' boarding school. The buildings to
be occupied this fall will provide for the opening of boarding-schools for
the first time among the 9,412 Indians of the Nevada, Umatilla, Blackfeet,
and Warm Springs agencies, among the Snake Indians at the Yainax
1
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subagency iu Oregon, and among the Poncas in the Indian Territory, who,
since their removal thither, have had only a small day school. Arrangements have been made for putting up ten new buildings during the coining
season to. give new schools to the Pine Ridge, Rosebud, and Mescalero
agencies, to replace the Wichita building, destroyed by fire in December
last, and to give proper accommodations to five agency boarding schools
that are now carried on at great disadvantage in rented buildings or in
houses which, by dilapidation, unsuitable and inconvenient arrangement
of rooms, and restricted limits, have become each year less and less
adapted to the purpose for which they are used. Children who shiver in
rooms ceiled with canvas, who dodge the muddy drops trickling through
worn-out dirt roofs, who are crowded in ill-ventilated dormitories, who
recite in a single school-room, three classes at a time, and who have no
suitable sitting-rooms nor bath-rooms, are not likely to be attracted to
or make rapid advancement in education and civilization. But inadequate and delayed appropriations have necessitated the continued use,
for school purposes, of buildings which long ago should have been condemned as unserviceable and even unsafe. The more generous treatment which Indian education received from Congress at its last session
will do much toward remedying this unfortunate state of affairs.
Appropriations. The legislation of Congress at its last session, in regard to Indian education, marks a new era in Indian affairs. The first
appropriation, not required by treaty,

was $20,000

1870.

From

made

for the support of Indian

that time

it gradually increased
reached $85,000. This increase, of course, fell far short
of meeting the increased needs of the service, and the deficit was made up
from a fund called the civilization fund, being proceeds of the sales of Indian lands in Kansas. From July
1877, to July 1, 1881, $715,000 were
placed on the books of the office to the credit of this fund. Of this about
$500,000 was expended during these four years iu the establishment and
support of schools, and the remainder in the purchase of wagons, farming implements, stock cattle, &c. From this fund the Hampton, Carlisle,
and Forest Grove schools were established and maintained at an expense

schools,

until, in 1881,

in

it

1

,

of nearly $200,000.
Last fall there remained of the fund only enough to carry these
schools through the fiscal year, and to carry several other schools

through half the year.

With some misgiving the

office

asked Congress

for a deficiency appropriation for 1882 of $50,000, and for an appropriation for 1883 of $150,000 for general school purposes, and $97,000 for
Carlisle, Hampton, and Forest Grove, an amount barely sufficient to
support existing schools for one year. No better evidence could be
given of the newly awakened interest and faith of the people of the
United States in Indian education than the appropriation by Congress
for the year 1883 of $300,000 for general education, $115,200 for the sup-

port of the three training schools, $50,000 for two new training schools,
for the education of Indians at various established indus-

and $17,000

trial schools in

the States.
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The building left by the Pawnees on their reserve in Nebraska, when
they removed to the Indian Territory, is being- repaired and enlarged, and
The other, by the
will be used for one of the new training schools.
terms of the appropriation, must be located in the Indian Territory,
near the Kansas boundary and the Pawnee and Ponca reserves. Plans
The crowding of the three trainfor this building have been prepared.
ing schools already established, the expense of transporting pupils so
great a distance from the Indian country, and the severe climatic changes
to which it subjects them, have shown the desirability of establishing
similar institutions in the region of the Mississippi River. This is now

made

by the

entirely practicable

legislation

above referred

to,

and by

another act which provides for turning over to the Interior Department,
for Indian school purposes, buildings belonging to vacated military
posts.

A long unheeded recommendation of this office for the appointment
of an inspector of schools received favorable action by Congress at its
last session.
Through his personal supervision and inspection the
work can be doubled in efficiency and thoroughness,, and system
becomes possible.
While providing for increased school facilities over nearly the whole
Indian country, Congress by special legislation cut off all government
schools from the 2,000 Moquis Pueblos in Arizona. In the last Indian
school

in Indian education

appropriation act

is

the following clause:
*

*

at. the Moqni.s Pueblo agency, who shall also perform
the duties of teacher and clerk, one thousand five hundred dollars, and no money
appropriated by this act shall be expended for pay of teachers or for clerical labor at

For the pay of agent

*

this agency.

An

agent who has no clerk and

is

required to personally care for the

interests of 2,000 Indians living in seven villages, distant from 14 to
36 miles from the agency, and only two of them accessible by wagons,
will have little time to spend in the school room.
Moreover, since a day
school at the agency would be inaccessible to the children, and a day
school at one of the villages inaccessible to the agent, the only practicable method of giving the Moquis an education is through a boarding

school.

(Jan Congress expect one

man

to serve not only as agent, clerk,

and teacher, but also as matron, cook, and laundress, for $1,500 a year?
While referring to the unusual increase in appropriations for schools
during the past year, I ought to state that the service will suffer by any
decrease in such appropriation hereafter. There are three classes of
funds out of which Indian schools can be supported: (1) Appropriamade in fulfillment of treaty provisions which pledge either the
payment annually of a specific amount for education or the support of
specified schools.
(2) Appropriations made solely for education, but
made as a gratuity and not under treaty. (3) Appropriations made

tions

for general civilizing purposes, either in fulfillment of treaty obligations
or as a gratuity. To these has been added in the past a civilization
fund (not appropriated); but that, as already stated, is now exhausted.
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The subjoined table shows approximately the amounts which have
been expended under each of these heads for Indian education during
the past six years

:*
i
'

1877.

Appropriations made- in fulfillment of treaty
/provisions which pledge either specific sums

1878.

1879.

1880.

1881.

1882.
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The average of the enrollment of pupils in school in Connecticut, Kansas, Nevada, Massachusetts, and Oregon is 80 per cent, of
the school population, and the average attendance is 54 per cent. Nearly
19 per cent, of the school population among the Indian tribes was enrolled
during the past year, and the average attendance was nearly 12 percent.
If adequate appropriations are made, the number enrolled ten years from
now ought to be not less than 50 per cent., or 22,500 pupils. Half of these r
educated in reservation boarding schools at $150 per annum, would cost
$1,087,500; the other half, educated in day schools at $30 per annum,

may be taken.

would cost $337,500. Therefore, to keep one quarter of the Indian school
population in boarding schools and another quarter in day schools would
require an annual expenditure of over $2,000,000. Irregularity of attendance would decrease the cost somewhat, though not in the same ratio as
that between the average attendance and the total enrollment, for the
reason that the teaching force and various other expenses could not be
allowed to vary with temporary fluctuations in attendance. Deducting
25 per cent, on this account would reduce the annual expenditure to-

This is a low estimate, and at the same time I have not
$1,500,000.
taken into account the increased cost of giving Indian youth special
training in schools remote from agencies.

Meantime, before the enrollment can reach 50 per cent, of the school
number of buildings must be erected and furnished
and liberal appropriations must be made therefor. Only 8,700 pupil*
can be" crowded into all the school buildings now in use, and many of
these buildings should be replaced by new ones.
The cost of education during the past year has been, approximately,
$411,538, in addition to the expense of rations and part of the clothing used by pupils at agencies where rations and goods are regularly
issued to all the Indians on the reservation. The appropriations for
education for the current year, in addition to amounts regularly appropopulation, a large

priated in fulfillment of treaty provisions, aggregate $480,400, and the
appropriation asked for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1884, is $917,000.

sum

is required if the United States Government is to keep pace
duties and opportunities in the matter of educating Indians.
I have spoken of the appropriations from which schools must here-

This
with

its

after be mainly supported as "gratuities."
It will, however, require
very many and very large so-called '"gratuitous" appropriations to pay
the debt of the government to certain Indian tribes on account of unfulfilled treaty obligations.
In general it may be said that where the
treaty stipulated the payment of a certain annual sum for education,
the promise has been kept; but where the support of certain schools
Avas pledged without specifying the annual expenditure to be made
therefor, the promise has been only partially kept.
Belonging to the
latter class are the treaties with the Sioux,
Kiowa
and ComanNavajo,

Cheyenne and Arapaho, Shoshone, Molel, Walla Walla, D'Wamish,
Makah, Quinaielt, Quillehute, S'Klallam and S'Kokomish tribes, which
have an aggregate population of 68,000. Some of the treaties with
che,
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these tribes promised a school for every thirty pupils for twenty years
others to establish and support manual-labor schools sufficient to accommodate the school population of the tribes.
I have not made an estimate of the extent to which the government
;

has failed to fulfill its treaty obligations to these tribes from the date
of the treaties up to the present time, but the following table shows
the deficit between the promise and the performance in the years 1877
to 1881 inclusive
1

:

Total cost of buildings required to accommodate the school population of
these tribes, less such buildings as had been erected between the dates of
the treaties and the year 1881
Appropriations required to support, the schools called for by those trea'I

#334, 000

ties:

1877

$486, 000

1878
1879

486, 000
486, 000

1880

486, 000

.

371, 250

1881

2,315,250
2,

Amounts

$44, 880

1877
1878

.

1879

1880
1881

649, 250

specifically appropriated for the support of those schools:

...

..

48,

080

46,

580

46.

280

34,080

219,900

Balance due said tribes for the

live years 1877-1881

2, 429, (550

Of course, the showing would be much more discreditable to the government if the calculation had covered the whole period since the signing
of the treaties, but the above figures show that the indebtedness of the
government to a little more than one-fourth of its Indian population
on account of its failure to provide schools promised by treaty, is so
great that it will be long before any appropriations for education among
these tribes can be considered as gratuities, or in any other light than
a tardy payment of an old debt.

ALLOTMENT OF LAND

IN

SEVERALTY AND A PERMANENT TITLE.

In the last annual report of this office this subject was treated at
Nothing in the experience of the past year has occurred
to demonstrate the inadvisability of the plan, or to cause me to change
my views upon the subject. I still believe that in a great measure the
future welfare and prosperity of the Indians depends upon giving them
a several interest in their lands, with such a title as will protect them
and their children in the peaceful and quiet possession and enjoyment
In my opinion this plan is one of the keys to the solution of
thereof.

some length.

the Indian question.

As

stated in

my

report of last year,

"The

allot-
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incut system tends to break

up

tribal relations.

creating: individuality, responsibility,
erty.

and a desire

It

to
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has the effect of
accumulate prop-

teaches the Indians habits of industry and frugality, and

It

stimulates them to look forward to a better and more useful life, and,
in the end, it will relieve the government of large annual appropria-

All Indians may not at present be prepared to use to advantions.''
tage hinds allotted to them individually. But many of them are, and
where prepared for it, the Indian should have a home of his own, as the
white man has.
In

the treaties with these people no provision is made for the
In others, which contain such provisions, the
entirely inadequate to the wants and necessities of the Indians,

many of

allotment of their lands.

amount is

being in some instances as low as twenty acres. A great many tribes
occupy reservations created by the President. There is no authority of
law for the allotment of the lands within this class of reservations.
Many of the reservations upon Avhich there is authority for a division
of the lands in severalty have never been surveyed and subdivided,

and in numerous eases where this has been done the monuments, stakes,
and other marks -of the survey have been destroyed and obliterated by
the elements or otherwise, so that even where treaty stipulations authorize allotments they cannot be made from this cause. The correspondence on the files of this office show that very many of the Indian
tribes are clamorous for the allotment of their lands in severally.
Why
not, then, encourage them in this advanced step towards civilization?
Give the Indian his land fll several ty. Let him feel his individuality
and responsibility, and a sense of proprietorship. Encourage him to go
to work and earn his living and provide for the future wants and necessities of himself and family, and abandon his shiftless, do-nothing, dependent

Upon

life.

the subject of property, Malthns says:

According to all past experience and the best observations which can be made on
the motives which operate upon the human mind, there can be no well-founded hope
of obtaining a large produce from the soil but under a system of private property. It
seems perfectly visionary to suppose that any .stimulus short of that which is excited
in man by the desire for providing for himself and family, and of bettering his con
dition in life, should operate on the mass of society with sufficient force and constancy
to overcome the natural indolence of mankind. All the attempts which have been

made since the commencement of authentic history to proceed upon a principle of
common property have either been so insignificant that no inference can be drawn
from them or have been marked by the most signal failures; and the changes which
have been effected in modern times by education do not seem to advance a single step
toward making such a state of things more probable in future. We may therefore
more safely conclude that while man retains the same physical and moral constitution
which he is observed to possess at present, no other than a system of private property
stands the least chance of providing for such a large and increasing population as
that, which is to be found in
many countries at present.

These principles apply as well to the Indian as to the white man. So
long as the government continues to feed the Indian and encourages
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him

in his lazy, indolent, vagabond life, just so long will large annual
appropriations have to be made out of the public treasury for that purpose. The government has before it the alternative of perpetually supporting them as idlers and drones, or of adopting some measure looking
to their education in manual labor and other industrial pursuits, and

their ultimate self-support and civilization. Bills providing for allotments of laud in severalty were introduced in the Forty-fifth, Fortysixth, and Forty-seventh Congresses, but no final action has been reached.
It is to be hoped that Congress at its coming session will take some final
and definite action upon a subject that involves so much and which is
of such vital importance, not only to the Indian in his advancement and
civilization, but to the general government.

INDIAN HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.
I again invite attention to the necessity of legislation by Congress to
enable Indians to enter lauds under the fifteenth and sixteenth sections
of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1875, extending to Indians
the benefits of the homestead act of May 20, 1802 (now embodied in sections 2290, 2291, 2292, and 2295 to 2302 Revised Statutes), without the
payment of the fees and commissions now prescribed by law in such

cases.

report for last year attention was called to the fact that, until
a change is made in the law as therein recommended, it is of great importance that the department should have at its disposal a fund that

In

my

can be used for the payment of entry fees ami commissions, and that an
estimate for the sum of $5,000 had been submitted with that end in view.
No appropriation for that purpose was made. I have again submitted

an estimate for the sum of $5,000, and trust that Congress will either
amend the law so as to allow Indians to enter homesteads without cost
to them, or will

make

appropriation of the

sum estimated

for.

UNITED STATES INDIAN POLICE.
Four years have now elapsed since the establishment of the United
States Indian police service. Tried as an experiment, it has proved a
decided success. It has accomplished all that was claimed for it, and
agencies has become an absolute necessity. The police force
in the summer of 1878, in accordance with an act of
Congress approved May 27, 1878, for the purpose simply of maintaining order on the reservations and of preventing the sale of liquor to-

at

many

was organized

Their actual duties take, a much wider range. They not only
take pride in keeping good order and in breaking up immoral practices,
and in preventing the introduction of liquor, but they assist the agents
in the discharge of many other important duties. They are proud of
being considered United States soldiers, and are uniformly faithful and
true to the government. Wearing the uniform of ofticers of the law,.
Indians.
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they have an educational influence over their associates the value of
which cannot be estimated.
The system is now in operation at forty agencies, the total force employed being eighty four commissioned officers and seven hundred and
sixty-four non-commissioned officers and privates.
I would again invite attention to the small compensation allowed the
The character and requireofficers and members of the police force.
ments of the service are such as to demand the very best men at the
various agencies, but these cannot often be induced to serve for the
small pay offered. I would recommend that commissioned officers be
paid fifteen dollars per month, sergeants ten dollars per month, and
privates eight dollars per mouth. A much more satisfactory arrangement would be to invest the Commissioner of Indian Affairs with discretionary power as to salaries, the service at some agencies being of
vastly more importance than at others.

STOCK-OATTLE, WAGONS, AND FREIGHTING BY INDIANS.

From July
lians 13,264

1,

1878, to June 30, 1881, there were purchased ior the Instock-cattle.
detailed report of the number fur-

head of

A

lished each agency was given in my report for last year. From July
1881 to June 30, 1882, stock-cattle were purchased as follows: For
I,
Ksages, 1,825 head; Poncas, 507 head; and Sioux at Sisseton Agency,
J7

head.

The number of wagons purchased from July
was

1, 1877, to June 30, 1881,
3,558, and during the fiscal year 1882 there were purchased and shipto different agencies 605 wagons, making a total of 4,163 wagons

ped
purchased for the Indian service

A

in six years.
large number of Indians successfully transport their goods and supplies from steamboat
landings and the terminus of the railroads to their agencies, thereby
earning considerable sums. Over $150,000 were remitted during the
fiscal year 1882 to agents for payment to Indians for transportation

amount the Cheyennes and Arapahoes
earned $19,000, the Kiowas, Comanches and Wicliitas $15,000, the Sioux
of Pine Eidge $51,000, and the Sioux at Rosebud $33,000. The freighters are paid at the rate of $1 to $1.50 per 100 pounds per 100 miles, according to the condition of the roads over which the supplies are carried.
The experiment was made this 3 ear of having the " wild Crows in Montana" transport their supplies from the steamboat landing (Huntley) to
their agency, and it has so far proven a success.
services performed, of which

PURCHASE OF ANNUITY GOODS AND SUPPLIES.
Owing to the late date when the appropriation bill for the support of
the Indian service for the current fiscal year was passed (May 17, 1882)
bids for the annuity goods and supplies required for the fiscal year 1883
were not opened in JSew York until May 23, last. The schedule of goods
and supplies required comprised over 1,800 articles, and for furnishing

XLVI
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same there were received 34L bids at the opening in New York, and
at the opening at San Francisco, on the 15th of August last, 27 bids
were received, making a total of 368 sealed bids received for furnishing
goods and supplies for the present fiscal year; 207 contracts were executed, made out in quadruplicate, each one accompanied with a bond
The contracts in New York
for the faithful performance of the same.
were awarded by me, with the assistance of the Board of Indian Commissioners, and the Hon. J. K. McCavnmon, representing the department, after the samples offered with the bids had been properly exam-

tlie

ined by inspectors appointed for that purpose.
It is of the utmost importance that contracts for goods and supplies
for the Indian service be let early in the spring, and I cannot too strongly
urge upon Congress the necessity for the early passage of the appropriThe amount appropriated for the difation, bill for the Indian service.
ferent tribes

and bands varies every year, and the work of determining

what supplies can be furnished cannot begin until after the passage of
This work is one of great importhe appropriation bill by Congress.
at
which
to
the
late
date
these bills are passed, has to
tance, but, owing
be done hastily, at night, in order to enable this office to prepare and
have printed schedules of all articles required. A large proportion of
these goods and supplies are for agencies on the Missouri liiver. and
they have to be shipped before the close of navigation, which occurs,
on an average, not later than October 1. Bacon purchased at these late
lettings must be shipped during the hottest summer months, and of the
1,000,000 pounds purchased every year, not less than 10 per centum is
by shrinkage in transportation during the warm weather, making
an annual loss of over $10,000 on that article alone.
The delivery, inspection, and shipment of goods is mostly done in
New York, in a warehouse rented for that purpose. There all goods
are delivered, properly marked with a number which must correspond
with the number on the invoice of the articles furnished; all invoices
must be made out in quadruplicate, and must give the number, weight,
and contents of each package charged for. After delivery of the goods,
they are inspected by a person appointed for that purpose, and each
package stamped by the inspector with his name. A copy of each invoice is forwarded by first mail to the agent for whom the goods are
intended, in order that he may compare the quantities received with
the articles invoiced. A complete record of all packages received and
shipped is kept, giving the name of the articles, date of inspection, of
shipment, &c. The number of packages received and shipped from
May 23 to October 15, 1882, is 27,988, the total weight being 4,330,301
pounds, and, as in every year since 1878, not one package remains unaccounted for. The invoices received and permanently recorded as to
numbers, marks, articles, dates of receipt, inspection, and shipment,
routes by which goods were forwarded, and names of transportation contractors in each instance, have reached the number of 4,224 sets, of

lost
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four each, three of which are transmitted from New York to this
office, and one to the respective agencies; these are in addition to
deliveries of goods made in Western cities, the papers for which are

New York, carefully examined, and in many instances returned for correction in order that they may be in proper form when
detailed record of each shippresented to this office for settlement.
ment is also kept, by which any package can be accurately described
in event of its being lost or astray.
Requisition sheets used in ordering goods from the various contractors number 050; these do not include
the orders for medical supplies, of which there were 83.
The character of goods delivered indicates a steady improvement on
the part of contractors, there having been fewer instances of goods being
rejected than in any previous year. The clothing particularly is worthy
of special mention, from the fact that in former years more trouble was
experienced in obtaining goods equal to contract samples than in all
other lines combined. This year contractors appear to have adopted
a rule of making the goods as much letter than sample as they could
afford; the inspector having repeatedly stated that the general make-up
received in

A

equaled the best class of ready-made clothing ottered for sale in the city.
This applies also to brown duck clothing, the manufacturers having shown

marked improvement and entirely overcome difficulties in shaping and
fitting which two years ago were claimed to be insurmountable, owing
stubborn nature of the material used.
inspectors, with one exception, have responded promptly when
called upon, and performed their duties faithfully and well.
to the

The

SANITARY CONDITION OF THE INDIANS.
The sanitary status of the Indians, compared with preceding years r
shows improvement. The number of cases treated during the year
ending June 30, 1882, were, males, 41,124; females, 32,409; total, 73,533.
Number of cases remaining under treatment last annual report, 1,545
aggregate under treatment during the year, 75,078 recovered, males,
;

;

40,099; females, 31,433; total recovered, 71,532.
Died, aged over five years, males
Died, aged over five years, females

417

Died, aged under live years, males
Died, aged under five years, females

202
220

386

Total deaths

1,225

A

tabulated stateBemamiug under treatment June 30, 1882, 2,321.
mentwill be found facing-page 366showing the number of patients treated
and respective diseases. The most formidable of the diseases noted
are consumption and scrofula; the sequela in most of these cases noted

being syphilitic infection. The greatest morbific agents have been, in
the Southwest, of a malarious character, and in the Northwest, rheumatic and pulmonary. The number of births reported by the agency
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physicians were, males, 60(5 females, 553 total births, 1,159 of this
number 1,046 are Indians, 99 half-breeds, and 11 are whites. The
limited number of births reported is accounted for by the peculiar social
custom in vogue among the Indians, which causes them to regard the
;

;

;

mention of a birth as an indelicacy, and which precludes the physicians
from ascertaining and reporting any except those which come under
The same remarks apply also to the
their immediate observation.

The number vaccinated

deaths.
2,029

;

successfully

was 6,951 unsuccessfully,
;

total vaccinated, 8,980.

The medical corps

consists of 64 physicians,

and the inference

is

that

they have faithfully performed the duty assigned them. The physicians
are steadily gaining the confidence of the Indians, and the power of the
native "medicine man" is surely and gradually waning. The marked
contrast between the civilized method of caring for the sick, compared
with the barbarous method of the native "medicine man," has accomplished and is accomplishing much to induct the Indians into the methods and customs of Christian and civilized mankind. To the untutored mind of the Indians every action, to be effective, must have a
practical bearing every endeavor to advance them in the scale of civilization must present a phase looking to their individual temporal wellbeing. This is strictly true and demonstrable as to the physician's skill
;

and surgeon's

art.

When

the length of time (three or four years) which is required for
the physician to familiarize himself with the language, habits, and mental
peculiarities of Indians is taken into consideration, and also the diplo-

macy which is required to obtain and maintain their confidence, it is
obvious that it is specially desirable to procure efficient and, if possible,
permanent medical officers of pronounced moral and temperate habits,
of great will power, capable of making good and enduring impressions
on the Indians. It is detrimental to the service to be continually chang-

ing medical officers.
In connection with permanent medical officers, a system should be
inaugurated of caring for the blind, insane, and destitute aged Indians.

COAL DISCOVERIES ON THE WHITE MOUNTAIN INDIAN RESERVATION,
ARIZONA.
In the early part of last year valuable deposits of coal were discovered within the limits of what is generally known as the San Carlos
division of the White Mountain Indian Reservation in Arizona TerriOwing to the scarcity of wood or other fuel in that section of
tory.
Arizona, the news of the discoveries created intense excitement, and
speculators, miners, and prospectors poured in upon the reservation,
thereby greatly endangering the peace of the Territory. No serious
trouble occurred, however, and by the exercise of prompt and vigorous
measures the reservation was finally cleared of intruders and tranquillity

restored.
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Various expedients were then resorted to in order to obtain lawful
possession of the discoveries. Appeals were made for the segregation
of the coal-bearing lands from the reservation; requests for leases were
presented, and proposals submitted for an exchange of the coal lands
A bill was introduced
for lands adjacent to the reservation elsewhere.
in Congress (H. R. 4146) having for its object the restoration of the
lands embracing the coal beds to the public domain, as well as a strip
extending along the entire western boundary of the reservation. Another bill, having a similar object (H. R. 5378), provides for an exchange
of the coal-bearing lands for grazing and arable lands to be added to
the reservation on the north and west. The practicability of removing
the Indians to the Indian Territory was discussed, and a proposition

of that kind

was presented to the Indians themselves; but it was found
and unalterably opposed to any such meas-

that they were decidedly
ure.

This office has been in sympathy with the general desire to have
these valuable deposits made available to the public use, but how to
accomplish that end without working injustice to the Indians has been
a question requiring serious consideration. General Sherman, when on
a recent visit to the San Carlos reserve, expressed the opinion that the
Indians could never be prevailed upon to remove again, and it is exceedingly doubtful if they would be satisfied with any further reduction of
their reservation, it having already been cut down no less than five
times within the last ten years. The government cannot undertake to

work the mines, nor are the Indians

sufficiently

advanced as artisans

or in ordinary manual-labor pursuits to do so advantageously, had they
the necessary authority to enable them to dispose of the coal as a means
of profit to themselves.

Moreover, under existing law there is no author-

ity for permitting the severance and removal from an Indian reservation,
for purposes of sale or speculation, of any material attached to or forming

a part of the realty, such as timber, coal, or other minerals.
After carefully considering the questions involved, this office

became

convinced that the most practicable solution of the matter would be the
adoption of a system of leasing upon a royalty plan; and accordingly a
draft of a joint resolution was prepared in this office and submitted to
the department in April last with a view to securing the needful legislation therefor.
It was believed that -by this means a very large part
of the annual expenditure for the support and care of the Indians of
Arizona and New Mexico might be reimbursed to the government from
the profit of the mines without hardship to consumers, and that the
Indians themselves would be greatly benefited, not only by the example
of industry set, but through the opportunity that would be afforded

them

to earn

wages by

their

own

labor.

The

draft of resolution as

prepared, was transmitted to Congress by the President on April 17,
following, but no final action had been taken thereon at the date of

adjournment.
IND
iv
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The

following'

is

the language of the resolution:

JOINT RESOLUTION

authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to lease certain coal lamls embraced
within the limits of the White Mountain Indian Reservation in the Territory of Arizona.

Whereas it has been discovered that large and valuable deposits of coal exist -A ithin
the limits of the White Mountain Reservation, in the Territory of Arizona, a reservation set apart by sundry executive orders; and
Whereas it would be contrary to the practice, it not beyond the lawful power of
the executive department of the government having the management and control of
the Indians and the Indian country, to remove the coal there known to exist, or to
permit its removal for the purpose of profit, or for any purpose other than to meet the
necessary wants of the Indians or the agency or military service in the care and oversight of the Indians, without the express authority of Congress therefor; and
Whereas the government, is expending annually not less than three hundred thousand dollars for the support of the Apache and other Indians in Arizona and New

Mexico, which amount, it is suggested by the executive department aforesaid, might
be largely if not wholly reimbursed to the government without hardship to those
who would be the natural purchasers and consumers thereof, if said coal were made
available as an article of commerce, by leasing the coal-bearing lands to persona who

would mine the same if permitted to do so: Therefore,
Be it resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
and empowered to lease, after due public advertisement in not less than three news1

papers having the largest regular circulation in the Territory of Arizona, for a periou
of not less than thirty days, to the highest responsible bidder for cash, on a system or
basis of royalty, under such terms, restrictions, and limitations as in his best judgment he may see tit to require, and in such tracts or parcels as he may deem proper
and necessary for the public good, any or all of the coal beds now known to exist, or
that may hereafter be discovered, within the limits of said reservation; the moneys
accruing therefrom to be covered into the Treasury of the United States in reimbursement of any moneys that may hereafter be appropriated for the support and care of
the said Apache and other Indians in Arizona and New Mexico: Provided, That if any
amount in excess of the sum required annually to maintain and care for said Indians
shall be realized from the lease or leases that may be executed under the authority of
this act, such amount shall be used to reimburse the government for any moneys that
may hereafter be appropriated for the support and care of any of the other bands or
tribes of Indians in the Southwest.

I respectfully

renew

my recommendations

in respect of the foregoing.

HUALAPAIS.

The condition and wants

of the Hualapai Indians in Arizona were
annual
my
report, and mention was made of the fact
that at their request General Wrllcox had ordered that a tract about 30
miles wide and 100 miles long, lying along a bend in the Colorado Kiver,
be set apart as a " military reservation for the subsistence and better
control of the Hualapais Indians." General Willcox, in a communication to the Secretary of War dated June 30, 1882, earnestly recommended that the reservation prescribed in General Orders No. 16, series
of 1881, Headquarters Department of Arizona, as above, be confirmed
by the President, and that further steps be taken for the care and pro-

referred to in

last

tection of these Indians.

In a report dated September

5,

1882, I submitted a draft of an exec-
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utive order setting aside the country within the boundaries named in
General Orders No. 10 as a reservation for the Hualapais Indians, with

the recommendation that the same be laid before the President for his
approval. Should this order receive the approval of the President,
tbe reservation, which has heretofore been under the control of the mil-

be subject to the jurisdiction of this department,
and with the Indians thereon should be assigned to the care of the
agent at the nearest existing agency. Proper appropriations should be
made by Congress for the care and support of these Indians.
itary authorities, will

The TJte Commission, appointed under authority of the Ute agreement act, approved June 15, 1880, to carry out certain provisions of
said act, though somewhat changed in personnel, is still in existence,
the important work required of it not having been completed. The
commissioners are now in the

The surveys

for the

field

attending to divers duties.

Uncompahgre and White Elver

TJtes,

necessary

to the allotment of lands in severally, as provided in the agreement,
are being executed under direction of the General Land Office. The

surveys for the Southern Utes have been
to the General Laud Office in part.

made

in the field

and returned

By act of Congress approved July 28, 1882, all that portion of the
Ute Reservation in Colorado lately occupied by the Uncompahgre and
White River Utes is declared to be public land of the United States,
and subject to disposal in accordance with the provisions and under the
restrictions and limitations of section 3 of the Ute agreement act, with
certain exceptions in respect of prior lawful entries, settlements, and
locations made upon the "ten-mile strip" on the eastern border thereof.
COMMISSION TO SIOUX OF DAKOTA.

A commission composed of Messrs. Newton Edmunds,

Peter C. Shan-

and James H. Teller was recently appointed, under authority
contained in the act making appropriations for the sundry civil expenses
of the government, approved August 7, 1882, to negotiate with the
Sioux Indians for such modification of existing treaties and agreements
with said Indians as may be deemed desirable by the Indians and the
non,

Secretary of the Interior.
Under date September 16 (ultimo) specific instructions were issued
by this bureau for the guidance of the commissioners in the delicate

and responsible duties with which they are intrusted. They are now
in the field, diligently engaged in the work assigned them.
The main
purpose is to ascertain whether the Indians are willing to cede to the
United States any portion of their reservation in Dakota, aud, if so,
what portion and upon what terms.
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FOKT HALL RESERVE, IDAHO.

At the last session of Congress bills (S. 1643 and H. E. 3503) to ratify
the agreement of May 14, 1880, with the Shoshone and Bannack Indians
for the cession of a portion of the southern half of the Fort Hall Reservation, including Marsh Valley and the settlements therein, were reintroduced.
On the 8th March last the bill was favorably reported
from the House Committee on Indian Affairs (Report Xo. G58), but it
does not appear that any further action was taken. It is hoped that
Congress will dispose of this long-pending matter early in the ensuing
session,

and thereby open up some 325,000 acres of laud

ALLOTMENTS TO NEZ PEROES
The

third article of the

!N~ez

to settlement.

IN IDAHO.

Perce treaty of June

9, 18(53 (14 Stat.,

p

648), stipulates that

The President

immediately after the ratification of this treaty, cause the
and properly marked and established after which, so
much of the lauds hereby reserved as may be suitable for cultivation shall be surveyed into lots of twenty acres each, and every male person of the tribe who shall
have attained the age of twenty-one years, or is the head of a family, shall have the
privilege of locating upon one lot as a permanent home for such person.

boundary

shall,

lines to be surveyed

;

A

portion of this reservation has been surveyed into twenty-acre
tracts, and the Indians have taken steps to establish permanent homes
on the reservation, but in larger tracts than the treaty provides. The

Lapwai Reservation, whose outboundaries have been surveyed, contains
746,651 acres, upon which there is a population of 1 236 persons. To
7

limit allotments to twenty acres, as provided in said treaty, when there
is a superabundance of laud for an allotment of much larger size to

every Indian residing thereon, seems a great hardship and looks like
a palpable wrong to those desiring to make a permanent home. Recommendation is therefore made that Congress be asked to adopt such
legislation as will authorize them to take an ample quantity of land for
their

home and

residence.

MIAMIES OF KANSAS.

An

May

provided for the disposal
in Kansas, including the school sections, the net proceeds of the sales of said lands
to belong to said Miami Indians, and to be disposed of as now provided
by law. The fourth section provided that the act

and

act of Congress approved

15, 1882,

sale of the unallotted lauds of the

Miami Indians

Shall not in any way aifect the rights or claims of those individual Miamies, or
persons of Indian blood or descent, who are named in the corrected list referred to in
the Senate amendment to the fourth article of the treaty of June fifth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, or their descendants. And that before the proceeds which have
been, or may hereafter be realized from the sale of said lands shall be applied for any

purpose, the Secretary of the Interior shall obtain the opinion of the Attorney-General
as to what rights or interests, if any, said persons have or had in and to said lands.
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A full statement of the facts upon which

the opinion of the Attorney Oeneral was required was submitted to the department under date of
June 12th, 1882. In an opinion dated July 7, 1882, the honorable At-

torney-General held

:

That the lands which have been or are to he sold, and the proceeds distributed
the act of May 15th, 1882, were set apart, assigned to, and were for the sole benefit
the Miami tribe of Indians, meaning thereby those who at the time of the survey

1st,
Ixy

of,

of the reservation

had emigrated and

settled

on the lands.

That

this division of these Indians only are* entitled to the proceeds of the sales
of the residue mentioned in the second article of the treaty of June 5, 1854, being the
2d.

same lands referred to in the third section of the act of May 15, 1882.
3d. That "those individual Miamies. or persons of Miami blood or descent, who are

named

in the corrected list referred to in

of the treaty of June

the Senate

amendment

to the fourth article

and

their descendants," have no title or claim to, or interest iu, the said residue or the proceeds of the sales thereof.
In my judgment they never had any part or lot in the reserved lands.
5,

1854,

KICKAPOO ALLOTTEES UNDER TREATY OF
Attention was called in

1862.

annual report to the condition of afdeceased and minor allottees, under the
provisions of the Kickapoo treaty of June 28, 1862 (13 Stat., 623), and
to the fact that the treaty contained no provision by which female allottees could become citizens and obtain patents for their lands.
bill
was prepared in this office, in accordance with the views expressed in.
that report, providing for the settlement of the estates of deceased allottees and extending the benefits of the treaty to all adult allottees,
without regard to their being "males and heads of families," which was
submitted to Congress by your predecessor through the President on
the 13th of January last. (Senate Ex. Doc. Xo. 55, Forty-seventh ConThis bill (Senate No. 932) passed the Senate on.
gress, first session.)
the 29th of March, 1882, but no action appears to have been taken
thereon in the House of Eepresentatives. It is important that the bill
should be favorably acted upon by the House and become a law at the
next session of Congress.'

my

last

fairs relative to the estates of

A

SALE OF KICKAPOO LANDS IN KANSAS.
Eeference was also made in the last annual report to certain tracts
of land reserved by said Kickapoo treaty as a site for a saw and
grist mill, and for missionary purposes respectively, which were to
be disposed of when the objects for which they were reserved should
be accomplished, in such manner and for such a purpose u as may be

An act of Congress approved July 28, 1882,
provided by law."
authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to cause to be appraised
and sold, for cash, to the highest bidder, after due advertisement, in
tracts not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres to any one person,
the tracts reserved for mill-site and missionary and agency purposes,

no tracts to be sold

for less

than the appraised value thereof, and in no
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case for less than six dollars per acre. The net proceeds of the sales of
these lauds are to be deposited in the Treasury of the United States to
the credit of the Kickapoo tribe of Indians, and are to bear interest at
the rate of four per centum per annum. The Secretary of the Interior
is

authorized to expend the interest annually accumulating thereon and
or any part of the principal fund, at such time and in such manner

all

may deem expedient for the best interests of said Indians.
The designation of H. 0. Linn, farmer in charge of the Pottawatomie

as he

agency, and the register and receiver of the laud office at Topeka, Kaus.,
as appraisers, for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the act,
was recommended in office report dated August 31, 188

CREEK AND SEMINOLE BOUNDARY.
This subject was fully considered in

my annual report of last year,
action of the department and of these two nations stated. The
attention of the department was again called to the subject in a report
dated January 9, 1882, recommending the ratification by Congress of

and the

an agreement made February 14, 1881, by the Creek Indians, to sell to
the United States a portion of their lauds for the use of the Seminole
Indians. Said agreement is as follows:
Under the provisions of the act of March 3, 1873 (17 Stat., p. 626), the Secretary of
the Interior was authorized to negotiate with the Creek Indians " for the relinquishmeut to the United States of such portions of their country as may have been set
apart in accordance with treaty stipulations for the use of the Seminoles and the Sacs
and Foxes of the Mississippi tribes of Indians respectively found to be east of the line
separating the Creek ceded lauds from the Creek Reservation, and also to negotiate
and arrange with

said tribes for a final

and permanent adjustment of their reserva-

tions."

So

much

of said act as relates to the Sacs and Foxes has been carried into effect

by their removal to

their proper location on lands west of the said "dividing line.'
are still occupying the lands belonging to the Creeks, for

The Semiuoles, however,

which occupancy the Creeks have as yet received no compensation, from the fact that
no agreement could be arrived at between them and the United States as to the price
per acre to be paid to the said Creeks by the United States for said lands.
The undersigned, members of the Creek delegation resident in Washington, duly
authorized to act in the premises, both by appointment for general purposes under the
certificate of the governor under the national seal, and also by special action of the
national council in this instance, copies of which general and special authority are
hereto attached, do promise and agree for themselves and for their nation that they
will sell; cede, and dispose of the lands now occupied by the Seminoles belonging to
the Creek Nation to the United States for the sum of one hundred and seventy -five

thousand

dollars.

And

the said Creek delegation do hereby agree, for and on behalf of said nation,
that they will cede to the United States, and do hereby cede, a strip of land in the
Indian Territory, now occupied by the Semiuole Nation of Indians, lying east of the
said line dividing the Creek lands from the lands ceded to the United States in the

June 14, 1866; bounded on the north by the North Fork of the Canadian
River; on the south by the Canadian River; on the west by the dividing-line between the Creek Reservation and the lauds ceded under treaty of 1866 above noted ;
and on the east by a line running north and south between the rivers named, so far
treaty of
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east of said divisional line as will comprise within said described boundaries one hundred and seventy-five thousand (175,000) acres, at the price of one dollar ($1) per
acre; said cession to be in full force and effect when the snin of one hundred and
seventy-rive thousand dollars shall have been deposited in the Treasury of the United
States to the credit of the Creek Nation, to draw interest at the rate allowed in the
treaty of June 14, 18(56, wherein certain of their lauds in Indian Territory were ceded
and one-third of said fund shall be forever set aside for educato the United States
tional purposes, and the remaining two-thirds shall be subject to such use as the
;

Creek Council shall determine.

WARD COACHMAN,
PLEASANT PORTER,
DAVID M. HODGE,

.

Creek Delegation.

WASHINGTON,

With

D.

('.,

this report

February

14, 1881.

was submitted the draft of a

bill to

accept and

ratify said agreement, providing that the Secretary of the Treasury
should set apart and hold as a perpetual fund, as provided in the agree-

sum of $175,000, to bear interalso providing that the lands
ceded to the United States should be set apart for the exclusive use
ment,

in trust for

the Creek Nation, the

est at 5 per cent, per

annum; and

and occupancy of the Seminole Nation of Indians, to be held by the
same title as they hold their lands under the treaty of March 21, 1866,
when the Seminoles should have relinquished to the United States the
same quantity of land from the west side of the present reserve, and
when said reliuqnishment should have been approved by the Secretary
and providing, furof the Interior and duly recorded in this office
as might be
for
an
of
or
so
much
thereof
appropriation
ther,
$3,000,
;

necessary, to establish the outboundaries of said areas of land.
By the deficiency appropriation act of August o, 1882, the sum of
.$175,000, as per agreement made February 14, 1881, in pursuance of

March 3, 1873, was appropriated to pay the Creek Nation of
Indians for 175,000 acres of land now occupied by the Seminole Nation.
As no appropriation was made to pay the expense of a survey of the
outboundaries of said purchase, and the necessity of establishing permanent boundary lines, clearly denning the divisional line between the
Seminoles and Creeks, is apparent, I recommend that an appropriation
sufficient to enable the department to establish said boundaries be made,
which should be in addition to the $100,000 asked for in the regular
the act of

estimates.

FREEDMEN

IN INDIAN

TERRITORY.

The rights guaranteed to the freedmeii
treaty stipulations have been ignored, and

in the Indian Territory by
so far as their interests are

involved the treaties themselves have been virtually set aside, both by
the Indians and by the government.
Cherokee Ration.
By the fourth article of the Cherokee treaty of
July 19, I860 (14 Stats., p. 800), a tract of country in the Cherokee
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known as the Canadian District, was set apart for the
settlement and occupancy of
.

reservation,

and freed persons who were formerly slaves of any Cherokee,
negroes not having been such slaves, who resided in the Cherokee Nation
prior to June first, eighteen hundred and sixty-one, who may within two years elect
not to reside northeast of the Arkansas River and southeast of Grand River.
All the Cherokees

and

all free

By

the

fifth article

provision

was made that those inhabitants

elect-

ing to reside in said district, might elect local officers, judges, &c.,
control all their local affairs, establish rules and regulations for the
administration of justice in said district not inconsistent with the
Cherokee constitution or the laws of the United States. By the ninth

the Cherokee Nation further agreed that all freed men who had
been liberated by the voluntary act of their former owners or by law,
as w ell as all free colored persons who were in the country at the commencement of the rebellion and were residents therein at the time of
the treaty, or who returned within six mouths, and their descendants,
shouM have all the rights of native Cherokees, provided no pay or compensation should be paid for the slaves so emancipated. The tenth
article declared that every Cherokee and freed person resident in the
Cherokee Nation should have the right to sell the products of their
farms, including live stock, merchandise, or manufactured products,
and to ship and drive the same to market without restraint.
article

A bill to

enforce the ninth article of the treaty of 1866, &c. (S/648)

was introduced in the Senate of the United States by Senator Ingalls
June 3, 1879, and reported June 4, 1880, by Senator Williams, amending said bill so as to authorize the President of the United States to
enter into negotiations with the Cheroke e Nation for the purpose of
finally settling the status and rights of the colored people in said
nation, provided that such negotiations must be approved by Congress
but no subsequent action was taken thereon'. By an act of the Cherokee Council, approved December 6, 1879, the Cherokee delegates were
authorized and instructed to make arrangements for negotiation or
otherwise with the government whereby existing difficulties and em;

barrassments between the nation and the gov eminent might be finally
settled, respecting the status and rights of the colored people as stipulated in the treaty of 1866.
On the 28th of June, 1880, the Cherokee delegates called the attention of this bureau to said act, stating that the nation was anxious to

department acknowledged the necessity
embarrassment in the administration
of law in the premises, and requested that a commissioner or representa
tive of the department attend the Cherokee Council at its next meeting
Accordingly Agent Tufts was directed, October 16, 1880, to attend said
council and endeavor to secure such legislation as would secure the
settle the question, while the

for action to relieve this office of

colored people the rights guaranteed them in the treaty of 1866. Agent
Tufts attended said council, and, after a full interchange of views, the
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council passed an act which was approved November 23, 1880 (see Cherokee Laws, p. 325, edition of 1881), authorizing- the principal chief to
appoint three commissioners on the part of the nation to confer with
John Q. Tufts, United States Indian agent, for the purpose of draughting articles of agreement for the final settlement of the status of the
colored people residing in the nation and embraced in the treaty of July
19, 1806, said articles of agreement to be first submitted to the national
council for approval, and, when approved, submitted to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for ratification by Congress. Agent Tufts met
the commissioners appointed, but soon discovered that no action granting the freedmen the rights to which they were entitled would be entertained by them. It was decided, therefore, to refer the matter to the
next council, which met in November, 1881, when a general discussion
was had, but no action was taken. In his report of January 26, 1882
Agent Tufts states that
?

It is

unpopular

in

placing the colored

the Cherokee Nation to advocate a measure that provides for
man on an equality with Cherokees, and the politicians are

enough to do nothing that might lessen their chances for political success;
hence until the sentiment shall undergo a revolution there will be no favorable action.
civilized

From the hesitancy heretofore shown by the nation to carry out in
good faith toward the colored people simply what has been granted
them by the treaty, I am convinced that the nation will not fix and
people 'in til a more peremptory demand
the nation to execute the conditions of their treaty respect-

settle the status of the colored
is

made on

ing them.

Many of the colored people speak the Cherokee language, and having
been brought up among Cherokees and accustomed to their ways, it
would be a hardship to remove them from that country, and remaining
in the nation, they should be accorded all their rights.
Agent Tufts
recommended the appointment of a commission to visit the agency
with authority to hear evidence and determine the question whether
the claimants were freedmeu liberated by voluntary act of owner, or
by law, or whether they were free colored persons and in the country
commencement of the rebellion and whether they were resi-

at the

;

dents of the nation at the time of the treaty, or returned within six
months thereafter the findings of the commission to be submitted to
the department for approval.

Chickasaw Nation. The status of the freedmen in this nation was
my annual report of last year (p. LII), and I invite your
attention to the subject again as one requiring definitive action on the
part of Congress. An act was passed by the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation, which was approved January 10, 1873, entitled "An act to
fully stated in

adopt the negroes of the Chickasaw Nation," as follows:
SECTIOX 1. Be it enacted by the legislature of the Chickasaw Xation, That all the
negroes belonging to Chickasaws at the time of the adoption of the treaty of For*
Smith, and living in the Chickasaw Nation at the date thereof, and their descendants,
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are hereby declared to be adopted in conformity with the third article of the treaty
of 1866, between the Choctaws, Chickasaws, and the United States: Provided, however,

That the proportional part

of the $300,000, specified in article third of the said treaty,

with the accrued interest thereon, shall be paid to the Chicasaw Nation for its sole
use and beuerit: And provided further, The said adopted negroes of the Chickasaw
Nation shall not participate in any part of the said proportional part of the .said
$300,000, nor be entitled to any benefit from the principal and interest on our invested
funds or claims arising therefrom, nor to any part of our common domain, or the
profits arising therefrom (except the forty acres per capita provided for in the third
article of the treaty of 1886), nor to any privileges or rights not authorized by treaty
stipulations: And provided further, That the said adopted negroes, upon the approval
of this act, shall be subject to the jurisdiction and laws of the Chickasaw Nation, and

and imprisonment for offenses against them in every case just as if the said
negroes were Chickasaws.
SEC. 2. And be It further enacted, That this act shall be in full force and effect from
and after its approval by the proper authority of the United States. And all laws, or
parts of laws, in conflict with this act, are hereby repealed.
to trial

,

In transmitting this act to Congress, Secretary Delano, under date of
February 10, 1873, recommended that such legislation be bad by Cougress as would extend the time in all respects for the execution of the
pro visions of the third article of the treaty of 1866 for the term of two
years from the 1st of July following. This subject was referred to tlie
Committee on Freedmen's Affairs, February 13, 1873. and ordered to be
printed, and there legislation ceased. (See H. E. Ex. Doc. No. 207,

Forty-second Congress, third session.)
Subsequently resolutions in relation to the freedmen and their descendants in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations were adopted by the
legislature of the Chickasaw Nation, which were approved October 18,
1876, authorizing the election by the legislature of four commissioners,
one from each county in the nation, to visit the capital of the Choctaw
Nation during its next regular session, with instructions to confer with
commissioners from the Choctaw Nation, and agree upon some plan
whereby the freedmen formerly slaves of the two nations and their
descendants should be removed from and kept out of the limits of the

Choctaw and Chickasaw country. (See Chickasaw laws, p. 148, edition
1 878.)
And, again, the legislature of said nation passed an act, approved
March 17, 1879, authorizing and directing the governor to appoint five
commissioners to meet like commissioners from the Choctaws to confer
on the freedmen question, and all questions that might affect the joint
interest of the Choctaws and Chickasaws, and report in writing to the
governor, said report to be laid before the next meeting of the legislaand to be approved by them before it should be binding on the

ture,

Chickasaw people. (See page 6 of Pamphlet Laws, 1878-'81.) While
the act of 1873 contemplated the adoption of their colored people into
the nation, that opportunity was lost by the failure of Congress at the
time to take definite action thereon, and all subsequent action has shown
a tendency on the part of the Chickasaws to effect a removal of all freedmen from their country.
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Choctaw Ration. Tbe status of the colored people in the Choctaw
Nation was set forth in my annual report of last year iu conjunction
with the Chickasaws. Since that time, a a memorial to the United
States Government in regard to adopting freedmen to be citizens of the

Choctaw Nation," adopted by the Choctaw council and approved by the
governor November 2. 1880, has been submitted, wherein they declare
their willingness to accept their freedmen as citizens, in accordance
with the terms of the third article of the treaty of 1866, and request
the government to take action thereon, determining whether or not the
government will accept or reject said proposition. In this memorial
the Choctaws agree to give said freedmen educational facilities in

neighborhood schools equal with said Choctaws, and request the gov
eminent to declare such freedmeu as may not elect to become citizens
of the nation to be on the same footing with other citizens of the United
States resident therein.

Senator Ingalls, on the 23d of February, 1882, introduced a bill (S.
12JW) in the Senate, entitled a bill "to enable the Choctaw freedmen to
become citizens of the Choctaw Nation," being a ratification and an
acceptance of said memorial and proposition, which was read twice and
referred to the Committee on Indian Aifairs.

The freedmen of these three nations have been a long time deprived
of the rights to which they are justly entitled, and have been trying to
be heard during all these years, but have been put off under one pretext
or another until they should not be required to wait longer on account
of a failure on the part of these nations to take more definite action in

establishing their status. I cannot, therefore, too strongly urge upon
Congress the adoption of such legislation as will afford the freedmeu
relief and forever settle the difficulties and embarrassments
involved in this question.
Creek Ration. The second article of the Creek treaty of June 14,
1866 (14 Stats., p. 786), stipulated that inasmuch as there were among the

prompt

Creeks many persons of African descent who had no interest in the soil,
thereafter these persons lawfully residing in said Creek country under
their laws and usages, or who had been residing and should return
within one year froupjthe ratification of the treaty, and their descendants, and such others of the same race as were permitted by the laws
of the nation to settle within the limits of the jurisdiction of the Creek
Nation- as citizens thereof, should have and enjoy all the rights and
privileges of native citizens, including an equal interest in the soil and
national funds, and the laws should be equally binding upon and give
equal protection to all such persons, and all others, of whatsoever race or
color, who might be adopted citizens or members of the tribe.
These Indians have respected their treaty stipulations relating to their
freedmen, and have granted them every right of other citizens, as declared in the second section of Article 1. Chapter VII, entitled citizen-
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ship and non-citizens (Muskogee Laws,
provides that

p. 57,

edition of 1880), which

All persons who have been at any time adopted by the recognized authorities of the
Muskogee Nation, and all persons of African descent who were made citizens by the
treaty of June, 1866, between the Creek Nation and the United States, shall hereafter
be recognized as citizens of the Muskogee Nation.

Seminole Nation. The same stipulations respecting the freeduien of
the Creek Nation are incorporated in the second article of the Seminole
treaty of March 21, 1866 (14 Stats., p. 756), respecting- their freedmen,
and the same action was taken by the nation in their behalf, no distinction being made in the Seminole Nation between the races.

KANSAS INDIAN INDEBTEDNESS, AS REPRESENTED BY "RAW SCRIP."

By a resolution of the Senate of January 27th last, the Secretary of
the Interior was directed to inform the Senate of the amount of indebtedness by the Kansas tribe of Indians to individuals represented
by certificates issued by any officer of the government; the status of said
indebtedness, whether legal or equitable, or both; what, if any, assets
of said tribe the government holds; "and what legislation, if any, is necessary, in order that said indebtedness may be paid, and the financial
relations of said tribe to the government, growing out of the sale of its
reservation in the State of Kansas, may be speedily and finally settled."
As an early adjustment of this long-standing indebtedness is greatly
it was hoped that the call of the Senate for information
indicated a purpose to provide such needful legislation as would insure
such result. However, no measures looking to that end have thus far

to be desired,

been introduced, save only that by a clause in the deficiency appropriation act approved August 5, 1882, the sum of $15,000 was authorized
to be paid out of any funds in the Treasury to the credit of said Indians,
derived from the sale of their lands, in liquidation of so much of said
indebtedness, principal and interest, as is represented by scrip certificates of the first class (Stevens scrip, so called) held by mechanics and
others who actually performed the labor in the construction of buildings, &c., for the benefit of said Kansas Indians, #nder Stevens's contracts, for the payment of which the indebtedness was incurred.
In response to said resolution this office submitted to the department, under date of March 9 last, a brief history of the indebtedness,
a statement of the amount of the same, its present status, as well as a

statement of the assets of the tribe held by the government.* The total
amount of the indebtedness of the tribe, including interest, was shown
to be considerably less than the value of the lands and improvements
owned by them, as appraised under authority of the act of July 5, 1876,
*

The

report of this office

Senate Ex. Doc. No.

186,

embodying said statements

Forty-seventh Congress,

first

is

made

session.

the subject matter of
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and from the proceeds of the sale of which their debt obligations are tobe discharged. It was further stated that the sums of money advanced
by the government to.the Indians for advertising in connection with the

and subsistence, for the purchase of agricultural implements and pay of employe's, for the erection
of agency buildings, &c., must be refunded to the government from the
sale of their lands before any of the obligations of the tribe represented by scrip certificates can be paid in cash. Siuce the rendition of
the report the moneys received from such sales have been more than
sufficient to discharge the balance then due the government on account
of moneys so advanced, which balance was stated to be (approximately)
$11,475.80. There is now on the books of this office to the credit of
said Indians, being the proceeds of the sale of their lands, a balance of
$2<;,0()4.90, after paying certificates amounting in the aggregate to
$13,483.28, under the authority of the recent act hereinbefore referred
to.
(Act approved August 5, 1882.) This amount will be increased as
the sales progress, and as it appears that the lands are being disposed
of more rapidly than formerly, it is gratifying to know that an early
settlement of this entire indebtedness is within the range of possibility
sale of their lands, for their proper care

However, notwithstanding there are funds available

to the

amount

stated, in the present posture of the case none of these certificates can
be paid immediately, nor until legislation shall have been had legalizing
the entire indebtedness as represented thereby, and for the following

There was really no authority of law for the issuance
reasons, briefly
of the first-class the so-called Stevens scrip. (There were
:

fcf certificates

three classes of scrip issued). The treaty of 1859 (17 Stat., 1111) merely
directed a portion of the Kaw lands to be sold, the proceeds thereof to

be applied in improving the condition of the Indians in such manner
as the Secretary of the Interior might deem proper. Nevertheless the
scrip was issued and has ever been regarded as forming a part of the
proper liabilities of the government. Furthermore, certificates of class
2 were not only issued prior to the ratification of the treaty authorizing
their issuance, but are supposed to have been issued in excess of the au.
thorized amount. So also in the case of certificates of class 3, with the
possible exception that no certificates of that class were issued prior to
the ratification of the treaty.
That all of this scrip, of the several classes, was issued in the utmost
good faith, and with the design of carrying out the beneficial purposes
of the treaties of 1859-'62 in a manner that would seem to insure the
best results, cannot be questioned. That the long delay in the settle
meut of this indebtedness, resulting from inability to sell the lands
has worked great hardship to individual holders of this scrip, must also
be admitted. For years past appeals have been made for some sort of
settlement. These appeals have amounted to entreaties, as the delay
has continued in one instance, at least, the holder offering to surrender
all claim to interest
(now amounting to considerably more than the
;
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principal) on

payment of the face value of the scrip certificates held by
him.
In the report of this office to which reference has herein been made,
it was suggested that if legislation could be had legalizing the entire
outstanding indebtedness represented. by these scrip certificates, and au
appropriation made sufficient to cover such indebtedness, the certificates could be called in, examined, and paid, the government reimbursing itself from the sale of the lauds. This was the plan urged by Mr.
Haskell of the House of Eepresentatives, and it seemed at the time to
be the only sure way to anything like an early adjustment of the matter.
In the present aspect of the case, however, it is thought possible that
an early settlement of the greater part of the indebtedness may be
reached under the provisions of existing law, and without the aid of an
appropriation, provided that legislation be had legalizing the same, or
directing the payment thereof. It is to be hoped that such legislation
may be provided during the coming winter.

NORTHERN CHEYENNES

IN INDIAN

TERRITORY.

On the 6th of October, 1881, Little Chief and his baud, 235 in all,
under authority of the department, left the Cheyenne and Arapaho
Agency, in the Indian Territory, and proceeded to Pine Eidge Agency,
Dakota. On their arrival there it was found that the band numbered
317, eighty-two having joined the party secretly and without authority.
There are now remaining at the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency of these
Northern Cheyennes 684, who strongly desire to join their friends and
relatives in Dakota.
In my last report attention was called to the promise made Little
Chief, that the request of the remainder of the baud to be allowed to
return north should be laid before Congress. This request they have
construed into a positive promise, and for months past have been very
persistent in their importunities to return to Dakota. From all the facts
that have come to my knowledge during the past year in regard to these
Indians I am satisfied that they will never be contented to remain where
they are. The agent alleges that their dissatisfaction prevents them
from making any progress, and is the constant source of much annoyance and disturbance among the Indians who recognize that agency as
their home. It will, therefore, be to the advantage of both parties and
in the interest of peace and harmony to separate them. The Southern
Cheyennes will make much more rapid advancement in civilized pursuits, and the Northern Cheyennes who return will be contented and
do far better among their kindred and friends at their old homes among
the Sioux. I therefore earnestly renew my recommendation that provision be made by Congress to permit them to return north as early
next summer as practicable.
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THE NEZ PERCE INDIANS OF JOSEPH'S BAND.
The question as
JSez

to the final settlement

and permanent location of the

who surrendered under Chief Joseph to General
18
7, has been a subject of much concern and annoyyear

Perce Indians

Miles, in the
ance both to the

department and the Indians themselves. The facts in
connection with their surrender and subsequent location in the Indian
Territory, are matters of public notoriety, and have been alluded to in
former annual reports. At the time of the surrender it was stated, and
the information before this office corroborated the statement, that suck

and unprovoked murders had been committed by Joseph and his
in Idaho as to create an almost insuperable barrier against their
return to their old home, and to banish all expectation of peace or safety
for Joseph and his followers on that reservation, or in its
vicinity, at
least until the resentment awakened by these offenses should be somewhat modified by the lapse of time. With a desire to solve the problem
in such a way as to maintain and enforce a proper and due regard for
the laws and authority of the government, and at the same time avoid
doing any injustice to a brave but misguided captive, this office and the
department acquiesced in the various recommendations of the distinguished military officials who had been actively engaged in accomplishing the surrender, and who had also take'n a very prominent part in
endeavoring to secure an amicable settlement of the difficulties, and consented to the removal of Joseph and his baud to the Indian Territory.
By the Indian appropriation act of May 27, 1878 (20 Stat., p. 74), an
appropriation was made to enable the Secretary of the Interior to remove
these Nez Perces, then held prisoners of war at Fort Leaven worth,
Kansas, to a suitable location in the Indian Territory, and for their settlement thereon. On the 21st of July, 1878, these Indians were turned
over to Inspector McNeil and Agent Jones, and placed upon the Quapaw
Reservation. On the 15th of October, 1878, Commissioner Hayt visited
them, and took chiefs Young Joseph and Husescruyt (Bald-Head) to the
west of the Arkansas River for the purpose of selecting a permanent
home for the band. They selected a tract a few miles west of the Ponca
Reserve, where the Sha-kaskia empties into Salt Creek, viz, townships
25 and 26 N., ranges 1 and 2 west, containing 90,710.89 acres.
On the 31st of January, 1879, Young Joseph and Yellow Bull, first and
second chiefs, acting for the band, made an agreement whereby they
proposed to relinquish all claim to their lands in Idaho or elsewhere
and settle permanently in the Indian Territory upon four townships of
land to be selected and purchased by the government for their use and
occupancy, which agreement was submitted to the department February 1, 1879, for ratification by Congress, and was accompanied by a draft
of bill for that purpose. The bill did not become a
law, yet the Indians
have been located on the four townships above named, and Congress
cruel

band
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for three years has

made annual appropriations

for their

maintenance

and support thereon.
It has been hoped that the advantages of the location selected for this
band of Nez Perces in the Indian Territory would be such as to engender
in them a spirit of enterprise and emulation, which after a few years
would make them comparatively contented with their new home. This
hope, however, has not been realized, and although, since the time of
their surrender, these people have exhibited a quiet and unmurmuring
submission to the inevitable, and have manifested a conscientious desire
to obey all laws and regulations provided for their government, yet as
each year passes numerous petitions and urgent requests come from
them praying to be returned to their old home and relatives. Their
quiet and peaceable conduct since the surrender, and their efforts to be
law-abiding and self-supporting are commendable, and under the circumstances remarkable.

The larger proportion of the isez Perce tribe are located on the reservation in Idaho, and as a rule this tribe has been a strict observer of all
They were active in their
treaty conveuants with the government.
subdue the outbreak of Chief Joseph and his band, and in the
some of them were killed and others wounded.
his
band
and
appear to be the only ones of the tribe who have
Joseph
ever engaged in hostility against the whites. Not in the least excusing
or attempting to palliate the crimes alleged to have been committed by
them, it is but fair to say that their warfare was conducted with a noticeable absence of savage barbarity on their part, and that they persistefforts to

battle with their kindred

when they surrendered to General Miles it was with the
express stipulation that they should be sent back to Idaho. Whether
this alleged stipulation be true or not, it is a fact that their unfortunate
'location near Fort Leavenworth, when in charge of the military, and
the influences of the climate where they are now located in the Indian
Territory, have caused much sickness among them; their ranks have
ently claim that

been sadly depleted, and it is claimed that if they are much longer compelled to remain in their present situation, the entire band will become
virtually extinct.
It is now about five years since the surrender, and a sufficient time
has probably elapsed to justify the belief that 110 concerted effort will
be taken to avenge wrongs alleged to have been perpetrated by these
people so many years ago. The baud now numbers only about 322 souls,
and the reservation in Idaho is ample to accommodate them comforta.

who are already there, who are substantially
self-supporting and who have enough to spare a portion for their less
fortunate brethren, and, as I understand, are willing to give them such
bly, in addition to those

aid.

The deep-rooted love for the " old home," which is so conspicuous
among them, and their longing desire to leave the warm, debilitating
climate of the Indian Territory for the more healthy and invigorating
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Idaho Mountains, can never be eradicated, and any longer
hope of a final contentment on their part with their
present situation, is, in my judgment, futile and unnecessary. In view
air of the

delay, with the

of

all

the facts, I urn constrained to believe that the remnant of this

be returned to Idaho, if possible, early next spring, and I
respectfully suggest that this matter be submitted to Congress at its
next session, with a recommendation that an appropriation be made
sufficient to meet the necessary expenses of removal thither.
But if
Congress should decide that the best interests of all concerned will be
best subserved by retaining these Indians where they now are, it will
be necessary to have such legislation as will perfect the title to the lands
which have been selected for them and upon which they now reside.
tribe should

PONCAS.
In my last annual report reference was made to the mistake which
occurred in the treaty between the United States and the Sioux Indians,
concluded April 29, 1868 (15 Stat., C35), by which lands belonging to
the Poncas were taken

away from them and given to the Sioux. It was
stated that an agent was then among the Sioux Indians, parties to the
treaty of April 29, 1868, to obtain the ratification of the agreement entered into at Washington. August 20, 1881, by certain chiefs of the
Sioux, for the purpose of correcting the mistake in part. Since that

time the agreement has been signed by 722 members of the bands located
at the Standing Rock Agency by 416 of those located at the Cheyenne
Eiver Agency ; by 908 of the Ogallalas, located at Pine Eidge and by
;

;

Lower Brules; making a total of 2,338.
The Indians at Rosebud Agency having refused to sign this agreement, the agent was instructed, under date of January 27, 1882, to make
292 of the

a written statement on the back of the agreement that the Indians at
that agency refused to sign an agreement to give more than 160 acres to
heads of families and 80 acres to single adults, but that they do agree to
sign one giving the amount as above. Eleven hundred and sixty-seven
of these Indians thereupon signed the following modified agreement:

We, the undersigned Indians of Rosebud Agency, Dakota, refuse to sign this agreement giving 640 acres to heads of families, but we do hereby agree to give 160 acres
for the use and occupation of each head of family, and 80 acres to each
single male or
female over eighteen years of age, and we have as an evidence that we consent to and
ratify this amended agreement hereunto subscribed our names this 28th day of March,
A. D. 1882.

Three thousand five hundred and five of the Sioux Indians, therefore,
have consented to the agreement either as originally prepared or in the
modified form.

The Lower Yanktonais, located at Crow Creek Agency, refused to sign
the agreement on the ground that they had no interest or right in the
lands embraced in the Great Sioux Reservation, and that their rights and
interests, if

IND

they had any, were in the lands on the east side of the Mis-

v
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souri River. They also claimed that they had never participated in any
of the treaties or negotiations in regard to lands on the west side of the
Missouri River. The treaty of April 29, 1868, however, purports to be
signed by twenty-four chiefs and headmen of the Yauktonnais.

The Santee Sioux have thus far refused to sign the original agreement
on the ground that the Northern Indians had signed a modified agreement. The ageat at Santee Agency has recently been instructed to
endeavor to obtain the signatures of the Santee Sioux to the agreement
executed by the Rosebud Indians in case they still refuse to sign the
original.
The total

Indian population of the Great Sioux and Sautee ReservaCrow Creek) is estimated at 23,081. Allowing one-fifth
of the population to be adult males, it would require the signatures of
3,462 Indians to comply with the requirements of the twelfth article of
the treaty of April 21), 1868. A sufficient number, therefore, have signed
the agreement giving 160 acres to each head of a family, and 80 acres
to each single adult, if it be held that the agreement to give the greater
quantity includes the lesser. This matter will form the subject of a
special report in time for action at the beginning of the next session of
tions, (including

Congress.

BLACKFEET INDIANS IN MONTANA.
of the Blackfeet Indians, who is, I bea
and
faithful
a
good man,
agent, made a request that his Indians
lieve,
be allowed to cut some of the pine timber in the mountainous part of

Some months ago the agent

the reservation, manufacture it into lumber, and trade the lumber for
provisions to prevent starvation but under the law, as it now exists,
Then the agent asked permission, which
this could not be allowed.
;

was granted,

to solicit contributions

among

his friends in the East, to

prevent suffering among his Indians; and now, while I write, word comes
that these Indians are nearly destitute of food, and that there is danger
that the cattle herd, which belongs to the government, and which it is
desirable should be kept for stock purposes, will be killed by them for
The appropriation for these Indians for the year gives to each
food.
one less than an ounce of beef and less than one ounce and one-half
ounce of flour each day. In view of these facts I think I risk nothing
in saying that any law that prohibits Indians under such circumstances
from using the timber on the reservation, to prevent starvation, is absurd to the last degree. There is appropriated each year for the Indians on the San Carlos Reservation about $300,000, and yet there is on
this reservation coal that if utilized would make an appropriation unnecessary; but under the present laws this cannot be done. Is it not
plain that these laws should be changed?

CROW

CESSION AND ALLOTMENTS.

Attention was called in the annual report of -last year to the agreement made with the Crow Indians in 1880, and its ratification by Con-
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Under date of December 14, 1881, the subject was
gress was urged.
laid before the department, setting- forth the terms of the agreement,
whereby the Crows proposed to cede 1,552,800 acres of land from the
western portion of their domain, and submitting a bill to ratify said
agreement, with recommendation that Congress take early action thereon.
The agreement, which appears in full on page 193 of this report, was

by Congress, and its action approved by the President April 11,
Provision is made in this agreement for the allotment of lauds in
severalty to the Indians, for the erection of houses, and for the purchase
of seeds, farming implements, and stock. An appropriation of $15,000
ratified

1882.

was made to pay the expenses of the survey of the lands to be allotted.
In compliance with these provisions the General Laud Office has been
directed to make said survey in the valleys of the Big Horn and Little
Big. Horn Rivers, and when the survey is completed instructions will be.
issued to the agent to make allotments of land in severalty, as provided
in said

agreement.

SALE OF A PART OF THE OMAHA RESERVATION.
In a special report to the department, dated September 18 (ultimo),
the attention of the department was called to the recent act (approved

August
the

7,

1882) providing for the sale of a part of the reservation of
It was stated
tribe of Indians in the State of Nebraska.

Omaha

that, in the absence of a specific appropriation to meet the expenses
thereof, it was difficult to see how the survey (if a resurvey should be

found necessary) and appraisement could be proceeded with; but it was
.suggested that steps might be taken to obtain the consent of the
Indians, as required in sections 1 and 5 of said act, and that the allotfor in section 5 might be selected and submitted for

ments provided

approval, so that no unnecessary delay might be experienced when the
proper time should arrive for proceeding with the sale of the lands as
authorized. By section 8 of the act the Indians are permitted, if they
shall so elect, to select allotments within the tract designated to be sold,
it is not thought that there are any who desire to make selec

and while

tions there, it might be well to ascertain their intentions in that respect,
so that if there be any such they may make their selections and have

them approved before the appraisement

is

begun.

MESCALERO APACHE RESERVATION.
year a considerable change was made in the boundApache Reservation in New Mexico, by which a
thereof
was
restored to the public domain from the north
goodly portion
and west, while a tract containing an area equal to about five townships
was added thereto on the east. This change was made to satisfy the
\vishes of the white population of the u Nogal Mining District," so called,
and by so doing to allay the ill feeling against the Indians which it was
not difficult to see was fast taking the place of previously acknowledged

Early

in the present

aries of the Mescalero
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friendship for them. It appears that upon the discovery of gold in the
Xogal Mountains a large body of miners and prospectors were attracted
"
there, and that in due time what is now known as the Xogal Mining- District" was organized.
New. veins were discovered, and many locations

were made upon lands afterwards discovered to be within the reservation.
As was natural, when a knowledge of these facts reached the
Indians a spirit of dissatisfaction was manifested, and the miners, fearing that they might lose the results of their enterprise and labor, appealed to the government through the military. Upon a proper presentation of the facts

by their agent, the Indians appeared to appreciate
the situation, and finally became convinced that it would be to their
interest to yield to the fair demands of the miners. Accordingly they
decided to interpose no objection to such reduction of the reservation
on the north and west as in the judgment of the department might seem
expedient, with the understanding, however, that a strip of country
should be added to the reservation on the east, which would afford them
additional grazing ground.
The existence of certain claims within the reservation alleged to have
been acquired prior to its establishment, and upon which the claimants
resided, has been a fruitful source of trouble. This was an additional
reason for desiring a reduction of the reservation. By the reduction all
but two have been placed outside the limits of the reservation, thereby
disposing of a much-vexed question. At the request of the department,
a survey of the new boundaries of the reservation is to be conducted at
once by an officer of the Army, detailed for that purpose by direction
of the Secretary of War.

AMOUNT DUE NAVAJO

INDIANS.

my duty to call the attention of Congress to the sum of
which in my opinion is justly due the Xavajoes, but which,
under the operations of the act of June 20, 1874, was covered back into
I

deem

it

$156,651.74,

the Treasury. The following is a brief history of the case Article 7 of
the treaty with 'the Xavajoes, dated June 1, 1868 (U. S. Stats., vol. 15,
page 667), provides that the head of a family who cultivates the soil
:

Shall be entitled to receive seeds and agricultural implements for tlie first year, not
exceeding in value $100, and for each succeeding year he shall continue to farm, for a
period of two years, he shall be entitled to receive seeds and implements to the value

of $25.

In pursuance of this provision, Congress, in 1869, appropriated for
"seeds farming implements, work-cattle, and other stock, for 1,400 families, in conformity with the seventh article of said treaty, $140,000,"'
and in 1870 and 1871 the sum of $35,000 for each year was appropriated
;

and agricultural implements

for 1,400 families, at the rate of
From July
total appropriation of $210,000.
for
1, 1869, to June 30, 1877, the expenditures from that appropriation
the purpose above named were $53,348.26, leaving an unexpended bal-

for seeds

$25 per family, making a
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ancc on hand of $15(1,651.74. This amount, together with other balance*
to the credit of the Navajoes, was. by order of the Secretary of the Treasury. carried to the surplus, fund, on the ."0th of June, 1877, under the
operations of ;in act of Congress approved .1 une -0, 1874. Subsequent to
the date of this warrant, the Attorney -General, by opinion dated .Inly
decided that specific amounts appropriated to carry out treaty
contracts prior to June 20, 1871. were exempt from the operations of

5, 1877,

the surplus-fund act of 1874, and under said decision certain amounts
belonging lo various Indian tribes have been brought back by warrants*
to the credit of the Indians interested.
r>y letter from this office, under

date of April 12, last, you were asUed to request the honorable Secretary
of the Treasury to issue a warrant for placing to the credit of the Navajoes the unexpended balance of MAli, (,"!. 74, which was a specific appropriation

made

for said Indians tinder treaty prior to

June

20, 1-74,

and

under the decision of the'Attorney-General was exempt from the operaThe honorable Secretary of the Treasury, under dale
tions of that law.
of .May

10. last,

replied that

Requisitions based upon settled ac-eomits to |>;iy Mils lor a<;Ticnli iiral implement?
ami seeds for flu- benefit of such of the 1,4110 families <>t Navajoes n> have not vet reei\ ed their proport ion under the seventh article of their treaty will lie eliavj;-' d against
the appro|iriat ion " fnllillinji treaty with Navajoes. seventh article treaty of .Inne.
I

Sl>,-.

contract prior to

.)

line

"20.

1-71."

This virtually recognizes the fact that the amount of *ir>< ,(." 1. 74 is
due these Indians, and was erroneously covered in the Treasury, and
respectfully recommend that Congress be requested to inappropriate
that amount in order that it may be brought on the books of this office
and expended for the benefit of the Navajoes. If this sum, which, tinder
the decision of the Attorney-General, is justly due to the Navajoes, was
placed to their credit on the books of this office, as above recommended.
it would render unnecessary any fart her
appropriation for these Indians
I

for several vears.

KASTFUN' HAND OF
to the

<

'IlHKi K F,F,S
)

IN

NoKTll CAROLINA.

statement made and views expressed

in

behalf of

the annual report of last year, 1 have to report that
the encroachments upon their lands by white claimants continue and

these Indians

in

this oflice has not

the

means

at its disposal to effect

the needed

re-

through the sundry civil appropriation act. appropriated *800 to enable the department to employ an
agent for these Indians. Samuel P>. Gibson, of Swain County, North
of fhe act
Carolina, has been appointed, in accordance with section
be
and
he
will
able
to
the
look
into
status of
approved July 27, 18<>8,
these claims and to determine upon some line of action to secure tli*
removal of such claimants as are, unable to show title.
Respecting the removal of the Cherokees of North Carolina to the
lief.

Congress

at

its

last session,

,'5

Indian Territory, upon the invitation of the principal chief and delegates
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of the nation West, referred to in my last annual report, J have to state
that 41 persons over 12, and 32 persons under 12, removed from London,
Tenu., June 2-17, 1881, at a cost to the government of $1,281,50 that 1ft
;

and 3 persons under 12, removed from Chattanooga,
Teim., September 13-15, 1881, at a cost to the government of $380.90;
and 26 persons over 12, and 21 persons under 12, removed from Chattapersons over

12,

nooga, Tenn.', October 19-22, 1881 at a cost to the government of $840.20
and that 14 persons over 12, and 8 persons under 12, removed from
Cleveland, Tenu., December 5-7, 1881, at a cost to the government of
$412.90, making in all 97 persons over 12 years of age and 04 persons under 12, who removed during 1881, at a cost to the government of $2,930.50. Applications for aid from the government have since
;

,

been made from parties desiring to remove West, and recommendation
was made February 11, 1882, that Congress be requested to appropriate
the sum of $20,000 for the removal of those who desired to go West,
including the sum of $2,930.50 expended out of the "civilization fund"
in the removal of the aforesaid persons.
Congress did, through the
deficiency appropriation act of

$2,930.50 "to reimburse

what

August 5, 1882, appropriate the sum of
commonly known as the 'civilization

is

fund' the amount taken therefrom to defray the expenses of the removal of certain North Carolina Cherokee Indians to the Indian Territory during the year eighteen hundred and eighty-one," but failed to

make any

other appropriation for those desiring removal.

While admitting the claim that some of these Indians have upon the
government for the removal and subsistence guaranteed to them by the
8th article of the Cherokee treaty of 1835(7 Stat., p. 482), it would not be

make further use of the "civilization fund," in view of the failure of Congress to make the appropriation asked for in February last.
By the sundry civil appropriation act of August 7, 1882, Congress appropriated the sum of $800 "to enable the Secretary of the Interior to
politic to

cause the census to be taken and a new roll to be made of all the Cherokee Indians residing east of the Mississippi River." This work will
require a very extended tour through the States of North Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama, if not elsewhere, and involve a careful
and thorough investigation into the ancestry of the Indians and their
relation to individuals whose names are borne, on former rolls of the
Mr. Joseph G. Hester, of this city, has been apCherokee Nation.
pointed the special agent to perform this duty.

SETTLEMENT OF DIFFERENCES
During the

last session of

IN

THE CHEROKEE NATION.

Congress a

bill

was introduced

in

the

House

of Representatives (H. R. No. 3037) to authorize and enable the
Eastern Baud of Cherokee Indians to institute and prosecute a suit in

the Court of Claims against the Cherokee Nation. This bill received
the favorable indorsement of this office, from the fact that the issues
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the claims of the Cherokees east upon the lands and funds
\\-est had been before the department for a long
series of years, without any favorable prospect of adjustment, and from
the belief that the adjudication should be made by some such competent
involved

in

of the Cherokees

and

final tribunal

as the Court of Claims.

Acknowledging the gravity of the issues involved, an item was incorporated by Congress in the sundry civil appropriation act, approved
August 7, 1882. as follows:
The Seeretary of the Interior .shall investigate and report to Congress what, in his
would he an equitahle settlement of all matters of dispute between the
Eastern Uand of Cherokee Indians (including all the Cherokees residing east of the
also all matters of dispute
Mississippi River) and the Cherokee trihe or Nation west
between other hands or parts of the Cherokee Nation: also all matters between any
of said hands or parts thereof, and the United States, arising from or growing out of
treaty stipulations, or the laws of Congress relating thereto: and what snin or sum*
of money, if any. should, in his opinion, he paid under such settlement; and the sum
of two thousand live hundred dollars is hereby appropriated for such investigation.
opinion,

:

Under date of August

18, 1882, the

Secretary of the Interior ap-

pointed Courtland C. Clements, esq., of Richmond, Ind., special agent
to investigate all matters of dispute between these bands and parts of
bands and the nation west, or the United States, as provided in said
item of the sundry civil appropriation act, and he is now engaged in
the examination of the records of this office upon the issues involved.

UMATILLA RESERVATION

IN

OREGON.

have been introduced in the present Congress (S. 434 and H. R.
providing for allotments in severally to the Indians of the abovenamed reservation, and for the sale of the remainder thereof after such
allotments shall have been made, the funds arising from such sale to be
used in establishing the Indians -on their several allotments, for the
support of an industrial farm and school for the children of said reserThe general, provisions
vation, and for other like beneficial purposes.
of these bills, being in keeping with the policy steadfastly advocated
by this bureau for allotments in severally to Indians with perfect and
permanent title, were recommended to the favorable consideration of
Bills

2571))

Congress in a special report to the department (in response to a call
of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs lor information), dated January 19, 1882, and supplemental report of February i following.
It appears that a large majority of the Indians occupying said resei'v
vation are anxious to take lands in severally ; they have more land than
is actually needed for that purpose, and the sale of a part of their reser-

vation, as contemplated, would furnish them the means for a fair start
upon their several allotments. I renew my recommendation' for the

early passage of one or the other of the pending bills, with the

ments proposed

in the special office reports

above mentioned.

amend-
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TOWN OF

l'F,M)U: TON. oU'KC-rON.

annual report to the department 'the question of disposing
Umatilla Reservation in Oregon sufficient to meet
the growing necessities of tlic a<lj;icciit town of Pendlcton was dis
oussed, with the suggestion that Congress he, asked to grant needful
hist authority is had
authority in the premises. Iy ;ict of August
for the surve.N. appraisement and sale (with the consent of the Indians)
In

my

last

of a portion of tin-

~>

ol'

so

much

of said reservation lying and being contiguous to or in the
town of IVndleton as may be necessary to allow that

vicinity of the

town proper and needful growth and extension, not exceeding <>40 acres.
An inspector of the department has recently visited the Uniatilla Reservation and obtained the consent of the Indians to disposal of the
tract

named

in

the

manner proposed.
M ALHKU1I UKSKUVATION.

Py Executive.order of recent date (September !.'>, 1881') the greater
portion of the Malheiu Indian Ivcservation in the State of Oregon has
been restored to the public domain. In my last annual report it was
stated to be the purpose of this office to dispose of the lands embraced
within said reservation by sale for the benefit of Indians for whose use
and occupation it was set apart. Such has been the desire and intenit became apparent that the reservation
was no longer needed for purposes of Indian occupation but in response
to most urgent and persistent appeals on the part of the people of Ore-

tion of this bureau ever since

:

for the restoration of these lands to the public domain, in order that
the%y might become subject to settlement under the homestead and preemption laws, this office was led to so far modify former recommendations as to reduce the quantity to be retained and sold for the benefit
of the Indians to considerably less than one-quarter of the whole reser

gon

vation,
It

and

recommend the reduction of the reservation accordingly.
recommendation, concurred in by the department, that
the reduction was made.

to

was upon

the order for

this

The tract still remaining in a state of reservation, being the north
eastern portion of the late reservation, embraces all the agency build
ings and improvements ,of whatsoever character. The order also reserves out of the lands restored to the public domain a tract of 3l'<>
acres, upon which are situated the buildings and
ing to the old Camp Hartley military reserve. It

improvements belong
is

the intention of

tlu-

ask for such legislation as will enable the department to sell
the diminished reserve for the benefit of the Indians aforesaid.
T have- the honor to be. sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant.
office to

H.

I'KicK
Cotntnissioner.

The Hon. SKCKKTAKN OF THK IMKKIUU.

REPORTS OF AGENTS.
COLORADO RIVER AGENCY, ARIZONA,
September 1, 1882.
SIR: I have the honor to submit this my second annual report of the condition of
The changes which
affairs at this agency and of the Indians under my supervision.
have occurred and the advancements made during my administration have not been
as radical or satisfactory as I, in my early zeal, was led to believe might be effected
with these people. However, it affords me pleasure to say, confidently and without
egotism, that the tribes occupying this reservation are in a more advanced condition
to-day than they were when I assumed charge of the agency possibly not so apparent
in that which pertains to industrial pursuits, as in their manifest desire to discard
many of their characteristic habits and assume in their stead those of the white man.

LOCATION,

The reservation, beginning at a point 5 miles north of Ehrenberg, Ariz., extends
TO miles up the Colorado River, which here forms the boundary line between the
State of California and the Territory of Arizona, and embraces within its limits all, or
nearly all, of the bottom laud on either side of said river. The agency is situated
near the northern line of the reservation, at a distance of 50 miles from Ehrenberg,
100 miles from Fort Mohave, 180 miles from Fort Yunia, and about the same distance
from Prescott, the capital of the Territory.

THE SOIL
of the reservation is a light sandy loam, interspersed with large tracts of "adobe
also with occasional sloughs or marshes,
laud," strongly impregnated with alkali
which are productive only when an overflow of the Colorado River occurs. As these
sloughs constitute the entire arable laud of the reserve, and as they are small in area,
limited in number, and widely separated by interposing tracts of non-productive soil,
the results of farming are necessarily meager and unsatisfactory^
;

THE AGENCY BUILDINGS
are in a good state of preservation, and are ample in dimensions and conveniences for
all the purposes of an Indian agency.
With the assistance of the Indians, whose only
reward was rations of flour and salt (beef having been rarely issued while the labor
was being performed, on account of the contractor's failure to furnish the same), I
was enabled during the year to not only improve the condition of the old buildings,
but to construct convenient slaughter and issue houses, and, in connection therewith,
to build an adobe corral 90 by 180 feet in size. This corral is divided in the center
by a partition wall 8 feet in height one apartment is used as a receptacle for cattle,
from which they are driven through a lateral alley into the other apartment, passing
over a platform scale, on which they are weighed; thence into the other end of the
For convenience in receiving, weighing, branding,
alley, where they are branded.
and slaughtering cattle, and in issuing rations, these buildings are, I presume, superior
to any on tin; Western coast, and were constructed at a cost for labor of $885.
The
Indians, for their faithful assistance, which was rendered with alacrity, deserve honorable recognition, for without their aid these improvements would have cost the
government not less than .$(i,000.
;

THE INDIANS.
According to an enumeration made at the last general issue of rations, the Indians
under supervision of this agency numbered 1,026, of whom 811 were Mohaves and 215
were Chimehuevis. Some jealousy exists, and ever has existed, between these tribes,
but it is not of a character to create apprehensions. They are peaceable, quiet, well-

5153
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and seemingly have some regard for each other. During my administration
have learned of no fighting or quarreling I have rarely been compelled to reprimand any for disorderly conduct. I have not seen an Indian intoxicated, and have
heard of only one case of intoxication no case of larceny, and but few instances iu
which my orders were not obeyed with promptness and without reluctance have come
to my knowledge. If a community numbering more than a thousand souls can be
found to exist in "the States" about which the foregoing can be truthfully asserted

disposed,
I

;

;

I desire to

know

its location.

This, however, is only one view of the picture, for its reverse side shows superstition of a pernicious character; an inordinate love of gambling; licentiousness unrestrained except by physical causes and natural conditions; instinctive brutality, and
a total disregard for veracity, honesty, and fidelity de facto; yet assuming these commendable traits if thereby some personal or selfish end may be subserved. In their
dispositions, characteristics, purposes, plans, motives, and methods these Indians are
rery interesting indeed, presenting the strange anomaly of integrity without conscientiousness, sobriety without motive, selfishness and improvidence at the same
time, a love of gambling without acquisitiveness, natural brutality which seldom
leads to acts of violence, and a religion devoid of veneration.

SANITARY.
In this respect there has been no material change during the year, the principal
ailment still being venereal disease and its consequent evils. The agency physician,
who was in service from the 19th day of October last to the close of the fiscal year,
reported that the above and other diseases to which the Indians of this agency are
subject yield readily to medical treatment, when it is possible to place and continue
the patient under favorable conditions ; but without proper hospital conveniences and
supplies which, owing to an insufficiency of funds, I was udt authorized to purchase,
he found it impossible to obtain satisfactory results, especially in treating constitutional diseases of the character above mentioned.
1

'

EDUCATIONAL.

A boarding school was opened at this agency on the 1st day of March, 1881, and has
been in continuous session since that date, usual vacations only excepted. Originally
a deep-seated prejudice existed in the minds of many of the Indians against the school,
and it was with some difficulty that an average of 25 pupils out of a school
population numbering 285 could be obtained but happily this prejudice seems to
have been entirely dissipated, and it is believed that, with an assistant teacher and
additional supplies, the attendance would have been doubled during the last half of
the year. The average attendance for the school year was 27J. The pupils were
taught in classes, according to their age and advancement, in orthography, reading,
writing, arithmetic, geography, English composition, and music, in which studies
they, without an exception, made good progress under the faithful and efficient labors
of Miss M. E. Hampton.
In addition to instructions in the educational branches enumerated, the children,
were taught such useful employments as their ages and the conditions by which they
were surrounded would admit the girls having been instructed in needle work,
cooking, scrubbing, iroriing, and in everything that pertains to general housework,
while the boys were instructed as far as practicable in agriculture and other pursuits
of civilized life. By reason of adverse circumstances, which were wholly beyond my
control, viz, the sterility of the soil within easy reach of the school building, failure
of the department to authorize an agency farmer, and the limited number of other
male employe's, the instruction of the boys in manual labor was not as thorough or a
;

;

practical as

was

desirable.

opinion as to the benefits which will result from the general education of these
tribes is substantially unchanged nevertheless I am forced to concede a reverse side
to the shield. Prominent among the many discouragements which confront the Indian
in the pursuit of an education is the fact that no profession or other avenue of employment opens to him within the tribe of which he is a member, not to say elsewhere,
by which he may call into requisition his educational attainments as an auxiliary in
earning him a living; and it is with difficulty that his energy and efforts, either
physical or mental, are called forth except by an appeal to faculties more sordid than
those which inspire a love for his kind, or a desire for the moral, social, and intellectual advancement of his race. This being a trait inhering in the Indian, it is not believed that the customs and habits of those of mature age will be essentially modified
by our present efforts. To lift the children above the reckless improvidence of their
former lives; to inspire them with the idea that they are, at no distant day, expected
to be self-sustaining and self-dependent; to teach them values, and that values are

My

;
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the rewards of effort and industry, and to implant in their minds principles of frugality have been as much the aims and object of the teacher as to impart a knowledge of text -books.
In this connection I may be permitted to suggest that, considering our remote position ana the excessive cost of provisions and apparel, the isolated condition and
many deprivations to which the employe's are subjected, the great expense of coining
to and returning from the agency (professional teachers cannot be obtained on the
western coast at salaries paid agency teachers), and last but not least the high and
grave responsibility of the profession, teachers have hitherto been inadequately rewarded at this agency. We cannot expect men and women of teaching power and
ability to leave their occupations, their homes, and society for an inconsiderable com"a
pensation and I concur in the trite and truthful saying,
poor teacher is dear at
any price." It is confidently believed that with a sufficient appropriation to pay
school employe's the salaries which obtain in the West, and with the hearty co-operation which has previously been manifest on the part of the Indian Office, our school
has attained a popularity with the tribes and a general prosperity which does not
leave its future in doubt.
Here I desire to suggest, through your office, to the friends of the Indian in Congress, the necessity and justice of providing educational opportunities for the Mohave
Indians at Fort Mohave, the Yumas, the Hualapias, and the Cocopahs, all accredited
to this agency, but not on the reservation. Many of these Indians would doubtless
avail themselves of the advantage were proper encouragement and facilities tendered
them. This agency being centrally situated with respect to the tribes mentioned, unobjectionable from a sanitary stand-point, surrounded by Indians who, lam confirmed,
will henceforth yield cheerful acquiescence in and encouragements to our educational
efforts in behalf of their race, and with the early completion of the A. and P. Railroad, which will reduce the price of transportation, evidently is the most elligible
location obtainable for a school of the character mentioned. I will add that, should
it be deemed expedient to establish such a school at this agency, no new
buildings
will be required for its accommodation, except an addition to the school building
proper, the expense of which will be inconsiderable. I have doubtless occupied too
much space in the discussion of this subject, but when we consider the total absence
f all remunerative labor, the impracticability of agricultural pursuits, and the want
f causes which stimulate mechanical skill and industry, this, seemingly, is about the
only measure necessary to the future well-being of the Indians on this reservation,
which may be pursued with well-grounded hopes of success.
;

THE INDIAN POLICE FORCE
remains the same in number and membership as at the beginning of the year. They
lave rendered prompt obedience to all commands, but the unexceptionable order and
the universal amity existing among the Indians have, happily, caused their position,
te be little more than that of a sinecure.

AGRICULTURE, LABOR, AND WEALTH.
As will be seen by statistical report herewith transmitted, 1,050 acres were cultivated
by Indians, producing, approximately, 700 bushels of wheat, 1,500 bushels of corn,
and 1,050 bushels of beans, besides other vegetables, of which, owing to a habit of
onsuming their products before maturity, no estimate approaching accuracy can be
famished. They also cut and delivered for use at the agency 26 tons of hay, for
which they received $25 per ton and furnished the Colorado Steam Navigation Company 500 cords of wood, receiving therefor $2 per cord. Their wealth, if it may be so
designated, consists of about 200 domestic fowls, 13 head of cattle, and 108 horses or
ponies. The latter, being but little used except for racing, are an unmitigated detrient to the tribes, rather than a benefit.
;

SUBSISTENCE.

As previously mentioned, the contractor failed to furnish the amount of beef called
by his contract, and in consequence the Indians were compelled to subsist more
than hitherto upon the natural products of the reservation. I think the
following
proportions fairly represent the subsistence obtained from the sources mentioned By
labor of Indians in civilized pursuits, one-third; by issue of rations, and by
gathering
for

:

the natural products of the soil, each one-third.
I have the honor to be, your most obedient
servant,

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

JONATHAN

BIGGS,

United States Indian Agent.
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MOQUIS PUEBLO AGENCY, ARIZONA,

August 31, 1884.
compliance with instructions received from your office of July 15, I have the
honor to submit this my first annual report of affairs at this agency, for the year ending August 31, 1882.
SIR

:

111

LOCATION.
This agency is located in Northeastern Arizona, about 90 miles west of Fort Defiance
and 70 miles north-northeast of Wiuslow, a station on the A. and P. Railroad. Its immediate location is in what is known as " Kearn's canon," famous for its springs of pure
water. With the high and rugged walls of the canon on either side, one is reminded
of some mediaeval prison-house. We are not trammeled by over civilization and the
Our nearest post office (except one at a Mormon settlement) is
restraints of fashion.
Fort Wingate, one hundred and twenty miles distant. The surrounding country is
an elevated plain, interspersed with barren mountains in the South and furrowed here
and there with deep canons.

THE MOQUIS PUEBLOS.
This interesting people, unlike most of our aboriginal tribes, dwell in pueblos or villages. There are seven ot these villages, all of which are built upon high mesas, from
300 feet to 500 above the plains ; and only two of these, Oribi and (Ji-inok-pi-vi, are
accessible by wagon road. Tewa, Ci-tcum-ivi, and Walapi are 14 miles west-northwest from this agency. Me-can-ni-vi, Ci-pol-i-vi, and C'i-mok-pi-vi occupy the brow of
a mesa 8 and 10 miles further west, and Oribi is situated still west of these about 12
miles.
On the 25th day of this month, with
teamster, I visited the latter place, having
made the entire journey by wagons, over a very difficult and circuitous route. Our arrival created quite a sensation such an event, I am told, had never been known in
the history of the town ; a span of mules and wagon on the streets of Oribi was iudeed

my

;

a novelty

!

Oribi

is

much

the largest village,aml contains about 700 inhabitants. The

The bouses are
streets are narrow but more regular than those of the other pueblos.
all built of stone, many of them three and four stories high, with flat dirt ro fs, cement
But little lumber is used, and then only for doors
floor, and small windows and doors.
when the builder can afford that luxury.
The furniture of these houses is a very simple affair.
sheep skin serves for a chair,
the floor for a table, aud a few blankets, baskets, and pieces of home-made pottery
constitute the household goods. Nearly every family has a corn mill. This is made

A

in the form of a long, low box, inclosing two or more large flat stones, which form an
inclined plane. The grinding is done as follows: A small quantity of corn is first
placed in the box, which has been partitioned off into sections corresponding to the
number of stones, then the miller (who is usually a young woman or a girl) with one
hand covers the surface of the stone with corn, then taking a long narrow stone, well
adapted for the purpose, slie crushes it until it is reduced to meal.

AGRICULTURE, ETC.

The Moquis are a pastoral and an agricultural people. Nearly all keep a few sheep and

and some have large flocks of sheep, besides horses and burros. All cultivate
the soil; some go fifteen miles or more to plant their wheat and corn. Onions, beans,
and melons are their favorite vegetables, which they raise in considerable quantities.
They usually do not plant the same ground two years in succession. Peaches and
of Oribi. One important
apricots are raised to advantage, especially in the vicinity
branch of industry with them is the manufacture of pottery, in which they show some
skill.
They weave their own blankets and belts, and a coarse, but very fair, kind of
cloth worn by the women and girls. Their work -houses are all underground, where
the carding, spinning, and weaving is done, aud where they prepare their costumes for
the dances.

burros,

LANGUAGE.

The great difficulty at present in the way of effectually reaching this people is the
want of a suitable interpreter. No one of the tribe has learned enough of English to
fill that position satisfactorily, and no white man, so far as I know, has mastered
the Moqui language sufficiently for ordinary intercourse. In all the councils held

my arrival here it has been necessary to employ interpreters who speak the
Spanish or Navajo or both and as many of the Moquis understand the Xavajo and
a few the Spanish, we have been able to comprehend each other tolerably well.

since

;
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Froin what I have learned of the Moqui language, I find it to he rather an agreeable one. There are few monosyllables.
Many of their words are composed of five
and six syllables, and some even seven. Hence they have acquired the custom of
abreviating, so that in some sentences the important word which you would expect
is entirely lost, or so faintly suggested as not to be recognized.
The Tewas on the first mesa do not belong to the Moqui stock and speak an entirely
different language, so that although the Tewa village is only a few yards from two

Moquis villages, little intercourse can be had between them except through a few
from the Tewa village who speak the Moqui language.

MORALS.

much to be said to the credit of these Indians. They are affectionate and
quarrelsome. As far as they understand the right they seem inclined to
it.
Still they are children in understanding sometimes they act like spoiled
children, and the policy that hasyielded to gratuitous giving has, in a measure, confirmed them in that course. They must be taught self-reliance, and that beggary is
a disgrace, if they are to be made men and women in the true sense of the terms.
I have never yet attended any of their dances, and cannot speak from personal
knowledge; but, judging from reliable authority, the great evils in the way of their
ultimate civilization lie in these dances. The dark superstitions and unhallowed rites
of a heathenism as gross as that of India or Central Africa still infects them with its
insidious poison, which, unless replaced by Christian civilization, must sap their very
There

not at
follow

life

is

all

;

blood.

SANITARY CONDITION.

The health of this tribe is far from being all that could be desired owing to their
manner of living. Nor can we expect to see a radical change until they are induced
to leave the mesa and build their homes on the plains, away from the filth and the
foul air of their present abodes.
If it were not for the high altitude of these pueblos,
sickness and death would prevail much more among them than at present. Venereal
diseases comprise the general disorder, being the result, doubtless, of their promiscuous lodging together in small, dark, ill-ventilated rooms, without regard .to sex or
condition.
If this people are ever to be saved from ultimate extinction they must be
induced to change their abodes to where they can breathe a purer air. Many of them,
I am glad to say, spend much of their time
during the summer months on the plains
with their nocks, and in cultivating their crops, and the result is a sanitary benefit
to them.

EDU CATION.

When I arrived here last February I found a day school in progress at the nearest
mesa, under charge of the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions. Two teachers were
employed, Mr. W. E. Taylor, brother of the missionary, and his wife. The school
was held in a small room, poorly lighted and worse ventilated, the ground fora floor,
and benches without backs for seats. This room was intended only for temporary
use, until accommodations could be had at the agency, and the advantages being so
meager, the teachers resigned and Mr. Taylor accepted a position as an employ^ at
this agency.
As soon as authority could be obtained an unfinished building and
three agency rooms were finished and refitted for a boarding school, except the floors,
the lumber for which has not yet arrived. We have waited long for materials to
complete this work and for teachers, but not in despair, and we now expect soon to
tegin the school so much needed.
MISSIONARY WORK.
There is one missionary on tho field, Rev. C. A. Taylor. So far his work has been
a preparatory one. His time has been largely occupied in superintending the
building
of a mission home and in the study of the Moquis language. With an ardent zeal for
the highest interests of this people, he and his excellent wife are patiently
laboring
at the "seed-sowing," and expect the "harvest." They are now absent for the
purpose of securing teachers for the school in prospect.

THE PAST AND FUTURE.
The past history
little

known

of this people up to tho time of the Spanish conquest is almost us
as their future. They doubtless have a few vague traditions, but noth-
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iug really definite. The ruined pueblos found in the northern part of this Territory,
and the remains of ancient Aztec pottery found in great abundance, not only near these
ruins, but on all the plains, is the only key to that history, and these prove them to belong to a race once powerful and populous. If their future is to be a happy and a progressive one, it must be the result of wise legislation on the part of the government,
and of earnest self-deny ing Christian effort on the part of those who are commissioned
by the church and by the government for this sacred trust.

THE WORK IN GENERAL.
can only speak of what has been done since February 11, 1882, the date of my asI have had many difficulties to contend with which few can appreciate unless placed in similar circumstances. At the commencement of my services I
found many things were wauted. There were four agency animals; three of them
which were almost worthless from age and disease, were issued to Indians, leaving
me but one horse, since which time I have been without a full team. The missionary
having a span of mules, I have thus been able to borrow.
The rooms were very much out of repair, and everything wanted a general renvating. A school was much needed, but we had no suitable building and no funds
were immediately available for that purpose. As soon as practicable the work of repairs was commenced and carried on as far as means would allow. Owing to the great
distance from the railroad and the almost impassable wagon roads, we have been
I

suming charge.

move slowly.
The want of interpreter, mentioned in another place, has been a serious hindrance.
The physician, appointed soon after my arrival, declined the position, and I have been
almost alone for several months with a people numbering nearly two thousand to care
Since the
for, and unable to converse with them except in fragmentary sentences.
obliged to

first of July I have been virtually without an employe", the new appropriation bill
not having provided for the salary of any employe" at this agency except physicjaa.
my earnest solicitation my former teamster remains with me at present, and I expect the department will pay him.
The accompanying statistical report is, much of it, based on estimate, as indicated
in the margin. I found it impossible to secure reliable information concerning the
number of sheep and the amount of corn and other produce raised, as they have no
idea about these matters themselves, and I had no way of ascertaining the facts. I
saw many of their flocks and herds and the most of their corn, beans, &c., in store,
and I am quite certain the statements made in this report are not exaggerated.
In conclusion, I desire to thank the department for the uniform courtesy and kindness extended to this agency, and I am fully assured that whatever can be done t
elevate this people to Christian civilization, the officials of the Indian Bureau will
do all in their power to promote that object.

At

Very

respectfully,
J.

H.

FLEMING,

United States Indian Agent.

To the COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

PIMA AND MARICOPA AGENCY, ARIZONA,
September I, 1882.
SIR: In making this my second annual report, having had a year's experience, I
feel better prepared to judge of the true condition of these Indians, their good qualities and their failings.
I can say truly that I have worked faithfully for the good of
these Indians, striving in every manner to better their condition and while I can see
a marked improvement, I cannot say that I have not been somewhat disappointed;
but still when we remember that they are Indians, and consider their surroundings in
this new country* and the class of Americans with whom they come in contact in a
mining country like this, we can only be surprised that they are as good as they are.
In procuring the extension of this reservation over a body of fine farming laud, covered with farms, and for Indians under a high state of cultivation, a great good was
accomplished, and I naturally feel some pride and gratification at having succeeded
in doing this much for the Indians.
The hardest thing I have had to contend with is the sale of whisky by Americans
and Mexicans to the Indians, and my faith in being able to prevent it is getting very
weak, because of the many ways of evading the law. Still I shall make and am now
making extraordinary efforts to get at and punish the offenders, and hope that the
new United States district attorney, unlike his predecessor, will faithfully and vigorously prosecute the guilty parties. How shall an agent look an Indian in the face
;
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ami urge him to become civilized and Americanized when he says to you, "Americans drink whisky and get drunk, nearly all of them, and more than Indians do, and
I can
they sell onr people this whisky for which you punish us for drinking ?"
only say to them that such an example is not set them by the agent or any of the
employe's at this agency.
INDIAN POLICE.

Some time during the month of June last, the settlers on the San Pedro River,
some 75 miles from here east, up the Gila, became greatly alarmed at a threatened
outbreak of the Apaches residing near, and calling upon the sheriff of this county at
Florence for assistance, he called upon me very urgently to send to their assistance
and for their protection my ludian police. This request I reluctantly complied with,
knowing the weakness of human nature, and especially Indian nature, for whisky.
However, on the condition that they should be kept from all opportunity of getting
intoxicated, I consented that they should go. In this I erred, as the trip was the beginning of the downfall, and finally the end of the organization. Some time previous to this I had confidentially told the interpreter, who was also the lieutenant of
police, that I had been informed that no provision had yet been made by the govern-

ment

for police rations for the coming year, and that in all probability, unless some
provision was made other than that which I knew, the police force would be
discontinued at the end of the year. While on this expedition up the Gila, the settlers out of mistaken kindness, gave whisky to Louis, the interpreter, and when he
became intoxicated he probably divulged the fact that no provision for police rations
had been made, and the whole force became a drunken mob, and came home disgraced and their usefulness gone. And thus ended probably the best organization of
Indian police in the United States. The Indians quickly realizing that I had now no
means of arresting the disorderly, immediately dropped into their old habitual ways,
at the bottom of which is intemperance.
It is my intention to immediately make an effort to organize a new police force, and,
if suitable men can he obtained. I hope to succeed, though the public sentiment among
the Indians is not favorable to an organization of this kind. This arises from a nattural repugnance to any restraint, which I am not prepared to say is or is not
peculiar to these Indians, and they, heretofore, not having been compelled to observe
Jaws or receive punishment for violation of them, makes it very difficult to secure men
suitable for policemen who will consent to act in that capacity.

CIVILIZATION.

There has been a perceptible improvement among these Indians during the past
year in the matter of dress, and also in the treatment of th women, as I have never
missed an opportunity to impress upon them the importance, as among Ihe first steps
in civilization, to cover their nakedness, even if with only the cheapest material.
I
have also told them that they should treat their women with more respect if they
wished to raise children who would become good men and women that in the history
of the world no people who did not so treat their women ever amounted to a great
people. And by continually, and upon all occasions, impressing these things upon
them, I believe that at last some effect has been produced. I have also talked to
them and endeavord to induce them to cut their hair like Americans, and I am happy
to say that in a few instances I have succeeded notably, Antonio, chief of all the
Pimas, Louis, the interpreter, and a few others. In the matter of painting, to which
these Indians are much addicted. I have also talked and labored unceasingly to induce
;

;

and disgusting practice. It is a gratification to me to
have not been entirely successful, there is a marked
change among the more intelligent Indians, many having entirely abandoned the

them

to

abandon

this foolish

be able to say that, although

I

practice.
In this connection I might say that although these Indians have these faults and
failings, it is not to be inferred that they are savages in any sense, they being already
in great measure civilized, in that they are kind, generally truthful, industrious, and
self supporting.
One great obstacle to the complete civilization of this people is the character of
their dwellings, which seem to be a complete bar to further advancement; and how
to surmount this difficulty is the question.
The dwellings are simply constructed of

a few poles bent over and covered with straw and dirt, and one looks a short distance
off like a mound of earth with a hole in one side, the Indian crawling in on all fours.
The huts being too low for th^rn to stand erect, and void of either chimney or ventilation, the inmates are obliged to keep close to the ground to avoid the smoke, which
is thick enough to stifle a white man.
Thus it is in winter. During the warm weather
the huts are abandoned for their summer residences, which are usually in their fields,
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consist of forked sticks covered "with poles and- brush to protect them from the
Their winter dwellings are easily heated, very little wood being required. The
Indians are very sensitive to cold, and a much larger quantity of fuel would be required to heat even a small adobe house with a fire-place and chimney, so that it
would necessitate the use of a wagon to haul that which is now carried upon the
backs of the women. I have observed that those who either possess or have the use
of wagons occupy adobe houses, which are quite comfortable. The number is very

and

sun.

few, however but might be increased by supplying wagons and harness, say one to
each small village and two or three to the larger villages. Some wagons have already
;

been allowed and more have been asked for.
In this connection I might mention the aversion of these Indians to restraint, which
was referred to in my remarks on Indian police, as a difficulty in the way of securing good policemen, and it also makes it very hard to enforce law and order among
them. This peculiarity extends even to their families. A child is never punished or
corrected, and so grows up as free from any idea of obedience as it is possible to
conceive.
I have talked with them a great deal of the importance of exercising
more discipline in their families, and by this means have learned that they formerly,
a
perhaps
generation or so ago, although they were not in the habit of punishing
their children, it was their custom to talk to and lecture them a great deal at home,
teaching them the difference between right and wrong. I have urged upon them the
necessity and propriety of their reviving this excellent practice.

MISSIONARY WORK.
Rev. C. H. Cook is employed by the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions as missionary to these Indians and is conscientiously doing all that he can to instruct and
convert the people of which he has charge. He expects mainly by means of contributions from churches and individuals, to erect a small church building at one of the
largest villages during the present year. He conducts services each Sabbath at the
agency, speaking in both the English and Pima languages, in addition to his regular
labor at the different villages.

EDUCATION.

A boarding-school with seventy-five scholars enrolled, and an average attendance
of sixty-seven, has been in successful operation at this agency the past year. This
being the first regular boarding-school that was ever attempted here it was considered
by many as experimental, and its success looked upon as extremely doubtful. But,
thus far, I am happy to say it is a success as regards the progress made by the children
in learning. The doubts which existed in the minds of some as to the propriety of an
Indian school composed of both sexes, in the same building, have been measurably
dispelled by the trial, and the result is better than was anticipated. The boys, upon
arrival at the agency, were subjected to a shearing process, their hair being closely
cut by the agent, and hats given them in place of the mop of hair which answered
the purpose before. To this operation many demurred, but the rule was insisted upon,
all finally submitting with the exception of one, who, greatly to my regret, could not
be prevailed upon except by force, and although he was one of our brightest and most
moral boys, I could not vary the rule, and he returned home. These children are remarkably studious, and could be seeu with their books poring over their lessons during recess, early in the morning, and even at night, in preference to joining in the
play. Another favorable feature of the Indian children, and one remarked by everybody, was the almost em ire absence of disagieemeuts and quarrels usual to all schools.
Yet, notwithstanding these excellent traits, brought to light during this trial, I am
afraid I shall have to modify my views as expressed in my last annual report, as to
the propriety of establishing schools in the different villages.
I am led to thus
change my views by observing how quickly, upon the close of school and return of the
children to their Indian homes, they drop back into their old filthy ways, being
ashamed of their short hair and acquired civilized ways. This condition of things
may change on longer continuance of the boarding-school. If so, it would be the
most encouraging feature of the attempt to civilize these people.
AGRICULTURAL.

The present is another prosperous year, the crop of wheat being large and of excellent quality generally.
Considerable new land has been cleared and fenced, adding
to the acreage already under cultivation. The great difficulty with their farming is
the failure to sow their grain early and thus secure growth before the water fails.
This I am trying TO remedy; with what, success I am unable as yet to state.
I

have succeeded

in

making arrangements by which

to change,

without

cost, ther
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procuring a variety from California, which is said to produce a larger
and for which there is a demand at an increase of price over the variety which
they have been raising. The millers have been compelled heretofore to procure it
from that State to mix with the wheat raised here, which is too dry to grind well
The wheat crop this
I think that this will be a great benefit to the Indians.
alone.
year is estimated at from 30,000 to 35,000 bushels. It is impossible to obtain accurate
well
as
other
farm
the
amount
of
raised
as
statistics as to
products, for the reawheat,
HOII that the Indians have sold so mnch of it off of the reservation and to others beside
the traders and regular dealers. Cultivating the soil is the principal occupation of
I might say almost the sole occupation.
Even the few who are engaged
this people
in other work still find time to raise a crop of wheat, melons, and squash.
seed wheat

;

yield

;

SANITARY.

The health of the Pimas has been generally good for the past year. This is due to
abundant crops for the past two years. Since travel has ceased on the old overland
Matrail, venereal diseases have apparently decreased and but few patients appear.
But these will cease
larial fevers have been common since the summer rains set in.
as goon as the cold nights compel the Indians to leave their open summer houses in
the fields among the irrigating ditches for the drier ones away from the river.
POPULATION.
In the absence of any other means of enumeration, I instructed the police to make
an accurate count of all the people in each of their villages, the object of which
was mainly to make an equal distribution of farming and other implements supplied
by the government last year. The result of this count was as follows
:

Pimas

3,90&

,
Maricopas
Apaches residing with Maricopas
on
reservation
(estimated)
Papagos residing
Papagos residing off of the reservation (estimated)

5,

Total

331
10
250
750

10,249-

of the opinion that their numbers are gradually decreasing.
Respectfully submitted,

I arn

ROSWELL

G.

WHEELER.

The COMMISSIONER OP INDIAN AFFAIRS.

HOOPA VALLEY AGENCY, CALIFORNIA,
July 31, 1882.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith my annual report for the year ending
July 31, 1882.
In my last I drew attention to the desirability of furnishing the Indians with new
habitations, their present dwellings being greatly dilapidated and unhealthy in the
majority of cases. Since then I have given lumber to the most needy, who built eight
frame houses therewith. Their, habits appear to change with their habitations, for,
from the moment they were comfortably quartered in a house similar to a white man's,
they discarded their primitive habits of slovenliness and filth, and tire unhealthy
custom of sleeping on the bare ground six feet below the surface, with possibly a
blanket over and under them, and adopted the bedstead and mattress. This encourages me to assist them to the utmost in providing them with new dwellings, as
the civilizing results thus seen in these few instances are indications favorable to the
hope of a thorough civilization in the near future, if assisted in this way.
After a very careful census I find that there are actually 510 Indians, full and mixed
blood, living upon this reservation, all of whom wear full citizen's costume. Their
disposition is good, but occasionally their old-time superstitious creep up and the result is disastrous. An instance thereof occurred a few days ago.
An Indian whom,
it was alleged, was the possessor of a certain poison, and who blew it or wished it
across the river to some of his enemies at different times, was, by the friends of those
whom he was accused of thus poisoning, shot and killed in his doorway. The murderers immediately decamped, their whereabouts being at present unknown. The
probability is that as soon as they believe that the excitement has cooled they will
return. As I leave this agency in a few days it is impossible for me to do anything
towards arresting them, but 1 hare mentioned the subject to my successor, Captain.
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Charles Porter, Eighth Infantry, who will do all in his power to bring them to justice.
When that is accomplished, hanging wonld be the best method to deter the others
from doing likewise in like cases a mere term of imprisonment would be of no avail.
The government has under cultivation, this year, 300 acres; although it is 85 acres
less than last year, the yield will be far in excess of it, as the season has been an exceedingly favorable one for growth. More could not have been cultivated, as it was
found difficult to do the work already done, and still more difficult to do that which
has yet to be done, because of the small number of animals eight (8) more mules
are an actual necessity. As I believe Round Valley Agency has some animals to
spare, I would suggest that eight or ten be transferred to this agency.
The estimated yield, this year, is 3,000 bushels wheat, 1,000 bushels oats, 100 bushels
beans, 200 bushels potatoes, 500 head cabbage, 200 melons,' 100 pumpkins, 40 tons hay,
and various vegetables.
Indian farming has increased satisfactorily there are fifty Indians, this year, cultivating large and small patches of land, in all, 100 acres. It is impossible to get at
the yield, but, from the appearance of their gardens, I would judge that it will be
Such prosperity of a few will indubitably draw more into farming for them
large.
The orchards have been thoroughly pruned and cultivated; the
selves next year.
yield will be fair.
The saw and flour mills are being moved back some sixty feet from the rivers, te
ensure their safety during high water they have done good service, but with the
new penstock furnished us this year we will have double the power, thus enabling
os to saw and grind lumber and flour sufficient to meet all requirements. Last year
75,000 feet of lumber was sawed, of which 10,000 feet was used in the construction of
a bridge over a wild mountain stream the balance was used in building, fencing, and
;

;

;

;

;

repairing.

The Indians have had a prosperous hunting season, having netted something over
$2,000 from the sale of deer, otter, fox, and bear skins. The fishing prospects look
very unfavorable, the salmon run being small. If it does not improve soon they will
comprise one third of their subsistence.
Principally to teach the school children the art of gardening, I put under
fence six acres of good arable land, planted it in potatoes, beans, cabbages, melons,
They are apt in
-corn, chickory, &c., and made them assist in the cultivation of it.
learning, but somewhat loath to work; but with a little judicious pressure and encouragement they have done very well. The yield will be abundant. Their ration
of vegetables therefrom will have the effect of causing them to try it again, knowing
It is only
full well that unless they assist in the raising they will get no ration.
through an Indian's stomach that work to amount to anything can be got out of him.
Observing this law with the school children they do well but I think this selfish
feeling can be eradicated in time.
In reading, writing, and copying they have made satisfactory progress. Among
the pupils are five very smart ones, who ought to be transferred to Carlisle. A
thorough course of training would turn them out smart men and women. With their
present surroundings they can never get out of the narrowing influences which superstition and old customs produce.
All the children were successfully vaccinated this year. In conclusion, I believe
that there has been an appreciable improvement in the general health, morally and
physically, this past year. Venereal still takes the first place, rheumatism follows ia

jsufter considerably, as fish

;

<lue course.

There were eleven births and

fifteen

deaths during the year.

GORDON WINSLOW,

First Lieutenant Eighth U, S. Infantry, Acting Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

MISSION AGENCY,
SIR: I have the honor to submit
service at this agency.

my

San Bernardino, Cal., Aug. 7, 1882.
fourth annual report of the condition of the

The tribes under its jurisdiction are the following, viz: Serrano, Coahuila, San
Louis Rey, and Dieguenos, numbering respectively 381, 778, 1120, and 731, living
chiefly in San Diego and San Bernardino Counties, in Southern California, and aggregating a population of 3,010, under the census enumeration of 1880. It is to be
regretted that an annual enumeration of the tribes is impracticable, owing to the
large extent of mountain and desert country over which they are scattered and the
labor and expense incident to such an undertaking.
The past year, I am glad to report, has been a good year for the Mission Indians.
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my ambition to see them provided with land for permanent
homes, which has been so persistently urged in former reports, has not yet been
reached. And my faith in the power and influence of agents' reports and letters on
the
subjects of this nature is at this writing very much shaken by results, or, rather,
want of results. But I have not been alone in efforts in this direction, nor yet in
ha*
action
want of success. Since my last annual report voluntary and independent
been taken by a prominent State religious and city-trade association, as well as by
prominent individuals, in .the way of memorializing Congress in behalf of homes for
these people, but with no better result. To me it is doubtful whether Congress will
ever take action in the premises, since it has been demonstrated in its past dealings
with the Indian question that distinguished consideration is shown to the Indian
only in proportion as he has developed a disposition to be troublesome and worthless.
The Mission Indians are peaceable and industrious. Instead therefore of wasting
time in efforts at uncertainties, if not at impossibilities, I have resolved to make the
best of the situation as it is. Developments during the past year have to my mind
very much modified the necessities of the situation. I believe that, under ordinarily
prosperous seasons, these people will make as comfortable livings for themselves by
daily labor, whether they all have lands or not, as that many white people under the
.same conditions and circumstances. Indian labor in Southern California, on farms,
in constructing, irrigating canals, in shearing and herding sheep, and, under the prospective absence of Chinese labor, in railway construction and repair, will always be
Under the stimulus of immigration into Southern
in demand at remunerative wages.
California during the past year labor has been abundant. These favorable conditions will continue and increase, and it is doubtful whether on account of the severity
of the heat in summer, to which the Indian is accustomed in this climate, his labor
Avill ever be supplanted by white labor.
In this view of the case therefore, it becomes a question, not so much of necessity,
as of expediency, whether this class of Indian laborers, by no means small, who go
about working for white people, shall be provided with land on which to make homes,
and find subsistence when other sources may fail them. One thing may be observed,
that this class of the Mission Indians are not clamoring for laud, and it may well be
doubted, owing to their past habits of labor, which as a rule brings its reward in
silver dollars at the close of the week, whether they would be willing to settle upon
land to cultivate it and await the slow and sometimes uncertain results of their labor.
It is true the goal of

The situation

is different,

of course, as to those

who

live in settlements

and

villages,

occupying and cultivating lands embraced within private grants, and who have so
lived for generations. These are periodically threatened with ejectment by the rauck
owners, which has operated seriously against their progress in civilized industries.
With their settled habits, they are averse to roving in search of labor, and request
Most of this class
ihat lands be given them on which they may permanently settle.
;ive proof by their industry and their tact in management that, under more favorrble conditions, they would make successful farmers or stock-men.
Unquestionably,
provision should be made for such in the event of their ejectment from the places now
occupied by them. And if Congress vvere to anticipate this event by prompt action
in their behalf, it would confer a great blessing upon a deserving class of Indians,
who, for many years, have been struggling "between hope and fear," believing thai
his great government would yet deal justly by them.
So much in general, as to the
ituation of these people. Now as to the specific subjects upon which information is
quired in detail.

AGRICULTURAL.

A very small proportion of the lands reserved for Indian purposes, although aggregating over a hundred thousand acres, are adapted to agricultural purposes. Very
little is so adapted without irrigation, and in a desert country like this, water, not
previously appropriated by whites, exists only in a scanty supply. Notwithstanding,
my Indians have made the best of their opportunities in planting and cultivating the
wil during the year.
Owing to the distribution of 30 plows, 30 setts of plow-harness,
ind 60 plantation hoes, they have been able to cultivate a larger average than in any
;iast year.
Five wagons, furnished to as many villages in the early part of the year,
ias also enabled them to accomplish more labor in their fields.
In the month of June last I visited a village of the San Louis Rey Indians, who had
liitherto been wandering about, landless and homeless, but who a year ago settl- d in
the foot-hills near Temecula rauch, from which they were once ejected. No running
water is found where they live, but at great labor they had dug wells and developed
water for domestic purposes. They had just harvested their first crops, consisting of
wheat and barley, which was grown upon winter rains. One Indian told me he would
have about 500 sacks of barley. I estimat- d that they would have about two carloails of grain to sell over and above what they would require for their own use. The
land they had settled upon I found to be surveyed government land, and I found also
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that their success in growing grain upon it had already attracted the attention of the
ubiquitous "laud grabber." No time must be lost in securing this land for these Indians. The Indians feared they might be driven off, and I promised them I would
not sleep after returning to the agency till I had written to Washington and asked
that this land be given to them. I kept my promise, and, with commendable promptness, I received au executive order setting apart that land for their use. To me, as
well as to these Indians, it was the most gratifying incident of the year.

EDUCATION.

At the date of my last report two day-schools had been in operation nearly a year.
Since then three others have been established, making rive day-schools at this agency.
Under the auspices of a society of ladies a day-school also was established at San Diego,
to which assistance was given five months, as salary for a teacher. To meet the necessities of the case, as well as the urgent demands that are made for schools, it would
require the establishment of as many more schools as we now have. Every village
or settlement of Indians is clamoring for a school. Not the slightest opposition has
yet developed itself in any quarter against education. On the contrary, I am continually met with this argument very logical too "Why don't you give us a school?
We have as many children to send as they have at other places, and we don't see why
we can't have a school just as well."
For one of the schools authorized a year ago I had furnished the lumber, but the
Indians for whom it was intended failed to complete their contract of putting up the
adobe walls, the school in the mean time having been kept in an Indian's house. Since
then different villages have applied through their head men for the lumber, saying
"Give it to us; we will put up the walls." In response to the request of the Indians
near Temecula, who but recently have been given their land by executive order, I
have consented to give it to them. They are now making adobes, and by the end of
this month wr ill have the building ready for occupancy.
Meanwhile I have heard that a settlement of Indians of the same tribe, living at
what is known as Lejolla, in San Diego County, not knowing that the lumber had
already been accorded to the Temecula Indians, are busy making adobes, believing
they will be given the school if they construct the walls for a building. One Indian
alone among them has thirteen children to send to school. Of course no authority
exists for the establishment of auother-school.
But, in view of their great anxiety for
a school, I shall make their case a subject of special communication.
While the schools now in operation are doing beyoud what had been anticipated,
yet I find that day-schools will not accomplish the work of education required by the
mission Indians. They are too much sca'ttered. Too many are not within reach of
schools, while for the children jf that class of Indians who go about laboring no
opportunity for education is possible. Regular attendance throughout the year by
pupils is too much dependent upon the supply of subsistence laid up by parents.
When that is exhausted they go and labor for more, and take the family along. The
opportunities for teaching them English successfully, as well as habits of cleanliness.
are weakened likewise by the influences of Indian "village life. They should be removed from these influences, and the constant temptation to speak Indian. Nothing
short of the establishment of two large boarding-schools, located, one among the settlements south of the mountains, the other north and away from the influences of village
or camp life, will meet the demands of the situation.
:

MISSIOXAHY WORK.

No exclusively missionary work is carried on among these people. And it is questionable whether such exclusive attention to this work would be justified by results,
at least among the grown-up population, on account of the difficulty of communicating
with them, and because of their fixed habits of thought and life. Perhaps the most
effectual work that can be done in this line is being accomplished through the influence and teaching of the school employes among the rising population, the only hope
of the race. Several of the teachers are thoroughly imbued with the missionary
spirit, and all aim to do good, outside of the ordinary routine of official service.
I propose to appeal to the charitable impulses of the denomination (Lutheran) to
which this agency stands assigned, the coming winter, in behalf of the pupils of our
day-schools, many of whom, during the severe weather of last winter, suffered for
Avant of sufficient clothing, while not a few large boys for this reason quitted the
school long enough to earn means to clothe themselves. This state of things must
not occur again, if it is in my power to prevent it. The denomination that would have
the glory of being accorded "a hand "in the Christian civilization of the Indian,
must expect to come to the front and do something that will touch his native selfishness anil show him the better wav.
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CIVILIZATION.
It is scarcely necessary to dwell upon the subject of civilization, as the Mission Indians are generally known to be in the advance line. All wear the garb of the civilThe old superstitions customs of the race have about all disappeared. Now and
ian.
then perhaps a lodge is burned when its occupant has died, but the cases are so
rare as to pass unnoticed. The medicine-man has likewise disappeared as an "institution." The social condition of women among them has come to be regarded by them
much the same as that of women among the whites are regarded. The ties which
bind husband and wife and parents and children are held as being sacred. Woe be
to the bad Indian who invades the- sacred precinct of- the former! Chiefdom and
tribal laws have about lost their authority and force among them.
The punishment
by whipping on the bare body is very seldom resorted to, except in aggravated cases.
As a rule, fines, in some instances heavy, are imposed on the culprit, and promptly
paid, either by him or by his friends, the sum paid going to the injured party.

SANITARY CONDITION.

The health of the tribes has been unusually good the present year. Through the
vigilance of the agency physician, the different forms of venereal disease have been,
so to speak, "rooted out." And as they are better fed and better clothed they are
better provided against those ailments which come of irregular diet and exposure
without proper protection.
The need of hospital accommodations, so frequently referred to in reports and special communications, .is still felt.
It is a common occurrence that when medicines are
prescribed for the sick in their lodges they do not take it as prescribed, and very often not at .ill, because it tastes badly or makes them feel sick, or because the first dose
did not make them well. The consequences are often fatal. Under the better care
that might be bestowed upon the sick in a hospital, and by the proper administering
of medicine as well as of suitable food, much more might be done for them.
LIQUOR TRAFFIC,
Referring to the liquor traffic, which a few years ago was the bane and curse of
these Indians, resulting in widespread demoralization, with its accompaniments of
poverty and crime, I take pleasure in reporting a radical reformation. During the
year over thirty persons have been arrested, which might indicate that the business is
yet brisk; but it indicates rather the vigilance exercised in the detection of "the
criminals, for it is rarely that a man furnishes a bottle of liquor to an Indian that he
is not, to his utter astonishment, called to answer for it soon after before the United
States commissioner.

About fifteen have been punished by fines and imprisonments, varying from eleven
months and $100 dollars to ten days and $1, not according as the degrees of guilt of
each have varied from that of the other, but rather as each met the varying moods
of a court that seems to be annoyed by what it considers "a trivial offense." A total
suppression of this traffic might have been attained more than a year ago had the law
in relation thereto only been executed. This course would have been more economical
to the government, and an act of mercy and blessing to all concerned.
Fifteen persons are at present awaiting trial under indictments by the United States
grand jury, many of them arrested as far back as December last. One man, not of this
number, "skipped his bond" recently, and his sureties were required to pay $300 for
their credulity.
This resulted in the remanding of two others to prison by their sureties,
lest that might be the price of their credulity.
It will have a good effect when once
these men find there is no backing between their arrest and the prison door.

On the whole, 1 congratulate myself that, in spite of the difficulties encountered in
the effort to suppress this traffic, not the least of which came of the failure of the courts
to execute the law, Indian whisky is very scarce, and the traffickers in it about "driven
to the wall." The Indians are correspondingly prosperous, because of the better uses
to which their earnings are applied.
And it is confidently believed that, by continued
vigilance in keeping this traffic suppressed, the insatiate taste for strong (brink will
be subdued and habits of sobriety formed that will prove lasting. The outlook to
JIH- is
every way encouraging as to the future of the Mission Indians.
Very

respectfully, your obedient servant,

LAWSON,

S. S.
L'nited States

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Indian Agent.
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ROUND VALLEY INDIAN AGENCY, MENDOCINO COUNTY,
August

SIR

:

I

have the honor herewith

to submit

my

fifth

CAL.,
30, 1882.

annual report for this agency.

RESERVATION.

No changes have taken
the settlers
ccupy.

still

hold

all

place in boundaries or possession since my last report, but
but a small fraction of the lands our Indians are supposed to

,THE POPULATION

somewhat increased since the last annual report, as 645 Indians drew goods and
supplies the past quarter, viz, 152 Concows, 188 Little Lakes, 30 Redwoods, 219 Ukies
and Wylackies, 31 Potter Valleys, and 25 Pit Rivers.
There have been 22 deaths and 13 births during the year. I cannot report the number of deaths and births among the 6.456 reported last year as falling under the superTision of this agency but the death rate is much greater among them, as they have
lias

;

no medical care.
AGRICULTURE.
All our Indian families have gardens, and are gradually increasing the quantity of
subsistence raised. As stated in former reports, although we have nominally over
100,000 acres of land, yet we cannot control but about 2,500, which lies in this valley.
Nearly all the grain produced is raised by the body of our Indians in community of
interest, and hence has been considered as raised by the government, although the Indians do all the work.

PRODUCTIONS.
can only estimate the amount raised, viz Wheat r
and about 1,800 bushels of corn, and 550
Ions of hay. The hop yield last year was 18,592 pounds, which, owing to advance
This year the prospect is good for an increase both in
in price, netted us $3,200.
quantity .and price.
The Indians have raised for themselves about 500 bushels of wheat, 300 bushels of
They have also raised about 600 bushels of corn, 1,500
ats, 200 bushels of barley.
bushels of potatoes, 3,000 pumpkins, 12,000 melons, and cut 100 tons of hay.'

As our crops are not threshed

6,000 bushels

;

oats, 3,000

;

I

:

barley, 1,200

;

STOCK.

The increase in cattle the last year has been only one-third that of the preceding
year, from various natural causes, combined with the tact that the stock of the settlers ate up the grass to such an extent that the strength of the herd was greatly
diminished.

The increase in mule colts (11) gives promise of good teams for the Indians in the
Mules are much better for Indians than horses, as they will endure
near future.
more on less feed.
During the year some of our unserviceable animals, reported last year, were, by
order of the department, condemned and sold, or otherwise disposed of as directed.
IMPROVEMENTS.
Nineteen Indian houses have been built, and the loggers' house rebuilt at the sawA new building for the saw-mill lias also been put up, the work being done under
the superintendence of the carpenter and miller. Four hundred and seventy-six rods
of board fence have been built and 80 rods of rail fence, and 3,620 rods of rail fence
have been rebuilt; 40 rods of ditch have been dug, and 160 rods of ditch cleaned out.
Twenty acres of land have been grubbed and cleared off; 50 apple and peach trees
have been set out 6,500 hop-poles cut, and 896 loads of manure hauled into the
barns.
fields, and. several hundred loads of gravel hauled to corrals and
mill.

;

MILLS.
The'grist-mill has ground 284,504 pounds of wheat, and 3,156 pounds of corn for
the agency, and 10,211 pounds of grain for the Indians; 460,000 pounds of wheat and
corn, and 23,563 pounds of barley for citizens. The saw-mill was rebuilt and cut
181,000 feet of lumber.
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INDIAN INDUSTRY.

Although we cannot parcel out our lands to the Indians for reasons heretofore
work is done by Indians that they can do and they are
slowly increasing in their ability and desire for that which is only the result of in-

stated, yet, as required, all

;

dustry.

APPRENTICES.

The first half of the year I had apprentices in the shops, mills, office, and with the
kerdsman, but could not pay them since December 31, yet most of them have continued to work.
FINANCIAL, ETC,

Was informed,

in June, 1881, that for the ensuing year the department could only
a physician, clerk, and the teachers, and that if I had any other employe's I must
provide the means to pay them for their services. I have therefore raised from the
reservation, as miscellaneous funds, class II, over $6,000 for pay of employes, both
white and Indian, and other authorized expenditures.
If government would give us possession of the land nominally ours, we could make
But the Indians are getting tired of
this agency self-supporting in a few years.
waiting, while they see the cattle, horses, and sheep of the settlers occupying the
very lands long ago promised to them, and the settlers tell the Indians that they intend to keep these lands.
I

j>ay

EDUCATION.

On the 15th of August, 1881, the matron moved into the boarding-school buildings
had been told that "the Indians would not
with 13 children, 3 boys and 10 girls.
let their children come to the school," and that they "would burn the buildings if necessary to prevent the children from attending." The number of scholars gradually increased, until on the 1st of October there were 37, and at present writing there are
46.
Two girls have died during the year. Seven boys have left the school, thinking
themselves too old to learn, and 2 girls have been sent home because of disease ;
making the attendance, during the year, 57, besides one day scholar. The school i*
growing in favor among the Indians.
A fine garden was planted by the school, and will produce something for their subThe
sistence, but not as much as was expected on account of very dry weather.
boys have cut nearly all the wood that has been burned at the school, and done all
the outside work incident to the situation and circumstances. The girls have done
the washing, ironing, mending, making, &c., of clothes for themselves and the boys,,
as well as the cooking, baking, &c., necessary for the support of the school.
Considerable has been done by the boys in carpentering and shoe mending. The progress
in music has been such with both boys and girls that it is a pleasant recreation.
The greatest hinderance I meet with in establishing and conducting the school is
from parties who, while professed friends of the school, work against its interests in.
yarious ways, either designedly, or by reason of their failing to apprehend the true
idea of education for the Indian.

We

THE SANITARY
condition of our Indians is gradually improving. The past year measles and influenza attacked our people, and, combined with other diseases, proved fatal in some
eases.
Our Indians are mostly comfortably housed. Some of the old ones still prefer to live on the ground in campoodias or
wickiups.
The Indian "medicine men" have less influence now than ever before, and their

power

is

fast

waning away.
MISSIONARY LABORS.

Rev. Mr. Fisher was removed in September of last year, and Rev. Mr. Simmons
took his place. Each maintained regular services and Sabbath-schools for the Indians.
To be a successful worker among Indians requires a man either so well educated that he knows how to use simple language and avoid the use of such words as
cannot be understood by the Indians, or a man with so little education that he cannot
kelp being simple in his language, and in either case a devotion to the work which
will prompt such self-denial as will make him
willing to forego the' pleasures of society
and wordly or ecclesiastical promotion to save the souls of those for whom Christ died..
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CIVILIZATION.

next to their
The greatest hinderauce to the complete civilization of these Indians,
and gambling. The last
failure in obtaining their lands, is their fondness for whisky
Their thirst tor
seems inborn, as they -practice it as soon as they can walk and talk.
" fire-water" is so great as to be almost irresistible under temptation, and leads them
"
for that which
to squander their means for that which is not bread, and their money
satisneth not."
to the Infor
furnishing liquor
During the year I have had several parties arrested
them but iu every case they
dians, having, as it appeared, good evidence against
the
on
person
could ontswear me, and so were released. The punishment inflicted
when convicted by our district court, as well as others, makes such prosecutions
sworn
his
to
do
who
tries
duty.
merely farcical, and brings contempt on the agent
the time will soon come, when these hinderances will be done away, I have
;

Hoping

the honor to remain,
Your obedient servant,

H.B.SHELDON,
United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER or INDIAN AFFAIRS.

TULE RIVER AGENCY, CALIFORNIA,
August 15, 1882.
In accordance with instructions, I have the honor of submitting my seventh
annual report of this agency. This reservation islocated in the southeastern portion of
Tulare County, California, and contains over forty-eight thousand acres of land. There
are about 250 acres of medium quality farming land which can be utilized, about onehalf of which can be irrigated. The eastern portion of the reservation abounds in
sawing timber, but so locked in with mountains that it is not available to the
SIR

:

good
agency

for lumbering purposes. About one-half of the entire tract affords good pasturage for stock, while the other half is too rocky and rough for any purpose whatever. Perhaps one-half of the pasture land is covered with brush, and the other with
scattering oak timber. The oak is valuable only for fuel and the production of acorns.
Both cattle and horses will subsist well the entire year without any feeding. Wild
animals are abundant in the rougher portions, and quite destructive to young stock.
The lions have killed this season already 25 per cent, of the young colts.
The Indians who are now permanently settled on the reservation number 159. These
are so located that each family controls about 160 acres of land. They all live in board
houses, and quite a number have cooking stoves, and enough furniture to render them

comfortable.

AGRICULTURE.

The returns in this department have not been satisfactory. Owing to the fact that
the rainfall came very late and was exceedingly light during the winter, less ground
was seeded than for two or three years preceding. Notwithstanding every effort was
put forth to irrigate, the yield of hay and grain has been very light. The Indians
have produced on their small farms about 250 bushels wheat,* 200 bushels corn, 25
bushels barley, 50 bushels potatoes, 20 bushels onions, 20 bushels beans, 20 tons hay,
10 tons melons, and 10 tons pumpkins.
The agency farm, consisting of about 30 acres, is cultivated for the exclusive purpose of producing forage for the government teams. The surface of this tract is so
very uneven that it could not be irrigated to advantage, and hence, was this year
almost an entire failure; 5 tons of hay was all that it produced. This is the poorest
yield during the past five years, and only one-sixth as much as was cut off' of the same
ground two years ago.
[EDUCATION.

As no funds were appropriated for educational purposes there has been no school during the past year. Quite a large proportion of the pupils formerly in the boarding-school,
have been married this year, and now think (although mere children) they are too
old to attend school. This, and the mortality
among the children of this agency, has,
within the last two years, so decreased the number of school children that I think it
would not be advisable to make an effort to revive the boarding-school. There are,
however, about 17 small children old enough to attend a day-school who ought to
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have that privilege. If the Department would furnish an organ I am satisfied this
could be made a success besides it would add very much to the interest of the Sunday school and regular Sabbath services. I wish to call attention^ to this question,
and will make a special request in another communication.
;

MISSIONARY WORK.

The missionary work

in behalf of these Indians at the

agency for the last fifteen years
has been almost exclusively done by agents and employe's outside of the agency and
among the Mexicans for a greater period, they have been drilled in the Roman Catholic faith.
They all profess this form of Christianity, and though many of them are
drunken and dissolute, are highly incensed if they are not recognized as good Christians.
Some of them are unquestionably improving, but a large majority are so addicted to drink that missionary work meets with poor encouragement and very meager
;

results.

INDIAN INDUSTRY.
of these Indians have, during the past year, worked with commendable
Owing to the excessive drought their wheat and barley yielded less
than formerly. Their gardens and corn indicate careful attention and cultivation.
of
them
Some
are thoughtful and make calculations for the future equal to many
whites. The women cut and make their own clothing quilt as well as their white
neighbors. The only thing that is discouraging is their appetite for strong drink.

The most

zeal

and energy.

;

SANITARY.

There has been during the past twelve mouths no very severe type of sickness. Six
Indians have died, and two have been killed. The natural deaths were either extremely aged or very young the two killed were young men under the influence of
There have been seven births, one more than
liquor, and at the hands of Mexicans.
the natural deaths. Very little attention is now paid to the medicine-men.
;

'CIVILIZATION.

To an unprejudiced mind but one conclusion can be reached; the younger Indians
much more genteel in their deportment than the older ones are. While all are
respectful, there is a marked superiority in general appearance and intelligence with
are

the present generation over the past. All of these Indians have long since adopted
citizens' dress, and are scrupulous in their costume to the extent of their means.
Inalienable homes and exemption from the blighting influence of rum, and these Into
all
intents
and
would
be
as
the
dians,
meriting
purposes,
recognized
appellation,
civilized.
I

am,

sir,

very respectfully, your obedient servant,
C. G. BELKNAP,
United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

SOUTHERN UTE AGENCY, COLORADO,
September

2, 1882.

In obedience to instructions received from the honorable Commissioner, I have
the honor to submit my first annual report of affairs at this agency
The Southern Utes are located on their reservation in the southwest part of Colorado.
The reservation is a strip of country 15 by 120 miles, and borders on New
Mexico and Utah. It is a rough mountainous country, suitable only for grazing purposes, it being well watered by the Piedra, Rio Los Piuos, Florida, Animas, La Plata,
Mancos, and Dolores Rivers. There is not to exceed 20,000 acres of agricultural land
on the reservation, and that could be brought under cultivation only by irrigating,
and tbat at a very great expense.
The Southern IJtes number about one thousand, and I think are the purest type of
the American Indian that now exists, there not being a mixed blood in the whole
tribe. The Ute Indians are not inclined to agricultural pursuits, as is shown by not one
of them having made any attempt at farming. In fact they do no work whatever.
They consider it beneath the dignity of an Indian to labor. They are naturally inclined to pastoral pursuits, to which this reservation is well adapted, and I think if
the same effort was made on the part of tbe government to induce them to raise cattle and sheep that there is to
get them to till the soil the advancement towards eiviliSIR

:

:

5153
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of horses, which naturally inzatiou would be much greater. They have large bands
herd very closely.
crease very fast; also some sheep and goats, which t.liey
The Indian police are not as efficient as reports show them to bo at some other
to
the agent, by reporting any
service
agencies but are gradually becoming of more
often bringing in horses belonging to citizens,
irregularities in their camps, and
have had no occasion to use them in making arrests, and would not deem it best to
occasion require it. They wear their
bring them in contact with the whites should
influence others to adopt the custom of
uniforms, and this alone has a tendency V>
wearing citizens clothing to some extent.
The lite is what might be called a blanket Indian, as not one of them have abandoned the habit of wearing them on all occasions. They are inveterate gamblers with
cards and horse-racing. They live' entirely in tents or brush houses, and move from
one part of the reservation to' another, just as the notion takes them. At present they
are camped from 10 to 20 miles from the agency. This is occasioned by there being
l>iit, little
little, orass in the immediate vicinity of the agency for their horses.
but
grass
three
During the last year there have been four homicides one in December and
be justifiable in every
during the month of July. Upon investigation it was found to
the parties that did the killing.
case, and no attempt has been made to punish
The agency physician has many calls for medical treatment, although but few, if
any, of them have entirely abandoned their native medicine-men.
The supplies received since January last, at the time I took charge of this agency,
have been of sufficient quantity and the quality equal to the samples the contract

was awarded

on.

Since taking charge of this agency, January 1, 1832, I have made two per capita
payments, amounting to $17,495. The first installment, amounting to $11,419, should
have been made in 1881, but for some reason was nor.
There has never been any attempt made to open up an agency farm, and since I
have been hero I have had no funds applicable for that purpose ;md as the Indians
have not been settled in severalty, as Avas agreed under treaty of 1880, between the
Ute Indians and the United States, and before asking for funds for this purpose I
deemed it best to wait the action of the Ute Commission, who it is hoped will make
some provision the present year for their settlement.
No schools have been established at this agency. None of the Indians speak Enin Ute or Spanish language most
glish. All communications with them is done either
of the tribe understand the latter.
The Denver and Rio Grande Railway operate some 50 miles of railroad through the
reservation, the same having been constructed and successfully ope>ated for 12 months
without having been interfered with by the Indians. This speaks well for the Indians,
when we consider that the road has been built and operated and the company has
made no amicable arrangement with them for the same.
The agency buildings consist of two log buildings, which are insufficient, for the accommodation of the agent and employe's, and unsafe for the protection of suy>plies.
The relation between this agency and the military, also the citizens of Colorado, are
of the most friendly nature.
The annual statistical report of this agency is herewith inclosed.
;

;

Very respectfully,

WARREN PATTEN,
United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

CHEYEXXE RIVER AGENCY, DAKOTA.
August

31, 1882.

SIR: In compliance with department instructions, I respectfully submit the following as my third and last report of the condition of a flairs under my charge at this
agency, being for the year ending August 31, 1882.
The bands embraced in this reservation have generally observed their treaty stipulations, and have entertained feelings of friendship both toward the government
and the. whites generally. The following table exhibits, in detail, the present
strength of the four bands of the Sioux Nation located at this agency
:

Bands.
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LIVE STOCK.

A careful count of live stock has been taken, during the last mouth, with the following approximate result: Horses, 1,675; mules, 7 cattle. 4,000 swine, 150 domesThis record includes stock owned by half-breeds as well as Indians.
tic fowls, 500.
This count also embraces stock belonging to the Indians that were transferred here
from Standing Rock. As a general rule, the Indians at this agency take very good
care of their stock. There are no doubt some so utterly heedless that they would,
and do, sacrifice their beat interests by selling, killing, or otherwise wrongfully disposing of their cattle but of these there are comparatively few. The bulk of the
Indians can be relied on to take the best care of their cattle. The Indians are also
becoming fully alive to the value of milk as an article of subsistence.
;

;

;

;

TRANSFERS.
In the month of August, 1881, by order of the honorable Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, 200 Indians, late prisoners of war from Sitting Bull's camp, were transferred
from Standing Rock to this agency, and in
last about 1,100 more of the same
outfit were turned over to the care of this agency.
As a rule, they have conducted

May

themselves in a very satisfactory manner.
POLICE.

The Indian police have rendered effective service in enforcing laws and maintaining order on the reservation. They have cheerfully responded to the calls made upon
them, and I regret no increase of pay was authorized for the present year. The
small compensation allowed for their service has been so often alluded to by myself
and other agents that I deem it unnecessary to again make any recommendation on
the subject.
CRIME
on this reservation

is of rare occurrence, with the exception of small faults and
delinquencies to which all races and people are given. I have nothing to report as
happening during the year past. Whisky has been sold to Indians who resided near
Fort Pierre, to some extent. Two cases have been reported to me, and the parties
who sold the liquor have been punished.

FARMING.
regret to say the season this year has not been favorable for abundant crops
It has been a season of succession of storms, that is, the
early part of the season, and later it has been intensely hot weather. Prior to July
1st crops promised favorably, but since that time the continued drouth and the intensely hot winds have destroyed an kinds of vegetation. The acreage planted this
year was largely in excess of last year's planting. In many cases corn and potatoes
were planted on the sod. Two hundred and sixty-eight acres of prairie sod has been
broken by the government for the Indians at this agency this season in 5-acre. lots,
and much more would have been broken co"uld teams have been obtained at a reasonable rate, but, owing to the immense emigration to the Territory this season, teams
were all engaged. The Indians have broken for themselves not far from 100 acres.
At the time they were most needed at home to prepare their land for the crops they
were assisting in the transfer of the Indians from.Standiug Rock Agency to this.
I

throughout this section.

SCHOOLS.

The boys' boarding-school has had a session of ten months, with satisfactory results.
These boys have planted 5 acres of potatoes, in connection with the school, from which
it is expected that the necessary amount will be raised to supply the school for the
next school year and of the other schools I can say that they have been well attended and with good results. Statistical report inclosed.
;

MISSIONARY WORK.

The religious welfare of this agency is assigned to the Protestant Episcopal Church,
under the direction of the Rev. Henry Swift, who has continued his missionary work
among the Sioux with fair results, and he intends making it a life work. The Congregationalists also maintain a mission on the reservation, which is under the care of
the Rev. T. L. Riggs, who is of such kind and agreeable manner as to impress the In-
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and actions. Too much praise cannot be given
dian very favorably with all bis words
man for the good work he has accomplished.
has been asked for for the service at
In conclusion, f have to say that while nothing
for economy compatible with the best interthis agency without the strictest regard
satisfaction with the promptness of the deests of the service, I must express my
to do so,
reasonable
to
request, when it was possible
in
every
responding
partment
in my integrity and honesty
confidence
continued
reposed
the
for
v
ud
gratitude
efforts made for my removal by a class of un'of purpose in the face of the persistent
in
this
men
locality.
principled
respectfully, your obedient servant,
this

Very

LEONARD LOVE,

United Slates Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

DEVIL'S LAKE AGENCY, September 5, 1882.
in office circular letter of July 15,
contained
instructions
SIR- In compliance with
this my first annual report of affairs at this agency
1882, I have the honor to submit
since my taking charge of it, on September 4, 1881.
of good quality, and
Devil's Lake Reservation contains about 230,000 acres of land
timber for
well adapted for the production of cereals and vegetables, with sufficient
of good
the necessity of the Indians for fuel and fencing purposes, and with plenty
water easily obtainable.

AGRICULTURE.

The Indians (adult males) of the reservation are nearly all located on separate tracts
of land, cultivating, with commendable industry, from one to 50 acres Avith good reAbout 1,500 acres is under crop this season in about the following proporsults
cartions Wheat, 600 acres oats, 300 corn, 300 potatoes, 200 peas, 10 turnips, 30
and pumpkins, 20. The
rots, beets, and onions, 10; beans, 30; cabbage, squash,
to the lack of in tchinery at my disposal, the
grain is not all yet harvested, owing
which necessarily destroyed
greater part having to be cut by mowing machines,
and wasted a great deal, so much so that our yield per acre will be reduced about 25
a new grist-mill to grind
per cent. The Indians being stimulated by the promise of
their grain have worked hard and faithfully to have good crops, and to secure for
themselves sufficient Hour for the winter but this waste in the gathering of the grain
has greatly discouraged them. The yield of the grain and vegetables is approximated
as follows*: Wheat, 10,000 bushels oats, 12,000; corn, 10,500; potatoes, 23,000 peas,
400 turnips and ruta bagas, 3,600 carrots, beets, and onions, 250 beans, 750 be:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

pumpkins, cabbage, and squash in fair yield.
The Indians have broken about 447 acres of new land. Some of this has been done
by the young men who are just starting out to work and who have never had farms.
They hope to get cattle given to them this fall.
The agency farm consists of about 20 acres of land cultivated at the agency, and
20 acres at the school, for the production of grain for government stock and vegetasides

bles for use of school.

EDUCATION.

The industrial boarding-school is in a very satisfactory condition, and the progress
of the pupils in their studies is highly gratifying to me and creditable to the excellent ladies having charge of the school. The school is conducted under contract with
Rev'd J. B. A. Bronillet, director of Catholic Indian missions, and is under the immediate charge of Sister Clapin and six assistant sisters of the order of Grey Nuns, of
Montreal. Hundreds of people from nearly all parts of the States, including Governor
and Mrs. Ordway, of Dakota, have visited this school during the present summer,
and all have left highly pleas' d with their visit, and in praise of the method taken
to teach civilization to the young Indians.
The choir of the church attached to the
school consists of Indian children. There has been an average of 77 children in attendance at the school during the year, the largest average attendance during any
one month being 85. Simon Carew is the present industrial teacher at the school.
He devotes every care and attention to the welfare and training of the children, and
it is designed that he shall have full charge of the new school for
larger boys which has
just been erected.
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MORALS.

The Indians of the reservation are improving in a marked degree in this respect.
Last winter I called the chiefs and head men together, and discussed with them the
question of marriage and its effects upon civilization, arid made some rules and laws
The rule 8
for their government, to which the chiefs and head men all subscribed.
were to the effect that thereafter no man would be permitted to marry two wives
that young men or old who took a wife were to be married by a clergyman, in the
same manner as white men; that no person could " throw away" a wife and take
another that women who were not virtuous, and were admonished to abandon their
evil ways and still persisted in their bad conduct, were to be sent to the penitentiary,
which it is understood the government will provide for bad and refractory Indians.
Since the adoption of the foregoing laws all young men taking wives have been married by the priest, and many of those who have lived together for years, and have
sons and daughters married, have come voluntarily to the church, and, after receiving proper instructions and baptism, have been married by the priest; and at present
the balance of power is largely in favor of Christian civilization, whereas some years
ago it was very much against it.
:

;

MISSIONARY WORK.

The missionary work at the agency is principally under the charge of the Catholic
Church, and is making steady progress the missionaries are earnest and zealous in
their labors, in which they are ably assisted by the sisters at the school. Those who
have been engaged in the work have sufficient reason for congratulation in the result.
Rev. David Greycloud, a native missionary, attached to the Presbyterian Church,
visited the reservation at the fall of the year and labored with the people of his denomination during the winter. He left in the early spring.
;

INDIAN INDUSTRY.
Since the date of my taking charge of the agency, September 4, 1881, to August 31,
Indians of the reservation have hauled for the Indian trader and military
transportation contractor 271, 000 pounds of freight from Jamestown and Larimore, distant 82 and 65 miles respectively, and have been paid 65c. per 100 pounds, making $1,171
thus earned. They have also worked for the military post-trader and hay and wood
contractor, chopping and hauling wood, hay, -and supplies, earning in the aggregate
$894. They have also hauled 377,643 pounds of agency freight from Ojate, 85 miles, and
Larimore, 65 miles, at 75c. and 6f c., respectively, per 100 pounds for which they have
been paid $2, 798. 32; and in the mouth of August they hauled 108,383 pounds of agency
supplies from Larimore, for which they are entitled to $704.48.
Hunting by Indians of this reservation as a means of obtaining a livelihood is abandoned. The few peltries sold by them are obtained principally by the young men and
boys in the fall and spring, during the time when there is not much farming to do,
and then only on the lakes and river of the reservation, where they go to kill feathered
game. The Indians have disposed of to the Indian trader peltries of miscellaneous
descriptioi)8,valued at $1,716.68, and similar articles to the military post-trader, valued
at $44.
No robes have been sold by Indians. In addition to the foregoing the Indians
cut and hauled 1,126 cords of wood for the use of the agency grist and saw-mills and
boarding-schools; cut and hauled to the mill 311 saw-logs, and cut and hauled 1,366
house-logs, 29,768 rails and stakes to be used in repairing and building fences <>n their
farms, and have built for themselven 29 log houses and 36 log stables during the year.
They have a'so hauled all the logs, stone for lime, sand, and lumber used for the con^
struction of the new school building. They have supplied themselves with wood for
fuel and paid creditable attention to the management of their farms, stock, &c.
We have one Indian assistant carpenter, one assistant blacksmith, and two Indian
apprentices to each branch. Under the supervision of the two white employe's (carpenter and blacksmith) these Indians are making good progress in the knowledge of
1882, the

their trades.

AGENCY BUILDINGS,

ETC.

There has been constructed at the agency during the year one log building, with
shingled roof, for use of single employ6s, and one log building to be used as a guardhouse for the confinement of refractory Indians. These two buildings are not quite
completed. An addition has also been made to the present log quarters occupied by
Indian apprentices and a new shingled roof put on the whole building.

.
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A new

industrial boarding-school, to

accommodate 25 boys and a barn have been

hakerv to be used in common by the old and new school.
Department consist
T^only other buildings erected by theinIndian repair.
But I cannot say the same
good
dwelling granary, and etables, which are
and employes' quarters. These
wTth relard ?o the subsistence storehouses, workshops,
quarters. They
rrelogbuildino-sand were erected in 1867bythemilitaryastemporary
are worn out. By constant
nave ftoodthetest of fifteen years in this climate and
but the logs are rotten and the buildings have settled
repairs they are kept together,

*****

in
mill building is in good repair, but the mill is not at present
of the engine; but I expect a new
down
the
of
account
on
breaking
order
running
in a few days, when I hope to have
engine and boiler with other improved machinery
Indians this year.
a complete mill, competent to grind all the grain raised by

^TKrist^nd^aw

'

INDIAN POLICE.
Indian police are of great service at this agency. They perform the
them in a very attentive and efficient manner. For the small pay
and allowances made to them nothing better can be expected of them.

The

fifteen

duties required of

SURVKY OF THE RESERVATION.

Qn May 4 I had the honor to invite the attention of the department to the necessity
for the survey of this reservation and the allotment of land in severalty to Indians.
The present treaty with
I again urge that some action be taken on this subject.
Indians expires next year. It is therefore highly important that something should be
done toward settling their affairs. They a.re very anxious on this poiut, and nothing
better than the accomplishment of this object could be devised to advance their civil-

my

.

ization

and establish confidence and content.

CONCLUSION.

The Indians of this reservation, under the able administration of my immediate
had made sure and steady advancement toward self-support, and many
had already reached that height of civilization to which it is possible to elevate an
Indian who in the middle of life undertakes to earn a livelihood by the sweat of his
brow in civilized pursuits. To control and enable this class to support themselves
the government must render some assistance in farming implements and machinery
and the employment of intelligent and competent instructors in their use. The idea
predecessor,

that as the Indian advances the less employe's are required is a mistake. Ordinary
men can weigh out and distribute the rations to many Indians, while intelligence
and ability are required to instruct and profitably superintend the management of
from 250 to 300 Indian farmers scattered over a large area of country.
The task of weaning an Indian from his nomadic habits and instincts, and inducing
him to become domesticated can best be accomplished by allotting to him his piece
of laud (I speak for the Indians of this reservation), which he knows to be his and his
only, upon which he can have a comfortable house and a permanent home, and see a
prespect by labor to be independent, with plenty to eat for himself and children. To
this end the employment of competent white men as instructor* in husbandry will be
necessary until, through the industrial boarding-schools, the employment of white labor
will be no longer necessary.
We should have compulsory education, with sufficient
school accommodation for all children of school-going ages. It is more humane and
Christian-like to expend money for instruction in husbandry and education, and less
expensive than breaking or not fulfilling treaty obligations, thereby driving the
Indians to rebellion and then to use the army to suppress it.
Since I assumed charge of them these Indians have made good advancement and
fully sustained their reputation for industry and good conduct, and if assisted and
encouraged for a few years more we may reasonably expect to see the majority selfsupporting and good citizens.
I

inclose herewith statistical report.
I have the honor to be.
sir, very respectfully,

Ihe COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

your obedient servant,

JOHN W. CRAMSIE,
United Stales Indian Agent.
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FORT BEUTHOLD AGENCY, DAKOTA,

September 4, 1882.
SIR: In compliance with instructions contained in yonr circular, dated July 15,
1882, I have the honor to submit this my third annual report rela'ive to the management and condition of affairs at this agency, for the year ending August 31, 1882.
I regret that the requirement of the Indian Department is such as to make it necessary to render the annual report so early in the year, as in this latitude but little grain
is threshed at this date.
Cutting grain was completed on the 25th of August, potacan be
toes, corn, and vegetables are not yet matured, hence estimate of yield only
given, which, with the greatest care, is sometimes wide of the facts. I would suggest October 1 as a more suitable date for annual reports of Indian agencies; then
threshing of grain might be completed, other crops matured, and more accurate report of yield could be made.
The Indians of this reserve number 1,352, composed of Arickarees 672, Gros Veutres
The number of Indian men engaged in doing farm work is con454, Maiidaus 226.
stantly increasing many more labor than ever before at this agency. This I require
of them, and have endeavored to impress upon them the absolute necessity of laboring for their own support. I feel that substantial advancement has been made in
this direction.
In issuing wagons to Indians last fall I required that each man receiving a wagon must farm at least five acres of land for himself, and, failing to do
All with one exception complied with these conditions,
so, would forfeit his wagon.
whose wagon I had returned.
Agency Indians farmed this year 832 acres ; they prepared the ground in the spring,
under the constant direction and personal supervision of my farmer, in excellent manner, and sowed 146 acres wheat, from which I estimate yield from two days' threshThey also sowed 136 acres
ing, now in process, at 2,600 bushels; very good quality.
oats estimated yield, 4,080 bushels. Corn planted by Indians, 365 acres estimated,
24
3,650 bushels.
Potatoes, 164 acres estimated, 6,560 bushels. Squash, 9 acres
bushels. Beans, 10 acres 42 bushels. Turnips, 2 acres; 125 bushels. This lAnd, 832
These crops were mostly
acres, was divided fo* all their crops into 302 allotments.
kept free from weeds and well cultivated. This is the first effort ot my Indians in
and
elated
with
their
success, and many are alreadythey are greatly
raising wheat
asking for more land for next spring sowing. This improvement in farming by the
Indians is gratifying to myself, as two years ago an Indian rarely cultivated to exceed from one-half to three-fourths of an acre. Now some have cultivated this year
20 acres, others from to 4 to 12 acres, and ask for more land to cultivate next year.
There was also cultivated by the government wheat, 23 acres yield, 454 bushels.
estimated, 180
Oats, 56 acres estimated yield, 2,240 bushels. Potatoes, 3 acres
bushels.
Corn, 16 acres; estimated, 160 bushels. Hungarian, 8 acres, 18 tons hay.
I am satisfied that with ground well prepared and early seeding a profitable crop of
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

forage can be produced from

Hungarian seed.
Twenty Indian men, heads of families, have consented

;

to go this fall 22 miles west
from the agency, build houses, and remain to farm 133 acres land which I had broken
this .summer. I will also, if authority by the honorable Commissioner be granted, have
more land broken next summer on this beautiful plateau near the mouth of Little
Missouri River, where is a body of from 4,000 to 5,000 acres of excellent land for cultivation, and scatter niy Indians, who have been for many years here living together
in one compact village, on lands apart from the immediate vicinity of this agency.
In this latitude, 47 35" north, subject to drought, crops are by no means certain,
and cannot be depended upon to support the Indians. In my judgment, each family
locating upon land away from the agency should be supplied with one yoke of work
oxen and such farm implements as are actually needed; with this view I reduced my
annual requisition that funds for this purpose might be saved. I also asked through
the honorable Commissioner increase of appropriation for this agency, but instead of
increase asked for Congress reduced the appropriation much below the amount formerly allowed. I regret this reduction at this peculiar time, when these Indians need
help, which, if judiciously rendered, would greatly advance them on the way to selfsupport. The appropriation for this year will give these Indians for all purposes, including commissary supplies, annuity goods, farm implements, and all other needs,
less than $25 per capita for the entire year.
I feel that, if their real condition was
fully understood by the honorable members of Congress, more means would be provided to help them now while they are earnestly pleading for assistance. I would
recommend that appropriation for this agency be increased to $50,000 for the next
fiscal year, and ask the honorable Commissioner to make this recommendation to
Congress at its next session.
Indians of this agency are well disposed and are largely honest and truthful, and
are deserving of help and encouragement. The sentiment somewhat prevalent that
the ultimate destiny of the Indian race is "extinction " is in my judgment not in harmony with our civilization and unworthy the magnanimity of a great nation. The
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as an individual, and given the
Indian should be treated like a man, held responsible

He was found in the
I sent my interreported
near Bismarck, and the
possession of a white man
knew the horse, to identify him. An officer
preter with four Indians, all of whom
on Indian
was applied to who informed them that the horse could not be recovered

horse stolen.
"^innn^the^rsn-ear one of my Indians had a
facts

bond for
If white witnesses were brought, and the agent appear, give
horse was not
he would proceed in the case. This was 100 miles away. The
While the Indian should be held amenable to the law, he should also be
recovered
chance in the race of life. It is said he
protected under the law. Give him an equal
but when the Indoes not love to labor; this might also be said of many white men,
folks.
dian is made to feel that he must work or starve he will labor like other
When he makes money by his labor, protect him from the high prices charged by
earnthe licensed trader. It, is unfair that Indians should be required, with the hard
of their unskillful toil, to pay 100 per cent, more for what they buy than cost
testimony
costs

ings

and transportation of goods. No white man could make a support if treated in like
manner. Abolish licensed traderships allow any one to trade with the Indians held
them for violation of its provisions, or allow at
strictly amenable to the law; expel
least two traders, that there may be some competition, which is equally desirable on
an Indian reservation as at other places. I am strongly in favor of giving my Indians
the benefit of competing traders, to enable them to obtain more nearly the worth of
their products and to purchase supplies at their market value. To deprive them of
these benefits is doing them a great injustice in having their earnings taken from
them without a just equivalent.
At the beginning of this fiscal year I reduced my police force from 20 men to 12.
These were carefully selected, and are men of influence and energy, carefully guarding
the general good order of this community 1 captain, 1 lieutenant, and 10 privates,
with a white employe" chief of police. This change has been quite satisfactory to
myself and of advantage to the Indians. Good order has prevailed during the year,
with few slight exceptions, which cases were readily harmonized. No cases of whisky
or drunkenness among my Indians have come to my knowledge dm ing the past year.
These Indians are peaceable and friendly many would assume the position of citizens and compare favorably with the average white man if they could have lands in
severalty and the protection of the law thrown around them.
During May and June last I had flouring-mill gearing put in position in agency mill
for grinding wheat; raised at this agency last year and manufactured 44,000 pounds
flour, of good quality. There was also sawed during the year at the agency saw-iuill
;

;

20,812 feet lumber.
During the past year the government school has been kept in continuous session for
ten consecutive mouths, from September 1, 1881, to June 30, 1882, with an average
daily attendance for the year of 31.5 pupils. The school is in prosperous condition,
and evident progress is being made, but it is difficult, with school-house situated so
near the village, to secure regular attendance of pupils. Eiforts at discipline usually
result in staying away from school. I trust such arrangements will be made that we
may be enabled to secure buildings suitable for establishing a boarding-school. Indian
children learn to write with remarkable rapidity, and would make rapid progress in
other studies if regular attendance could be secured. It is an established fact that,
among the tribes of Indians where the rudiments of education have been well established, they have never lifted their hands in hostility toward the whites.
The Indian is steadily and surely improving let us be patient in our work in helping
him up to a higher plane of life, and teach him the important lesson that there is a
better life than savage life, a higher ambition than
possessing scalps, and a better hope
than the Indian knows. Let us never doubt the future of these people, but labor faithon
for
their
fully
good. Although it is a difficult task to overcome old traditions and
superstitions, and lift humanity from a lower to a higher plane in the scale of civilitime
and
zation, yet
patience, with the necessary means employed, will accomplish
the much desired end.
"
Missionary work, under the American Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions,"
by Rev. C. L. Hall, resident minister at this agency, is steadily carried forward. An
increased attendance at chapel service, a better observance of the Sabbath
day, in
quietude and good order, are among the evidences of improvement in the
dition of these Indians. Rev. Mr. Hall
being absent from the agency, and not having
access to his records, I am unable to give statistics of the
missionary work. School
was held in the chapel by Miss Ward and Miss Pike, who are, faithful and
competent
teachers, and also in missionary work.
I send heiewith statistical
report of agency
affairs, also annual report of agency physician and school teacher.
I am, sir, very
respectfully, your obedient servant,
;

JACOB KAUFFMAN,

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIKS.

United States Indian Agent.
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CROW CREEK AGENCY, DAKOTA,

September 1, 1882.
SIR: In compliance with instructions contained in office circular, dated July 15,
1882, I have the honor to transmit herewith my first annual report of the condition of
affairs at this agency, being for the year ending September 1, 1882.
On the 1st day of October, 1881, I assumed charge of affairs of the agency, relieving
Captain Dougherty, who had been in charge for some three years previously. On
to be
July 1, 1882, this agency having been consolidated with Lower Brule", I ceased
"
an iigent, and was then appointed by the honorable Secretary of the Interior farmer
in charge," the appointment to hold good until formally relieved by the agent at
Lower Brule", and it is in this capacity that this report is submitted.

CENSUS.

A careful count of the population of this reservation
as follows

shows the entire number to be

:

Men

Women

270
333
207
178

,

Boys
Girls

988

Total

Of whom

39 are

mixed

bloods.

MISSIONARY WORK.
There are three chapels, located upon different portions of the reservation, under the
immediate supervision of Rev. H. Burt, of the Protestant Episcopal Church, a gentleman of many years' experience in the work, which is progressing as favorably as could
be expected.

MORALS.

The morals of the Indians at this agency will compare favorably with those of other
An attempt was made last spring, by some Indians who came here from StandEig Rock, to introduce some objectionable dances, but which was at once, at my relaces.

qut- st,

suppressed.

INDIAN POLICH.

The

force js

reliable

and

composed of one captain, one sergeant, and eight privates, and
preserving and maintaining order.

is

very

efficient in

SANITARY.

The general health of the tribe at present is good. The total number of deaths
iring the year was fifty-two, while only thirty-two births have been reported. The
excess of deaths was caused by a peculiar disease breaking out last spring among
children, and which was in almost every case fatal, and at a time when the services
'a physician could not be procured, the attending physician, who resided at Fort
for
lale, having met with an accident which prevented him from visiting the agency
everal weeks.
EDUCATIONAL.

was opened October 1, 1881, and continued in operation until
The scholars have been
1882, when a vacation was given until September 1.
instructed in the. different branches of a common-school education in the English

The

July

industrial school

1,

language and have made good progress; in fact, I do not see but they learn as rapidly
as white children do with the same facilities.
The boys have been instructed in gardening and other out-door work by the agency
farmer, while the girls have been taught sewing and general household duties by the
matron. The school has been in charge of Miss King, assisted by Edward P. H. Ashley,
a full-blood Indian, a pupil returned from Hampton.

THE AGENCY FARM
consists of about ninety acres, sixty-five of which were sown in oats, twenty in corn*
three in potatoes, and two in vegetables, and has been worked almost exclusively by In
diau labor under the direction of the agency farmer.
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LANDS IN SKVEKALTY
of whom are heads of families, who
have been taken by 241 persons, a large majority
and to erect good, comfortable houses,
evhice a^nieuse desire to improve their claims
and to inclose their fields with good fences.

AGRICULTURAL.

The government broke
for themselves

Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres

in

this season for Indians 135 acres, while they

about 57 acres.

have broken

They have sown
.

wheat

.

in corn
in potatoes
in sundry other articles

162
-^Q

_

^f,

514

Total

can safely
There are very few but what are willing and anxious to work, and I
than they ever were before.
condition
better
in
are
to-day
these
that
people
say

About three-fourths of them wear

citizen's clothing.

MECHANICAL.

The blacksmith and wagon shop was, unfortunately, burned on the morning of June
up to which time live apprentices were constantly employed therein, while, owing
reto the large number of log houses that were erected by the Indians themselves,
with doors, windows, &c., the
quiring to be roofed with shingles, floored, furnished
pervices of a much larger number of apprentices were required in the carpenter shop,
there having been employed in that department almost constantly from fifteen to
amount of
twenty, all anxious to learn. I would recommend, in view of the large
that when a new
harness, stoves, and tin-ware now in use on this reservation,
blacksmith and wagon shop is erected rooms overhead be fitted up and furnished with
the necessary tools for a harness and a tin shop.
I have requested that some of the youth now at Hampton be instructed in those
13,

trades.

SUPPLIES
furnished by the department have been plentiful and of a good quality, with the sinfor
gle exception of beef, which fell short. A more liberal supply has been furnished
the ensuing fiscal year.

RAILROADS.

There are now two railroads bordering upon the reservation, the Chicago and Northwestern on the north, and the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul on the south, and
as these road* are the forerunners of civilization, the country on all sides of the reservation is rapidly being taken up, and there has been a disposition in some, instances
to encroach upon the reservation, but, so far, all attempts to take up lands have been
successfully resisted.

The Indians make it a subject of general complaint that while they have ceded the
way to the two corporations above mentioned, and they have built and have
been operating their roads for some time, they have not yet received a single cent
from the companies. I would recommend an early adjustment of their affairs, and
that the amount due them be invested in stock, agricultural implements, tools, &c.,
right of

for their benefit.
Tlie question of
opening

up the reservation for settlement by the whites has for the
past few months been the cause of considerable excitement among the Indians, and
the consolidation of this agency with a
neighboring one on the west side of the Missouri Rivet has given rise to much
uneasy speculation, they looking upon the movement as a step in the direction of removing them from their homes on the east side o^i
the river to the west, thus compelling them to take a new start in life, only to have
the same process repeated in a few years.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

GEO. H. SPENCER,
The COMMISSIONER op INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Late United States Indian Agent.
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LOWER BRULE AGENCY, DAKOTA,
August

31, 1882.

SIR: In compliance with circular letter bearing date July 15, 1882, and in reply
thereto, I would respectfully report
The Lower Brul6 Agency is located upon the west bank of the Missouri Eiver, and
is nearly iu the same latitude of Portland, Me.
longitude about 23 30" west from
.Washington. The report made by me for the year 1881 contains iu detail the nature
of the climate, topography, &c., of the country surrounding the agency, as well as
the character of soil and other topics incident to agriculture, water, and timber, with
a statement of the supplies of each, being intended at the time of writing to give
such a description of the agency and surroundings that a stranger, hearing of the
agency for the first time- by the report, would be able to form some definite idea of
the place, the people inhabiting, and surroundings. Premising that when the report
for 1881 was written my experience was limited, I will here state that a further acquaintance with all the topics considered at that time have in nearly if not all cases
deepened the views then presented.
As at the present time a strong effort is being made to throw open a part of the
"
Great Sioux Reservation, and the most glowing descriptions are published of its un"
and
forests,"
streams,"
"deep,
clear,
cooling
making
exampled fertility," magnificent
it appear (on paper) as an earthly paradise, needing but the hand of the hardy settler
" bud and blossom as the
to make the wilderness
rose," descriptions written for the
piost part by people who can scarcely tell wheat from weeds, perhaps a few words
"
from one who has traversed a portion of this paradise " may not be amiss. No doubt
but that land can be found in Dakota capable of bearing wheat, rye, oats, barley,
with other small grains, provided they are sown early, that they may mature before
the scorching blasts of August arrive but, unless there is a radical change in climate,
"
"
this part of Dakota cannot be classed as a
corn-producing region. A crop was
made upon the agency farm in 1881, called by good judges a " first-class crop for Da"
poor." In many years the
kota," but which a New England farmer would call
extreme dryness and heat combined make the corn crop almost a total failure. The
Omaha and Ree varieties in some locations mature, but not in quantities to warrant the statement that this section of Dakota is a "corn country." The magnificent
forests exist only in the fancy of some penny-a-liner; the same may be said of the
"clear, cooling, and abundant streams." The fact is that the greatest drawback to
the settlement of this part of Dakota arises from the scarcity of fuel and water. The
discovery of coal, and sonie means of supplying water, would be the greatest blessings that could be conferred upon Dakota. An bxteuded drive of miles upon miles
over the rolling prairie reveals almost an entire absence of both. Some means may
be possibly devised in the future to overcome these wants, but as at present situated
the greater part of the Great Sioux Reservation is as useless for agricultural purposes
almost as the Desert of Sahara.
:

;

;

CLIMATE.

The range of temperature for 1881-'82 has not been as great as of 1880-'81, neither
were the snows as deep or the storms as severe as in that fearful winter, nor has the
temperature risen to so great a height as during the summer of 1881. Very little snow
or moisture fell during the winter, but the rains continued later during the spring
and early summer mouths, making the average nearly the same, as far as moisture
is concerned, with the year preceding; the cold winds of March and April being really
more disagreeable than many of the days of January and February.

The tribe during a part of the year enjoyed an excellent state of health, but during January, February, March, and a part of April sufl'ered severely from pneumonia,
lung fever, and whooping-cough, and measles. The mortality among the young children was very great, and quite a number of adults were also carried off by lung diseases in one form or another, causing a feeling of deep gloom to rest upon the entire
tribe.
With the usual perversity of the Indian, in many cases the help of the physician was not sought until too late, and, in other cases, the directions given as to diet,
exposure, &c., were ignored wholly or in part, producing many fatal results which
with proper attention would have been avoided.
The advent of warm weather
proved one of the most beneficial remedies, and checked disease that in many cases
would otherwise have proved fatal. At the present time the health of the tribe is
excellent.

IMPROVEMENTS.
During the past year the boarding-school building, the school-room building, and
the laundry building connected with the new school have been completed and occu-
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besides these, a new dormitory, to. replace a log house, has been built for the
white agency employe's, giving them a healthy, comfortable room in place of the
rotten damp, and unhealthy quarters before iu use. A new frame house has been
built for Chief Medicine Bull, an addition put upon the house of Chief Iron Nation,
a commodious ageucy office completed and occupied, a hospital building, dispensary,
and physician's office completed, andaresideuce for the agency physician nearly finished,
and an' engine-house for the two tire-extinguishers, and a new cattle corral also built.
The buildings already built have also been repaired and put in good order. The
most of this labor has been performed by Indian mechanics, under the supervision of
a white master-carpenter, and will compare favorably with buildings of a similar
nature constructed by white labor entirely.
A large number of Indian homes have also been erected during the year, in the
houses are clean and
place of the cloth lodges formerly in use. Many of these log
in keeping
neat, and even tasty, in appearance, and will serve as a powerful influence
the Indians from that straggling, wandering life formerly led by them and their ancestors.
A comparison now and a year since reveals the fact that in place of the
in the top, may be found
lodge, with its column of smoke streaming from the opening
neat and comfortable log houses, furnished with stoves, bedsteads, chairs, washstands,
aud other articles of furniture, to which, until within a short time, they were utter
strangers. The desire to possess furniture, &c., acts as a powerful stimulus to good
behavior and industry, as they are informed that the needed articles can only be obtained, by their working for them, i.e., cutting and hauling their logs to the saw-mill,
assisting in the sawing, building a house, and fitting it for a habitation, for which,
when done, the furnishing will be supplied. The distribution of wagons and harness
is also made upon the. same general plan; those families who for the year preceding
have made the most improvements, and conducted themselves the best, being the
fortunate recipients of the coveted articles. A system of rewards and punishments
seems the best adapted to bring them to a sense of duty, and when the reason for either
Like all human
is given, seldom fails to commend itself to the party in question.
beings, some kind of a stimulus is needed to incite them to action.

pied

;

AGRICULTURE.

The system of Indian farming heretofore has been largely in common, i. e., a band
or portion of a baud having a common field, cultivating the same in common, sharThis system is radically
ing the produce also in common, to a greater or less degree
wrong, for by it the lazy share alike with the industrious, as each Indian has an
idea that anything produced by another Indian is his by right of "kinship all being
Indians; thus those who labor faithfully contribute largely to the support of those
who do not labor at all. As the Indian grows iu intelligence he is not slow to see the
unfairness of th old method, and to inquire if there is not some way in which this
evil may be remedied.
When inquiries are made of this kind, the party has been advised to "set up for himself" in another location, and assisted in breaking and fencing
land for a farm where he would be sole proprietor. Many have availed themselves of
this plan, and the number is constantly increasing, and it is hoped that ere long the
commune system will be abolished wholly or in part, and each have his own farm,
less or greater, as the case may be, to his sole use and
benefit. By this means a spirit
of harmless rivalry will be fostered, aud be the means of more thorough cultivation
and an increased production of crops, with corresponding satisfaction on the part of
the producer.
The demand for breaking teams the past spring was much larger than could be supplied, and breaking was the order of the day as long as the land could be turned by the
plow. Breaking in this section can be done but a short time during the spring or a part
of the fall; the land speedily becomes hard and " bakes" to such a
degree that a plow
cannot be used to advantage. In my judgment the time has arrived when it would
be wise to distribute to this tribe from twenty to twenty five
pairs of work cattle, the
selection to be made, as to distribution,
among those who by the care of cattle already
distributed have shown that they can and do,
appreciate their true value; the
cattle thus distributed to be the
property of the person to whom issued, with the
distinct understanding that unless
properly cared for they would be taken from him
and placed in the hands of those who will properly care' for them. In this manner
the best men in the tribe will be incited to still further efforts for their own
support,*
aud others would be induced to do their best iu the
hope that they would in turn also
be provided with cattle of their own. Another consideration is this: a new "standard
ot values" would in due time be
the "pony"
established, aud the "ox"
and be quite as highly prized. Some few in the tribe now own supersede
and use oxen entirely,
and as a rule they are by far the test ivorkers, less liable to roam from
agency to agency
than those whose "rolling-stock" consists of "
ponies" only.
As stated iu my report for 1881, this section of Dakota
is far better adapted for a
grazing thau a, farming country, and it should be borne in mind that while in some few
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the main source of wealth in this
places the soil can be cultivated and crops made,
section in the future must of necessity, consist of "stocks and herds." Any action
taken towards supplying the Indian with cattle for breeding purposes would in my
judgment be an eminently wise one, as it would afford him constant occupation and
largely advance his material interests.

**

#

*

*

*

this tribe I can safely say that a decided imhas taken place during the past year. The desire to have better houses,

From a more intimate knowledge of
provement

is placed upon
furniture, tools, and implements of husbandry shows that .1 value
those things tliat but a short time since were little regarded.
The increasing desire for knowledge, and the willingness to have their children
trained in the ways of civilization and learning, conclusively show that they are
awakening to the importance of living in a manner different from their ancestors.
With all this comes a greater regard for law and order, less disposition to retaliate
real or fancied injuries, and an appeal to the agent to settle any disputes that formerly would have been settled by force. The founding of a "home," rude it may be,
the gathering to that home of comforts never before possessed, the beginning of improvement, the cultivation of the soil, less wandering and more staying at home, mark
an era in the history in .some families who in former years had no fixed habitation or
abode.

LAND IN SEVEHALTY.

No land allotments have yet been made in this tribe. The laud selected by the
Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul Railroad Company has been marked out and the
bounds set. At present the Indians occupy a portion of that tract. When they are
displaced they must seek a new abiding place. Many have expressed a wish when
this event shall have taken place to go further away from the agency headquarters,
and make a permanent settlement. Could they be assured that the land would be theirs
and their children's, as long " as grass grows and water runs," they would no doubt l>e
willing to thus settle. The laud question is a vexed one that demands some definite
action upon the part of the government to satisfy them. Nominally owners of millions of acres, they feel that they may be at any time "moved on" at the will of the
whites, and they naturally feel that here they have no "abiding city." This feeling acts as a check upon their making permanent improvements. No sane white man
would go on, build houses, break and fence land, plant and surround himself with
the comforts of a home with the knowledge that at any time he might be driven forth
from his improvements and be compelled to find a new home and start afresh. In my
judgment the greatest obstacle to the permanent improvement of the Indian is the
seemingly persistent manner in which his rights are disregarded by the government.
It would naturally seem that the original owners of the soil ^recognized as such by
the United States authorities) should have as much right to a portion of the land that
is undeniably his as the white emigrant or settler who may or may not possess any
other qualification than the accident of color over his red brother.
Those who have met the Indian upon his own soil, and have conversed with him,
must admit that if clothed with the rights of citizenship, made subject 1o the same
law as the whites, and holding his land by an inalienable title, would be the means of
lifting him from the position he now occupies, and investing him with a new incentive
Let the government, then, recognize his rights, give
to upward and onward progress.
him his land forever, making it impossible to drive him out from his home, confer
upon him all the rights of citizenship, protect him, and at the same time make him
amenable to law, and treat him no longer as a child or ward, but as a man in the full
acceptance of the term.
EDUCATION.

The Indian can be educated. True, it requires time, patience, perseverance, with
the power of a well-trained mind to carry out the work to a final perfection. In my
judgment a term of three years is not sufficient to eradicate the old Indian traditions
and customs, and plant new ideas, new customs, and new manners and habits, that
will stand the " wear and tear" incident to a return to the tribe from which the pupils
originally came. What white boy can in three years master a new language, chaiige
his manners, habits, and customs, and in fact his whole nature, so that when he may
be returned to his home he will not fall back again to his original status. Too much
is expected from those attending the Indian schools for a term not exceeding three
In most cases the time should be doubled, and then in place of sending back
years.
at once the six years should be still further supplemented by a training in some useful
trade, in a position where the good training of the school would be still further carried forward in a kind and Christian manner. Then, when the pupil can stand
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what the "white man's training" produces.
alone let him return as an example of
the children for a
to
As a matter of economy it would he better and cheaper it place
the number 1m fewer,
those who attend even
and
school
at.
time
perfect
longer
who will throw away the little education
rather than half educate a larger number,
thev may have acquired.
a three years' training at
As u matter of tact the boys returned to this agency with
well, but they
Hampton have thus far proved a failure. At the start they promised
of the vices of the
have all returned to their old ways, having learned just sufficient
I am exceedingly mortified to
whites to make them worse than at the beginning.
both time
make this admission, but if the truth be not, told the evil will go on, and )f
the five
and money be expended, and little or no good result from the expenditure. three in the
bovs returned from Hampton one was placed in the blacksmith shop,
the other employed as assistant teacher in the
carpenter's shop, as apprentices, and
five have left their positions, and are no longer employed
of
the
all
hoarding-school;
.

.

<

in

any department.

were designed. Had a better quality of building material been purchased the buildnot as soon need repairs as it is. they will need
ings would have been better, and
The school
in our severe winter weather.
partial covering to make them comfortable
was opened about January 15, 1882, with some twenty pupils, the number in a few
of whom very much the
days increasing to nearly forty boarding and day scholars,
boarders. But one pupil had ever attended school where
largest number were regular
time. As it was uncertain at
th&English tongue was taught, and site but for a short
what time the school would open, and what text-books would be needed, none had
been furnished, and a few books borrowed from the mission school, ne or wo reading
A small quantity
charts, with the blackboard, comprised our whole school apparatus.
of clothing from the annuity supplies had been reserved, and Avith this scanty outfit
the school commenced. Parents came with their children seeking a place for them
all were taken that came the best arrangements possible made for the clothing of the
new comers, and the work went on. Kind friends from the East provided supplies of
clothing, in part, and after a time the blanket and breech-clout were discarded,
and the pupils clothed in civilized garb. The new school room was not completed
until after the commencement of the school, but was occupied after the school had
been in session a month or more.
In February came the first sickness, in the person of a son of a chief a violent
attack of pneumonia. The father at once wished to take the boy from school, and
have him treated by the native "medicine man." As it would have been no less
than murder to have the boy moved at that time, the father was told that the boy
would remain where he then was, and the boy was thus kept in comfortable quarters,
his parents permitted to visit him at any and all times, watch the mode of treatment,
and assist in any way not contrary to the orders of the physician. The case excited
much attention and was closely watched finally the boy recovered, and from that
time when the children felt sick (with but one exception) they were left to be'treated
as humanity dictated. For a time nearly one-half the pupils were upon the sick list,
taxing the endurance of teacher and all connected with the school in no slight degree.
Two deaths occurred in the school, which excited but little more than ordinary interest.
As the season advanced the epidemic was abated, and the teach^ r and school employe's
were enabled to attend to the ordinary duties of the school, and lay aside the duty of
nurses. With improving health an improvement was manifest in the tone of the school,
and the arrival of a supply of books, slates, charts, &c., inspired both teacher and
scholars to a marked degree. From that time until the closing of the school for the
summer the attendance was good; the deportment, improvement, and progress as
great as in any school I have ever examined. At the time of closing many of the
children were unwilling to leave the school for their homes, unless they had the
promise of returning when the school should resume its sessions. Very little trouble
lias been experienced from the stealing of children from the school
two or three at
the first tried it for a few times, but a stoppage of rations finally etfected a radical
It has been the aim to make the school not a place of punishment (as is too
cure.
often the case), but the pleasantest place for the children upon the agency, and the
record of runaways shows this method to be a success.
;

t

;

;

;

;

RELIGION.
This

assigned to the religious care of the Protestant Episcopal Church,
feeling in favor of religious matters appears to be slowly but surely increasneat
and
commodious church edifice and rectory are located at agency heading.
Within the past year the church has been beautified by the addition of a
quarters.
fine painted glass window for the chancel
(the gift, in part, of the Indians), the insigeuc.y is

and the

A
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both of which
himpresent a neat and cheerful appearance. The missionary (Rev. Luke C. Walker),
self a Sioux Indian, appears to have the respect and confidence of his people.
Sunday
morning service (in Dakota) is attended by a full congregation of Indians, who maniOur Sunday evening's service is
fest a deep and sincere affection for the service.
usually held in English, at which it is not uncommon to see both red and white men
listening with interest to the "word of life." At one of the camps on the White River a
native catechist holds service, besides teaching during the week a "mission school."
Services are also held at intervals at some one of the Indian houses in the camps, at
which some gather who otherwise would not be able, to hear the glad tidings.
During a portion of the year the wife of the missionary has one or more sewing
schools, at which girls and the older women are taug-ht to sew, and from time to time
other meetings are held by her of a more strictly religious nature.
The Christinas festival held during the year was one of the most interesting and
pleasant I have ever attended. Here was gathered a full congregation, whose eyes
were gladdened by the sight of a Christmas tree, laden with a profusion of useful
hats, hoods, caps, dresses, under-clothing, scarfs, &c.. while the little ones were
gifts
not forgotten. The hearts of all were made glad. Kind friends from the East contributed the most of the gifts, and could they have been present and witnessed 'the
delight manifested by young and old they would have felt amply repaid for their toil
and labor. In viewing the scene one could not help contrasting it with some of the
Instead of the " war Avhoop " was heard
scenes in the lives of some of those present
the song of praise, and in the place of anger and contention peace, with her "silvery
wings," presided over the scene. Mr. Walker not only preaches, but practices,
and his well-ordered field gives evidence that labor with "hands," as well as the
"brains," is not considered by him beneath his calling. Several prominent members
of the tribe, including one or more chiefs, have during the year been baptized, and a
considerable number have been 'confirmed. The planting of the gospel in this land is
no holiday work, and never was the exemplification of " line upon line, precept upon
precept," more needed than in missionary work upon the frontier. Unfortunately
there are far too many missionaries of the other kind, and the Indian hardly knows
how to reconcile preaching thfi gospel and all the vices practiced by the whites, such
If the old adage, " charity beas the majority are with whom he comes in contact.
gins at home," means anything, or is worth anything, here is a field in which that
"
charity that is not easily provoked" may find full scope for its noblest work. While I
would riot for a moment cast reflections upon those who forsake native land, home,
and all its comforts for the love of man and Christ, his Maker, to labor in distant
heathen lands, it would seem that the "heathen " at our doors, children of the original
owners of our fair land, deserve some of that sympathy so freely expended upon those
more distant. Here is an opportunity to repay, in part at least, some of the numerous
wrongs inflicted upon the living Indian and his ancestors.
terior of the church finished and painted, as well as aflditions to the rectory,

POLICE.

The Indian

police force deserves honorable mention. Prior to July 1, 1832, the force
one captain, on sergeant, and eight privates; since that time the force
has been increased to nineteen in all, one sergeant and eight privates being added.
The services performed, viz, patrolling among the camps and the outlying lands of
the reservation, looking after wood-choppers and other trespassers unlawfully within
the bounds of the Indian reservation, hunting stray cattle, assisting the herders, conveying messages, verifying births and dca hs reported, have all been performed with
alacrity and lar better than ever before.
Changes in the force have been made, some
being retired at their own request and one summarily discharged for riotous conduct.
With an increasing population upon the opposite bank of the Missouri, not always
the most honest or orderly, and with thirty or more miles of river front to guard, and
which for a part of the year is bridged by ice, we may see at a glance that the duty,
if performed faithfully, is no holiday pastime but quite the reverse, and all for the paltry
sum of $5 per mouth, each policeman finding his own pony and equipments. This sum
is altogether too small
double the pay. would not more than compensate them for the
duty performed. It is hoped that in the coming time this item may be increased.
The tribe now demand a police force. But a short; time since they would have no force,
and it was a difficult matter to find men for the positions. Should the pay be increased
the best men in the tribe could easily be enlisted, as a road to distinction, that formerly
was the reward of prowess in battle or skill in hunting. No police barracks have yet
been built, nor any place provided where offenders can be confined. It is hoped at no
distant day both may be provided.

.consisted of

1

;

SPOUTS AND PASTIMES.

The Indian, like his white brother, has need of amusement, and will have it in some
The chase and the war path being no longer open, from scarcity of game in

form.
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a mixture of both) on the
the first place and from better teaching or policy (perhaps
time immemorial has
that fro
second part, turns his attention to another pastime
the whites) is practiced
been his peculiar province, viz, the dance. This (as among
or disposition of the peoto a greater or less extent, as the circumstances, temper,
to in a former part of this
ple may demand. During the time of sickness (referred
that time there has been but a small
report) very little dancing was done; since "
"
of all
amount as compared with former years. No Sun dance (the most barbarous
of last year probably
the
this
or
held
experience
year;
Indian dances) was
attempted
did not warrant the undertaking.
Ponv racing, quoits, shooting with the bow and arrow, among the younger men ot
inclined
the tribe still are practiced at times to a limited extent. They are naturally
as it is
to amusements, and the dance seems to be the way they prefer, supplemented
that
anysometimes by a feast. In all the dances I have never heard it reported
do
not
the
dances
So long as
provoke
thing of a quarrelsome nature was manifested.
to
be
not
continue
held, as, if
bad temper or dissipation I see no reason why they may
be devised.
prohibited, something worse in their place might

POLYGAMY.
Some of the older Indians still have more than one wife many of the younger and
middle aged have one wife only. Among the best men in the tribe the sentiment in
favor of one wife only is slowly gaining ground, and during the past year some of the
the number of legal marriages is inchiefs and head men have been legally married
becomes
creasing, and as the tribe advance in the arts of civilization, and the squaw
less a slave and more a companion, and the man learns that labor is not disgraceful
be
done
but honorable, the plurality of wives will fall into disuse and finally
away
with entirely.
NUMBER OF INDIANS IN TRIBE.
;

;

As shown by the annuity rolls for December, 1881, the whole number of Indians
1,558, viz 702 males and 856 females, an increase in the year, or since December,
1880, of 209; 1,349 being the number at that time. The increase is due, for the most
part, to the return of members of the tribe who have been absent at other agencies
and some with Sitting Bull. At present there are upon the books 1,526, not including
the school children who draw rations at the school, making the whole number about
the same as in December.
EMPLOYES.

was

:

As stated in
report for 1880, without the hearty co-operation of the white employe's the influence of the ugent, as well as his power to direct the Indian in a proper
manner, would be seriously impaired. I
happy to be able to state that in most

my

am

instances an entire harmony has prevailed during the past year, and if any good has
been done a large proportion of that good properly is due to the white, employe's.
More Indians have been employed than in some former years, in various kinds of labor,
and upon the whole the most of them have done well. The increase in the number
of wagons, plows, and farm machinery generally, has called for a larger amount of
repairs than in any year previous, many of the wagons having been almost wholly
rebuilt; and the same is true of much other farm machinery that had been thrown
aside as worthless or of little value.
The cutting of timber for the new cattle corral, Indian houses, &c., has been alarge
item in the increased Indian labor, as well as the labor upon the new buildings, as
stated before. In all cases whenever an Indian could be employed in place of whites
it has been done.

CLOTHING AND SUPPLIES.

The clothing and supplies furnished during the past year have been of a better
quality than in former years, with but few exceptions, and have upon the whole given
excellent satisfaction. Some delay was experienced in the
delivery of some of the
articles, causing some dissatisfaction, but when the articles came they were probably
more highly prized.
The annuity goods the past year were issued to families and
individuals, contrary
to the usual custom by bands. The innovation was
stoutly resisted for a time, but
the
better
finally
way prevailed, and a more general satisfaction was the result, as all
(for the first time) received their due share of the goods distributed.
As a result,
fewer annuity goods were sold than
formerly, and the articles consequently were more
used by those for whom they were intended. When
generally
Congress makes a law
making it felony, punishable by fine and imprisonment, for any persons other than the
Indian to have annuity goods in their
in
any
possession,
form, then this nefarious
practice will be stopped. The law as it now stands is virtually a dead letter.
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CONCLUSION.
There are many other topics of a special nature interesting to one living among the
Indians, and probably so to some others, which would be too numerous to embody in
this report, perhaps already too long, and which no person living in another section
without previous experience can fully realize. The daily wants, the numerous applications for advice and counsel, the various complaints of this, that, and the other
nature, running through a year, interesting as they may be, would, if noted in order,
The cares, duties, and responsibilities of agents
fill a volume of no mean dimensions.
are but little known to those living outside the circle of Indian influence.
close
this
than
I cannot better
by quoting the words of one whom this whole
report
nation has delighted to honor, and whose knowledge is not of a superficial nature.
" Our Wild InI quote General William T. Sherman in his introduction to Dodge's
dians," being the record of thirty -three years' experience among them. General Sherman, speaking of Indian agents, says
:

Nor do

I think it just to accuse all Indian agents of being incompetent if not dishonest. I have
personally met a great number of these, who are generally kind, honest, well-meaning people, badly
paid, and deprived of all the comforts which civilized men desire to enjoy. Some higher motive than
a desire to plunder must actuate these men who risk so much and endure such hardships and privations.

Respectfully submitted.

W. H. PARKHURST,
United States Indian Agent.
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PINE RIDGE AGENCY, DAKOTA,
October 30, 1882.

SIR I have the honor to submit the following as my annual report for past twelve
months, being the fourth and closing one of my term of service.
:

THE INDIANS.
There have been carried on the rolls of this agency for the past year an average of
8,100 Indians, consisting of 7,700 Ogalalla Sioux and 400 Northern Cheyennes, transferred from the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Indian Territory, in month of December, 1881. There was also an addition to the Sioux portion of the Indians by the
transfer from Standing Rock Agency, in the spring, of about 600 of the surrendered
hostiles from Sitting Bull's baud.

THE NORTHERN CHEYENNES.
The transfer of the Northern Cheyennes to this agency, as I predicted in my last
annual report, has in no way assisted our people toward civilization or progress. They
are an insubordinate, uncontrollable, and migratory lot of aborigines. They have
done nothing in the way of house-building or farming, and spend most of their time

and dancing.
should presume that their former agent in the south has every reason to congratulate himself for having lost this portion of his population. The more discontented of
the party, some two hundred in number, under the subchief, Black Wolf, left this
agency on the 23d of September, without a passor transfer, for Fort Keogh, Montana,
and contrary to the wishes and authority of the department. As your office instructed
me to use no force to restrain them, they were allowed to depart in peace. This I at
the time regretted, as every preparation had been made to overhaul and bring them
back, the company of police, numbering fifty, having been assembled for the purpose.
in finding fault, loating,
I

presume it is as well, however, as extreme measures may have resulted in some one
feelings of some of our
getting hurt, which would have grated harshly on the delicate
sentimentalists on the Indian question, who prefer to let " the poor misguided child
"
of nature
have his own way.
I

THE NORTHERN SIOUX.
These, numbering about 600 returned hostiles from Sitting Bull's camp, are doing
exceedingly well, most of them having settled on Wounded Knee Creek, 20 miles
from the agency, and have been during the summer actively engaged in house-buildThey fully
ing, haying, &c., so tnat they are now comfortably fixed for the winter.
realize the loss they have sustained by leaving their agencies during the troubles of
do
well
with
as
how
and
other
supplied
1876, noticing
they
wagons
property the
agency Indians are, through the liberality of our government. The new supply of 50
wagons furnished this year will put them on an equal footing with the others, however. Some of the strongest friends we have to-day are numbered among these returned
northern prodigals.
The Indians as a body have done exceedingly well during the year. No crimes
have been committed on the reserve, and no depredations of any kind have been committed on neighboring settlers or stockmen off the reserve.
Since the addition to the reservation, by executive order, of a strip of country five
miles wide and ten miles long, in Northern Nebraska, and the removal, by that means,
of the reservation boundary to a point seven miles away, we have had little or no
trouble from intoxicating liquor.
J'Hluvj
In the mouth of August, Red Cloud, under the bad influence of squaw-men and
other unprincipled whites, on and off the reservation, sought to set at defiance the
authority of the Government. The prompt manner in which he was suppressed, by
orders from your office, and the present peaceful and prosperous condition of affairs
here, will, I trust, be an example in the future for ambitious chiefs and designing
white men. In this connection too much credit cannot be given to the young men
of the tribe for their aid to the Government in sustaining law and order.

HOUSE-BUILDING.

The erection of houses by Indians has progressed in a very satisfactory manner
during the year, and as a result of past labor the Indians are now occupying five
hundred and fifty comfortable log nouses, the structures having been erected at ;i
small expense to the government, as the Indians supply all the labor and all the material except doors and windows.
Each house is comfortably furnished with a cook-
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stove (and where necessary an extra heating- stove), dishes, bedsteads, etc. The quality
of the houses is steadily improving, as many of the Indians are tearingdown the buildin "-8 originally built by'thein and erecting more commodious and substantial structures,
an?l. in many cases, stables, poultry-houses, etc.
As an economical result of this house-building I have been able to cut down the
amount of canvas supplied by the government for lodges ten thousand yards yearly,
so that this year there will be issued twenty thousand yards less than three years
will come when no canvas will be issued.
ago. It is to be hoped the time
It has been claimed that the adoption by the Indians of houses for habitations would
lead to a bad sanitary condition, owing to the accumulation of dirt and rubbish around
the houses, it being the custom with Indians in former times to move their canvas
the filth, as the avoirdupois of
lodges to new and clean locations, instead of moving
the latter was, as a rule, much greater than the former. Reasoning, however, on the
above as a basis has been fallacious, for the Indians, finding that much labor would
be expended and time lost in moving the house, have adopted the other alternative,
and the surroundings of the houses will compare very favorably with those of the
poorer class of w"hites, being in every respect much cleaner. Considering the good
results thus far attained, every inducement should be offered and facility afforded
these people for house-building.

STOCK-RAISING.
I have not been as yet disappointed in the results of the efforts made by these
people in raising stock. The 1,500 head of cows and bulls issued them two years
ago, now number between 3,000 and 4,000 by increase. This is not, of course, such a
men but, taking everything into consideraresult as would be obtained
among^ white
tion, this agency may be deemed fortunate in even this increase, as it would not be
surprising if none were left of the original.
The Indian has been in the habit of living for the day, without regard for the morrow. It is difficult to make him understand, that, if our government has fed and
cared for him for so many years in the past without requiring any labor in return,
why the same should not continue in the future. It is this argument that the agent
has to encounter, and if an agent's eloquence and persuasive manner has no effect on
the Indian's way of reasoning, there is nothing left but compulsory means in the
way of a withholding of rations for killing or injuring breeding stdck. This I have
found very effective, as " Poor Lo," not unlike his white brother, is peculiarly sensitive in the gastric region. In so doing, however, I have incurred the displeasure of a
class of canting, self-constituted advocates of the noble red man, which appears to
think it criminal for an agent to in any way interfere with an Indian living in the pristine grandeur of non-productiveness under his "treaty rights." It is with great comfort and an abiding trust in the Great Father that the "guileless child of nature" has
heard read to him by the above-referred to cranks the following quotation from article
5 of the Sioux agreement of 1876 " Such rations, or as much thereof as may be necessary, shall be continued until the Indians are able to support themselves." Truly,
under this arrangement, these Indians may be said to discount Solomon and the " lilies
of the field." What incentive is there for Indians to labor when they see their "grand
old chief" standing up in council with an annuity blanket
hung around him in a style
that would make a Roman senator in his toga envious, saying, "We are the children
of the Great Spirit; he put us on this land; the white men pay tribute to us; they feed
and clothe us; the pale face has to work for a living we don't." " 7 ho wouldn't
be an Injun ? " There is no question but that in this region of country the so-called
"Indian problem," in the way of making these people in any degree self-supporting,
will only be solved by
making them stock-raisers. To do this, however, a large
amount of parent stock should be issued, and their agents made to put aside this
" tribal
sentiuientalism of "treaty rights," "chiefs'
rights,"
rights" and such bosh,
and adopt practical compulsory measures to, if need be, force such Indians as may
be refractory to properly care for the original stock and the increase.
Something should also be done to protect themselves and families in the possession
of such property issued to them. As it stands
now, nothing prevents an Indian from
taking a wagon or cow (which has been issued to him, and for which he has receipted) over the reservation lines into a neighboring region and selling the same ;
and no way for the agent to recover the property, for such a sale is
recognized as
Our laws prevent a child under age from
legal.
selling property, for in such cases the
parent can recover. In our whole system of dealing with the Indian by reservations,
agencies, and agents, we have practically, if not legally, treated them as minors
then why not treat them as minors under the
law, and protect their property. If
they are able to manage their own business in the way of caring for their property,
then why keep up the expensive reservation
system, with the expensive agents and
employe's. Why not give each Indian so much per year, and turn him loose in the
community to care for himself? " Echo answers."
;

:

;

W

;
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AGRICULTURE.
Regarding the progress made in agriculture, I Lave not been disappointed. I never
have and do not now regard this as a practical agricultural region for Indians.
What the white may accomplish here in that line in the dim distant future is a question.
In the way of garden patches for raising kitchen vegetables for their own use, the
Indians have done well during the past year, showing a marked improvement in this
respect year by year. This gardening is of course naturally confined to the creek
bottoms.

INDIAN FREIGHTING.
This enterprise has been successful during the year, as it has been for the past four
All of the supplies, amounting to two or three million pounds, have been
transported by the Indians, part of the same having been hauled from Rosebud Landfrom Thacher,
ing, on the Missouri River, two hundred miles.from here, and the balance
Nebr., the present terminus of the Sioux City and Pacific Railroad, one hundred and
thirty miles distant. By hauling from the railroad point there will be a saving this
year to the government of f>17,OUO.
There has been engaged in the work over four hundred Indian wagons, all managed by the younger class of the Indians, the patriarchs remaining at home gossiping
over the good old times that are now past, when they did not have to live on the
white man's bounty, &c. It should be remembered that it is the young men of the
tribe that are making progress, and very little, if any, credit is due to the old men.
years.

SAVING OF SUPPLIES.
There was saved at this agency for the years 1880-1881, in supplies, $50,000. Durhas been saved, but the exact figures are
ing the past year a proportionate amount
dime ult to make out, owing to the increase of Indians to be fed by the transfer here
during the year of the Northern Cheyennes and Northern Sioux. It is now the end
of October, and none of the new supply of coft'ee, sugar, hard bread, tobacco, baking
powder, soap, Hour, or salt has yet been issued, and no new supply of corn or oats
will be required, as there is sufficient left over from last year.

CHARACTER OF SUPPLIES.
All of the supplies furnished, both annuity and subsistence, during the past year,
have been excellent in quality except the flour. This article has been bad. The
quantity of supplies of all kinds has been ample.

THE ISSUE OF ANNUITIES.
In connection with this subject I would invite attention to sec. 2086 and sec. 2090
Rev. U. S. Statutes, which require that these goods or articles shall be turned over
to the chiefs by the agent in bulk, that is, by the bale, box, &c., to be by the said
What is the practical result of this system, but
chiefs distributed as they may see fit.
the bolstering up and supporting of the chiefs and the tribal system, both of which
are strongly antagonistic to civilization and progress ? Why should this distinction
be made between the issue of subsistence and annuity supplies ? Why, if it is proper
to issue food to heads of families, would it not be good to do the same with cloth
ing ? The Indian Department instructs an agent that he should do all he can to
break up the tribal and chief system, yet, if he attempts to do so through the annuity
treaty
issue, a howl goes up from the Indian sympathizers that he is interfering with
rights." If an individual Indian tries to aid civilization and progress by cutting
loose from the tribe, and adopt the white man's ways, he will meet this reception
when he attends the annual distribution of annuities under his chief: He will be
told by that chief, (who, whether dressed in black broadcloth or bedecked with
beads and feathers, is the pride of a Washington reception when visiting his Great
Father), "I am the chief; the Great Father told me when I was in Washington he
has sent to me all these goods. You have worked against the good old Indian ways,
you have worked against your chief, you have taken the part of the white man, you
can have none of these things they are for Indians." After such treatment, if
that Indian is wise he will put on a blanket, rejoin the tribe, swear allegiance
to the chief, and pray to the Great Spirit not to be left out at the next distribution of
' '

;

annuities.

Having experienced the effect of this obstacle to progress, after my first issue of
which issue the annuities were turned out in bulk to seven chiefs,

annuities, in 1879, at
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ind

all

of the Indians

who had

or
joined the police force

worked

as laborers at the

m

I determined to make a change
aeency were deprived of their share of the same,
I notified the Indians that the
the system. A short time before the issue in 1880,
but were sent for all the Indians,
annuities were not the property of the chiefs alone,
draw their annuities by families,
as were the rations, and that the I dians might
As a result, there was represented at
bands, large or small, or through the chiefs.

ot 1881 the tribe split into
that issue twenty-five to thirty divisions, and at the issue
This method is practically and rapidly breaking up the
sixty-three divisions.
in will do much to finally
tribal system and the power of the chiefs, and if continued
settle the matter.
Another had point in the annuity system is the issue of a whole year s supplies at
one time. This should he corrected by making the issue at least semi-annually, or
Indians are notoriously improvident, They have neither the desire,
quarterly.
for a year's supply of any article.
They cannot see a
ability, or facility for caring
is issued to them more at one time than
year ahead, and as a consequence, when there
or waste the
is required for the present or immediate future they are apt to dispose of
Particular attention should be paid to this subject by the department.
article.

EDUCATION.
in the Indian
During the past vear six day-schools have been operated successfully
varying from three to forty miles from the agency. An average
are making good progress. The
daily attendance of two hundred scholars. Children
villages, at points

located as they are in the villages. The teachers
general effect of these schools is good,
in maintaining
having general supervision of the village, with a sergeant and police
order and discipline, they are having a civilizing effect in more ways than one. The
for about 100
boarding school is nearly completed, and affords accommodations
Much will
children.
It is to be hoped it will do much toward civilizing the Indian.
depend, however, on the efficiency and experience of whoever may be appointed to
take charge of the same. One must have a peculiar fitness for a position of that kind
to be successful.

CHURCH AND MISSIONARY WORK.

.

During the past year the spiritual welfare of the Indians has been attended to under
the supervision of the Episcopal Church, through the resident missionary, Rev. John
Robinson, assisted in the villages by the Rev. Amos Ross, native missionary. These
gentlemen have rendered valuable service, and from a long residence with the Indians
are well calculated for the positions they fill.
Rev. Amos Ross has, in addition to his other duties, also conducted one of the government day-schools

in

an

efficient

manner.
MEDICINE.

The present physician, Dr. Grinnell, has made good progress in gaining the confidence of the Indians and inducing them to abandon their native medicine men. To
efficiently minister to the wants of so many Indians, however, scattered as they are
over the reserve, the physician should have at least one assistant to attend to the
village practice.

THE POLICE.

The police have rapidly advanced in efficiency under the able management of the
present chief of police, Mr. Daniel Brown, who, having served several enlistments
as first sergeant Fifth U. S. Cavalry, is eminently well fitted for the position as a
drill master and otherwise.
The company consists of fifty members, with three commissioned officers, George Sword, captain', and are distributed through the villages,
with the exception of a regular agency detail of six, which detail is changed every
ten days. They perform regular guard duty at agency day and
night, and act as
messengers, &c.
Whenever necessary, the whole company can be assembled at the agency on a day's
notice. As they are all well mounted, the
company is put through the regular cavalry drill, iu which they have become very proficient. Their services have become simply invaluable, and I should regard it as almost impossible to maintain peace and
order here without them, surrounded as we are by settlers and located sixty miles
from military aid. The chiefs and many of the Indians who have since the introduction of the police been so bitterly antagonistic to the same have now ceased their
opposition, and fully recognize their power, authority, and usefulness.
I need hardly
urge that an increase of pay would be acceptable to the police, and nothing more than
justice.
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The Indians generally are rapidly abandoning their peculiar customs. Dancing is
diminishing, and the heathenish annual ceremony, termed the "sun dance," will, I
The increase in
trust, from the way it is losing ground, be soon a thing of the past.
the number wearing civilized costumes is marked. Every hope is entertained that
unless some unforeseen influence swerve the Ogalallas from their present course they
will steadily improve, but much is to be feared from the encroachment of the white
man in the future, and it would not be remarkable if, in the course of time, the Modoc,
Nez Force", and Ute affairs were to be repeated on a larger scale with the Sioux. These
people will require careful, just, and experienced management in the future.
In closing, I have to acknowledge and thank the employ6s for the faithful performance of their duty, realizing, as I do, that an Indian agency is a long way from Paradise.

Sincerely thanking you for your kind and firm support afforded
1

me on

all occasions,

am. very respectfully,
V. T.

McGILLYCUDDY,
United States Indian Agent.
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SISSETON AGENCY, DAKOTA,
September 12, 1882.
Sru: In compliance with request contained in circular from your office, dated July
15, 1882, I make this my fourth annual report of affairs at this agency, and for the
year ending August 31, 1882.
The Lake Traverse Reservation, on which this agency is located, contains 918,780
acres of land, making a per capita allowance to every man, woman, and child entitled
to a part thereof of 615 acres. There are but 450 heads of families on the reserve,
and alloting to these the treaty allowance of 160 acres, there remains unallotted
846,780 acres of the finest agricultural and pasture land in Dakota.
The reservation is triangular in shape, with its northeast corner at the outlet of
Lake Traverse, which lake is on the boundary between the State of Minnesota and
Territory of Dakota, and about midway between their northern and southern boundaries; thence in a southwesterly course along the shore of that beautiful lake it continues about 45 miles beyond 'its head to Lake Kampeska for its southern point;
thence in a straight northwesterly course to a place on the "Coteaus" for its northwest point about 10 miles north and 40 miles west of the original starting point
thence in a slightly southeasterly course straight to the outlet of Lake Traverse.
Three-fourths of its area can be plowed, and is land of the finest quality for agricultural purposes, while the balance is well adapted to grazing purposes. The reservation embraces many of the wooded ravines of the " coteaus," which supply the
Indians with wood in plenty and much to spare. It is well supplied with spring
water, and is dotted with innumerable lakes of small size. I do not think that Dakota presents a finer location or better land for all purposes than this reservation.
;

EDUCATION,
I expend my greatest effort, in order to advance as far as possible its
practical use, is steadily advancing, and the desire for its acquirement rapidly so.
Without it practically the Indian question cannot be solved, nor yet can barbarians
become civilized. The armor of pure knowledge and true information must be presented nay, must be buckled firmly upon this people, if they are to become good citizens of our great Republic. The time for halting is not now. Greater school privileges must be provided them, unless it is the desire to let them slide backward,
instead of going forward, from the civilization to which they have at present arrived.
In their present condition they have greater need of practical manual-school education than ever before in their history, or probably ever will have again, unless they
are suffered to retrograde and the work to be gone over again.
I have been obliged during the past year to refuse admittance to our schools to Indian children of the proper scholar age whose parents were anxious that they should
be educated, and this simply because our school accommodations were not sufficient.
In my report of a year ago I stated that our schools could accommodate but 75 scholars, and then believed this to be the utmost limit of accommodation, but after the
schools were full, upon continued application, I added one and one more until our
greatest number reached 90. This for the manual-labor and Goodwill Mission boarding schools; while through the zeal and kindness of Rev. John B. Renville, wife, and

upon which
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in their own house by which 10 or 12
daughter a flay school was kept in operation
was not room enough. The
children were schooled during the winter; and yet thero
be nearly if not quite doubled.
school accommodations at this agency should
The manual-labor boarding-school, supported by government and under my superand matron, the Misses
vision with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Young as principal
and Howell in the kitchen
Dittos and Hadannuck in the school-room, the Misses Grant
and dining-room and looking after the house-work generally, has been successful in
In May the school lost the efficient services of Miss Dittes, through
all its branches.
for four months been supplied by Miss Huntley.
failing health, whose position has
On the 1st of August Mr. and Mrs. Young left the school to engage in other work, and
and Miss Lawrence, may
I only hope that the present incumbents, Prof. B. S. Haskell
do as good work as did they and, without boasting, I venture to say that this is as
and I have visited several.
good an Indian school as there is in the country
The Goodwill Mission boarding-school, a government contract school, under the supervision of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, has done thorof Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Morris, with
oughly good and efficient work under the direction
Mr. Morris and Miss Thompson in the school-room. In order that this school might
accommodate more children Mrs. Morris has taken into her own family to live, and has
taken care of, beside her other duties, without any compensation whatever except the
knowledge of the good she did, four or five Indian girls through the whole season,
and yet there was not nearly room enough for all. Therefore I have agitated continanother school at this point, but
ually, beginning a year ago, the question of building
have only but very recently received any really definite approach to action in the
and
matter, which approach I sincerely hope may be continued into action evident
;

;

AGRICULTURE,
I expend my next greatest eifort, inasmuch as it constitutes the real
foundation of independence and eventual self-support of this people. In this direction there is steady advance, more land being now under cultivation than ever before,
and more land has been broken this year than in any year heretofore in the history of
the reserve. Nearly 5,000 acres have been plowed and 1,500 acres broken during
the year, and this with a population a little less than 1,500 of men, women, and children,
which I think a very fair showing and yet there is question as to whether the issue
of 115 cross-plows and 65 breaking-plows for the accomplishment of this work was
judicious. The general manner in which this people take hold of farming is certainly
very encouraging, and bids fair soon to place them on a par with the average farming

upon which

;

community at all events, it will shortly make them entirely self-supporting.
The strong desire among this people to succeed in and make the most of agriculture
is evidenced by the fact that they themselves, with money earned by them, have pur;

chased during the past five years agricultural implements as herein below set forth,

Names.
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been raised, and while about 25
had before has been quite large, and has nearly all
killed or disposed of the cattle issued to
of th most i, mrovident Indians have either
and well cared for theirs, which, it seems to me, is a
them? tTe othe? 37T, have kept
as much as I do agriculture
do not eucoTrfge stock-raising among these Indians
and I think that they can support
successful
of
farming,
a
bf
it
as
part
may
except
themselves better by grain-raising.
I

BUILDING.
old one,
has been built during the year, owing to the burning of the
with offices in same bnilc
upon the old foundation and one story less in height,
with JivThere is now in process of erection a tailor's and shoemaker's shop,
iue
and also six apprentices under one roof
ing room for both above-named tradesmen
size of the building 32 x 44, one and a half stories high.
and two or three are
Several Indian houses have been finished during the year,
now in an uncompleted condition waiting for lumber to continue the work. There
lumber necessary to
are about 40 Indians who have already procured a part of the
from the agency. I
build themselves a house, and are waiting for the balance
erected before the
hoped to get the necessary lumber in time to have these houses

A warehouse

built

;

winter set

in,

but now

it will, I fear,

be too late to do

all I

intended in this direction.

SANITARY.

The health of this people is in better condition than last year, partly owing to the
fact that a greater number have more commodious abodes, and, in consequence,
more healthful. All the children at the schools, since the first few weeks after openhave been remarkably healthy.
that all issue of rations has been stopped it would be advisable to have a
where the old, the
poor farm (with a small hospital attached to the house thereon)
if necessary, and also be made to work
Bick, and the infirm could be kept and cared for,
a part of the time, so that with a little assistance from the agency employe's the
farm could be made to pay all its own expenses.
ing,

Now

RELIGIOUS WORK.

The Presbyterian mission has five churches on the reserve, with a membership of
by native pastors, as follows, viz, Ascension, at lyakaptapi, J. B.
Renville Goodwill,* at agency, C. R. Crawford Mayasan, David Greycloud Long
Hollow, Joseph Irondpor; Buffalo Lake, Louis Mazawakiuganna, all under the
supervision of Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Morris, with Rev. Dr. Riggs to make a few weeks'
visit twice a year, and all by their earnest, zealous efforts continue to be a great
power for doing much good. Mr. and Mrs. Morris have also in charge the Goodwill
mission boarding-school, of which mention has before been made.
The Episcopal Church organized a mission at this point a year ago, and has since
built a pretty little church adjacent to the agency, and near by this a parsonage,
410, presided over

;

;

;

which materially adds to the appearance of the agency, as does the advent of the
mission, under the rectorship of Rev. Edw. Ashley, add to the influence and power for
good. This mission is working among the more uncivilized members of this people,
and with marked success, six full-blood Indians having been confirmed by Bishop

Hare during the

year,

and many more baptized.
POLICE,

of whom there are 15 on the reserve, are orderly and ready for duty at any time,
though their services have been in but little demand, few arrests having been made,
and only one man, and he a white man from Fort Sisseton, imprisoned, and that for
drunkenness. He was kept over night until sober, and then escorted off the reserve.
No rations are issued to the police except while on actual service; and as the pay
is but five dollars per month, only one is detailed for service all the time at the
agency,
which they perform by turn, while the rest remain at their homes ready to be called
upon for duty at any time. I would report, as I have before, that a less number with
increased pay would be more efficient to the service.
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CIVILIZATION.
lias been made in this direction during the year in many ways;
and chiefly, that the Indians did, of their own free will and accord, request
that no more money due them should be expended in the purchase of subsistence sup-

Steady advance
first

but,

but that all investments on their account should be made in a little clothing,
but chiefly in wagons, harness, and agricultural implements, and in the purchase of
lumber for building them decent houses. This evidences a feeling among them never
before patent, and in accordance with the above request no subsistence supplies have
been received at the agency since June 30, 1882, except for school children, apprenThe intention was not to issue any subsistence supplies whatever
tices, and police.
but this intention was anticipated by the burning of the wareafter June 30, 1882
house with contents on the 1st of April, 1882, so that no issue of subsistence was made
after that date, excepting an issue of 10 pounds of flour per capita for month of June,
and 8 pounds of flour per capita for month of July. This on the whole, I think, was
better for the Indians, inasmuch as it made some of the more improvident ones, feelr
ing the pangs of need early in the spring season, go to w ork and cultivate a little
land for their support during the coming winter season ere it was too late. In the
minds of some people this was deemed cause for danger, and there was talk among
the outside people of outbreak, &c., but danger existed only in mind and never in
This people laughed at the fear of their white neighbors, while they were
fact.
justly angry at the false reports circulated about them from military headquarters.
After five months trial of a lesson, which, probably, is as hard a one as this people has
ever been called upon to learn, and harder than any they will ever be obliged to learn
in the future, I can safely say that the question of the self-support of this people is
plies,

;

forever settled. They can, and have this year, raised sufficient produce to keep them
well for a whole year. The character of the people in general is of a higher standing than a year ago; more manliness and independence is evident, which is, I think,
greatly owing to the fact of throwing them, in so great a degree, upon their own
resources.
There is less whisky drinking than before, owing, partly, to the fact of my causing to be prosecuted a saloon-keeper at Brown's Valley, Minn., for selling liquor to
the Indians, who, upon sufficient evidence, was convicted and fined a merely nominal
fine
but he has since closed his saloon, and in consequence less liquor is sold to the
Indians. Barbaric dances are a thing of the past.
Morally and intellectually there is improvement, and what this people now need,
in order to place them upon a par with the average European emigrant, if not American citizen, is houses, with sure title to the same, American franchise, and thereby
:

American citizenship.
Yours, respectfully,

CHARLES CRISSEY,
United Slates Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

STANDING ROCK INDIAN AGENCY, DAKOTA,
September 5, 1882.
In compliance with the requirements of the Indian Department, I have the
honor to submit the following annual report, showing the status of the Indians and
condition of the service at this agency for the year ending August 31, 1882.

SIR

:

LOCATION OF AGENCY.
Standing Rock Agency is located upon the west bank of the Missouri River, in
latitude 46 degrees and 10 minutes north. The Indian settlements extend along the
Missouri, from the Cannon Ball River on the north to the Grand River on the south, a
distance of about sixty miles, whilst the agency buildings are situated nearly midway between these two streams, the Cannon Ball River being the northern boundary
of the reservation, and the Missouri River the eastern line. The Indians of this
agency therefore occupy the northeastern corner of the reservation, which, for agricultural and grazing purposes combined I believe to be by far the best portion of
the "Great Sioux Reservation," so-called.
TRIBES, POPULATION,

The Indians of

this

AND

DISPOSITION.

agency are composed of the Upper and Lower Yanktonnais,
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Uncapapas,

:u,.l

mac.klecl,

spectively as follows:

Tribe*.

IN

DAKOTA.

bands of the Great Sioux or Dakota nation,

class,,! re-
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DAKOTA.
/

t

he Indians in general, but more particularly the late hostilcs, who
of about 200 acres, for which labor they feel well repaid, and it being
heir lirst attempt at planting it- will stimulate them to greater ctVorts in coming
Four mixed-bloods ami eleven Indians sowcil oats this year, which are a profit-'
years.
able crop, and having yielded well will be an incentive to cultivate them more generally in future.
They begin to realize the advantage of having oats to feed their
working animals, besides finding a ready sale here with good prices for all surplus
oats raised.
Owing to there being no government mill at this agency, and no accessible means of
having their wheat converted into flour, there was only a very small quantity of wheat
S')wn this year but what was sown matured well and the yield was very satisfactory.
About 50 families are now engaged in plowing fields, preparatory to sowing wheat next
spring, and they will consequently seed about 200 acres, in fields ranging from two to
Wheat can be successfully raised here by the Indians, but in order
five acres each.
to make the growing of wheat profitable a grist-mill is necessary, so that it can be
ground into liour for the producers. To the same power that runs the grist-mill a saw
could be attached, which would be very useful, and, in fact, is very essential to the
successful management of this agency, as a large quantity of much needed building
material could then be obtained from the large cottonwood trees that abound on the
reservation, but which timber, being large and unwieldy, cannot be utilized by any
^ really encourage

planted a

I

field

I

;

other means than by sawing.
There are twenty-eight mowing machines in use among the Indians of this agency,
but some of them are badly worn and almost useless. They have been kept running,
however, as steadily as possible since the middle of July, and a considerable quantity
of bay has been secured. The season having been very favorable for haying, the crop is
well cured, and a large portion of what was cut has already been hauled and stacked
by the farming Indians on their respective claims. We are therefore in a fair way of
having an ample supply secured to carry all stock belonging to the agency Bafely
through the coming winter.

EDUCATIONAL.

The

industrial farm school

is

located 15 miles south from the agency, and

is

beauti-

fully situated on a level plateau adjacent to a Large body of excellent cottonwood timber, and occupies a commanding view of the Missouri River for several miles in either
This school is under contract with Very Rev. J. B. A. Brouillet, director of
direction.

Catholic Indian Missions, and is under the immediate charge of Rev. C. M. Ebner, O.
S. B., who, with five brothers of the same order, in the respective positions of teacher,
farmer, carpenter, tailor, and dairyman, fill the requirements of the contract very satThere are, in addition to the above instructors, four Benedictine sisters,
isfactorily.
who do the cooking and laundry work of the school, one of whom also assists in teachThis school has been carried on throughout the year, with an average attendance
ing.
for the twelve months of 27 pupils, and a farm of 50 acres has been cultivated in connection with it, the work of which was done exclusively by the teachers and pupils of
the school in a very commendable manner, being such as to elicit the admiration of all
who saw it, both whites and Indians. We estimate the products of the school-farm
as follows, viz.: Corn, 100 bushels; oats, 800 bushels; wheat. 60 bushels; beans, 20
bushels; carrots, 20 bushels; beets, 40 bushels; onions, 25 bushels; potatoes, 400
bushels; peas, 10 bushels; cabbage, 200 heads; pumpkins, squash,and melons, 500; and
hay, cut, hauled, and stacked, 25 tons.
At the girls' school there was an average attendance for the twelve months of
23 boarding scholars, whose progress has been entirely satisfactory, and the boys'
boarding-school, located at the agency, was conducted for ten months of the year,
up to June IWth, with an average attendance of 20 scholars for that time, making
a total average attendance of 70 scholars for the three schools, and the whole number
that attended school during the year was 120.
The boys' school at the agency has been discontinued, the boys having been placed
at the industrial farm school, and the old building formerly occupied by them has been
enlarged and somewhat improved, and is now used as a girls' boarding-school where
there are 35 girls domiciled. The building is very poor and not at all suitable for such
a school, but there being (apart from this building) only the industrial farm school
buildings, with a capacity of (>0 pupils, we are therefore obliged to use this log building as a boarding-school for girls.
The present .number of children between the ages of seven and sixteen years at this
agency is 7(53; it will, therefore, readily he seen that facilities for their education
here are entirely inadequate. As for sending them to any schools in the East, the
Indians, as a rule, are very much opposed to any thing of this character; in fact, most
of them positively refuse to entertain any such proposition. They cannot, however,
offer the, same, objections to schools carried on at their homo agencies, and as free schools
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on the reservation are of two-fold benefit elevating alike both parents and pupils,
the parents by coming in contact with their children while attending school the adand I would, therefore, recommend
vantages of snch a system are plainly manifest,
that additional school facilities be afforded the Indians here, by erecting a commodious building at the agency, where girls of all ages and boys up to 12 years can be
to the industrial farm school,
educated, after which age the boys could be transferred
and those so desiring could be sent, from time to time, to some of the Eastern schools,
as the scruples of the parent and prejudices of the children would gradually be overcome by civilizing influences. With additional school facilities on the reservation a
regular attendance of the children should then be strictly enforced, and -their education made compulsory, but without this restraint or stimulation it will require years
to break down the indifference so peculiar to the Indian and so natural to the child.
MISSIONARY.

The missionary work of this agency is under the direction of Right Reverend M.
Marty, O. S. B., bishop of Dakota, who has three priests stationed here. There are
now three fathers, five brothers, and ten sisters of the Benedictine Order connected
with the mission and schools. They have built this year, at the farm-school, a new
chapel, 25 by 75 feet, which building is substantially constructed, being well sided,
lathed and plastered throughout. A belfry, 30 feet high, is attached to the chapel,
and a bell, weighing 1,000 pounds, has bee'n purchased, which is now in Bismarck
awaiting transportation to the agency. The cost of the chapel when completed will
be about $2,200, and the bell will cost $300 additional. They are also building at the
agency a pastor's residence, 20 by 30 feet, one and one-half stories in height, which
when finished will cost about $1,200, whilst there has been $400 expended in improvements on the agency mission church during the past year, which has added to its appearance and increased its seating capacity very materially. The missionaries are
zealous workers, and labor earnestly among the Indians, whose confidence they have
to a very marked degree, and both chapels are usually well filled on Sundays with an
apparently devout and attentive congregation, many of the Indians being professed
Christians notwithstanding this, they are so wedded to superstition and ignorance
that it will require years of instruction and patient teaching to make them a truly
;

Christian people.

SANITARY.

The sanitary condition of the Indians of this agency is good. No epidemic has prevailed during the past year, yet the mortality has been very great, there having been
151 deaths against 142 births. A large percentage of the deaths occurred among children, who died chiefly from pulmonary diseases, brought on by exposure and want of
proper care, while the deaths among adults were principally from consumption and
aggravated cases of scroflula. A majority of the Indians of this agency recognize the
superiority of the white "medicine man's" remedies, aud consult the physician in almost every case of sickness, much suffering thereby being alleviated.
But with all the skill that a physician can command, his efforts are. in a great measure, nullified by the lack of accommodations here for the proper care and treatment of
the sick. It is very unsatisfactory to a physician to treat Indians at their
homes, as
medicines given to them there are rarely if ever taken as prescribed. Indians
go
the
upon
presumption that if a little of any given medicine is good or beneficial more
of it is better, thereby defeating the desired effect and
producing different results from
that intended. A hospital is therefore very much needed at this
and I would
recommend that a suitable building for the purpose be erected atagency,
as an early date as
pn cticable. The building shouldhave two wards, one each for males and females, with
a capacity of about ten beds to each ward the sick could then receive
proper care,
and all diseases could undoubtedly be more
successfully and humanely treated than it
is possible now to do.
It would also inspire the Indians with
in
confidence
greater
the white man's remedies, and be another
convincing proof of the good intention of the
toward
them.
government
;

CONCLUSION.
In concluding this report I desire to refer to the
treaty as it exists with the Indians
the Great feioux Reservation, and the
non-civilizing effect that the free ration system
exerts upon them. This free ration, at
regular intervals, is one of the great sources of
le careless indifference of the
Indians, as they believe that if thev become too prosperous they will be considered self-supporting and further aid be refused. In
trying
to impress upon them the importance of
self-improvement, and calling attention to the
fact that gratuities
eventually will and may very soon cease, thev invariably adduce
the argument that the authorities in
treating With them promised that the Indians
eceive the free rations and
clothing then agreed upon so long as they were
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unable to support themselves, and that such support should continue throughout the
lives of the children and the grandchildren of the treaty-makers, if necessary.
They
are therefore loath to better their condition, especially by agricultural advancement,
fields
not
to
cultivate
that
do
wish
themselves
they
large
many of them expressing
or raise surplus crops, in consequence of which they might be dropped from the ration
rolls and be obliged to support themselves thereafter.
Notwithstanding that every
family belonging to this agency is cultivating fields, this feeling of indifference is manifest and pervades all classes to a greater or less degree.
Recognizing the fact that the Indians holding such a large reservation in common,
with liberty to roam and hunt over it, cannot but be detrimental to their best interests, and that the progressive and aggressive white man, with two powerful railroad
corporations sitting down at the threshold of the reservation, will not remain quiescent in the matter, it is simply therefore, in niy opinion, only a question of time until the Indians are confined within smaller boundaries, and the large surplusage of
their present reservation opened for settlement, which fact I am gradually preparing
the Indians for, as the inevitable that is sure to come. The question of opening the
Sioux Reservation to settlement, or, at least, a contraction of the boundaries thereof,
having been long agitated, assumed definite form during the last session of Congress
by the introduction of a bill (H. R. 4630) by the Hon. R. F. Pettigrew, Delegate from
Dakota, which bill provides for vacating a large portion of the Sioux Indian Reservation and opening it for settlement under the pre-emption and homestead laws of
the United States. In the event of this bill becoming a law, I trust that the interests of the Indians will be carefully guarded and all conditions of the agreement
fully explained and clearly made known to them through competent and honest interpreters, which important factor in treaty making has been too much neglected
heretofore, resulting, sometimes, disastrously to the Indians and to the discredit of
the government.
Whilst I strongly advocate the carrying out to the letter of all treaties with the
Indian tribes, yet when the civilization of the Indians depends upon, and their best
interests demand a change, I believe a modification is then justifiable, which alteration, in this case, should be made and brought about only through the means
provided by the existing treaty, which requires the consent of three-fourths of all
adult males residing on the reservation to effect any such change. Questions may
arise, from time to time, affecting one of the agencies on the Sioux Reservation, that
would not be of the least importance to any of the others, yet under this clause of
the treaty nothing can be done affecting any portion, without the consent of the
required three-fourths of all. Much distrust and dissatisfaction is therefore occasioned by this; as was evidenced in obtaining the railroad right of way through the
Sioux Reservation in 1880 and 1881, which necessitated three separate councils between the railroad officials, the officers of the Indian Department, and the Indians of
this agency, and the Indians have not yet gotten through counseling among themselves in regard to the matter.
The same can be said with regard to the small piece
of laud ceded by the Sioux, last year, for use of the Poncas, in which cession the Indians of only two of the agencies were directly interested, yet those of all five agencies were required to ratify the agreement, which was not effected without considerable difficulty and annoyance.
The Indians could undoubtedly be more successfully managed, and much of this
annoyance obviated by setting apart a separate and distinct reservation for the Indians of each agency, then make uniform laws for their government so that the Indbins of the five agencies would all be treated alike, and make the issue of rations
contingent upon industry and good behavior; issue nothing to able-bodied Indians
except in payment for labor performed for themselves or for others on the reservation,
nor to children of school-going ages unless they were attending school, the attendance
of wliich should be made compulsory. Agency boarding schools would then be undoubtedly well filled, through which schools the Indians can only be permanently
benefited, and their ultimate civilization assured.
The statistical reports are herewith transmitted.
I aui, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JAMES MCLAUGHLIN,

United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

YANKTON AGENCY, DAKOTA,
September 6, 1882.
SIR I herewith submit to you my first annual report. As I have been in charge of
the agency but two mouths (since July 1, 1882), I ani unable to make a full and extended report of the work done and advancement made during the past year. I arrived at the agency June 27, Ib82 on the morning of the 28th commenced an invoice
;
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of the agency on the mornof the property, completed the same, and assumed charge
of July 3 the chief men of the nation assembled
?ng of JulyTl882. On the morning
n council and extended to me a hearty welcome.
f
^
more than I had expected) manifested in
I found a great amount of interest (much
of
the
Yaukton
of
many
The
kind.
all
operations
of
farming
agricultural pursuits
the operations of like nature of the
Indian families will compare very favorably with
desirous of learning the best ways and
new
a
appear
in
They
country.
white farmer
anxious to learn the best method*,
methods; are disposed to labor are willing, ay,
For this desirable state
aftairs.
or as they term it, the white man's way of managing
W. D. L. Audrus, tor
of' affairs too much credit cannot be accorded my predecessor,
to the improvement and
his untiring energy in this and all other directions looking
-

,

;

advancement of this people.
There was raised on the agency farm by Indian labor 40 acres ot oats, 60 acres ot
wheat (winter), and 40 acres of corn. The prospect for corn is exceedingly good.
There was raised on the school farm 12 acres of wheat (spring), 12 acres of corn, and
3 acres of potatoes. The school-farm garden, containing about 4 acres, has produced
vegetables enough to furnish the school for almost the entire year. The work in the
the school boys and industrial teacher, except
garden and on the farm was done by
a few days in harvesting and threshing.
Our Indian farmers have raised crops as follows
:

Bushels.

195 acres of wheat, yielding
41 acres of oats, yielding
estimated
1, 200 acres of corn, yielding,
8 acres of potatoes, yielding, estimated

1,434

3,
1>

574
120

30, OC

800

Total

35,494

The hay

in splendid condition.
The Indians evince considerable judgment in selecting their hay grasses. The number of acres cultivated in wheat and oats is not as large as it should be, but owing to
the comparative failure of the wheat and oats crops last year it was very difficult to
little or
get them to try again. They had worked well and faithfully, but received
no reward in return therefor, their wheat averaging but about five bushels to the acre.
This year it will go at least eighteen. They are very much encouraged, and many of
those who have not as yet attempted the regular and permanent cultivation of their
claims are disposed to do so ; and next year I am confident that I will be able to report a much greater number of acres under cultivation. More wheat and oats to
harvest and thresh will necessitate more reapers ; indeed the number on hand now is

There has been cut and put up 2,500 tons of hay.

is

not adequate.
The mechanical industry of the agency is one of the most important branches.
They consist of the flouring mill, saw mill, carpenter, tinsmith, and blacksmith shops.
With the exception of the blacksmith shop they are under the immediate supervision
of P. B, Gordon, agency engineer. The labor of the shop is performed by Indian apprentices. There are altogether nine of the young men of the tribe working at the
various trades, and they show an aptness in acquiring a knowledge of skilled labor.
The houses built by the Indians for their own occupancy would be comfortable
even during the severe cold incident to the winters of this latitude, had they shingles
for roofs and lumber suitable for floors. Owing to the great scarcity of timber for making shingles and flooring the Indian is perforce obliged to depend on the department for
material for the same. The dirt roofs and floors are damp, unhealthy, and unclean.
Many Indians have no place in which to live except the tent or tepee, and while this
is the case it is not the fault of the Indians.
Many of them have their logs ready in
the timber, and nearly, if not all, would go to work to
get out logs were there any assurance that they could get teams to haul their logs to the mill and to their claims,
and could they get shingles and flooring for the same but as matters now stand there
is little or no inducement for the Indians to
try to make improvements. Shingles
and flooring would at this time be a very important civilizing agent, would do much
to induce Indians to build houses on their claims and
go to work to improve the
same.
Much trouble is given me; indeed, about all the trouble and dissatisfaction that exists on the reservation arise from the
disposition of the Indians to trade cattle
that have been issued to them. This
is, in my judgment, in part, if not wholly
caused by the machinations of the trader and other interested
By ways
numerous and devious the Indians are led to think that the Great parties.
Father gave them
these cattle to do with them as they
pleased, and that in my efforts to stop their selling of issue cattle and their offspring, I am not
out the wishes of the department but am acting the part of a petty tyrant. carrying
The trading and disposal of cattle
that have been issued to the Indians is a direct violation of the rules and
regulations
of the department, and these men know
it, yet they disregard them constantly, and
intimate
that
can
do as they please and they will not be disturbed.
arrogantly
they
;
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total

number of Indians and mixed bloods

oil

the reservations

is

as follows:

834
897
119
127

Full blood males
Full blood females
Mixed blood males
Mixed blood females
Total

1,

Number under
Males
Females

.

.

20

:

414
392

.

806

Total

The physician reports the number of cases treated,

Number

977

610.

of deaths from all sources:
50
43

Males
Females

93

Total deaths

Number

of births

:

45
39

Males
Females

84

Total births..

9
Decrease during the year
The agency boarding-school building was so far completed that the school was
opened on the 8th day of February, and was continued until June 30, 1882. There
were enrolled during the term 32 boys and 31 girls, making in all 63 children. Owing
to the absence of any record I am unable to determine the average attendance.
Since my advent there has been a vacation in the active school Avork and but
few of the children remained at the building. My opinion is that the school will
prove a source of great good to this people. For from the rising generation must we
look for that improvement in the condition of the "children of the forest" so devoutly prayed and longed for. The seed sown by the school it is hoped will in the
near future bring forth fruit in abundance. Besides teaching the rudimentary branches
the children are taught to speak English taught the manners and ways of the
whites in a word, Americanized the girls are taught sewing, housekeeping, &c. ; the
boys to work on the farm and in the garden.
I reorganized the Indian police July 1, 1882, and I cannot say too much in praise of
their efficiency and faithfulness. The Indian police system is fast becoming a terror
to evil-doers, both white and red. The force could be made more effective were there
a unity of action among the different police, organizations of the agencies. I would
respectfully suggest to the department and to the various agencies the advisability of
a more thorough organization and united action also that proper books be furnished
A book of this
iu which a record of the transactions of the police shall be recorded.
kind, properly kept, would be very valuable for reference.
I would sing you the same old tune that you have heard so often, and harkened to
so little.
The agency buildings are in a fearful condition, and new buildings are absolutely necessary and I would most respectfully but earnestly ask that steps be taken
for the erection of an agent's dwelling, and one or two houses for employ6s, and for the
;

;

;

;

;

repair of those here.

Respectfully submitted.

WILLIAM

THE COMMISSIONER ov INDIAN AFFAIRS.

.

SIR

:

M. RIDPATH,

United States Indian Agent

FORT HALL AGENCY,

.

In compliance with instructions, I

Ross Fork, Idaho, September 9, 1882.
have the honor to submit my first annual

report.

The Indians on

have been peaceable and quiet the past year, and not a
against an Indian here. A large portion of themhave
been engaged in agriculture, and are now at work finishing up their harvest. There
have been about 900 engaged in agriculture, about 400 in hunting and fishing, and
this reserve

man has made complaint
5153

4

to

me
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about 300 have led a lazy, vagabond life, begging aud complaining, and nothing but
live in houses, and most of those that do are
plenty of food satisfies them. But few
near the agency. Their farms are near Ross Fork, south of the agency, and along that

where there is plenty of scrub cedar and cottonwood for fuel, and good pasturage
near for their ponies. Those that leave houses for the winter generally find doors
and windows gone on their return in the spring.
In agriculture they have made excellent progress the past season, better than was
the spring cold and
expected early in the spring. The winter had been very severe,
work till May. I endeavored to encourage all I could
late, so they did not commence
I let as many as I could,
to engage in farming and put in all the crop possible.
that had new land to break, have a yoke of agency oxen to break it with, and as soon
In this way
as one got his land broken he would let another Indian take the oxen.
they kept five yoke at work, and broke over 120 acres of new land. I found there was
a scarcity of seed, and many seemed to think the government would furnish seed as it
had, unexpectedly to them, two years before, when they changed their seed. I issued
but
all the seed we had at the agency, and still they did not get all they needed
they have raised about 4,700 bushels of wheat, 4,950 bushels of oats, 2,430 bushels of
potatoes, and over 1,000 bushels of turnips, besides cutting and putting up over 900
tons of hay. They have also made over eight miles of new fencing; the stakes and
three to eight miles.
poles for this fence have had to be hauled from
"
I found the Indians depended wholly on
Washington," they would say, not only
for subsistence but everything needed. When I could not supply their wants I would
sometimes tell them how they could buy and pay for the articles wanted. They would
"
reply,
No, Washington give Indian all ; you no ask him for it." But after the reduction of rations, June 30, many of them began to realize that they would have to
depend more upon their labor, and the result has been they have bought and paid for
3 mowing machines, 6 sulky hay-rakes, and 2 lumber wagons. With the 7 agency
mowing machines they have used, they had 10 mowers at work for over three weeks.
The Indians who purchased these mowers had a little trouble with others on account
of jealousies. The above articles are the first property, except a pony or a gun, they
have ever bought for themselves.
;

GAMBLING.

Gambling is the prevailing vice, and keeps them back in all
were broken up their progress would be much easier.

civilized pursuits.

If

this vice

SANITARY CONDITION.
There has been uo improvement in their sanitary condition. The great mortality
the young whole families of children dying off while
very young can undoubtedly be traced, mostly, to hereditary syphilis. Some do not have a child live to
be a year old.
INDIAN POLICE.

among

The Indian police was organized last January, and have done
good service. I
called their attention to drinking and
and but two Indians have been
known to be drunk on the reserve since drunkenness,
the police were organized, and they were arrested and told where they bought their
liquor; but the offender escaped before the
officer could get to his residence.
They have not only broken up the liquor traffic,
biit horse-stealing, on the reserve.
SCHOOL.

The boarding-school has been kept up nine months
during the past year. It has
labored under several
disadvantages a poor school-house, lack of interest by the
Indians, and the opposition of many of the Indians.
:

MISSIONARY WORK.
There has been no regular
missionary here. Sabbath-school tfas been kept up for
the benent of the school and
employe's. A number of Indians have attended reguand
manifested great interest in Bible
larly
history.

CONCLUSION.

Every appliance and means in my power has been used to encourage aud interest
these Indians in civilized pursuits. I can see there
has been progresl it has been
;
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necessarily slow, but it should be encouraged in every direction that promises good
In agriculture and in securing property they have made good advancement.
results.
In rny negotiations with them I can see they are gradually dropping some of their old
Still there is a great field
prejudices, and trying to learn what is required of them.
for years of labor and thought to bring them Tip to the standard needed.

Respectfully, yours,

A. L. COOK,
United Slates Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER or INDIAN AFFAIRS.

LEMHI INDIAN AGENCY, IDAHO,
SIR

:

Agency

I

beg to submit the following as

my

August 26, 1882.
second annual report of the Lemhi

:

This reservation is said to contain about 100 square miles of land, but only a small
portion of it, viz, that part through which the Lemhi Valley runs, can ever be made
available for farming, and I am thankful to say that, judging from the recent progress and present interest manifested by our Indians in this direction, it will not be
many years before they will have all the available land under cultivation. Last year
there were 21 families who were engaged in farming this year the number has increased to 29, and the attention they pay to the instruction we give them as to cultivation, irrigation, &c., is most gratifying.
I estimate the amount of crop raised by our farming Indians this year will be as
follows: Wheat, 30 bushels; oats, 2,200 bushels; potatoes, 100 bushels; turnips, 50
bushels. For the use of the agency stock I have 22 acres in oats, which I expect will
produce about 1,000 bushels. With the oats there was sown a quantity of timothy,
which will come in for our next and succeeding years' supply of hay.
It would be a good thing if a large quantity of wire fencing could be sent out here,
as it is next to impossible to keep the sqnaws from burning the fence-rails during the
winter, and even while the grain is ripening the rails will disappear as if by magic,
and a baud of horses are seen regaling themselves at their leisure.
The number of Indians for irregular work has largely increased. When I came to
this agency, in July, 1881, it was difficult to get more than two or three Indians to
work for several days in succession, but by dint of encouragement and persuasion (in
which I have received valuable assistance from the clerk, Mr. W. F. Boxwell), the
number has steadily increased, until we now have about 15 that Ave can depend upon
for any special work that may be required.
Still there is one matter that turns up
unpleasantly each time there is work to be done, and that is the low wages paid by
the Government to the Indians. Fifty cents per day is too little, especially when the
farmers in this valley pay the Indians from one dollar to a dollar and a half per day,
and plenty of good food besides. During the last year these working Indians have
accomplished a large amount of really useful labor in connection with this reservation.
When Mr. John A. Wright was in charge of this agency, about three years ago, he
commenced making a road to the mountains, where there is a good supply of timber.
Shortly after arriving here I saw the necessity for such a road, in order to get logs,
poles, &c., so I got the Indians to work, and the grading, filling, and bridging waa
very soon done, and now we have a good road completed for a distance of about eight
miles into a belt of fine growing timber, of the kind known as red fir. From this
source I expect to get an ample supply of saw-logs for cutting into lumber with our
agency mill, now in course of construction.
There is another important piece of work that these Indians have been engaged
upon, viz, excavating a mill-race or ditch for bringing the water from Haydon Creek to
the mill site, a distance of about one mile. About four-fifths of this is done ; and when
it is considered that the
greater part of this work has been done along the side of a
mountain, frequently through a mass of hard rock, I think they deserve all the encouragement that can be given them.
The Indians on this reservation are what is known as the mixed Shoshones, Bannocks, and Sheepeaters. They number 750, viz Males, 390 females, 360. There
have been 60 births during the year and 27 deaths.
On taking charge of this agency I found that there was a great deal of suffering
among the Indians, as there was no agency physician to attend to them in case of
sickness, accident, &c., and all that the medicine men of the tribe did was to chant
or howl or stretch themselves upon the patient, and,- by
drawing deep breaths, endeavor to get the bad spirit from the place where the pain was. I am thankful to
say there is a decided improvement in this direction. A limited knowledge of medicine and surgery, acquired during military life, with the advantage of a fair supply
of drugs and appliances, has enabled me, with the Divine
blessing, to treat the sick;

:

;
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nesses

and accidents of these people

so successfully that their confidence in the

"white

man's medicine" seems to be fully established. In proof of which I may mention
that I vaccinated large numbers of them last spring, and among those vaccinated
were all the Indians, young and old, belonging to the principal medicine man of the
tribe and out of seven patients that I attended to one morning recently two of them
were medicine men, a circumstance which was noted by an Indian present, who made
the remark that if the "white man's medicine" was good for the medicine men it
was good for the other Indians too.
The school, which was so much needed, and which most of the Indians seemed anxious to have, was opened last month. There has been considerable difficulty in connection with starting it, in consequence of an element of opposition that I had not
anticipated, viz, the unwillingness of the mothers to allow the children to attend
school, as they have a fixed belief that the children will die if they go to school and
it was nothing unusual, after we had gathered a few of the children together for
some of the mothers or grandmothers to rush into school and take away the chilThis superdreu, as if they were removing them from some imminent danger.
stition is a deep-rooted one, and it will take a long time to remove it but I have
been glad to see that the presence of five of my own children in the school has not
been without its effect in this matter, for up to within a few days of the 17th instant,
when the school closed for the harvest vacation, there were nine Indian boys in regular attendance. And very often a few of the men from twenty to thirty years of age
would come into the school and take part in the exercises, being evidently interested
in the object-lessons, which the teaching principally consists of.
I have had some trouble with our Indians on the liquor question, which here, as in
civilized life, works evil, and only evil, andjjthat continually. At Salmon City, a town
30 miles from this agency, there is a community of Chinamen, some of whom were
making a regular trade of selling liquor to the Indians, but they did it so stealthily
that it was almost impossible to catch them. On the 14th instant I had a clear case
" Ah
Pew," and by the night of the 15th he
against the worst of the lot, one named
had been tried under the territorial law, found guilty by the jury, and sentenced by
Judge Beatty, of the probate court, to a fine of $100 and 30 days imprisonment, and
in default of payment, a further imprisonment of one day for every $2 of the fine.
Great praise is due to Col. J. S. Fain for the ability and earnestness with which heconducted this prosecution, the successful issue of Avhich will, I believe, stop thin
vile business for sometime, at any rate.
The agency buildings are insufficient in room and totally unfit for the accommodation of those who, giving up the advantages of civilized life, are certainly entitled
to a comfortable house to live in. But this state of things, I am happy to say, is not
to continue, as the department has met the most pressing necessity of the case by authorizing me to erect a dwelling-house for the agent and a cottage for the clerk.
Both of these I expect to have completed before the winter sets in.
In concluding this report I feel bound to say that it is a very great pity that in consequence of the meager appropriation for the current fiscal year, I am compelled to
do without an assistant farmer, for it is my firm conviction that the civilization of
these people (for whose condition we are morally as well as legally responsible) cannot be hastened by cutting off the necessary employe's.
In addition to its being my duty to do my utmost to improve the condition of the
Indians under my care, I feel a deep interest in their welfare, and I cannot help expressing my hearty thanks to the department for the ready help afforded me upon all
;

;

;

occasions.
I

am,

sir,

yours most respectfully,

JOHN HARRIES,
United States Indian Agent.
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NEZ PERCE AGENCY, IDAHO,
September 18, 1882.

have the honor to submit this my first annual report. I relieved Ex-Agent
Charles D. Warner June 30, 1882, and entered upon the duties of office July 1, 1882.
Haying assumed charge so late in the year, I am not able to render a correct representation of affairs on this reserve, on account of not having been able, as yet, to make a
personal inspection of the various settlements within the bounds of the reservation.
As regards statistical reports'my information was received from, viz Dr. W. V. Coffin as to sanitary matters, Rev. G. L. Deff'enbaugh as to religion, and personal application and ex-agent Warner's report of last year for the balance. Next year I
shall depend upon my own efforts, and compile my reports from office records.
SIR

:

I

:
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AGRICULTURE.

The amount of land upou which wheat, oats, ami barley can be raised has heretofore been greatly underrated, and should be changed in the statistical report to at
I do not pretend to say that vegetables can be raised on all of
least 300,000 acres.
said lauds, as probably nine-tenths of the same is too high for vegetable growing.
From what I can gather, the cultivated acreage is in excess of that of last year, but
on account of the severe drought the crops are much lighter, necessitating many to
rego to the fishing grounds to catch salmon for winter use. The amount of grain
full
ported as raised by the Indians is estimated, but I think the estimate covers the

amount

raised.

STOCK.

The sales of horses
crease.

and horned stock by the Indians about balances the natural

in-

IMPROVEMENTS MADE.
During the year a fine, large boarding-school building has been erected at this
agency, as also a new saw and grist mill. The same were very much needed, and will
be of A-ast benefit to the Indians living in this vicinity.

IMPROVEMENTS BEING MADE.
Under authority from the department, I have taken the preliminary steps to repair
new boiler is to be
the grist and saw mills at Kamiah sub-agency on this reserve.
put in place, the engine to be thoroughly overhauled and put in complete repair the
saw-mill is to receive two new saws, the grist-mill a new smutter, and both mills are
to be supplied with new belting, new underpinning, bracing, floors, and put in complete repair throughout, as near as possible. This will be one of the most advantageous expenditures that could be made, as the mills as they stood were of but little servA small hotel-range will be put in place in the boarding-school at
ice to any one.
Kamiah this fall, to the delight of all concerned.

A

;

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED.
The boarding and lodging industrial school building at Kamiah needs renovating
throughout. Underpinning in that section of the country seems to decay very rapA stone foundation
idly, on account of which the floors are sunken and very uneven.
all around the building is much needed, as also stone piers at various points under the
building. Wooden blocks could be used again, which will have to be the case this
season. The dormitories should be supplied with iron bedsteads, same as at Lapwai.
Thus vermin are prevented finding lodgment in the beds occupied by the scholars.
The number needed is fifteen ; the cost would be about ten dollars each if made of
one and one half-inch gas pipe, and that is the best material and makes the best bedThe rooms should receive new lining and paper, and the building should be
steads.
painted inside and out.
The fencing, both the government's and the Indians', is in a dilapidated condition,
and will require time, labor, and money to make it appear as it should.
,

EMPLOYES.
I am stripped of employ6s outside of the schools and mills, and a physician, on acmade no provision for blacksmiths, carpenters, engineers,
and farmers, at least, so far as this agency is concerned. The shops are now closed,
which is a sad mistake. Indians would like assistance in building houses, but on account of scarcity of funds they must defer such improvements this year. Young Indians are anxious to enter the shops as apprentices, but there being none to teach
they are debarred cultivating that desire. Some means should be devised whereby
a blacksmith for both Lapwai and Kamiah can be furnished, to commence work not
later than March 1, 1883, that the Indians may have their agricultural implements
repaired, to go into the spring work not fettered by a lack of such repairs. Unless
such funds are furnished the report from this reserve, under the head of agriculture,

count of Congress having

.
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see the necessity of furnishing apnext year will show a decrease, I fear. They now
to show their desires in that direction
prentices, and if only given an opportunity
1 will have two apprentices
w\l? respond readily. Commencing with October 1, 1882,
in tho mills at Lapwai.

EDUCATION.
the advancement made during the
I am not prepared to judge, personally, as to
of the teachers the improveyear past in educational matters, but from the reports
ment is marked The schools were closed for vacation July 1, and will open at such
Francisco when
time as the necessary supplies are received from New York and San
the purchasing
this will be is hard'to tell. The department took from this agency
and proposes to
power which has not been the case during the past twelve years
furnish all supplies under its own contracts. Supplies coming from New York will
20.
probably reach this agency from November 10 to
repairing and manuThe school employe's are and will continue to be engaged
the school gardens, cleaning up and
facturing clothing for the scholars, harvesting
of school, when the time arrives for its convening.
getting in readiness for the new term
;

m

MISSIONARY LABORS.
Rev. G. L. Deffenbaugh seems to be devoting his whole energy to the christianization of this people, and God speed him in his noble work. The same can be truly
said of Misses Sue and Kate McBeth.

GENERAL REMARKS.
Under this head, I believe, suggestions are in order. I think the department made
a mistake in purchasing all the supplies in New York and San Francisco. Said action would probably work well as to dry goods, but as to groceries and hardware it
I have received invoices from San Francisco covering only the purchase of
will not.
On the four items named I could have saved $330.90
nails, beans, bacon, and soap.
by going into the open market at Lewiston and purchasing the supplies invoiced as
above stated. The department pays freight from San Fraucisco'to Lewistou at the
I can purchase beans in Lewiston for
rate of four and a half cents per pound.
less than the freight which the department pays on those purchased in San Francisco.
I can get beans in Lewiston for 4 cents, and can purchase bacon at 6 cents
per pound less than the department delivers it at Lewistou soap 4 cents per pound
The department also pays four and one-half
less, and nails at $1.80 per keg less.
cents per pound freight on 827 pounds tare. In other words, I can purchase the supplies above named in Lewiston, and in open market, for 31 per cent, less than the
department delivers them at Lewiston. All other supplies under the head of "groceries" and "hardware," will present a similar result; hence I trust that in the
future th6 purchasing power will rerrtain with the agent, so far as this agency is
concerned.
Not knowing what supplies have been purchased for this agency, I am not prepared
to suggest what implements should be furnished for such Indians as are desirous and
anxious to enter upon civilized pursuits. There are about 30 young men, the most
of them married, who will need an outfit in the spring, and who, I trust, will he encouraged in their desires.
In conclusion allow me to thank you for the courtesy and kindness I have received
at your hands, during my two and a hajf month's service, and permit me to remain,
;

Very

respectfully,

CHAS.

E.

MONTIETH,

United States Indian Agent.
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CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY,
Darlinylon, Idaho, /September

1,

1882.

SIR I have the honor to submit the following as my eleventh annual report of the
condition of affairs at this agency, this report being for the year ending August 31,
:

1882:
Population.

Name

of

triUfe.
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Eeno and other parties, which is
and a considerable quantity for the military at Fort
viz
represented as follows,
Their own supplies, 1,942,520 pounds.... ...............................
* wy no
uu
000 pounds ..............................
Military and other parties, 301,
...........
25, 740 50
Total for year ending August 31, 1882, 2,243,520 pounds
road on a
the
on
be
can
placed
The two tribes now own 256 wagons, all of which
of freight at one trip. They
day's notice, and are capable of moving 750,000 pounds
and comparahave been encouraged and assisted in making exchange of their small
and they now readily see and aptively worthless ponies for mules or larger horses,
for while their small unbroken
preciate the advantage gained by such exchange,
mule and well broken horse
ponies would haul 1,800 to 2,000 pounds, their improved
with
teams readily move 3,000 to 4,000 pounds, making the receipts about double and
less trouble and labor.
While the transportation enterprise is a good one and furnishes some very excelK
from all sources is not suffiemployment, the total amount of all obtainable supplies
hence this incient to keep busy one-half of those who would like to be employed,
of obtaining a livelihood, and i
dustry cannot be relied upon as a permanent means
we would have all engaged in an effort to obtain their own support other industries
must be introduced and placed within their reach.
:

^'S2

FARMING.
to produce excelDuring the season the rainfall has been sufficient in this country
and the Arapahoes have generally planted about the usual acreage, and a
few have increased the size of their fields, and where the proper care and labor has
been bestowed in the cultivation of their crops, a good yield will be realized some
of them will have corn to sell, and many have enjoyed an abundance of melons of
their own raising, and have had some to sell. The Cheyennes (as also a few Arapato dry
hoes) generally had been so unsuccessful during the past two years, owing
lent crops,

;

weather, as to completely discourage them in the effort to till the soil, and consequently very few of them planted fields.
Some of these, however, have manifested a greater interest in their small herds of
The Arapahoes, as a rule, have carefully
cattle, and desire to increase the number.
guarded their cattle herds, and as they witness a steady increase in numbers and
value, they are being convinced that the herd of cattle will do to rely upon more than
any other enterprise in this country. In my judgment it would be money well expended to purchase for these Indians each year a number of young she cattle to be
held and properly improved to be delivered only to those who have proved themselves trustworthy and competent to care for a small herd. This conclusion can be
safely arrived at by the success and care manifested by the Indians who have already
been trusted with cattle, and the real progress made by others.

NORTHERN CHEYENNES.

On the 6th of October, 1881, Little Chief with his band, in all 235 persons, by authority from the department, left this agency and proceeded to Pine Eidge Agency,
in Dakota. On arriving at Pine Eidge it was found that his band enrolled 317 souls,
82 having joined the party secretly and without authority. It was hoped that this
exodus would have relieved this agency of the persistent press and annoyance of
those desiring to go north; but such was not the case. Basing this conclusion on the
statement made to him in writing by the honorable Secretary of the Interior, Little
Chief had good reason to believe that the rest of the Northern Cheyeunes would be
permitted to return north during the present season, and by the time he reached this
agency he gave it to his people as a positive promise that they would go after spending "one more winter" here.

To this the Northern Cheyennes remaining here have
will cling until allowed to return to their former home in
Dakota. Their dissatisfaction here prevents them from making any progress, and is
the constant source of much annoyance and disturbance among the Indians who recognize this agency as their home. I am satisfied these people will do well if allowed
to return and remain where they can feel at home.
clung, and in

my judgment

SCHOOLS.

The two agency schools have been in successful operation during the year, with an
average attendance of 227 pupils, including those in attendance at the Mennonite
mission, 17 in number. The progress of the pupils has been good, and especially in
speaking the English language outside of the school-room, now it is not so difficult
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may be accounted for in part by the fact that a younger class of children have
been admitted who more readily acquire our language and are more communicative,
and in part by the apparently slow but steady iuroad that is being wrought on the
native element and prejudices of the Indian and acceptance of the ways of civilizaThis

tion.

The school-farms at the agency schools have been planted and successfully cultivated during the season by the school boys, nnder the supervision of the superintendents in charge, and a good crop of vegetables and some forage (corn) has been realized.
The vegetables thus obtained furnish a delightful change in table comforts, and the
children really enjoy the field work and take an interest in it, from the stand-point of
the benefits derived. The boys have also had charge of the school herd, consisting
principally of cows and calves, and have furnished the table with milk, the labor
being performed by themselves. The girls have also been taught all kinds of housework, sewing, mending, washing, and cooking, and it is noticeable in camp that when
school girls have returned to live the lodge is kept in much better condition, mauy
little changes and comforts are introduced, and the cooking is better, all traceable
to the knowledge and influence of the school girl.
And in this connection it is proper to state that during the year some of the teachers at the agency have organized a "sewing and cooking circle," for the purpose of
instructing Indian women in sewing and cooking and general housework. In this they
have generally confined their instruction to the wives of Indian employ6s. In this
work they have received much substantial aid from the good ladies in the East, and
have through their generosity been able to purchase some valuable help to women
in camp, in making their home more comfortable and their tables more inviting.
Every effort put forth to elevate the Indian women and inspire them with confidence
in their right and privilege to enjoy a life of freedom will have its influence in saving
the race, for without pure mothers we cannot expect progress.
Eighteen children from the Carlisle school were returned during the year, arriving
at the agency July 10, 1882, the time for which they were enrolled (three years), having
expired on the 23d August, 1882. Twenty-nine other children from this agency, (14
boys and 15 girls) were sent to Carlisle in charge of Professor Lippincott, of Dickenson College, Carlisle, Pa. These last children are sent with the understanding that
they are to remain in school for a term of five years. It is believed that during a.
term of five years' training and association with the whites, and under wholesome influences, the children will have so far advanced in their studies and in formation of character as to be better able to meet and withstand the nnwholsome camp influences
which are brought to bear upon their return home.
Some of the young men and older girls just returned have been given positions in
the shops and in the schools, and show forth by their knowledge of the work assigned them and the promptness by which they execute the same, that the training
received at Carlisle has been thorough and well directed.
In connection with industrial training I can report that through the efforts of Rev.
S. S. Haury, Mennonite missionary at the agency, 15 boys (Arapahoes) were taken
from this agency in June and placed with farmers in the vicinity of Halstead, Kans.
where they have been engaged in harvest fields, cultivating corn, seeding, &c., a
portion of whom expect to remain with these families for one or more years. In this
way they will learn more of home life and home duties than will be possible for
them to learn in any of our boarding-schools. They are to be given school privileges
the same as other farmers' boys. There should be a fund made available for placing
Indian children in suitable families in the States. This would enable the government to place many hundreds of Indian children under good influences and wholesome training. What is wanted most is to bring the Indian youth more in contact
with our civilization, in order that they may know better what it is, and adopt it for
themselves, so that they may apply it in their every-day lives.
,

INDIAN POLICE.

A

number of important arrests have been made by the Indian police during the
year, and many perplexing questions have been settled by and through them ; especially is this the case in its application to the many pony questions, which arise
among the Indians and with the whites. Through faithful police I have been informed of threatened difficulties and trouble in time to prevent advantage being
taken, and I may safely say that the knowledge of the existence of such a force has
had a wholesome effect on the actions of Indians that otherwise would give
trouble, and also over the movements of lawless whites, who are always found on the
frontier.

SANITARY.

Daring July and August of this year malarial fevers have prevailed among the In-
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and the death rate was
and whites, assuming a malignant form iu many cases
'<
medicinefailure of their own
creased until the Indians became alarmed at the
" and confided in the success of the agency physcian
relief, and in algiving
men
time their recovery has
most every case where the agency physician was called
are attributable to the
been sure and speedy. The prevailing malarial affections
in the ponds and deunueual amount of rainfall, causing stagnant water to stand
liaiis

m
m

pressions.

AGENCY BUILDINGS.

The brick for a commodious line of shops for carpenter, blacksmith, and tinner has
be ready
been completed. The carpenter work of same is now in progress and they will
of shops will enable
to occupy during the coining winter. The capacity of this line
friction.
us to accommodate more apprentices and accomplish more work with less
The old shops have been unfit for occupancy for some time, and in them tools and
material could not be properly cared for and protected.
RESERVATION.

The question of reservation very naturally concerns the Cheyeuues and Arapahoes,
as they are not allowed now to settle on their treaty lands, and the one on which they
are now located has never been confirmed to them, and consequently are only tempothe notorious "Oklahoma Payne" is a source of
rary. The continued incursions of
constant fear and anxiety, and unless the Indians can be assured in some legal form
that they will be protected in the possession of their lands and homes they will not
likely make any very extensive improvements.
ANNUITIES.

The usual quantity (though entirely inadequate for their necessities) of annuities
in December, 1881.
lots, and when all were in the issue was made,
The quality of the goods furnished was good and well adapted to their needs.
were received in

SUBSISTENCE.

The original appropriation as passed by Congress for the subsistence of these Indians
was not sufficient to give them full rations, and an order, was issued by the department
requiring a reduction of about one-third in the beef ration. This was the source of
much uneasiness among the Indians, and in the effort to enforce the order the Indians
informed me that they could not subsist on the ration as reduced, and threatened to proceed to the herd of the contractor, and kill sufficient to make up the deficiency. This
emergency was met and the trouble averted by the military supplying the deficiency
for one week. In the meantime Congress made provision for full rations, and orders
were received to continue

full rations until further orders.
there would be a deficiency in beef for the current fiscal year
a council was called to consider the propriety of allowing the department to use their
annuity funds in the purchase of beef, and it was unanimously agreed to let those
funds be so applied. All said they could manage to live without their annuities, but
meat they must have. I think I may safely say for these people in future, should there
be a deficiency, cut off everything but beef, and perhaps the time is not far distant
when such a measure might be resorted to without serious results. As it is the aim of
the government, and justly, too, to try to lead these people as soon as possible to a
condition in which they may support themselves, all practical means should be resorted
to and placed before them to make such a thing possible, and to this end no trinkets
or luxuries should be purchased them at government expense, and clothing, sugar,
.coffee, bacon, soap, beans, and flour should be dropped before beef.

When it was believed

TRESPASSING HERDS.

Much annoyance has been

experienced during the past winter from cattle drifting
from the Cherokee strip, north of this reservation, and the Indians claim that a number of their cattle have been driven off with drift-cattle and as an offset to this charge
herders on the "strip" claim that numbers of their cattle have been killed by the Indians. Based upon instructions received from the Indian Office, orders were issued
from this office requiring that cattle trespassing upon this reservation should be removed, and request was made of the commanding officer at Fort Reno, I. T., to enforce
this order should any be found on the reservation on and after August 10, 1882.
For
the time being the cattle were promptly placed beyond the line, but so long as the
between
this
only protection
reservation, the Cherokee strip, and the Pan Handle of
Texas, is an imaginary line, so long will the grass of this reservation feed many hundreds of cattle on the north and west.
;
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One of tin- greatest sources of annoyance lias been the promiscuous drive of cattle
in almost every direction over the reservation by herds passing from Texas to the
shipping points at Cal dwell and Hunney well, Kansas. In order to prevent such trouble
as this, notice was extensively published informing drovers that the only authorized
trails across this reservation are first east of this agency 16 miles, and second west of
cantonment 10 rniles.
MISSIONARY LAHOR.
For information 011 this subject attention is called to the reports herewith of Rev.
Hanry, Mennonite missionary Rev. J. B. Wicks, Episcopal missionary Rev E.
(J. Tuber, Friends missionary, all of whom have rendered excellent service during
the year and are laying foundations for more extensive work in the future. The sad
loss sustained by Rev. S. S. Haury and his excellent wife in the burning of their mission building and the death from suffocation of their own dear babe and three of the
small Indian children was certainly a test of their faith in the work, and that they
continued steadfast in the work is evidence of their entire consecration to the work.
S. S.

;

;

Congress made the quite liberal appropriation of $5,000 to replace the building destroyed by lire, and at present the new building, much enlarged and of brick, is in
course of construction, and it is their purpose to be able to reopen their mission school
for the Arapahoes early in December of this year.
Rev. J. B. Wicks is building a residence at this agency, and will be joined by his
family about the middle of September this year. I may also report that David
Pendleton, the Cheyenne Indian educated for the ministry at Paris Hill, N. Y., holds
fast the faith, and has done excellent missionary work among his people during the
past year.
CONCLUSION*.
things together, the past year has been one of unusual labor and anxiety
of the Indians and the various interests connected with the service,
and although all has not been accomplished that we desire in the effort to promote
the best interests of the Indians and in conformity with the wishes of my superior officers, yet I feel that I may humbly say that I have tried to do my duty according to
my best judgment, and must leave the results to Him who knows the end from the beginning. Statistical information and supplemental reports herewith.

Taking

in the

all

management

Verv

respectfully.

JNO. D. MILES,
Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIOXICH OF IXPIAX AFFAIRS.

AUGUST

30, 1882.

have the honor to submit the third annual report of Cheyenne manual labor
and boarding school.]
Enrollment for the year:
66
Males
55
Females
SIR:

I

121

Total

Average attendance
Males

:

63
46

Females
Total average attendance

Number

of deaths

'.

:

Males
Females

Number

released from school on account of sickness

Males
Females

Number

transferred to Carlisle

Girls
J?ovs_.

:

3
3
:

(i

1

(
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The

school started

oft'

in promptly seeiningly
very pleasantly, the children coming

and healthier look"camp life." Most of the children came in nmch stronger
of the larger boys and
than when they went out two months before. Several
the- vacation andsomewera

tired of

in*

come back, some having been married during
of about 20, which had to be replaced with
employed elsewhere, having a shortage
children from camp.
The children seem to have taken a greater interest m their studies this year -than
and
ever before, 47 boys and 28 girls reading and writing English understanding! y
children
in mental arithmetic, Avriting, and geography some of them excelling any
with
I ever saw, one large class getting so they could add a long column of lignres
girls did not

.

,

almost lightning rapidity.
The teachers adopted the plan of having one hour every evening for study, all the
children coming together in their school rooms, talking over the lessons of the'day,
the teachers explaining anything not thoroughly understood. The children were allowed to communicate with each other, provided they spoke on/// English. This proved
a source of great benefit to all, as is proven by their rapid advancement in speakingEnglish this year.
Several of the children have developed quite a talent for music, both vocal and inA few can play several
strumental, which has been cultivated as much as possible.
tunes on the organ, and quite a number are- very good singers.
Runaways have become very scarce, the cause generally being poor health, either
themselves or in the family. Several instances when the children ran away the
has not been
parents brought them back immediately. The industrial department
care of stock,
neglected, the boys having received instructions in farming, teaming,
cutting wood, building fence, setting out trees and shrubs, milking, sweeping, &c.,
the girls in cooking, sewing, laundry, and general housework. Their interest in this
department has not increased in the same ratio as in the literary, but their advancement has been very marked, doing good work under the instructions of those employed for the purpose. The boys have hauled about 100 cords of wood a distance of
4 to 6 miles and cut the same into stove wood cultivated 8 acres of corn, 5 acres of
of
millet, 3 acres of oats, 1 acre of potatoes, and about 3 acres of garden, from all
which we received a bountiful return. The children are all very fond of vegetables,
and would rather work in the garden than any place else, any of the boys considering
it a favor to be detailed from the school-room to spend half a day planting seeds or
hoeing. Sewing and washing seem to be the favorite work with the girls in the sewing-room several girls render very efficient service, one girl (Minnie Little Elk,
one of the number transferred to Carlisle) getting to be quite an expert at cutting
;

;

and

fitting.

this year Avas the dining-room. As there was
took almost the entire time of either matron or assistant when their presence was sadly needed in other parts of the house. I wish to call
special attention to Mr. Hadley's report for 1881 in regard to "dining-room work.
Last spring we gathered something over 100 of the "mission herd," which has been
herded by the boys. The cattle are in fine condition, and with proper care can in the
course of a few years aid very materially in purchasing supplies for school.
The health of the school, as shown in the first part of my report, has not been very
good. Some of the children have been affected with a kind of malarial fever, but the
most common trouble has been with the throat and lungs. Quite a number of the
children also have had the whooping cough. I think if we could have single iron ~bcd
the health of the school would be very much improved, as the present system of sleeping two and three in one bed, and from ten to twenty in one room, is certainly not
productive of good health.
One of the most interesting features of the school this year has been the evening
collection, when after the day's work is over the children have been gathered together
and spend from twenty to thirty minutes in devotional exercises, consisting of siugMost all of
ing, reading, and reciting portions of scripture, both in concert and alone.
the children when their names are called can rise and repeat a large number of psalms
and verses in a manner very creditable to themselves and their instructors. At first
they were very timid about standing up and speaking English before the school and
visitors who might happen to be present, but constant drill has overcome their timidity, and they are now equal if not superior to any school of white children of their age.
I have the honor to
be, your obedient servant.

One continual source of annoyance

no dining-room

girl allowed, it

1

FRANK

B.

'

HUTCHISON,
Industrial Teacher.

JOHN

D. MILKS,

United

Stati-x

Indian Atjetd.
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CHEYENNE AND ARAPAIIO AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY,

Auguxt 28, 1882.
accordance with your request, I cheerfully submit my annual report of the
Arapaho manual labor and boarding school for the year ending August 31, 1882.
On the 16th of May, 1882, I took charge of this school, and finding the number of
had diminished
pupils, which at the opening of the school September 1, 1881, was 116,
I succeeded in bringing in
to 90, I put forth all my efforts to increase the number.
time I took
to
the
From the beginning of the school year
5, making the number 95.
charge there had been 26 runaways but from that time till the end of the year 3 went
home 011 account of sickness, one I expelled on account of constant misbehavior, and
9 of the largest boys were taken to Kansas and placed upon farms by Missionary S. S.
Haury. Although we miss them from our school, we can but encourage this method
of educating and civilizing our Indian boys and girls.
The advancement of the pupils in a literary way has been very satisfactory; as they
get more familiar Avith their studies their interest increases. The greater part of
them can read and write understanding] y. Those who came in later in the year are
not so far advanced, but are progressing with rapidity. In arithmetic some have
thoroughly mastered the first four rules others are just beginning addition and subtraction. They are very prompt in their recitations, and take great pride in reciting
their declamations, scripture passages, psalms, &c., but above all they delight in
Taking into
singing the hymns of Moody and Sanky, and they sing them well.
consideration that they do all this in a strange, difficult language, I can say that they
will compare well with white children.
Touching the industrial part, I can speak well of the greater ^number. They do
their work cheerfully, willingly, and well. Every morning all the rooms and halls
are swept neatly and well ventilated, the beds made, the front and back yards cleaned
and swept. All the wood and water used in the house is carried by the smaller boys
the larger boys cut and split all the wood. The girls do the scrubbing, dishwashing,
and mending of the clothing. Our largest boys, who receive but very small pay, have
done their work well, above all expectations. The soil was plowed, pulverized, and
put in good condition for planting. Ten acres of millet and four acres of oats were
sown, but on account of the many rains during June and July the crops were choked
down by the weeds. We also planted eight acres of field corn and four acres of sweet
corn the boys did all the cultivating of it. The sweet corn was very nice, and the
other is at present very promising. Our garden has been in good condition the
potatoes yielded about two-thirds of a crop, and the early vegetables were very
plentiful.
During the months of May and June all the wood for fuel was hauled and
cut by the boys during the winter it had been hauled by the agency employe's, but
cut and split "by the boys. Now, taking into consideration that so much work has
been done by our boys, that there is very much work to be done on a farm like this,
and that the greater part of our children are too small to do very hard work, that
our large boys prefer physical to mental labor, and that they intend to start out in
life for themselves in a few yearns, I think it is a mistake not to allow a small salary
for them the coming year.
During the months of May and June the old fences were taken down and replaced
by new. At present we are at work on a stable and cattle corral both are intended
for the use of the school stock.
Every evening, before retiring, the children are called together for devotional exThe
ercises, in which they take part with much pleasure and great enthusiasm.
Sabbath school which we have every Sabbath is promptly attended by every child,
and they seem to appreciate the efforts put forth by their teachers to instruct them
in the Bible way.
The health of the children has not been what we would wish. I think there are two
things which should be changed to add to the healthfulness of the place the drainage
from the kitchen and laundry, and the sleeping apartments. We hope steps will soon
be taken to remedy these, so that the coming year we may have a more healthy and
comfortable home for our children.
Sin

:

111

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Verv respectfullv,
D. B.

HIRSCHLER,
Superintendent.

JOHN

1).

MILES, Indian Jyenf.

CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY,
Mcnnonitc Mission, August 31, 1882.

DEAR FRIEXD:
stant, to furnish

and

its

Gladly and cheerfully

you

prospects.

I

comply with your request of the loth

in-

" a full and concise
report" of our missionary work, its progress
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with 13 pupils. The
Our mission and boarding school opened in October 1881,
The number ot children
miss ion bui Idini was at that time not yet fully completed.
accomodate. In February 1882, the
soon increased to ID; about as many as we could
work was in a most hopeful
and
buiklSg was completed. The school 19th missionary
of February, as is well known, the buildand prosperous condition, when, on the
was completely destroyed by fire We lost
ing with nearlv all that it contained,
was our only child nine mouths old, and
whom
among
suffocation,
bur children by
I rescued their bodies from the
old.
seven
to
four
from
years
children
Indian
th?ee
loss of property is as follows
flames with great risk of my own life. The
$> 500
The church, building, and furnishing .....
Loss of employe's
,
n n
Our own personal loss
_____
:

^

,

7 350

Total loss

-

heartiest thanks for
In connection with this I beg leave once more to express our
friends of this agency,
the deep sympathy and extensive help you, with many other
have extended toward us in behalf of our bereavement. May the God of all good gilts
as
reward you richly. It was a severe trial for our Avork, which was just begun yet,
we know, there is no real success without trials, especially in a work like this. The
;

June. The average attendance during the year is about fifteen.
In Juno I took 14 of ourArapaho boys to Kansas and placed them with respectable.
that they were to remain there for tingood, Christian farmers, with the understanding
time of vacation, and if they should desire to stay longer we would be glad to have
them do so. I think it is just as necessary to teach our Indians, girls as well as boys, to
work and to encourage them to this effect as it is to teach them to read and to write tho
who have learned
English language. Experience has taught me that young Indians
to read and to write and to talk a little English, and have learned nothing else beside this, are much more of a hinderance in Christianizing and civilizing the red race
than the blanket Indian himself. Educate a sluggard and you will but increase vice
and crime. And the Indians are from childhood up encouraged to "slug in sloth and
sensual delight." This is even a part of their religion. The Indian will not be civilized unless he is, by true Christian lives exhibited before him daily and continually,
convinced that to "eat his bread in the sweat of his brow" is no curse nor shame,
but a blessing and honor for him as well as for the white man.
Referring to the success of our missionary work I can say but very little, as I do
not expect that the Indians will be Christianized and civilized in a few years. It may
require many years of hard labor and continual patience and not always that which
seems success is such, whilst often that which is real success appears to be the reverse
at the time. Yet I can say that our children here, in almost every respect, surpassed
our most sanguine expectations. I find it as much of a task to make them understand
that it is a privilege for them to enjoy the schools as it is to convince them that it is
an honor for man to work. Yet I can say that we have in this respect accomplished
something. Our children have learned to consider it as one of tho severest punishments to be told that they will be expelled and sent into camp. They are learning
to gain confidence.
At one time a number of our children wished to be baptized, and asked how much
it would cost to have baptism administered to them.
This shows that they are progressing, although they have a wrong understanding of it. And, of course, we could
not comply with their wishes, especially as we do not seek to get a large number on
our roll as church members, but aim at the real welfare of our Indians, bodily and
The true change does not lie in the form as much as in the heart.
spiritually.
Show me an Indian with a changed heart and I will show you one whose life is
The
work has to begin in the heart, the seat of all eVil, but also the startchanged.
ing-point of all good.
As to the prospects and hopes of our work I can say that we are not in the least
discouraged. Though this work is one of very slow progress, we have been privileged
to see so much in the past that it is a work which
can
pays richly in the end.
therefore take courage and go on with it
cheerfully and earnestly.
The house which was destroyed by fire ie being rebuilt, and we expect to see it
completed by the 1st of November, to open school again. It is to be built of stone
and brick, and will accommodate about 50 children. At the same time we expect to
begin another mission station at Cantonment, with a mission and boarding school for
our Indian children, in connection with a farm and
garden.
The farm and garden connected with our mission here have mostly been taken care
of by our boys until school was closed. There are about 13 acres under cultivation,
:

We
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as the season was unusually favorable the yield was one of abundance. We contemplate enlarging our field considerably by next spring.
With a thankful heart for all kindness and sympathy, and for all physical and moral
aid you have extended toward us, and the good work of the past year,
I am, very respectfully, yours,

and

S. S.

HAURY,
Missionary,

JOHN

D. MILES,

United States Indian Agent.

AUGUST

DEAR

12, 1882.

SIR It seems scarcely a day since your request reached me to furnish a report
of missionary work for the year 1881.
The year has been full of work and has passed very swiftly. We have sought to carry
out the plan set forth in our last report. Services have been held quite regularly,
and religious instruction given in the Indian camp and elsewhere as opportunity
:

have been baptized.
mission-house at a cost of more than $1,500. and my family
occupy
September as a permanent home.
David Peudleton, the native minister, has proved very faithful, and is steadily increasing his influence with his tribe. Our purpose during the ensuing year is to erect
:i church edifice near the
mission-house, and continue the services as heretofore.
The Cheyennes have received the mission cordially and with apparent sincerity.
They assure me that they wish to walk in the right road, and that they desire education for all their children.
Greater school privileges would undoubtedly be largely
improved, and 1 trust the time is not far distant when all the children on the reservation shall be receiving instruction.
The work of the year has been replete with pleasant experiences. Every facility
has been afforded mo on the part of agent, employe's, merchants, and officers at the
post in carrying on the work. The friendships formed and the relations established
during the year are among the pleasautest of my experience. We move forward to
the work of the coming year assured of the good will of all, imploring God's blessing upon state and church in their great work of civilizing the Indian.
oft'ered.

Twenty-one

in all

We have built a new

is

to

it

in

Very truly yours,
J. B.

WICKS.

Agent Jxo. D. MILES.

DARLINGTON, INDIAN TERRITORY,

8th month, 31, 1882.

DEAR FRIEND:

In compliance with thy request of the 6th instant, I submit the
following report of my missionary labors at the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency for
the year ending 8th month, 31, 1882.
I. Work in the Cheyenne school.
I attended the evening collections at the school two
evenings each week most of the year, and gave short familiar talks on moral and reI taught a
ligious subjects, drawn mostly from the work and teaching of Christ.
class in the Sabbath-school during the year.
I visited the school frequently and endeavored to promote the general interest of the work.
II. Work in camp.
I have made frequent visits to Indians in camp with my interIn these visits I have encouraged habits of industry and civilization, and have
preter.
.spoken favorably of the school work, both at the agency and at Carlisle. My prinI have found the
cipal object has been to impart moral and religious instruction.
Indians very ready to hear, and I believe some of the adults and many of the children
are endeavoring to conform to their knowledge of Scripture truth.
III. Sabbath evening meetings.
I have held thirty-five public meetings on Sabbath
evenings in the Arapaho school building. These meetings have been attended by
citizens at the agency and occasionally by officers and soldiers from Fort Reno.
There
has been a good degree of interest manifested in these meetings.
work
has
been
much interrupted by sickness and otherwise, yet there
Though my
is cause for
encouragement.
Respectfully submitted,

ERVIN

Agent JOHN D. MILES.

G.

TABER,

Fricndx' Missionary.
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KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY,
Anadarlco, Ind.

T.,

September

I,

1882.

annual report of the con
have the honor to submit the following as my fifth
for the year ending August 31, 1882.
dition of affairs of the agency under my charge
and
have been
The vear I think has been a successful one. The Indians to the peaceable,
ways of civilized
havo luaclo lair progress in learning and adapting themselves
of last summer and fall. The followSfe notwithstanding the effects of the drouth
the tribes the number of Indians attached to the agency
ing table represents by
SIR

I

:

i

Name

of tribe.

M

At

Carlisle,

-i
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labor, would have seriously affected them, and deterred them from engaging again in
farming operations bnt, so far from this being the case, early in the spring they were
found cleaning up their fields aud getting their plows and harness in order and succeeded in planting their crops in good time and cultivating them well.
When I took charge of the agency four years ago very few Indians could be seen
in citizen's dress, but the number has been rapidly increasing, and now it is a very
common thing. Many have laid aside the blanket and adopted the white man's dress
during the year just past. I cannot report as many houses built during the year as I
could wish. Very many are heard expressing the wish for a house to live in, but few
seem willing to undertake the labor or spend the money necessary in the building of
them. Many think the government ought to build them for them or furnish some one
to assist and instruct them in the work, and this I have not been able to do.
;

INDIAN LABOR.
There has been great change during the year in their ideas of labor. Indeed, the
old-time prejudice of. the Indian against labor is gradually disappearing. A few
years ago the young man seen at work was a subject of much ridicule, and few could
muster courage sufficient to face the ordeal through which they well knew they must
pass.
Now, however, no one seems to hesitate, and I have many more applications for
positions in my force of Indian laborers than I can grant. Indeed, had I the funds I
could employ several hundred constantly.
I have in a former report referred to the great good arising from the expenditure of
money for Indian labor, and further experience has confirmed and strengthened this
belief.
I am satisfied that the changes just alluded to were in a great measure
brought about by the continued employment of Indian laborers. A young man once
tempted by the wages to hire as a laborer for one mouth will never again fear the
ridicule of his companions, nor of course be disposed to ridicule others. As ordinary
farm hands, the Indians do well, and as mechanics, they have given sufficient proof
of their capacity in that direction to show that they can become good mechanics if
they have a fair opportunity. Andella, a Kiowa boy, has been in the blacksmith shop
about 16 mouths, and can now do almost any repairing needed about a wagon. Can
cut, weld, and reset tires, and is quite equal in skill to the average white apprentice.
George, a Delaware, has shown great aptness, aud is quite an expert in shoeing horses,
which work during the past year has generally been assigned to him.
Na-he-mah, a Comanche boy, has been in the shop only a short time, but can do a
good deal of light repairing about wagons, and can iron a set of double or single
The saw and grist mills in
trees, neat and good enough for all practical purposes.
charge of miller are operated altogether by Indian labor. The engine is run by a
Keechi, and, under the supervision of 'a miller, he is thoroughly competent and reliable
to perform that service.
In the carpenter shop the same kind of labor is used.
Having obtained authority from your office, I had built during the summer a
truss bridge across the Washita River, at a point convenient for travel between the
agency office and commissary and beef corral. Upon this, too, Indian labor has been
employed. This bridge has been very much needed, as many of the Indians who live
on the north side of the river must cross the stream <wery week to reach the commissary and beef corral to draw their rations, or whenever they must go to the traders,
both of whom are on the south side of the river, and the Kiowas, Comanches, and
Apaches must cross to reach the mill and shops aud the office, which are located
on the north side of the river. During the summer a foot suspension bridge was erected
over the river, having been built by joint subscriptions from the traders and white
employ6s,
FREIGHTING.
This service, performed exclusively by Indians from the railroad to the agency by
wagon, has been less satisfactory than the year previous. Their ponies were very
much reduced in flesh the greater part of the year. The grass was dried up early in.
the summer by the drought, and most of it burned before fall, so that when the
freighting season commenced their ponies were already poor in flesh, and before the
season was far advanced a few only were able to make up teams. Many of them, too,
had seen rather trying times the previous season, crossing the large streams between
the railroad depot and the agency. The number of pounds freighted by them during
the year was 905,288 pounds, and hauled a distance of 175 miles.
As the Fort Worth and Denver Railway is now complete to Henrietta, Tex., the
agency is only 100 miles from the railroad depot, which is but 22 miles beyond the
line of the reservation, and as Henrietta is the nearest railroad depot, the freight for
this agency should go to that point next year.
5153
5
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AGRICULTURE.

The number of acres cultivated the past season was about 3.500, and the yield will
The weather was too wet and too
average about eleven bushels of corn per acre.
i
cold in the early part of the season, but the season generally was favorable. Corn
the only crop these Indians have as yet learned to grow. Some seed was purchased
of
the
wheat
the previous year, and it was intended to introduce the cultivation
to its growtli but in consequence of the
crop should the soil prove to be adapted
well
are
fields
fenced, and a
generally
drought the experiment failed. The Indian
of requirgood deal of care is exercised in protecting their growing crops. My plan
before I will allow the sod to be broken for themjhaa
ing all fields to be well fenced
;

worked well.
Under authority from your

~-m--* i

office I

had 212 acres of new ground broken during the

fields.
Upon this freshly-turned sod is
past year, divided into about twenty-five
raised a crop of what is called "sod-corn," the seed being dropped on the sod and
cultivated with the hoer
It is but a few years since the Kiowas, Comanches, and Apaches planted their first
know with very little instruction, for I have
crops, and they have learned all they
been unable to often send employes among them for the purpose of teaching them.
I think it a matter of regret that the amount allowed for the pay of einploy6s will
not enable me to engage two or three assistant farmers. I am confident that in no
need two or three actpart of the service is there so great need of help as in this. I
and instructive, well-mounted men to go from farm to farm encouraging, helping,
man about him
ing the beginner in his work. The Indian likes to have the white
at such times, and when the way is pointed he takes hold and moves on with confidence and renewed vigor. There is work enough about the agency for one man, and
the one farmer now allowed cannot possibly visit all the farms, situated as they are
It is a difficult matter to make farmers of Indians
over a large district of country.
under the most favorable circumstances, and in this country, where the crops so often
Indeed it has
fail because of the scarcity of rainfall, it must be much more difficult.
been a question with some whether Indians will ever be entirely able to support
well
in
is
not
this country, which
themselves by the cultivation of the soil
adapted to
agriculture. The only other means by which they can subsist themselves is by the

BREEDING OF CATTLE.

The country is well adapted to this business, but I have no hopes of their reaching
a condition of self-support in this way, so long as the present state of things exI regret to have to state that the herds belonging to the Indians under my
ists.
There is no doubt that there is actual suffering
charge are not increasing in size.
among these Indians, that they are without anything to eat during a part of each
or
week,
during a portion of the time between the days that rations are issued, and
it is a fact that during such times, when the pangs of hunger are great and their
children are crying for something to eat, they butcher and eat their breeding-cattle.
Up to the time of the disappearance of buffalo their herds were increasing in size;
some of them were already quite large, and many of the young men were possessed
of a few females, and were just commencing to build up herds for themselves. With
the disappearance of buffalo, disappeared a portion of the Indians' ration, probably
one-third. The ration then given them by the government had been determined
upon at Washington as what was thought to be sufficient to make up any deficiency
not obtained by the chase and at that time they went on the hunt twice every year,
starting out alter their summer hunt, early in the fall, and remaining all winter,
drawing nothing while out from the supplies furnished by the government, and
bringing back with them a quantity of dried meat. The government ration has not
been increased since the disappearance of buffalo, but is the same ration that had
been determined upon when the buffalo and other game were in abundance. It has,
however, been still further decreased by insufficient appropriations by Congress, for,
as is known, the sums appropriated by
Congress the last three years were sufficient
only to feed the Indians eight months out of the twelve. It is therefore not surprising that the Indians are at times hungry, and that when so, and their families are suffering, they should kill and eat one of their breeding-cattle.
I know that some will say that the reduction of the Indian ration
by the disappearance of buffalo and insufficient appropriations should have been met by his imthat
he
should
be
proved condition,
by this time in a condition to subsist himself in
part by the tilling of the soil or otherwise. Those who say this do not know how tenaciously the Indian holds to his old customs, and how very slowly he moves towards
a state of civilization nor do they take into account all the circumstances under
which these Indians are situated and the difficulties
they have to contend with, as,
for instance, the frequent failure of their
crops on account of the scarcity of rainfall.
Then, too, it is to be remembered that the Indians are improvident, and that the yield
;
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from their little patches, even during the most productive seasons, goes but a little
way towards their subsistence, for they neither know how to husband their supplies
nor have they the means of doing so.
I am satisfied it would have been economy had the government increased the Indian ration after the disappearance of buffalo, for they would not only have preserved their breeding-cattle and built up their herds, but they would have improved
their condition in every particular much more rapidly than they have done, could
they have a ration sufficient to satisfy their appetites. Instead of meeting at every
turn, as you do now, a hungry and grumbling Indian, you would find one cheerful
and ready to strive to better his condition. My observation and experience l^ave
taught mo that the starving process advocated by some is wrong. The Indians under
my charge have always worked better and labored more earnestly to learn the ways
of civilized life when I have been able to give them something like a sufficient
ration.

In view of all the difficulties in the way of the Indians under my charge reaching
a condition of self-support some of which I have endeavored to present above it is
certainly highly important that something should be done to hasten the day when
the government will be relieved of the burden of their support. A plan has presented
itself to my mind which I firmly believe, if carried out, would effect this that is, would
bring the rnuch-wished-for day at the end of ten years from this time, or sooner.
The plan I respectfully submit for your consideration
By the treaty which was made
with the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache tribes of Indians, in 1868, they were to receive
annually for the term of thirty years the sum of about $52,700. There remain fifteen
years of the term before the treaty will expire and the Indians be thrown on their own
resources. Now I suggest that Congress be asked to appropriate, or more properly speaking to advance, with the consent of the Indians, of course, the last five years' annuity
fund under the treaty, which will aggregate about $263,500, and that this sum be invested immediately in breeding-cattle, to be held in trust for the Indian, that is, the
cattle to remain under the control of the Indian department
some competent man
being placed in immediate charge of them, with their increase, until the end of ten
years, when, the Indians having consented to their treaty terminating at that time,
the cattle, including their produce, can be turned over to them. Thus the Kiowa,
Coinanche, and Apache tribes, having consented that the last five years of their annuity fund be appropriated in this way, and that their treaty be concluded at the end
of ten years, instead of fifteen, they would in all probability be placed in possession
of four hundred thousand head of cattle, with a range embracing 3,500,000 acres of
most excellent grass-land. These cattle, on such a range, and handled as I believe in
ten years from this time these Indians will be able to handle them, the natural increase thereafter will not only supply them with a sufficiency of meat, but will amply
provide for every other necessity for all time to come.
As I have said, many of these Indians are already engaged in tilling the soil; indeed
the larger portion of them are interested, either directly or indirectly, in farming operations. Most of their farms have been opened within the last five years, and it is reasonable to suppose that hereafter their progress in this particular will be much more
There are very few who do not desire homes, and lands to cultivate, and now
rapid.
that they will find among their friends those who are ready and able to aid and instruct them in building houses and opening up their farms, I think it safe to say that
in ten years all of them will have houses and cultivated fields, for which they will
feel all the attachments of home, and by that time they will have surrounded themselves with many of the comforts of civilized life; and having acquired habits of
greater economy and a spirit of accumulation, the importance of which is only beginning to be seen by them, they will then carefully husband their resources.
The foregoing is an outline of the plan as it has been presented to my mind. I
will not undertake to lay down the details of the work required in carrying it out.
These, of course, can be more fully and judiciously determined upon as the matter is
discussed and developed. It occurs to me it would be best to use Indian herders,
and these selected from the tribes for whose benefit the cattle are being held, as they
would be less likely to depredate upon the herd, and should they do so the offenders
would more likely be detected. The question will doubtless be asked, what will the
government save by all this? Well, in the first place, Congress appropriates annually, for the subsistence of these three tribes, about $100,000, which is not a treaty
stipulation, but is a gratuity upon the part of the government.
By the plan proposed,
assuming that they will be fed until the treaty expires, the government saves the
;

.

;

amounting to about $500,000; and even more than that, for
at the end of ten years, they will be, beyond all peradventure, in a self-supporting
condition, regarded as a rich people, no longer to be a burden and care upon the government ; while under the present policy I very much fear that they will not be able
to wholly subsist themselves at the end of fifteen years, as their meat supply at that
time will fall far short of what will be necessary to support them. Meat will be, for
years to come, the main article of food for Indians, and the government can never
five years' subsistence,
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more than it can disregard
drop them until they have some means of support, any
the limits of its jurisdiction.
the cry of hunger from any dlass of people within
is not imagShould we not prepare for this emergency now, especially if we see there
inary but real economy in it?
The Kiowas. Comauches, and Apaches, to whom I would apply this plan, are
and if the plan will
classed as blanket Indians, aud among the wildest of our tribes,
work in their case may it not be applied to all the rest of the wild tribes? Is it too
much to hope that in ten years, by some such plan as I have proposed, the government will be rid of the further care of the red man ? I think not. I am willing to
stake my reputation on the assertion that if the plan I suggest is applied alone to the
of ten years they will be the richest
Kiowas, Comanches, and Apaches that at the end
Indians in the country, and, I may say, the richest people in the world not in real esI may add, by way of illustration, that at |20 per head (a very high
tate, but cattle.
cows and bulls. Now, by selling the steer
quotation) the $263,500 will purchase 13,175
cattle at 3 years of age and reinvesting the money in females, thereby adding to the
source of increase, there will have accumulated at the close of the tenth year, after
allowing for more than ordinary loss, not less than 400,000 head of cattle. This
would give to each person over 135 head of cattle, and, counting three persons to a
over 400. Suppose, at
family, it would give each family a herd of cattle numbering
the end of the tenth year there will be only 200,000 cattle to turn over to the Indians there would still be 70 cattle for each person. Give, if you choose, to any
in handling large herds on the
intelligent cattle breeder, who has had experience
western prairies, the number of cows it is proposed to stock with, and ask him what
should be the total number on hand at the end of ten years, by disposing of steers
and adding to the females with the money, and I dare say his figures will exceed
400,000.

During the past summer I distributed among the Indians under my charge 340
head of breeding cattle, which were obtained in the following manner During the
spring I was directed to reduce the beef ration one-third for the remainder of the
I was satisfied this
fiscal year, making a deficiency of about 251,000 pounds of beef.
could not be done without serious trouble, and, very likely, bloodshed. The Cheyennes and Arapahoes, who were neighbors to my Indians, aud whose agent had received a similar order, were already much excited and threatening trouble, because of
the contemplated reduction. I recalled my Indian police, who were driving trespassing herds of cattle oft' the southern border of the Kiowa and Comanche Reser:

vation.

The camps

or headquarters of the owners or herders of these cattle were over the
Texas, and of course were beyond my reach. I then sent my superintendent,
Mr. John Nestell, to Texas to meet the owners of these herds of cattle, and to propose
to them that if they would agree to supply the deficiency in beef I would uot disturb
them or have their cattle driven back before the 1st of July. After having been assured by telegram from Mr. Nestell that these parties would do so, I borrowed from
the beef contractor, upon my own responsibility, the weekly deficiency and continued
to feed my Indians without any reduction, until I might expect to receive some of the
cattle promised by the trespassers.
In the mean time, however, I received a telegram
from your office, ordering me to resume the full issue of beef, of which I at once
availed myself, and wrote a letter to ihe honorable Commissioner, April 10, stating
what I had done in the emergency and as the cattle promised by the trespassers were
not now needed to feed the Indians, I asked that I might get the parties who were to
furnish beef cattle to deliver stock cattle instead, aud that I be permitted to issue
these to the Indians for breeding purposes. This was granted, and the result was
that I received and issued to the Indians 340 head of females for
breeding. On the
1st day of July the owners of the
trespassing cattle were notified in writing to at
once move them off the reservation, and subsequently sent a detail of Indian police
and a detachment of United States troops to drive all cattle found on the reservation
to the south side of the Red River. I informed a number of the head men
among the
Indians of the reduction of beef ordered, and about the
arrangements I was trying
to make with the owners of
and
to it.
consented
trespassing cattle,
they heartily
I am well aware I had no
authority to make such an arrangement, but in answer to
my second appeal to the Commissioner I received the following telegram " Congress
has failed to appropriate sufficient to issue full
rations, and directions in my letter of
15th instant must be obeyed." I saw no
way except the one I pursued to prevent
serious trouble, and which might have ended in an Indian war. For the
grass consumed during three months by an inconsiderable number of
cattle, remote from any
Indian herd or Indian farm, my Indians received 340 head of
breeding cattrle.
line, in

;

:

GAMBLING.

While the Indians under my charge have been
progressing steadily in adapting
lelves to the ways of civilized
life, they have, I regret to say, followed too closely
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had long ago seen that they were not ungames of chance, but it was not nntil the
past year that they had manifested what seemed to be an unconquerable passion for
The evil grew so rapidly that I became much concerned about it, and endeavored
it.
earnestly to discover some remedy. In many of their camps, at almost every hour during
the day and often at night, may be seen a crowd of Indians seated on the ground
around a common center playing cards and betting money. These playing-cards
are procured surreptitiously from the bordering States, as 1 have strictly prohibited
The Indians have sold many of their
their sale by the Indian traders at the agency.
ponies during the past year, in some instances, doubtless, for the purpose of obtaining
money to gamble, and of course the proceeds of the sales, together with the money
no inconsiderable amount paid them for hauling their own annuities and other supplies, goes into general circulation, and comparatively few therefore are found without
the means of indulging their passion.
I had hoped they would, as I 'tried to have them, use the money obtained by sales
of some of their ponies in the purchase of breeding cattle. and in the building of
houses, and had permitted several parties to go among them and purchase a limited
number, with the understanding that each transaction should be recorded at agency
The suppression of the vice of gamoffice after the same bad been approved by me.
some of the evil ways of the white man. I
like other Indians fond of horse-racing and

bling is one of the many perplexing questions to deal with in the management of the
Indian, as, apart from its generally demoralizing influence on the young, its present
tendency is to seriously interfere with all the industrial pursuits of these people.

PURCHASE OF WHISKY.
I had lived more than four years with these people before I had heard of a drunken
Indian, but reports reached me several times during the past year that the Indians
in certain camps had been intoxicated.
Upon investigation it was found that the
whisky had been obtained at a store across the line, in the State of Texas. There
are several of these stores just across the boundary line of the reservation, and less
than a day's ride from many of their camps, where, there is very little doubt, the
Indians constantly trade, and where they purchase arms and ammunition, and may,
if they wish, get whisky.
This illicit trading and sale of contraband articles has
been increasing during the past two or three years, and unless something is done to
put a stop to it will continue to increase as the country bordering the reservation
I cannot, of course, reach the parties offending, as their stores are on
is settled up.
the other side of the line, in the State of Texas, and beyond my jurisdiction. A short
time since I wrote to Governor Roberts, of Texas, calling his attention to the trade
and the sale of whisky to the Indians, and asked his aid in putting a stop to it. He
wrote me a favorable response, promising to take steps at, once to have the offenders
punished. To Col. Guy V. Henry, commanding Fort Sill, much is due, and I am
under many obligations to him for his aid and hearty co-operation in the efforts I
have made to put a stop to the growing evil.
In this connection I may refer to an instance of illicit trading in another quarter.
The first Indian freight train sent to Caldwell, Kans., after supplies, in the month
of July last, returned to the agency with nine improved Springfield rifles and two
pistols, which the Indians say they purchased of York, Parker, Draper Mercantile
Company, Caldwell, Kans., but they never thought of purchasing guns until these
were exhibited to them and they wen- asked to purchase. To this transaction I
called the attention of Governor St. John, and he has kindly promised to do all he
can to prevent the further s;iV of arms to wild Indians. I desire to say that the
better class of citizens of Cahl we'l, us elsewhere, do not approve such sales, and I
believe they will see to it that it is not repeated.

INTIAX POLICK.

The Indian police force of this agency comprises j2 warranted officers and 35 men, and
commanded by Captain Sou-ka-dota, a Kidwa, who renders very efficient service,
and is always eager for something to do, and indeed nil show a willingness to perform
whatever service is required of them. I find them very useful and their efficiency

is

constantly improving as their duties are better understood.

EDUCATIONAL.
Although the number of children attending the schools was not so large as the year
previous, a very successful work, I think, was accomplished during the school term.
The burning of the Wichita school building on the 15th of December last was very
unfortunate, and of course interfered considerably with the work in the school. I
was fortunate in being able to make use of an unoccupied trading storehouse, and ill
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this building the

work was resumed a few weeks

after the

mainder of the term.

fire,

and conducted the

re-

m

the
do aot think that the falling off in the number of children entered
When the schools
schools.
is to be attributed to a want of interest in the
were opened in September the Indians were feeling badly they had lost their crops
and their year's labor they were passing through one of the severest seasons they
had ever experienced, and their families as well as their stock had suffered very much.
At the commencement of the school term they were out in the canons of the Wichita
from the agency, where they
Mountains, many of them from 50 to 75 miles distant
had gone to find grass and water for their stock. It was late in the season before all
returned to the vicinity of the agency.
The children in both'schools were more regular in their attendance than heretofore,
and the discipline decidedly better than at any time in their history. One great difis to enforce proper discipline, but I
ficulty in successfully conducting these schools
have noticed that gradually both parent and child are becoming more submissive to
the rules and the restrictions placed upon them. The boys have been worked by detail during the spring and summer months in the fields near each school, in cultivating field and garden crops. The work was cheerfully performed, and much more
interest manifested in learning the manner of planting and cultivating the different
crops than at any previous time. Habits of industry were inculcated on all occasions,
along with practical instruction in the field and garden, and I think much good has
resulted from the well-directed efforts of the teachers in charge. There was an excellent crop of corn and some millet and a great variety of vegetables grown the
I

schools

;

;

past season.
While a proper use was made of the text-book, and due regard paid to the moral
training and discipline of the children, measures were adopted which, it was thought,
would aid materially in teaching the scholars the use of the English language, and
at the same time remove some of their natural timidity and, if possible, make them
feel more at ease in their intercourse with white people. To this end one evening in
each week during the winter months was devoted to social gatherings, some of the
white people being invited. The evening was spent in dancing and other amusements. This varied the monotony of school life and was a source of much enjoyment
to the children, and also was a material help in keeping up the attendance in the
schools.

The largest number of children attending school during any one month was 146, and
the average attendance during the year was 135. For further information as to the
work in the two schools your attention is invited to the respective reports of the superintendents, which are herewith submitted.
I regret that there has been some delay in commencing the work upon a new building for the Wichita school. The architect was unavoidably delayed about making
the plans and specifications. A brick building is contemplated, with a capacity to
hold 1*20 boarding scholars.
During the month of July there returned to the agency from the Indian school at
Carlisle, Penn., 11 boys and 3 girls; from the Hampton school in Virginia, 1 boy;
and from the Home of Dr. Caruthers, New York, 1 boy. The time that their parents
had agreed they should remain in the schools referred to had expired, and they return
now some to prosecute their studies further in the agency schools, some to work at
their trades, and all, I hope, to assist in
leading their peoplb to the right road. There
has certainly been a very great change in these
young people a great improvement,
and it speaks well for Captain Pratt and those who are laboring with him in the education and elevation of the Indian. When they returned to the
agency my wish was,
of course, that they should not go to the camps and live with their
people, that they
should be advised, and kept as far as possible from
any of the influences that a constant association with their people would
subject them to. 1 therefore placed them
in the school, suggesting only a short visit to their
camps to see their families. I
have been much pleased, however, at seeing that they have
very little, if any, inclination to go back and remain in camp
among their people. Indeed I am sure' that
some of them have a decided repugnance to such a life, as has been manifested on
different occasions since their return.
In this connection I desire to call

your attention to a matter to which I have given
thought. It has been but a few years since many of the Indians over whom I
have charge were decidedly averse to an education for their children. This is no
longer so, as none are now directly or positively opposed to it, and are not openly
hostile to any effort that may be made to lead them to the
white man's way. Yet it
is a tact that too few of them
are entirely indifferent
really desire it, or too
about it. Many ot them have not yet seen the benefits many
resulting from aii education.
Ihe matter has not been brought home to them
by any of their own family or relatives reali/nig any
good from an education, from an' attendance for years at the
schools, either at the agency or elsewhere.
Now I think it highly important, in view of these
facts, that some of the young

much
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men who have returned from school should be established in positions where they
would be realizing some material benefits from their schooling those of them,
especially who have learned trades, and there are several such just returned from
These should
Carlisle, among whom are a harness-maker, a shoemaker, and a tailor.
be set to work in shops near the agency and besides doing government work, for
which they should be paid so much per month, they might realize what they could
from work brought them by whites and Indians. I am satisfied that a few examples
of this kind would do more good, and have more effect in bringing the Indians to a
;

proper appreciation of an education, than all the talk that can be given them.
Now, I have no shops nor any building I can use for that purpose, or where the
young men could be lodged. Would it not be a wise expenditure of money, of time
and labor, to build a house sufficiently large and suitable for the shops, sleeping apartments, and a mess-room ? Here could be placed the young men as they returned from
Carlisle, and those who have learned trades under the agency carpenter and blacksmith. They could all be put to work at their respective trades, finding comfortable
quarters and remunerative employment at the agency. They would be less inclined
to return to the camps, and while in the pursuit of their respective callings would be
exerting a beneficial influence upon their people, both old and young. Such an arrangement, properly carried out, would exert an influence second only to a well ordered agency school; indeed I am not sure if it would not do more good.
During the mouth of August Professor Lippincott, of Dickinson College, Pennsylvania, and Dr. Caruthers, of New York, visited the agency for the purpose of obtaining another installment of Indian children for the Carlisle school. They remained
several days and returned with 23 children selected from the several tribes, three of
whom had just returned to the agency in July from Carlisle they go back to continue
their studies a few years longer.
The parents agreed that the children might remain
at the school for five years. I hope that the return of the Carlisle children will have
a favorable impression upon their people, and I believe these young people will assist
me in filling the agency schools.
E-tah-dle-ah Doanmoe, aKiowa, one of the Florida prisoners, who remained behind
in the East to be educated, and who has been an assistant the past two years in the
Carlisle school, has returned to assist in the work in the Kiowa and Comanche school.
He is a noble young man, deeply interested in the welfare of his people, particularly
in education, and from him I expect much valuable help*.
;

RELIGIOUS.

The Wichita Indians have kept up

their church organization. Their pastor, TulMicco, a Serninole, died during the past year, and they have not just now a regular minister; yet they meet regularly every week for worship, sometimes twice,
when some one of the number leads in the service. Few people are more earnest in
their devotions than these people are, and their church organization is effecting much
good.
During the past year services were held every Sabbath in one or the other of the
two school-houses, but generally in the Kiowa and Comanche. The services were conducted by the Rev. Mr. Wicks until he left for the East, and since that time by the superintendent of the school. The scholars were always present at these afternoon services,
and in the forenoon a Sabbath-school was held in each of the schools.
The Rev. Mr. Wicks, of the Episcopal Church, has been laboring during the entire
year among the Indians of this and the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agencv, dividing his
time between the two. Much good has already been done, and the outlook is thought
to be very encouraging, indeed so promising is the field that the church represented
Ijy Mr. Wicks, has, I understand, determined to open a regular mission, and Mr. Wicks
has been for several months past in the East, perfecting" his plans and preparing to
enter actively into building up a permanent Christian work among these people. It
is intended to place others in the field to assist Mr. Wicks, and he will have besides
the assistance of several young Indian men who have been educated in the East, some
of them by himself, especially for this work. The church of Central New York has become much interested in the mission, and it is hoped and believed that the efforts put
forth, under the immediate direction of Mr. Wicks, who seems so eminently adapted
to the work, will result in great good.
Bishop Pearce, of Arkansas, feels greatly interested in the work, and promises to
visit the agency next winter, and if possible add to the force now at work.
I invite your attention to the accompanying reports of the agency physician, school
superintendents, and other employe's for more special details concerning their respective departments.

fley

Very

respectfully,

P. B.

HUNT,

Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.
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OSAGE AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY.
September 12, 1882.
annual report of this agency, comSIR: I have the honor to submit my fourth
of the Quapaws.
posed of Osages, Raws, and a part
bounded on
The reservation is situated south of and adjoining the State of Kansas;the Arkansas
on the west and south by
the east by the 96th principal meridian, and
The land is hilly, almost mountainous in places, with numerous croppings of
River
streams. Good timber is found in
stone with an occasional fertile valley along the
an amount of scrub oak on the
limited quantities near the larger streams, and quite
'

of the Cherokees, through the officers
Tlifl reservation was purchased by the Osages
some ten or
of the government, as their agents, at a cost of about one million dollars,
twelve years ago, and although the money has long since been paid, and the Osages
have often and persistently asked for some show of title to their lands, yet, up to the
with. The lands now occupied by the
present, their requests have not been complied
Raws was purchased from the Osages, subject to their purchase of the Cherokees, and
the title is in the same condition.
The Osages number 1,950, and most of them are mating an effort to secure tor themselves a home in some good locality on their reservation. Near three-fourths of them
are living in homes, and many of them have fenced and whitewashed their houses,
built for themselves cribs, and other little outhouses, and are very comfortably situated. Quite a number of them take pride in caring for cattle that have been issued
to them, while some do not seem to appreciate their value, and some manage to appropriate them to present necessities.
The Raws number 285, and are rapidly decreasing, there being but little reproducdisease. To beg is a faculty that
tion, owing to their habits of early marriage and
of them to supthey have largely developed, and they look to those that have charge
to h.ive their
ply their wants as an indulged child looks to its parents, expecting
wants supplied by frequent asking.
The Quapaws still remain on the Osage reservation many of them have built for
themselves log huts and made small fields. They have thoroughly appreciated the
implements and other articles of husbandry furnished them by the government.
Many of them work for the Osages for small wages or articles of clothing. Their
tribal relations with the Osages should be settled if possible, and if they are to remain on this reservation they should be encouraged to make for themselves permanent homes.
Sanitary.
Early in the spring measles made its appearance in the Osage camps on
Salt Creek, supposed to have been brought by a returning prisoner from Detroit,
Mich. It soon scattered through the camps in that vicinity and was carried to
the school, where it spread rapidly. For several weeks the school was turned into a
hospital, and all employe's were taxed to their uttermost to care for the sick. It
seemed more severe than it is ordinarily with white children, and, notwithstanding
our care, five children died at the school-house out of about sixty cases. It was
much more fatal in the camps, as their means of treatment were very poor. The disease has gone from camp to camp all summer, and cases of it still exist in the tribe
with about the same result. It is impossible to state the exact number that have died
from measles alone, but it is safe to say from 50 to 70.
About July 8 we were startled by the announcement that small-pox existed in Black
Dog's and other camps on the Arkansas River. Death followed quickly in a number
bf cases, and it was soon found to be rapidly spreading. The Indians became much
alarmed, and scattered, some of them crossing the Arkansas, and others camping on
creeks and in secluded places. We at once made an effort to protect the Indians and^
employe's by vaccination, but succeeded poorly from want of good virus. At the
present writing from 20 to 25 have died, and a number of others are down with the
We have made considerable inquiry, but are unable to ascertain how it was
disease.
brought to the agency. Besides these two epidemics, the health at both agencies
has been about the same as previous years, the Osages suffering with pneumonia
and other kindred diseases, from exposure and want of proper care of themselves,
and the Raws with disease and injudicious care of themselves. They all need to be
taught cleanliness and a regard for general rules of health.
The crops at both agencies have been about equal to that usually raised, and much
better than those raised last year. This is especially so of the Raws, as they have
good corn and quite an amount of vegetables. The Osages have lost considerable
corn by their hogs, owing to poor fences, but most of them have prepared a good
quantity of dried corn for winter use. They feel confident that, with their annuities,
they can subsist themselves.
No regular rations have been issued them the past year, except about one- third rations of beef, and since July 1 that has been
suspended. While I fully believe that
the issuing of regular rations is detrimental to civilization, yet I have not
urged the
matter faster than the Indians were fully willing to accept it.
;
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The schools have been kept tip at both agencies during the entire year. At Kaw
about all of the children of school age have been in the school the greater part of the
time. The average at Osage has not been quite equal to that of previous years, but
the progress of the scholars has been very commendable, and were it not for the existence of small-pox in the tribe think that the school would soon fill up. It is a fact,
their
however, that the-Osages, as a nation, have but little interest in the education of
favor by giving up their
children, and rather think they are doing the whites a great

children to the school, and especially is this so in regard to the girls.
We have sent, during the year, '20 Osages and 4 Kaws to Carlisle training-school,
and 6 Osages to Osage mission, Kansas. Of these, 2 were returned from Carlisle on
account of their health, 1 died at Osage mission, and 1 returned to the agency of his
own accord so we have now away at school, including the 16 previously sent to CarKansas.
lisle, 38 at Carlisle and 4 at Osage mission,
The Indian police still remain a prominent factor to the general peace of the agency,
and are required to meet regularly once a month and report anything that they may
have seen out of the way, and a failure to report at the time lays them liable to a
which is used for the benefit of the
fine, imposed by fellow-members of the force,
entire company. This has greatly stimulated them to promptness.
In this connection I will speak of the agency government that was instituted darwas appointed to
ing the winter and spring. At a general council a large committee
draft a constitution and some simple laws for the governing of the nation, they genand adopted
erally taking the Cherokee law as a guide, which was formally submitted
by the tribe by ballot, ^iid under its provision they elected a council composed of
members from five districts, a principal and second chief, four sheriffs, three judges,
and other officers were appointed by the chief and approved by the council. The
council has, since its election, been recognized by the tribe as leaving authority to
act for the tribe as far as their laws provide. There has been one session of the court.
It has proven very satisfactory in settling difficulties between members of the tribe.
Some of the cases would have been considered good in an ordinary county court.
One Indian was sentenced to twenty lashes for stealing, which penalty was duly executed. I believe the move a good one, and think they should be encouraged, as it
will gradually but surely destroy the old chieftainship and Indian forms of govern;

ment.

The general work

in the various

shops of the agencies has progressed steadily.

The

wants of the Indians increase as they receive wagons to break, harness to mend,
and plows to sharpen, and I believe that they would be more careful of them if they
could realize personally the required expense to keep them in repairs.
I have endeavored to push the work of building Indian houses, and had prepared
to have them nearly all housed by January 1, Id83, and would have succeeded but
for the prevalence of small-pox, which has entirely stopped the work, as the disease
exists iu the locality where most of the work is to be done and the material is
obtained. Should we be permitted soon to resume work, we hope to accomplish
most of the building in that locality this winter. There will remain twenty to thirty
families on the reservation that have either made no effort to obtain houses or have
Some of the
lived remote from the mills, that will have to be provided afterwards.
Indians, by paying a pony or money, personally, have had a much better house built
than those prescribed.
Missionary work has been performed by Jonathan Osburu and wife, members of the
Society of Friends, meetings being held regularly at the agency, and during the summer a Sabbath-school has been kept up on Bird Creek, 25 miles south of the agency.
Much more ought to be done to instruct these Indians in the right way, and induce
them to give up their superstitions, to which they cling tenaciously.
In conclusion, while looking over the past year, with days of gloom and nights of
weary watching, and visions of suffering in camps, where there is but little comfort
or cheer, while there has been no great stride towards a better or higher life, yet I
can discern a steady growth in self-reliance, respect for law, and rights of individual
property on the part of these Indians, and trust that a kind Heavenly Father will so
direct them and their instructors that there may at last be a rich harvest for them.
With thanks to all the officers of the Indian Department, who have always promptly
assisted me in all measures pertaining to the affairs of this agency
I

am

yours, respectfnllv,

L. J. MILES,
United Staler Indian Agvnt.
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PONCA AGENCY, August
SIR

:

I respectfully present this

my

annual report to June

12, 1882.

30, 1882.

POXCAS.
in the prosperity of
great pleasure to be able to report great progress
of this agency, I found (as I then
ago, upon taking possession
late to mature) in a condition
reported) the crops of corn that had been planted (too
I found the Indians living, two and
to preclude a hope of anything but a failure.
sometimes four families, on the land assigned to a single individual, and that they
had to a great extent been encouraged in thus congregating together rather than
their families upon and making their homes
separated by compelling them to take
within the bounds of the land assigned them. I also found many of the Indians who
had not selected quarter-sections upon which to make improvements and future homes.
There were also a large number living in the neighborhood of the agency, in their
but living upon the rations that were
tee-pees, doing nothing toward self-support,
issued to them weekly, and thus ekeing otit a scanty subsistence in idleness and to
a great extent in filth. At a council that I at once convened I notified all that were
thus living to at once remove from the reserved grounds of the agency, and to all the
others who had not selected claims to do so as soon as possible, as I would not issue
them to the bounty of
provisions to any but those who did sufficient work to entitle
the government. This had the desired effect, and every head of a family has now a
settled home, and nearly all have broken land and are to-day engaged in raising a
crop of corn.
To stimulate them in this I borrowed a surveyor's compass and laid off for each individual at least ten acres for breaking purposes, and, in addition, instructed them in
their rights to the property within the lines of their respective claims, which lines
I marked off to them by establishing proper corners, and in their presence putting
good stakes and mounds upon them, so as to permanently mark their boundaries.
This was no little labor, and i t gives me pleasure to note the fact that I was most ably and
blackefficiently assisted by two of my employ6s, Kendall F. Smith, the engineer and
smith, and Geo. L. Beard, the farmer, who, during the burning heats of last summer,
in
this
me
with the thermometer at 108 in the shade, day after day accompanied
work,
and by their intelligence and untiring zeal enabled me to perform the duty. And in
this connection I would feel that I was doing injustice to the other employe's did I fail
to say that they all have not only performed the duties assigned them, but that they
have done it with cheerfulness and with an eye single to the good of the service and
the prosperity of the Indians who were under my charge.
The failure of the crop of last year's planting had a most desponding effect upon
the Indians of this tribe. They thought that the climate and the land was not suited
for farming purposes, not recognizing the fact that time in which planting should be
done was a most important factor, and that in its violation consisted the chief cause
of failure. After much trouble, and by using all the persuasion that lay in my power,
I succeeded in getting a few Indians to plant wheat, and nine Poncas responded to
my appeals, planting 110 acres; but to do this I was compelled to be with them with
my farmer constantly, and by the latter part of September all was in the ground and
the sprouting process in progress. All the fields were carefully attended, and the
stock kept from such as were without fences, except one field, which was entirely
eaten up during the winter and spring and had to be plowed up, and has now a remarkably fine stand of corn upon it, which will probably produce as large a yield in
money to the farmer as could have been expected from the crop of wheat had it been
properly attended.
This venture in wheat raising has been an entire success, and all have had a most
liberal return for the labor and attention expended.
The field that had to be plowed
up contained 20 acres, thus reducing the crop to 90 acres, from which we harvested
and threshed 1,964 bushels, as measured from the separator. This wheat was as full
and plump as I ever saw, and each measured bushel weighed 6<H pounds, making anincrease of 130 bushels, which swells the crop to 2,094 bushels. And this is not all;
the wheat was of such superior quality that the millers at Arkansas City, who purchased what was sold by the Indians, paid them five cents per bushel more than they
were at the same time paying to Kansas farmers. A more gratifying exhibit of the
capacity of this reservation for farming purposes (when the labor is properly directed)
could not and should not be required. I may also add that 32 acres of this wheat
produced a little more than 28 bushels to the acre by r.ctual measurement, and had
the stand of wheat on the remainder of the ground been us good, the yield would
have exceeded 2,500 bushels. The reason why the whole of the planting on equally
good land should have differed so much in yield arises from the fact that/this agency
has but one drill for planting, and a large part of the wheat had to be scattered broadcast from the hand, and too little to properly seed the
ground was sown. All the
It gives

this tribe.

me

One year
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wheat was equally good. The Indians now require, and were most anxiously
a
looking for (till the reception at this office of department letter refusing the same),
and if the department
large supply of seed wheat for planting in the coming fall,
should adhere to the decision a much smaller amount of wheat will he sown than
would have been had the seed been furnished to those who have land broken, but who
have no means of providing seed. Those who have raised wheat the present season
have all, under my direction, preserved all that they will require for seeding the land
that they desire to plant.
During the last year the Indians have broken, under the direction of the agency
farmer, 155 acres of prairie, and 150 has been broken by white men. All this breaking
should be planted in wheat, if possible, this fall, as newly broken laud generally produces largely, and wheat, when well set, keeps down the weeds and puts the land in
in
good condition for future tillage. Almost every Ponca has planted a garden spot
is enjoying the
potatoes, watermelons, beans, and general garden stuff, and to-day
luxury of good vegetables.
One year ago the industrial school, now capable of boarding and educating 200
scholars, was only about one-fourth completed so far as brick-work was concerned
To-day the building stands complete and ready for occupancy. All the labor
except that which was purely mechanical was performed by the Indians.
I found the agency employe's supplied with water by the labor of two mules and one
Indian with a sled and barrel. The spring was a great mass of black mud and weeds.
The spring is now 9 feet deep, with a strong wall inclosing the same, 25 feet in diamextent of several
eter, making a reservoir which can be always drawn upon to the
thousand barrels. A wind-mill, with a capacity of 500 gallons per hour, has also
been erected, which pumps the water from the spring to a height of 84 feet, discharging the same into a tank containing 295. barrels, which stands upon a brick
foundation (a circular tower) 20 feet above the general level, from which the water
is distributed to the houses of the employe's and the industrial school through about
There will be no question
2,000 feet of iron pipe, laid in a most substantial manner.
hereafter as to the supply of good water for the agency purposes. All the labor in
these water improvements was performed by the Indians.
I also had the saw-mill completely overhauled and repaired; anew saw, with patent
adjustable teeth, placed in the same, with attachments for a shingle-machine, with
two good railroad tracks, with cars, one to deliver the logs and the other to carry out
to the piling grounds the sawed lumber, without one cent expense to the department
other than the cost of the saw and one track for moving the logs. I also built a house
for the use of the teacher, and one from which to make the weekly issues of beef to the
Indians. I had, in addition to other repairs on the houses of employe's, four porches
erected, under which washing could be done while the persons performing the labor
could be shielded both from the sun and rain, thus making the cottages much more
comfortable for the families occupying them. The Indian houses have in all cases
been repaired and all needed comforts extended to them. Thus my carpenter and his
assistants have been constantly employed, and have done good service to the Indian
cause at a very trifling expense to the department.
The engineer and blacksmith have been kept busy in making the various repairs in|
cident to so extensive a shop, and in taking charge of and running the saw-mill. The
duties of Kendall F. Smith, who holds the position, have been so various that I am
tempted to enumerate them. Besides doing the ordinary work of his trade as blackfor
smith, he has overhauled and completely repaired .the engine, casting new boxes
He
all the journals, both upon it and the various parts of machinery of the saw-mill.
has mended all the pots, kettles, and stoves of the Indians. He assisted the farmer in
feeding the thrashing-machine for two weeks. He did a large part of the surveying,
using the compass and chain in a most intelligent manner. He laid all the water-pipe,
constructed out of the raw material all the hydrants, and made all the attachments to
drilled

.

the wind-mill.
The farmer, George L. Beard, has attended most faithfully to all his duties, and I
cannot too highly commend him for the labor lie has performed. Intelligent, ready,
full of expedients, he has worked with an energy and will, and a large meed of praise
is

due to his untiring

aid.

The Indians now have
ens, turkeys, and ducks.

head of cattle, 357 hogs, and not less than 2,500 chickis in superb order, and during last winter were
well provided with hay. They have all erected corrals for their cattle and small stables for their American horses, and, as a rule, keep a watchful eye on all their stock,
which they feel will be a source of large profit and in the end constitute their princi1,138

Their stock

pal wealth.

The agency buildings are in good condition, and consist of the same as last year,
with the exception of the industrial school teacher's house and an issue house for
beef, which have been added.
The day school, under the charge of Miss Fannie Skinner, the teacher, has been
kept open for the scholastic year, and I am glad to say that more interest has been
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of scholars but, like
taken by the parents, and with a consequently larger attendance
short of the full number that could be
all day-schools on Indian reservations, it falls
;

accommodated.

The condition of the Poncas as to health has been very good, and, with the excephave occurred except from
tion of measles, there has been no contagion, aud few deaths
ordinary diseases.
The saw-mill has produced 57,230 feet of lumber from logs cut upon the reservathousand feet for each day's running.
tion, and has averaged over two
The police are as good as can be expected, and have been, as a rule, attentive to
their business

and

faithful.

should be abolished, as
opinion the time has arrived at which chieftainship
I am satisfied chiefs, in general, do more harm than good to the tribes under their
control. They are constantly scheming to preserve their ancient privileges, and thus
education will in the end root
impeding the forward movement of their people. But
out this evil by teaching the young the value of self-dependence. So long as the
chiefs are allowed a voice in the distribution of anything intended for their tribe so
the chiefs for their influlong will the poor people of their bands be compelled to pay
ence in getting them proper recognition. I have on every occasion ignored their
claims, and in making all issues looked only to the good of the service, placing the
of such Indians who were
horses, wagons, and implements of husbandry in the hands
most likely to make proper use of them. Thus I have often brought down on myself
the wrath of the chiefs but I am consoled by the knowledge that a popular agent
can only be the tool of the royal savage.
The Indians have not yet completed putting up their hay, but they have to-day not
less than 1,200 tons in stack, and by the end of the season will have between 1,400
and 1,600. This shows a marked improvement over last year, and argues stronger
than words could by any possibility do the care Ihey are bestowing upon their stock.
They are fast approaching the time when self-support will be reached, aud great care
should be taken by their agents and the employe's under them to keep them up to the
In

my

;

forward movement.

With the assistance of my employ6s we have kept open a Sabbath school, which
has been well attended by the Indians, in which the plain, practical truths of the
Bible have been taught. The seed thus sown has to a great extent (with the example set them) taught them a decent and respectable observance of the Lord's Day,
and it is seldom indeed that I have to reprove them on that score.
Their polygamous marriages are a source of trouble, but just how to break them
up I am unable to suggest. But some method should be adopted soon of a compulsory nature which would deter the young men from following so bad an example.
There has not been a single crime, that I am aware of, committed by the Poncas
during the last year, and I can salely say that in an equal number of whites no such
record could be made. They are easily influenced for good, but \\ith bad examples
the influence to wrong would be equally potent. Kindness, good nature, and love for
their children and fur one another is a striking characteristic of this people, and
they are generous to a fault to all poor Indians of neighboring tribes. Their personal
cleanliness and that of their homes have been much improved, and a table neatly
spread is an ordinary sight in their dwellings.
I

THE NEZ PERCE INDIANS
of Joseph's band, also under my charge, are situated at Oakland Agency, 15 miles
in a northwesterly direction from this agency.
They exhibit by far the most mind of
any Indians with whom I have come in contact. They are brave, energetic, exemand
faithful.
Their history, from the earliest times of which we have any
plary,
record, is one, of wonderful interest. Never large in numbers, the natural enemy of
the Sioux, the Blackfeet, the Flatheads, and the Crows, they maintained their p'ositipn amidst a host of surrounding enemies, and drove from 'their soil all intruders.
Filled with a love of country almost
worshipping the high mountains, bright flashing streams, aud rich fertile valleys of Idaho they have inherited and transmitted
to their children a name for bravery, for
truthfulness, and honor of which they may
indeed be proud. The unfortunate war into which
they were driven in 1877 with the
United States is far from being a blot on their escutcheon, and all brave, high-minded
people the world over will honor them for their gallant defense of their homes, their
families, aud their hunting-ground. When they surrendered to superior force they
did it in the most solemn manner and under the* most solemn
promises of protection
and a return to their own country. That that promise has not been kept is an historical fact, and never has been explained.
Might never made right, and the power to
punish can never excuse its exercise wrongfully. As the years go by the eyes of this
people are turned to the northwest, and their yearning' hearts pulsate naught but
Idaho. Like Inspector Pollock, I can
exclaim, "Of all men in the world, is it possible
that we two only can see this wrong." But God works wonders in His own wondrous
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way, and without His direction it could never have been cou sura mated. Through
battles and blood, through long marches and weary camp fires, through the booming
of cannon and the rattling of small-arms, they have been led to the foot of the Cross,
and to-day they worship the God of the Bible with an unction and zeal the counterpart of their unflinching courage in battle.
have harvested and
Th<>y labor with a will to make themselves self-supporting, and
threshed over 800 bushels of wheat the present season. Though without the necesand
sary horses to pull their plows, they have broken more than 150 acres of prairie,
have a good stand of corn upon every acre broken in time for planting. Could they
fall more
procure a proper amount of wheat for seed, they would plant the present
than 100 acres. Their gardens present all the vegetables of the season, and their melons are as line as I ever saw, and in great abundance.
During last fall and winter I had nineteen new houses erected for them, each upon
his own claim, which they at once occupied, and the sickness consequent on tent life
has greatly decreased. Had the department been able to furnish the funds required
every Nez Perce" would now be enjoying the comforts of a good house. I am much
indebted to the superintendent, D. W. Jordan, who worked with commendable enand attention to this
ergy, and to Mr. Nelson, the carpenter, who gave his whole time
good work. They both had higher aims than merely to earn their salaries, and by a
consistent walk and strict adherence to duty won the respect and esteem of all the
Indians, whose esteem was worth anything. The matron, Mrs. Nelson, has always
done her whole duty, and I cannot too highly commend her efforts in behalf of the
Indians. The Indians have now in stock about 600 tons of hay for winter use, and
their stock of all kinds will be well provided with provender.
The school under the charge of James Reubens has flourished in an uncommon manThe new school-house has
ner, and every seat has been filled during the past year.
progressed only so far as building the foundation, and the purchasing and delivery
upon the ground of the lumber necessary for completion.
The Presbyterian Church, organized by the presbytery of Kansas, and under charge
of Rev. Archie Lawyer, has also had a large increase of membership and the services
are well attended by a large part of the tribe.
A field of 30 acrep of corn was broken and planted for agency use, which will yield
a large crop, which will be all that will be required to keep the agency horses during
-

the coming year.
During the year the saw-mill has been roofed with shingles made on the agency,
the barn, and a large shed at its side completed and covered, a small house erected as
an office for the physician, together with a carpenter and blacksmith's shop, all from
native lumber; and also, a house from which the beef is issued to the Indians. All
the agency houses are in good repair, and will need little or no appropriations for the

coming year.

I neglected to state in my report of the Ponca Agency the fact that we have a field
of 80 acres in corn for the use of the agency, which will produce at least 50 bushels to the acre.
A statistical table will accompany this report.
Respectfully submitted,

THOS.

J.

JORDAN,

.United States Indian Agent.
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PAWNEE AGENCY,

IND. T.,

October 13, 1882.
SIK I have the honor to submit the following annual report of affairs at this agency.
Having but recently assumed charge, I must necessarily derive my information from
office records and from the various employe's.
During the past year nothing of a serious nature has transpired to disturb the
entranquillity of the agency; however, the usual difficulties and discouragements
countered by all whose lot is cast in this service have presented themselves here, but
it is hoped that even these in their adjustment may possibly be productive of some
good in creating and illustrating new ideas and inducements for the exercise of more
energetic and decisive measures in the way of advancement in the future.
:

POPULATION.
to this agency, as shown by the last census (Sepdivided into four bands, as follows
*
416
iSkee-dee band
251
Pe-tah-how-erat band
271
Chow-wee baud
307
Kit-ka-hockband.

The number of Indians belonging

tember, 1881)

is 1,251,

.

:
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Each of these bands have two accredited chiefs, who labor hard to retain their
but are slowly but surely losing their
position as leaders in their respective bands,
be chiefs only in name.
power, and will eventually
RESERVATION.
is well adapted to their wants, containing, as
a great diversity of soil with an abundant supply of timber and a fair supply
of water. The fertile bottoms along the numerous streams are well adapted to agricultural purposes, and when cultivated are reasonably certain to produce a good
The table lands produce an abundance of nuyield of wheat, corn, and vegetables.
tritious grass, which, if utilized, would in a few years place this people in a condition above want. But, as has been illustrated, these Indians are not successful cattle
for them to resist making frequent
raisers, their appetite for beef being too strong
is slaughtered. There are, however,
requisitions upon their herds, until the last one
a few head of cattle remaining in the tribe, of those issued to them in 1880, but as no
subsistence stores are being furnished them this fiscal year, these will quite likely disappear soon.

The land occupied by these Indians

it does,

AGRICULTURE.

The pursuit of this occupation seems to claim the most attention, being apparently
better suited to their nature. In this the Indians have made fair progress during the
past year, and no doubt, with a reasonably favorable season, will present a better showing the current year. Not being furnished seed wheat by the department last fall, two
of the Indian farmers bought and sowed a few bushels each, which brought them a
handsome return. This served as an inducement to others, consequently there will
be a considerable amount sown this fall, and if seed could have been obtained, a
large area would have been sown. The fact of the seed not being furnished them
may be beneficial, as it will call for greater exertions on their part to obtain it, and,
if successful, their feeling of self reliance and independence be cultivated thereby.
They are successful this year in obtaining a good crop of corn of the large and small
varieties ; many of the fields were well cultivated, and would do credit to any one.
Of melons, pumpkins, and squashes the crop was simply enormous; particularly of
the former article. I think, probably for the first time for years, if ever before, these
Indians are realizing the benefit of their labor and are more nearly able to place an
estimate upon the value of it.
ALLOTMENTS.
Quite a number of allotments have been made to the more enterprising ones, and
new locations are being chosen by other parties. Upon these allotments several houses have been erected, and there is a prospect of more building being done.
Inmost cases the Indians do a, greater portion of the labor in the construction of
their buildings under the direction of the agency carpenter.
several

VILLAGE SYSTEM.
There is a disposition existing among a great many of the tribe to break up the
village system, though it meets with stubborn opposition on the part of the chiefs,
realizing, as they do, that a discontinuance of that old established custom lessens, to
a great extent, their power over the young men.
Believing that a complete disruption of the village system, and the
locating of families upon lands suitable for agricultural purposes will do more probably to cultivate self-reliance and individuality
among these people, as well as to eventually break up the power of the chiefs, placing every one upon his own merits, I shall exert all possible influence in this direction.

FREIGHTING.
Nearly all the subsistence stores and annuity goods for this agency have been transported from Arkansas City, Kans., a distance of 70 miles, by Indian teams the proseeds for which was generally credited in
and harness issued
payment for
them in the fall of 1880, but few receiving cash for their wagons
services.
;

EDUCATION.

Tke

industrial boarding school at this
agency has been reasonably well attended,
there being an average attendance of
63f. The school building is totally inade-
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There are about
quate to accommodate the children of school-going age in the tribe.
384 children of suitable school age in the tribe, of which 100 can be comfortably provided for in the building now occupied. A majority of the children are apt scholars;
the greatest difficulty being experienced in inducing them to adopt the English
language. By far the larger portion of the children in attendance are boys, the
beparents generally preferring to keep the girls at home under their own care. I
lieve this difficulty could be obviated by the maintenance of a separate school for
A school farm of about 80 acres is conducted in the interest of this institution,
girls.
from which corn, sorghum, and vegetables are obtained in considerable quantities,
the labor being performed by school boys under the supervision of an industrial
teacher.
There being no church at this agency, service is held in the school-building, and|i
conducted under the care of the Presbyterian denomination.
POLICE,
services of the Indian police have, I believe, given reasonable satisfaction ;
No doubt the
call upon the aid of this body having occurred.
presence of a well-organized police force has a beneficial influence upon these people,
serving to discourage misbehavior, which without the proper force to bear upon it
would ultimately result in discord.

The

but few occasions to

SANITARY,

The sanitary condition of the tribe during the past year has considerably improved,
owing in part to their removal from the villages, where many families would be
crowded together in one lodge. More Indians now resort to the agency physician for
medical advice, and consequently there is a falling oft* in the business of native medicine men. There is still much room for improvement in this respect and it is to be
hoped that the death-rate will be decreased by an improved mode of living, diet,
;

dress,

&c.
Very

respectfully,

LEWELLYN

E. WOODIN,
United States Indian Agent.

OTOE AGENCY, Bed
SIR

:

I

have the honor to transmit herewith

my

Rock, 2nd. T., August 20, 1882.
annual report for the year ending

August 20, 1882.
Soon after forwarding my last annual report, dated at Otoe Agency, Nebraska, I
received orders to remove the Indians under my charge from that agency to their new
location in the Indian Territory. Agreeably to said order, I began the work of removal at once. On the 22d of September, 1881, 1 started the cattle herd, numbering
224 head, in charge of competent herders, for the Territory. On the 5th of October
following, having completed my arrangements, I pulled out of the agency with the
We arrived at Red Rock
train, which consisted of 70 wagons and about 200 ponies.
on the 23d of same month, nineteen days out, traveling nearly 300 miles, without
on the 16th in good conThe
herd
arrived
sustaining any loss or mishaps by the way.
dition and without loss.
I erected temporary barns for the stock and sheds to protect agency gooMs from the
weather. We also inclosed about 30 acres for a corral. The Indians camped near the
agency tents until spring, when they moved out to the lands selected by them for
opening up their farms.

THE RESERVATION.
The new location of the Otoes and Missourias lies directly west, and bordering on
the Arkansas River, and west of the Pawnee reserve, and consists of about 130,000
acres of land, a very small proportion of which is suitable for agricultural purposes.
The most serious drawback in this connection is the lack of running streams, which
renders irrigation impracticable. Stock-raising can be carried on with sucoess.
Grass is abundant, and water can be obtained sufficient for stock in the holes along
the beds of the creeks.
Timber is scarce, being thinly scattered along the banks of the water-courses,
though enough can be found for building and fencing purposes for years to come if
proper care is taken.
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FARMING.

and wagons were issued have broken large
Nearly all those Indians to whom horses
of ground, which they have planted to corn, potatoes, beans, and melons,
he crops are as good as could be expected from first breaking, but will not go far
Batches
towards their maintenance this year. The Indians have now 700 acres under good
fence, 250 being under cultivation.
FREIGHTING AND LABOR.
Over 275,000 pounds of agency goods and supplies have been transported by Indian wagons from Arkansas City to the agency, a distance of 45 miles, for which
without exception very anxious to
they received 35 cents per hundred. They are
haul freight, and up to date all goods have been delivered promptly and without
for which
damage. They also transported 25,OOP pounds of building material, &c.,
the agency with 54 cords of
they received above-named rates. They have supplied
wood, 1,000 posts, and cut and hauled 40 good sized logs to mill for agency purposes.

EDUCATIONAL.

Through unavoidable delays I was unable to open the industrial school until May
and though the session was short, the result* was highly satisfactory. School
closed with the fiscal year June 30. The average daily attendance for the nine weeks
was 43$, the number of children in the tribe of school age being 53.
1st,

POLICE.

The force, consisting of 9 men, have given good satisfaction during the year. They
rendered excellent service during the removal last October in policing the camp at
Indians who
night, keeping the wagon train in line on the march, and reporting
straggled off in search of fire water, &c.
I regret that their pay has not been increased to a sum sufficient to prevent them
from being obliged to labor at other pursuits in order to support their families.
SANITARY.

The sanitary condition of the tribe for the past year has been comparatively good.
The power of the Indian medicine men is waning fast, and there are but few who
will submit themselves to their treatment, the calls upon the agency physician

Two hundred and ninety-two cases were
being more frequent in consequence.
treated during the year; 13 deaths and 15 births reported.
AGENCY BUILDINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The buildings at this agency comprise agent's residence, school-house, dormitory,
and commissary building, carpenter and blacksmith shops combined, 3 employ6 cottages, agency barn, implement house and buggy barn, all completed since
March of current year. Also a bridge 160 feet in length over Red Rock, the longest
span being 55 feet, 20 feet above low water.
I have inclosed 80 acres as a pasture lot for agency horses, and one of 40 acres for
b.arn lot. Our new saw-mill is temporarily located on Red Rock near the agency. It
has turned out 60,000 feet of dimension lumber for bridge, cottages, &c., since it went
offices,

into commission last January.
After repeated trials to obtain good water for agency use, having sunk one shaft to
a depth of J43 feet and another 30 feet without striking a vein, I at last succeeded in
finding an abundant supply at a depth of 26 feet.

CONCLUSION.
I am happy to be able to say that since
my arrival in the Territory there has not
been a single case of drunkenness reported. The laws of Kansas prohibiting the sale
of intoxicating liquor is a boon that no one can appreciate more than an Indian
agent, who has had the experience of dealing with those under his charge, when
under the influence of the infernal stuff. The law aforesaid has certainly relieved

me

qf a large

Very

amount of

responsibility

and trouble.

respectfully,

LEWELLYN

E. WOODIN,
United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.
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QUAPAW AGENCY, IND. T., August 26, 1882.
SIK lu compliance with instructions contained in yours of the 15th ultimo, I have
the honor to submit this my third annual report.
Under this agency we have the remnants of eight tribes, viz, Quapaws, Confederated Peorias and Miamis, Ottawas, Shawnees, Senecas, Wyandottes, and Modocs,
who preserve their tribal relations, besides two small bauds of 2? Pottawattomies and
22 Cherokee-Shawnees, whose homes are temporarily here, making a total of 1,093
souls, who own reservations amounting in the aggregate to 202,298 acres, situated in"
the northeast comer of the Indian Territory, adjoining the State of Missouri on the
east and Kansas on the north, with the Neosho and Grand Rivers on the west, which,
separate this agency from the Cherokee country, and a geographical line extended
from the south boundary of Newton County, Missouri, west to Grand River, forms
our southern boundary. Like the State of Kansas, our average elevation above tidal
wave is about 2,375 feet. In the main the land is gently rolling, but broken here
and there, more especially in the eastern and southeastern part, by high stony ridges
and bluffs, the foot hills of the Ozark range of mountains of Missouri. A skirting of
timber is found along all the rivers and numerous creeks, which flow mainly in a
southerly direction. The Neosho, Spring, and Cow-skin Rivers are the principal
water courses, all of which drain wide valleys by many small tributaries. The surface soil is very rich and fertile, and averages from two to five feet in depth. It is
practically inexhaustible, and consists of a black loam resting on a clay formation.
I am safe in saying that one-half of this large area is agricultural, while it is all fine
grazing land. Probably one-half is covered with timber, principally oak on the uplands, while the bottoms abound in walnut, hickory, p^sau, &c. In short, the physical features of this country are a rich and fertile soil, productive of all the fruits,
an undulating surface with prairie and
cereals, and grasses of the temperate zone
timber euough usefully and harmoniously blended; beautiful clear streams of water,
fed from pure, fresh, never-failing springs, and a healthful and salubrious climate,
which is neither subject to the rigors of long and protracted winters nor the parchThe winter of 1881-'82 was exing, enervating heats of an exhaustive summer.
tremely mild in this locality, followed by a continuously pleasant early spring but
mild
continued
with a profusion of rainfall. The
rays of an unclouded sun rendered
the valleys luxuriant with herbage and fragrant with brilliant flowers. Owing to
the universal drought of the summer of 1881, this mijd winter was a godsend, and
instead, as we had expected to see starving stock nursed while their owners prayed
for a scanty herbage of a tardy spring, we saw sleek, fat cattle all the winter
through.
The scenery of the agency on Spring River is becoming noted, and excursions from,
the East visit Pine Bluff, a perpendicular wall of rock rising 100 feet above the
water's edge. This is situated about four miles south of Baxter Springs, Kans.,
.and is so named on account of a cluster of pine trees that cover its summit. Extending back of the cliff for a half a mile is a grove of beautiful oaks, so arranged by
nature as to present the appearance of a well-kept park back of this is the broad
Two miles south of this point we have the Devil's Promenade and Castle
prairie.
Rock, two bold cliffs similar to Pine Bluff, except that the Devil's Promenade has a
a shelf several yards in width and 25 feet above the water, extending along
the whole face of the rock a distance of 600 feet above this the rocks project far
over the water and then rise 100 feet perpendicularly. The shelf would easily shelter 1,000 men, and is pronounced by all who have seen it a rare object in natural
scenery. Castle Rock, as the name indicates, has a striking resemblance to an old
Scotch castle,
,

:

;

;

;

QUAPAWS.

The Quapaws number about 200 only 48 are on the reservation of 56,685 acres.
They are the least industrious of any tribe under the agency still they have made
better progress the past year than ever before, which has been greatly aided by a
;

;

careful collection of a tax for grazing cattle on their lands, Avhichsum has been judiciously expended for their benefit, and has placed them in a position to labor to
advantage. They keep their children at school and seem fully alive to the necessities of an education for them
no small improvement. Although the smallest tribe
on the agency, they have the largest reservation, which should be reduced by sale of
a portion to Kansas, or by removal of other tribes to occupy it, as it is a constant
bone of contention, and requires no small amount of labor to protect it from intruders
and timber thieves. They farm in a small way, and have broken 14 acres of prairie
the past year. The habit of drinking has been abandoned, and I hope for better re;

sults in the future.

5153
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CONFEDERATED PEORIAS ,AND MIAMIS.

which they
The confederated Peorias and Miamishave a reservation of 50,301 acres, and have
in common. They number 203,
jointly, although their funds are not
school
had the past year 2,916 acres under cultivation. They support each a separate
to any comwith their own funds, and I am proud to say the schools would do credit
this agency is concerned, is a
munity in the States. The untutored savage, so far as
men as you are in
thing of the past, and in these tribes we find as smart, intelligent
once stood the rickety
the habit of meeting in any agricultural community. Where
over their reservation surshanty now rises the comfortable home, and a drive
rounds you with beautiful and well-regulated farms. Christianity and benevolence
have gone hand in hand with the advances in civilization, and universal improvement is the order. They take a lively interest in education, and from their own
annual

own

funds support eight of their children in colleges in the State of Indiana, at an

The children selected were bright, and it is needless to say are
is completed I am sure will be an
progress, and when their course
honor to their people. Their reservation in extent and richness is about equal to
the Quapaws, and their advanced condition makes them desirous of having their
lauds allotted. In my judgment this should be done. They have made fair progress the past year, but I am sure would succeed much better if their advancement
was encouraged by the allotment of their lands.
cost of $250 each.

making most rapid

OTTAWAS.
I

The Ottawas number 115, and have a reservation of 14,860 acres. They have under
cultivation 811 acres this season. Their lands, taken as a whole, are the best under
the agency. Instead of a wild, rough farm of stony, stumpy hills, and fields of barfind a
ren, poverty-stricken soil, such as you find in some of the Eastern States, you
noble expanse of gently undulating prairie, free from obstructions, and ready to receive the plowshare; yielding enormous crops from year to year without the expensive process of an annual recuperation by dressing and manuring. This tribe contains
some men of energy and intelligence, and they have done better the past year than
they have before for years, but their progress is not what it should be with the advantages they have had. They claim to be citizens of the United States many of
them should be, and ought never to have been made Indians after having once assumed such responsibilities. Their lauds should be surveyed and allotted. They have
a high regard for religion and appreciate education. Two of their boys are making
good progress at the Carlisle school.
;

EASTERN 8HAWNEE8.
The Eastern Shawnees number 72, and hold a reservation of 13,088 acres, two-third*
of which is rough and broken, while all is good grass laud, and well adapted for stockraising. They have done reasonably well; but the death of John Jackson, their
He was the foremost man in the tribe, and had one of the
chief, was a serious loss.
best regulated farms of 225 acres under the agency. There is not a man in the tribe
who can take his place, and his loss will prove a great one to these people. The tribe
is small, and several of their now
leading men set a very bad example, being hard
drinkers. I know of no tribe who possess more kindly feelings as a rule they are
honest and industrious, but do not appreciate the school privileges as they should.
The $2,000 appropriated by Congress, and paid them in April last, was a great relief
to many who lost their crops last year by the
drought.
;

WYANDOTTES.
The Wyandottes are the largest tribe we have, numbering 287. Their reservation
of 21,706 acres embraces a great deal of
very poor land. Their name is more familiar
to the .general public than any other
tribe, as they have mingled within the bounds
of civilization for several generations.
Many of them have been citizens, and, for
that matter, should be to-day. Smart,
energetic, industrious, and educated are the
while
the
tribe
still
majority,
possesses some of the most backward Indians we have.
Their progress is marked, and fine
farms, comfortable houses, good stock, and an air
of prosperity prevails. The
$28,109.51 paid them in March and April could not have
been placed where it would have done more
good. No people could take a more lively
interest in the education of their children, and
they fully appreciate the generosity
of the government in this respect.
During the year there has been under cultivation
1,818 acres of laud, and like all other crops in the agency the yield will be large.
They still cling to some of their old practices. The custom of celebrating August
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15th was observed by them in a most appropriate manner. This practice dates back
farther than the memory of the oldest living members of the tribe, but the manner of
celebrating has changed from year to year as they have advanced in civilization, and
this year witnessed a good old-fashioned basket picnic.
Speeches were made, the newborn children were named, a fnll-fledged brass band, composed of Indians entirely,
discoursed sweet music, and all joined in singing. All the tribes of the agency joined
with them and perfect order prevailed. Had it not been for the red faces one would
have thought they were mingling with the whites of our Western progressive sister
States. No one thing that has transpired during the year goes farther to show the real
progress these people are making. Instead of the old-fashioned pow-wows and hootfrom superstition to
ings, the green corn, and dog-dances, these people have stepped
our own degree of civilization.

SENEGAS.

The Senecas are the second tribe in numbers, being 222 souls. In some things they
are the most backward tribe we have ; they cling to many of their old customs, and
still dance to drive away sickness, and hold their yearly green-corn feast, but have
abolished many of the objectionable features. They own 51,954 acres in the southeast corner of the agency, a large majority of it being only fit for grazing and timber.
They are good workers, and have made more grain this year than ever before.
If you
It is difficult to keep pace with the age we live in, even among Indians.
look back 100 years and see this tribe as they were, knowing their natures as we now
do, it is hard to realize the great advancement they have made and the progress they
are making now, although apparently slow at times. Ignorant, ill-fed savages, living in huts of bark and wigwams of skins, and for a subsistence hunting their comor following the
petitors, the wild beasts, or turning up the soil with wooden plows,
voice of their chiefs to stand as marks for cross-bows, or in telling tales of bloody
wars, or engaged in the dance, dressed in outrageous attire, without the excuse of
modern multiplicity. To-day they are an orderly, quiet people, realizing fully the
march of civilization and the necessity of being ready to fall into line. Their children are bright, and none in our schools have made better progress, although it is
only a few years since they refused to send them at all.
MODOCS.

Too much cannot be said in praise of the Modocs since they removed to the Territory
Nino years ago they were devils incarnate today they are docile, tractable, lawabiding, and peaceable, have fully adopted civilized dress and customs, till the soil for
a living, send their children to school with regularity, and are in fact the best working Indians we have. Although cramped for work animals, they have, without aid
from any one, cultivated 409 acres this year, and the crops promise them a bountiful
return for their hard labor. Their reservation embraces 4,000 acres, the greater portion of which is very poor land.
They take great interest in religion, and a more
eager people to learn I never saw. Even old men are learning to read and write.
No better progress or results could be hoped for than they have made. They now
number 97; they are the only Indians who draw rations, all others being supported
by their farms and money annuities. Superstition stillprevails to some extent. They
no longer burn the bodies of their dead, but some few of the older ones insist in
burying the clothing, &c., of the deceased with the body and then go into a sweat
house for live days believing if they do not that they will die soon with the same
disease as the deceased had. They are hospitable and kind, and are more happy and
contented than in former years, although they often come to me and cry, begging the
privilege of a visit to their old mountain home. Drinking and gambling.was formerly a common vice but they have "thrown it away.''
.

STOCK-RAISING.

range for cattle can be found in the West. Grass is abundant and
and beautiful creeks fed by clear springs are abundant. Some of our Indians have graded stock, and are quite extensively engaged in stock-raising. In my
judgment it is the best and most profitable business they can engage in.
The Texas cattle fever has visited this agency during the past month; it is a very
fatal disease and refuses to yield to any treatment which has yet been tried, and the
majority of cases have proven fatal. The infection seems to be taken from cattle
which appear to be perfectly well, but that have been driven from south of this localNo Texas cattle
ity, either from Arkansas or the southern part of the Territory.
have been driven into the agency this year; but the disease has every appearance of
the Texas fever. Those who have tried the experiment say that green corn fed to the
stock in large quantities when they are first attacked produces good results, and often

No

finer natural

nutritious,

cheeks

its

ravages

when not

too far advanced.

The

fear of this terrible disease causes
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would have large herds and
many Indians to abandon stock-raising who otherwise
10 per cent, loss is the greatest estimate I
reap the profits that are sure to follow, as
have heard any one place on this destructive agency, and 30 per cent, is not too high
to place the average profit.
RENTERS.

for a share of the crop or for a stated amount of new
practice of renting farms
this agency for years, and at present it is a
Indians considerably, owing to a recent order from your
subject that is agitating the
must cease. The importance of making
department notifying me that the practice
these people self-sustaining, and relieving the government so far as possible, has been
from some of them will cause a perpetual
my greatest desire. To take away renters
drain upon the United Sfates Treasury, or the more prosperous members of their tribes,
a cardinal feature which has not been overlooked or forgotten.
of human
I am well aware that work is the only key that can open the. golden gates
individual who possesses not the key becomes hopelessly inferior
possibilities, and the
to those who have it. Character cannot be developed in idleness, but if human
wisdom ever extends so far as to subject every individual to the spur of necessity in
order that he may get out of his faculties all they are capable of comfortably producthe gainer. Many good qualities have undoubtedly
ing, the world will be immensely
been dwarfed by the enervating influence of annuities. True charity consists in enstern necessity, if
abling the individual to support himself, and the inculcation by
work are
necessary, of the doctrine of equivalents. Those who are not compelled to
robbed of the best incentive to energy, and their condition calls for charity. They are
not so generally worthless because they are naturally deficient it is because in many
cases their faculties have been denied development. I know that the policy of the
department is correct in the main, but you must admit that there are cases which
should not come under this general rule widows, orphans, cripples, and old persons
who are not able to labor, and are objects of charity.

The

improvements has been the custom at

;

IMPROVEMENTS.

Some very substantial improvements have been made by the Indians during

the year, as the statistics herewith forwarded will show. There has been 532^
acres of new land broken, 17-J miles of fencing made, 42 houses built, and in fact
The government has repaired the
it has been a year of steady work and progress.
school buildings, converted the old Ponca warehouse, 30 x 100, into neat school and
recitation rooms, and added to the clerk and physician's residences, which give the
agency an air of respectability, and relieves the dilapidated appearance the place
has had for years. No one thing would do so much good in this direction as a sawmill to provide us with cheap lumber. We have the timber, but cannot secure a mill
without the consent of the department. Can we get it ?

EDUCATION AND SCHOOLS.

The

subject of educating the Indian children of the country is in the minds of our
leading men and best thinkers, and it is to be hoped that the daily press of the country, so powerfully conducted, will assume, as a part of their duty, to keep it before the public and the servants of the public until the remedy'is fully applied,
and when once applied, as it should be, be perpetuated in application until there are
no Indian wards. Let our Representatives in Congress look into the matter of universal education for these people with feelings of serious determination to expend a
much larger sum of our tax-millions in giving to them their just dues. The present
results of education and enlightenment shows that American enterprise and industry can be infused into these once unhappy people, and make all their vast and
varied sources of wealth subservient to the best interests of our common country
without any more war or national dishonor, and with the full consent of these peoThe past of the Indian has been melancholy, indeed but our present truly
ple.
enlightened policy will, if extended, bestow upon them as glorious a future as our
;

own.

The results attained in the agency have been satisfactory. The accommodations
for children have been greatly improved the past
year, but additional room must be
provided if all children of school age are brought into school. The total enumeration of the different schools was as follows :
Seneca, Shawnee, and Wyandotte Indian boarding-school
boarding-school
Peoria, &c., day-school
Miami, day-school
Modoc, day-school

Quapaw Indian

Total

....

135
112
55
31
30

"3"
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The schools open September 1, after a vacation .of two months. In the Seneca, &c.,
school the children made their usually good progress, but during April the measles
prevailed to such an alarming extent that the school was temporarily suspended. At
the Quapaw Indian boarding-school no misfortunes were met with to check the

progress, and the children improved steadily through the year. The day-schools
were a credit to the ag*ency, many children attending regularly, although residing
several miles distant.

BUILDINGS.

At the agency proper, which is situated on the Shawuee reserve, we have the
agent's residence, a large two-story building 24 by 53, well built, commodious, and
in good repair; two very neat cottages for clerk and physician, 20 by 30, with an L
The old agency log-house 20 by 60, occupied by the blacksmith and his
10 by 12.
assistant; a commissary, office, and dispensary combined in one building, 20 by 80,
much too small for the purpose. A blacksmith shop for Shawuees and Modocs, 16 by
a wood shop, 16 by 32 ; slaughter-house, 16
20, with wareroom attached, 16 by 32
by 20, and a stable, 18 by 20. .Two miles northeast of the agency, on the Modoc reserve,
we have the Modoc school-house. Three and one-half miles southwest of the agency,
on the Wyandott reserve, are situated the group of Seneca, Shawnee, and Wyandott
Indian boarding-school buildings; the main buildings 70 by 79, two stories -f- shaped
school-house, 55 by 40 I -shaped ; wash-room, 16 by 36, with necessary stables and
out-buildings. Ten miles distant to the northwest, on the Peoria, &c., reserve, we have
the Peoria school-house, 26 by 60. Two miles-further on, in the same direction, we
have the Quapaw mission buildings, on the Quapaw reserve, consisting of the main
building, 30 by 80, two stories ; two dormitories, 20 by SO ; a school-house, 30 by 100,
with necessary stables and out-houses.
Still further on, and 20 miles distaat, is
located on the Miami reservation their school-house, which is 24 by 38.
;

;

GOVERNMENT, POLICE FORCE, AND CRIMES.
Good order and advanced prosperity depend largely on the existence of a duly authorized government, not such as an agent can make and administer for a short time,
but something permanent and made so by Congress. It is a false theory that certain
races are born to rule and others to be ruled. The Indian is certainly not inferior to
the negro, whom we have made a citizen. The same laws that white men have to
abide by should be extended to the Indian country, and vigorously enforced. The
whole Indian country should be supplied with United States courts until they have
proper governments of their own. Each year brings the Indian Territory more and
more under the influence of our institutions and people, and that influence is peacefully and gradually extending itself most rapidly where no perceptible movement is
noticeable.
have been fortunate in having Indians who are disposed to do the
right thing all the time, and I am happy to report that a more orderly community
could not be found in the United States.
But one thing has marred our perfect quiet, and that was a most horrible murder

We

committed by a white man who was being held for trespass. He murdered hie guard
on the morning of the 7th of this month, and made his escape, but he was speedily
captured and is now in prison at Fort Smith, Ark., awaiting a terrible judgment.
Our police force consists of 15 of the best young men of the agency. We are only
able to retain them by allowing them the greater portion of their time on their farms,
five dollars per month being not a sufficient inducement for a man who wishes to
prosper. They are not perfect, but we could not get along without them at all. As
it is, the timber thieves and trespassers cause them to be
constantly on the alert, and
I am safe in saying they are perfect ferrets after criminals.
Our Indians are as temperate as the average white communities in the States, but
those who wish to drink are a'de to get whisky in Seneca, Mo., where ardent spirits
seems to be the ruling spirit of the town, and for some time I have not been able to
detect the parties who peddle the same. Since the prohibition law went into effect
in Kansas I have not heard of any Indian
procuring whisky from that State. So much
f<w St.

John

rule.

MISSIONARY WORK.
Sabbath-schools and meetings have been held at all the school-houses of the agency
and the missionaries and workers have been active in preaching and teaching regularly with the different tribes, while the results accomplished the past year must be
satisfactory to everyone engaged in the work; still there is room for more active
Workers, and it is hard to tell why so many missionaries are still sent abroad to die
without achieving any perceptible good, when, if sent to labor among he poor,
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health and live to a
ienoraut Indians of the West they might not only enjoy good
ana contribute someeood old age themselves, but reclaim a poor, degraded people
the social position enjoyed by our more favored
thing toward elevating them to

countrymen.

ALLOTMENTS.

The allotment of land in severalty will go a long way, in my judgment, towards
makin<* these more advanced tribes still nearer the happy goal. I do not think that
the results of labor ought to be evenly distributed irrespective of the merits of indieffort but under the present communistic state
viduals, for that would discourage
of affairs such would appear to be the result of the labor of many.
;

CONCLUSION.
In 'conclusion, let me say that with the new year comes hours of serious reflection
and
upon the past as well as bright hopes for the future. May joy, peace, prosperity,
success come to the hearts and homes of these people is the prayer of

D. B. DYER,
United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

SAC AND Fox AGENCY, IND. TER., September 15, 1882.
SIR Agreeably to request contained in circular letter dated July 15, 1882, I have
the honor to submit the following annual report of affairs at this agency, and the
condition of the different tribes belonging thereto, as best the limited acquaintance
with the agency serves me.
The tribes belonging to this agency embrace the Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi,
the Absentee Shawnees, the Mexican Kickapoos, the Citizen Potto watomies, and a portion of the tribe of lowas, from the Great Nemaha Agency, who are at present residing
upon the Sac and Fox Reservation. The Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi number,
about 442; Absentee Shawnees, 721 Mexican Kickapoos, 418; Citizen Pottawatomies,
480; lowas, 86; total, 2,147.
:

;

THE SACS AND FOXES OF THE

MISSISSIPPI.

These Indians are persistent, with, however, a few exceptions, in the use of the
blanket, and hold rigidly to many of the customs and usages of their forefathers yet,
notwithstanding this, a more honorable, upright class of Indians would be difficult
to find. Almost all of these Indians have small fields under fence, but they depend
largely upon their annuity money, of which the per capita payment is quite liberal.
Quite an emulation exists among them as to who shall be the owner of the greatest
number of ponies, other live stock being owned by them only in limited numbers.
Their school, situated at the agency, has beeu kept open during the greater part
of the year, with an average attendance of about
twenty-three scholars. A good degree of interest in schools is manifested, and the prospeot for this winter is rather
;

flattering in this direction.

THE ABSENTEE SHAWNEES,
m
721 souls, are occupying the northern portion of the
thirty -mile- square
tract of land granted them under act of May
23, 1872, and lying west of the Seminole
Reservation, in the Indian Territory. These Indians are self-supporting, and, as a
tribe, are an honorable, industrious people.
Their school, which has a capacity for
accommodating about forty scholars, has been filled to its utmost capacity during
most part of the past year.
However, the effect of a certain would-be prophetic declaration, known more generally as the "grandmother story," as told by a Shawnee woman, having reference
to certain present and eternal
judgments that were to be visited upon the unfortunate heads of each and every Indian who laid aside the blanket to
adopt the white
man s dross and ways, has had some influence upon these people, as
well as upon
neighboring tribes, yet the effect seems to be gradually wearing away, and the prospect is now that the school will again be liberally patronized, and the former interest in civilixcd pursuits in general be re-established.

numbering
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THE MEXICAN KICKAPOOS,
a somewhat haughty, yet upon the main a peaceable class of people, number 418,
aside from those residing in Kansas and Mexico. These Indians occupy a well watered, productive tract of land, lying directly north of the 30-mile tract above referred to. A good number of them have small fields of corn this year, which will
yield at least 50 bushels per acre, owing to the favorable season just closing. They
however mostly depend upon government rations for their subsistence. Efforts have
been and are now being made to put a school in operation among this people, but as
yet the efforts have been fruitless.

THE CITIZEN POTTAWATOMIES,
like the Shawnees, are self-sustaining, industrious, peaceable people. Nearly all
wear citizens' clothes. They reside upon the southern portion of the 30-mile tract
allotted them and the Absentee Shawnees, under act above cited. Their crops this
year will yield abundantly, but I am sorry to note will be barely sufficient for their
support during the coming winter, owing to the lack of properly, improving the seed-

time last spring.

The day-school which has been in operation during the greater part of the year
with marked success, is at present closed. It is hoped that not only this school may
again be opened, but that some steps may be taken by the department to comply with
these worthy people's entreaties for a boarding-school, and cause the same to be established among them.
That portion of the Iowa tribe of Indians who came here from the Great Nemaha
Agency, Neb., are subjects of pity. They are at this writing almost entirely without
anything upon which to subsist. Their annuity money has been withheld from them
since they came to the Territory, but tbe prospect is now that they will soon receive
.some aid from their annuity fund.
SANITARY.

The health of the Indians of this agency during the past year has been good, up
to within the last two months. Since that time chills and fevers have been prevalent,
both in the camp and schools. Quite a number of the employe's have also been affected.
I would say that, taking everything into consideration, the affairs of
agency and the interests of the different tribes belonging thereto have, under
the excellent management and care during the most part of the year past of Special
Agent Townsend, been faithfully and honorably executed, and allow your humble
servant to say that he has attempted, since relieving Mr. Townsend, upon the 20th
of May last, to keep in view the interests of both the government and these somewhat benighted yet deserving aborigines over whom he is placed, and should it be
my lot to have the honor to submit an annual report from this agency one year hence,
it is hoped that no less flattering results may have been reached than those reached
at this agency during the administrations of previous agents.
Very respectfully,

In conclusion,

this

JACOB

THE COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

V.

CARTER,

United States Indian Agent.

UNION AGENCY, INDIAN TER.,
Muukogee, September

1882.

1,

have the honor to submit herewith my annual report of the condition of
affairs at this agency for the year ending August 31, 1882.
The Cherokees, Choctavvs, Chickasaws, Creeks, and Semiuoles, numbering about
There are about 12,000 whites, who are here under per65,000, comprise this agency.
mits from the Indian authorities as tenants or farm laborers for Indians; about 2,000
whites lawfully in the country as licensed traders, railroad employes, and employe's
of the government several thousand who are temporarily sojourning, as the treaty
provides, comprising emigrants, visitors, pleasure-seekers, &c. In addition to these
there are several thousand intruders, making in all a population of about 90,000.
The different nations comprising this agency have their legislatures and courts, and
all but the Seminoles have their laws and acts of council printed.
TLe Indians are
subject t(Xcivil and criminal jurisdiction of their own courts. In civil cases between
Indians and white men the agency is the only court. In criminal cases where a white
SIR

:

I

I

;
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man and an

Indian are the parties, or where both parties are white, the case

is tried)

by the United States court at Fort Smith, Arkansas.
About four-fifths of the criminal cases tried at tliat court come from the Indian*
witnesses must be brought to reach
Territory. The longdistance that criminals and
that court makes the administration of justice very expensive to the government,

and exceedingly annoying to hundreds of witnesses who are compelled to attend. A
rather than be compelled to appear
majority of these people prefer to lose their stock

several times at this court as witnesses to prosecute the thief. The officers of that court
are highly respected by the Indians, and they transact business as rapidly as is possible to do, but are compelled to continue cases from term to term, requiring the
presence of witnesses every time. The treaty with all these tribes provides for a
United States court, to be established at some central point in the Territory. Every

government

official

who has made a report on the subject for years has

the establishment of such court.
people.

It

strongly urged
should be done at once for the protection of these

INDEPENDENTS.

There are about 1,000 persons within this agency who are subject to neither criminal or civil jurisdiction f any court. I refer to those who claim to be Indians and
entitled to citizenship in some of these nations, but whose claim is not allowed by
the Indians. If one of these murder an Indian the Indian courts will not try the
The United
case, as to do so would be an acknowledgement of their citizenship.
States court will not try them because they produce evidence that they are Indian*
one
of
the
court has
members
of
these
civilized
over
whom
United
States
and
tribes,
no jurisdiction unless a white man is a party hence these people are living in the
Indian country subject to no law. The question whether these Indians have theright to determine who are citizens of these nations and who are not has been before
the Interior Department for several years, and until determined this state i.f things
;

must

exist.

There being no law to pnnish for stealing timber and coal from these reservations^,
parties have taken advantage of it, and removed valuable timber. When such depredations have been discovered the Indian police have driven the parties out of the
country, taken possession of the cut timber, and turned it over to the proper authorities of the nation, by whom it is sold and the proceeds turned into the treasury.
As
soon as the police are out of that locality the thieves return and renew their depredations.

INDIAN POLICE.

The Indian police is no longer an experiment, and is approved of by the best mei
of the nations. The thieves, whisky peddlers, desperadoes, and their paid attorneys have used every means to have the police abolished, but their efforts have only
made the friends of law and order more determined to keep them on duty. The
police are regarded as a contribution on the part of the government, as their portion
of the expense of maintaining order among a population one-fourth of which are her
citizens.
They do not interfere with the affairs of the nations in any way, hence
there is no clash of authority with officers of the nations. All work in
harmony,
the police arresting those only over whom the Indian authorities have no
jurisdiction, and delivering them to the United States marshals.
INTRUDERS.

When

the number of the intruders in this
agency is mentioned the question is
not the Indian Office remove and keep them out, as the treaty proI answer that as
as
the
statutes
on
the subject remain as they are the
long
Indian Office, with the assistance of the entire
Army, could not comply with the treaty
made with these people, "to remove and keep out intruders." These reservations
iiffer from those of the wild tribes in this
There all the white men on
respect.
the reservation are there by permission of the
agent only. Here there are 2,000 whites
provided lor by treaty, and 12,000 by permit issued by Indian authorities, who are
farmers and laborers for Indians, and a constant stream of travel in all directions.
When intruders are reported to this office by the authorities of the
nations, investiitiou is made, and if the
party found to be an intruder he is notified to remove bethe limits of this agency at once. In most cases he docs so without further
trouble; but if he shall refuse or neglect to do so, the
tvoops are requested to remove
they hud hurt, and remove him across the line to the States, in nine cases,
ten lie will return in advance of the
troops.
They are again called on to take
the, intruder to Fort
Smith, to United States court, where a judgment of Sl.OOO is enagamst him. He informs the court he is unfortunate so far as worldly -oodsare
cenie.l, and regrets his inablity to pay the judgment.
Me must be released (then
"
asked,
vides f"

f

Why does
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being no statute providing for his imprisonment until the fine

is

paid),

8
and

returns-

to the nation.

The Indian Office has done all it can do, unless it would be to repea: the farce, at
an expense of about $500. This could be done as long as the funds held out, wttto
very little inconvenience to the intruder. Until the law is amended so that intruders that return after having been removed may be imprisoned, the Indian Office shoukl
not be held accountable for the failure to keep out intruders as the treaty provides

PER CAPITA PAYMENTS.
During the year past nearly $100,000 have been paid per capita to the Creek orphan*
and to the members of the late Delaware tribe (now belonging to the Cherokee NaThe money paid is the annual interest on funds held by the United States.
tion).
These payments are made in sums from twenty-four cents to several hundred dollars
each. These per capita payments are, in my judgment, bad policy. The parties who
receive this money know how to work as well as the ordinary white persons. They
can own all the land they will build a fence around, and have the benefitof the finest
summer and winter pastures for all the stock they will turn on the range. But the
great mass of them will not work as long as they can draw a half-starved living from
the government. It would be better for the Indians if every dollar the government
owes them was paid at once and no more per capita payments made. In every case
where per capita payments have been stopped, either by payment of principal or by
converting the funds into national funds for schools, national expenses, &c., the Indians have gone to work, and done better in every way than where they wholly or
partially depended on money from the government for bread and meat.
SCHOOLS.

Each of these nations has a system of schools called neighborhood schools, managed
by themselves and paid for out of their own funds. The settlements are so far apart
that these schools can only be established at those localities where ten or more scholars can be got together. The neighborhood builds the house and the nation furnishes
teachers and books. A majority of the teachers are educated Indians, and who teach
the English only in the schools.
In addition to the neighborhood schools, each nation has academies and seminaries,
all boarding-schools.
The Cherokees have two fine seminary buildings that have
been in operation for many years, conducted and supported by Cherokees. The Choctaws have two large academies, and are building a third at an expense of about
The Chickasaws have four academies in operation, theSeminolestwo, while
$20,000.
the Creeks, who were so unfortunate as to lose two of their four large school buildings by fire, have rebuilt at an expense of $35,000. A portion of these schools are
managed by the Indian school board, who employ the teachers. Others are lettothe
lowest bidder, who use the nation's buildings, and this year furnish board, tuition,
books, &c., at about $180 per annum for each scholar; while others adhere to the old
plan of permitting religious societies to furnish the teachers, and the nation pays
about $80 per pupil for hoard, books, &c. This latter plan has always been, and isnow, the most successful of any plan yet introduced. The schools now under the
care of religions denominations are by far the best within the agency.
The United States has nothing to do with any of the schools except those for the
freedmen in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations. A small sum, $3,500, is paid theAmerican Homo Mission Society and the African Methodist Church for the maintenance of thirteen schools among these people.
These froednien, who were the
former slaves of Choctaws and Chickasaws, have never been adopted by them,
hence they are United States citizens, and have no right to the benefit of the schools
belonging to Indians. The societies having the control of these schools spend much
more in maintaining them than is paid by the government, and are doing a good
work for the freedmen. Several times the amount allowed could be very profitably
expended in establishing additional schools.
The freedmen that have been adopted by the several nations, in accordance with
the treaty, make good citizens, and are generally a working, thrifty people.
There are a large number of freedmen in the Cherokee nation who, under the treaty
of 18(50, are entitled to all the rights of native Cherokees, but are denied their
rights
by Cherokee authorities. These people are enthusiastic believers in "treaty keeping," and have petitioned the Department many times for their rights.
They are
entitled to protection at the hands of the United States, and should have it.
CHOPS.

The crops

this year are the finest that have been produced for many years. The
suffering caused by the almost total failure of crops last year stimulated the people
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and the result is
to plant more and to attend to the cultivation of the crop better,
was produced by Indian labor the showplenty of everything. If the abundant crop
much the greatest portion is proing would be very satisfactory, but unfortunately
duced by the sweat of the brow of the white men, who rent farms or labor by the
month for the Indians. The land along the river bottoms produce fine cotton, corn,
oats and fruit, but the upland is good only for grazing.
RAILROADS.

some excitement existed in
During the meeting of the annual councils last fall
railroads. The interest was greatly augmented
regard to granting right of way to
in the Territory and desired to
by the fact that one large corporation was already
was out and wanted to
keep other companies out, while another large corporation
come in. The Indians between two such large bodies could not help making some
noise. The action of Congress, granting the right of way through the Territory to
the railroad on the grounds of eminent domain, has settled the question of right of
way to railroads through the Territory, and but little trouble will be experienced
hereafter. The fights will be before Congress instead of before the Indian councils.
During the year the Atlantic and Pacific Railway has been extended 60 miles west
from Vinita, Cherokee Nation, and is being rapidly built toward Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

CREEK TROUBLES.
of Creeks attempted to rescue a prisoner from an officer of the
The chief ordered the
in the mel6e the Creek officials were killed.
murderers arrested. The arrest was resisted by the friends of the criminals, who collected in quite a large body. The chief called out about 1,200 citizens to aid in enforcing the law. Most of the "criminals were arrested and the rest left the nation.
Nobody was killed during the war," and but little excitement existed except among

ID July last a

mob

Creek Nation, and

newspaper correspondents.
Captain Payne has made several attempts to go to the lands ceded by the Creeks to
the United States to settle friendly Indians and freedmen on, but has been removed
ach time from the Territory. He has been again arrested during the present month,
and will betaken to Fort Smith and another judgment for $1,000 entered .against him,
which he will decline to pay, be released, and again enter the Territory to be again
arrested, and so on ad iufinitum.
All the leading denominations have churches and missionaries within this agency.
The number of native preachers is increasing. Education and a little drill will mako

them very effective missionaries, especially the full bloods. Religious societies report
an increasing interest among the people and are much encouraged.
As to the progress of these tribes I have to report that it is not perceptible among
those further advanced, but the tribes who are behind are certainly coming up rapidly.

In conclusion, I respectfully recommend that proper steps be taken to secure passage of laws providing for imprisonment and fine for intruders who return after being
removed, for punishment for stealing timber and coal from these reservations, establishing a United States court in the Territory, as the treaty provides, for increasing
the pay and number of the Indian police, and for payment of the principal to Indians
who now receive per capita payments.
I have the honor to be,
very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JNO. Q. TUFTS,
United States Indian Agent.
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SAC AND Fox AGKNCY,

Tama

Count}/, Iowa, September

I,

1882.

SIR: I have the honor to submit the following as my fourth annual report of the condition and progress of the Indians under my
charge at this agency for year ending

August

31,

1882.

Tbe Mosquawkees

or Fox tribe of Indians have purchased from time to time about
land situated in the valley of the Iowa River, in Tama County,
and most of this tract is subject to overflow. This land has cost them $14,000, and
only averages ^ acres to each person. They number about :{;">() persons. The value of
their personal property amounts to about
in horses, of which they
$^0,000,
own about 700 head. In these consists their wealth.mostly
They have in cultivation this
^

TOO acres

.f
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year 175 acres, divided into about fifty lots. Their crops have been very good this
season the production of corn will amount to 5,000 bushels, and of beans and potaof vegetables, squash, motions, &c., about 50 wagon loads.
toes 500 bushels each
This will give them an ample supply of food until next season. Some few persons
will have corn to sell. They hunt, trap, and buy their meat.
These people live on their own land only about 5 months in the year. The remainder of the time they are scattered all over the State, a few families in a place. They
generally camp near some small town or village, where they hunt and trap and
husk corn for the farmers, so as to get the stalks in the cornfields to feed their horses.
The young men loaf about the towns, frequenting the saloons and learning all the
vices of the bad white man. Living in this way it costs the Indian nothing for his
fuel or feed for his horses, and it does not take much to support his family. While these
people wander about in this way it is impossible to make much improvement in their
condition, and they can never accumulate any property around them. They are opposed to work like the white man to accumulate riches. All they seek in this life
is enough food and clothing to make them comfortable.
Thej have no ambition to
accumulate! property.
They oppose every effort made to civilize them, and will not permit their children
to be taught in school and oppose very decidedly any missionary work among them.
They adhere tenaciously to their old customs and religion. They have made considerable progress among themselves to read and write in their own language, and
they carry on a large correspondence with other tribes in Indian Territory. They
are strict with their children and try to bring them up to be good Indians according
to their own views. The women are industrious and do most all of the work
they
are well behaved, modest, and virtuous. Nearly all the tribe can speak English a few
can read and write.
For over four years this tribe refused to receive their annuities on account of a
change in the form of the pay-rolls The new form authorized by an act of Congress
for all the Indian tribes required them to give their names and ages.
This in some
way conflicted with tlfeir religious opinions they refused to sign the new rolls, their
money accumulating until a large sum was due them. Every argument was used to
induce them to take their money and comply with the law, but without avail. They
finally concluded that they would go to Washington, and the honorable Commissioner
granting their request, a delegation was appointed to represent the tribe who, accompanied by their agent, visited the honorable Secretary of the Interior and honorable
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, where the delegation made known their objections
and grievances, and they were informed that nothing could be done to change the
form of pay-rolls, and that if they wanted their money they would have to comply
with the law. They then very reluctantly consented, and in January last I enrolled
them (a few Indians still refusing to give their names) and paid them $20,000, and in
May last I made another effort to get them all to enroll, but did not succeed until the
end of August when I paid them $20,000. The Indians had in the past four years incurred considerable debts to the merchants in the neighboring towns for food and
clothing, which they promptly paid as soon as they received their money, showing
that they are very honest and honorable in their dealings with the white people.
The most of the Indians contributed a share of their money to the chiefs for public
debts and to pay their taxes and other public debts, and the head men have $3,000
left with which they intend to buy land.
The Indians have chosen a poor location upon which to live. Their laud is low and
overflows in times of high water, and the quantity is insufficient for so many people,
only two acres to each person. They ought to have four or five thousand acres of
good farming laud, well fenced in with good wire fence, and a part of the land allotted
to each head of a family, so he could live on it, and control it without interference
from other Indians (as is the case with the laud that is held in common), and the rest of
the land used for hay and for pasturage of horses and cattle. This would give profitable employment to the young men to herd cattle and horses here. There is no chance
for the young men to do anything, only to live a life of idleness and dissipation.
I
have done all in my power to induce the chiefs and head-men of the tribe to buy land
in some of the northern counties of this State, where they could buy for six or seven
dollars per acre four or five thousand acres, which would make them and their children a good home for all time to come. But they act like children in spending their
money out of the $40,000 paid them they will have very little to show for it in six
;

;

;

;

.

;

;

months hence.

This tribe of Fox Indians say that the Sac ;ind Fox exchanged the land they owned
in Kansas for lands in Indian Territory, and that half of this laud belongs to them,
and that they have, no use for it, as the3" always expect to live in this State, and that
they ought to receive some benefit from it by sale or exchange for lands in this State.
If their claim is just and if the government would take their part of this for four or
five ttiousand acres here, it would be of very great benefit to this tribe in the present
and future time.
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The industrial and day school has been in operation for eight months of the past
of work has been done the teacher
year and in the industrial department a great deal
of different descriptions,
has assisted the women and girls in making 950 garments
and some of the girls can operate the sewing-machine very well. But in regard to the
do much on account of the
day school it has been out of the power of the teacher to
attend the school. Every effort has been
parents of the children refusing to let them
made to induce them hut to no purpose the children run away as soon as the teacher
shows them a book. The Indians scare the children by telling them if they attend
a
school they will be taken from their homes and made soldiers. The Indians have
hard to do away with it, but it takes a
prejudice against schools. I have labored
I speak their language well and have
good deal of time to overcome their objection.
been able to impart to them a great deal of general information. The school building
is in good repair and condition.
occupied by the agent and employe's as the agency
The health of the tribe for the past year has been generally good. I have to reherewith I respectfully submit the staport several deaths and six births. Inclosed
tistical information called for.
;

;

.

Very respectfully,

GEO.

L. DAVENPORT,
Cuited States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OK INDIAN AFFAIRS.

POTTAWATOMIE AGENCY, STATE OF KANSAS,
September 12, 188-2.
SIR: In accordance with the requirements of the Indian Department under date of
July 15, 1882, 1 submit herewith my fourth annual report of the affairs of this agency.
The statistics which accompany this report will give an accurate view of the industrial and social condition of the three separate tribes of Indians within the jurisdiction

of this agency.

The Pottawatomie Agency embraces all the Indians located in Kansas, consisting
of the Kickapoos, Prairie band of Pottaw atomies, and Chippewa, and Mnnsee. The
Kickapoos are located in the northern part of the State, in Brown County, on a reserve
numbering 20,273 acres, about 5 miles north from Kansas Central Railway, of which
about four-tenths is of a superior quality of land for farming purposes and the remainder is unsurpassable for pasturage. The reserve is well watered by springs and
running streams, and affords an abundance of timber f,>r the use of that tribe.
The Kickapoo Indians have under cultivation about 1,600 acres, which is well
fenced by rail and wire fences. The tribe numbers 228 persons on reserve thirty
persons of this tribe are associated with the Mexican Kickapoos, and will probably
never return. The industrious members of this tribe have raised very good crops of
every kind planted. From ninety acres of spring wheat sown about 1,600 bushels
were yielded, and their corn crop will yield about 8,000 bushels. They are at present
industriously employed preparing their hay for winter. Some have theirs already
secured. As there is an abundance of very line grass this season, they contemplate
making a larger amount than heretofore; the aggregate will be 1,500 tons.
These Indians can nearly all understand and converse in our language. They have
their little homes arranged very neatly; they all live in houses, either log or frame;
they all have young orchards; some have orchards that already yield fruit. They
inostly all wear citizens' clothing, and seem resigned to the fact that they must adopt
the white man's customs. But there are some exceptions. There are a few who
speak and understand the English language comparatively wall, but who use their
intelligence to a disadvantage by infusing their bad motives among the balance of
the tribe by opposing the school, their church,
agricultural pursuits, encouraging
feasting and dances, and occasionally manifesting ill feeling toward their white
neighbors.
The Prairie Baud of Pottawatomies, from whom this agency is named, are located
on a reserve eleven miles square, containing 77,357.57 acres of very fine land. The reserve is situated 12 miles north from the Union Pacific Railway, within the boundaries of Jackson County, and is one of the finest tracts of fanning and
grazing country
west of the Missouri River, which renders agricultural
pursuits their most available means of Self-support, and which it has been
my aim to develop on a substantial
basis.
The Kickapoo and Pottawatomie reserves are very similar in all respects.
There are a few exceptions, but the Pottawatomies as a tribe realize the necessity of
getting their living from the soil and are industrious they seem to take pride iii establishing their homes and making them comfortable. All have fields, while some
are small a groafer portion have
large and well-tended fields. Some of the corn
planted and tended by these Indians is as fine as I have seen, and will yield as much
acre
as
in
this section.
per
any
They will have an aggregate amount of about 12.000,
;

;
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and have raised and thrashed 2,000 bushels of oats and 500 bushels of spring
This tribe of Prairie Band of Pottawatomies numbers on reserve 405 persons,
are living with the Winnebago Indians in Wisconsin and 40 with the Mexican Kickapoos at the Sac and Fox Agency, in the Indian Territory.
The Confederate Band of Chippewa and Muusee Indians are situated in Franklin
County, Kansas, about 7 miles from Ottawa City, on a reserve containing 4,395 acres,
held by certificate title. These Indians have their small homes and well-tended fields.
They all live in houses, wear citizen's clothing, and nearly all con verse in our language.
bushels,

wheat.

siiul ^H()

There

is

on that reserve a small school conducted under the Moravian Missionary

Society, which is attended by the children of this small band of Chippewa and Muusee
Indians, comprising 65 persons.
Evidences of gradual improvement are discernible each year among the three tribes
in this agency.
Intelligence is increasing among them in a progressive degree, and
many of them are looking forward with interest to their individual improvement and
their general advancement toward civilization by the abandonment of their aboriginal customs. The more intelligent Indians foresee the necessity as well as the advantage of such a course, and evince an earnest anxiety for its consummation.
The health of the Indians for the year has been generally good. No epidemics have
revailed no disease prevailing to any great extent excepting fever and chills,
he reservations being situated in rather high localities make the climate very
healthy, and there is comparatively little sickness among these Indians, and that
;

which may prevail is attended almost entirely by white physicians.
I am happy to state that a very friendly feeling exists between these Indians and
the white settlers adjoining their reservations. There are, of course, isolated cases of
differences between the two races, but such cases are neither very frequent nor very
grievous and have been easily adjusted; but some trouble was caused by whisky by
both the Pottawatomiesand Kickapoos. It is a very difficult matter to find from what
source an Indian gets whisky. I have thoroughly investigated several cases and
succeeded in preventing it to some extent, though not entirely.
We have two industrial boarding-schools in this agency, one at the Pottawatoinie
and one at the Kickapoo Reserve. It is gratifying to be able to report some progress
in this, the most important work. The education given has been practical, and with
a view to tit the pupils for the duties of life which will devolve upon them sis men
and women, in which state they will be far in advance of what their fathers were.
Aside from knowledge obtained in school the child is taught industrial pursuits
with a view to make him a producer and a laborer, without which man becomes abnormal, the great fundamental principle upon which is based progress, science, and
learning. The education of an Indian without instilling into him the grand necessity
of self-support is violating the great principle upon which the progress of the world
is based.
The girls are taught all kinds of house-work, such as cooking, washing,
and ironing, cutting and making their garments. The boys are taught work perto
taining
farming, caring for stock, cutting wood, &c., all of which the pupils are
very willing in doing and take great pride in trying to do their work well. The two
schools are run precisely alike. Though the attendance was only 51, and does not
comprise all the children at proper age to attend scbool, and is not as large as
should be, it is not because their parents oppose the school. With the exception of a
few of the older members, there is an increased desire on the part of the Indian parents to send their children to school a nninVr who were heretofore silent are supporting the school at present; none openly oj_) A >.>se the school, but are silent in sendThe Indian parents visit the school very frequently, and seem proud and much
ing.
pleased with their children's advancements. I have tried to impress upon their minds
the necessity and explained to them their situation here closely connected with white
settlers, and the extreme need of their being educated, and have talked very severely
about the attendance at the two schools uutil they seem to comprehend and acknowledge the advantage of education to some extent.
The buildings at the Pottawatomie school are all very good except the boardinghouse, which is very old and poorly arranged, and needs a great deal of repairing to
be at all comfortable. There is a school house, laundry, milk-house and barn, all of
which are large and commodious. The farm attached to the school contains 63 acres,
which is well tended by the farmer and school boys. They have 4 horses, 83 cattle
and 15 hogs. The buildings at the Kickapoo school are, as a lot, very poor, having
suffered very much the past few years from old age and decay. I intend repairing
them before the approaching winter sufficiently to enable the occupants to pass the
winter. There is attached to that school 35 acres for farming purposes, 45 cattle, and
;

8 hogs.

We thus have

1,046 Indians belonging to the three tribes entitled by treaty stipuoccupy 107,778 acres of land. Of this number, 40 Kickapoos and 41 Chipand
Muusee
Indians occupy allotted lands; the Pottawatomies all hold in
pewa
common.
In addition to the Indians heretofore named, about 150 Sac and Fox Indians, bo-

lations to
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in the Indian Territory, continue to reside in
longing to the Sac and Fox Agency
their agency deprives them of
Kansa? near Osage City. Though their absence from
at their present location.
their tribal rights, they still persist in remaining
some improvements, both mentally and morally.
I think the Indians are making
weedcling to them, but we are gradually
Many of their old customs and superstitions
into other channels. The schools are doing
ing them out and turning their thoughts
Indian must be done by this and the
a good work. The work of the elevation of the

future generations.

the Indian should take his lauds in
If I may be permitted to make the suggestion,
which would stimulate his desire to acseveralty inalienable for a number of years,
his manhood, and have a tendency
cumulate, as well as to individualize him, elevate
which exists in holding their
to break down chiefdom and destroy that brotherhood
land in common also his annuities be paid to him at longer intervals, guarded
for his agricultural benefit; then, in my mind,
strictly, to be expended judiciously
will there be open a direct road toward solving the Indian problem.
;

Very

respectfully,

H. 0. LINN,
United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

GREAT NETMAHA AGENCY, September 1, 1882.
SIR: The regularly appointed agenfr not having assumed charge of the agency, it
will devolve upon me to furnish the annual report for the year ending August 31,
1882.

This agency is located in the States of Kansas and Nebraska, and the two tribes of
Indians (lowas, and Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri), which comprise it live on lands
contiguous to each other, the total area being upward of 22,000 acres of excellent
Several streams of water pass through
soil for agricultural and grazing purposes.
in timber, rendering the tract more desirable than much
ij, and a goodly portion is
of the country that surrounds it.
Where the crops have been properly tilled we will this season have a large yield of
grain, much more wheat being raised than will be necessary for our own use. There
is also every indication of a good supply of corn, and ample hay has been gathered,
it is presumed, to meet our wants, while the Indians have from their farms sold a
large amount to the neighboring settlers. Indeed this has been a propitious year,
and many of the Indians are making the best of the opportunity.
They have generally lived on amicable terms with the surrounding settlements,
and no case has come to our knowledge of any difficulty where the provocation was
not on the side of the whites. We have found them to be patient and submissive,
until submission ceases to be a virtue, and in many cases where they have been forbearing under trying circumstances a spirited white man would have sought redress.
The baneful effects of intoxicating drinks very frequently make themselves strikingly manifest. There are but few of the Indians who will not drink, and many of
them imbibe to excess. There is an element in the lower order of white society that
clandestinely furnishes them with drink, for which they receive a recompense, and
although the law attaches severe penalties for furnishing an Indian liquor it is rarely
we hear of any one being convicted for such an offense, the Indian scarcely ever
proving a valuable witness and other evidence being rarely obtainable. In the few
oases where there has been conviction the lightest possible sentence was imposed,
and the courts have become abettors to the crime rather than endeavoring to properly punish the offenders.
The agitation of the question of moving to the Indian Territory, which a portion of the
tribe occasionally stirs up, has had its detrimental
effect, many of the energetic ones
not being willing to continue the improvement of their farms unless they are satislied that their labors shall be for the benefit of their
posterity, and the government
being unwilling to allow funds for permanent improvements until the question of
removal is settled has had the effect to still further dampen the ardor of those who
are disposed to improve. Some of the Indians
have, however, from their private
purses furnished means for the building of granaries, &c., and considering the state
of affairs our people have done much better than we had
anticipated, ;md some of
them deserve praise for the energy they have displayed. The fine crop we have this
year raised is furnishing the disaffected ones with an unanswerable argument that
this land cannot be excelled in
fertility, and if able to judge from the want of enthusiasm just now manifested on the removal
question I would say that its advocates
are gradually diminishing.
The industrial boarding-school has been in successful
operation for 10 months dnr-
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ing the year, with an average of twenty-four during that period. The advance of
the children in the various departments has been marked, and with this training
continued these girls will not only possess the rudiments of an education, but wilt
become familiar with the duties of the sewing and cooking room, laundry, and general housekeeping, and we trust these boys when they have arrived at maturer yearn
will be able to till creditably honorable stations in life.
Previous to the past season
there have been two schools in operation, one for each tribe, but that for the Sac and
Fox Indians being small it was deemed best to consolidate it with the lowas, and theresults attending the chauge have been gratifying beyond expectation.
The farm
run in connection with the school furnishes more than enough meats and flour necessary for the scholars. A Sabbath-school has been in operation during the entire year r
which is attended by many of the children and some of the parents, but we have not
thus far been able to bring the bulk of the tribes within the pale of its influence.
The Iowa Indians number 131, an increase of one since last report. These people
are well advanced in the ways of civilized life, and some of them are fully competent
to care for themselves.
They mostly have farms, with dwellings in good condition, orchards, and some small fruits
they generally conform to the ways and usages
of civilized life. Some of their homes show as great a degree of neatness as those
of their white neighbors, and they usually appear well dressed, but still there are many
of tbem who work reluctantly and in whom there is room for great improvement in
many particulars, but if thrown more on their own resources and not treated so much
as children their advance will be more rapid.
They mostly evince an interest in
having their children educated, and nrt much difficulty is encountered in securing
their attendance at school.
Some of the Indian farmers have from 20 to 30 acres of
wheat and an equal quantity of corn.
The Sac and Fox of the Missouri Indians who occupy the finest portion of the reserve, number 70, an increase of 7 since former report.
They are not so far advanced in
agricultural pursuits, but generally have fields of corn, and, in two or three instances,
will be fully supplied with wheat.
are
better off than their neighFinancially they
bors, the lowas, and, not feeling the necessity for personal exertion, their progress
toward civilized life is correspondingly retarded. They have generally opened out
farms for themselves, have good houses, and in some cases stabling for their horses.
The country they possess is particularly fine, and if there is only the will the way is
certainly open for them to possess homes surrounded with all the comforts of civilized
life.
They have generally been prompt in sending their children to school, and seem
to appreciate the labors in their behalf.
Many of the members of these tribes are desirous of having lands given to them in
severally, and it would seem to be to their best interests if such an object could be
consummated with proper restrictions, of course, preventing them from disposing of
the same, either through sale or by lease. They will then know that the homes
they
have and lands they cultivate can be transmitted to their children, and, as personal
carries
with
it
interest
and
ownership generally
greater
responsibility, they will feel
the necessity of depending upon their own exertions after government aid has been
;

;

withdrawn.
Very respectfully,

AUGUSTUS BROSIUS,
Farmer

in Charge*

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

MACKINAC INDIAN AGENCY,
Ypsilanti, Mich., October 12, 1882.
SIR: I have the honor herewith to submit my first annual report of the Mackinac
Agency, for the year ending August 31, 1882. I assumed charge September 1 last,
sxicceeding Col. George W. Lee, deceased. My report will necessarily be brief, because
of the short time I have been
agent.
The locations where the Indians are living are so widely scattered that it is impossible for the agent to obtain a clear and
comprehensive knowledge of the Indian affairs without
personally visiting them. This I have so far been unable to do, notwithstanding I have obtained the requisite authority. Some time during the coming month
I expect to visit all the
principal points where Indians are settled, and inform myself
as thoroughly as possible as to all the
questions of interest concerning them, their
needs, and how they can be met with the most benefit to them and advantage to the
and
how
their interests can be best conserved in such a way as moat to proservice,

mote their happiness and comfort and to make them valuable citizens.
The Indians have followed their agricultural pursuits with no special interruptions
The season has been an excellent one, though somewhat
wet; the wheat and oat crop*
have been slightly injured by the damp
weather, but still the yield is
considerably
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of a set-back in the loss of
above the average. The Indians have sustained something
of funds to support him in this pomthek former, who has retired because of a lack
one upon whom they can lean and
This was very unfortunate, as they need some
make of themselves very independent
follow not having the genius naturally to
is not of sufficient reliability.
farmer's, as their judgment
at about the normal standard
In tlu- mattor of health they have apparently kept
over the little villagb
with the one exception of a scourge of small-pox, which swept
two hundred inhabitants as many
of Hannah ville or Cedar Creek, where out of some
children
as twenty died, the mortality being most among the
education
The main source of civilization among the Indians is undoubtedly their
with gratifying success.
as derived through the schools, aud these are progressing
The teachers attend faithfully to their labors, and exert an excellent influence Ihe
decided tendency
attendance during the year has been very good, and has shown a
their desire to have
The parents are showing more earnestness
tt> increase thisfall.
,

m

their children attend school.

the school which was loIt has been found necessary to abandon for the present
cated at Hannahville, the occasion, as stated above, being the descent of small-pox
the scholars attending
upon the place, which disease attacked with special fatality
who
the schools and decimated their ranks. At the same time the teacher, a native,
had come highly recommended from Canada, succumbed to his passion for liquor,
and was so constantly under its influence as to be utterly unfitted for his work. He
was therefore immediately discharged. These two causes served to break up the
school effectually, and it has not been deemed best as yet to reopen it. The late
the intention of continuing the school.
agent. Colonel Lee, seemed to have entertained
One of the most encouraging signs of advancement is the increasing appreciation
to themselves and their
among the older Indians of the great benefit of educationnew
ones wherever pracand found
children, and their desire to sustain the schools
ticable. There comes now an urgent request from the Iroquois Indians, at Bay Mills,
that a school be located there, and the Indians are so thoroughly in earnest that they
and to provide necespledge themselves to care for a portion of the teacher's salary
which the Indians alsary fuel. This is a point where once was founded a school,
lowed to go down because of their indifference and lack of patronage. They have
come to realize their short-sightedness, and are determined, if possible, to retrieve
their error.

The condition of the agency

affairs

is,

on the whole, satisfactory and conducive to

encouragement.

Very respectfully submitted,
Your obedient servant,

EDWARD

P. ALLEN,
United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

WHITE EARTH AGENCY, MINNESOTA,
September

1,

1882.

The White Earth Agency is a broad field of labor, containing the Red Lake,
Leech Lake, and White Earth reservations. In compliance with the established custom of the department, I herewith submit this my first annual report aud inclose
SIR

:

statistics of these three different reserves

under

my

charge.

Upon assuming control, October 1, 1881, I found affairs in a rather disorganized
The former agent, desirous of being relieved, had made little or no preparautate.
tion for the coming winter. Very little hay had been harvested, and not a pound of
grain on hand to supply the stock. After taking the necessary steps to secure a late
crop, I went to Red Lake Reserve, about 80 miles north of here, where I found affairs
in about the same condition. After returning to White Earth, I started for Leech
Lake, overland, a distance of about 100 in
s, as the road runs, and 65 miles north of
Brainard. I was very much discouraged to find matters no better there, the present overseer having been only one mouth in charge. With the existing discouragements, I was fully impressed that much hard work must be done to accomplish
satisfactory results to the department as well as to myself.
It was then time for the regular annuity
payment. I was besieged from every
quarter by the Indians as to when they would receive the money due them. I could
give them no assurance, as my late arrival in the field of labor had delayed the estimate of funds, which should have been sent months before. But, on the last day of
November, I was notified that the department had placed to my credit an amount
sufficient to meet the obligations, so that
during the inclement months of December
and January I was actively engaged in payment of annuities, which should have
been done in October, the usual time for the Indians to assemble for that
purpose ;
j
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and, l>esid, any delay or irregularity in the payments only tend to increase their disIt is difficult to make them understand that the man
satisfaction towards the agent.
who does them the greatest amount of justice is the one most faithful to the governwith
the
ment. This clamor,
general confusion of affairs, was" no small discouragement to a new agent, unfamiliar with the routine; andnow, with alittlemore experience, it is a matter of surprise that these duties were performed with any degree of
^satisfaction.

The boarding and day school at White Earth is fairly attended, and the scholars
evince a general desire to progress and become educated. Changes have been made
recently which I am sure will show marked improvements for the coming year. The
average attendance during the 9 months it was in session was 45, and the largest attendance during that time was 67. One great drawback to the pupils here is the lack
of compulsory education. If the scholar feels aggrieved at any rule enforced by the
teacher he leaves the school and returns to his home. The parents, while they appreciate in some degree the importance of education, seem unwilling to have their
children under the restraint that is necessary in all well-ordered schools. They are
allowed perfect freedom in their sports and amusements after school and work hours,
and a growing tendency to refinement is noticeable in their games. We start this
year with a corps of teachers competent and desirious to advance them rapidly in
In the selection of teachers I contheir various studies and all useful employments.
eider good government and even temper essential qualifications, for, with an Indian's
strong aversion to compulsory rules, it requires firmness with the kindest treatment
to bring successful results. I believe, from my observations during the past year, it
is better for the teacher to be wholly ignorant of the Indian language, as the scholar
is then obliged to learn the English to make himself understood.
A strong effort will be made the coming year to teach the older ones the use of tools
And industrial pursuits generally. This important feature has been almost entiiely
neglected.
In morals the Indians are steadily improving and about as law-abiding and conscientious as the same number of white men. AH a general thing they recognize the
authority of the agent in prohibiting vice and immorality. The police force I consider a most valuable aid in the enforcement of law and order. They have so far
been diligent and faithful to execute all orders assigned them. Our temperance laws
are rigid, and but few cases of drunkenness, and these offenders have shown no disposition to repeat the offense.
The growing interest for agricultural pursuits is gratifying, and a most distinctive
feature in their civilization. During the past year the estimated rods of fencing
built is 12,352, and estimated number bushels of wheat raised is 34,919. Great care
has been taken to make estimates as correctly as possible, and rose-colored statements
have been ignored in making up statistics. The mixed population are much more
active in agriculture than the ''full bloods." I believe much good to the Indian may
be derived from the example of the half-breeds in the way of agriculture.
I would respectfully suggest to the department, the better to encourage
agriculture
among these Indians, that less expense be incurred in the matter of furnishing proand
the
in
and
and
such arvisions,
money expended
agricultural implements
cattle,
ticles as are now needed to facilitate the raising and harvesting of crops, to be distributed among those most in need of assistance. At the time of this writing I am
greatly embarrassed for want of more agricultural implements wherewith to harvest
the grain. From the present indications much of the grain of the Indians must be
The cradles and thrashinglost, not withstanding my best efforts to the contrary.
machine estimated for last spring have not yet arrived, leaving me short in time of
need. The cause of this pressing need is the sudden ripening of all the grain at about
one time, the weather having been very hot and dry for the last ten days.
On this reservation the Indians are building for themselves good houses and I am
sorry that I am not able to furnish them as much lumber for that purpose as they
wish, and I hope with the sanction of the department to cut this winter a sufficient
quantity of logs so that I may better aid them in the future.
I am much encouraged at the close of the year for the future prospects of theChippewas; lam convinced with patient effort in teaching them, and honest dealing to
inspire them with confidence, their civilization will be as far advanced in a few
years as the department could expect. I have thrown them upon their own efforts more
than has been the custom, and believe the change has proved judicious. Such labor
was rather distasteful at first, but now at the close of the season they look with much
pride on the results of their own labor.
The earnest missionary labors of the Rev. J. A. Gilfillau, of the Episcopal Church,
on these reservations are now, as they have ever been, of the most progressive and
encouraging character. These people have about completed a handsome and substantial stone chnrch, which will soon be dedicated to the service of the Master by
Bishop Whipple, the time-honored, devoted friend of the Indian.

5153
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Father Alovsins, of the Catholic Church, although a young man, labors with mi
to the church.
tirin^ zeal, and his ministrations have resulted in large accessions
and school-house, which will add much to
They^have completed a new brick church
their credit and the advancement of his people.
Dr C P. Allen, our faithful physician, reports the sanitary condition ot this reservation generally good. Diphtheria prevailed at Red Lake in the early spring, but
This climate is dry and healthy, and
disappeared as the weather became warmer.
but for the careless exposure of the Indians they would live to a good old age.

The matter of awards for damages on the Winnebagoshish and Leech Lake dam*
made by the commission sent by the department has been a subject of much agitation
and vexation among all the Indians, as they claim that they have not been consulted
as they should have been in this matter. I am now making preparations to visit
those points to disburse amount of damages assessed by the commission, and the

settlement.
prospects do not look very propitious for a satisfactory
The agitation of the question in Congress of consolidating all the Chippewa Indiana
in the State on White Earth Reserve is in my opinion a step in the right direction, as
the lands both around Leech and Red lakes are not fitted by nature for fanning. I
have been importuned at different times by individual Indians who desire, to remove
I have always given
to White Earth Reserve if I could promise them sufficient aid.
them encouragement, as I have felt it was the initiatory step in this great movement
desired by the department. If these Indians could be settled on these rich prairie
lands, it would afford them a permanent home and induce them to become seltsupporting in the near future, and inculcate in them a feeling of independence only
known to a self-supporting people. I have urged on these people to rely on themselves for support, and that labor is more honorable than to be looking to the Great
Father for aid and sustenance.

Very respectfully,
C. P. LUSE,
I'nUfd Stuff* Indian JII>-T.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

BLACKFEET AGENCY, MINNESOTA.
August

11, lh-8^.

SIR: I have the honor to forward my sixth annual report of the transactions at this
agency, and the present condition of the Indians under my charge.
During its progress the year has been marked by several new features. The winter
was the first in the history of the agency that the tribes had spent in its vicinity.
The winter hunt of 1880 and 1881 having been unsuccessful and the buffalo scarce, information was given of their determination to remain at home the following winter.
When it is kept in view that the annual appropriation for their support never was
sufficient to furnish them with food for half the year and had to be supplemented by
game taken, or such root crops as the severe climate enabled a few to raise, this relying on the agency for the deficiency in the chase became a serious matter, further
complicated by a reduction in the appropriation. On the full facts of the case and of
their (the Indians) exact condition being brought under the consideration of the department, an addition to the food supplies was made and the winter passed without
any actual suffering.

PROGRESS.
In preparation for
remaining at home, they were advised to use the summer in.
building log cabins for occupation in winter, and to select suitable locations for havsmall
farms.
ing
They at once entered on the work and, with such aid as the employe"*
gave, cut logs in the mountains. These were hauled some twenty miles on wagons
or run down the river to the saw-mill. The work was so
industriously pushed on, that
in the course of the year, one hundred and
thirty additional cabins of solid construction were erected mainly by Indian labor the
'agency carpenter in a few instances
cutting the door and window openings, and in all cases making the doors and window
;

frames.

Indians display wonderful imitative skill and taste in
furnishing their houses.
They keep them clean and neat, beds made up, floors swept, and the few articles of
furniture they possess are usually in place. In their dress there is an increased
approach to a civilized costume.

AGRICULTURE.

As the spring approached the Indians were
urged to break up as much ground a*
and to plant root crops. Plows and harrows were lent
them, and the as-

possible,
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nl' In- farmer with that of the strong agency horses, when their ponies were
not equal to the task, was given them. They were also told that seed would be furnished them in sufficient quantities to plant all the ground they would prepare, on
condition that they should return the same amount of seed when their crops matured.
This work was carried on with commendable energy. Eight tons of potatoes, also
some turnip seeds were distributed among one hundred and live Indians who had
prepared patches of ground varying in si/e from one-half to eight acres. The crops
now look well and promise an addition, although an extremely small one, to their
food supply. From want of cellarage, only Avhat the agency root-house will contain
can be preserved for next year's seed.
In all work the agency requires the Indians are an efficient help, such as cutting
and hauling firewood, also saw logs, from the mountains and hauling in hay from
the nearest hay-field which is some ten miles from the agency. Our hay crop will
be abont one hundred tons. The Indians use their own ponies in hauling, and soon,
I

become fair teamsters.
The rigor of the winters and the dry atmosphere of the summers present many diffiThis extreme dryness causes
culties in farming not known in more genial climates.
For stock raising this reservation is well adapted,
irrigation to be indispensible.
and that employment is more agreeable to the Indians than any other.
MISSIONARY.

Heathen superstitions and practices, many of them of a cruel description, present
way to civilization, but there is no doubt of their giving way under

difficulties in the

H Christian teacher who would live among them and acquire
their language. The instruction of such a teacher would commend itself to their
They appreciate the religion that requires them to have clean faces
intelligence.
and hands rather than one that does not. The denomination from which these Indians have a right to expect missionary help has, until the present time, failed to
meet its responsibilities, and repeated appeals to it haVe been disregarded.
1

the faithful labors of

EDUCATIONAL.

The day-school has been well attended and the pupils make fair progress. Their
quickness and intelligence equals that of white children, while they are more tractable and more easily kept in order. Often the daily attendance is from eighty to
ninety, and yet two female teachers have no difficulty in keeping order. They enjoy
the exercises of the school, and as they advance in knowledge their intelligence inArithmetic is quickly taken up, but in English they are slower and when
creases.
that language is understood they are unwilling to use it. An object lesson is to them
a season of enjoyment, and they display a natural facility in drawing and copying.
Preparations are nearly complete for opening a boarding-school, and much good is
looked for in having even a few pupils constantly separated from the degrading influences of their lodges and houses.
;

POLICE.

The police are moderately efficient, and improve as they become better acquainted
with their duties. Order is kept in their camps, and serious offences are rare. One
of the most serious was an assault with a club. At first the victim's skull was sup>posed to have been fractured, but subsequently the wound was found to he less dan-

The culprit was arrested and brought to trial. He admitted his guilt, but
was very penitent, saying that his heart was good toward the man he had struck.
Three young men returned to the reservation from a raid toward the Bear Paw
Mountains, bringing with them three branded horses, two guns, and a field-glass,
which they had stolen. Both the men and property were brought in promptly by
the police, and, on separate examination, the same story of the theft was told,
namely, that the horses and other things had been taken from half-breeds and Indians." The thieves were found to belong across the line, and were immediately sent
home. The property is as yet unclaimed.
When horses are stolen from neighboring tribes, as they say in retaliation for
thefts committed on these tribes, the police are lukewarm in their efforts to restore
the property or to have the thieves punished. This thieving is considered Indian
justice they are willing to make exchanges of stolen property, and promise to stop
the evil, but the details are difficult to agree upon. There is a prospect of better
means being taken to stop these raids.
Two Indians were killed by a white man named Jackson during the winter, on the
Teton River, 38 miles from the reservation, under the following circumstances The
Indiana were returning toward their homes, but when passing Jackson's place he
gerous.

;

:
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had some stolen horses in his possession said to belong to Indians they stopped to
but at once opened tire upon
talk upon the subject, Jackson had nothing to say,
them. They returned the fire, and all three were killed.

GENERAL

TOPICS.

lies in their ponies.
During the winter they suffered
cutaneous disease appeared among the horses for which no remedy
could be procured, and because of it about half of the horses 'these Indians owned
The disease is again making its
died. One chief lost sixty out of a band of eighty.
most of the few horses left will probably succumb
appearance, and by next spring

The wealth of these Indians

serious loss.

A

For the past three years there has been a steady decrease in the number of Indians
These Indians Blackfeet, Blood, and Piegans
claiming support at this agency.
are consolidated and known as Piegaus, and form part of the same family across the
line in the Dominion of Canada.
There, however, they are in distinct tribes. Until
within three years no rations or annuities were given by the Dominion Government,
and the attraction of the rations and annuities here naturally enticed their relatives
from the north. This immigration greatly increased the length of our roll. Since
the giving of rations and money annuities at the north, at Fort McLeod, was commenced, the attractions have been in the other direction. The failure of buffalo on
the American side has removed another inducement for the northern Piegaus to come
here. It would be a fair estimate to place the reduction from t?he above causes in the
number of Indians charged to this agency during the time mentioned as from fifteen
hundred to two thousand.
The general health has been good during the year, no contagious diseases having
prevailed.

Reviewing the year's operations, while there is yet
accomplished to afford encouragement for persevering
Very respectfullv, your obedient servant,

much

to do,

enough has been

efforts.

JOHN YOUNG,
United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

CROW AGENCY, September 2, 1882.
In compliance with instructions received from the Indian Office, I have the
honor to submit my first annual report of affairs at the Crow Agency, Montana, and
of Indians under my charge. I will endeavor to state the exact condition of the Indians belonging to this agency. I receipted to my predecessor and assumed the management of affairs pertaining to the Crows on the first day of the present year.
At the time of my arrival there were very few Indians at or in the vicinity of the
agency, they being out hunting buffalo, as has been their custom during the late fall
and winter. As soon as the annuity goods had been all received some three or four
weeks after my arrival I, fixed a day to issue the same, and sent out word in every
direction for the Crows to come into the agency, but did not succeed in getting them
all together until the last Aveek in April, when the issue was made.
The goods were excellent in quality but somewhat less in quantity than the previous year, and there was some complaint from the chiefs, who said that after they had
made the division among their respective bauds nothing was left for themselves. It
being impossible to subdivide the annuity goods received at this agency among the
individual members of the nation, or even to the heads of families, they were divided
in proportion to the number of persons in each
band, and delivered to the acknowledged chief of each baud, who then and there distributed the goods to their people
in the presence of the military inspector, Capt. E. C.
Gilbreath, myself, and many
witnesses. I suppose this manner of issuing annuities will have to continue as
long
as issue is made in goods, although it is contrary to the
policy of the Department of
the Interior, which is that these bands or tribes shall be broken
up as rapidly as posSIR

:

sible.
I presume

that I come to live with these people with somewhat different
feelings
than most agents who have been in charge of this
agency during the years that have
pawed. I do not doubt that other agents have been as sincerely desirous of persuading these Indians to settle down to a civilized life as myself, but having been born,
and I may say raised among the Indians, I am enabled to think about all matters
pertaining to thoir welfare from an Indian stand- point, always keeping in mind, however, what is justly due to outside parties. An Indian agent to be successful must
feel an interest in all the affairs of his
Indians, even their small affairs. To do so is
to take upon oneself a wearisome task.
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The Crow Reservation appears on the map to be of considerable extent, no less than
one hundred and fifty miles from east to west, and thirty-five to ninety miles from
north to south, but by far the greater portion is comprised of low mountains or high
plateau, fit only for grazing. Very much of the low lands along the streams is so
rocky as to be worthless for farming purposes. No mines of precious metals are
known to exist on the Crow Reservation, but it is expected that they will yet be discovered in the mountains in the western part.
Judging from what everybody says, this agency is located upon that portion of the
reservation that is least adapted to settling the Crows down permanently to farming.
There cannot bo found in the vicinity of this agency a sufficient quantity of arable
lands to allot to even the heads of families under the treaty of 1868. Also in respect
A range
to climate I am informed that the present location is the most unfavorable.
of high mountains extending from east to west, from which the snow never disappears, shuts oft' the southerly winds, and this (together with the greater altitude of
the present location) causes the season to be two or three weeks later in the spring,
and the snow to come as much earlier in the fall than in the valleys toward the
For these reasons, and other substantial reasons, it
eastern part of the reservation.
is the opinion of every person who is acquainted with the situation that it would be
much better for the Crows if their agency was removed to the valley of the Little or
Big Horn River.
The agency buildings are ample in dimensions for all our needs, but are in a somewhat dilapidated condition. The outer row of adobe bricks has, in several places,
been entirely washed away next to the ground by the dropping of the water from the
eaves, and nearly all the buildings will require new roofs during next summer. The
home .building alone is much too small, but we shall build an addition before the
siiow

falls.

The Indian cabins on my property return are of small value.
The table of statistics accompanying this report is not satisfactory

to myself, because the figures in most instances are estimated. I think the estimates are low, excepting, perhaps, the number of Indian^. No accurate enumeration of the Crows has
been made, nor of their stock. The Crows are supposed to number about 3,500, and
to have 12,000 to 14,000 ponies and mules, and it is by these they measure their wealth.
Of the 500 cattle put down in the statistics as belonging to Indians, only a very
few actually belong to full-blooded Indians. Nearly all belong to the families of
white men who are legally married to Indian women, and who have made homes for
their families on the reservation. I can see no good result from issuing cattle to
Indians who live in lodges and have no local habitation, although a few head have
been issued to such Indians by my predecessor.
In regard to farming, I have had no difficulty in getting a larger number to work
than I could manage and direct, or could provide with seed. The agency farm, which
is long and rather narrow, was divided into twenty-four "lands," extending entirely
across the field, which "lands"' were assigned to the Indians in the order in which
they came to work. Some of these "lauds" were cultivated entirely by the individuals to whom they were assigned, but the most of them had each three or four
friends to help them, so that on the twenty-four lands, and on the four small fields
separate from the agency farm, and which were cultivated last year, ninety-six Indian men have actually labored. The most of these farmers were men who had grown
to be old without having ever done anything that could be called labor, their only
occupation up to this time having been hunting and going to war. These men have
worked very well, and will be repaid by a bountiful crop of potatoes which is the
principal crop and they will also have corn and all sorts of vegetables. I have also
had two parties of Indians cutting hay on the Yellowstone to sell to the whites, the
first time any Crows have attempted to do such work.
The indications are that I
shall have a much larger number of Indians farming next season than this.
Quite a
number who have never tried to farm yet, have come to me and asked me to put their
names down in my book, and save them a piece of ground in o.nr agency field for next
season.
Others, like Old Crow, came to me when they went out on their spring hunt
and told me they expected that would be their last hunt that they intended to farm
next season. I hope to place every Indian who has a "laud" assigned to him in our
field this season, upon a ranch of his own, containing not less than ten acres broken
to cultivate, in time to plant next season.
In order to do this I shall have to build
some houses for the Indians. I have already selected locations for thirteen families
on separate ranches, and shall have no difficulty in locating quite a number of others.
The failure of the contractor to fulfill his contract to break land is likely to interfere
very seriously with our plans for next season.
The sanitary condition of the Crows is good. There have been a number of deaths,
but it is supposed that the tribe is increasing rather than decreasing. The Crows
themselves believe so. There have been no epidemics, although the rumor of smallpox along the Yellowstone, during the early part of summer, almost caused my farm;

ers to

stampede.
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Our school

is

small, but it is a

good beginning.

I

have thought

it

worse than use-

Indian scholars
less to briii"- scholars into the school from the camp, and so the only
we have are those that live with us in our home, which will accommodate but 20.
over
until
them
intention to watch
and it is
they are setare

my
good children,
tled dowifin homes of their own. I do not expect that they will ever go back to the
rations
camp to live. I resolved, in the beginning, that I would discontinue issuing
to the parents of any child who would take the child away from our home, or who
would not return the child if it ran away. I find that it was a good thing to do.
As to the Crow people, it made me sick at heart, for a little while after my> arrival,
to see how little
they have made toward civilization. Of the :$,500 Crows
They

progress
not one who can read and write understandingly, not more than 20 who can
of the chiefs
the
English language at all none- of these very well and not one
speak
or headmen who can speak our language at all. They are divided into two parties
one party is ready and willing to settle down, and live in houses and cultivate the
soil and raise cattle, and are very impatient because the government does not build
them some houses the other party will not do this as long as they can live in any
other way. For the former party I can say they are a good-hearted people. It is
well known that they have always been good friends and allies to the whites, even to
the extent of turning against the Nez Perc6s, with whom they had been, up to that
time, very friendly. Of course, there can be not a word said in justification of the
life they live
but I do not see how they can be condemned for that life, since it is the
life they are created to by the Creator of all things.
They have the same natural
right to pursue those objects which bring them happiness that is guaranteed to every
citizen by the Constitution of the United States; but those objects which have always brought them happiness can no more be found, and they must adopt a civilized
I believe I shall have no difficulty in perlife or become a very wretched people.
Buading a larger number to adopt this new life, each year, than I can well manage
and direct. No doubt they would all prefer to live the life they are created to, but
many see that they cannot live that life much longer, and are now ready to give up

there

is

;

;

;

their wild, roving life, and settle down permanently.
It remains for the government to make a forward movement.
The first step is to
find out and select and assign to the Crows the best part of their reservation, with the
distinct understanding, Avhich ought to be published abroad to their white neighThe one great wrong that our governbors, that they will never again be removed.
ment has done to the Indian race has been in forever removing them to the wilderness
as civilization advanced, keeping them isolated from civilizing influences, and then

condemning them because they do not become civilized. There is a case on record
where a tribe of Indians had got fairly started toward civilization, with good houses,
orchards, and stock. That tribe was so averse to removing to the west of the Missouri
River, which was at that early day the far West, that it required ten commissions to
be sent from Washington before they could persuade the Indians to sell their homes,
and even then it was wrongfully accomplished. I sincerely hope the Crows may not
have to pass through such an experience. In the beginning of our
government the
white race was the weaker party and could get possession of the lands belonging to
the Indians only by making them presents, and in that way persuading them to remove to the West; but for fifty years at least that policy ought to have been discontinued. The government ought to have kept the various Indian tribes wherever found,
allotted their lands to them, with the provision that they could not be conveyed or
taken by processof court, for a long term of years. If this liad been done, and they had
been fairly paid for such of their lands as had been taken, and it should then appear
that they could not endure civilization and were destined to become extinct, the
most scrupulous humanitarian could have found no cause for complaint. Let this be
done with the Crows, and if they have the
right kind of an agent to manage their
affairs they can be made
good citizens.
In conclusion, I am glad to state that the
spirit of progress seems at last to be
dawning upon these people. This year, for the first time, they show a disposition to
sell their ponies, to have some
knowledge of money, to demand it in return for whatever they have to sell, instead of
bartering as former! 3 and when they have once got
the money in their hands they hoard it more than
'any Indians 1 am acquainted
.

with.

Very respectfully,
H.
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FLATHKAD AGENCY, September 4M,
Sin: As directed, I have the honor to submit
my .sixth annual report from this reservation, which is occupied by the confederated tribes of Flatheads. Koot.-uays, and
.
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Peml d'Oreilles. The reservation covers a considerable area of arable laud, which is
and. com, as also of vegetables
capable of yielding large crops of wheat, oats, barley,
There are extensive forests of pine,
of various kinds, and fruits of the hardier sorts.
and the valfir, and tamarac, with some other useful timber on the mountain sides,
which lend a peculiar
leys are cut by rapid rivers, clear brooks, and beautiful lakes,
charm to the scenery the whole furnishing homes for the Indians unsurpassed in all
the broad domain of the or,. at Northwest. It cannot therefore be a matter of wonder
that this country is now looked upon with covetous eyes by advancing settlers, who
are drawn hither by the construction of the Northern Pacific Railroad, which has been
located, and is now about to be built through the reservation.
A lieree spirit of opposition still prevails on the part of many of the Indians to the
construction they regarding the road as fatal to their interests, and the sure precursor of the abandonment of the^r homes and lands to the whites. On the 'Mday of
Se tember. 1882, Joseph K. McCammoii, Assistant Attorney-General of the United
States, entered into an agreement with the confederated tribes resident on the Jocko
or Flat head reservation:
That for the consideration hereinafter mentioned tin- said confederated tribes of Flatheads, Koote
:

;

MVI ^
0110

^

.-....,._,,

T

.

'Tip

'

hundred feet on each' side of the line laid down on the map of definite location hereinbefore mentioned, wherever said line runs throuuli said reservation, entering the same at or near the summit of
C'oriaeein Defile, passing by the valley of Finlev Creek to the Jocko, along the Joe koto Peud d'Oreille
River, down the valley of the Pend d Oreille. and passing out of the reservation at or near the mouth
of the Missoula River': said strip of land being intended to be used bv the Northern Pacific Railroad
Company, its successors, or assigns, as a right-of-way and road-bed, and containing thirteen hundred
acres. An official copy of .-.aid map of definite location was on the day of the date hereof produced
and shown to said Indians, in counsel assembled, was fully explained to them, and is attached to and
made part of the agreement. Also the several pieces or parcels of land situated along and adjoining
thosaid strip of land hereinbefore described, as the. same are delineated on the five several plats or
maps thereof, also produced and shown to said Indians, containing, exclusive of the strip of land
hereinbefore mentioned, one, huudred and thirty acres, the same being intended to be used by the said
Northern Pacific Railroad Company for the purposes of station-houses, depots, sidings, &c. In consideration of such surrender and relinquishment of lands as aforesaid, amounting in the aggregate to
said couieo
coufedthe sain
acres, the United States stipulates and agrees to pay to tlio
fourteen
mrteen hundred and thirty acr.es.
ated tribes of Flathead, Kooteuay. and Peud d'Oreille Indians the sum of sixteen thousand dollars,
erat
of
the
United
eiui: at the rate of eleven and j,?,, dollars per acre, to be deposited in the Treasury
heiii.
tales, to the credit of the said confederated tribes, upon ratification of this agreement by Congress
and necessary appropriations made therefor the sum afrtresaid to be expeudeiTfor the benefit of said
Indians in such manner as the Secretary of the Interior may direct.
And for the considerations aforesaid the United States further stipulates and agrees, upon ratification of this agreement bv Congress, and necessary appropriations therefor, to pay to the individual Indians, members of said confederated tribes, whose names appear on the schedule marked with
the letter "K." the several sums set opposite their respective names, as full compensation for any
damages to improvements or fenced or cultivated fields which they may sustain by reason of the surrender and relinquish men t of said lands, or any part thereof, as aforesaid: such compensation to be
;

nay, and

and

this

Upper Peud
agreement

t

to be subject to ratification

by Congress.

As the chief incentive to signing the foregoing agreement, the Indians received the
promise of the honorable commissioner, Joseph K. McCauimon, that he would urge
upon the government the propriety of granting a desire, which they entertain very
strongly, viz, that they should have ceded back to them that portion of the national
domain lying between the present northern boundary of this reservation and the

what is generally known as the British line. It is a tract of
country very mountainous, with numerous streams, having even the narrow valleys
so densely timbered that there is very little probability of any desire being exhibited
At
for many years on the part of the whites to occupy it to any appreciable extent.
present, oil the whole tract, as far as I can learn, there are not more than eight bona-fide
white settlers, perhaps not so many, and they are confined to one spot at the head of
Flathead Lake. The Indians mentioned this state of affairs in support of their prayer
that the grant should be made, saying, as above stated, that, with the exception of the
open country at the head of Flathead Lake (which is a very small portion of the whole),
the area asked for is unlit for white settlement, but, being fair trapping and fishing
grounds, is well adapted to the wants and for the homes of Indians. Added to this,
as there is scarcely any white travel through that portion of the country, they argue
that they would be much more liable than now to bo allowed to rest in peace.
The year has been a prosperous one for the Indians, as large yields have followed
their tillage of th\ soil, which has been much increased over previous years, the
plows and other agricultural implements furnished by tbe department having been
in urgent demand.
The sanitary condition of the Indians is at present good, but during the year there
has been some increase in the percentage of deaths. Many consider that their
change of modes of living, from lodges to houses, and from their hitherto simple
forty-ninth parallel, or
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food to the more complicated cookery of the white man, has an injurious effect ois
their health. Probably such is the case, as consumption is certainly the only disease
with which they are much afflicted; but the decision of this question I am willing to
leave to more scientific inquirers. Rumors prevail that small-pox has made its apon the eastern border of the reservation.
pearance in the town of Missoula, situated
Should the disease spread, I fear the Indians here will greatly suffer, especially aa
the resident physician has intimated an intention of handing in his resignation atf
the end of the present quarter, on account of the late reduction of salary, which is*
now inadequate for the support of himself and family, and I very much doubt if II
can well replace him for the amount now allowed by the department.
The missionary work on this reservation, as in the past, is conducted by the Jesuit
need no comment
priesthood of St. Ignatius Mission, and their efforts and exertions
from me, as to them, to a very great extent, are du the peacefulness, good conduct,
the
and prosperity of the Indians under my charge. Under
supervision of these
fathers and the good Sisters of Providence, the industrial schools for boys and girls
in connection with this agency have steadily improved, and for results will, I believe, compare favorably with any other institution of learning of a like kind, more
especially if the amount of government assistance furnished is taken into consideration.

Very

respectfully, your obedient servant.

PETER ROXAN,
United States Indian Agent ~

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

FORT BKLKNAP AGENCV,
June

30, 1882.

SIR I have the honor to herewith submit niy fourth annual report of matters pertaining to this agency.
:

RESERVATION.
Fort Belknap reservation is a tract of land extending from the 109th parallel westward to the Marias River, bounded on the north by Her Majesty's dominion and by
the Missouri River on the south, containing nearly 3,700 square 'miles, 1,200 of which*
is appropriated by the Department of War as the site of Fort Assinaboine.
This reservation possesses great natural advantages, is well watered, and in many parts well
timbered. Naturally a grazing country, it still affords signs of rich mineral deposits,,
and the basin of the Milk River affords excellent facilities for agricultural pursuits.
These facts render the reservation attractive to all who visit it. The Milk River divides it into nearly equal parts from west to east, and Belkuap
Agency is nearly in,
the center of the reservation upon its south bank. Here, with
slight expense in establishing irrigation, we possess facilities for agriculture and grazing that are
unexcelled in the Territory as well as in many of the States. Surrounded by elevated
lands, we are favored with mild winters, light falls of snow, and rarely a blizzard.
The winter last past was exceedingly mild, no snow whatever, and very little severe
weather.

NUMBER OF

INDIANS.

During the early part of last spring I caused a census to be taken of all Indian famiunder my supervision, with the following result Gros
Ventres, 950 Assinaboines.
750; total of both tribes, 1,700. Since that time upwards of 100 have come in from
Wolf Point, many of whom were formerly upon the rolls of this
agency, so the exact
number is still uncertain. Owing to their
vibrating between this place and Wolf
Point and the impossibility of
gathering exact statistics of births and deaths, an absolute statement of numbers is rendered
impossible. At the present time, considering
those who have returned from Wolf Point and the
gain in the percentage of births
over deaths, I have nearly 1,850 Indians under
my care.
lies

:

;

AGKXCY BUILDINGS.
I he buildings of this
agency are composed entirely of logs. The warehouse, stables,
carpenter shop and store-rooms are newly built of hewn logs, and are commodious
and comfortable buildings for the purpose for which
they were erected. The resinces are very poor, being
poorly built at first and having stood for many years..
they being the original buildings at this place, and it is an impossibility to' render
them habitable any longer than for the
present season, and I most urgently recomtlmt. immediate
steps be taken to erect new and suitable buildings at this place.
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VOUEIGN INDIANS AND HALF-BREEDS.
During the latter part of last fall and all winter the country along the lower portion
of Milk River, where the main herd of buffalo wintered, was occupied by large numbers of Crees, other foreign Indians, and half-breeds, to the exclusion and great detriment of our own Indians, who fear them when they are in excess of their owu numbers,
The military expeditions from Fort Assinaboine into that locality dispersed them
several times, and eventually, by means of a permanent camp there, has succeeded in
nearly ridding the country of them, and did valuable service in protecting our Indians from foreign depredation and in preventing the destruction of their game, for
which the officers of Fort Assinaboine deserve and have our high esteem and our heartfelt thanks.

AGRICULTURE.

$

\

In comparison with last year my report in this connection will be unfavorable,
owing to an extremely dry season and no means of irrigating. We put 200 acres of
land into crops last spring as follows Oats, 60 acres potatoes and corn, 50 each J>
into wheat, and 35 into pumpkins, turnips, and small vegetables. Owing to the season, we will gather only about one-third crop of potatoes and corn, and of the balance, oats are a total failure, but a fair product from the garden.
Although this season has been so unpropitious, I am not shaken in my belief that
:

;

;

this country is an excellent one for agricultural purposes, especially for small grainsThe adversity of this season could easily, with a certain amount of expense, have been,

averted by means of irrigation, without which no man depends upon a crop in Montana
with absolute certainty, and that these Indians in a few years, with sufficient broken
land and irrigating ditches, will produce their own flour. Give them a sufficient number of good heifers and bulls, and they will at the same time produce their own beef.
Of course a grist-mill is necessary to convert their wheat into flour, and we have several excellent sites upon Milk River for one. When we provide this people with these
advantages we lay a broad basis upon which to build and from which to expect.
We take one gigantic stride toward making them self-sustaining.

INDIAN FARMING.
Seventy-five or one hundred families have remained permanently at the agency all
summer, while the main body have been away on the chase. These have been very
useful and have done much good work in cultivating their small patches of laud. I
Divided the land under cultivation into nearly 300 equal lots, and each lot contains
itatoes, corn, and some small vegetables, and have so apportioned them among the
nlians that all will receive benefit, and realize the benefit derived therefrom and
:>y insisting that they shall do a certain amount of work gratuitously in order to pogBSS the crop, I can reconcile the Indian readily to what he formerly looked upon as
degradation, and cultivate within him a desire for the proceeds of his labor, which
will lead him from his state of originality to an agricultural life.
We prevailed upon them last year to cure and stack a small amount of hay for their
horses during the winter, and they were so well pleased with the result that they, of
their own volition, left the chase this season, came in, and put up several stacks of hay
for the coming winter, both tribes taking much interest in the work.
The Assinaboines show greater adaptability for farming and for work of any kind
than the Gros Veutres they do more farm work, and work more for hire, and undoubtedly will excel the Gros Ventres in becoming an agricultural people, for which
;

;

vocation they show considerable preference.
It is pleasant to notice that instead of the work being done as heretofore by the
women it is almost universally done by the men, relieving their wives and daughters
of the burdens they formerly bore, and in this respect, as well as in various others,
adopting the ways of the whites.

RELATIONSHIP WITH TIIK WHITES.

As in the past, so are these Indians to-day, distinctly characterized by their friendly
and good-natured demeanor toward the whites. It has ever been my aim to impress
upon their minds the idea that they were the objects of the best wishes of all white
men that they would in all cases respect and defend their rights, and always be their
friends.
The past neglect of their reservation, the foreign Indians and half-breeds
having been allowed to come here and destroy their game, and remain on their hunting ground unmolested, with the inactivity of the proper military authority, had
caused them to be doubtful, but the judicious and active course pursued by the military of Fort Assinaboine during the last ten months against this source of trouble,
has served to remove all doubts and has made them, I believe, greater friends to thft
;
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The only thing
white race aud they will remain so under adverse circumstances.
make them inimical to the whites
that will ever canse trouble with these people aud
his violated agreements.
will be the white man's insidious acts and
own reservation
Thev have for the last twelve months remained strictly upon their
has practically
and have encroached upon no one. The stealing of white men's horses
other
Indians or
ceased and when a white man's horse is brought into their camp by
me
and assist me
fact
to
the
report
universally
in
their
them
they
see
possession
they
in their recovery.
SUPPLIES.

The supplies furnished us last year taken in connection with the products of their
and the proceeds of the chase were ample to provide for their every want.
and were happy, peaceable,
They seemed pleased with the management of the year,
and contented.
The half-breed, as of old, traded them out of part of their clothing, yet they did
not suffer as they had a good supply of robes, and our issue of blankets was generous. I have continually striven as best I could to stop this traffic whereby our Indians exchange their ready-made clothing, issued to them by government with the halfbreeds for worthless articles, but with poor success and not until lately, and that
beby the assistance of the military, have I become master of the situation. I now
farmin---

;

live I can, partially if not fully, eradicate that evil.

POLICE.

Although the police force have done me considerable service in various ways that
proved to be of value and have fully earned their pay by settling disputes, suppressand in numbering disorderly conduct in camp, recovering stolen or strayed property,
Should
less ways, they are not so effective as I could wish, yet yearly improving.
they be reorganized, with a good reliable white man as their chief, they would conof
defense
bulwark
stitute a power upon Avhich an agent could positively rely aud a
not easily broken down.

,

ILLICIT TRADE.

There has beeu considerable illicit trade carried on on the Missouri River, also, during the winter, on Milk River by half-breeds mostly, partly by white men and woodyard men, whisky being one of their chief stocks in trade. It did not interfere with
onr Indians, as by following my oft-repeated advice they kept away from it.
CRIMES.

Regarding crime, it is with pleasure unfeigned I can say that among the Indians
for and fed at this agency, who are classified as wild and uncivilized
there has been but little crime of any nature to mar the record of the
Gros Ventre and Assinaboine tribes for the fiscal year now closed, and the prospects
of the future are as full of hope for a continuation of their good behavior as could
be desired.

who are cared
and justly, too

In reporting the condition and improvement of our school I cannot make the favorable statements I would like, owing to the disadvantages under which we labor.
The day-school has been continued as heretofore with an average attendance of
twenty, this number being all our scanty room would accommodate. Taking into
consideration the irregularity of the attendance aud the fact that those who constitute the school for one month move away and new ones take their place the next,
and thus continually changing, the result has been fully up to my expectation.
These children learn readily, and those who have attended any length of time show
the English tongue,
fligns of improvement and can articulate quite understaudingly
thus becoming desirable pupils in the event of the establishment of a boarding-school
at this place, with which I most earnestly hope we shall soon be
favored, for I believe
it to be our greatest need.
There are nearly 300 children of school age among this
7."> ;it
least
of
which
would become regular and constant attendants of a
people.
hoarding school where they could be cared for, fed, aud clothed. They cannot be
into
the
unless
the lodges are nearby, and those who under these
gathered
day-school
circumstances attend for a time soon leave from necessity as their camps move away;
hence the need of a permanent place of abode for the children who are
willing (and

m

.
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few seem desirous even) to attend, which a. boarding-school alone will supply. I have
submitted plans that have been approved by the honorable Secretary of the Interior
for boarding-school buildings, but as yet nothing further has been done.

I wish I could say more flattering things of this people in regard to their moral
standing and improvement, viewing it from the stand-point of a civilized community.
Although no murder, theft, or drunkenness has occurred during the year, yet they remain far from the white Iran's idea of true morality, and it will take many years of
patient and true Christian labor in connection with schools to elevate them to that
extent where they will see and emulate proper examples toward purifying their morThere are many causes combining to keep down and even to lower the moral
al*.
status of the Indian, and the greatest of all is their contact with the ranks of the miliare
tary, transient white men. \\ood-choppers, &c.y*vhose morals, to say the least,

far

from perfect.

necessary, in this connection, and how useful would be a boarding-school,
where, under the careful supervision of faithful workers, the young girls especially
could be gathered in and kept until they could be taught and impioved to that extent when they could be sent back to their people to exert an influence that would
tend TO leaven the wihole.

How

SANITARY.

The condition of this people in a sanitary view is excellent. For the last year
there have been but a few deaths and no epidemics, which is a great improvement
over former years. Confidence in the agency physician has greatly increased, although
many, as yet, still adhere to the Hindoo practices of their medicine men. The class
of eases met with more often than any other are the venereal diseases in their various
forms.
The success that lias rewarded the physician's efforts in a few cases has been
the means of bringing many others to seek similar treatment. The result has been
to wean them, to a considerable extent, from the pernicious practices of their medicine men and.to look with favor and expectancy to the remedies of the white man.
There is great need of a suitable building here to be used icfr hospital purposes, and
the same reasons offered in behalf of a boarding-school apply here. It is a want often
expressed by

the.

Indians themselves.

REMARKS.
There isa common but erroneous belief, based upon the assumption that the Indian
nature is not susceptible of change or of improvement, that this race of people will
ever continue to be the wards of our government and the recipients of its bounties.
This error is an unfortunate one, not only to the Indian and those whose duty it is to
care for and improve him, but to all parties who have any interest in settling the
Indian question. It is inherited from many years ago, when the line of action pursued by the frontiersman toward the Indian, and participated in by all who dealt
with him, was to "get his lands" and drive him beyond the Mississippi River, and
whose rapacity, not yet satiated, still continued to push him westward toward the
Rocky Mountains. They saw in his nature nothing laudable, no flexibility, nor any
basis upon which there* could be built the semblance even of a man.
These ideas, formed by prejudice and traditionally transmitted from parent to
child for several generations, re-enforced by sensational writers, yellow-covered literature, and by the outrages committed by the Indians themselves in their dark days
of despair when driven to desperation by the ever-growing greed, of their white oppressors, have placed these people in a false light before the common people who have
had no other means of studying the Indian character.
But my own experience, after having spent four years among them, is that the
varied aspects of Indian life when closely studied are found to correspond with those
of the white race
the only difference, is that we find them on an infinitely lower
plane, where they have been kept iu part by an influence exerted by those unnatural
whites whose influence should have been far different and against whom we now are
compelled to exercise our most vigilant care. From this plane judicious control, commercial contact with the better classes, good examples, education, and individual responsibility alone can extricate him. Every act whose tendency is to establish his
individuality, to cause him to produce from his own resources for his personal wants,
to encourage his ambition to make fruitful his industries, to make him responsible
for his own acts and to suffer or enjoy their fruit is a step toward an early and honorable adjustment of the "vexed question" and tends toward their early self-support.
Until the Indian has a home established for him which will be hereditary and by law
:
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with the rights and responsibiltransmissable to his heirs, until he becomes invested
effort of government orof its agents, no policy,
ities of a citizen, or at least a person, 110
however judicious, honestly and persistently applied, will give durability to his inbut a hollow mockery and a criminal predustry or make his individuality anything
tension.

CONCLUSION.
In concluding my statements regarding the status of the Indians under my supervision I wish to say that I have adhered closely to facts and have studiously avoided
in all circumstances false colors, believing that the reader will, in every case, prefer
the prosv Indian facts to finer phrases that ofttimes prove delusive.
I would express many thanks to my superior officers who have manifested true interest in the work, to the employes who have been true and faithful in their support
and labor, and to the military of Fort Assinaboine who have assisted me as previously
stated. The relationship between this agency and the military forces, as well us the
civil authorities and citizens of Montana, continues to be of the most cordial nature.
Thankful for the good results of the year now past, and confidently hoping for another
equally as propitious,
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. L. LINCOLN,
United State* Indian Atjent.

The COMMISSIONER OK INDIAN AFFAIRS.

FOUT PECK AGENCY, MONTANA.
Aeptemlxr I, 1882.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following as my fourth annual report of the
transactions at this agency during the fiscal year ending Juno 30, 1882
This agency is situated in the northeastern part of Montana Territory, and is
bounded as follows: Beginning at the northwest corner of the Territory of Dakota,
where the boundary between Montana and Dakota intersects with the 49th parallel
north latitude, running south along said boundary line until said line intersects with
the northern boundary of the Fort Buford military reservation; thence west along
said northern boundary to the northwest corner of said reservation thence south to
the southwest corner of said reservation; thence west to the south bank of the Missouri River; thence west along said south bank to the 109 \vest longitude: thence
north along said degree to the 49th parallel aforesaid; thence east along said parallel
to the place of beginning, the same containing 10,272,000 acres of land, more or less.
Much the larger part of the above-described territory lies north of the Missouri River,
which extends through it from west to east for a distance of 400 miles. The reservation is watered by the Missouri and its numerous tributaries, among which the largest
are Milk, Poplar, and Big Muddy rivers. There are also a large number of ponds
and lakes, extending to the Canadian line. I estimate that there is about one-fourth
of the entire area suitable for cultivation and
grazing purposes.
:

;

LOCATION OF AGENCY.
Poplar Creek Agency is located on the north side of the Missouri River, b'O miles
west of the mouth of the Yellowstone and 2 miles east of
junction of Poplar River
with the Missouri, on a high plateau which is 60 feet above high- water mark and 1
miles from the Missouri. Wolf Point (the branch)
Agency is located 24 miles west
of Poplar Creek, on a table land, one-half a mile north of the
Missouri, and 12 feet
above high-water mark.
TUIBES.

At Poplar Creek Agency and vicinity the
Yatiktonais, Sautee, Teton, and Ogalulla
bands of Sioux are located, and at Wolf Point the Assinaboines. The
population of
the various bands are as folllows:
Yanktouais

3 ^QQ.

J

'

Santees

Tetons and Ogalallas
Assiuaboiues

Making

$QQ

"

a total of

\

314

'

j

JJQQ

6.014
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This is a decrease of 213 from last year's report. Of this number about 100 have
been transferred to other agencies, and the balance have gone where they could get
rations and goods without work.

AGEXCY BUILDINGS.
At Poplar Creek Agency are the agent's house, 38 by 40 feet, two stories, frame
warehouse, 33 by 100, two stories, frame two cottages, frame, 16 by 30, with an L
by 16; school-house, frame, 20 by 40; one log house, 16 by 18, one story, dirt roof;
slaughter-house, 20 by 30, shingle roof; one seed and tool house, 28 by 50, two stories,
frame; one carpenter shop, 16 by 24, log, dirt roof; one blacksmith shop, 16 by 18,
log, dirt roof; one root-house, 20 by 40. frame roof; one root-house for Indian vegetables, 20 by 50 one ice-house, 18 by 20, log, dirt roof; one saw-mill, 36 by 60, capacity
8,000 feet lumber per twelve hours one scale-house, 20 by 30, with scales of 30,000
pounds capacity one boarding-school house, 192 by 17, hewn logs, pine finish, one
And one-half stories, capacity 50 scholars; one horse-stable for same, 17 by 32, hewn
one icelogs, dirt and board roof; one cow-stable, 16 by 20, board and dirt roof, log
house, 16 by 16, board and dirt roof, log one frame stable, 32 by 75, two stories. At
Grantvrlle (Lower Box Elder) there is one employe's' house, 16 by 40, log, board and
<lirt roof; one log store-house, 16 by 20, board and dirt roof; and one log stable, 16
by
;

H

;

;

;

;

;

;

32, dirt roof.

At Wolf Point Agency there are one store-house, 28 by 50, two stories, frame one
by 30, with L 14 by 16, frame another cottage, same as above, partially
completed; one employe's' house, 16 by 38, log, shingle roof; one log school-house, 20
by 20, dirt roof: also one police-room, superintendent's room, dining-room, kitchen,
carpenter shop, store and tool room, all 20 by 20, log all of the last-mentioned buildings are hardly teuantable, but still in use. There is also at Wolf Point one blacksmith shop, 16 by 32, log, dirt roof; one saw-mill, frame, 20 by 30, board roof, mill
,nd building in good repair; one new log stable, 20 by 60, dirt roof; one root-house,
2 by 50, log and dirt roof.
;

cottage, 16

;

;

TRADERS.
Charles Aubery has large and commodious stores at both Poplar Creek and Wolf
Point, with good and substantial outbuildings and corrals. George H. Fairchihl, successor to Leighton and Jordan, has, also, well-arranged establishments at both places.
Both traders carry large and well-selected stocks of goods and general merchandise.
Their prices are very reasonable for an Indian country, due to proper competition.
George S. Doatie and H. F. Batchelor have not, as yet, opened stores.

FARMING.

The agency farm

consists of 60 acres at Poplar Creek and 50 acres at Wolf Point.
there were 60 acres of oats, 10 acres of wheat, 24 acres of potatoes, 10
acres of corn, and 6 acres of pumpkins, carrots, beets, parsnips, turnips, beans, and
pease. I estimate that there will be a yield of 1,800 bushels of oats, 150 bushels of
wheat, 1,200 bushels of potatoes, 100 bushels of corn, 10 bushels of beans, and the
vegetables are not worth gathering.
There is under fence at the industrial boarding-school 39 acres, 29 acres of which are
planted in corn, potatoes, beans, peas, turnips, squash, pumpkins, cabbage, and
melons. I estimate that the school farm will yield 100 bushels of corn, 300 bushels of
potatoes, 5 bushels of beans. 2 bushels of pease, 50 bushels of turnips, about two wagonloads of pumpkins and squash, and cabbage none. There was a garden, containing
about 5 acres, planted by employe's in corn, potatoes, and vegetables. There was about
one-eighth of a crop of corn and potatoes, and no vegetables.

Of this amount

INDIAN FARMING.
There has been planted and cultivated by three hundred families 185 acres at PopCreek at Alkali Creek, 5 miles east of Poplar Creek, twenty -eight families
planted 20 acres at Deer Tail, 6 miles east, two hundred families planted 100 acres
at Grantvillc, 17 miles east, seventy families planted 60 acres at Coal Bank, 20 miles
this colony is on the south side of the
east, 10 acres planted by twenty-five families
Missouri River; at the Two Chimneys, 25 miles east, 15 acres planted by eighteen
families at Upper Box Elder, 4 miles west of Poplar Creek, 130 acres was planted
by one hundred and fifty families. This makes the total number of Indian farms at
Poplar Creek Agency and vicinity 791, containing 520 acres. At Jack Mitchell's
place, 8 miles east of Wolf Point, 10 acres were planted by seven families at Little

lar

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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families at Wolf Point
Wolf Creek, 2 miles east, 15 acres farmed by twenty-three
Jackson's farm, 1 .mile west of
80 acres fanned by one hundred and thirty families;
2 miles west, SOacrea
Wolf Point, 30 acres farmed by sixty families; at Grangervilleof 215 acres
farmed by
a total
farmed by one hundred and seven families, making
and vicinity. 1 his makes
three hundred and twenty families at Wolf Point Agency
families at this agency
a total of 735 acres of land farmed by 1,111 Indian
have worked well during the
These Indian farmers, with but a few exceptions,
cultivation that we have
vear and 1 can say truly that it is not from a lack of thorough
then
had poor crops, those that were not willing to work I made willing by giving
;

no rations until their crops were worked.

INDIAN HOUSES.

At this time there are 100 Indian families living in log houses some of them are
of farming this year there
verv comfortable houses and had they made a success
would have been greater activity in house-building this fall, as I can now furnish
them from the agency saw-mill all the lumber needed. The Indians do all the work
with the exception of the doors and windows, which are made by the agency carpenand the scarcity
ter. The failure of crops, the scanty appropriation made by Congress,
of buffalo make a very gloomy outlook for my Indians this winter. They must abandon their homes and take to the prairie, or starve.
;

;

HUNTING.
in

finding buriaio,
During the past year my Indian shave had a great deal of trouble
on account of the white hunters and foreign Indians trespassing on their hunting
and nearly all of the meat
grounds. My Indians secured but few robes last winter,
white hunters, they
they lived on was taken from the carcasses of buffalo killed by
wanting the robe only and making very little use of the meat. The traders paid
very liberally for robes the entire winter.
In the early part of last June I called the chiefs and head-men together and told
them that it was necessary that all should go to hunt buffalo that our provisions would
not reach for all. They went, but many went reluctantly. A large part of the camp
remained out during the greater part of the summer, returning in August; they
regathered their crops, and are now out again for their fall hunt. Some returning
far
port the buffalo scarce and scattering that the grass north and west of here, as
as Milk River, is burnt off, and that there is no teed for the buffalo on their reservation that the white hunters occupy all of the country south of the Missouri River,
;

;

;

INDIAN

WORK AND

INDUSTRY.

the
hides,

mink, &c., valued'at $1,500. They have sold to steamboats 4,000 cords of wood,
valued at $12,000 they have chopped for traders and military contractors 3,000 cords,
valued at $4,500. They have sold $4,000 worth of corn and vegetables to the traders
and the military.
I estimate that they have received for labor done for the traders and contractors,
$5,000. They have chopped and hauled all the logs for their own houses; assisted in
the hauling of logs and the manufacture of the lumber for their own buildings, cut,
hauled, and put in the stack 100 tons of hay for their own use, and have done nearly
all of the freighting from the river to the warehouse and from Poplar Creek to Wolf
cat,

;

Point.

INDIAN POLICE.

The Indian police force is one of the principal supports of an Indian agent. It can
and does exert an influence for good government among the Indians that no other
organization can. I can cheerfully report my police trustworthy and reliable always
ready to execute orders, and will cheerfully undertake any journey or hardship
I again urge and recommend an increase of pay to at least $10 per mouth for self
and horse. If this cannot be done I would ask for an increase in the force of no lass
;

than ten.

INDIAN APPRENTICES.
1 have two carpenter apprentices, who show more than an
average aptness for mechanical work. Early in July I made arrangements by which they could obtaiu their
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meals at the agency mess-house. I find the plan works well. They learn faster, and
seem contented and happy, and do their work cheerfully. The latter part of August
I let them go to hunt buffalo, but did not tell them that there was no money to pay them
during the present fiscal year. I do not know what to do with them, but trust that
some way will be provided by which I can retain them and not allow them to return
to the camp.

MISSIONARY WORK, EDUCATION, AND MORALS.
This agency is assigned to the Methodist Episcopal Church. This church has no
mission here, except such work as is accomplished in the industrial boarding school,
which is under the supervision of this church. Reverends S. E. Snider and G. W. Wood
hold divine service each alternate Sabbath in the agency school-house. We also have
a regular organized Sabbath-school. The missionaries, agent, and employe's help to
make the lessons instructive, interesting, and profitable. The attendance is good.
There is a Dakota Sabbath-school held each Sabbath morning in the Presbyterian
mission buildings, which has a good attendance from among the Indians.
The education of the Indians during the past year has been very encouraging, as
they have taken more interest in it than in former years, and seem to feel that the
government was interested in their welfare. The day-school at Wolf Point has not
been as great a success as I should like to have had it, and no school that is merely
a day-school can be. The scholars should have a certain amount of outside work in
connection with their studies. The boys should spend a few hours each day in being
taught the use of mechanical tools, or of agricultural implements, and the girls sewing and housework. It is on a plan similar to this that I propose to conduct the
Wolf Point school during the present year, and I have no doubt but that it will be
beneficial to the school.
The Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions have now three mission schools at this
agency. The one at Poplar Creek was in operation all last winter, and was an instrument of great good among this people. In this school the children are taught their
native tongue, and take a great interest in the exercises. This school was conducted
by the Misses Dixon and McCreight. The board has also a school at Deer Tail, under
the direction of an educated Indian, named Joseph Rogers. The school at Graiitville
is in charge of Robert Hopkins, an educated Indian.
These men are good, conscientious men, and are zealous in their good work in behalf of their fellow men.
The Christianizatiou of an adult male or female Indian is very slow work; still the
Reverends Snider and Wood and their assistants are very sanguine of ultimate success.
Certainly their work and practice does have its moral innunce on the camp as a
whole, by means of which the children can be reached, and what seems futile at present will be an accomplished fact with the next generation.
The industrial boarding school is conducted under a contract with the Methodist
Episcopal Missionary Society, and under the immediate charge of the Rev. S. E.
Snider, assisted by four lady teachers, in the capacities of matron, assistant matron^
and teacher, seamtress and laundress, and cook. The school is a model of discipline,,
order, and industry, the manners and deportment of the pupils being the admiration
of all who visit the school. The religious training and example shown exerts a
wholesome influence for good over this people. This school has been successfully
conducted since the forepart of August, 1881 although it labored under a disadvantage for some months, owing to the incompleteness of the buildings. The school
has now the largest number of boarding scholars it has had since it opened, and the
number is continually increasing. The children have made reasonable progress, and
their present advancement is all that could be expected in so short a time.
There is
still some prejudice among the Indians
against the schools, but care, prudence, and
will
soon
overcome
this
relic
of
and
heathenism
patience
superstition.
The sun dance, medicine dance, feasting, and grass dance are still continued, but
are
not
so
as
in
and
do
not
interfere
with my farm work.
they
popular
years gone by,
Polygamy is still practiced to a certain extent, but is gradually dying out. There
has been but one case of intoxication among my full-blood Indians during the past
Their obedience and good behavior is gratifying to the agent and a great
year.
change for the better is noticed and spoken of by persons who visit the agency, and
have known these Indians for the past ten years.
;

*

'

SANITARY.

The health of the Indians at this agency for the past year has been good. Some of
them suffer from a disease which renders them less able to withstand the onset of our
winter diseases, but the general health of the agency has steadily improved. There
were several cases of small-pox left here in the spring, but there was no case among
Ihe Indians. Seventeen hundred and fifty of the Indians were vaccinated during th<*
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and May, and it is only four years since a large number had
The Indians are gradually losing faith in their medicine men,
the
while at the same time their confidence in the agency physician increases but
river and large hunting
stations that are to be visited extend 40 miles along the
so that the native doctors have
parties are often out, which he cannot accompany,
the opportunity to retain much of their influence. There is no hospital at the agency,
and one of moderate capacity, built of logs and costing a few hundred dollars and
conducted by the physician with Indian help, would be a boon to the sick, old, and

months of March.

April,

be.-n vaccinated.

;

decrepit.

MILITARY.

.

a
Nothing has happened during the past year to bring 'about any other than friendly
between the military and myself, and it has always been ready and willing to
men
that
are
about
assist me in driving off the reservation the bad class of white
feeling

here.
If the military is to remain here during the present year, it is important that some
arrangement be'made at once with the War Department to prevent the cutting of
timber near the agency. If the present waste and use of timber continues one year
within six miles of the agency. I
longer, there will not be any standing timber left
trust that some satisfactory" arrangement be made with the department at no distant
<lay.

CONCLUSION.
In reviewing the past year, I can see that the most of the Indians belonging to this
agency are gradually and surely becoming more interested in agricultural and other
industrial pursuits that many are beginning to appreciate more the benefits of a
permanent home and the comforts and conveniences of the same as evinced by several
of my first Indian employe's who are now living by their own industry, having separated themselves from the camp, built houses and stables, and have horses, pigs,
.and chickens and each one is asking for a good title to his laud.
I have endeavored to give you a correct idea of the condition of the Indians under
jny charge, and notwithstanding the discouraging effect of this year's crop, I can but
hope that the coming year will be one of prosperity and advancement.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
;

;

N.

S.

PORTER,

United States Indian Agent.
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OMAHA AND WINNEBAGO AGENCY, NEBRASKA,
September 29, 1882.

SIR

:

I

have the honor to submit this

my

annual report.

Of the two tribes of this consolidated agency, 1 will first speak of the Omahas.
The Omahas are a settled people. For the past hundred years or more they have
lived in what is now the State of Nebraska. Blackbird, whose name is held sacred
by them, was buried on their present reservation, and Lewis and Clarke in 1804

found their village but a few miles north of their present home.
In 1854 by treaty they ceded their lands to the United
States, reserving the lands
they now occupy. In the fourth section of their treaty of March 6, 1865, they were
permitted to take lands in severalty, to hold so long* as they would cultivate the
same, and their right to said land was to be evidenced by certificates issued by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Many of the heads of families have availed themselves of this privilege, and are improving their allotments of land to the full extent
of their limited moans. A number of comfortable farm houses have been
put up by the
Indians without aid of any kind from the
government, and farms have been opened,
sometimes to the extent of one hundred acres, with little or no
help from any one.
This satisfactory state of progress is due
greatly to the fact that these people have
not become demoralized by frequent removals. Two or three forcible removals will
make vagabonds of the best of people, whether they are
white, black, or red men.
1 hese men have had no experience in that lino
themselves, but have seen instances
of the disastrous effects of it until
they are in constant dread of being taken to the
Indian Territory or other place against their will. To avoid this
they clamor for
atles to their lands.
The bill passed for their benefit at the last session of
Congress
for
this
provides admirably
want, but some of the minor conditions are not meeting
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and I fear they will not ratify it when it conies before them. Should
hope the next Congress will eliminate the objectionable features, for I

their approval,

the

bill fail I

am

satisfied that this is a

move

in the right direction.

The Omahas have a splendid reservation. The more broken portion, near the river,
affords an abundance of good timber and good grazing land, while the more western
in any
part, near the Logan, and other streams, is the finest farming land to be found
State. As these men advance in a knowledge of agriculture, I find them becoming
more willing to take my advice to leave their broken land and locate on the better
claims, and in time I hope to locate all of them on good farms.
The Indians had no help in the way of seeds, but they have managed to plant all
their ground and cultivate it well. They are rewarded with a bountiful harvest.
Their wheat and oats is the best they have had for years, and their corn, potatoes,
The schools are in a good condition. The attendance
*fcc., is a very abundant crop.
has been greater than any previous year, and the progress gratifying.
The mission school, established in 1865, is doing good work iu advancing the Indians. Much of the civilization of these people is due to this school. The Home
Missionary Board of the Presbyterian Church deserves great credit for keeping up
such a school, with such an efficient board coeducation.
The government industrial boarding school is also doing a good work.

The ad-

dition to the school building will greatly aid them by the increased facilities.
There are still very many children who should attend the schools who are left to roam
over the prairies. I am decidedly in favor of compulsory education on a reservation or any other place.
The agency buildings are in fair condition. The mill is kept running most of the
time, and does fair work, but there is need of some new machinery to improve the
character of the flour. The shops are in good condition, and the Indian blacksmith
and carpenter are giving good satisfaction, and are doing good work.
The police are efficient, and do very much to aid in governing the Indians. The
pay is ridiculously small for the great amount of work they are called upon to perform. I would sooner dispense with almost any other branch of the service than the
I have been particularly fortunate in getting good men.
police.
The sanitary condition 'of the tribe has been good. There was a run of measles,
which went through the whole tribe, but there was but one fatal case. The physician is kept very busy, but that is more because of an increasing faith in the white
man's medicine and mode of treatment than increase in disease. When the Indian
learns to eat healthy food in proper quantities he will be more healthy, for most of
tis diseases are from insufficient nourishment.
The general condition of the Omahas I find to be satisfactory. They are advancing in the direction of citizenship they want to stay at home and cultivate their
farms, and learn white men's ways. They are a steady and reliable set of men, who
are trying to do about what they think is right.
;

THE WINXEBAGOES,

when they were removed from Minnesota to Dakota Territory, found themselves unable to live on their reservation at Usher's Landing, and they became dissatisfied
and drifted down the river and lodged against the Omahas. By treaty of March 8th,
1865, the United States ceded to them a part of the Omaha Reservation, which they
purchased for that purpose. This reservation embraces some very fine land, both,
timber and prairie, with abundant water and healthy climate. Good houses were
built for the Indians, and plenty of land was made ready for their cultivation. Most
of the Indians made claim to the eighty acres of land, provision for which was made
by act of Congress. All things are favorable for the advancement of these Indians in
arts of civilization, but some of them are of a roving disposition.
They are prone
to leave their comfortable houses and take their tepee and family and go on the railroad in the summer, or to the timber in the winter, and work by the day. The encouragement given by the government to part of this tribe to settle in Wisconsin and
Minnesota still further unsettles the minds of these people, and they spend much
time and money going to visit their friends and relatives in those States, or to settle
there themselves. The result of this is that we fail to have these people under the
influence of the agency as much as is desirable. Those who stay on their land are
doing well. They have an abundant harvest this season, and are encouraged. They
are slowly advancing in the arts of civilized life.
The agency buildings are old, but in a fair state of preservation. The industrial
school building is sufficiently large to accommodate many more children than we are
able to induce to attend. The roving disposition of a part of the tribe operates seriously against the school. When they go away to work they take their children with
them, or in some way induce them to run away from the school and join them ; but,

5153
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these people are advancing. Pernotwithstanding all these unfavorable conditions,
reason of their roving disposition
haps the industrial portion of the Winnebagoes, by
and desire to work for the whites, will work out for themselves a solution of the problem of self-support. While they are separated in small bands and living among the
whites they must of necessity learn the ways of civilization, and while I do not apstill I have faith in their ultimate destiny.
prove of the course they incline to pursue,
are a sharp and energetic people, pretty well able to take care of themselves.

They

Very respectfully,

^

WILKINgON)

United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

SANTEE AGENCY, NEBRASKA,
Eighth month, 28, 1882.

submit iny sixth annual
and Ponca agency, of Nereport of affairs at the consolidated Santee, Flandreau,
braska and Dakota.
The Sautees are a part of the great Sioux Nation, a portion of the Sisseton, WahpeThey
ton, Medawakanton, and Wahpakuta bands of Sioux of the Mississippi.
formerly, with other members or the same bands, had an extensive and valuable
reservation in Minnesota, stretching a width of two miles a long distance on the
south side of the Minnesota River, and were comparatively wealthy and prosperous
until the Sioux outbreak in 1862, in which, it will be remembered, near 1,000 persons
In 1863 most of
lost their lives, and for which the Indians were severely punished.
the Santee Sioux were removed to the Crow Creek Reservation, and finally, in 1866,
to their present location on the southwest bank of the Missouri River, in Knox County,

RESPECTED FRIEND: In accordance with instructions

I

Nebraska.
The Santee Reservation contains 115,000 acres of land, abaut one-third of which i
suitable for agricultural purposes, the country generally being broken with high bluffs
and deep ravines. The land has been surveyed and allotted in severalty to a number
of families. They had cultivated this year (547 acres to wheat, 82 oats, 1,586 corn, 212
Crops of all kinds have been very good, the best we have nver
flax, and 78 potatoes.
had, and all feel greatly encouraged. To note improvements we will compare 1872

and 1882

:
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I feel assured that there has been a gradual advancement among the Santee,
Flaudreau, and Pouca people, but it requires ,a constant application of the mental
and physical faculties of the agent and tlie full support of the department. The Indians' perceptibilities in noticing a lack of energy on the part of an agent, or in
having the support of the powers at Washington, are very keen, and the moment
they notice any discord they partake of it, and get into confusion, and the agent, to
a certain extent, loses his hold upon their minds, and they will retrograde. In comparing the duties of an agent, as set forth by the department, and the former life
and character of the Indian, Ave find they are so entirely different in many respects
that the contrast is very great. The habit of the Indian, for a number of years,
was that of idleness or hunting. He had not been required to obey any particular
law of civilization. He has been supported by the government for a number of
for to-morrow.
But to-day
years, hence no special necessity for him to take thought
the department very justly wishes him to become a self-supporting, law-abiding,
good, and useful citizen. To bring about this change the agent's work necessarily
comes in direct opposition in confronting the Indians' wishes, especially the old chiefs,
and thereby brings reproach or censure upon himself from the Indians; therefore
much charity should be extended by those in authority.
In some of my former reports I have said the Indian dance had been abandoned at
Santee but this year I am compelled to note that a portion of them have hold several dances of the Indian character without niy consent, but when talked to about it
I noticed they advanced quite a different excuse to that of former years.
Formerly,
during the dance, $hey would make speeches and recite their barbarous deeds; but
those held lately were defended upon the ground that a certain Indian was poor and
they would have a dance to get presents, making the dance an object of charity and
amusement, and not that of inciting feelings of barbarism.
There are two missions at Sautee, the Protestant Episcopal and American Board of
Foreign Missions. They have live churches and are doing much good in Christianizing the Indians, many of whom are church members and will compare favorably
with the white church membership in religious life and character. They have native
ministers, are regular in attendance at church, and I believe the religious truth that
they have been taught has been the clinchiug nail for their gradual advancement in
We all need and must have a higher power than that of man to supcivilization.
port us in a successful advance through life, and these people have positively hoped
against hope that God would ratify to them their homes and establish them on the
;

earth.

We have four boarding-schools at Santee, two for male and female, one for male,
and one for female. Also one for male and female at Springfield, Dakota, that draws
its supplies from Santee.
Rev. Alfred L. Riggs has Charge of the mission and school,
under the care of the American Board of Foreign Missions. They have a fine location and a number of good buildings for their work.
They can accommodate about
100 children. The largest attendance during anyone month during the year has
been 85 average attendance, 69. The children are taught the English language and
industrial arts. They have 13 employe's engaged in teaching and other work.
They
have a good school and deserve much credit for the progress they are making.
Rev. William W. Fowler has charge of the Episcopal mission. He looks after the
pastoral part of the mission and a small school for boys. Miss Amelia Ives has charge
of the girls' boarding-school of this mission at Santee. The teaching is all done in the
English language. The children are taught industry in the house and garden. They
number about 36 scholars. The teachers and children deserve much credit for their
perseverance and advancement made during the last year. They have a tine garden,
;

and corn patches.
The school at Springfield, Dakota, is a boarding-school, supported by the EpiscoShe has about 25 children under
pal mission, and is in charge of Mrs. E. E. Knapp.
her care, for whom she draws weekly rations.
There is a government industrial boarding school under the care of the agent. The
English language is taught to male and female. The girls are instructed in dormitory, laundry, dairy, and kitchen work, also sewing, patching, and general housework. The boys are taught and perform various kinds of manual labor, according to
their size and age, also attend to the cattle and horses.
They have about 15 acres
under cultivation in corn, sorghum, potatoes, onions, cabbage, and other vegetables.
About 40 children have attended school during the year. These schools are doing
much good in the way of education and civilization. The Indian children are brought
here from the different Sioux and other tribes, educated and sent out as teachers or
also potato

missionaries

among

their people.

The Flaudreau people are a part of the Santeo Indians, who became dissatisfied with
their land titles at Santee, and went to Flandeau Moody County, Dakota, to procure
homes for themselves, under act of Congress approved March 3, 1875, which extends the
benefits of the homestead act of May 20, 1862, and the acts amendatory thereof to Indians
(with restrictions), provided they abandon their tribal relations and leave the home they
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on the reservation among their people.

They are 140 miles north from Santee.

as reliable persons to deal with;
their white neighbors that they are looked upon
their farms, ana are
that they pay their taxes regolarly; that they are opening up
the work as the
as much energy
.rot M! neighbors, but as a rule, do not display
whites do. But I know from what I can see and learn that they are advancing,
ami I think they have advanced rapidly within the last two years. There were some
Bat this has been a small portion.
ainon"- them who sold out their claims and left.
their laud, but
Many of them, as well as white people of that section, have mortgagedand
I have tried
at present I do not think a mortgage on Indian land is worth very much,
to discourage it all that I could. They will raise about 5,000 bushels of wheat, 1,500
bushels of oats, 10,000 bushels of corn, 3,500 bushels of potatoes, besides other vege-

m

tables.

The government has built twenty houses for them during the past year, at a cost
of $5,000, also purchased farming implements of various kinds for them. They have
about $23,000 due them from sale of laud in Minnesota. I have just completed a
contract for furnishing them cattle, hogs, sheep, &c., amounting to about $15,000,
which I think will give them a good start, and if taken care of should make them a
at present. The government supports
prosperous people. They number 340 persons
one day school for them; some of their children go to school with the white children.
The 'Ponca Indians under my care are a part of the Ponca tribe who came here
from Indian Territory. They became dissatisfied with their homes in the Territory,
and came back here under the leadership of Standing Bear.' They are known as the
Poncas of Dakota. They number 168 persons, 42 men, 50 women, 42 boys, and 34
They have 74 horses, 4 mules, 10 yoke of oxeu, 38 cows, 85 cattle, and 31 hogs.
girls.
They have under cultivation 15f acres to wheat, 9|to oats, 147toeorn, and 16J to potaI have purchased for them during the year 20
toes, and 50 acres broken this year.
plows, 20 wagons, 25 sets double haruess, 55 head of cattle, and wheat, corn, oats,
potatoes, &c., for seed. They are making a good start, and if they continue as they
nave started, they will be successful. They have some very fine gardens. One man
has 870 cabbage, with a fine assortment of other vegetables.
Their land has not been surveyed, nor allotments made. But they are locating on
the best land in various places on the old Ponca Reservation, which was unintentionally
included in the Sioux treaty of 1868, and now belongs to the Sioux. But there has
been an agreement made by which it is believed these Poncas will procure a permanent home for themselves on this land. They are located along the Missouri River
and Running Water, about 20 miles from Santee Agency, No buildings of any kind
have been erected by the government for the Indians or agency purposes. They have
no school. Some of the children have attended school at Santee. I have had no employe's among them except four Indian police to prevent the stealing of timber and
other unlawful acts on the reserve. They receive a small cash annuity payment, and
appropriations have been made to assist them in various ways.
They were called the Poncas of Dakota, because they removed to Dakota. The
Running Water or Niobrara River, at the point where they located, formed the boundary line between Nebraska and Dakota, but during the last session of Congress that
body passed an act transferring the boundary line to the 43d parallel. Hence they are
now properly in Nebraska, and should be called the Poncas of Nebraska.
These people, like the Santees, have no permanent title to their homesteads, and in
this connection I wish to call your attention to the treaty between the United States
of America and different tribes of Sioux Indians, concluded April 29, 1868, made for
the great Sioux Reservation in Dakota, a part of which the Poncas now occupy. In
making said treaty an effort was made to provide for the permanent settlement of
the Indians who should reside thereon, aud a clause was inserted by which it was
understood that land should be allotted in severalty to those who desired to commence
farming; that for each tract of land so selected a certificate containing a description thereof should be given, said certificate to be recorded in a book to be kept for
that purpose, to be known as the Sioux land book. In the latter part of article 6 of
said treaty we find special provision was made that
any baud or tribe that was or
should thereafter become a party to said treaty who was or should thereafter become
a resident or occupant of any reservation or territory not included in the tract of
country designated and described in said treaty for the permanent home of the Indians, which is not mineral land or reserved by the United States for special purposes, other than Indian occupation, and who shall have made improvement thereon
of the value of two hundred dollars or more, and
continuously occupied the same as
a homestead for the term of three years, shall be entitled to receive from the United
States a patent for one hundred aud sixty acres of
land, including his said improvements. Then sets forth the manner in which the
application is to be made to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, &c., and the article closes
thus, viz: "And
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any Indian or Indians receiving a patent for land, under the foregoing provisions
shall thereby and from thenceforth become ana be a citizen of the United States, and
be entitled to all the privileges and immunities of such citizens, and shall at the
same time retain all his rights to benefits accruing to Indians under this treaty."
The San tees are a part of the great Sionx Nation, and took part in this treaty.
They occupy land that is reserved for their special use. Ten years ago they received
certificates i'or the land they now occupy, as contemplated by this treaty, and a book
Las been kept and known as the Sioux land book. The agent, in his annual re" Over two hundred certificates of allotport for 1872, speaks of the event thus, viz:
ments have been received arid issued to them. This was the greatest event of the
season. They have heretofore been laboring under the impression that they held
their right to their land by a very uncertain tenure, and were liable to be removed
at any time. They believe now that this is to be Jfcheir permanent home." Since that
time a large number of these Indians have continuously occupied their lands. They
have made more than two hundred dollars improvement, and to-day are justly entitled to their patents, and to be recognized citizens, as contemplated under the treaty.
These Indians have been more or less discouraged on account of the detention of
their patents, and in the name of justice why is it that the patents have been withheld from them ? By a recent letter from the honorable Commissioner of the General
Land Office I have been informed that " under act of January 18, 1881, a clause is required to be added in all patents for Indian land setting forth that they are issued upon
the express condition that the title thereby conA eyed shall not be subject to alienation, incumbrance, or taxation for the period of twenty years," so that I now think,
under the treaty of 1868 and this act of January 18, 1881, we have all we want for
granting patents to the Santees. I don't wish to be understood to say that I believe
all of the Santees are fully prepared for their patents, but I do wish to be understood
to say that I believe the majority of them are prepared and have complied with the
requirements of article 6 of the treaty, as above quoted, and this $200 clause and the
requirements of continuously occupying the land for three years, I think a very good
test, not only here but elsewhere, and I also approve of holding the land for twenty
It also looks to me as though the
years, as contemplated by act of January 18, 1881.
Poncas, under Standing Bear, through the action of the Sioux chiefs while in Washington, August 20, 1881, had been legally incorporated with the Sioux Nation, so far
as taking land is concerned, and could therefore have land alloted to them in severalty under the first part of article six of said treaty of 1868.
In conclusion I will say that the year's work, with few exceptions, has been one of
satisfaction.
We can gradually see a brighter future opening up for the Indians,
which I hope will be pushed forward with a determined mind and strong hand, so
that the Indian nation may be united with the American nation under one common
law of liberty.
I am, thy friend,
r

;

ISAIAH LIGHTNER,

United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

NEVADA AGENCY, NEVADA,
August 29, 1882.

have the honor to transmit annual report for the Nevada Agency,
having under its control the Pahntes and Piutesof Nevada. They are peaceable and
work
with
and for the whites, uud have made as rapid progress perhaps in
disposed to
It is scarcely twelve years since they
civilization as any of the tribes of Indians.
were noted chiefly as lazy, shiftless, and thieving. It is possible that their reputaAt all events, at the present they are
tion was even then worse than their character.
SIR: Herewith

I

about as industrious as the average white emigrant that lands at Castle Garden.
Further, they have learned to appreciate the benefits derived from raising grain, cattle, &c., and they are willing and do work whenever there is any likelihood of there
being any return for their labor. They have adopted the usual white citizen's dress,
and are to be distinguished from the white laborers, with whom they maybe working,
only by their color and blanket. The nights here being uniformly cold, and most of
the Indians having no houses, they carry their blanket all day to have it ready at
night, hanging it nearby on a sage bush or on the ground while they work. Nearly
or quite one-half of the males can use English enough to understand directions in regard to work. Several are becoming quite fair workmen in the use of carpenter and
blacksmith's tools. During haying and harvest these Indians are sought by the
neighboring farmers, and paid good wages, nearly allot' the extra farm work near the
reservation being done by these hired Indians.
In this way very many of them have learned to be good farmers, and are very aux-
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on
ious to have farms of their own. But in this country crops cannot be depended
without irrigating works, and up to the present there have been no irrigating works for
them. The government has repeatedly started the works, and then when half or
"no funds available ;" and then
three-quarters done dropped them reason assigned,
the water would ruin that work already done, and another trial would be, made after
a few years, to result in the same way. This last year the works progressed a little
or farms on
beyond the ordinary stoppage, and as a result there were six ranches
which were nine families that raised fair crops on the amount of new land that was
available. But just before the grain was far enough advanced to make a fair crop the
the appropriagent was directed to put the Indians at work on a boarding-house;
ation was cut down the employe's directed to be discharged. Result, nobody to fix
the dam, which cut out; water no longer run in the ditch crops dried up, and only
half a crop was made, when, had the agent been allowed to use his own judgment, a
The Indians were only partially disfull crop would have been reasonably certain.
of
couraged, however, and are now at work on the irrigating works with a prospect
having plenty of water next season. Certainly they deserve it. There can be no idea
to persons not living in an arid land of the amount of labor necessary to raise a crop
by irrigation. To give a little idea, a comparison is here made of the Indian's ditchbridge and flume with corresponding works done by white men, with cost of same
This will give an idea of
affixed, and estimated cost of Indian work at similar rates.
the interest they take.
this was built of cotton-wood trees, willows, and sawed
First, a dam was necessary
timber, loaded Avith stone hauled varying distances, from near by at first till cleared
up and then from farther, till some stone and some of the willows were hauled more
than a mile. For this dam the government appropriated $1,000, which was expended
in rations, and these rations were all the pay they received. In other words, they
did this work for themselves, only being supplied with food while doing the same.
This was preliminary to the ditch. This ditch goes through every variety of soil,
from sand to coarse gravel and large bowlders, and from alluvial to clay and hard;

;

;

;

pan, in length about 3 miles. Two and one-half miles were dug last summer, but
1-J- miles of this was found impracticable, and a new ditch 1 mile longer had to be constructed, going all the way in solid ground, and through this the water reached the
flume and so crossed the bridge and river for the first time in the history of this reservation, although many times it had been attempted and brought part way. This
encouraged the Indians greatly. To get at the work done it may be compared with
a ditch built through Wadsworth by the whites for their own use, less than twfl miles
It is only one-fourth the
long, at a cost of $3,000, or at the rate of $1,500 per mile.
size or capacity of the Indians' ditch.
But estimating the Indians' ditch at same
cost (and no white man would contract to construct it for same), it would stand 3^
miles available and 1 miles built last summer unavailable, making 5 miles of ditch,
at $1,500 per mile, $7,500. For this the government appropriated $1,000, leaving as
amount of labor donated by the Indians for the sake of having water to irrigate their
crops, $6,500. The flume before mentioned was built by Indians and white employe's for this the government appropriated $1,000, expended in lumber and payment for labor, and the Indians did the remainder of the labor. This flume is on
trestle work from 8 to 16 feet high, 6 feet wide in
clear, and 1 foot 2 inches deep, and
1,400 feet long. The bridge to carry this volume of water across the Truckee was
and
for
it
the
necessarily strong,
government appropriated $1,000. The abutments
and pier are made of logs loaded with stone. The bridge is sufficiently strong, and
is well protected as to abutments
by rock. The pier uee'ds more rock. 'The hauling
of rock, logs, lumber, and material was done
by the Indians, under the direction of
the white employe's, and the Indians did it all for the food to live on while
working.
This bridge compares favorably with the Wadsworth bridge, which was contracted
for at $3,900. In
continuing the ditch on this side of the river the first obstacle was
a bluff nearly perpendicular most of the
way, and at one place overhanging about 40
feet high. This was dug down till the ditch is now made 8 feet
wide, with roadway
6 feet wide outside of ditch. The ditch had been
dug about one mile farther when
the "no funds available"
stopped work. With the new year more rations have
agam started tin; work farther, and the Indians are now
the ditch
Where it washed out last year, and intend to make the dam strengthening
solid and secure. These
Indians are ignorant and prejudiced, and their former
is
that
the ditch
experience
never got built, so the
shortening of the number of employ6s has led them to believe
that it will work this time as it has
before, namely, that the job will be about threequarters done and then left to go to ruin. The present agent trusts this will not be
tlie case, but it was
certainly rather disheartening to them who had worked so hard
in
-w farms to see their
clearing land and fencing
crops dry up. There is every
asonable probability that the ditch will be so fixed as that' the water will be all
right tor those forma next season. But the ditch should be made 6 miles longer, and
the shortened funds and
employe's it seems doubtful.
Besides this work the Indians have raised
hay and grain by seepage on the bottom
;
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lands, and have an important fishery, which last season furnished over 70,000 pounds,
So that last year it would apfor which the price was 8 cents per pound, or $5,600.

pear that the Indians earned as follows
Work on 5 miles irrigating ditch, at $1,500
Work on flume
,
Work on bridge
:

500
000
2, 500
5, 600
1, 600
1, 850

$7,

1,

70,000 pounds fish
Hay raised, value

Grain raised, value

20, 050

Total

As this is in the line of self-supporting to that extent it is gratifying to know that
the plan of the government to give rations only to those who work has availed to
this extent at this agency, and with fair promise of doing hetter next year.
As these Indians get more and more into the line of the whites they appreciate
more the need of learning. They have taken much more interest in education this
year past, as will he seen by reference to school statistics, where it will be observed
that for one whole mouth the average daily attendance was the full number of the
capacity of the school. The Indians at Walker River are also much interested in the
new school-house built for them by the government, and they seem more inclined
than ever before to take hold of the things necessary to bring them on similar footing with the whites, among which may be named of first importance an education.
The large boarding-school building in process of construction at Pyramid Lake, and
nearly completed, is intended to furnish schooling for all the children of the Pah-ute
nation who desire an education, but who may be located so far from the day-schools
as to preclude their attending them. It is expected, also, to make this an industrial
school, so that the pupils may learn cooking, house work, farming, carpenter work,
and blacksmithing, as followed by the whites. The land for cultivation by the
school is good, but requires irrigation, and it will be necessary to have a wind-mill
A
for pumping the water from the well to irrigate the ground about the school.
ditch can be run around the main body of school land and give ample opportunity to
the scholars to raise their vegetables and some grain, so as to make them practical
farmers.
The Indians freighted the lumber and building material, weight 256,000 pounds,
from Wadsworth, a distance of 18 miles, as well as their rations and annuity goods,
without cost to the government, except for food while doing the work.
The police are yet somewhat raw and undisciplined, but the general effect is excelSteallent, very few instances of wife-beating having occurred since its organization.
ing blankets and clothinghas also stopped, and in fact very many quarrels about matters
that formerly led to worse difficulties have been settled by one of the parties merely
appealing to the police.
In regard to burying their dead their practice is changing, and in some instances
they adhere to their old-time custom others bury as do the whites. They also give
white men's names to their children, and state that they have no Indian name.
Thus there is clearly progress from year to year, although it is not so great as might
be hoped. Yet it is perhaps as great progress as can well be expected until there is
placed before them the prospect of a home to which they can hold title. Then their
progress should be more rapid.
;

Very respectfully,

JOSEPH

M.

McMASTER,

United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

WESTERN SHOSHONE AGENCY, NEVADA,
September 20, 1882.

In compliance with custom, and in obedience to your instructions, I have the
honor to herewith transmit for your inspection my first annual report of the operations of this agency for the past year. The first six months of the management of its
affairs was under the directions of Arden R. Smith, then special United States Indian
agent in charge, to wit, from the 1st day of January, A. D. 1882, to the 30th day of
June, 1882, inclusive. Since the 1st of July, 1882, I have been in charge as United States
Indian agent, and have managed what little that has been left from the general wreck
and ruin of this agency for the best interest of the Indians and the government.
In my correspondence heretofore had with your honorable department touching
other matters connected with this agency, I have foreshadowed the situation and conSIR

:
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dition of affairs of this agency as being in a most wretched and broken-up condition.
I have been in office only enables me to give a brief history of
and as successful as the governits operations, which have not been as satisfactory
ment had a right to expect from the liberal appropriations made to build it up. If
the several amounts allowed this agency during the past three years for improvement*
had been judiciously and intelligently expended the Western Shoshone Reservation
would to-day make a creditable appearance in the way of necessary buildings, farmfor the improvement and civilizaing utensils and machinery, and other appliances
tion of the Indians. The causes that have led to the unfavorable results are not charge-

The short period that

able to the government, nor your honorable department, or the Indians, but have
been due partly to mismanagement of its affairs by those in charge, and partly due to
the unfavorable situation of the agency.
The selection of Duck Valley was most unfortunate on account of the severity of
its climate, and other unfavorable surroundings.
Geographically considered, the
Western Shoshone Reservation is situated partly in the county of Elko, State of Nevada, and partly in the county of Owyhee, Idaho Territory, the major portion lying
and being in the county of Elko, Nevada, and is about one hundred miles nearly due
north from the town of Elko, on the line of the Central Pacific Railroad. Its altitude
The main or middle branch of the
is given as 5,800 feet above the level of the sea.
Owyhee River courses its way through the reservation a little west of due north.
Duck Valley proper is situated a little east and west of due north and south, and is
miles long, and about 1 to 3 miles wide that is, that portion fit for
from 15 to
cultivation, hay, or pasture purposes. It is bounded on the east by a barren, basaltic mountain, most uninviting in appearance, yet in some portions of it further to
the east considerable game is found on the west by one vast desert, open plain, or low
plateau, composed chiefly of lava rock cut up by deep gorges and canons, making
portions of that country impassable except by Indians; on the south by mineralized
spurs that make down from the main Bull Run of mountains, which affords splendid
pasture during the summer and fall and on the north by a chain of small, unimportant valleys, except for pasture, until you reach Bruneau Valley.

W

;

;

1

;

The high altitude of this reservation, the open country to the west and north, withi
prevailing cold winds from those directions during a greater portion of the winter,,
accompanied often by deep snows, make the winter season of the year exceedingly
cold and undesirable for a place of permanent residence. The average winter commences about the 15th of November, and closes about the 15th to the 20th of April,,
making a period of five months continuous winter.
The late frosts in the spring and the early frosts in the fall make the raising of a
kernel crop every year very uncertain. Little or no crops can be raised unless irrigated; even a large portion of what is usually called natural hay land must be irrigated some to secure a good crop. There is some natural hay land lying along the
banks of the river and sloughs that does produce a very fair crop of hay.
At or near the south or upper end of the reservation, where the river discharges
itself from the mountains, the Indians have constructed a dam and connected with it
an irrigating ditch on the west side of the river. This ditch is some aj to 4 miles in,
length, and of a water-carrying capacity of about 500 inches, which will, if properly
and economically used, irrigate about 500 acres of laud. About 400 yards further
down the river the mission-schoolboys, under the direction of James Wi'llson, erected
a rude dam, tapping it with a ditch on the east side of the river, of about 1 mile in
length, and has a carrying capacity of about 30 inches. The water from this ditch i
used for irrigating the school or reservation
garden, which consists of some five acres
or thereabouts. Still lower down the river and further northward is situated a dam
belonging to Levi Harris, who takes water therefrom on the east side by means of
ditch to irrigate his grain and hay
crops. The total amount of water afforded by this
river during the irrigating season of the
year does not in my opinion exceed 1,200 inches
s
and
(miner measure),
consequently the amount of laud that can be used for agricultural purposes cannot exceed 1,200
acres, as the amount of laud cultivated is governed by the amount of water available. Mr. Levi Harris claims that his
water-right
superior by reason of prior location and purchase to that now held and claimed
by
reservation hence the adjudication of his claim to certain
of
land within,
portions
the reservation hunts should
carry with it all his right, title, and interest, in and to
all water-rights and
water-privileges now held and claimed by him.
;

HAY AND GRAIN
The breadth

of land or
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planted in wheat and barley the present year does not
being only about 40 acres in wheat and about 50 acres in barley.
!t(

-res
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yield will not exceed 800 pounds per acre for wheat and about 900 pounds per
acre for barley. The chief causes for the meager amount of wheat and barley raised
per acre were the lateness of the spring and the cold and unfavorable weather that
followed during the month of May and early part of June. The small number of
acres planted last spring is cliieHy owing to the then unsettled condition of affairs at
this agency, in consequence of the suspension of Agent How during the early part of
last winter, which led to a general overhauling of affairs of the reservation, and
caused to the Indian mind a general uncertainty as to who had authority in the premises, and demoralized them for the time being; consequently they lost general interest in the work of the farm until lato in the season.
Notwithstanding the short
crop of wheat, I am of the opinion that we shall have a sufficient amount of breadstuff to carry us over to the crop of 1883, including seed for next year's crop, having on hand 48,000 pounds surplus of wheat from crop of 1881.
Owing to the fact that there were no seed potatoes preserved from last year's crop,
or any purchased last spring, except $15 worth for the school, the crop of this valuable vegetable is very small ; some three acres were planted, which will probably yield
6J to 7 tons. There will also be about from 150 to 160 bushels of turnips, rutabagas,,
also some few cabbages. For the preservation of thi*
carrots, and beets, inclusive
vegetable crop I Lave caused to be erected a winter cellar, 14 by 18 feet, fi^feet high.
The total amount of hay cut, gathered, and stacked is not more than 85 to 90 tons.

The

;

A much

larger amount could have been readily secured if we could have procured a
hay-rake in time. The old one was too much broken to be repaired with the appliances
on hand at the reservation, hence the most of the hay secured had to be gathered by
hand with the old ordinary hand-rake, long ago gone into disuse. This, in connection
with the fact that we were necessitated to go some 8 miles from the stable and corrals of the agency to cut and haul what hay we could gather, after the same had
been run over and tramped down by cattle running at large, are the reasons why well a. ve
to-day but 85 to 90 tons of hay on the reservation.
I may be pardoned if I again urge that some steps be taken to adjust the claims of
certain claimants to a portion of the land on this agency, for the reason given in my
letter under date of August 12, 1882.

NUMBER OF S11O8HONE INDIANS
on the reservation at present are 250 the total number within the jurisdiction of
country known as the Western Shoshone Country, is 525, of which
number 250 are scattered over northeastern Nevada, as follows (estimated): There are
at Tuscarora, 40; at Elko, 20; at Carlin and vicinity, 25; at Palisade and Eureka,,
about 40 at Battle Mountain and Austin, about 50, and in the valleys and other mining camps, about 100 more, making a total of 525 that will be at the reservation toreceive their annuity goods in October. The major portion of the above-mentioned
Indians that are scattered among the several valleys and mining camps are engaged
during the summer season in some kind of employment, while some few are farming
on their own account. The Goshute Indians, which number about 250 to 300, who
reside at Deep Creek, Steptoo Valley and vicinity, if added to the Shoshoues, will
make a grand total of 775 to 825. I do not think there is a single Indian more in the
portion of country above mentioned than the last number giyen, other reports to the
contrary notwithstanding. I have traveled all over the country claimed by the western Shoshone and Goshute Indians, and I am satisfied my estimate is correct.
;

this reservation or

;

BUILDINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
There are six buildings on this reservation, as follows School-house, 30 by 20 feet r
two-story, built of adobes. The upper story is used as a dormitory and the lower one
as a school-room. On the north end of this building is erected a one-story wing, used
for dining room for school and sleeping apartment for teacher.
The office and farmer's house is an adobe building of (30 by 16 feet, and 10 feet from
floor to ceiling the same is divided into three rooms. On the west side of the
building
is a foundation laid 28 by 26.
The mill house is 24^ by 35^ feet, .and 12 feet from floor
to ceiling.
It is also built of adobe.
At the east end and adjoining the mill building is the engine house 16, by 24| feet; average height, 10 feet. It is built of adobe
and boards. The store house is 16i by 31 feet, and 8 feet high, built of boards and
lined with adobes. The stable is built of adobes and stone, and is 29 feet by 30 feet,
and 8 feet high, with hayloft overhead, and contains five stalls and one small storeroom. The blacksmith shop is built of stones, mud, and willow brush covered with
earth.
There are also five other old wooden shanties. I aru about constructing a
cellar of 14 by 18 feet, 6 feet high.
The school-house before mentioned was badly
erected, the adobes being unusually large and laid in mud, without lime to harden and
cement the wall together, consequently the second story is almost ready to fall down..
:

;
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deal of) no one is willing
a
Dnrine a storm or wiiidy weather (the latter we have great
and is considered dangerous.
to dftCW in the second story, as it trembles
and nine corrals,
The Indians have Imilt'about 4 miles of brush and pole tem-e.
ome of stoue and some of poles.
to resuscitate, rebuild, and mainIf it is the purpose of your honorable department,
of time there should be a change
tain the Western Shoshoue Agency for any period
and to That end
for all new buildings that may be erected in the lutnre.

of location
be built on The southwest side of
I would most respectfully urge that snch buildings
This locality is more desirable in consequence of the land being loamy.
the river
and the fall
kind and productive, and in that vicinity there are several good springs,
where the presof snow dnriu"- the winter is of leas depth than on the northeast Bide,
is liable to
ent buildings are now located. The soil hero is cold aud when irrigated
bake in places. During the early spring, when snow is melting and the soil becomes
For these
wet. mud ankle deep is encountered all around the agency buildings.
reasons no further rebuilding or improvements should be made at the present site.
The Indians have all located their lodges, stables, and corrals on the southwest side,
and bv so doing they have exercised more good judgment than the locators of the
reservation did when they selected the worst possible place in the valley, in my judgment.

TIMBER.
but little or no timber on the reservation of any value except cottonwood,
found in very meager quantities in the deep gorges and canons, having
small streams of water. Outside of the agency limits, upon the high mountain sides,
some cedar, mahogany, and a species of pine resembling the tamarack is found.
With the greatest economy in the use of timber, the supply on the reservation will
not meet our pressing wants for a longer period than four or five years.

There

ud

is

it is

SCHOOL.

The Western Shoshoue boarding school was opened September 26. 13^1 number of
mouths taught during the past year, ten mouths and fifteen days total number of
:

:

average attendance
pupils enrolled, 33; average attendance for first six months. 2?
for the year, -'I.
Books used, Sheldon's Primer, Monroe's First Reader, Franklin Primary Arithmetic, Cornell's First Steps in Geography, and the New Testament also,
Spenceriau copy-books. Those who attended throughout the year commenced in the
charts aud read and studied all the books above mentioned.
:

;

MANUAL LABOR PERFORMED.
The boys cut 25 cords of wood into stove-wood during the winter; furnished wood
from the forest for half the year made 100 rods of new ditch cult vated three or more
acres of garden. The girls performed washing, sewing, and general housework. At
present the school is closed, the late teachers having been transferred by the Presbyterian Missionary Board to Navajo, New Mexico therefore I am in hopes that it will
soon be reopened with a competent teacher and a cleanly aud tidy matron, as cleanliuess is next to godliness, and order one of Heaven's first laws. The Indians should be
taught these lessons by example.
:

;

i

;

SANITARY CONDITION OK THE INDIAN-.
In consequence of having no resident physician at the reservation, the exceeding
cold aud lonor winter has caused the death rate to be unprecedentedly high. No less
than 22 deaths have occurred during the past year out of a population of 250, being a
fraction over 8 J per cent, of the total amount: chief diseases being pneumonia and
rheumatism. The number of deaths are as follows 5 men, 4 women. i boys, 4 girls and
total number of births during said period are 10.
Their burial ground is about, 3 miles
from camp, in a very pretty location, and they now follow the example of their white
brethren by marking the resting places of their dead with a head aud foot board.
In conversation with the Indians during the past year. I find there is a general desire
among a large portion of the lodges of this reservation to break their tribal relations and
toset up tor themselves.
Many of the heads of the lodges are not only willing but most
capable of managing a farm and raising a few cattle. I therefore most earnestly recommend that your honorable department will give. at your earliest convenience. thi'smatter
a favorable consideration. The Indiaus who desire a severalty of homes wish to have
piece of land set apart aud its boundaries marked aud defined and located iu the
name of the head of the family or lodge. To this they wish added one wagon, one
:

:
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f
with a small out6t of forksharness, one hay-rake,
7
rakes, shovels, picks, and hoes, fcc., with six months provisions, to last them until
their crop comes in.
During this transitory condition, and until they are under head,
way. they desire to be uuder the care and super-visional authority of the agent of the
reservation.
All of which is most respectfully submitted.

plow, one cultivator, one set

Yours. &e..

JOHN

S.

MAYHUGH,

United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

MKSCALERO AND JICARILLA AGENCY,
J\Vr Mexico, September

1,

1882.

Conforming to your circular letter of July 15, 1832, I have the honor to submit my annual report for the year ending September 1, 18tJ.
.>n:

:

My last annual report contained a description of this reservation. By order of the
President dated May 19, the exterior lines have been somewhat changed, the mining portion on the north and a strip six by fifteen miles on the southwest being excluded and restored to the public domain, and a section of country nine miles wide
and twenty-one miles long added to the reservation on the east. This reconstruction
met the approval of the Indians, and has afforded relief to the miners on the excluded
parts of the reservation, and the addition of the strip on the east has not met with
any opposition from the citizens of the country, it not embracing any mineral lands
and there being no settlers thereon.
One of the early acts of the hist session of Congress was to appropriate a sum of
money for the removal of the Mescaleros. with their consent, to the Jicarilla ReservaAs a result of that action, Inspector
tion, in the northern part of this Territory.
Howard visited this agency early in April last. After a careful and exhaustive investigation on his part and personal examination of the different parts of the Reservation, his recommendation that the Mescaleros be allowed to remain hereby giving
up a portion of their lands as a concession to the mining element of the community,
wa~ adopted, and the Executive order referred to above was made in accordance with
his recommendation.
Before that time the Mescaleros were unsettled, as would be
natural to any people the question of their removal having been agitated for years
and not anything definite being resolved upon, they felt loath to work on their farms
or make any improvements at all, and in general "evinced a disinclination to adopt
any pursuits of civilized life, feeling a certain amount of bitterness toward the proposition to remove them from a country that had been their home for generations.
In accordance with this general plan, the Mescalero and Jicarilla agencies were
by act of Congress consolidated. The President designated the Mescalero Agency as
the headquarters of the consolidated agency, and appointed me as the agent therefor.
In this connection I desire to express my appreciation of the cordial support given
me by the Indian Office, and to recognize that all has been done for these Indians
that could have been done by the Hon. Commissioner with the means at his com:

mand.
INDIAN POLICE.
In February, the necessary authority having been received, I increased the force
fifteen to twenty members.
The record of the Indian police at this agency for
the past year has been such as to elicit praise from the citizens of Southern New Mexico and from the United States military authorities.
Of all the Apaches the Mescaleros have in past years sustained the reputation of being the most
savage and brutal, and their actions under this police organization have been so
entirely at variance
with this past reputation, that it has been a matter of favorable comment and a surprise to the people of New Mexico.
Briefly stated, their action in capturing and returning stolen stock to the owners by their efforts in breaking np the manufacture
of " tiswin." and the introduction of liquor on the reservation: and by the aid they
have given the military authorities when called upon.
On June '20- a small party of renegades came to the agency, bringing with them some
stolen stock their presence was immediately made known, and in an
attempt to
secure their arrest three of the party were killed by the Indian police and the balance of them driven from the reservation. In this affair the lives of Dr. Jackson,
agency physician. Mr. Easton. the clerk, and of myself were saved by the prompt and
vigorous action of the police. I received two shots through theleft'arm. Col. Crofton. 13th 1*. S. Infantry, commanding Fort Stanton, came to the
agency the next

from

;

;
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of his operations made to the
dav to pursue the renegade Indians, and in his Deport
the police force for their conduct and ior the
district commander gave full credit to
manner in which they aided him in scouting.
*-,, andi Wane's
r
of Victorio's
On Au<mst 12 Ho-ues-co, one of the principal warriors
of
the
induce
some
to
reservation
to
the
came
young
band of Ojo Calieute Apaches,
men of this tribe to go on the war path. He was promptly arrested, adisarmed,
authorities as
prisoner
brought to my office, and by me turned over to the military
In a letter of General Mackenzie, dated August 18, in referring to this imof war
of the agency police is officially recognized and.
portant arrest, the general efficiency
commended.
As the ultimate objects of the government to the Indians are to civilize them and
them
to make them self-sustaining, one of the first steps toward that end is to control
and make them remain within the limits of their reservation and yield obedience to
some recognized authority. In furthering that end I consider that the Indian pois probably the best auxiliary.
Irceman, properly handled and well tinder control,
,

SANITARY.
Dr. Francis H. Atkins, agency physician, submits to me the following report of the
sanitary condition of the agency
My coming here h'as been so recent that I can only give an approximate view of the matter, The
number of cases of illness recorded among these Indiaus has been about two hundred and forty doubtless many more occurred, not reported, but on the other hand the great majority were very slight, a
many of the cases have been which have come under my observation. when numerous cases of measles
Ko single disease has prevailed among them, excfipt in the winter,
occurred, though not attended by much, if any, mortality. The prevailing diseases seem to be, first,
of the digestive organs, perhaps from gross feeding second, slight pulmonary ailments, from exposure;
would largely reduce the first
third, a little fever, due to malaria. The introduction of civilized habits
two groups and drainage of the tule lands would limit the last. During the winter vaccination was
extensively and successfully performed throughout the tribe, five hundred and eighty instances being
recorded, but no small-pox was seen. In the surrounding Mexican population diphtheria has raged
with great fatality since August, 1881, but happily it attacked none of the Indians nor has it occurred
among the employes. The number of births is large for so small a tribe.
In conclusion, my general inference is that the Mescaleros have sustained very little detriment from
:

;

;

disease during the past year, their reservation being in an exceedingly healthy locality.
still seems to wield considerable influence with these people.

The medicine

man

EDUCATION.

A day-school

has been kept in operation all the past year, has been well attended;

met with considerable success the operation of the school being watched by the
Indians, who are now commencing to see the necessity of education. A day-school can
only be a primary institution, a stepping-stone to further advancement. With con;

siderable difficulty I induced the principal chiefs to consent to sending children to
school at Albuquerque, N. Mex. In June the first Mescalero children overtaken from
their tribe were sent to this school.
Owing to their peculiar ideas in regard to females, and their custom of having all female children under the exclusive control
and management of their mothers or other female relatives this appears to be a
fixed aud rigid law among this people, and doubtless arises from their strict customs regarding female chastity a boarding-school for girls at the agency can be
made by proper efforts a success, and I think that by admitting a few of the mothers as servants their presence with the girls will help to remove any feelings of fear
existing among themselves.

MISSIONARY WORK.
As stated

in my last annual report, no missionary has ever visited this agency
inviting at least. If any advance can be made with this people it would
reflect great credit on the one
taking the initiative.
The Mescaleros have certain religious rites that they observe with great secrecy,
from
external
and,
indications, with great solemnity.
They have great aversion to
being disturbed in their religions belief, and while under the present state of affairs
in this country such an opinion is
unwarranted, still from what has been their experience of the people with whom
they have formerly come in contact they adhere
to their impressions that their religion bears as
good fruit as that of others', basing
their opinions on the conduct of the American element who
formerly mad*e this country
witness to scenes of bloodshed and acts of
It will take many years of paatrocity.
tient labor, together with exemplary conduct on the
part of the people, before they
can be made to believe that their religion is not as
good as ours.

The

field is
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AGRICULTURE.
Last year 85 acres of land were under cultivation; about 70 acres of tillable land
have been added to this. Following the general instructions to Indian agents, I have
completely done away with the system of agency farms and have allotted the lauds
Their corn crops
in small tracts among the Indians whom I considered best worthy.
are without any exception the. best that have ever been raised on the reservation,
and compare favorably with those of the adjoining settlers the Indians have done
the plant inn smd the cultivation of the lauds themselves care has been used to take
from them the idea that the government would plant the land and allow them to
harvest the crop, as has heretofore been the practice.;

;

HOUSE BUILDING.

An effort has been made to induce the Indians to abandon their mode of living in
and has met with considerable success. Two log houses have been completed,
the labor being performed by the Indians under my supervision, and if aid will be
them
I think they can be made to see the advantage of living in houses.
In
given
addition to these two houses Nautzili's band have out some five or six hundred house
Asa
of
matter
course
these
will
houses
some
lumber
for
winlogs.
require
doors,
dows, shingles for roofs, nails, &c.
tents,

SUPPLIES.

The

supplies delivered at the agency have been of good quality and in all ways
and in price and quality compare favorably with those furnished to the

satisfactory,

army.

EMPLOYES.

Owing to the total lack of agency buildings, and from the fact that those rented
as dwellings are a mile distant from those rented as storehouses, &c., loss of time
and much useless labor has been entailed on the employe's by this walking to and fro.
This, however, will soon be remedied in the erection of suitable buildings. In the
main the services rendered by the employe's have been satisfactory. The salaries
paid to the employ 6s 'as well as the agent are entirely inadequate for the services
rendered.
MILITARY.

The

peace, security,

and welfare of the

frontier, especially at agencies like this,

depend largely on the co-operation of the agent with the military. It is important
that at all times the agent should furnish the military promptly with correct information concerning affairs at his agency it is as equally important that the military
conform to the laws denning their rights and duties on reservations. It is with pleasure that I speak of the cordial co-operation given me by the district commander,
General Mackenzie, and his desire as evidenced by his actions, to do whatever was possible for these Indians, consistent with the good of the service.
I make free to say,
from a knowledge of General Mackenzie's way of conducting affairs, that had he been
district commander at the time that the disgraceful scenes of April, 1880, were enacted here, they would not have occurred.
;

DEPREDATIONS.]

The past year has been a satisfactory one tome on account of my ability to fix
firmly upon the guilty parties the proof of their depredations. In September of
1881 three Indians from this agency raided the Seven Rivers settlements, on the Rio
Pecos, stealing and bringing to this agency seven head of horses. This stock was
taken from the thieves by the Indian police and returned to the owners, the guilty
Indians fleeing from the reservation to escape arrest and have not since been heard
from.
Early in the winter a Mesca)ero, Give-ma-a-horse, escaped from Fort Union, from
the military authorities, whore he had been as a prisoner of war for over a year, and
caine back to the agency.
He raided thu Peuasco sattlemMit, bringing to the agency
six stolen horses as the fruits of his expedition; this stock was recovered by the Indian police and the owners notified, who civ.na to th) agency and took thair stock
hom'3.
Give-me-a-horse was one of the three renegades who wore killel by the pa-
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The balance of the renegade band who came on

to the reserva-

tion on June 22, raided the Ruidoso, Penasco, Blue Water, and the Pecos settlements after being driven from the agency. This comprises all the depredations
that have been brought to my attention as having been committed in this section.
In each case it was known who the offenders were. The action of the Mescaleros in
each case has been creditable, and shows that they are acting in good faithiu recovthe thieves, and as shown by their heroic acering the stolen stock and punishing
tion on June 22.
The Mescaleros have
It is proper now to look upon the other side of the picture.
been robbed of stock time and igain. As late as the 15th of June, six head oi Indian
horses were stolen from the baud of Nautzili. For years past local traditions among
both whites and Indians furnish numerous instances of the plunder of the latter,
at times, by wholesale and openly. The warrants for the arrest of the thieves who
made the raid on the Indians spoken of above, are in the hands of the United States
marshal. Some of the best citizens of Lincoln County are aiding to bring them to
in this section, who, were it not
justice. There is a small class of disreputable people
for the fact of the Mescaleros being armed, would steal their clothing from off their
backs. The public sentiment in the county is now so strong for law and order that,
in my opinion, fr-m now on violators of the intercourse acts of Congress will be punished as well as other offenders.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

WM.

H. H.

LLEWELLYN,

United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

JICARILLA APACHE AGENCY,
Amargo, N. Mex., August 12, 1882.
SIR: In compliance with instructions contained in department circular letter, dated
July 15, 1882, I have the honor to submit herewith my iirst annual report of affairs at
this agency. This being the first annual report submitted of this agency and tribe
of Indians since they have had a reservation and been located thereon, it cannot of
course be expected by either the department or an inquirer that the report will be
one presenting the Indians in a thriving and well-doing condition.
Our last census, which was taken November 9, 1881, showed the following population of the Jicarillas
Men, 174 women, 203 boys, 82, of school age ; girls, 63, of
school age; children, 178, of five years and younger; total, 700.
This was thought to be an accurate census, as we had a good place in which to
count them, and every effort was used to have all members present and to have none
counted more than once. The list of names now shows that the number has increased some during the year, and gives a total at the present time of 717.
There has been but very little sickness and but few deaths reported among them
:

;

;

during the year.
When I took the agency as farmer-in-charge, which was on the 1st day of October,
1881, the Indians were located within the boundaries of the Tiera Amarilla grant, and
the agency at a Mexican town in this Territory, by the same name, at which place
they had been stationed some nine years. While they were in this location there
was not the faintest chance to teach or instruct them in the way of industry or
knowledge, but on the contrary they were continually thrown in contact with liquor
of the vilest kinds and brought under the influence of men of idle, dissipated, and
worthless character. Such being the case, of course these Indians would not do otherwise than adopt these habits more strongly each year, and in living this length of
time with nothing to do or particularly occupy their minds, they would incline more
to roving around in different localities. While some of the more worthless characters
of the tribe have formed an idea that the
government should and is going to still
feed them during their natural lifetime,
others, and I am glad to s:iy the greater part,
are perfectly willing and anxious to
go to work in an earnest, willing manner, to
break up new ground, and to plant and cultivate crops for themselves. This willingness, and I may safely say eagerness, on the part of many of the Jicarillas, to plant,
work, and raise good crops of their own, is not a mere supposition, but one that has
been proven to me by the Indians themselves, which fact will be hereafter mentioned.
In compliance with instructions from the honorable Commissioner, we commenced
on the 20th day of December last to move this
agency and the Indian^ from Tierra
Amarilla to its present location. We had
scarcely gotten located and our new buildings, &c., arranged, in the spring, when I was much gratified by at least 50 of my
Indians coming to me to make
arrangements to plant and cultivate some crops this
season. During the planting the Indians took a
good interest in it, and each one
helped the employe's while engaged at his piece. Since the planting was finished
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they have taken far more interest in caring for the crop than could have been expected.

While the season has not been a very favorable one for crops, yet I think I am perfectly safe in estimating that we will raise at least 6,000 pounds from the 900 planted
This will enable these twelve families to live much better than those that
for them.

may have a good influence on the more
of the tribe planted about 10 acres of corn without any aid from employe's, and also some squash and a few other vegetables, all of
which look finely and promise a good return. While the Jicarillas are looked upon
as being lazy and worthless, it has been my privilege to be among them, and I find,
while this is true of many of them, it is also as much of a mistake of a greater part of
the tribe. I trust that next spring we may be furnished with the seed and tools for
which an estimate was submitted some time ago, and it is hoped that at the time of
the next annual report there will be more from which to form a report.
At the present time there are several Mexicans allowed to remain on the reserve, in
consideration of some claim they make to the land they are occupying, and this causes
a continual trouble between them and the Indians by each claiming a right to the
land. They are located in the very best part of the reserve, and where the most farming can be done with the least expense. In my judgment these persons should be
immediately removed from the reservation. If they have any just claim for which
they can expect pay before they are removed, it should certainly be allowed and get
them away. If not, then they should be notified to leave at once. This will be mentioned in another report.
These Indians are entirely without education, and so far have had no opportunity
for obtaining one.
At times, several of the better members of the tribe have spoken
to me in regard to a school, and manifested a desire for having one on the reservaA school
tion, where their children could be educated without leaving their parents.
is certainly a very important thing among them, but it would probably be best to
defer this until we get them to working and somewhat more quieted down, and to
more strongly regard this as their home, at which time it would no doubt meet with
have not exerted themselves, and
idle

members of the

tribe.

I trust it

A portion

better success.
Owing to the limited appropriation made by Congress for these Indians for this
looked at one time that instead of being able to advance them in the
way of knowledge and industry we would be compelled to let them come to a standIn order to teach
still, or possibly take a step back instead of toward civilization.
these Indians industry and to train them in the direction of self-support, it will certainly require, for at least a year or two, that a larger appropriation be made than
has been, when nothing could be done through the year but to feed and clothe them.
fiscal year, it

its work, the progress looks somewhat small, but
the result is certainly encouraging, as we have now gotten located on a
reservation where most of them call their home, and stand ready, when the necessary
aid is given, to take a step forward in civilization and industry. It is true we have
not the best reservation by any means, but it is a thousand times better than being in
the miserable Mexican town from which we moved.
This is not a bad and dangerous tribe of Indians, as is the case with many that the
government is caring for, and with proper encouragement, aid, and instruction, there
is no reason why they may not in a few years become, at least partially, if not altogether, self-sustaining and prosperous.
I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

Looking back over the year and

still

FRANK W. REED,
Farmer

WM.

in Charge.

H. H. LLEWELLYN,
United States Indian Agent, Mescalero and JicariUa Apaches.

NAVAJO INDIAN AGENCY,
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following as

September

my annual report,

1,

1882.

in compliance

with your instructions, dated July 15, 182
That this report may convey to the public ear, as well as to your office, " a concise
view of my agency, the condition, habits, and disposition of the Indians under my
care," I cannot more pertinently depict their present status than by stating the fact
that during the two months of this fiscal year just elapsed I have not made any expenditures on the part of government of subsistence to these sixteen thousand Navajoes, except to a few laborers engaged in completing the school building* here, and for
special service; thus showing that they are providing for themselves wholly.
They
are drinking less whisky; are entirely
peaceable, as usual, and behaving better for the
:
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counsels of intriguing and bad whites,
last two mouths, especially in not heeding the
But this has
than for any period of time since I took charge of them in April, 1H79.
been an exceptionally favorable season, with moderate rain, dispensed during June,
July and August, not heretofore occurring within my observation, affording good
them corn and other products, in reasongrass for their flocks and herds, and giving
able abundance for the present but, as I write, some of my Indians report this mornhas badly injured their corn and killed
ing that the frost of last night, August 31st,
most of their vines. Should this calamity prove general, they will soon again have to
subsist on mutton straight. They have also this season the additional blessing of
"
seven years only. Thanks to a kind Provipinon nuts," which occurs once in about
dence these Indians are this year of government neglect better able to subsist themselves than for many years past otherwise, and with their ordinary seasons of drought
and desert range, they would not only suffer, but some of their aged, infirm, and pausustenance.
per class would die from lack of proper
And why should Congress give these sixteen thousand (say seventeen thousand now.
for they are increasing) deserving Indians but $5,000 appropriation for this fiscal
about twenty-five cents per capita with
year, including pay of farmer, leaving but
which to purchase tools and agricultural implements, to enable them to learn white
men's improved ways, whereby they may be able to cope with them for a subsistence,
and at the same session our Congress appropriates $275,000 for the 4,578 restless and
vho occupy as good a
undeserving San Carlos Apaches, also non-treaty Indians,
country as the Navajoes, with about as much rain and less frost, being over $50 per
the Navajoes, sigcapita, or two hundred and forty times as much as is received by
nally reversing the encouragement given the whole human race by the Great Teacher
in the parable of the talents, thus discouraging the best endeavors, and rewarding the
wicked conduct of these wards of government. But in the face of these shameful
when I tell them they must now behave
facts, these Indians still listen to their agent,
better than ever before, for evidently the plotters and the large majority of the whites
and Mexicans residing in the Territories of New Mexico and Arizona desire their
6,000,000 acres of reserved lands, and would be glad to have them give cause sufficient
to oust them therefrom. Nothing but moral suasion and two employe's, farmer and interpreter, are the resources at my command with which to govern these Indians not
even a little flour, sugar, and coffee, heretofore allowed, is now given me to hospitably
entertain my chiefs and their folio wings with when at this agency over night on their
monthly visits of business connected with the government of their respective bands.
Hence that means of enabling me to govern and control these Indians through the
co-operation of their chiefs is lessened. This sudden transition from a fair supply and
provision for the needs of these Indians to nominally nothing is to be regretted, and
is there any significance in the fact that recently for the first time since I entered
into this service the military proffer your agent the aid of their force to assist me in
controlling my Indians, stating "that they may be used in my presence and under my
authority, or that of my lawful representative," which matter I duly referred to your
office for instructions and aid under date of August 4, 1882, without result at this
;

;

;

writing?

The school building is about completed the main building, 50 by 70 feet, three
tories, the third being a mansard roof covered with metalic shingles and tin on top
the addition, 28 by 56, one story, embracing dining-room, kitchen, wash-room, and
bakery, all substantially built of stone, two-foot walls, metal roofs, and externally
fire-proof; also a good cellar, cement floor, at a cost of only about $5,500, not including the transportation from Chicago of the finishing planed lumber, sash, doors, &c.,
and a little work bringing the foundation walls to the height of about 1-J feet, done
while the military were permitted to assume charge of my agency in 1880 and much
of this work I have done with Indian labor, and at about half the cost that such a
structure would have cost to erect inside the civilized belt of this country. My lumber was cut and my lime burned on the mountains five miles from this
agency. I did
not receive funds to construct said building with until October 12 last, and on the
Christmas
I
following
opened school in the main building. The attendance averaged
54 scholars in February last, when the
superintendent and employ6s of the mission
under
Dr.
who were under contract to conduct the tuition of this
Kendall,
board,
school, did, on March 1, conclude to take a vacation of two weeks, against the remonstrance of your agent and the conditions of said contract, and protracted said assumed vacation without visible cause until April 17, when they reopened the school
with but 20 pjipils, and continued it until the close of their con
tract, ending June 30,
The Navajo Indian boarding-school has not been
1882, with 41 scholars on the rolls.
in session since then.
Therefore, as indicated to your office in my communication
dated June 30, 1882, on the subject of this school, I conclude from
my continued observation that the best results from such schools can
only be had when the employe's
of the school are under the full control
of, and in accord with, the agent, and aU under the immediate direction of your office.
There has been no missionary work done here since the death of the Rev. A. H.
;

;

;

"Donaldson, in April, 1880.
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The Navajos farm this country as much as is possible to be done with their limand water supply, and as herders they understand their business.
Their women weave many blankets to sell, finding an increased demand since the
Pacific
Railroad passed through their country and while they do well
Atlantic and
ited appliances

;

for Indians, they are in ntany respects but uncivilized Indians still.
The farming department of this agency, for the first time in its history, is this seasou a success. With the aid of a small amount of Indian labor my farmer has constructed a dam, affording also a much-needed bridge, with over half a mile of irrigating
ditch, and utilized about 100 acres of arable land for the benefit of the Indians, the
agency animals, and boarding-school. He has just cut and secured 15 acres of oats,
which, with 3 acres of millet now maturing, will afford ample forage for the agency
working stock, and the corn fodder and other products from about 20 acres more
will winter over the boarding-school cows, and afford some vegetables for the school.

Some excitement*has occurred within the past three months, growing out of prospecting and finding of mines in the almost unexplored country lying northwest of
this reservation, inhabited by a lawless remnant of the Pah Ute Indians and Navajos
I have succeeded, through the personal effort of my farmer
affiliating with them.
and interpreter, and at some risk to them, in establishing friendly relations with
them, and, by making the said affiliating Navajos responsible for their reckless
neighbors' good conduct in future, I feel encouraged to hope that murders of prospectors and others in that heretofore land of death will be less frequent hereafter.
I herewith hand you the usual statistical information requested by you in connection with the annual report.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

GALEN EASTMAN,

United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

PUEBLO AND JICARILLA APACHE AGENCIES,
Santa Fe, N. Hex., September 1, 1882.
SIR: I have the honor to stibmit the following as my tenth annual report as United
States Indian agent:
My agency consists primarily of the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico but during
the last six years there have been one or more subagencies continually under my
care in addition to the Pueblos. At present I have charge of the Jicarilla Apache
;

Agency.
The Pueblos are not in any sense described by the word Indian in its ordinary acceptation, because they are not warlike nor nomadic, nor dependent upon the government for subsistence. They number over nine thousand, and live in nineteen
pueblos (towns), and support themselves by farming and stock-raising. They could
hardly be provoked to go to war, and indeed they are often not sufficiently belligerent for the protection of their commonest rights. The duties of the
agent for the
Pueblos consist principally in attending to the general business interests of the Indians
and providing them as many educational advantages as possible.
Three day-schools have been in successful operation for a number of years, and they
were continued during the last year. They are located at the pueblos of Zufii, Laguna,
and Jemes. Mr. S. A. Bentley was in charge of the Zufri school from June 30, 1881,
till August 1, 1882, when Mr. D. D. Graham was put in charge temporarily till a
suitable man for the place could be secured. Miss Jennie Hammaker, the valuable
assistant teacher who was supported by the Presbyterian Church, died in the Pueblo
boarding-school during vacation nearly a year ago. This is the second death that
has occurred among the agency workers since I have been in charge.
The Laguna school was continued during the year under Dr. John Menaul as prinThe work at Laguna has been
cipal, and Miss Mary Perry as assistant teacher.
ct'licicnt as usual, but the difficulties in the way of success have been unusual.
Most
of the Indians have been induced to leave the old pueblo and build homes on their
farms, softie miles distant. Dr. Menaul has continued the school at the pueblo; but
in order to have a school within reach of the Indian families who had moved to
their farms, Miss Perry taught and lived about six miles from the pueblo in a house
built for her by the Indians. The services of an assistant teacher have been disallowed this year by the department, which will be discouraging to the Indians just
after they had finished their new school-house. Laguna is most appreciative of all
the pueblos of what is done for it by government. A large proportion of the pueblo children in the industrial schools at Carlisle and Albuquerque were sent from
that place.
Dr. J. M. Shields and his wifn continued at Jemes during the year, aud had a very

5153
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Mrs. Shields' services were discontinued on June 30,

and we have so

one of our very best teachers.

In addition to the three day-schools we have an industrial boarding-school at
under contract with Henry
Albuquerque, which was opened on January 1, 1881,
Home Missions of the Presbyterian Church.
Kendall, D. D., secretary of the Board of
It has been conducted under contract with the same person up to the present time.
This school was origin ally intended only for the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico, but
in its benefits all the tribes of New
it is now expected that it will be made to include
Mexico and Arizona. Six boys have already been admitted from the Mescalero Apache
in
securing land for the school -farm,
Agency. On account of the continued difficulty
no buildings have yet been erected for the school, and it has been continued in the

temporary quarters in which it was commenced.
In June last the town of Albuquerque purchased 65.82 acres of land, at a cost of
States for the purposes of the school. The land
$4,500, and donated it to the United
is well located near the town of Albuquerque, is all arable, and is rapidly becoming
very valuable. It will produce nearly everything, and will be excellent for instructof grain and
ing the Indians in fruit culture, and the best manner of raising all kinds
of the school. The acquisition
vegetables, besides yielding much toward the support
of this land is the result of several years' effort, and I hope soon to see a good building on it and a school second to none in the country. The school has been creditably
managed and has made fine progress during the year, notwithstanding it has been
necessarily confined to insufficient and unsuitable quarters. Prof. J. S. Shearer, the
superintendent, resigned in July, and was relieved on the 31st of that month by R,
W. D. Bryan, of New York. Professor Shearer has been very industrious and successfull in advancing the interests of the school, and I am sorry that a change in the

management was made

necessary.

There are eighteen Pueblo children in the Carlisle school, Pennsylvania. On Jan16, 1882, I started east with six Pueblo men to pay a visit to these children and
uary
" The Great Father at
We took with us two little girls from the
Washington."
pueblo of Laguna, and brought home from the school two little girls, one belonging
at Zulu and the other at Acoma. We escorted to Hampton, Va., the old chief
Antonio, ofthePima tribe, who also went to visit his children. The Pueblos enjoyed the visit very much indeed, and were highly gratified by the improvement in
the appearance of their children. I myself was astonished at the development which
had taken place in the case of nearly every one of the children. They went there
dull and listless and unaccustomed to thought; I found them sharp, alert, and reasoning on all the subjects about them. The school as a whole aroused my admiration
and enthusiasm. The children were orderly, obedient, and attractive, and were
clearly in the way of making good men and women.
It will appear from this report that three classes of educational advantages are furnished the Pueblo Indians, viz day-schools, a boarding and industrial school in
their own country and one in Pennsylvania. The day-schools have been longest in
operation and are of least value. They are continued in operation as feeders for the
industrial schools, and for what they accomplish in the general advancement of both
old and young at the pueblos in which they are located. The industrial school located
in this Territory, at Albuquerque, is expected to
accomplish the greatest good for
the greatest number, or in other words it is believed to be at the same time the most
practicable and the most practical way of educating the Indians. I desire to bestow
upon this school most of the resources available for Pueblo education from year to
(>

year.
I regard the Carlisle school as the
very best place for the education of Indians to
the extent practicable at that distance from their
homes, and shall endeavor to keep
as many Pueblo children there as possible. The education furnished in the school is
excellent, and that furnished during vacation is still better.

THE JICAKILLA APACHE AGENCY.
The Indians of this agency number 717. They live in tents and move camps
often,
and nearly their entire support is received from
government; but, unlike fhe other
Apacheteibes, they are not disposed to go to war, and their disposition is very rarely
ugly.
They are not further advanced in civilization for the reason that they have
always been unfortunately situated, and it has been impossible until recently to improve their condition in that respect. They have not bad a reservation, and their
agency has been in small towns, where it has been impossible to keep whisky from
I took charge of the
agency in 1878, and seeing at once the hopelessness of improving their condition until they could have a home where the Indians would have rights
and the agent authority to enforce them, I
began doing all I could to have a reservalon set apart.
This was finally done, and a tract of land about 30 miles
l>v 16

long
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miles wide, situated on the Navajo River, in New Mexico, was given them by execuIt is a fine country in all respects except its
tive order dated September 21, 1880.
altitude, and on that account it is rather cold sometimes for people who do not live
in houses, but there is plenty of timber at hand, and this objection can be easily overcome. I could not get any order in regard to removal to this reservation until October 13, 1881, when I was instructed by telegraph to prepare buildings at Amargo and
remove the Jicarilla Apache Indians from Tierra Amarilla to that place at once.
On December 16 the buildings had been completed, the stores removed to them, and
the last issue made to the Indians at Tierra Amarilla.
The Apaches have since confined themselves to the reservation closely enough, with
the exception of Chief San Pablo and about 175 followers, who started east iuMay to
enjoy a hunt in their hunting grounds of former years before they were removed to
Tierra Amarilla. According to my instructions, Farmer-iu-charge Reed wen t after them
He found them in the Mora Mountains,
to demand their return to their reservation.
and San Pablo promised to return at once. On July 10 I heard they were near
Wagon Mound, a station on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa F6" Railroad, and at uiy
request General McKenzie sent his adjutant-general with me to that place on the
llth to warn the Indians that if they did not return home at once the soldiers would
be sent after them. San Pablo assured us on that occasion that they were simply out
but promised to start home
enjoying themselves, and were doing no harm to any one,
next day. On the last of July I received a dispatch from Springer, in Colfax County,
who
was expecting soon to
Baying the Indians were there; and as Agent Llewellyn,
take charge of the Jicarillas, was then at Santa Fe", I turned the dispatch over to him
He called on General McKenzie for troops to drive the Indians home, and
for action.
Inspector Howard, then here, directed me to go with the troops, in accordance with,
the requirements of the district commander. I left Santa FC" on this duty on August
The time was spent in the mountains, and 39 Apaches
1, and returned on the 9th.
were captured, their arms destroyed, and they lodged at Fort Union as prisoners.
The other Indians kept out of our way, but they were driven about 70 miles toward
the reservation.
On August 27 Lieutenant Pardee turned over the prisoners at the
agency, and two or three days before that San Pablo and the others reported, and
Farmer-in-charge Reed now reports all at home. I think San Pablo's people will be
cautious about leaving the reservation again.
Not much farming could be arranged for this season, but estimates for tools and
seeds for next year have been submitted to the department, which, if supplied, will
enable the Apaches to do a large amount of work. A school can now be tried, and
an Indian police force can be organized, and many other progressive steps taken with,
fine prospect of success if appropriations do not fail too soon.
Verv respectfully,

BEN. M. THOMAS,
United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INIAN AFFAIRS.

LAGUNA, VALENCIA COUNTY,

NEW

MEXICO,

September
Dr. B. M. THOMAS,
United States Indian Agent, Santa

Fe",

4, 1882.

N. Hex.:

SIR: During the past year the Laguna Pueblo Indian school has been in session for
ten months. The work of teaching has been carried on in two places; af Tseama by
the assistant teacher, and at Laguna proper by myself. The children have been
taught in sewing, &c., in connection with their school lessons. Gardening, &c., has
also been taught to those taking an interest in the work. The printing of McGutfey's
New First Eclectic Reader in the Laguna language has been completed, specimen
copies of which have been sent to the department.
The moral tone of the people is steadily improving. They are also fast falling into
American customs, and attend church on Sabbaths pretty regularly. Their crops have
been good this year, and they have a very large increase of cattle, horses, and sheep.
The outlook for the coming year is very encouraging.
We expect to devote a large part of our time to the work of educating the Indians
in the work of kitchen gardening, as nearly all the people are very anxious for such
instruction.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JOHN MENAUL,

United States Indian Teacher at Laguna, N. Mex.
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PUEBLO OF JEMES, PUEBLO AGENCY,
AugmtS, 1882.
Dr. B. M. THOMAS,
United States Indian Agent

:

The past year was a quiet year at the Jemes school. Some things have been
lack of difficulties and discouragepleasant and encouraging, and there is never any
ments. In school the children have been obedient and good-natured. Many have
have
and
progressed well in spelling, reading,
really taken an interest in their studies,
and writing, and in simple counting sewing and knitting were taught the girls by
Mrs. Shields, the assistant teacher. The upper grade, which was in charge of Mrs.
of the scholars have been very attentive
Shields, has been perfectly orderly, and many
SIR

:

;

In both rooms the conduct has been good. All this is very encouraging
indeed; but there still remains that one great difficulty, which is the influence of the
old Indians, and the lad, bad influence of Indian life in general. So much time is taken
that the wonder is that anynp, and so much excitement kept up by dances, &c.,
one grand
thing can be done with the children. Then, to make it all worse, there is
round of Catholic feasts, saint days, and horse races. The imagination could hardly
of Jemes.
picture a darker, harder spot for a school or anything else than the pueblo
The children are gentle and really lovely, and under favorable circumstances would
make
but
little
Indians
The
older
<jome to be an intelligent, useful people.
open obbe doubling and redoubling
jection to the children attending school, but they seem to
their eflbrts to keep the children up to the point otVbeing out-and-out Indians.
can have quite a good influence over the children until they come to be thirteen or
fourteen years old, and then they are taken from us and every vestige of civilization
This is done by the government of the pueblo, the main business of
is eradicated.
which is to keep up all Indian customs. Under the tribal rule there is no liberty for
the people, neither in religion nor anything else. While this is so but little can be
done to better their condition. During the past year more than one hundred cases
have received medical attention, and the Indians seem to appreciate it. One of the
most pleasant and encouraging things during the year was the interest the gi Is took
in sewing and knitting. Without a good female assistant the school would be almost
a failure. It discourages me to think that the school has been deprived of an assistant teacher. I have turned to the church to see if it will send the necessary and indispensable help to carry on the school, and have been encouraged to think that a
good assistant will be sent.
to studies.

We

i

Very

respectfully,
J.

M. SHIELDS,

United States Indian Teacher.

NEW YORK

INDIAN AGENCY,

Randolph, N. Y., October 13, 1882.
SIR In making my second annual report I have the honor to state that the thirty
schools in this agency have been taught the average period of eight months during
the year ending September 30, 1882. Of these, two were manual-labor schools and
twenty-eight day-schools. Of the manual-labor schools, one is upon lands owned by the
Society of Friends, adjoining the Allegany Reservation, and is in charge of and wholly
supported by said society, at an annual expense of about $ 2,500. Its average attendance during the past year has been about 30 Indian pupils. The other, upon the
Cattaraugus Reservation, incorporated under the laws of New York by the name of
Thomas Orphan Asylum, has had an average attendance of ninety-eight Indian children, and has been supported at an annual expense of about $9,000. Both of these
schools have been in successful operation many years, under judicious management,
and have exerted a beneficent and powerful influence in the general advancement of
the Indians of this agency in civilization. In them the Indian pupils have been
taught to work have been kept under proper restraint and discipline, thoroughly
instructed in the common English branches, and fitted for life's practical duties.
The number of children between the ages of five and twenty-one years residing
upon eight reservations in the agency is reported at 1,509, of which 1,069 are registered as having attended school some portion of the
year. The average daily attendance during the eight months the schools were taught was 722.
:

;

CONDITION OF THE INDIANS.

The year has been a fairly prosperous one for the Indians of this agency. Crops
have been good, and the Indians are quick to learn how to take advantage of the
best markets, and are makiag rapid progress in the arts of
acquiring a livelihood by
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in rude log cabins,
agriculture. While too many of them are still content to live
half cultivate a small patch of land, and pick up a precarious livelihood by doing
odd jobs of work, with a little hunting and fishing at times, or making and selling baskets, very many others have erecte^for themselves comfortable frame -Iweliings, usually painted white, and their bountiful crops of grass and grain bear witness to a thrift and prosperity very encouraging to look upon. Their manner of
dress has entirely conformed to that of their white neighbors, and a blanket or a
moccasin is rarely seen among them as articles of apparel. Portions of them still
continue to keep certain of their anient festivals and ceremonies, but these have
now lost their former significance, and remain only as mementoes of a time long

gone by.

appointment to this agency I have been earnestly endeavoring to break
The better part
so far as possible the sale of intoxicating liquors to the Indians.

Since

up

TRAFFIC IN INTOXICATING LIQUORS.

my

of the Indians have most heartily co-operated with me, and a very strong temperance
feeling has been aroused among them. Several parties have been arrested and fined,
and very encouraging effects are seen upon this traffic, which in its results is so disastrous to the Indians. Judge Ewiug, holding a term of the United States district
court in this district last, held in one case that selling hard cider to the Indians was
not prohibited by the statute. This is a very serious defect in the law, as the sale of
hard cider to the Indians is quite extensive, and its effects upon them are extremely
demoralizing. I trust this defect of the statute may be remedied at an early day.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
The Senecas have two agricultural societies, each of which holds an annual fair
and cattle show one upon the Cattaraugus and the other upon the Allegany reservations. Each receives an annual appropriation from the State of New York in the
same manner as the county agricultural societies. The first named has been longer
established, and is in a flourishing condition. The Indians upon that reservation
have made much greater advancement in agriculture than any other Indians under
my charge, and their fairs are well attended by the whites of the neighboring towns.
The latter society has been but recently established, and is laboring under some financial embarrassment.
;

REGULATION OF CIVIL AFFAIRS AMONG INDIANS.
The Indians of this agency are in the possession of a well-considered system of
laws for the regulation of their civil affairs and dealings with each other, together
with a means of enforcing their rights as between themselves in courts of justice.
Especially is this true of the Senecas on the Cattaraugus and Allegany reservations.
These Indians were organized as a separate community by the State, by a statute
passed May 8, 1845, and which was amended and largely added to in 1847. In 1848
the Indians adopted an elective form of government, superseding the old one by
chiefs, and also adopted a written constitution, accepting and ratifying the State laws
of 1845 and 1847. This constitution and form of government were approved and
ratified by the general government.
Under these provisions, one peace-maker and
eight councilors from each reservation, a president and clerk from one reservation,
and a treasurer from the other, alternating the latter officers, and various minor offiThe peace-makers hold office for three years; the other
cials, are annually elected.
officers for one.
All controversies between Indians are tried, in the first instance, before the peace-makers.
An appeal is given to the councilors, and their decision is
The courts thus formed are in the main guided by the State laws in the decisfinal.
ion of controversies between Indians; but they do not hamper themselves with technical rules of evidence or methods of procedure. In many cases, as in the distribution of intestates' estates and the guardianship of children, the ancient customs of the
Seuecas are usually followed. Lawsuits among them are of infrequent occurrence,
and, as a rule, controversies are justly and equitably decided. By this system the
several ownerships of land is as securely guarded among them as with us, and it is as
much the subject of sale and purchase, although, as there is always plenty of common
land subject to occupation without cost except that of clearing the land, the price of
improved land among them is extremely low, ranging from ten to thirty dollars per
acre.

LANDS IN SEVERALTY.

On this subject there is great diversity of opinion among the Indians. Many of
the more advanced would undoubtedly preserve their lands should they be allotted
to them in severally, and would do well.
But a large proportion of the Indians are
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These would sell
live only for the present moment.
regardless of the future, and
their lands at the earliest possible moment, would soon squander the proceeds, and
would then become a burden upon the charities of. their more thrifty neighbors, or
upon the poor authorities of the State. In my opinion action upon this subject
should not be had without great care.
As regards the Senecas of the Cattaraugns and Allega.ny reservations, there is another consideration of great importance. The title to these lands is in a very peculiar
and unsatisfactory condition. In 1786 the States of New York and Massachusetts,
both claiming these lauds, included in a largg body of land in Western New York,
subject to the Indian right of occupancy, entered into a convention whereby New
York granted to Massachusetts all her right, title, and interest in these lands, saving
only the right of government, sovereignty, and jurisdiction. Massachusetts subsequently granted her title to Oliver Phelps and Nathaniel Gorham, who, failing to pay
in full, surrendered a portion of their purchase to Massachusetts, which then granted
the same to Robert Morris. He sold to a company of Dutch merchants, known as the
"Holland Land Company." The Indian title was extinguished to all the lands except certain reservations which were in 1810 sold, subject to the Indian title, to
David A. Ogdeu, acting for an association known as the "Ogdeu Laud Company."
The Cattaraugus aud Allegany reservations are the only lauds occupied by Indians,
so far as I can learn, to which this company now makes any claim of title. This
claim is a source of great uneasiness to the Indians, and every attempt made, either
by the State or the United States, to make them citizens, or to change the manner of
holding their lands, excites in them the gravest apprehensions lest they lose their
lauds altogether. They have frequently been put to great expense and inconvenience
in sending delegations to Washington and Albany to oppose legislation affecting
their title to their lands in the most serious manner. I would most respectfully
recommend that the Seuecas be requested by the department to instruct their attorney, appointed by the State, who has given this subject much consideration, to prepare a case, giving a full statement and history of their title to these reservations,
and the department lay this statement, with such additions as may be thought advisable, before the Attorney-General, who shall be requested to give his opinion upon
the following questions
1st. What is the nature and extent of the Indian title to these reservations ?
2d. What effect would be produced upon this title by making the Indians citizens?
3d. What effect would be produced upon their title by allotting the lands in sever alty, and would the allottees hold their allotments in fee-simple absolute ?
4th. What measures, if any, are necessary to be taken to enable the United States
to allot these lands to the Indians in fee?
5th. Wh?,t power, if any, has the State of New York in the matter?
In view of the bills introduced on this subject last winter at both Washington aud
Albany, and the probable renewed attempts which will be made the coming winter,
I regard this as of great importance, in order that no action
may betaken in the matter without a full knowledge of its effects.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
BENJAMIN G. CASLER,
United States Indian Agent.
:

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

GRAND RONDK AGENCY,
Oregon, October 14, 1882.

SIR In compliance with department
instructions, I have the honor to submit the
following as my eleventh annual report of affairs at this agency.
The Indians of this agency for the past year have been
peaceable, quiet, and as a
rule, industrious, cultivating their small farms, aud fencing and
clearing their lands.
They are, now living in small houses upon their separate tracts of land, each family
having a tract of land fenced in, a barn aud other buildings, and each cultivating
re or less land, and the able-bodied Indians of this
agency are almost wholly makleir own and their families'
support without other assistance from the governthan that afforded by the saw and
grist mill privileges, and the repairs of their
liural implements in the
department blacksmith and carpenter-shops. There
eu nothing of any
importance, excepting .seed grain, purchased for issuing to
rlians for several years and
they are, withoutany aid of this kind, improving
living every year among the most advanced of any 'Indians on this coast. This
agency lias adequate mills, and some good harvesting machinery, and a carpenter aud
blacks,, ,ith shop for the
repair of their agricultural implements. When these advantages can be secured for them, and they can be furnished with clean seed
grain, the
purchase of clothing, blankets, and food for able-bodied Indians is to that extent an
:

;
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invitation for them to remain idle; and as a rule the Indians are as much inclined to
accept such an invitation as are white persons. The only successful method of inducing Indians to work, in my experience, is to make them understand its necessity.
The principal object in the way of the complete self-support of the Indians of this
agency is their love for strong drink and their facilities for obtaining liquor. There
are always in the vicinity of agencies persons who for gain will sell the Indians
liquor, and the great majority of the Indians will drink when they can obtain it.
I have assisted the officers of the government in arresting and prosecuting a great
number of white persons for violating the law in this respect, yet arrests are still
being made almost every week. In my opinion, the fine imposed for this offense is
too light to deter persons from trafficking with Indians in liquor.
At the majority of the agencies I notice that Indian police are kept on duty, and I
.am convinced that at this agency they would be a detriment, as they would only promote discord and contention and strife, and awaken feelings of jealousy. The Indians of this agency for orderly behavior will compare favorably with any in the
State, yet at no time has there been any police force employed.
The yield of grain during the past year was not as good as I have had reason to expect. Owing to a great portion of the grain being sown in the spring, and the season
being unusually dry, the grain filled but poorly, and very many of their fields have
become foul with wild oats, and their farms being small, many of them are not able
to summer fallow to any great extent, and it is very difficult to induce them to work
their ground for a season without any return. For a more extended report of the
farming operations, please find a statistical report herewith submitted.
The school for the past year has not been so successful as it should have been under
ordinary circumstances, owing to the fact that on or about the 1st of January last
the contractor for conducting the school abandoned the same and removed the teachers,
and several months elapsed before I could again get the school into operation, and
thin being the second time, the teachers were withdrawn and the school closed. The
Indians had become indifferent, and it has been a laborious task to get the Indian
pupils returned to the school, and some time will yet probably be required before ar
full school of steady attendance can be secured, although the present corps of teachers
are using every endeavor to make the school attractive and instructive.
With regard to the appropriations for this agency, I would respectfully submit that
the same be made separate and apart from the appropriation for the Siletz Agency, as
this agency has no connection with the Siletz, and the manner of conducting the
.same is very dissimilar, as I am informed rations and supplies are issued at that
&geVi c v w hile at this agency there are no rations or supplies issued, the policy being
here to purchase agricultural implements and seed, &c. and while about $25,000 was
appropriated last year for the two agencies, the amount allowed to this agency was
about $6,000, and the present year this agency will be allowed but about one-third
of the $24,000 appropriated for the two agencies.
The .saw and grist mills are in working order, and the carpenter and blacksmith
shops each have a mechanic daily employed in working for the Indians, in repairing
and manufacturing wagons, harrows, plows, &c., &e.
The sanitary condition of the Indians is not materially changed from former years.
There is always some sickness among them, mostly of scrofulous and chronic character.
There is no agency physician employed or allowed at the agency.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.

>

;

P. B. SINNOTT,
United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

KLAMATH

AGENCY",

LAKE COUNTY, OREGON,
July 27, 1882.

have the honor to herewith submit my fourth annual report of affairs at
Klamath Agency, Oregon.
In my last report I gave a somewhat full statement concerning the location, soil,
and natural products of this reservation, and also stated that on account of the frostinosN and dryness of our summers the raising of grain and vegetables could never be
SIR:

I

made a success.
The number of Indians under my charge remain as heretofore at about 1,000.
They are still industrious, energetic, peaceable, and very temperate in their habits
of life. I have never yet seen one of them under the influence of intoxicating liquors.
The commanding officer at Fort Klamath made a similar remark to me a few days
since concerning his own observations. The fact is easily discernible that they are
ach year improving mentally, morally, and socially. This progress is noted and
commended by all persons visiting this reservation. They are a law-abiding people.
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They have kept the treaty with scrupulous exactness.

There are very few

cases*

-where they leave the reservation without proper authority. I have never yet known
a person passing through the reservation to be mistreated or assaulted. Their civility
Petty quarrels and
to strangers has often been the subject of remark by the whites.
difficulties among themselves are becoming yearly less frequent.

STOCK-RAISING.

On account of the abundance of nutritious grasses and good water, as well as ot>
account of its good winter ranges, this country is well adapted to stock-raising.
There are now about 800 head of cattle owned by the Indians, but they are in the
hands of a comparatively few persons, who had an early start in this direction and
who seemed to be prospered above those around them. If the government, through
the recommendations of your office, could be induced to expend about $10,000 in the
purchase of stock cattle and about $5,000 in the purchase of additional wagons, harfor the use of these Indians, I
ness, mowing-machines, sulky-rake^, and steel plows
am satisfied that they would become self-supporting and on the road to prosperity
within the period of five years. This country furnishes as fine beef cattle as can be
found anywhere. The market for such cattle in this vicinity is and always will be
good.

There is no difficulty in the way of these -Indians living upon the natural products
of the country, but such a life does not tend to their civilization. Their money resources are now drawn largely from work done for outside parties. With this money
they purchase subsistence and clothing for themselves and families. For this purpose they make one or two trips a year to Ashland and other localities.
There is another method which, in my judgment, is a preferable one, whereby they
might be supplied with the needed stock cattle and farm machinery. That method
is to treat with them and induce them to accept as an equivalent for the large portion of their lauds covered by the treaty, but now occupied by white settlers, stock
I believe this can be easily done, and
cattle, farm machinery, and employe's' labor.
that it is the best solution of the difficulty connected with the disputed boundary
question reported upon by

me some time

since.

INDIAN APPRENTICES.

During the last fiscal year from six to eight Indian apprentices were in constant
and successful training by the employes having charge of the saw-mill and of the
shops. They were making good progress, and were anxious to continue another year.
I deeply regret their discontinuance, and sincerely hope that it may be but temporary.

THE BOARDING-SCHOOL.
This school has been held for a period of ten months, and has had an average attendance of about 50 pupils. Over 60 different Indian children have been in attendThey have made good progress in their studies and in industrial pursuits.
They are, as a class, well-behaved and industrious, and are cleanly in their persons,
being accustomed to take their weekly baths. The improvement in house-keeping in
those families whose girls are attending the agency
boarding school is very marked,
and is commended by all persons visiting them. With our
enlarged and new school
buildings, now iu process of construction, we shall be able, if furnished the teaching
force and the supplies needed, to care for from 100 to 125
pupils.
With the purchase of the agricultural and the mechanical tools estimated for, and
ance.

with the construction and the fitting up of a
large workshop for the boys, much more
attention will be paid to teaching industrial
pursuits than in the past. In our new
there
will
be
a
room
fitted up and set apart for the
buildings
purpose of teaching the
and
such
girls regularly
industrial work as will best fit them for active duties
daily
in

life.

In connection with our boarding-school there have been
regularly held during the
an interesting Sunday-school and other
year
religious services. The school children
have manifested much interest in these services
and have evidently been much beufflted by them, not only in the
learning of Scripture truth and history, but also ii>
gaining a better knowledge of the English language, which I believe to be the most
of
their mental
important part
training.

AGENCY BUILDINGS.
Nearly

all

the agency buildings have been
repaired and

much improved during the
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This is especially true of our saw-mill, which is now in good condition
doing good service iu making lumber for our new school buildings as well as
Out of the 500 saw-logs which have been cut in the
for the use of the Indians.
woods since the opening of spring over 300 have been drawn to the mill, and over '200
have been sawed into lumber, making over 100,000 feet. A large portion of this
amount has been dressed by the saw-mill planer, or worked into rustic flooring, ceiling, doors, sash, &c., to be used in constructing our new school buildings.
past year.

and

is

AGENCY STOCK.
department have been cared for during the year,.
except the horses engaged in hauling logs to the saw-mill are in good condiThese having been worked unusually hard during the spring and summer havetion.
The governnot, for want of suitable feed, improved in their physical condition.
ment oxen for the same reason have been also overworked and worn down, but are
now being allowed a few days' rest.
The black leg, a cattle plague, which has prevailed among young cattle outside the
reservation during the last fiscal year, has recently begun its ravages among our
agency and Indian cattle. I have just learned from Yaniax that a large per cent, of
this year's increase, both of the department and Indian cattle, have died.
It seldom
attacks cattle over one year old, but generally proves fatal with those of that age and
under. All that can be done to avert its progress will be done, but I fear this will be
but little.
All the animals belonging to the

and

all

AGENCY AND INDIAN FARM MACHINERY.
The wagons, mowers, and sulky rakes have all been carefully and thoroughly repaired by our mechanics, and are now doing good service in the hay-field. This haying season will last about six weeks, and as the grass this year is abundant, it is expected that more than the usual amount of hay will be secured by all parties for winter's use in keeping horses and cattle for the agency and the Indians.

THE POLICE FORCE.
The police, under the able management of Dr. William B. Royal, have done
very effective service during the entire year. They have been diligent in watching
all evil-doers, and in promptly reporting all cases of
wrong-doing. Great credit is
especially due to Henry Blowe, captain and headchief, and to David Hill, lieutenant
and first chief, for their loyalty to the government, their promptness in executing all
orders from their superiors, and the deep interest which they have taken in the welfare and good behavior of the people.
The entire police force has been particularly
watchful and diligent in preventing the introduction of spirituous liquors upon the
reservation, and in reporting any case of supposed violation of the statutes upon this
subject.

THE EMPLOYES.
The relation between the agent and the employes has been confiding and friendlyj
They have all performed their duties faithfully, and have labored for the best interests of the government and of the Indians, and did not leave their positions when
their compensation was cut off during the last month of the quarter.
The past year has been one of peace and progress on the part of the Indians. No
unpleasant events have occurred to mar the good feeling that has hitherto existed
among them and between the white settlers around them. Wherever they have
labored for the whites they have been commended for their industry and for their
faithfulness in the performance of their duties. Neither have I learned of any attempt
on the part of their employers to defraud tbem out of their just dues. Their earnings
have uniformly been carefully treasured up by them, and afterward wisely expended
for articles of food and clothing needed for themselves and their families.
It is very
seldom that any of them make a foolish bargain or a useless purchase. They are
allowed by all parties to be unusually sharp in commercial transactions. In these
respects I consider them to be far in advance of what might be expected of them, considering that they have been but a few years. under treaty stipulations and civilizing
influences.
They state that

first

that most of

seen.

man that ever came among them and
Fremont mentions the fact that when he
had reached the borders of this people one of the chiefs, the father ot' David Hill, one
of the present chiefs, came out to meet him
accompanied by his wife, the first case of
Fremont was the
them had at that time

white
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This leads me to
the kind that had occurred during his travels among the Indians.
not a high apsav that though like all people emerging from savage life, they have
are
defective
as a peosocial habits
very
preciation of the rights of women, and their
The chiefs and leading
in this regard.
ple yet I can discern a yearly improvement
stand in these matters, and are really an exiriei) of the nation have taken a high
an adjustment of
ample to their people. They are still waiting for and expecting consent
to do them
cannot
their boundary difficulties, believing that this government
n injustice in regard to their lands, and to break the treaty which they themselves
in the next annual rehave'so faithfully kept. I sincerely hope that the agent will
" much vexed
of the settlement of this
question."
report be able to record the fact
The Indians have not done as much this year by way of improving their homes as
heretofore on account of the great demand made upon them to aid in constructing
the new school buildings at Yainax and at the agency. The demands made upon
them at Yainax have been unprecedented. The demands have been cheerfully and
over 400 in all, and have a constant
promptly met. These Indians do not number
even when they have command of all their
struggle to obtain subsistence supplies,
time. In carrying forward this building project they have cut down and sawed into
the logs over three miles to the saw-mill.
logs over 100 large trees, and hauled
They have also furnished for the last two months from 3 to 5 men weekly to aid in
men and teams to haul
taking care of the lumber sawed. They have also furnished
over 50,000 feet of lumber (about 60 4-horse loads) a distance of over 40 miles, over
a muddy and rocky road. In order to cross a river without a bridge and too deep to
ford they were obliged to unload their lumber, raft it across the river upon a small
or take them to pieces and take
raft, swim their horses over, raft over their wagons
them over in canoes, reload their lumber, take it to the place of destination, and
properly pile it for seasoning and to keep it from warping. They have been doing
this about two months, and there is yet from 25,000 to 30,000 feet to haul. Some
12,000 feet of this lumber was hauled over 70 miles. Owing to our very late spring
and the unusually frequent rains of summer, the roads have remained very muddy,
and it has taken about 10 days to make the round trip. The sacrifices and struggles
of these Indians to secure a school for their children is worthy of all commendation,
aad gives assurance that the school will be well patronized when completed.
The school buildings to be constructed at the a'gency are also well under way. All
the material to be purchased has been procured and considerable of the lumber sawed.
But little more can be done upon these buildings until all the lumber needed for the
Yainax school has been procured and all needed labor expended.
There has been regular Sunday services held at the Indian church at Williamson
River, seven miles from the agency. These services have been held in part by the
Agent and the employe's and in part by David Hill, a chief of the Klauiaths, and a
local preacher of the M. E. Church. They have uniformly been largely attended by

a

well-dressed, well-behaved, and interested congregation. They all feel proud of
their church building, and have its fine-toned bell rung every Sabbath morning to
all the people to church service.
I would not be understood as saying that all these
Indians are becoming Christians. A few of them are, I have no doubt, really so.
Quite a number of others are gradually shaking off their superstitious shackles and
are coming to the light. Many of them are still in gross darkness and ignorance. It
would bean easy matter -to induce the most of them to become church members, but

I can see no good from such a course, but rather evil.
There is but little hope that
even Christianity can do much for them until it has educated and civilized them. I
do believe, however, that as a people they are moving forward in the right direction, and that very many obstacles in the way of their progress are being yearly removed.
I will here say, in conclusion, in
regard to these Indians, that their active temperament, their fair mental abilities, their regard for law, their loyalty to the general
their
of
habits
government,
industry and of temperance, the readiness with which
they accept the teachings of the Bible and adopt the customs and modes of living of
civili/ed people, and their anxiety to have their children educated not only in book
knowledge but also in industrial pursuits, commend them to the care and confidence
of the government, and give promise that at no distant day their posterity will take

rank among civilized people as loyal, intelligent, and industrious citizens.
In regard to the sanitary condition of these Indians I
respectfully call your attention to the accompanying report of our
agency physician, William B. Royal.
For statistical information see
accompanying blanks.
Yours, respectfully,

LINUS M. NICKERSON,
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

United States Indian Agent.
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SILETZ INDIAN AGENCY, TOLEDO, BKNTON COUNTY, OREGON,
August ati, 1882.
SIR: Iu compliance with instructions contained in circular letter, dated July 15,
1882, I have the honor to submit herewith my fourth annual report of affairs at this
agency.

AGRICULTURE.

^

As ay result of the liberality of the department in furnishing our Indians with such
implements as are requisite to a successful tilling of the soil, they have continued to
come in from far and near, taking lands, building houses, so far as materials were furnished them, and otherwise showing a desire to abandon a life of roving and indolence and establish for themselves permanent homes, thus giving evidence of their
advancement in the line of civilization. The crop of hay has been gathered in good
condition, and is largely in excess over that of last year. Our grain harvest is now
going on, and the quality and quantity is such as to encourage the toilers, as well as
those who wish well toward our red men in the use of the lands set apart for them.
It will be seen by the figures below, as compared with those of previous years,
that a good work has been done. It is true that more might, and I may say ought, to
have been accomplished, but the same may justly be said of the white farmers in
It is evident the raising of other grains than wheat, and
this portion of country.
especially spring wheat, will give a better return in this region, situated so near the
ocean, where strong winds prevail a portion of the time and heavy fogs are frequent,
rendering a cool atmosphere prevalent a good part of the time, causing more or less uncertainty in the maturing of spring wheat as well as to its yield. Number of acres
under fence, 2,405; under cultivation, 1,490 acres new laud broken, 171; rods of new
fence made, 1,583.
The amount of grain harvested, and now being harvested, is by careful estimate as
follows: The quantity given will overrun, rather than fall short. Wheat, 2,490
;

bushels; oats. 24,750
tons of
parsnips, 750
vegetables. There is a
house children, worked
;

;

of vegetables, potatoes, 23,520; turnips, 900; carrots, 800;
hay, 849
together with large quantities of other kinds of
garden of some two or more acres for the use of our boardingby the larger boys, superintended by our farmer.
;

TRANSPORTATION.

The supplies transported

to this agency within the year will reach about 100 tons,
from 8 to 60 miles. A large portion of them were drawn late in
the fall, after the rains had set in, rendering the roads dangerous in travel and the
streams next to impassable. The teaming was done by Indians, and with their own
teams, and greatly to their credit, for no accident occurred of a serious character,
neither was there any damage to property. I am sure no better results would have
followed had the work been done by white men who do teaming as a business, if indeed as well.
I would again urge upon those who forward our supplies to do so, if possible, at an
earlier period of the year, to the end that they reach here in summer or early fall, so
that they arrive at the agency ere the rains begin. This will enable us to avoid the
dangers incident thereto and save a large sum in their removal.
in distances

ranging

INDIAN POLICE.

The force of twelve men was continued through the year, rendering good service
for the remuneration received.
The amount is so small as not to prove an incentive
to efficiency, nor lead them to exercise a feeling of pride in their official calling.

These men are scattered all over the various portions of the reservation, indeed none at
the agency where most wanted, for such as would serve us well will not do duty,at the
salaries allowed, and those who would are not of the class likely to be selected. And
for these reasons I have asked that three men be allowed in place of the twelve, with
such pay as would enable them to reside at the agency, devoting their entire time to
the service.
In the removal of Joseph Howard, a quarter breed, and his wife, an Indian woman,
as per instructions from your office, I may say that Howard left the reserve when
ordered his wife refusing to go, was taken off by the police. The cause of removal
of Howard was his persistency in gambling and drinking when outside.
;

SANITARY.

The Indians upon

this reservation

have long been afflicted with venereal diseases to
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a fearful extent. Were it not for these, there can be no question but that they would
be as healthy, if indeed not healthier, than the average of white people. But diseases
of the kind mentioned seems to have permeated the entire race, the aged, middlein physicians three in a trifle more
aged and the young. I fear the frequent changes
than 'a year has not resulted favorably to onr Indians. Referring to the births and
I find total births for the year 10, and.
deaths, as reported in the monthly statements,
of deaths 24. The latter is no doubt correct, as the coffins are made at t^e agency.
The former is incorrect, as is proven in the number of children of whom no record has
been taken. This deficiency of known births is owing to two causes 1st. The uonfind the youflg. 2d.
atteqtion paid by one of ovir physicians to looking about to
The habit of Indian women in concealing their young ones from their best friends.
In my judgment the births within the year fully equal the deaths, if indeed they do
not exceed them. This lack on the part of the physician was often reproved, but was
unheeded, but in the year just beginning will be faithfully looked after by our new
comer.
:

FLOURING AND SAW MILLS.

The flouring mill did good service qiiite through the year, turning out flour and
feed from grains raised by the Indians, a thing they highly appreciate, as there is no
mill other than this within forty miles or more. Our saw-mill has not been used as
much in the year past as heretofore, for lack of funds, a matter of much regret to a
large number, many of whom have lately been induced to come in and take lands, but
were unable to erect houses for want of lumber, thus checking the establishing OJL
homes to such as have become weary of a life of wandering.
The labor in the mills is all performed by Indians with a single exception. I am
pleased to say that a number of Indians, so far as I know for the first time, cut their
timber, drew their logs, and sawed their own lumber without the aid of government,
thus proving themselves on the road to self-support and independence, a thing ol
which they

feel a pride.

INDIAN INDUSTRY.

The Indians here I find are not very unlike white people; some are willing to labor
what they have an< others think they ought to be supported in their idleness.
It has been my aim from the first to put a premium on industry, and condemn indolence in any and all. I find the complaining and fault-finding usually belong to this
class.
The Indians here as a rule learn the trades easily, perhaps more readily even
than farming. There are goodly numbers who can perform service in the shops or
mills, and show evidence of rapid advancement in mechanism.
for

EMPLOYES.
There are of white employe's now here, a clerk to the agent, a farmer, physician,
teacher, miller, and engineer, matron and cook. Of Indians, an interpreter, assistant
farmer, teamster, two carpenters, blacksmith, ferryman, mail carrier, janitor, assistant engineer, seamstress, assistant teacher, and laundress. Of Indian police, there is
a captain, sergeant, and ten privates.

EDUCATION.

The day-school commenced the early part of September last, continuing until about
the middle of July, when it was dismissed for a vacation of some six or seven
weeks,
a thing so necessary to all, but especially to Indian children.
Many, indeed nearly
all, have heretofore been free from confinement, going and coming 'at will, with no
restraints either at home or when
visiting the houses of those who give them a welcome.
It is no wonder they long for their former
freedom, and release from a school room,
and the discipline put upon them requisite to good order and a
well-regulated school.
Our school was taught by our pastor, and for the first few months
by his sister, as
assistant, who it was said was an educated young lady.
She left, however, and
her place; was filled by an Indian girl,
who
had
no home, going
eighteen years old,
from family to family as they could
agree, with now and then a day in school, until,
the boarding-house was established, when she became an
inmate, having received
the advantages afforded there, and
regularly an attendant of the day-school for
eighteen mouths, making such progress in her' studies and general deportment as to
warrant a trial in the position assigned her. She
taught some seven months previous to vacation, and is worthy of
continued. 1 may say the opinion of many,
who are deemed competent judges,being
is that the school has not suffered by the
change.
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The largest attendance at school runs up to about 70, and are made up of some 50
from the boarding-house, the remainder from families who live at or adjacent to the
agency. It is but justice to say that these children take to their studies as quick
and pursue them as diligently as an equal number of white children in any of the
schools in these parts, ana persons outside who have visited ours have expressed great
surprise at their advancement and readiness in answering questions found in their
books of a character which was thought to be beyond their comprehension, notwithstanding the fact of their well known timidity before those of their white brethren.
CHRISTMAS.

The usual Christmas dinner was given our Indians within the year, a thing looked
forward to with much of interest. Several hundred availed themselves of the good
things furnished at the boarding-house, men, women, and children coming from far
and near, the rich and poor, sick and infirm, aged, middle-aged, and young, all joining in making it a day of merriment and good feeling, and though represented by
eighteen different tribes a stranger would have supposed them all belonging to one.
These gatherings are a source of much good in cementing the bonds of friendship as
between them and their pale-faced brethren, as well as with each other. The bread,
meats, cakes, and other articles, including tea and coffee, was prepared and served by
the girls in the boarding-house, clad in neat calico dresses, with pink aprons ou. For
four hours they came, ate, and went, retiring with expressions of good-will in their
faces for the time being, having forgotten their ills, wants, and sorrows, meeting with
long-separated ones who were dear to them, and friends and neighbors, with whom
they frequently exchanged greetings. Thus they spent the day together, after which
they said "Good-bye," starting for their homes, some in wagons, some on horseback,
and others on foot and so ended the day.
In consequence of the entertainment to others, that of the children was deferred
until New Year's eve, at which time a tree was placed in position, loaded with presents
for the young.
I may say the school-house was appropriately trimmed with evergreens, mottoes, &c., and the tree was lighted, presenting an appearance attractive
to the children and worthy of those who arranged it. The exercises consisted of a
"
salutatory by the school,
Glory to God in the Highest;" recitation of the 23d psalm
by little girls calisthenics by boys to measure of music address by one of the boys,
subject, "Farmer Boy;" "broom-brigade drill" by large girls. This last one, I see
by Eastern papers, has since been performed there, thus showing their appreciation
of the "original" as performed by our Indian girls in Oregon. The distribution of
presents caused much of merriment to Indians, as well as pleasure to their children
as recipients. The exercises of the evening were interspersed with music, in which
our new organ was used to advantage. These annual reunions are of good results in
a double sense. They tend to wear off the prejudices existing in the minds of the
adult Indians in the innocent pleasure it gives them. 2d. They interest the children
in making the school more attractive by the part they are allowed to take, thus leading them away from the life of their fathers, and adopting a newer and higher life.
;

;

;

CHRISTAIN WORK.'

Our public services have continued about the same as last year Preaching on Sabbath mornings by the pastor in the evening, sometimes a sermon by the pastor and
at other times the meetoccasionally an exhortation by one of our Indian brethren
ing took the form of a prayer and praise meeting. The social meetings have latterly
been held as follows Class meeting on Sunday evening of each week previous to the
public service, and prayer meeting on Thursday evenings. The attendance at church
was good at the beginning of the conference year, but soon began to dwindle, and so
continued to the end. I regret the present state of things, being to me exceedingly
unsatisfactory, and as there is to be a change of ministers soon, we shall hope and
labor for a better attendance and a deeper work of grace in the hearts of the mem:

;

;

:

bers.

Of the older children in the boarding-school, I may say a good work has been
done. The matron and others under her charge have labored faithfully to bring the
children to seek their Saviour, and in this their efforts have been rewarded, several
giving evidence of a change of heart and a desire to live a Christain life. The Sundayschool has partaken somewhat of the church the numbers have decreased since the
year began, and a lack of interest followed, but we shall labor with greater zeal the
year to come, and look and hope and pray for a season of prosperity, such as has been
ours in times past.
;
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BOARDING-HOUSE FOR INDIAN CHILDREN.
The reception of orphan and other Indian children at the children's boarding-house
to more than 50, being
began in October, 1880, with five little waifs, but soon increased
the full capacity of the building. There are candidates foradinission who ought to be
Those engaged in this house consist of a maenjoying the privileges afforded here.
The teaching and discipline practiced here entron, seamstress, cook, and laundress.
The girls are taught housekeeping
titles it to the name of training-school as well.
in all its branches, dress-making, clothing for boys, and other kinds of industry,
skill and
using sewing machines, which the older girls took up readily, showing
cut and carry in the
judgment in large measure for girls of their years The boys
wood and assist in such other work about the buildings as are proper. They are also
under the instruction of the
taught to labor in the fields and in the government garden
farmer, and in the shops and mills under the eyes of our carpenter and sawyer.
The children read the Scriptures morning and night, and the lessons are commented
upon by the matron, giving them light and knowledge as contained in the Word of
live a life of usefulGod, thus instilling into their young minds the seeking early to
A half hour's presence by any one at one of these sessions is well spent time.
ness.
The questions asked of the children and answered by them prove how well they are
already versed in the things which pertain to their everlasting peace. Their exercises
are interspersed with singing, in whichalljoin. As the result of these social morning and
evening greetings, in my judgment, was the bringing into the church a dozen or more

of these children of the forest within the year j ust closed. The well-being of the race
in the young, for the old are wedded to the ways of their
is, in my opinion, centered
fathers, and seemingly cannot rid themselves of their superstitions in which they
have so long indulged and which have become so dear.

CONCLUSION.

The agency trader, who left here about the middle of July, going outside the lines
some three miles, establishing business where he is free to put such prices on his goods
as he sees fit, did so, because of some differences existing between us.
He, from lack
of capital of his own, made purchases from second hands, costing from 10 to 15 per
I could not permit his charging full profits additional, as that
cent, above value.
would carry the cost too high to our Indians. He broke faith in this, that he did not
confine his stock to such articles as were of a practicable character, running them
into worthless jewelry, fancy articles, &c., seeking rather to please the eye of these
red men than to give them an equivalent in the way of necessities for their hardearned money. He did not unite with me in forcing his customers from the store
when purchases were- completed, thus encouraging a spirit of idleness and lounging
about his premises. In this he would be the gainer, lor they would be sure to look
about and see imaginary wants, until they were rendered penniless. However, another and more considerate man, I trust, is seeking to occupy his place here.
The 67 Alsea Indians, removed to this reservation some more than a year ago, were
located along our river 6 miles below here, where lands were assigned them and the
erection of 15 houses began, severa.1 of which are completed, and the remainder under
way, in charge of our Indian carpenter, who designs to have them ready for occu-

pancy before the fall rains set in.
There are already evidences of the wisdom exercised by the department in the
purchase and distribution of 80 cows to Indian families, for butter is being made
by Indian women of such quality as suits the taste of the wives of our white employed, who are evidently good judges of that commodity, being first-class housekeepers. The agency trader was more than supplied, and some was taken outside
and sold, bringing equal prices with that made in California and Oregon.
No innovations of a serious character have been made on the reservation within the
year; some few whites have been driven off for minor offenses.
I would urge that money be given for the
sawing of lumber to build new houses for
incoming Indians, as well as to those who require it for outhouses in the preservation
of crops. There is need of more oxen,
wagons, and farming implements for the year
to come, to the end that additional
acreage may be brought into use. At the present
our
of
is
writing
harvesting
grains
going on weather good, and quantity and quality
;

encouraging.
I have the honor to report an
unexpended balance on hand at the end of the present fiscal year of $1,644.78.

Very

respectfully,

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

E. A. SWAN,
United States Indian Agent.
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14, 1882.

have the honor to submit ray annual report of this agency for the current year
accompanied by the statistical information required.
The number of Indians on this agency is 879, classified as follows Walla-Wallaa
473; Cayuses, 348 Umatillas, 158; total, males, 386; females, 493 128 mixed bloods,
members of the Walla-Walla tribes, located here during the year under the rulings of
your office as denned by letter of July a5, 1881. They are quite an acquisition to the
agency, as they are intelligent, having mixed with the whites a great deal, and many
of them are educated. These Indians have inclosed twenty-five farms during the
I am unable to give the exact number of acres fenced, as many are still engaged
year.
hauling rails and enlarging their farms which are scattered over the reservation, in
most cases 10 and 15 miles from the agency. The inclosed farms vary in size from 8
Some are attached to old farms that have been
or 10 acres to half sections of land.
enlarged and located as nearly in accordance with legal subdivisions as they can judge
from the official survey of the reservation made eleven years ago. The greater portion
of the land inclosed this year was broken last spring, and as the season has been exceedingly dry and hot throughout this section of country, the spring crops are light and
The accompanying stain many cases are hardly worth the trouble of harvesting.
tistics show the amount raised as near as can be estimated at present.
They have
six
of
of
boards
and
built eleven houses during the year, five
logs, besides a number
now
these
in
all
houses
Indians.
and
of barns
occupied by
outhouses, making
twenty
The right of way of the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company across the reservation, a distance of 22 miles, was cleared by these Indians at the rate of $20 per
While the length of time occupied in completing this work was longer than
acre.
would be required by the same number of white men, the " aboriginal contractors,"
as they were styled by the railroad company, were complimented for fulfilling their
contract in a satisfactory manner. They also assisted the three agency teams in hauling 90,000 feet of lumber from the saw-mill to the school site, a distance of 18 miles.
Thirty Indian teams were engaged in this work free of charge, and their alacrity
and willingness in rendering this assistance is an evidence of their appreciation of the
effort made by the government to furnish liberal educational facilities for their children and shows also a friendly feeling existing among them toward the school.
The police force, consisting of one captain and ten privates, have done efficient service dviring the year and have surmounted to a great extent the opposition existing on
the part of a number of Indians against them. At present they are recognized by all
the Indians with the exception of a few worthless fellows who have been arrested and
fined repeatedly for drunkenness and quarreling.
They have made fifty-four arrests
during the year, and ha^emade complaints against seven white men for selling liquor
to Indians which led to their arrest and conviction for this offense.
The inauguration of the police force involved the necessity of*establishing a code
of laws for the government of the tribes. This led to much of the opposition beforementioned, as the chiefs looked upon it as an infringement of their authority. In
order to obtain their support, I proposed that they enact such laws as they considered
necessary to preserve order among their people, and appoint a judge to enforce them,
which they finally agreed to. A judge was appointed, and a code of laws passed similar to those mentioned in the regulations governing the police force issued by your
Their action in this matter has met with the approval of the Indians, and the
office.
rulings of the judge have been approved during the year. One hundred and nine
dollars have been paid as fines during the year, and two horses, valued at $45.
Thia
money is in the hands of the judge, and is to be used to pay the board of prisoner*
and the traveling expenses of the police when in the performance of duty off the resSIR

:

I

:

;

;

ervation.

Considerable hard feeling has been occasioned during the year on account of encroachments made by whites on the reservation in the vicinity of McKay Creek. The
boundary of this portion of the reservation is in dispute, the Indians claiming that
the divide between McKay and Birch Creeks is the boundary, while the whites claim
to have found the line on the reservation side of the divide, and plats of this land,
which has always been considered as portion of the reservation heretofore, are on file
in the office of parties engaged in the land business in Pendleton, and three locationshave been made on it. The boundary-line surveyed eleven years ago is either obliterated, or does not follow the divide between McKay and Birch Creeks, and after diligent search I am unable lofind it. The treaty designates the divide between the
above-mentioned creeks as the boundary, and as this is also pointed out as the line by
the Indians, they are undoubtedly right in claiming the land in question. I would
respectfully recommend a resurvey of the entire boundary-line of the reservation, to
designate plainly the limits of the reservation, and to set at rest the numerous complaints made of encroachments. Until this is done the encroachments will undoubtedly continue.
A large number of houses are built on the reservation, adjacent to the

town of Pen-
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raise no serious objection, as they are aware that a bill
<lleton, to which the Indians
to throw open a section of the reservation adjoining the town is before Congress. The
Indians will no doubt consent to the sale of this land, as it is of no particular use to
them either for grazing or agricultural purposes.
The employe's have been principally engaged during the year in cutting, planing,
.and hauling 'lumber for the school, and in constructing the building. Ninety thousand feet of lumber and 40,000 shingles have been hauled to the school site; 20,000
The erection of
feet of this lumber was cut this spring, and 35,000 feet of it planed.
the building was commenced last May, and it will probably be completed by the middle of September. It is 40 by 70 feet, two stories high, and will accommodate 100 scholars.

The employe's
for the Indians.

have also been engaged in repairing wagons and farming implements
The miller ground 4,000 bushels of wheat, barley, and corn during

the year.

self-binding reaper purchased for these Indians last year out of the miscellais giving good satisfaction.
During the past three weeks one of the employe's cut 100 acres of grain with it for the Indians and 12 acres of barley for the

The

neous fund

agency.
The education of these Indians has been neglected heretofore, the only facility afforded them being a day school, which was discontinued the last of June, 1881. The
majority of the Indians resided so far from the school, which was located at the
agency, that the children of many who were in favor of educating them could not
attend. They understand the advantages to be derived from a knowledge of the
English language and a training in the different trades represented by the employe's
of the agency, and in agriculture, all of which can be readily taught them when the
school is in operation. It is of vital importance to these Indians that their children
be educated and trained in civilized pursuits, as this reservation is surrounded by
white settlements, and the time is not far off when they will have to rely exclusively
on agriculture and other civilized pursuits for a living. The game and fish which
heretofore constituted a large portion of their subsistence is fast disappearing, and
the range for the large bands of horses and cattle for which they were noted is now
confined to the reservation, which is pretty well eaten off, compelling them to reduce
their herds and put up hay for the winter. That many of them realize the necessity
of adapting themselves to the new order of things surrounding them is proven by
the increased activity shown in fencing land and making permanent improvements
during the past year.
Ten children of this reservation are attending the Forest Grove training school
since last October, with what results I am unable to state, as I have not heard from

them since their departure.
The health of the reservation has
made by these Indians is satisfactory.
Very

respectfufty,

been,

good during the year, and the progress

your obedient servant,
R. H. FAY,
Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

WARM

SPRINGS AGENCY, OREGON,
August

SIR I have the honor to submit the following as
ing July 31, 1882:
:

NAMES OF INDIAN

my annual

24, 1882.

report for the year end-

TRIBES, ETC.

During the past year the work of enumeration in connection with the Census Bureau
has been completed. There are five different tribes
upon this reservation. Their
names and numbers are as follows
:
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mixed bloods, making a total of 835, or 290 more Indians than
This is principally owing to a large gain among the Warm Springs
Indians, from those belonging to that tribe who were not upon this reservation when
the last previous census was taken in fact, some have uever made this reservation
their home until within the past two years.
Of the 405 males there are 202 Indians who undertake manual labor in civilized
pursuits, and 131 families are eugagedin cultivating small patches of ground or farms,
and 76 families, or individual Indians, are engaged in the following occupations Millers 3, blacksmiths 3, carpenters 3, harness-makers 1, cook 1, laborers 59, herders 9.

Among

these are five

I reported last year.

;

:

NUMBER OF SCHOOL CHILDREN,

ETC.

There are 150 school children between the ages of seven and sixteen. On the school
over four years are counted, so that there are 230 children on the reservation
or adjacent to the schools between the two latter ages. Of this number about 100
have attended school more or less.
The English is the only language taught. There are 17 adults and 53 youths or childrea
who can read more or less correctly. Many who can r<ad quite well will not speak
English if they can help it. It is much easier for them to use the Chinook jargon, as
this language seems to have originated mainly among the Wascoes; for some jargon
words are pure Wasco. The use of jargon has been a great obstacle in the way of
learning to speak English an obstacle beyond my power to remove. The tribes more
remote from the Columbia River, or the sea-coast north of California, as the Nez
Perec's, Klamaths, and others, are more proficient in Ihe use of English than on this
and other reservations similarly situated. I can count only 40 that use or will use
English enough for ordinary conversation.
rolls all

;

APPRENTICES.

two blacksmiths, one sawyer, and ono miller
1 have had but four during the year
apprentice. They often have had to run the mills or work in the shops without any
ene to oversee them, as my white employe's often were detailed for other work than
their regular work on the mills and shops.
;

THE PHYSICIAN'S REPORTS
show 758 cases or persons treated.

The number of births reported was

13

;

deaths, 15.

There no doubt have been more births, but, occurring when the Indians were off the
For once in a number of years the deaths
reservation, were not always reported.
exceed the births. During the early spring months there was an unusual mortality,
which, as far as I have learned, extended to other reservations. It just happened
that a number of chronic cases terminated fatally at that time, and, I regret to say,
produced an unfavorable impression upon the minds of the Indians regarding our
modes of treatment and the abilities of my physician. The confidence of many was
shaken, and some resorted to their medicine-men, and it will take some time to regain
the ground lost.

MISSIONARY WORK.

There have been no missionaries here during the year. Our Sabbath services have,
however, been regularly kept up, conducted by myself or employe's. Services have
also been held among the Warm Springs at the Sin-e-ma-sha Valley.
During the first
week in January a good many here professed Christianity, but there has been no
ordained minister here to admit them to church membership.

NUMBER WEARING

CITIZEN'S DRESS.

Fully 700 Indians wear citizen's dress and 135 in part. Only the wilder Indians are
seen with blankets on or dressed in some part of Indian garb. It is a standing remark
with us when an Indian submits to having his hair cut short *' that he is becoming civilized." I can call to mind quite a number, some of them head-men, who have
thus conformed to civilization during the past year. Probably other reservations
have had the same progress, "tout of all the Indians visiting this agency the Klamaths
appear the most civilized. It may be that the most civilized of other reservations
have not been here, but I am giving facts as I have seen them.

CRIMES COMMITTED.
There have been none of the higher degrees of crime committed upon this reserva-

5153

10
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and they by the civil
tion
Only five Indians have been punished to my knowledge,
In two cases upon the reservaauthorities for being drunk or disorderly in The Dalles.
considered deserved
tion Indians took it into their own hands to mete out what they
the Indian councils for getting
punishment, and 10 persons have been punished by
drunk off the reservation, taking horses not their own, and branding or selling them;
or taking other men's wives, the latter crime being the most frequent. It is not inall the Indians have given up the custom of
frequent among the whites. Nearly
is punished as a crime.
plurality of wives, and bigamy

WHISKY SELLING.
There has been a great deal of drunkenness among Indians visiting The Dalles and
the Columbia River fisheries, yet I have been unable to find out and have arrested a
Dalles say they could inform on parties furnishsingle liquor seller. Persons in The
them to do so. They say by the time they
ing liquor to Indians, but it will not pay
have paid their expenses to Portland and back as witnesses they are out least $10
more than they have received. Often, for the first offense, the United States district
where the
judge imposes only $10 fine and one night's imprisonment; particularly
be at loast enough to reimburse the governparties plead guilty. The fine should
ment, except it be in cases where there are clearly extenuating circumstances; and
also there ought to be some inducements offered to inform on persons furnishing
of such inducements.
liquor to Indians, with some safeguards to prevent the abuse

CULTIVATION OF THE

SOIL, CROPS, ETC.

Of this about 100
1,826 acres during the past season.
are about 80 miles of fencing upon tlus reservation,
inclosing at least 10,000 acres, most of which is still uncultivated. Rods of fencing
made during the year is estimated at 2,500, principally rail worm fence. The principal crop raised has been wheat. This I estimate at 3,000 bushels, not half as much
as was raised last year, in fact is the poorest crop for a number of years. The summer has been unusually hot and dry, with the mercury often over 100 for several
days at a time, and only occasional showers, thus nearly burning up the grain cropa
in many places ; so much so that but a small part paid to harvest. Added to this
the crickets and grasshoppers entirely destroyed some fields, and their owners have
had to seek other modes of securing subsistence for the winter season. Where irrigation was practicable gardens look uncommonly fine, but taken altogether the entire field and garden product will fall much below that of last year.

The Indians have cultivated
was new ground. Tfhere

acres

'3;us8
;

t

ALLOTMENTS IN SEVERALTY.

7

No allotments have as yet been made. Many of the Indians have small farms, with
boundaries or lines established by common consent, but not conforming to the surveys made some eleven years ago. Many of the corners then established cannot now
be identified. The land ought to be resurveyed and allotments made as soon as possible, as the longer it is put off the more difficult it will be to conform to established
lines.

HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP, ETC.
Horses are the principal stock owned by Indians, of which they have nearly 6,000;
sheep, 135 swine, 58. I have urged the Indians to sell their
ponies and buy sheep. This section of country is better adapted to sheep husbandry
than any other kind of stock. The winters are usually not severe, with a light fall
of snow, and stock rarely have to be fed. The broken character of the greater part
of the reservation gives a great many hillsides, with a southern exposure, on which
the snow seldom lies more than a few days at a time, and
though in most places quite
rocky, still affords luxuriant bunch-grass.
cattle, nearly 700

.

;

;

SAW AND GRIST

MILLS.

The saw-mill has cut 183,000 feet of lumber during the year, principally for the Inmany of whom now have lumber with which to build houses. The amount of
wheat ground cannot be determined. Most of the time the grist-mill has been run
by Indians, who could not well keep an accurate account of the number of bushels
brought in to be ground, for the grain usually conies in in small grists, and sometime.'*
many of them in one day, making it difficult to keep a weigher's account.
dians,
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HOUSES OF INDIANS.
There are 90 dwelling-houses, 68 frame and 22 log, and 7 log and 3 frame barns or
by or belonging to the Indians. During the year only 5 houses were
built, 2 frame and 3 log, and by the Indians, with no expense to the government, except the sawing of the lumber used, the nails, locks, &c. None of the houses are
costly, but many are neat and comfortable, and in some cases well kept.
stables occupied

AGENCY BUILDINGS, OLD AND NEW.
Most of the buildings at this agency have stood upwards of twenty years. To
most of them very little repairing has been done, owing principally to the uncertainty there has been for a number of years as to what the policy would be with regard to this reservation after the treaty stipulations expired. More than once the
proposition has been made to consolidate with the Yakama Reservation, a proposition
always bi tterly opposed by these Indians, bnt one that might be insisted upon for all
that hence I did not feel like spending the government funds in building up what
might iu a short time have to be abandoned. Another reason, while it is pleasant
and desirable to have fine buildings and pleasant surroundings, it is the too common,
practice to be extravagant just because it is government funds, and I have tried to
correct the public mind in this respect, and if I erred, to let it be on the side of economy rather than have it said I was spending too much money, or, as many would
say, "throwing it away in adorning an Indian agency."
During the past year an effort has been made to build up an industrial school for the
Warm Springs, at a point nearly 20 miles northwest of this agency. A dwelling-house
and school-house were erected last fall, and this summer a boarding-house large enough,
to accommodate 30 children has been erected, and will soon be ready to occupy.
Nearly all the lumber for these buildings and lumber for some shops was hauled by
the Warm Spring Indians from the saw-mill, nearly 15 miles, to the Sin-e-rnas-ha Valley, and without expense to the government.
They also cut and hauled in most of
;

the saw-logs to the mill.

The Wascoes have done equally as well, having cut the saw-logs, hauled them to
the mill, and taken away and hauled nearly 20,000 feet of lumber to this agency, 15
miles, for a church building, and I am now superintending the erection of the same.
It has long been my wish to have such a building for religious purposes, and no act
of mine, during the nearly eighteen years I have been in commission here, will give
me more satisfaction in after years, s'hould my life be spared, and especially should,
my services terminate during the present fiscal year, than the fact, that I have thus
made provision for the maintenance of religious services, and also in the almost
certain hope of having a .missionary permanently located here, due largely to my efforts to awaken an interest among our churches while visiting the Eastern States
summer.
The year's work has been progressive, and gives great encouragement
The Indian can be civilized.

this

for the fu-

ture.

Respectfully submitted.

JOHN SMITH,
United States Indian Agent,

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Annual

report of the

Tonkawa

special agency,

Fort

Grlffln, Texas.

The tribe of Tonkawa Indians and a few Lipans are located in the vicinity of the
old post of Fort Griffin, Texas, and in their habits they are partly civilized. They
have no reservation, and hence are dependent to a great extent upon the whims of
the land-owners of the surrounding country. They have no stock at all, with the exception of a few ponies. For several years past an appropriation has been made by
Congress lor their support, but the amount has been insufficient, and the citizens
have had to assist in their support. They live in brush-houses and tepees, constructed
according to Indian fashion. They are well contented here, and apparently have a
horror of the idea of being removed to the Indian Territory. They have always been
friends to the white man, and have frequently assisted the whites in their wars
against the Comanche and Kiowa Indians before the latter were removed to the Indian Territory.
The appropriation this year for the support of the Tonkawas is only $3,000, which.
is a little less than $28
/
per capita.
There are at present 102 Indians here, and there are six Indian meu who were en-
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IN UTAH.

about one year ago, and they are expected back here in a few days.
number of men, women, and children, is 108. About 30 of that number are
able-bodied men who can make a living for themselves and families if they had anyAs it is, they can get no work to do, and as there is very little
thino- to commence on.
game in the vicinity, they are necessarily dependent on the short rations doled out to
them by the government. If the coming winter is a severe one, they will suffer
for there is no money at my disposal with which I can purchase them blanIt has been the custom with the agent here to supply them with blankets at
freatly,
ets.
listed as scouts

The

total

the approach of winter, but the small appropriation this winter will render such a
thing impossible.
The Indians are indolent in their habits, but with a little assistance and with a good
reservation to live upon they could soon be greatly improved in this respect, and in
supporting. They are honmy opinion could, to a great extent at least, be madetoself
be.
I have never known them
for an Indian
est, or at least as honest as it is usual
They are fond of hunting, and if
to steal, and their word can usually be relied upon.
game was plentiful they would be glad to provide themselves with all the meat they
require. As it is now, they have to depend upon the fresh beef issued them by the

government.
Since my taking charge of this agency, on January 2, 1882, there have been four
deaths and two births. As a general thing the Indians appear to be tolerably free
from disease. There is no physician here authorized to treat them when sick, and
they are often neglected when they are in need of medical treatment.
There are no buildings or any property of any kind here belonging to th United
States, and so it is necessary to rent the buildings used by the agent as office and
store-room. When assuming charge here I found a clerk employed, but on April 1,
1882, with approval of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, I discharged him, not deeming it necessary to have one employed. By the assistance of some of the Indians I
have succeeded in doing all the work myself.
Since assuming charge, I have taken particular pains to break up the liquor traffic
with the Indians. I found that certain parties were in the habit of supplying the Indians with intoxicating liquor regularly. I have made complaint against two of the
parties, and their trial is to take place at Graham, Tex., about the first Monday in
September. I consider that the practice is pretty well broken up. No crimes of the
Indians against whites or whites against the Indians have been committed since I
have been here. The whites and Indians are on the best of terms, and never have any
trouble.

There is no school here for the Indians, but there are a number of boys and girls
are of the proper age, and a number would like to attend school if they could do
BO without leaving their tribe too far. They are a bright and intelligent tribe, and
a few of their number, if well versed in the,civilized pursuits and ways, could do a
great good among them. None of them have ever been converted to Christianity,
and they have no form of worship so far as 1 have been able to find out.

who

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

ELIAS CHANDLER,

Second Lieutenant Sixteenth Infantry.
Acting Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

OURAY INDIAN AGENCY, UTAH,
August

30, 1882.

SIR: In compliance with instructions received from the Hon. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, I have the honor to submit the
following as my first annual report I assumed charge of this agency June 24 last, relieving my predecessor, W. H. Berry.
to
the
short
time I have been in charge it will be impossible for me to make as
Owing
full and complete a
report of affairs at this agency from my own knowledge as I
:

deem

desirable.

This agency is located at the junction of Green and White rivers, near the western
line of the reservation, 33 miles southeast of Fort
Thornburgh and 160 miles from the
nearest railroad or telegraph station
(Green River City, Wyo).
The Indians belonging to this agency are known as the
Tabequache band of Utes,
and number about 1,400 persons in all.
They are orderly, quiet, and peacefully disposed, with a disposition to consult their agent in all matters pertaining to their wel-
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AGRICULTURE.

way of farming, there has not been any progress made either by white emagency, and there can be nothing done nntil ditches are conto
structed
irrigate the land. 'There are thousands of acres of as good land on this
reservation as can be found anywhere, which is worthless without water, as there is
no rainfall here from May to September to speak of, and it would be useless to put in
a crop without irrigation. There are quite a number of my Indians that are anxious
to commence farming next spring if the necessary ditches are constructed to irrigate
In
the land, and their success will encourage others to follow their example.
opinion the construction of a ditch to irrigate this land should be commenced at as
early a date as possible.
In the

ploye's or Indians at this

my

AGENCY BUILDINGS.
The agency buildings are all of a temporary character, built of rough logs, with
earth roofs, and are poorly adapted to the purpose for which they are used. This,
however, I expect to change during next summer. By that time I hope to have the
saw-mill ordered by the department, and now being delivered at this agency in operation preparing lumber for the new buildings contemplated, which I trust I may be
instructed to put up with as little delay as possible.
KMPLOYES.

The employe

force consists of whites

1 clerk, 1 physician, 1 blacksmith, 1 carpenIndians 1 laborer, 1 interpreter. While not engaged in their
respective vocations, they have been building fence for the purpose of enclosing pasturage for agency stock.

ter, 1 miller, 1

farmer

;

:

:

SANITARY.

The sanitary condition of the Indians
51.

deaths

4,

is

good.

The number of

births reported are

during the last year.
CRIME.

No crime punishable by law has been committed on the

reservation by Indians or

against their persons during the year.

MISSIONARY.
There has been nothing done under this head, only through the employe force. The
agency is assigned to the Unitarian church, under the charge of
Rev. Mr. Reynolds, who is desirous of doing something for the welfare of these InI will readily co-operate with him in any way that will tend to their ultimate
dians.

religious care of this

good.

The annual statistical report of this agency is herewith enclosed.
I have the honor to be, verv respectfully, your obedient servant,
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

J. F. MINNISS,
United States Indian Agent.

UIXTAII
SIR: In accordance with department instructions, I have

VALLEY AGENCY,
Utah, September 1, 1882.
the honor to submit the

following as my twelfth annual report of the Indians and agency under iny charge;
also the accompanying statistical report relative to the same.
The last year has been one of peculiar anxiety and trials, both to the Indians and
agent. Whilst the advent of the White River Utes did not produce any serious
trouble, yet from the fact that many of them remained off the reserve, and at times
manifested bad temper and insubordination, and also to the fact that the Ute
commission failed t,> have the lauds surveyed and allotted in s/veralty to those who
came and remained, as well as to do other things which the Indians supposed they
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of unrest, dissatisfaction, and friction, not only
do, there was a continual state
The discrepancy in the treatamouo- the White Rivers but also among the Uintahs.
source of disment of the former, compared with that of the latter, was a fruitfula
and exercised
discouraging
couragement and dissatisfaction among the Uintahs,
of which are somewhat apparent
influence upon their agricultural efforts, the results
be.
it
would
we
as
as
not
hoped
good
in our statistical report, which is

would

CONDUCT AND DISPOSITION OF INDIANS.
The conduct and disposition of the Indians remaining on the reservation, notwithand good, espestandino- the causes above alluded to, have been exceptionally kind
This is true not only of the Uintahs but also of the
cially toward the whites.
in
the
manifest
depression of
White Rivers. The causes above alluded to were more
the energy of the Uintahs, and a very distinctly marked jealousy between the two
bands.

AGRICULTURAL AND OTHER CIVILIZED PURSUITS AND THEIR RESULTS.

The spring was a cold and backward one; but as soon as practicable the Uintahs
commenced preparations for sowing and planting their crops. Encouraged by their
we estimate that there
example, some of the White Rivers did the same. Altogether
are about 280 acres under cultivation of this amount 30 acres have been broken and
cultivated by the White River Utes. At one time during the season the crops were
much injured by the grub-worm; a part seriously injured by smut; whilst to others,
on account of the greatly increased number of horses in the neighborhood of the
was done. Notwithcrops and the imperfect character of the fencing, much damage
;

of wheat,
standing these drawbacks, we estimate they will have about 2,000 bushels
300 bushels of oats, and 800 bushels of potatoes, besides various other kinds of
The
vegetables, some of which, with the above, appear in the statistical report.
crops are now being harvested and those who have crops are showing commendable
diligence and care in harvesting them.
Besides the above, many of the Indians have been anxious to put up hay for their
own use. They have put up about 40 tons, after being cut by my employe's. One
Indian was ambitious to cut his own, but was so unfortunate as to get severely
injured by the machine. Some Indians, in addition to their farm-work, have cut,
hauled, and helped to manufacture lumber for their own use in building stables,
confixing their houses, &c. Corals have been built, and considerable fencing
structed in a more substantial manner, which, considering the labor necessary to procure the material, shows increasing interest and energy in civilized pursuits.
More than twenty four-horse teams were engaged in freighting last fall, and we
could have had all our goods and supplies hauled by them had they arrived in Salt
Lake City in due season. But from their failure so to do we were compelled to have
some freighted by white men at a late season and an exorbitant cost. Our Indians are
now anxious to do our freighting again, which we hope to have them do in season,
and at a reasonable charge.
(

SCHOOL.
I am somewhat at a loss to know what to say on this subject, whether to call it a
success or a failure. Perhaps it would be correct to say it was neither. Without
question much good was accomplished by the school. When the children attended
with any degree of regularity their improvement in civilized manners and customs,
as well as a knowledge of the rudimentary branches of an English education, was
marked and satisfactory. But from the general want of appreciation of its importance on the part of the parents, and the consequent irregularity of attendance on
the part of the pupils, they being generally left to their own choice iu the matter,
the school did not accomplish all the good we had hoped it would. Perhaps our expectations were too high perhaps there was a failure to secure the best instruments
and adopt the wisest measures to secure the best results. The school was conducted
under a contract with the Board of Home Missions of the Presbyterian Church,
Avhpse headquarters arc in New York City. Under this contract the board were to furnish three employes a principal (male teacher), a matron, and a cook; the government to provide buildings furnished, rations and clothing for the pupils, and pay to
said board at the rate of $10.50 per quarter for each
pupil taught. From the difficulty of securing properly qualified employe's the school did not commence till the
first of December, 1881, two or three months later than it
should, and continued seven
months, or till the first of July, 1882, with an average number of twelve pupils. This,
in a pecuniary point of
both
as
to
the
board
and government, cannot be conview,
sidered a success. But most results cannot be measured
by pecuniary values. I am
;
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from believing that when the grand balance sheet of all those means and influences that enter into the elevation and civilization of these Indians is carefully examined and weighed our school will not appear to disadvantage.

for

MISSIONS.

There has been no special missionary work attempted, except in connection with
the school, and the general intercourse of the teachers with the Indians. It has been
the design of the board, and also of the agent, Co employ only such teachers and emcivilization of these Indians.
ploy^s as would labor to promote the genuine Christian

INDIAN POMCE.
Since the advent of the White River Utes and the Uncouipahgres to this agency
and vicinity the working of this force has not been as efficient and satisfactory as
some of whom
formerly. There is much opposition to it by the above-named Indians,
are violent and speak against it in our councils. Such conduct tends to intimidate
efficient in his duties, is a
some, and discourage others. Captain Tom who has been so
most excellent, courageous, and worthy Indian. He has recently resigned, because of
the indifference of the Indians to his position, and his salary too small for considerHis services are well worth ijji&j per month, and less than that would be little
ation.
or no inducement. The others receiving pay in proportion would perform their duties
with more ambition, because the 'office would be more worthy their attention.

INTRODUCTION OF WHISKY.
Since the settlement of the military, the White River and UncompahgreUteson this
intercourse between the
agency and vicinity, and the consequently greatly increased
settlements and this valley, by means of freighters, Indians, and others, and the establishment of several saloons at Ashley, 30 miles distant, not a weekpasses that some unusual disturbance among the Indians does not occur on account of it, and it is beyond
our power to arrest or control. A white man as chief of police to detect and bring to
Indians
punishment tliose that furnish the whisky is the only remedy I can suggest. The
will not do it. They nearly all love it, and will not discover those who furnish it.
While under its influence, so far, they have manifested a good natured disposition to.ward the whites. But who can trust drunken white men? and drunken Indians
are certainly not more reliable.

MONEY PAYMENTS TO

INDIANS..

annual report apart of the Ute commission enrolled and made one cash
White River Utes. On the 3d of March I made another payment to
Not quite half, however, of those who had been entliose who could be collected.
rolled by the commission presented themselves after every effort had been made to
induce them to come. The money belonging to the absentees was deposited to the
credit of the United States. Another payment being due, I was directed to make it,
which I did on the 15th ultimo, and also under the ruling and directions of the department paid the Uintahs their proportion of the Ute 4 per cent, fund on the 16th
ultimo. This change in the policy toward the Uintahs was exceedingly gratifying
We believe that all, or
to the Indians, as well as to myself and all their friends.
at the last
nearly so. of the White River Utes were present and received their money
payment. Those absent in March Avere present and received both payments at the
same time. The payments were made quietly and with. much satisfaction to the Into allay some of the friction bedians, especially to the Uintahs, and had a tendency
tween the two bauds manifest before that.
Though the payment of money to the Indians is gratifying to them, I cannot but regard it as vicious, productive of little good and the occasion of much evil, giving them
the means of gratifying vicious habits and tastes that should be repressed. Among
these are the procuring of whisky, gambling, racing, &,c., all of which have a
tendency to retard the civilizing process. Could the money thus given be, under the
direction of the President or department, expended for clothing, subsistence, and
be much more
agricultural facilities and implements the results, in my opinion, would
lie lore

payment

mv

last

to the

beneficial.

NEW
Two new
offices,

and

buildings,

needed, have been constructed; a commissary with
with guard-rooms, at a cost to the government of .$1,800.

much

a council-house

WIU>IN<;S.
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much to the
Both are strong frames, with shingled roofs and brick chimneys adding
as to the beauty of the agency. The
usefulness and convenience of the service, as well
and ad welling for the
trader has also erected a new log house for trading purposes
I should have liked, still they add much tc
as
nice
as
not
Though
employe's family.
the general good appearance of the agency.

INSPECTION.
in July, and though he criticised
Inspector J W. Pollock visited this agency early
some of our operations sharply, and doubtless found much to condemn, I trust he gaveus credit for good intentions and a sincere desire to promote the highest interests ot
are glad to
the Indian service at this agency. Conscious of our imperfections, we
have the suggestions and criticisms of those who have had experience in the service,.
and shall endeavor to profit by thjem.

CONCLUSION.

Much of the foregoing is certainly not "rose-colored," but I cannot conclude without saying that some of the clouds that darkened our prospects at the commencement
of the year have passed away without any violent storms, and that the prospects for
future comfort and prosperity are more encouraging. The White River Utes, who
come in, and I think will
appeared so hostile and stubborn at first, have gradually
The example of most of the
gradually settle down and engage in civilizing pursuits.
Uiutahs and some of their own band, with kind and judicious treatment, will finally
alluded to will Anally disappear.
prevail, and the friction hereinbefore
Respectfully submitted,
J. J.

CRITCHLOW,

Cnited States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

COLVILLE INDIAN AGENCY, WASH., August 31, 1882.
SIR I have the honor to submit my tenth annual report of the Indian service at
vieAv
thiswgency, and in so doing it may not be inappropriate to take a retrospective
and note the progress that has been made by these Indians during the past decade.
At the outset it may be stated that, with the exception of the Warm Springs Agency,,
this agency is the only one within a radius of three hundred and fifty miles where
the aid of the military has not been invoked either to suppress hostilities or to prevent an anticipated outbreak, and during the two wars that have occurred that of
the Nez Percys and of the Bannacks, in 1878 not an Indian was disaffected, or left
the agency to join the hostiles.
But three capital offences have been committed one the killing of a white man by
an imbecile Indian, the other two the killing of Indians by Indians and the expense
incurred during the time for the suppression and punishment of crime has not exceeded
forty dollars per annum.
As some evidence of their advancement in civilized pursuits, it may be stated that
at least 90 per cent, of the Indians of this agency subsist themselves by this means.
The aggregate of grain raised in 1872 did not exceed 3,000 bushels, while this year it
will fall but little short, if any, of 100,000 bushels. The sale of robes and furs liasfallen off from $20,000 in 1872 to $400 in 1882.
The Comr d'Alene Indians, numbering 425, have within the time voluntarily left
their old homes on the Creur d'Alene River and removed to the reservation on the
Latah, set aside for them by executive order of November 8, 1873, and from a small
beginning in 1875 they have now nearly 5,000 acres under cultivation, many wellfenced farms and comfortable frame dwellings. Without going into particulars, there
is abundant evidence among the different tribes to show that they have made a steady
advance in their progress towards civilization.
In reporting upon the "condition, habits, and disposition" of the Indians under
my care, but little can be said differing from my last annual report. The past year
has been marked by no unusual event, if I may except the hanging of the Indian
Andrew Tuipa for the murder of the white man above referred to. The Indians are
peaceable and well-disposed, and seem desirous to conform as nearly as possible to
the new order of things. With the exception of the
d'Alfmes, the different
tribes continue to live in the same localities where they have always resided. The
Okanagans, Lakes, San Poels, and a portion of the Colvilles are upon the Colville
Reservation the larger number of the Colvilles have their homes upon the east side
of the Columbia River, between Kettle Falls and the mouth of the Spokan River ;
the Lower Spokane are at their old homes near the mouth of the Spokan River, on
the addition to the Colville Reservation assigned to them by executive order of
January 18, 1881 the Middle Baud of Spokans live near Spokan Falls while the
:

Cmr

;

;

:
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live principally upon the Little Spokau River.
The Calispel Indians
are on the Pend'd'Oreille River, near the*Calispel Bay, about 35 miles from the agency.
The Methows reside the most of the time on the Columbia Reserve.
Of the 3,558 Indians belonging to this agency, 2.203, as nearly as can be ascertained, reside upon reservations. Of those living off the reservations, the Colville^
are the most progressive. Nearly all of them have good farms, which they desire
There are some well-to-do farmers among
to homestead when the land is surveyed.
them, and they will have a surplus of grain to dispose of.
The Upper Spokane are next in order. Their farming operations are generally
on a small scale, and they raise but little more than they require for their own use.
With the exception of seven or eight farmers belonging to William Three-Mountains'"
band, but little farming is done by the Middle band of Spokans.
The Calispels have only within the past year or two taken ranch interest in farming. They have, however, eight or ten fields of grain and other produce, and seem
desirous of extending their farming operations, if they can procure the necessary
implements to begin with.
The Methows rely principally upon fishing and upon their cattle and horses for
support, and, beyond a few patches of potatoes and corn, but little is done in the way
of farming.
The rapid settling up of tbe country occupied by the Indians off of the reservation
renders it desirable that some special inducement be held out to them to remove to
one or other of the reservations. The Upper Spokaus could be advantageously located

Upper Spokans

upon the Cceur d'Alene Indian Reservation. The Middle band of Spokans, could be
well located upon the addition to the Colville reserve for the Spokan Indians.
The
Indians already living upon those reservations have frequently expressed a desire to
have these Indians come on their reserve. If this could be accomplished it would
save much trouble and expense to the Indians as well as to the government,
as many of them are at present located upon railroad lauds, and others have not the
means necessary to pay the office-fees for the entry of their homesteads. An appropriation of $5,000, to be expended in breaking land on the reservations, say 20 acrea
for each family, would, I think, induce many to remove there, and there is little
doubt that the change would be, in many respects, of great advantage to the Indians.
It is desirable that the agricultural portions of the reservations should be surveyed
at as early a day as possible, and it is imperative that the boundaries of the Cceur
d'Alene Indian Reservation should be defined by actual survey immediately, in order to avoid trouble witli whites, who take advantage of undefined lines to encroach
upon the reservation.
The following subjects calling for special legislation, recommended in your last
annual report, would be of special benefit to the Indians of this agency, viz
"An
increase in number and pay of Indian police ; establishment of penal reservations for
refractory Indians allotment of lands in severalty and issue of patents therefor,
witli restrictions as to alienations
remission of fees and commissions on homestead
entries by Indians; surveys of boundaries of Indian reservations and of arable lands
thereon modification of penalty for sale of liquor to Indians." Some more effectual
means of preventing the sale of liquor to Indians off of the reservations is imperatively demanded. Every effort of the agent and of the government to ameliorate the
condition of these people is neutralized by the action of worthless and impecunious
parties, in their sordid desire for gain, and here especially, where a large portion of
the community is interested in the sale of liquor to Indians, it is almost impossible
to secure a conviction, no matter how direct and positive the evidence.
The industrial boarding-schools at this agency, under contract with Rev. J. B. A.
Bronillet, have been carried on during the year with an average attendance of seventy children of both sexes, who, in addition to the regular branches of an English;
education, are taught industrial pursuits. The' proficiency of the scholars in the
several branches, as shown at their recent examinations, was highly creditable to
both teachers and pupils. Too much attention cannot be given to the education of
the Indian youth, as the surest means of preparing them for the new order of life
their people are destined to encounter.
The missionary work among these Indians is still carried on by the Jesuit fathers
with the same untiring devotion they have ever shown for their spiritual welfare.
The two large and commodious churches, the one at the Colville mission and the
other at the Couir d' Alene, have both been finished, and at the dedication of the
beautiful church of the Coeur d'Alenes by the archbishop of Oregon, on the 16th of
June, a large concourse of Indians were in attendance, not only from the neighboring
tribes, but thirty rmatillas and sixty Nez Perces came from their reservations to
testify by their presence their devotion and adherence to the religious precepts so assiduously imparted to them. The teaching of the fathers is not confined exclusively
to spiritual matters.
Whenever it is practicable, day schools are organized at the
missions, and the children instructed in the rudiments of an Eivglish education. The
:

;

;

;
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the Coaur d'Alene Indians especially
present thrift and progress that so characterize
these reverend fathers.
is largely attributable to the teachings and ef ample of
to
the Sisters of Charity, who conduct
The burning of the school-house belonging
the school at the Coaur d'Alene Indian Reservation, was a serious loss and inconvenience to them. They have, however, under construction a building of more ample dibe nearly or quite $5,000. The
mensions, the cost of which, when completed, will
funds from the government to aid in the
agent made an ineffectual attempt to secure
rebuilding of this school.
That all has not been accomplished with these Indians that might have been deto the limited aid rendered by the governsired, must in a measure be attributed
ment, and to the reduction in the employ^ force of the agency. The non-allowance
of the blacksmith, farmer, and clerk, has been a serious detriment to the service, and
imposed more duties upon the agent than he can efficiently perform.
The report of the resident farmer of the Cceur d'Alenes, herewith enclosed, contain-,
several matters of interest pertaining to those Indians.
The statistical report of growing crops, &c., is herewith inclosed.
Yerv respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN A. SIMMS,
United /States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.
CCEUR D'ALENE RESERVATION,
August

24, 1882.

DEAR

SIR: I have the honor to transmit my report of the farming operations of the
Cceur d'Alene Indians for the past year, and am pleased to be able to say that their
crops of oats, wheat, and vegetables are excellent, and that a great advancement has
been made during the year in the increased acreage of their farms, in their fences,
barns, and other necessary improvements, and that they are greatly to be commended
Those
for their industry and the great zeal and interest manifested in their work.
farmers whose names were given in the report of last year are still striving to see what
can bo done in the farming line, and their success is a great encouragement to the others.
Nicodemus and his brother have each 100 acres in oats. Felicianua has the same
amount, and Louis 125 acres in oats. The others have not as much of an increase,
but still showing much better than last year. Two-thirds or more of their crops of
will be oats, owing to the price being but little less than wheat, much easier to
train
andle, a greater number of bushels to the acre, and the demand as good as for wheat.
When we take in account that the first farm upon this reservation was commenced by
Nicodemus in the spring of 1875, and in 1876 his brother and two or three others
opened their farms, and the remainder of the tribe removing from their old homes to
this reserve in 1877, and with no aid from the government in the shape of plows, harrows, harness, cradles, or other agricultural implements whatever, their progress has
been indeed Avonderful. They have purchased for this season's work two self-binders,
three combined reapers nd mowers, and a seed-drill. There w:is but little loss in
their stock during the past severe and long winter.
They have somewhat reduced
their number of swine, owing to the great demand for fresh pork by the numerous
Chinamen working along the line of the Northern Pacific Railroad.
The permission granted by the department allowing, temporarily, a portable sawmill upon the reservation to saw lumber for them will enable many, who are anxious,
to erect frame dwellings, and in a number of
places post and board fences.
One great cause of complaint among them is the supposed trespassing upon the
border of the reservation by their white neighbors, and the cutting of
great quantities
of timber. The boundary line from the southwest corner of the
reservation, running
from thence to the old mission, is so indefinite that it is difficult to determine who is
in the right or wrong, and I would
respectfully ask that you urge upon the department
the imperative necessity of having the line run so that serious trouble
may be avoided.
In conclusion I have to say that my sincere thanks arc due the fathers of De Smet
.Mission for the many kindnesses and favors shown me in the
discharge of my duties.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
;

JAMES O'NEILL,

Hon. JOHN A. SIMMS.

Resident Farmer Canir d'.llenes.

United States Indian Agent, Colrttle
Agency, W. T.

:

NEAH BAY INDIAN AGENCY, WASHINGTON TERRITORY,
August 26, 18S2.
SIR I have the honor to submit herewith
fifth annual report of affairs pertainmy
ing to this agency and the Indians under my charge (Makahs and Quillelmtes); also,
transmit the accompanying statistics relative thereto.
:

I
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I have great pleasure in reporting a steady advancement with, the tribes under my
supervision in every way, especially with the Makahs. And in looking back through
the past four and a half years of my jurisdiction, it is gratifying to me to be able to
report a great deal of good accomplished, tending to the civilization of these Indians,
and that the end for which I have assiduously labored is nearer its consummation
than I dared hope at the commencement of my term of office. And as I am about to
resign into other hands the management of affairs here, I have no hesitation in saying
that the training of these Indians will make their further advancement comparatively
easy in the hands of my successor.

CENSUS,

The census of the tribes as taken last year were Makahs, 691 Quillehutes, 310
total. 1,001. The present numbers show an increase of the births over deaths of 18.
It is a difficult matter to ascertain with any exactness the number of births and
deaths, as the villages are widely apart, and even with the aid of the police inquiries
more or less names are omitted. The following is as near as can be arrived at Ma;

;

:

knhs. 701: (Quillehutes, 318; total, 1010.

LOCALITY OF AGENCY AND ADAPTABILITY TO INDIANS.
This agency is located at the extreme northwest point of the United States, with
the Pacilic Ocean washing its shores on the western side, and thewaters of the Straits
of San de Fuca on the northern side. Mountainous and densely wooded, with a climate proverbial for its moisture, its scarcity of game, limited tracts of land fit for
cultivation, and poorness of its soil, render it a country scarcely desirable for cultivation. On the other hand, the waters contain abundance of fish of many varieties,
and of fur-bearing seals at certain seasons hence it becomes to a fishing people (as
these Indians are) all that can be desired.
These tribes have always been h'sherineu, and it requires no great amount of exertion to secure their supplies from these waters at any season of the year and now in
these latter years, and when they have learned that the fruits of their labors have a
market value, these waters are at present a greater source of wealth to them than
their land could be, no matter how much pains were taken in its cultivation.
;

;

INDUSTRIAL PURSUITS.

The Indians of this agency are by no means an indolent people they know the
value of money full well, and are keen in trading. The industries from which their
From January until June they are
chief gains are derived are sealing and fishing.
engaged in catching fur-seals, generally attaching themselves and their canoes to
Bome one of the schooners engaged in that business and if the season is a good one,
they make considerable money, payments for their skins being made them in hard
cash.
During the other portion of the year, if industrious, a great deal of money
can be made by them in salmon fishing, in dog-fish oil, in mats, miniature canoes,
bows and arrows, and other curiosities, for all of which they find a ready market.
An unlimited supply of halibut can also be found here, but the difficulty so far experienced in getting these fish into market has not warranted the Indians devoting
themselves to this branch of trade, but they take large quantities of these fine fish,
cut them into strips, and dry them for their own use during the winter months.
Farming has now become one of their industries, and the cultivation of their land
is claiming more attention from them than could have been expected with the above
facilities always at hand.
During the past year more has been done than in any previous year. The present year's labors have been devoted in a great measure to breakat. the same time they have done fairly in
ing new land, and to fencing in the same
the way of crops, when it is taken into consideration the obstacles to be encountered.
;

;

:

FAKMING AND

ITS OIJSTACLF.S.

The chief obstacle in the way of the agent, while endeavoring to carry out the
wishes of the government, in leading the Indians to the cultivation of their lands, is
the sealing business. The schooners, which, since my advent here, have taken to invading these waters, are each anxious to secure a complement of these experienced Indians, and the demand is generally greater than the supply.
Consequently, every conceivable move is resorted to, to induce them to take to their canoes and join the fleet.
Often competition runs so high that the full value of the pelts are given and occasionA good-sized schooner will carry from ten to fourteen canoes and their
ally exceeded.
crews, and this is at a time when the agent is most desirous to have them on their
land, and busied with their crops.
Hence, it is no easy matter for him to make head
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for a couple of Indians to leave the deck
aeainst such odds. It is uo uncommon thing
with a catch worth, say,
o? a schooner in the morning and before night-fall return
Even an occasional catch like this is a stimulus hard to resist, and the
$40 to them
-women of the tribes, and has to
agent finds himself in the main dependent upon the
This has been my experience r
tax the energies of his employe's to aid in this matter.
The
and cultivation by the Indians of this agency only commenced with my advent.
end of the sealing season would be too late; nor do the Indians feel disposed to begm
look
a new labor. Flushed with their success, and the money they have earned, they
less remunerative, and the proceeds of which must be
coldly upon work harder and
waited for, and uncertain.
land available for cultivation is very poor, and
Again, the greater portion of the
in order to insure any yield, and the limited number
requires'to be enriched yearly
of stock owned by the Indians would not go far towards this end even if they were
Suitable rich land could be had,
kept up and their refuse applied for this purpose.
with extreme high tides),
however, by diking a portion of the Waatch prairie (flooded
at a cost of something less than $2,000. Agent Huntingdon impressed this upon the
I also
department during his term of office, and even had said prairie surveyed.
this subject, dated September 2, 1879, but no action was taken in
wrote a letter

upon

the matter.
The climate

The spring is late and cold ;
from the ocean during the summer, and the falls are early and wet.
It is impossible to mature seeds for future use; it has been tried repeatedly, and in
each case signally failed. Rust and blight almost yearly attack our potato crop
these people to become agriculturand, taken altogether, the inducements held out to
ists are not of a nature to commend themselves very strongly.

heavy fogs

is

also unfavorable, especially for cereals.

roll in

;

STOCK.

The government cattle, of which there are 76 head, are in excellent condition.
During the past winter they suffered considerably, and were too poor for slaughter
but fortunately none were lost, through constant care and feeding. Unfortunately,
the pasturage in this vicinity soon withers, and many of the band then take to the
timber and marshes at a distance, in which event it becomes simply impossible to
muster them for any purpose.
The Indians were not so fortunate with their cattle during the past winter; quite
a number perished, also several of their horses; inattention and insufficiency of food
;

the cause.

IXOIAN LABOR.

From the facts already set forth it can be no matter of surprise when I state this
Indian labor question is a somewhat difficult one. The department, knowing this to
be the case, grants to this agency the highest rates for temporary labor but even this
does not enable the agent to meet the commands laid upon him. Take for instance
the matter of cord-wood. Our average consumption being 120 cords, the authority
for the cutting of the same is granted conditionally, viz, " that it must be cut by the
Indians." Now the Indians of this agency do not cut their own wood, save in a few
instances, but to-day they have white men employed, just beyond the limits of the reserve who are cutting their winter's supply of cord-wood, also rails and pickets for
fencing and they pay to these whites better prices than the government pays for the
cutting of the agency wood. They can sit in their canoes and earn live dollars while
they would be earning one dollar at the more laborious labor. In every instance where
any of them could be induced to contract for any portion of the supply required it
has resulted in failure. The tools are thrown down and the contract broken before
two cords have been stacked. Supply them with sharp axes, let the carpenter keep
their saws in order, it has the same result. Landing lumber, supplies. &c., through
the surf from the steamer is done almost entirely by the women.
;

;

MORALS AND CRIMK.
In my iirst annual report of affairs at this agency (year 1878) the following will be
found embodied: "Polygamy is not permitted, but adultery is frequent, and the chief
offenses are those arising from intercourse with women the property of other men.
Wives are purchased, and, as is the case with most Indian tribes, they are the slave*
of their lords," &c.
My report of to-day has a far different showing. Polygamy is not now thought of;
cases of adultery are very rare. The women of the tribes are no
longer placed in the
category of slaves, but being treated with more respect reciprocate in turn. Many
have
taken
The
marriages
place.
parents are now anxious to have their little ones
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enter the industrial-school; and whereas on my advent I had to compel them in a
measure to resign their children to our care, I have now to refuse their solicitations.
Their houses and surroundings are kept in better order, their children in the villages
more cleanly and better in behavior. I have made it one of my duties to frequently
visit their houses, examine strictly into their habits, <fcc.
Of crime during the past year (save petty offenses) there has been none. The behavior of these tribes on the whole has been commendable. The baneful vice of gambling, once so extensively existing here, and the cause of endless quarrels, animosities, and miseries, has now almost entirely disappeared.

This tribe lias not the advantages of the Makahs. They are located some 30 miles
distant from the agency, and their country difficult of access, the only means of
travel being by canoe, at all times a hazardous undertaking. My visits, in consequence, have not been very frequent, but I have invariably visited them once if
not oftener during each year. They have no school of any kind, and no person
whose duty it is to see to their interests nearer than Neah Bay Agency. They
are, as may be naturally expected, more deeply imbued with superstition than the
Makahs, and their medicine men still exercise much power, seldom for good.
In April last I was compelled to make a hurried trip to their villages to quell a disturbance arising out of the election of a head chief, and which would, in all probaThis quarrel origbility, have resulted in bloodshed but for my timely interference.
inated with the native doctors, as usual, but before leaving I, in a great measure,
disarmed these tribal vagrants by organizing a small police force and placing a loyal
chief at the head of the tribe.
These Indians are disposed to be loyal to the government, have done many acts of
kindness to shipwrecked whites, who have been cast destitute upon their shores, and
have now living in their vicinity, and fortunately, a small band of good settlers, between whom and these people a very cordial feeling exists.
The Quillehutes have petitioned the government for a school-house and teacher,
which has been received with favor, and ere another year rolls around I doubt not
the report given of these people will be a gratifying one.

IXDIAN DOCTORS.
1 aui happy to state the pernicious practices of these people are fast becoming a
thing of the past. The benefits derived from the agency physician, the efforts of the
agent and employ6s, and the closer intimacy with the manners and customs of the
whites all combine to do away with this cruel quackery forever. To destroy their
belief in their medicine men, who are ever the enemy of the whites, inasmuch as the
presence of the latter is a signal for their overthrow, is to make a huge stride toward
civilizing the Indians.
The Quillehutes are less fortunate than the Makahs, having no physician to whom
they can apply for relief; they have, so to say, no alternative but to adhere to their
old customs, and yet they are extremely anxious to bo rid of their doctors, whose
presence and practices are only tolerated turough an abject fear of them, and these
simple people will hail the day when they can throw off the yoke and receive aid
from a physician.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.

The industrial boarding-school at

this agency, at present

numbering 66

scholars,

under the supervision of the agent. During the last half year, through an expected change of agents, there has been no assistant teacher. The matron and the
agent have rendered Mr. R. M. Rylatt, the teacher, all the assistance in their power,
and the school has progressed most favorably. The reading, spelling, and penmanship of many of both sexes would be considered creditable in a white school, while
their singing and knowledge of rudimentary music have been a surprise and a pleasure
to all who have visited us.
In the field and garden the male scholars are diligent and quick to learn, and the
girls are exceedingly neat and ready in all they undertake.
Washing, ironing, making and repairing clothing, darning, and cooking, many of them are quite proficient
in.
They also take great interest in the cultivation of a large flower garden. Both
seamstress and assistant seamstress are young girls chosen from the school ranks,
and they fill their positions with satisfaction. The general health of the scholars
during the year past has been good. One death has occurred.
is

.

.
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EMPLOYES.

to make a change of teachers.
During the early part of the year I found it necessary
With this exception the employes of this agency are all that could be desired. I can-

not speak too highly of the white employe's, who are all (save the physician) attached
to the industrial-school. The energies of these people have been severely taxed.
During the last half year there has been no assistant teacher, as already stated. For
some time I was without an assistant matron and seamstress, so that teacher and
matron were compelled to fill these positions in addition to their own. The teacher
conducts the early morning exercises of the school while the matron becomes the instructress of the evening singing exercises and of the music lessons. My time is
much occupied with other matters pertaining to the agency, but I have lightened
the labors of these employe's as much as possible. We relaxed nothing during this
industrial or in the school-room,
period, but all branches of their studies, whether
were strictly kept up. To curtail or omit any portion of the duties or studies of eminvariable rule has been to avoid anything
ploye's or scholars is to retrograde, and my
of this nature.

The Indian employes are steadily progressing. The carpenter and smith have
erected a substantial jail building during the year, and are quite capable of performing the ordinary work of an agency; but there are times when it becomes
necessary to introduce skilled labor in the performance of certain work, and which
these Indian employe's are incompetent to perform. The irregular employe's during
the year have performed good service in repairing roadways and bridges, &c.. and
in clearing a large tract of land.
There are four apprentices at present 1 carpenter, 1 blacksmith, 1 farmer, and 1
assistant seamstress. The farmer's apprentice has tilled his present position long and
I shall impress
faithfully, and he is now quite capable and deserving of promotion.
upon the incoming agent the advisability of this with a view to that end, more
especially as this employe", who has hitherto been in the receipt of a salary of $300
per annum, has been cut down with the commencement of the present fiscal year to
a level with the other and younger apprentices, viz, to $180 per annum. I cannot in
justice refrain from mentioning the long and faithful services of the laundress, who
has not only been deprived of her hitherto allowed assistant, but I regret the department should deem it advisable to reduce her hitherto inadequate salary from $150
to $120 per annum.
POLICE,

The Indian police force virtually came into existence at this agency with the commencement of the fiscal year 1881-'82, and since the day of its formation has given
entire satisfaction. Its members are proud of the confidence reposed in them, and
vie with each other in carrying out instructions. They are steady and trustworthy,
and it is a noticeable fact that while they obey orders to the better they do not presume upon the authority invested in them. The Indians generally are well pleased
with this organization, and it gives them an elevated opinion of themselves and the
interest the government takes in their welfare. Altogether the police force is not
only a necessity but a wise proceeding. The Makahs have a force consisting of 1
chief, 1 captain, and 7 sergeants and privates, the two first named being in receipt
of no salaries for these services, the chief being the agency physician, the captain the
interpreter.
At the solicitations of the Quillehute tribe, and as a necessity, I have now obtained
authority from the department to augment the force, by appointing two policemen
for service with this tribe, and this small addition, although scarcely adequate, will
I have no doubt, with the aid they are certain to receive from the headmen of the
tribe, greatly cripple the powers of their native doctors, who are a curse to any tribe
under their thralldom, as these people have hitherto been. Gambling, immorality
between the sexes, and factional disputes (as with the Makahs) wi 11 receive a quietus.
and the effect generally will be most salutary.

RELIGION.

This agency, although presumably under the care of the Methodist Episcopal '.>ody,
has received neither aid nor notice in any way from that body during my term of office ;
it is in name only that this term
But on various occasions aid has been reapplies.
ceived from the Episcopal societies, in Sunday-school papers and other small matters,
from the Massachusetts Episcopal Society, and during the present fiscal year mor,e
solid aid has been received from the
Washington Episcopal Society, in the shape of
prayer-books, hymnals, baptismal vows, and catechisms'; and in every cast- tlu* aid
has come unsought.
The Rev. J. B. Alexander, Episcopal incumbent at Port Townsend, Wash., du: rig a,
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term of relaxation paid us a visit recently, and took much interest in the school. The
deportment and proficiency of the scholars surprised and pleased him exceedingly, and
he assured us of his readiness at any time to further our interests. Thus it -will be seen,
the religious body whose duty it should be to inquire after us and take some steps
toward our advancement ignore us, while another church, upon whom we have no
claim, puts forth a helping hand unasked. They have heard of us, they say, for many
articles have appeared iu the local papers from time to time relative to our school.
But this state of things should not be; either the Methodist Episcopal body should
earn the honor of beiug our patrons, or else not assume a claim they have done
nothing, of late years at any rate, to justify their holding.
SANITARY.

The agency physician reports the number of cases treated during the fiscal year to
he 929, the number of births 28, and deaths 10. It has been already mentioned that
births and deaths cannot be correctly given. I will merely sum up by stating the
general health of these tribes has been good that we have had no malignant diseases,
if we except scrofula, which is evidently one of the scourges of the Indian race. Great
care is taken to enforce cleanliness, which becomes doubly necessary with a fishing
people. There is unavoidably a vast amount of refuse in trying out dog-fish oil, in
whale and seal carcasses, &c. Sanitary measures are therefore strictly enforced and
I have invariably made this a personal matter, calling to account my police and headmen, should any dereliction occur.
;

;

CONSOLIDATION 'AND CONCLUSION.
As this annual report closes my official career as Indian agent at this agency, I[may
be pardoned for devoting a small space in a very brief synopsis of the past four and
a half years, not a long lapse of time, certainly, but sufficiently so to have worked
many beneficial changes here, sufficiently long to make my labors among these people
a labor of love. One is scarce apt to realize this to be the true feeling until the end
arrives, but there is much to admire and respect in these half enlightened Indians,
Were all tribes as loyally disposed, but little trouble would be given our government,
and this fair land would be less red with the murder of the innocent. On my assuming the duties of agent, I found these people (all save the school) as ignorant and
uncivilized as it was well possible for them to be. Filthier in their habits they could
not be ; many of the adults in an all but state of nudity unwashed and unkempt:
during their winter ko-qual-lies (religious feasts) cutting and lacerating themselves,
running wooden skewers through the arms of their women, with other sights equally
sickening a determined stand against this was at once taken and yet withal these
people were loyal. I shall leave them with many substantial houses, clean and neat,
with stoves and delf-ware, with knives and spoons instead of greasy fingers, with
sewing-machines in many of these houses, and native women who know how to use
them, with dressmakers, who work for other members of the tribes, with a well-organized police force, and a bench of justices picked from themselves, and with this
same people properly clothed, with gardens and cultivated patches, with hay stored
in their barns for food and fodder during winter, and instead of the potlatch, a winter's supply of the necessaries of life coming by the mail boat, which they have ordered, their orders written out by their own people. But I shall leave them with a
sad heart, for I shall leave with the memories of happy days spent in their midst. I
shall miss the merry voices of the school children, the musical clatter of their knives
and forks at the dinner table, and their merry laughter, all of which had almost become second nature to me. But I shall leave them with the good will of the tribes,,
and with a good report of them to my successor, Mr. Oliver Wood, who has been appointed to the consolidated agencies of Neah Bay and Quinaielt.
;

.

Very respectfully,

CHAS. WILLOUGHBY,
United States Indian Agent,

Neah Bay Agency,

Waslt,

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

QUINAIELT AGENCY,* WASH. TER.,
August 19, 1882.
SIR I have the honor of submitting my fifth annual report for this agency, and
although there has not been any remarkable degree of advancement in morals, religon, education, or industry, I am inclined to the belief that the general improvement
:
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of other agencies where the Indians are as
will compare favorably with that
to this.
those
as
belonging
scattered
-widely
of Gray's Harbor, and at
LhB agency is located on the coast, abont 30 miles north
band numbers 14o, and is scatthe iirinciD-il village of the Quinaielt Indians. This
of 10 miles. At each place where located
tered alone the Qmnaielt River a distance
an amount of vegetables and hay.
thev cultivate small patches of land and raise quite
instances
Some of them raise quite enough to last during the winter. I haveandmany
the employes
their land,
aid the Indians in government supplies for clearing
which has enhave assisted them in plowing, planting, and cultivating their crops,
to the agency.
abled them to raise more than all other Indians belonging
it is not possible to aid the Indians living north of the
As stated in former

nadc

m

reports
barrier which prevents any
agency to any extent, as nature has formed an impassable
on foot at very low tides, and all
intercourse with them except by sea in a canoe or
Their
manner.
dependwork approximating to farming is done in the rudest
ence is hunting fur seal during the spring, and in salmon hshing in the Columbia
to
means
obtain
purchase a
River in June and July. From these employments they
reasonable amount of clothing and necessary supplies, which, with the vegetables
make
raised by them, and the abundance of fish in the streams and game in the forest,
them quite well fixed for food and clothing. The Queets are 20 and the Hohs are 35
miles north of the agency.
in seal hunting and large numbers
Quite a number of the Quinaielt Indians engage
of them are employed by the oyster companies on Shoalwater Bay, and fishing comthe proper seasons.
panies on the Columbia River, during
The Chehalis and Gray's Harbor Indians are scattered on both sides of the harbor,
and up the Chehalis River, nearly 50 miles from the coast. Those around the harbor,
with two or three exceptions, make their living by hunting and fishing, with an occasional day or week's work for some of the ranchmen in their vicinity. They have
small ranches and raise some stock, hay, and vegetables. Those up the river do considerable work for the farmers, and some of them are doing some farming on their
own account and will raise quite enough to supply them with food.
The Shoalwater Bay Indians are almost entirely dependent on oysteriug and fishing
for a living, and they command as good wages as whites engaged in the same occutheir
pation. A day-school was opened on the 1st of August, 1881, at Georgetown,
principal village, Rev. Edward Davis teacher, and there was a fair attendance during
Some of the older scholars, that had a
the year and excellent progress made.
limited knowledge of the English language at the opening of the school, could at
the end of the year read quite intelligently in the Third Reader and write communications on subjects they were familiar with, so they could be well understood by
others.
School was held until the last of April, when, all the Indian supplies being
exhausted, I gave a two months' vacation, to enable them to lay in a supply for the
coming year.
The school at the agency has been well attended during the past year, and made
more progress than any previous year in the history of the school. All the children
of this tribe, the Quinaielts, of suitable age, except three, have been regular in their
attendance during the ten and a half months in which school was held. The Queets
and Hohs have always opposed sending children to school, and living remote from
the agency 1 have had considerable difficulty in getting scholars from them, and in
future the difficulty is likely to be greater than ever, as there has been some sickness
in the school and four scholars have died, two of them Queets.
None hut thoes
familiar with Indian service can understand the difficulties an agent has to contend
with in overcoming the prejudice of Indians caused by the death of their children in
school. The feeling of those living in the immediate vicinity is always bitter, and
those living at a distance are strong in the belief that the deaths were caused by the
substitution of civilization for that of Indian customs and habits. And to add further
to the difficulties the Indian Bureau passes in a left-handed compliment by reducing
the salaries of all -the school employe's, the teacher to $600, matron to $300, and cook
to $'<i40 per annum, a trifle more than
enough to pay board for the matron and cook,
and then request the agent to increase the school already numbering thirty in regular
attendance. A decrease in salary, already small, is not calculated to iuciease usefulness or a desire for progress among employes in ordinary pursuits, and the rule holds
good in public service.
The Protestant Episcopal Church has given substantial aid in supplying such books,
magazines, and papers as was necessary for Sabbath-school and Sunday worship,
An invoice of books and magazinei, amounting to $30. was supplied to this school,
and one of $'20 to the day-school at Shoalwater Bay, for all of which I am under obligations to the Rev. Alfred M. Able, of Jonestown Pa.
The season has been unfavorable for farming, and the harvest will be less than that
of last year. The rains continued so late in the
spring that the usual amount could
not be planted, and the frequent rains since then have hindered cultivation. In
former seasons the weather has been fine during
haying. This year there has been
very little good hay weather, and the crop is seriously damaged.

mam
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It is not possible to make self-supporting farmers of these coast Indians, for the
reason that the fanning lands are only to be had in isolated patches along the streams
that flow into the sea, and the expense of clearing and preparing these lands in a
manner suitable for fanning would be more than enterprising white people would
pay, and I feel safe in saying that if this reserve was thrown open to white settlers it
would be many years before respectable people would undertake to make homes on
The situation is very discouraging to an agent that desires to make progress in
it.
industrial pursuits. No matter how hard he may labor or how painstaking he may
be, when the annual statistics are made up they indicate but little improvement, and
any one not familiar with the situation would, on reading the statistics, be inclined
to the opinion that the agent had done little else than draw his salary.
Two dwellings were erected during the year, one for the agent, the other, a double
tenement, for two employe's and their families. Since the erection of the houses
changes have been made in employe's, and but one being allowed I have repaired
the old boarding-house and arranged it for two families. The teacher and teamster,
whose wives are employed as matron and cook, occupy the lower floor, the upper
I found on examination that
floor being used for a sleeping room for the school-girls.
the old school-house was unfit for further use for that purpose, and h^ave substituted
the vacant dwelling, and have made such changes in the partitions as were necessary
for school purposes.
The three Indian police allowed have done good service during the year in assisting to maintain order and discipline, not only at the agency, but also among those
bands living at a distance. Several times during the year some disorderly ones living remote, and feeling that they were beyond my reach, would create a rumpus and
defy all attempts to quell them. The police have never yet failed to arrest all such
and bring them to the agency, where a few days in confinement cm meager diet, and
handcuffed or chained to the wall, would elicit promises of good behavior that are
rarely broken. The Indian police are an indispensable auxiliary to the Indian service.
The sanitary condition of these Indians is improving, and their disposition to doctor the sick in accordance with ancient custom is lessening.
The old ones still hold
out and try to maintain their influence with the younger ones, but the influence is
and
some
of
Indian
now
the
doctors
the
employ
waning,
agency physician, and admit their inability to effect cures under their old method.
It is to be regretted that the Indian department will not ship supplies for this
agency in time for the agent to have them brought around in a small coasting vessel
and laud them through the surf while the weather is favorable, instead of shipping
them in winter and compel constant teaming on the beach during the entire inclement season to keep the agency supplied and perform other necessary work. Last year
I landed through the surf the flour for the agency, (seven tons), 2(f,000 feet of lumber,
and other material for buildings in two days and in splendid condition. What was
landed in two days through the surf, at a cost of $92, could not have been hauled
from Gray's Harbor to the agency in one year with the agency team. I asked permission to purchase certain supplies and land them in the same manner this year,
but as yet authority to do so has not yet been granted, although the department is
well aware that it would be a great saving in time, labor, and expense.
I transmit herewith the statistics of the schools and the industries.
I would be
happy to make a better showing, but the facts will not allow it, and rose-colored
statements are not wanted. Hoping the information given may be clearly understood, I close my report.

-Very respectfully, yours,

OLIVER WOOD,

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

United States Indian Agent,

PUYALLUP, NESQUALLY, &c., AGENCY,
Olympia, Wash., Sept. 1, 1882.
In accordance with the requirements of your circular letter of July 15, 1882, I
have to submit the following as my seventh annual report as United States agent for
the Indians of this agency, this being my tenth year in the Indian service in this
Territory
There are four reservations and seven outside bands belonging to this agency, all
fully described in my last annual report, giving location, area, and description of
ach of said reservations, with the number belonging to each, and the number of
Indians belonging to each of said bands, &c. (See report Commissioner Indian
Silt

:

:

Affairs for 1881, pp. 163 to 168.)
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CONDITION, HABITS, AND DISPOSITION.

The condition of the Indians of this agency is semi-civilized. The blanket as aa
dress and the breech-clout have for many years been wholly discarded,
and all dress like the whites. They all use coffee, tea, sugar, flour, &c., and the

article of

are constructed
cooking utensils as the whites, and their dwellings, bedding, &c.,
are thriftless. Ihe
after the manner of the whites. Their habits, as a general rule,
of their presidea of becoming wealthy seems never to enter their heads. The supply
ent necessary wants is all they ever aspire to. Many of them do a vast amount of
of clearing up, ditching, and fencing
hard, rough work for the whites in the way
almost universally spend their wages as
lands, harvesting, logging, &c., but they
Their disposition, except when intoxicated by the white man's,
fast as earned.

whisky,

is

always peaceable, quiet, and harmless.

CHARACTER AND EXTENT OF PROGRESS.
Their charaoter among the whites for truth and veracity, for the payment of debts,
of progress among adults during the year,
punctuality, &c., is not good. The extent
like the growth of forest trees, is but little observable, except in Christianity, which
is spreading among them and is creating an improvement in their moral deportment.
at the Puyallup
Progress among the pupils of the two industrial boarding-schools
and Chehalis reservations has been marked and gratifying.

EVENTS AND CHANGES.

No events or changes among the Indians of this agency outside of the ordinary
routine have occurred during the year but by the Indian appropriation act, approved
May 17, 1882, and which took effect July 1, 1882, this agency was abolished and consolidated vith tbe Tulalipand S'Kokon isb agencies, and Agent Eells, of S'Kokomish
Agency, has been appointed to the consolidated ayeney, and will obtain his commisI therefore ceased to
sion and take charge of the same about, the 1st of October next.
be Indian agent for this agency on the 1st July last, but have been continued in charge
of the same, by order of the Secretary of the Interior, till Mr. Eells can take charge.
This agency being abolished, this is tbe last report that will be made for it as a separate agency.
;

HISTORY OF THE YEAR'S WORK.
Said history from beginning to end is of like unremitting labor, mostly in the office,
occasioned by the complicated, cumulative, redundant, circumlocutory system of accounts required of an Indian agent from which he is seldom able to determine when
be is or will get through with accounting for and explaining any item of government
funds or property that has passed through his hands. It appears to me that the most
vitally important duties of an Indian agent a,re among the Indians of his charge, urging them on by every neans possible to that degree of civilization that they may be
But standing besafely citizenized and melted into the body politic of our nation.
tween the government, his sureties, and the penitentiary, he has but little time to devote to said important duties under the system of accounts.
A commodious and much needed addition to the Puyallup boarding-school buildings, 60 by 28 feet and two stories high, was constructed during the past year, and sofar completed as to be in use.
Said buildings are now capable of comfortably accommodating 80 hoarding pupils. A like Heeded addition was recently constructed to the
boarding-school buildings at the Chehalis Reservation,20 by 50 feet and two stories high,

and BO far completed as to be in use.
Both of the school farms have been improved and made more productive during the
past year. The statistics of the Puyallup, Nesqually, Chehalis, and Squaxin reservations herewith inclosed show a gra if) ing increase of acreage under cultivation,,
amount of agricultural products, and in the number of live stock upon the first three
named reservations, but upon the Squaxin Reservation a decrease in acreage under
cultivation and in amount of agricultural products. Nearly all the Indians of tbe
Squaxin Reservation were engaged during the year oystering, which has been profitable, hence they have been absent from and neglected their homes on the reservation.

UNITED STATES INDIAN POLICE
have from the first proved themselves prompt, obedient, and reliable, and are an
power in educating Indians in the observance of law and order. But their
pay only five dollars per month is too small where they receive no rations in addiefficient
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Where a policeman is required to do duty, subas is the case in this agency.
himself and family, and furnish his own horse, as is often the case, live dollars
compensates but for a very few days at the lowest daily wages.

tioii,

sist

SCHOOLS.

Too much importance cannot be attached to industrial boarding-schools for Indians, as they are the only means by which Indians can be brought up to a sufficient
degree of civilization as to be safely and beneficially enfranchised with all the rights
and privileges of citizens and the further such schools are removed from Indian reservationsand contact with the parents and tribes of the pupils the better, as then the
;

'

manners, customs, industries, &c., of the surrounding whites are soonest absorbed,
and the native Indian languages the greatest barriers to their civilization are
soonest supplanted by the English, the only medium through which they can acquire
civilization in our country. Schools on reservations, properly conducted, are next in
importance to those outside. Attendance upon such schools should be made compulsory, and the system so perfected that no Indian child in the limits of the United
States could be allowed to grow up without passing through some one of these civilThe annual report of Prof. T. R. Wilson and of Prof. G. W. Bell, princiizing mills.
pals of the two industrial boarding-schools belonging to the agency, are herewith sent,
and commended to careful perusal, as they show the status and efficiency of said
schools.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
last annual report (see Report CommisIn addition to the recommendation in
sioner of Indian Affairs for 1881, p. 167) I earnestly recommend that two span of
for
use on the Puyallup school farm, and one
strong work-horses be purchased, one
for use on the Chehalis school farm.
Such Yearns are greatly needed on both of said
on
where
the
the
latter,
farms, especially
government horses have become so enfeebled by age and long service as to be of but little use.

my

ADIEU.

Having labored unremittingly among the Indians of this agency indifferent capacthe last ten years, and become personally acquainted with all the members
of the different tribes and bands, and having acquired the confidence of all, and the
most earnest good will of the better disposed among them, it is with some feelings
of sadness that 1 leave them, from not having been able to do more for their elevation
than I have. But having faithfully and conscientiously discharged my duty towards
them to the best of ray ability, and not having in that time bettered myself one dollar in wordly wealtn* it is a matter of much satisfaction to me to know that I have
laid up some treasure where it will be available to my credit in eternity.
Very respectfully,

ities for

R. H.

MILROY.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

PUYALLUP INDIAN RESERVATION,

DEAR
cipal of

SIR: I

have the honor herewith to submit

my

August 8, 1882.
second annual report as prin-

Puyallup industrial boarding-school.
In the fail of 1881 we built and partly finished an addition to our school building,
28 by 60 feet, two stories high, which adds to the comfort of the pupils and increases
our school facilities. The work of instruction has been performed by myself, Mrs.
Z. N. McCoy, first assistant, and Peter Stauup, an Indian, second assistant.
Early in the history of my connection with the school I discovered that much labor
and time had been lost in trying to teach the pupils the English language, while permitting them to use the Indian language in all their conversation. Of all the Indians on the reservation who had enjoyed the advantages of the school for nearly a
generation very few could read and write or understand arithmetic suth'cieutly to
weigh hay, or conduct even their own small business operations in a business-like
way. So soon as they left school they returned to the Indian mode of life and thought,
and forgot what little they had acquired of English, because in all their school experience they had not acquired any facility in the use of English words or their definitions.
Hoping to remedy this trouble, I made an order early in 1882 that the pupils
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must use the English language exclusively iu all conversation among themselves,
but permitting them to talk to their parents and friends iu their own language.
This order stirred up the Indians considerably, being somewhat encouraged by outside parties to look upon the order as an act of oppression. There was a similar
state of things with reference to some fines imposed on some of the parents for steala small-pox panic, which occurred
ing their children away from the school during
We insisted, however, on the observance of the order, feeling that we
late in 1881.
should do well if we did nothing more this entire year than to teach the sixty or

seventy children here to use the English language; but we find that all the pupils
are making much more substantial progress iu consequence of the rule. We have
not had much trouble to enforce it, and now it is rare to hear one attempt to use the
Indian.

*

The number of pupils has averaged about sixty during the year, though we have
had some seventy-seven different pupils. Three or four have gone home and died
ome have been dismissed on account of eyes or health failing a few have run away,
^ind one ran away and got married. We propose to capture the runaways and teach
them better ways.
The health of the school has been good; no disease has prevailed. The discipline
and animus of the school w as much improved during the year, in which I had very
-efficient aid from my first assistant, Mrs. Z. N. McCoy, whose connection with the
school was terminated with the last fiscal year, certainly not for want of efficiency.
My experience in the Indian work confirms me in the opinion that to civilize and
educate the Indian so as to become incorporated into the regular citizenship of the
nation is the only feasible solution of the Indian question and that this is a work
requiring time, patience, and tact. It has been my aim to try to infuse into the
children a love for truth and a spirit of industry and fidelity. My work is to be
judged by my school.
;

;

r

;

Very respectfully,
T. R.

WILSON,
Principal.

,

General R. H. MILROY.

CHEHALIS INDIAN RESERVATION,
Chehalis County, Wash. Ter., August 25, 1882.

DEAR SIR The steady march of time has* once more brought me face to face with
the duty of preparing an annual report of work and facts pertaining to this reservation, and the Indian boarding-school established here for the benefit of the rising generation of the Chehalis tribe of Indians.
:

PUPILS.

We have thirty children enrolled as pupils, and boarding in the school. Of this
number twenty-four are full-blooded Indians, thirteen boys and eleven girls.. Three
boys and three girls are mixed blood, commonly called half-breeds. There is also one
white boy, a little son of the industrial teacher, who is permitted to attend classes
every forenoon. Two pupils have graduated into the Forest Grove training-school,
under the care of Captain Wilkinson. I have no doubt but other pupils could have
been gathered into this school, which has steadily grown in favor with the tribe, according as the teachers have won the good will and confidence of the older and more
influential Indians, but they could not be accommodated. 1 have pursued the
system
of school and class drill and instructions reported last year, finding it satisfactory,
and the results good. The pupils have made fair progress during the past year. The
school is graded into two divisions, each division under care of a teacher. Four
hours per day, in the forenoon, are spent in the school-room, including one short reWe use the series of text-books that has been officially adopted by our terricess.
torial board of education for exclusive use in our
public schools.

INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.
In the afternoon the larger boys, as in past years, are under the
supervision of the
industrial teacher, Mr. George W. Mills, a good and
loyal citizen, who served his
two
years in the ranks of the Union Army. Mr. Mills is a practical farmer
country
as well as a mechanic, and makes an efficient
employe". The younger children are,
these
hours, under the care and eye of the assistant teacher, who spends part
during
of her time every afternoon aiding them to learn their lessons. The
larger girls are
taken in charge at the same time by the matron (Mrs.
Mills), by whom tliey are in-
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arid mending clothes.
Some of them are capable of cutting, fitdresses, which will compare very favorably, indeed, with the work
of white girls of like age in schools of the same grade and character as this over
which I preside. By the " cook and laundress" they are taught general housework,
such as washing, ironing, and cooking, and they have learned to do their work with

structed in
ting,

making

and making

neatness and dispatch.
Last year I reported the organization of a Presbyterian Church, with fifteen memSince that time the number has increased to nearly forty,
bers, of this reservation.
twelve of the number being pupils in our school. On Sundays we gather all the
school children, with other members of the tribe, into the school-room, and conduct
a Sunday-school, which is under the supervision and tuition of the employe's.
Several of the Christian Indians render active and valuable assistance injthis good
work. A few of the "Gospel hymns," and the Lord's Prayer have been translated for
them. These they sing and recite in concert, with considerable spirit. Stirring adIt
dresses are also delivered by the better-inclined Indians, all in their own tongue.
will be seen from the foregoing facts that our aim is not only to develop the minds of
mere
but
to
build
manhood
and
character
scholastic
also
our pupils by
education,
up
in them by a combination of manual, intellectual, moral, and religious instruction
which will promote simultaneously in both sexes all the proper qualities of human,
character.

FAKM.

We have 26 acres of land under crop requiring the working of the soil (besides a
portion of hay), namely 1 acre of wheat, 17-J- acres of oats, 4 acres of potatoes, and
3^ acres of rutabagas, cabbages, beans, carrots, and other vegetables. Last year we
raised 711? bushels of oats, 63 bushels of wheat, 400 bushels of potatoes, and about 16
tons of rutabagas, carrots, cabbage, &c. The crop is not as heavy as that of last year,
and there are several acres less of land under hay crop.
There are four horses on the reserve, the same team which I reported last year,
four cows, four head of young stock, two yearling cattle, and two calves.
:

TRIBE.

From January 1, 1831, to December 31, 1831, there have been eleven births and four
among these Indians. It will thus be seen that the sanitary condition of the

deaths

tribe is good, and such as to contradict the generally received idea that the
this country are destined soon to pass away forever.
It is true that this

Indians of

may have

been an exceptionally healthy year, but 1 prefer to account for the encouraging fact
upon the theory that this tribe has largely passed through the transition period from
barbarism to civilization. After this critical time has passed with any tribe, and
they really become civilized and Christianized, I see no reason for aught else than a
healthy growth of population from year to year.
To be convinced that these Chehalis trib>< of Indians, with some exceptions, are as
really and highly civilized as the peasantry of European lands, and not a few citizens
of this " land of the free," you have only to visit their homes, look at their little farms
and farming utensils, wagons, horses, cattle, plows, harness, &c., see them laboring
honestly in their own fields or in the service of white neighbors, meet with them in
Christian worship, and hear their songs and prayers and talks on the Lord's holy day.
I do not wish to represent this reservation as a perfect paradise.
The serpent is here;
and these people are lineal descendants of Father Adam and Mother Eve. But considerable progress has been and continues to be made along the line of civilization.
As I reported last year, ''The voices of drunken revelry or heathen incantations are
no more heard on this reservation."
I much regret that, on account of your appointment to a more
important agency, we
are to lose your wise, general planing and zealous pushing of our work, because I
feel assured that much of our success has been due to your
judicious supervision of
the various departments of our civilizing machinery, and certain it is that you may
carry with you from this field of operations the assurance that your energies have not
been spent in vain among the Indians of the Chehalis tribe.
Respectfully submited.
Your obedient servant,

GEO. W. BELL,
Teacher Chehalis Indian School.

General R. H. MILROY,
United ^tatf-s Indian Agent fur I'tii/dUiip,
NdHjitally and other Indian Tribes:

'
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S'KoKOMisn AGENCY, WASH. TER.,

SIR

:

tion of

I have the honor herewith to
affairs at this agency.

submit

my

August 31, 1882.
twelfth annual report of the condi-

Two tribes are assigned to the care of this agency the S'Kokomish or Iwanas, most
in villages scatof whom live on or near the reservation, and the S'Klallams, who live
tered along the borders of Hood's Canal, Puget Sound, and the Straits de Fuca, at distances varying from fifty to one hundred and fifty miles from the agency. The latter
tribe have had but little aid from the government, and depend entirely upon themselves for their own support. At Dimginess, fifteen or twenty of them purchased a
tract of about two hundred acres of land, upon which they have formed a settlement. At this place there has been a day school successfully kept up for several years
teacher has been employed there, and the school
past. During the past year a good
has been well conducted. During the month of January last a very severe and
fatal form of measles prevailed among the scholars and Indians, and a number of
them died. This suspended the school for a time and was very discouraging, but
with this exception the school has had a prosperous year.
AT CLALLAM BAY
a number of Indians also joined together and purchased a tract of 150 acres of land.
They have commenced a settlement in imitation of those at Dunginess, but have not
made very much advancement as yet. Times have been very good during the past
spring and summer; labor of all kinds has been in demand, and in consequence
the Indians belonging to this tribe have had plenty of money, and there has been an
increase of drunkenness among them. Otherwise their condition has been much the
same as heretofore.

THE S'KOKOMISH
or Twaua tribe, who live on or near the reservation, and are more immediately under
the care of the agent, have not retrograded in this respect as have the S'Klallams.
A number of them have purchased the timber from whites on two tracts of land
in the vicinity of the reservation, and have been logging thereou successfully. They
have a camp at each of these places, and do all the work themselves, including the
cooking and the driving of the teams, which they own themselves.
Logging being the principal business on Puget Sound, it is extremely unfortunate
that the Indians have not the right to cut and haul the timber from their reservations, thereby giving them a good business and steady income and being protected
from the temptations to vice and drunkenness, to which they are exposed when
brought into contact with the lower classes of civilization, where they are forced to
be when driven from their reservations to gain a livelihood.
This has been the first full year that this reservation has been conducted with no
working men employed at the agency except Indians. The experiment has proved
measurably successful, but has laid a heavier burden upon the agent. They work
qnite well, but seem to need a leader or foreman to plan the work and do the thinking for them, and also to infuse life and energy into them.
During last fall the boundaries of their allotments were resnrveyed and marked out
at small expense, the Indians doing all the work except using the compass. In cousequence of the great demand for labor at remunerative prices, not as much work has
been done in the way of improvement on their claims as in some former years.

THE BOARDING-SCHOOL
at the agency has shown better results than ever before.
This has been partly ow ng
to a good force of teachers and school employes and
partly to the gain resulting from
their long training.
the
winter
the scarlet fever attacked the school and
During
was fatal in some cases, and many others were seriously and dangerously sick for a,
long time. Good care and faithful nursing on the part of the matron, however, saved
most of them. This malady also carried off a number of the tribe, so that the rate of
mortality has been much greater during the pa.st year than for several years previous.
i

As this is my last annual report as agent here it is but natural to look back over
nearly twelve years of continuous service and note the results. Rome was not built
in a day, and the task of
civilizing Indians cannot b<- accomplished in a few years.
Comparing their present condition with what it was when 1 first came here, I can see
a great change. Whether they will keep up to their
present standard when left to
some degree to themselves, <i- retrograde, remains to be seen.
I take
great pleasure in expressing my thanks to all the officers of the departments
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whom I have

hart official intercourse for the uniform courtesy and kindness with,
have ever been treated, and ahove all to the great Giver of all good for the
prosperity and success with which I have been attended during my sojourn here.
Verv respectfully submitted.

with

which

I

EDWIN EELLS,

United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

TULALIP AGENCY, August

22, 1882.

SIR: I have the honor to submit my fourth annual report for the year ending June
The population of this ageucy is as follows: Males, 1,385; females, 1,420;
30, 1882.
three-fourths of whom support themselves by laboring in civilized pursuits, and the
remaining one-fourth partly by government supplies and partly by fishing, hunting,
and berrying. They cultivate with fair success about 790 acres of land, each family
having from 1 to 40 acres under fence; they have raised during the present year about
950 bushels of wheat, 3,630 bushels of oats, 23,500 bushels potatoes, 1,200 bushels turnips, 325 bushels onions, and 850 bushels peas, and a large quantity of cabbages and
other vegetables. Theyhavealso cut and saved about 970 tons of hay. Whileagood
many are industrious and improving, there are others who are falling back into their
old habits this is the case on the Lummi since the farmer was discharged.
The Swinomish Indians, with the aid of the farmer, have completed the dike and
dams, wnich is a very substantial and creditable work they have also made 6,000
rails to help fence the marsh land, and when fenced it will be the best piece of land
in Whatcom County and if properly cultivated will be more than sufficient to support all the Indians on the reservation.
;

;

;

EDUCATION.

The agricultural and industrial boarding-schools, in charge of the Sisters of Charity,
are progressing finely. The pupils excel in writing and arithmetic. When the addition to the male school (which is nearly finished) will be completed, there will be room
for 100 children. Under the contract there were only 50 scholars paid for, which is
too small for this agency, where there are 528 children of school age. Many applications have been made by parents for their children which were refused for want of
means.
DAY-SCHOOLS.

The day-schools had to be discontinued for want of attendance, the parents taking
the children with them when leaving the reservations to go fishing. When the farmer
was with them he induced the parents to lev.ve the children with their friends, and
thereby kept a fair attendance in the school, but when he left they went when and
where they pleased, and neglected the school.
SANITARY.

A great many come to the physician for treatothers send for him, while there are some who adhere to their old
habits and call the Indian doctors. There were several eases of pneumonia last spring,
but none proved fatal when attended by the physician. The prevailing diseases are
rheumatism, lung diseases, and scrofula. The death rate is accurately reported in
the statistics, but the births are not, as the Indians are averse to reporting them, from
some unknown cause.
The sanitary condition has been fair.

ment, and

many

INDIAN INDUSTRIES.
Several of the Indians get their principal support from fishing and berrying, some
bunting and trapping, while others work in saw-mills and logging camps, some for
farmers, and some are engaged cutting cord-wood from logs brought into the bay by
the tides. Many of them work on small patches of land for themselves, and show a
disposition for thrift and industry. If the land would be given them in severally, it
would be a great inducement for them, as they would be certain that the improvements they would make could not betaken from them. As it is they are reluctant to
J>y

make much improvements,

as they allege they

might

lose

them.
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EMPLOYES.

The employes have worked faithfully duriugthe year at their different occupations*
The three apprentices improved very much, and gave good satisfaction. They resigned
at the end of the year, on account of the small pay, five dollars per month and rations.
They have taken up their homes on the Lummi reservation.
IMPROVEMENTS.
The chief improvements made are the new school-house, 24 by 50 feet, three stories
two new houses for Indians; a
high, which is well advanced towards completion;
new shaft and other repairs in the saw-mill, and the bridge between the agency and
the boarding-school repaired, besides many small repairs for Indians. All the lumwhich is in good order. The
ber, except 2,500 feet of rustic, was made in the mill,
Indian sawyer does very fair work under instructions from the mill-wright. The Indian farmer does well, and is attentive to all in his line.
The Indian police have been faithful, and always ready when called on in their
line of duty.
They do very well on the reservation, but cannot be relied oil to go>
to make arrests outside.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JOHN O'KEANE,

United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

YAKAMA AGENCY, WASH.
SIR

:

I

have the honor to submit the following,

this agency

my

TER.,
Fort Simcoe, August 15, 1882.
seventeenth annual report from

:

LOCATION.

When the several tribes forming the Yakama Nation, in their treaty with theUnited States in 1855, selected this reservation for their future home, they well knew
what they were about. Nowhere through" all Easteru Washington and Oregon cait
a location be found combining the advantages of this. Commencing at the headwaters of the Ahtanum, the mountains sweep round in a half circle on the west and
south, their sides clothed with an abundance of excellent timber, and giving rise to
the Ahtanum, the Simcoe, the Topnish, and the Sattas. beside snurnerous smaller
streams, which, breaking from the mountains, unite with these in the main valley below. The valleys of these streams are extremely fertile, while the hills between'
are covered with the finest grass. As these streams debouch from the mountains on
the west and south, their valleys converge, till as they approach the Yakama River
to the northeast, they all unite to form what is called the lower Topnish range. As.
the streams near their months, the water flows near the surface, numerous branches
leave the main stream to the right and left, and after a course of some miles again
unite, thus keeping the soil always moist, affording an exhaustless range for stock,
and the finest farming land in the world. From the junction of the Simcoe with theTopnish, this magnificent body of land stretches away off to the east and north for
more than 25 miles, making a range for cattle and horses which perhaps has no equal
between the Rocky and Cascade mountains.
THE PEOPLE.
The Yakama Nation

who

composed of some ten or

fifteen different tribes and bauds,
name of the Yakama Nation to make the treaty with the
Though now so mingled by intermarriage and the accessions from outthat it is difficult to distinguish them, tribal jealousies
*exist, and .someis

confederated under the

United States.
side tribes

times cause embarrassment in dealing with them.

POPULATION.

No census has been taken since the winter of 1880 and 1881, and I am therefore
unable to give any definite information on this point other than contained in
my last
A close observation, however, has satisfied mo that the number then giver*
report.
to
the
(3,400 parties
trea.ty) may be taken as approximately correct, allowing for a
slight increase occasioned by the excess of births over deaths.
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Our harvest last year was unusually bountiful. My last report was made before the>
crops were all gathered, and gave 42,000 bushels of wheat, and 8,500 of barley audoat*
This was probably somewhat less than the amount actually
as the estimated yield.
harvested. This year an unusually large amount of ground was sown to grain, butowing to the excessive drouth the crops will not be likely to be more than half an
average. Fortunately the most of our people have wheat remaining from last year^
while the department has a surplus of several thousand bushels. Other crops, such
as corn, potatoes, turnips, &c., having been irrigated, promise fairly, so that we haveno fear of a lack of subsistence.
The grist-mill has ground for our Indians since last harvest 13,243 bushels of wheat.
Many, however, living on the Ahtanum, and Yakama, prefer taking their grain to thecitizen mills in their immediate vicinity, so that no correct idea can be formed of the
actual amount of Indian wheat made into flour.
Our Indians, last winter, displayed great activity in cutting and hauling logs to thesteam Haw-mill. During May, June, and a part of July it was kept in steady operation, cutting over a half million feet of lumber, besides a large amount dressed, and
some fifty or sixty thousand shingles. About the middle of July the mill was closed
to give the people employed there opportunity to gather their harvest, leaving several
hundred thousand feet of logs yet nnsawed. Great anxiety is manifested for good
houses and barns, and now that the pressing labors of the harvest are over our principal energies will be directed to that end.

EDUCATION AND SCHOOLS.
One of the most gratifying evidences of progress is the intense desire felt by all togive their children an education. But one or two years ago it was difficult to gather a*
many as forty children for our boarding-school, and to do this required the most earnest solicitation and even positive pressure. Now, however, we are compelled to turik
away scores, though our accommodations have more than trebled. In my report last
year I mentioned that I had nearly completed a new school building, 72 by 28 feet, and
two stories high, and had also erected a large addition to our boarding-house. Both)
these and a comfortable dwelling for the superintendent of teaching were completed,,
ready for occupancy by November 1st, at which time our school opened. Having buttwo teachers I fixed the maximum number of pupils at one hundred and ten. These
were immediately* offered, and we were reluctantly compelled to turn away many,
though they were so earnest that ten more of the brightest were takeu, making the*
With their progress I was more than satlargest number one hundred and twenty.
isfied.
In propriety of deportment, and the rapidity with which, after they acquired!
the language, they mastered the rudiments of an English education, they would compare favorably with any like number of white children.
During the summer I have built a neat, comfortable, school-house for thePiutes, capable of accommodating all their children, and school has opened with fair prospects
of success. Here, in industrial schools, is the true solution of the problem of Indian*
civilization.

THE PIUTES.
These people were brought here as prisoners, some three years ago, utterly destitute
and though their permanent location here has been determined on, their condition is sodifferent from. the Yakamas as to demand a separate notice.
Without doubt they
would long since have contentedly accepted the situation but for outside interference. Unauthorized statements have been made to them that the department designed
returning them to their old homes at Mulheur that they were to be permanently located there, &c., so that their minds have been kept in a continual ferment. Last fall,
doubtless through a misapprehension of the intentions of the department, a messenger was dispatched by the military authorities at Vancouver, who informed them that
preparations had been made to escort them to their old home, and going beyond his
instruction^, he promised to come for them this spring with teams, and subsistence,
and escort them back. So firmly were they convinced the department had determined to return them that I found it impossible to make them believe to the contrary, and when my plans for their location were completed, and the spot selected,
all but about forty positively refused to move, and it
required great firmness and
some pressure to induce them to go. When, however, they were settled there, they
went
to
in the improvements being
and
manifested
much
interest
willingly
work,
made.
An irrigating ditch five and a half miles long was constructed, capable of carrying water sufficient to irrigate several hundred acres. The Piutes were set to*

,,

;
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started, and more
work burning the sage brush, and clearing the land plows were one
hundred were
than one hundred and thirty acres were broken, of which over
turnips, &c.,
aowu to wht>at and barley, and planted to corn, potatoes, melons, was
made enand some thirty allowed to remain fallow. A good substantial fence
for
the superinbuilt
comfortable
dwelling
-closiii"- from two to three hundred acres, a
tendent and teacher, and the necessary outbuildings, barns, storehouse, issue-house,
of accommodating all
<&c erected, and, as has been stated, a school-house capable
While the wheat
their children put up. Their crops are the best on the reservation.
or total failure, the Piutes will harvest from fifteen to eighteen
elsewhere is a
;

partial

bushels per acre.

m

the summer the greater
They are becoming reconciled to their home. Early
number were permitted to visit the fisheries, to secure a supply of fish for their subsistence during the winter. While there their camp was visited by two emissaries
from other bands of Piutes, who endeavored to persuade them to cross the Columbia
Kiver and escape to their former home, Malheur. About two hundred listened to
some of
them, and did make an effort to escape, but the greater number, including
those who in the spring declared they would never locate on the Yakama Reservabut used every effort to prevent the others
tion, not only refused to cross the river,
and returned to their camps.
crossing. Nearly all the fugitives were soon overtaken,
I believe that from this time, if treated with kindness, yet firmness, the Piutes will

make

equal or greater relative progress than the Yakamas.

POLICE FORCE.

The organization of the Indian police was a happy conception of the department.
At this agency the force has given frequent proof of its efficiency, and been a powerThe members not only regard themful factor in elevating and civilizing the Indians.
selves as set to preserve order, but realize that from them is expected an example that

other Indians may imitate. In the late attempted flight of the Pi utes, and in the detection and arrest of parties for selling liquor to Indians, as well as in the general preservation of order, the police force has rendered service that can hardly be overesti-

mated.
CIVILIZATION AND PROGRESS.

There has been a steady improvement, a constant, upward growth not so rapid in
directions as could be wished, and sometimes fluctuating, yet, on the whole satisfactory. Should a stranger visit our reservation whose ideas of Inditin character had
been formed from narratives of frontier life, and tales of painted savages in blanket,
Creech-clout and moccasins, he would hardly be able to comprehend the situation.
He would see many neat, comfortable farm-houses, handsomely painted, well-filled
barns and granaries, sheds with good wagons, handsome carriages, reapers and mowers, and improved farm machinery; would see well-tilled fields, substantial fences, and
all the evidences of comfortable competence.
Should he enter the house, he would
find nothing materially different from the houses of ordinary farmers in fair circumthe
of
color
the occupants. He would see the sewing-machine, the
stances, except
clock on the mantel, the newspaper, the magazine and the Bible on the center-table.
Should he accept an invitation to dinner, he would find the Indian women fair cooks
.and competent housekeepers. These of course represent the most advanced class,
those who have most profited by the instruction given them; but their number is conWhen I visit these houses I
siderable, and I am glad to say constantly increasing.
can hardly realize that these are the same Indians I found twenty years ago in their
paint and feathers, dirty, degraded, and ignorant. Truly a great transformation has
been effected. From these I can look down through the different stages of improvement, to tho>e who still cling to the customs and traditions of their fathers who have
no desire for civilization, and move forward no further or faster than the new order of
things ((impels them. For even the wildest must make some advancement the most
savage and intractable cannot fail to comprehend that a spirit of progress is all
.around them, and a return to the old savage customs impossible. This country is
awakening to a new life. On every side is heard the hum of busy industry. The locomotive's whistle is penetrating valleys that have heretofore been the homes of wild
leasts, the pick and shovel of the grader is levelling the hills, and filling the ravine and
those who are most wedded to their savage customs are bound to catch something of
the spirit that is around them. Whether they advance in the
right direction is the
problem.
Each year's experience of Indian character more firmly convinces me that solid,
lasting, real improvement must be based on a groundwork of moral and religious
conviction. The heathenish superstition of the Indian is so interwoven with the
liabits of his daily life that the one cannot be
changed till the other is eradicated.
There must be no half-way work. A superstructure of
enlightened civilization can
;

some

;

.

,
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The Bible and the plow
never be bnilt on a foundation of savage superstition.
innst go hand in hand. The Sunday-school is as necessary for the training of Indian
youth as the industrial-school, for to educate and teach him to work Without correct
principles to guide him is but to increase his power to do evil but let education and
knowledge to labor be built on a foundation of religious principle, and the Indian
lioy grows up not only capable of caring for himself, but of benefiting and blessing
his people. It has been my policy to place Indians in all departments of labor where
competent, and dispense with white employe's, except so far as might be necessary
To this end the larger boys, as they come from the
for oversight and instruction.
school, are given employment in the shops, in the mills, and on the farm, so that while
they are qualifying themselves for future usefulness their moral character is still
;

under our supervision. I am more and more convinced that Christian truth brought
to hear practically on the character of a savage people is the only way by which
they may be reclaimed. As the orb of day lifts the world from mists and darkness,
aiul presents its beauties to the eye, so the truths of religion are seen in all their sublimity and grandeur when the Gospel is received by a heathen people, and its transforming influences manifested in their hearts and lives. To bestow material gifts in
the absence of that change of character that comes from a sincere acceptance of the
truths of the Bible is no real benefit to the Indians. Such gifts never satisfy them.
They engender indolence, and in many ways are fruitful of evil. Make the tree good
and its fruits will be good, make the heart right, and the life cannot be far wrong. If
we can succeed in building up moral character among them, so that the Indians are no
longer thieves, liars, gamblers, or polygamists, nearly the whole work of their civilization is accomplished, and they only need to be taught to labor.
I am aware there is a common sentiment that the Indians are a doomed race, and
-can never exist in the presence of civilization.
With this heresy I have always taken
direct issue.
I have always believed in the manhood and capacity of the Indian,
and contended for the possibility of lifting him to a high state of civilization. That
failure has attended so many efforts to elevate him is no mystery to me.
Looking at
the, question from a Christian stand-point, I cannot see how the result of many of these
efforts could have been different.
Nor can these, failures be attributed to any defect
in the Indian character.
His first and great want is moral character. As a Christian
teacher I have believed it possible that this indispensable condition of civilized life
might be imparted to him. I have sought to inspire him with a love of virtue by my
own example and that of my employe's. I would as soon let loose a band of wolves
among a flock of sheep as permit men of immoral character on an Indian reservation.
To lay a foundation of virtue and good" principles, of lo ve of the right because it is right,
has been the endeavor of my life. Some results have attended my labors. I have
een many from painted, blanketed Indians, ignorant, superstitious, and depraved,
come to be "clothed and in their right mind." I have watched their first efforts to
follow the instructions given them their awkward attempts to cultivate the soil and
open a farm. I have seen the satisfaction with which they gathered the first frnita of
their labors, the confidence it gave for a more extended trial the next year, and so I
have seen them year by year grow into the possession of a competence, with good
houses and well-filled barns, with herds of cattle and horses, wagons, and carriages,
and I have noted how their intelligence seemed to expand, and their faith become
firmer and firmer fixed, as their possessions increased. And I have seen others, with
greater advantages from nature, and equal assistance, remain almost stationary.
They try to farm a little, and sometimes raise a fair crop they have horses and a few
cattle, but their family and social relations remain as they were; they are kept in
constant poverty by gambling, they are still ignorant, poor, depraved, and superstitions. The last sentence explains the difference. While accepting the material assistance tendered them, they have rejected the far more valuable moral and religious instruction, without which the first is utterly useless.
For more than twenty years, with an interval of only sixteen mouths, I have continuously resided on this reservation. For nearly eighteen of those years I have been
agent here. I have seen the little boys who were brought to me ragged and filthy,
whom I have washed and clothed with my own hands, whom I have taught and
guided, grow up into men. I have married them and baptized their children. I have
anxiously watched them through all these years, and rejoiced as I saw them grow up
useful and respected, firmly fixed in moral and religious truth, the hope and support
of their people. But I feel that my work here is now done, and other hands must take
up the burden I have borne so long. They will not find it so heavy as I found it. If
the foundations I have fixed with so much anxiety and labor shall remain if the seed
which I have sown through all these years shall continue to grow and spread and
bear fruit, I shall feel that my labor has not been in vain.
;

;

;

Very respectfully,

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

JAMES

H.

WILBUR,

United States Indian Ayent.
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GREEN BAY AGENCY, KESHENA,

Wis.,

October 2, 1882.

of the number
SIR- I have the honor to submit herewith my fourth annual report
and general condition of the Indians of this agency. There are three tribes, as follows': The Menoinonees, Oneidas, audStockbridges, numbering respectively 1,500,.
1,500, and 140.

MENOMONEES.

The Menomonee

reservation

is

situated between

Shawano and JLanglade

counties,

in Northern Wisconsin, and contains ten townships, the greater portion of which is
covered by a dense forest of timber, principally maple, hemlock, and pine, the last
great portion of it being of sunamed being estimated at about 250,000,000 feet.
would sell for over $1,000,000 if sold during the
perior quality, and near the streams,
to destruction, caused by heavy winds
ruling high prices. This timber is fast going
and forest fires, and should be sold at the earliest possible date at a fair sale, and the
funds realized therefrom invested in government bonds and placed to the cveclit of
the tribe, the interest to be paid to them annually in substantial improvements on
their farms after the lands are allotted to them. About 5,000,000 feet of the

A

Dead and down timber

was manufactured into saw-logs by the Indians during the past winter, and sold for
their benefit at prices ranging from $7.10 to $10.35 per thousand feet, from which they
realized about $47.000, which is considered a clear gain to the Indians, as the timber
would have gone to waste if left but a short time. There is still remaining a largoamount of this class of timber which the Indians will prepare for market if they <yiii
The Menomonees are- mostly engaged in agriculture, in.
realize a fair price therefor.
which their advancement will be slow until their land is allotted in severalty. Then,
and then only, will they feel as though they were building up homes for themselves.
They have a saw and grist mill, situated at Keshena Falls, one mile from the agency,
where they saw the lumber and shingles necessary for their building operations and
get their grain ground.
The

schools
|

on the reservation, three in number, are in a flourishing condition. The boardingIt is presided over
school, situated at the agency, has an average attendance of 44.
by a white teacher with one assistant, under whose instruction the pupils are steadily
advancing. The other schools, two in number, both day schools, are situated one six
and the other fifteen miles from the agency, in large Indian settlements, and are iu
charge of Indian teachers who fully understand the requirements of their position
.

Religion.

The Roman Catholic denomination have two churches on the reservation, with
three priests and two lay brothers- to look after the religions welfare of the tribe.
About two-thirds of the tribe are enrolled as members of said church, the balance adhering to old Indian customs and the ways of their forefathers.
Intoxication

indulged in to some extent by the young men of the tribe, most of whom are engaged a portion of the time in work on the river for lumbermen outside of the reservation, which places them in a position where it is easy for them to procure liquor as.

is

long as they possess the necessary funds.

The agency farm,
containing about 110 acres, has produced a good crop of grain, potatoes, and corn,,

which

is

shown

in

my

statistical report.

THE ONKIDA RESERVATION
situated a few miles southwest from the
city of Green Bay, and contains about
65,000 acres, over half of which is first-class farming land. They have many fine, large
and
are
all
well
advanced in agriculture, and have been specially favored tho
farms,
past year, having abundant crops of grain, potatoes, corn, hay, &c., as will be seen
is
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but they are continually urging the allotment of their land

which would be a great incentive to further improvements. They have
and show marked improvement. Two of the
schools are presided over by members of the tribe in a manner truly creditable to
themselves. The tribe are all Protestants, and their spiritual welfare is carefully
guarded by Rev. S. W. Ford, of the Methodist mission, and E. A. Goodnough, of the
Episcopal faith. They are very energetic in their work and are accomplishing much
good. Each has chai'ge of one of the day schools.
The liquor traffic finds a number of devotees on this reservation; it being so near
villages and cities where they do their trading it is easily procured, and it requires
the utmost vigilance on the part of the agent and police to restrain them.
in severally

,

five schools, all of which are well attended

THE STOCKBRIDGE
Reservation is situated seven miles west from Keshena, and contains 18 sections,
which is mostly good farming land. The Indians are all engaged in agricultural pursuits and reap fair crops, but there is no marked improvement in their condition.
Their great love of whisky, and their constant quarreling among the different factions
of the tribe, in a great measure retards their progress. They have one school, which
has been moderately attended, the majority of the tribe taking little, if any, interest
in educational matters.
They have one church, presided over by Rev. Jeremiah
Slingerland, of the Presbyterian denomination, who is an Indian, a member of the
tribe, and teacher of the school.
Tlys tribe should be made citizens at an early day.
This would do more for their advancement than any other method, and would end
their tribal quarrels.
The following table shows the number of persons found guilty of disposing of intoxicating liquors to Indians of this agency, with fines, terms of imprisonment, &c.

Number of

persons.
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of the Indians already realize, from the cultivation of their lands,
The desire to acquire land and to make
sufficient to satisfy their needs.

number

an income

homes for
The young men are industrious workers, and
find when not engaged for themselves, ready and remunerative employment iu the
in the vicinity of the reservation.
saw-mills, lumber-camps, and other industries
Surrounded asthey are by white settlements, with bet ween thirty and forty whisky
themselves

is

increasing

among them.

their obtaining liquor, yet the vice
shops within easy access, it' is impossible to prevent
of intoxication i's decreasing among tbem, and there are to my knowledge no habitual drunkards and fewer cases of intoxication than among the same number of whites.
The school conducted under the charge of the Rev. Isaac Baird and assistants, and
Missions is doing good work, though
supported by the Presbyterian Board of Foreign
the attendance is limited, owing to so many Indians living at such a distance from the
school as to render the attendance of the children impracticable.
The government employe's upon this reservation are a farmer (white) and a blacksmith (Indian). The blacksmith is also allowed two apprentices, but the compensation for these is so small (five dollars per month and rations) that it is impossible to
retain them for any length of time, as boys of sufficient age and capability to receive
the appointment can readily earn a dollar and a half per day at other work.
The authority recently communicated to me from the department allowing the Indians to cut and dispose of the timber upon their patented land, will, I think, if
proper care is taken that they receive fair compensation for the product, be of great
benefit to them, furnishing them means for the clearing and improvement of their
farms and an opportunity to acquire habits of transacting business.

THE RED CLIFF RESERVATION,
Bayfield County, Wisconsin, with an area of four sections of laud, is situated upon
the shores of Lake Superior fronting upon the Apostle Islands and has a population
of about seven hundred twenty (720) supporting themselves principally from cultivation of their lands and from employment furnished by the lumber and fishing interests at the neighboring village of Bayfield. The members of this band all live in
comfortable houses principally constructed from the proceeds of their own industry,
the government furnishing assistance only to the extent of providing lumber and
nails for roofs and floors. Many of them are good, practical farmers, and the area of
land cultivated is yearly increasing. This band is largely composed of mixed bloodsand the principal drawback to their advancement is the facility with which they can
procure whisky, notwithstanding my earnest endeavors to prevent the traffic.
The agency having for many years been located immediately adjoining their reservation, they have received more assistance and benefit from it than the other bauds,.
and having been longer in direct and constant communication with the whites, they
have, to a greater extent, adopted the habits of civilization than the other bauds under my charge. Many of them have been recognized as citizens by the town in which
they live, and some have been elected to and efficiently fulfilled" the duties of town
and county officers. The full rights of citizenship should be conferred upon this
band at an early day, as they are fully competent to take care of themselves, and
most, I think all of them, would prefer being recognized as citizens to receiving
further aid from the government.
The government employes upon this reservation are a farmer (white) and a blacksmith (Indian) who are earnest, and endeavor to instruct and assist the Indians
in their agricultural and other pursuits.
The blacksmith is also allowed two apprentices, but meets the same difficulty in retaining them to which I have alluded in the
case of the blacksmith at Bad River. There is upon this reservation a good warehouse, and dock much out of repair but which is of great service to the Indians, enabling them to sell the wood cut in the process of clearing their farms to the steamboats engaged upon the lakes. It is essential that repairs be made upon this dock
soon or it will be in danger of being completely destroyed
by the furious storms
which prevail during the autumn months.
The school, conducted by Miss Van Arle, of the Catholic Society of St. Francis, is
well attended and the progress of the pupils in their studies is
very satisfactory.
The school-house and furniture is furnished by the government books and tuition
by the sisters of the order of Saint Francis.
;

THE LAC COURT D'OREILLES RESERVATION,
in

Chippewa County, Wisconsin,

located

upon the Chippewa River and Lac Court
and has a population of about 1,100 Indians.
heavily timbered with pine and other woods, and much of the soil is
of excellent quality for agricultural purposes. The
younger Indians as a class are in dustnousand thrifty, and are makingrapid progress in civilization. The
lumbering interis

D'Oreilles, con tains 69, 136 acres of land,

This reservation

is
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ests upon the Chippewa River, in their vicinity, furnish in the various operations of cutting and driving the logs employment for many of them during the winter and early
spring, and a ready market for the products of their farms. I am pleased to report
that instead of squandering their earnings from day to day, as was formerly the case
with them, I sa^v many of them last spring on their return from the camps investinep>
their surplus earnings (from $75 to $150 each) in provisions, implements, &e., and
in the employment of assistance in clearing and planting upon their patented and
allotted lands.
I have received for distribution to this band, during the year, 186 patents conveying title from the government for the lands allotted in severally to Indians. The sentiment in relation to receiving lands in fee instead of holding them in common is muchchanged, and I am in receipt of many applications for allotments from those who
have hitherto refused to receive them.
1 am much gratified by the rapid improvement made by the Indians upon this reservation, the credit of which is largely due to the tact, efficiency, and industry of Assistant Farmer William Wetenhall.
The government employe's upon this reservation
are a teacher, farmer, assistant farmer, and blacksmith, the latter an Indian.
The school is just established and under the charge of Rev. D. J. Miner, and has
a regular attendance of about thirty scholars, being all that can be accommodated.
There is also at Puhquahwang, upon this reservation, a school supported by the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, conducted by Mr. Louis Mauypeiiny, a full-blood
Indian, who is doing excellent work.
There should at once be erected a house for government farmer and a shop for the
blacksmith, the building now occupied for the latter purpose being small, low, dark,
and in a state of dilapidation rendering it entirely unfit for the purpose, and not being owned by the government.

LAC DU FLAMBEAU RESERVATION,
situated in Lincoln County, Wisconsin, upon the Flambeau River and lake of same
name, contains 69,824 acres of land, and has a population of about 700 Indians, whoderive their subsistence chietiy from hunting and fishing, a few being employed in.
lumber camps in the vicinity. There are no government employe's upou this reserva-

and but little progress has been made in agriculture.
The proximity of villages along the line of the Wisconsin Central Railroad, where
whisky is to be had in abundance, has had a demoralizing effect upon them, and during my visit to them of some three days in May I saw more drunkenness than I have

tion,

witnessed during the term of my service among all the other Indians in the agency..
I made complaint to the United States district attorney
against parties furnishing
them with liquor, but have not learned the result. I regret that the exceedingly
limited appropriation made by Congress for this agency does not permit of any regular employe's upon the Lac du Flambeau, Fond du Lac, or Grand Portage reservations, the Indians being so far from the agency that they are practically deriving very
little benefit from it except the very small amount of
gratuities distributed annually.
Of the Lac du Flambeau Indians, there were present at the annual distribution in
May last 485 persons who received each a portion of the goods. There is no road tothe reservation practicable for hauling in the goods, so that the distribution must
be made at the nearest point ou the line of the Wisconsin Central Railroad. The
lands of this reservation are held in common by the Indians, no lands having been,
allotted in severalty.

THE FOND DU LAC RESERVATION
located upou the Saint Louis River, in Carlton County, Minnesota ; contains 100,141
acres of land, mostly timbered with pine, maple, birch, and evergreens. A large portion of the soil if cleared and cultivated would be productive of crops adapted to
this climate.
There are located upon this reservation about 400 Indians who have
among them no resident government employe". Some attention has been paid to agriculture, but their subsistence is mainly derived from hunting, fishing, gathering
is

&c.
During the

berries,

last two years the lumbering interests of the Saint Louis River have been
developed to some extent, and two large saw-mills have been constructed immediately adjoining the reservation.
Many of the younger men find employment here,,
and I learn are becoming steady and reliable workmen.
The lands upon this reservation are held in common, no allotments in severalty
haying been made. A few of these Indians have cleared up tracts of land, and have
built upon them without assistance a better class of house than is
usual, aud they
are anxious to secure title to the results of their
industry, which natural wish I trust,
may be granted to them. Could a competent man with some knowledge of mechan-
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as farmer, I should anticipate good results from his
understand, the limited amount of the appropriation renders imof annuity goods and provisions, but 160 of
possible. At the annual distribution
them shared in the distribution, the remainder preferring to rely upon their own exertions for their support.
ical

work be placed among them

-efforts

but

this, I

THE GRAND PORTAGE RESERVATION
is situated upon the shore of Lake Superior, iu Cook County, Minnesota, near the
Canadian boundary line. It contains 51,840 acres of land, and there are comprised in
what is known as the Grand Portage band about three hundred (300) Indians, though
but very few of them make their homes upon the reservation. The land is mostly of
hundred acres at the locapoor quality, being mountainous and rocky, though a few
tion of the village could be very easily cleared and made tillable. There is employed
-at this agency a school teacher, who has charge of the government property, and
there should also be employed a fanner to teach and assist them in the cultivation of
their land. Their subsistence is now chiefly acquired from work on government improvements at the Grand Marais harbor of refuge, distant about 30 miles, and from
can get from adjacent settlers along
fronting, fishing, and such employment as they

the coast of Lake Superior.
This reservation is only accessible by water, and the delivery of the annuity goods
.at this agency is invariably delayed in transportation or otherwise until so late in
the fall that it brings my visit to them at a period the least satisfactory for forming
It also comes at a season when heavy
-a judgment of their condition and resources.
.gales of wind prevail upon the lake, making the trip anything but a pleasant one.
At my last visit some eight inches of snow fell during my stay of one week. These
Indians are anxious that a further supply of working cattle be issued to them, and
also that a farmer and seeds be furnished to give them a start in farming, which
requests I regret to say I have been unable to comply with, owing to lack of appropriations for the purpose. Two hundred of this baud were present and participated
in the last annual distribution of annuity goods and supplies.

THE BOIS FORTE RESERVATION
at Nett Lake and Vermillion Lake, in Saint Louis and Itasca counties, Minnesota, contains about 109,000 acres of land, and at the last annual payment there were present
and participating in the distribution 700 Indians. This band is the only one in the
agency to which an annual money payment and also a payment in goods and provisions is made in fulfillment of the treaty by which their lands were ceded to tbe government. The Nett Lake Reservation, for which provision was made in the treaty,
being inaccessible for the delivery of their supplies, a small reservation has been set
apart for their use upon Vermillion Lake, where are located the government einploy6s, a blacksmith and farmer, and where have been constructed during the past
season a substantial warehouse and school-house with residence for teacher.
These Indians, who have until recently been isolated and entirely savage, are now
making rapid advancement iu civilization. They are docile, anxious for instruction, and are turning their attention to farming with satisfactory results.
During
my visit to them, in accordance with instructions from the department, which was
made during the latter part of June, I was agreeably surprised at the amount of
land which I found under cultivation, and at the care with which it was attended,
and tlie fine promise of good crops. The total area was of course small, but it had all
been reclaimed from the forest, and had required much labor to prepare it for cultivation. I have hopes that next year the amount of land in seed may be more than
doubled. The employe's are efficient, and possess the confidence of the Indians. f
The iron mines now in process of development adjacent to this reservation are furnishing employment to many of the younger men, who are thus acquiring habits of
regular labor, and I am assured make very efficient workmen. The difficulty and
expense of transporting provisions to this locality is somewhat discouraging to those
who would earn their bread by labor, as, although the wages are fair ($2 per (Jay),
they go but little way toward supporting a family with Hour at $20 per hundred
pounds. The indications are, however, that railroad communications and the increase of home production will soon adjust values upon a more satisfactory basis.
There 1ms iccn much sickness and considerable mortality among the children of
thLs band during the past year, consumption
being th'> prevailing disea.se.
The cattle issued to these Indians have not been of much benefit to them, they beas
too
nomadic
in
their
habits
to
allow
of their giving proper attention to
ing
yet
their stock, and I have consequently
discouraged their applications fora further supply at present.
I am in general well satisfied with the
progress made by the Indians of this agency

ii

I

j
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during the past year. There have been no serious difficulties with or among them.
Some minor troubles among individuals have caused me annoyance from my want
of authority to settle the difficulties, and I would be much pleased to see the State
laws extended over these reservations, as it is now impossible to right the wrongs
committed by one upon another. There have, however, been no serious difficulties
and less lawlessness than in adjacent white communities. As I have before intimated,
a much larger appropriation could be expended to advantage for the benefit of the
tribes comprised in this agency.
With thanks for the kindness and promptness with which my suggestions and re-ts in the interests of the Indians of this agency have been met,
I remain, verv respectfully,

W.

R.

DURFEE,

United States Indian Agent.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.
INDIAN TRAINING SCHOOL,
Carlisle Pa., September 30, 1882.

SIR

:

I

have the honor to present

The following table gives

Tribes.

annual report.
of number and changes of students during the

my third

statistics
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of the sixty-live Sioux and twenty
have every reason to confidently assume the care
of two hundred and ninety-six,
Navaioes ordered, in addition to our present number
No feature of our work is more productor a total of three hundred and eighty-one.
for our students
good families.
ive of good results than that of temporary homes
between the races are removed, and
In this way barriers of ignorance and prejudice
with those of
Indian youth have opportunity of measuring their own capabilities
retards rather
white children. The order and system so necessary in an institution
is lost.
They
than develops habits of self-reliance and forethought individuality
of every day family
grow into mechanical routine. The thousand petty emergencies
Placed in families where they have individual refife they do not have to meet.
that no school can give. Eighty-nine of our stusponsibility, they receive training
found suitable
dents have thus had homes for all or part of the vacation, and I have
homes for forty-eight the ensuing winter, the usual arrangement being that they
schools.
shall work morning and evening for their board and clothes and attend public
The number placed out for vacation this year was not so large as last year, for the
reason that the sending home of so many of pur larger boys and girls made it imposIt was required that those taking
sible for us to spare all that were applied for.
students should defray their traveling expenses and pay them some wages. In order
circuto make the results of this work a matter of permanent record, I addressed a
lar letter of inquiry to all who had our pupils during the vacation, asking full and
frank replies. The questions and the answers, so far as received, are as follows
First question. "Was the general conduct of the pupils good, fair, or bad?"
Answers. "Good," 36; "very good," 23; "excellent," 8; "very satisfactory," 6;

m

;

:

"fair,"

3.

Second question. " Was the pupil generally industrious or idle ?"
Answers. "Industrious," 33; "very industrious," 18; "generally industrious," 17,"
"remarkably industrious," 3; "fairly industrious," 3; "idle," 3.
Third question. "Please give the kinds of work performed."
"
Answers. "General farming," 37 "general housework," 17
light farm work," 7 ;
"
household
duties," 6;
blacksmithiug," 5; "harvesting," 4; "fruit cul"ligh't
;

;

ture,"

1.

Fourth question. " In comparison with other races, was the pupil quick and apt to
learn or the contrary ? "
"
Answers. " Quick and apt," 27 "equal to any race," 14
compared favorably,"
of whites," 7; "about
8; "quite equal to average," 8; "more apt than majority
"
"
slow to learn," 2.
the same as other races," 7
willing but slow," 3
Fifth question. "What wages were paid?"
Answers. No regular wages, 17; $1, per month, one $2, three $3, seven ; $4, thirteen $5, fourteen $6, four $7, one $8, three $10, three $15, three ; per day during harvest, $1.50, 6. In every case wages was paid directly to pupil.
Sixth question. "How was pupil treated as member of the family or otherwise
and with what effect?"
Answers. As members of family with good effect, 58 like other white helpers, 10 ;
as member of family with doubtful effect, 2; as domestics, 6.
I quote from remarks accompanying some of the replies received about our pupils :
"Says he wants to learn every kind of work, and we try to give him a share of the various
kinds, as he never worked on a farm before." "Deficient in goodwill to incite to
worthy action ; an even temperament, rather careless of future events." "A fine girl,
and will make a bright woman." "A very good temper, hardly ever angry." "Always
kind and polite in his deportment." "Respectful and obliging." "Will make a very
"
useful woman." "Well pleased with the boys."
Willing and anxious to learn ; a
good kind boy, a favorite with white boys he is allowed to associate with." "At
school stood high in her classes, and still higher in the estimation of her teachers
and fellow pupils." "Very concientious; not governed by eye service, but obedient,
of a pleasant temper, and in all respects trustworthy." "Extremely tractable, more
"
so than white children of the same age."
Kind, even tempered, but generally reserved." "The more that is made of him the better he is." "Unwilling to be'told
about work that was not done right." "No fault to find with them." "I could rely
upon him when out of my sight he did not need constant watching." " Fast losing
all trace of Indian ways and
"Satisfied with
falling in with those of white men."
his conduct in all respects." " Does not
always obey my wife as promptly as he
should." "Satisfied with his conduct in all respects.""
Says he wants to stay in this
country." "Sometimes sullen and stubborn, much like other children." "Deserves
great praise." "A gentleman." "I tried to teach him English grammar in order to
improve his language, which was very defective, but found that he did not sufficiently
understand the meaning of the words." " They imitated the better qualities of their
white companions, and were disgusted with their vices." " Were quite popular; held
their own socially and industrially."
The students above reported on belonged to different tribes, as follows Cheyenne*,
Creeks, 13; Arapahoes, 10; Pueblos, 10; Osages, 9; Sioux, 8; Comanches, 6;
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:
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Pawnees, 3; Northern ArapalioeH, :$; Apaches, 2; lowas, 2; Menomouees, 2; Poucas,
and the Nez Perec's, Ottawas, Miamies, Lipans, and Kiowas, each 1.
On the 19th June the students from the Rosebud and Pine Ridge agencies, in Dakota, who would have completed their three years' course in October, returned to
their homes, with the exception of four boys and one girl from -Pine Ridge and one
boy from Rosebud, who refused to go home, even with the promise that they should
return to the school. These Sioux children came to the school October 5, 1879, right
from camp, never having been in school, and not knowing any English. When they
returned most of them had gained a material knowledge of plain English; the most
advanced read in the Third Reader; were working in the four rules in arithmetic;
had begun to study geography, and could write fairly intelligent English letters.
There were various degrees of aptness shown. Two boys were so hopelessly dull
they could not be taught to read, but they excelled in labor. The same difference in
natural ability was shown in the acquirement of industrial knowledge. The students
from the Cheyenne and Arapaho and Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita agencies, who
would also have completed their three years' course in October, returned to their
homos on the 1st of July. Their progress was about the same relatively as that of
the Sioux, but a number of them had been in agency schools before coming to Carlisle.
Three years in school is not education, and judgments based upon the success or
failure of those who have made this mere beginning can only be imperfect.
Before
returning students 1 wrote to their respective agents, stating what each one could
do and asking work for them. Agents Hunt, Miles, and McGillycuddy promptly
responded to this request, furnishing employment so far as practicable to these
returned students, and I have some very satisfactory accounts of a number of them.
In school-room work the inaxim has been to "make haste slowly," trying to lay
strong and sure foundations. As the students have become more familiar with the
English language and more accustomed to habits of study they have taken greater
interest in school work, so that it has been easier for both teachers and pupils.
In
the lower grades the teaching is almost entirely from objects, and the word method
which is used makes our studenjts remarkably correct in their spelling. Every lesson
is made to serve a two-fold purpose of instruction, and whether it be
reading or arithmetic the mastery of the English language is held to be not less important than the
mastery of the lesson. The more advanced pupils have had a daily exercise in English composition in keeping a diary of the events of school life.
Younger students
were given pictures to describe in their own w ords, and by this exercise were successfully trained not only in writing, spelling, and reading, but in quickness of thought
and observation. An evening study hour under the direct supervision of the teachers
of their several sections has been of great benefit to the older students. Our annual
examination was held on the 1st of June, but school exercises were continued through
the month.
Our students must sooner or later earn their own living, and we endeavor to give
industrial instruction the precedence over the only less important training of the
school-rooms. The system of having the boys who are learning trades work half of
each day and attend school the other half has been continued with the most satisfactory results. The gain both in the acquirement of literary and of labor knowledge has been almost as great as if the student were confined wholly to the one or
2,

r

the other.

The most satisfactory progress of the year was in English speaking.

A reward was

offered to all who should for a week speak nothing but English ; then a second reward for speaking only English for a month. Both rewards were earned by nearly

the whole school, thus successfully demonstrating to them that they could talk
English. It was then strongly insisted that they should talk nothing else, and a
daily record was kept in the case of each student. The result was that in a very
short time Indian languages were entirely laid aside. Ignorance of our language is
the greatest obstacle to the assimilation of the Indians with our population. It will
be better for all when tribal names, distinctions, and languages are obliterated. The
plan of exclusive schools for Germans was tried in the State of Pennsylvania, and
found to be foreign to the interests of the commonwealth, in that it banded together
a large mass of people to peculiar and special interests in each other rather than in
the general welfare. Exclusively Indian schools will keep the Indians a separate
and peculiar people forever, by educating them entirely to race sympathies, and limWithout experience
iting their ambitions and aspirations to mere tribal aifairs.
outside of the tribe they will never gain courage for other than tribal life. Theory

fails, but experience does the work.
The total number of apprentices under instruction during the year was 134. Fortytwo is the largest number our limited shop room will allow to be at work at once, but
by the division of .apprentices into morning and afternoon sections we are able to
keep 84 under daily instructions. During the eleven months from October 1, 1881,
the date of my last report, to September
1, 1882, our manufactures have been
:
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about 1,800 pairs of boots
h-ive been current and needed repairs. In the shoe-shop
has had much outside
and shoes have been mended, mostly half-soled. The tin-shop
work in repairs to roofs, pipes, &c. The blacksmith shop has had repairing ot farm
and his apprentices have finished the
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under the
yeast and bake the bread, and now the bakery is
and a half of
entire charge of Little Elk, one of our Cheyenne boys, baking a barrel
The farmer has had under his direction all the boys not in
flour a day into bread.
the shops* and has been very successful in teaching them, the large ones particularly,
Our crops of wheat, oats, and rye were cut with a
in the skilled parts of farm 'labor.
who also cut the hay with scythes; and so
cradle, raked and bound by the boys,
the system that would
through all the various branches of agriculture we have held to
be the greatest advantage to them, because of their poverty and inability to procure
are now enmachinery when they begin life for themselves. Our two school papers
of Indian boys, the smaller paper, The
tirely under the mechanical management
copies.
School News, being edited by them. It has a monthly circulation of
Our manufactures \vere very much decreased by delay in receiving shop supplies
after the beginning of the new fiscal year, the delay extending through July and part
of August. Your order of December 30, directing that no further payments be made
The small wages they had received (16 cents
to apprentices, was also unfortunate.
a day for time actually employed) was a great stimulus, giving them a present and
and interest was
tangible result of their labor. I held them to their work, but zeal
I
gone. Through your recent order, aiithorizing me to resume payments to them,
hope soon to recover the lost ground. The majority of the apprentices deposit most
of their earnings in the savings bank. It is desirable that they should all have a
little capital to begin with when they go out from school, and if earned and saved
in small sums through a long period they will use it more wisely than if it came to
trained to

make their own

easier method.
In the sewing-room the girls make all their owu garments, a portion of the boys'
clothing and underwear, and all the sheets, pillow-cases, &c., used. Each girl is
all who are large enough learn to
especially trained in mending and plain sewing
use the sewing-machine. The past year has shown much improvement in the quality
of work in this department. A number of the older girls are becoming quite skillful
in cutting and fitting dresses. In the laundry the girls wash and iron about 2,500
pieces each week, with very little outside help, and in a very creditable manner.
Miss Corson, of the New York Cooking School, gave a very successful course of lessons
in cookery, and facilities for instruction in the culinary department have been improved. It is so arranged that each girl takes her turn not only in the sewing-room,
laundry, and kitchen, but in performing general household duty, so that she may become equally skilled in all the various branches of domestic knowledge.
Discipline is maintained with as few regulations as possible. A multiplicity of requirements perplexes the pupil who, even with the disposition to obey, has difficulty
If many minor points are insisted upon there is danger
in remembering them all.
that important principles will not receive due prominence. Adherence to the few
rules laid down, and then suggestions rather than commands on less essential points,
we find the best course. Tact and patience are the great requisites. The moderate
amount of military drill received by our boys is of great value as a means of physical
training and giving habits of prompt, unquestioning obedience. The girls come so
constantly under the individual influence of their matron and teachers that their management is greatly simplified. There have been few cases of special discipline. The
custom in aggravated cases of trial by a court composed of the older pupils has been
continued with success.
All our students attend Sabbath-school, the girls in our own chapel, the boys at the
different churches in Carlisle. Sabbath afternoon services have been conducted by
Rev. Dr. Lippincott, of Dickinson College, to whom I am greatly indebted for faithful and zealous services as chaplain. These influences have produced gratifying re-

them by any

;

sults.

We impress upon
able

them

our students the importance of such labor knowledge as will enand in competition with white people. If they can-

to earn a living among
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not succeed here where everything helps, how can they succeed among their own people where everything- hinders? But why should they be remanded to such trial and
failure? Evidence is not wanting that if the avenues to civilized life are opened
they will enter and take no mean part. Treated like other folks they act like them.
In contact with civilized life they speedily become civilized. The Indian question is
broad as the country. Each State is to blame. Why should there be East or West
in its settlement ?
Why should not every State have schools, and these schools be
made introductory to civilized contact, and so in time all Indian children grow into
a knowledge of and a desire for American citizenship 1
I have received in contributions during the year $7,243.31, which has supplemented
the short allowances from government and enabled numerous advantages that would
otherwise have been lost. A large proportion of this material sympathy has come
from the Society of Friends, though many others East, West, North, and South have
aided as well. To these and to the other friends who have taken our pupils into their
families during vacation and for winter schooling we are much indebted for the degree of success obtained.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. H. PRATT,
Lieutenant and Superintendent.

The COMMISSIONER

<>i

INDIAN AFFAIRS.

HAMPTON NORMAL AND AGRICULTURAL
Hampton,

INSTITUTE,

Va., September 8, 1882.

SIR I have the honor to present the following report in reply to your communication of July 15. I do not fill out the blanks forwarded, as they are not applicable to
the work here, but have endeavored to supply the required information as nearly as
possible in accordance with your directions. "The teachers in our Indian department
have opportunities for close and constant observation, and have individually furnished
me with full reports, from which I quote and in which I would draw your attention
particularly to their suggestions as to the methods of teaching adopted.
The total attendance during the year has been 96, including 3 Seminole negro slaves,
as against 90 in the year previous. The number now actually connected with the
school is 84 ; 30 girls and 54 boys. One boy (Sioux from Fort Berthold) has died, five
have been returned to their homes for ill health and three for other causes. In addition to the number given above (84) there arrived at the school on August 22, a party
of six Omaha Indians, including a sister of Bright Eyes, and a husband and wire
with two children, one a boy of ten, the other an infant. These were sent by Miss
Alice C. Fletcher, who desires also to send 10 girls from the Omaha Agency. These,
:

with three from Indian Territory, and four from Dakota, who are shortly expected,
will run our number up to something over 100.
For the summer vacation 19 boys and 8 girls have been sent to Berkshire, Mass.,
under the charge of Hon. Marshall Bidwell, of Monterey, Mass., who has found
homes for them among the country farmers, where they get a discipline and experience
which the experiment of last summer has shown to be of great value. Mr. Bidwell
informs us that their record is in every way satisfactory "They have done themselves
credit this season, as have those who have preceded them in former years. " More are
desired than we have been able to send.
During the school year there have been in the regular classes of the normal school
fifteen Indians (senior class 3, middle class 1, junior class 11), the remainder being
separated into six divisions according to their ability and progress in English. It is
evident that as the majority of these have little or no knowledge of the language the
teaching must be for a long time wholly oral. The course which has been developed
by the necessities and circumstances of the case I can best briefly describe by quoting
from the report of Miss H. W. Ludlow, teacher of English
" FIRST
YEAR. 1. Teaching by objects. Names of things: Boy, book. Description
of qualities: Tallboy, red book. Pronouns: You, I, it, &c. Actions performed, asObserted, commanded I walk, she walked, walk. Actions described I walk fast.
Position of objects or
jects or actions joined; Mary and Sarah, they ate and drank.
acts: The boy is under the table; I jumped over the fence.
Classes of objects are
naturally taught together to aid the memory by association, and the object itself is
used whenever possible. Toys and pictures representing them are used in other ruses.
Dr. Feet's 'Language Lessons for Deaf-Mutes' and Prof. ,T. H. Worman's 'Modern
Language Series' we find very helpful.
"2. All sorts of talking games have been devised, and the class is often taken out
for a walk during school hours and taught the names of natural objects.
"3. Short dialogues, memorized and repeated daily, have been useful in giving confidence and familiarizing the pupils with common expressions.
:

:

:

:
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"Sncoxi> YEAH. Cheap chromolithographs, large enough for ;ill 1o sect, arc now
the teacher begins I sec
employed to develop the power of expression. Perhaps
horse.' Some one is sure to take it up, and soon all are vying with each other to tell what
more interesting step is to imagine, as for
they see in the picture before them. A still
The next step is to write some
example, Let us imagine the inside of a house,' &c.
of the phrases given in the form of a little story or description, then to copy and
memorize them. In the last half of this second year a vigorous drill was begun in
verbs to break up baby talk and secure accuracy of expression. At first the indicaWhen this was mastered it was joined
to be was given.
tive present of the verb
with other verbs, and as soon as they began to see that they had thus gained a key to
It was then very easy to go on to all the simall verbs their delight was unbounded.
tenses, calling them only yesterday, to-day, and to-morrow, or once, now, by-andLetter writing is used to some extent, the letters being written on the board by
Ele
y.
the teacher, the sentences given orally by the pupils.
"THIKD YEAR. Natural history has been of great value in exciting them to talk.
Living animals or prepared specimens are used so far as possible, and Prang's ZooDrill in verbs still continues with increasing interest to the class,
logical Series.
the roots of the verbs being given under the to them significant title of chiefs,' and
they take pleasure in arranging under each 'chief his own followers, and then giving them their places in sentences. All this takes much time, but they have excel'

,

t

'

'

'

'

lent memories.

"FOURTH YEAR. In this year, for the first time, a book has been placed in the
hands of the talking class 'Reed and Kellogg's Language Lessons.' It seemed
time to give them some systematic ideas of the construction of English and a sense
of the language as a whole, and the result has been most satisfactory. The longcoveted dictionary has also been given them, and one of their most highly enjoyed
exercises is to hunt up the new words they find in their language lessons.
"In geography our Indians are reported as being thoroughly at home. It has a
flavor of the earth, and brings before them vividly the life and surroundings which
are dear to them. The first lessons are accompanied by drawing physical features on
the blackboard and molding in sand. A watch was the beginning of our class in
geography. Object lessons in its size, shape, use, &c., at the same time teaching them
When they learned
'60 seconds make one minute,' &c., took fully two months.
24 hours "make one day they were shown the globe for the first time, and told of seasons,
After lessons on the zones, in which pictures of
climates, motion of the earth, &c.
life in Alaska, the United States, and South America were used, they were allowed
to make a hemisphere, draw the lines for the equator and tropics, and in each zone
pictures of the houses, animals, and vegetation which they thought would be found
there.
They did very well, and one little man of about thirty-five was so astonished at his own work that he was found gazing at it with folded hands long after
the bell had rung for dinner. After drawing, molding, talking, they are given defiAn outline map of
nitions, and committing them to memory is they: special delight.
lakes, rivers, and canals is the first map used, and from this they go on to regular
and
wonderful
exactness. Guyot'.map work, bounding, locating,
drawing with
method of locating things in the room and on the place is followed, and they make
of
their
own
the
school
&c.
With
all this they USD
picture maps
rooms,
grounds,
the sand table."
Instruction in American history is, as may be imagined, somewhat difficult, and is
further complicated for the teacher by her 'realization that "there is some doubt as
to how the graphic descriptions of the aborigines, with
scalping knife and tomahawk,
will strike their descendants, and how they will relish the comments of the historian,
sometimes by no means flattering. In point of fact, however, they seem to take it
all calmly, and it is a study in which their interest seems
easily awakened, A simple
text book, Quackenbos' Primary History of the United States,' lias proved well suited
to their capacities, and they are taught also orally and from the blackboard."
In spite of the, fact that arithmetic is
exceedingly hard for the majority of them,
their progress this year has been very
encouraging. "They make mechanical combinations quite readily, but they find it hard to reason in a
language not wholly under
their command. It necessitates
carrying on two trains of thought when the problem
itself requires their undivided attention.
They get a thorough drill, however, in
simple arithmetic and are certainly improving."
In their .sewing and cooking classes (the latter established this
year) the girls have
had thorough and efficient instruction. In regard to the first-meiitioned, the matron
in charge reports "When I came to the normal
school, a little more than two years
ago, I found seventeen Indian girls connected with the sewing school. With one exception their work had to be cut out and basted. Several of the girls returned to
tlieir western homes last
fall, and before they left they had cut and made complete
sets of underclothing for themselves and assisted in
making theirown dresses. Nine
ol them remain
live of these can cut and tit their own
dresses, and their sewing will
compare favorably with any class of girls of their age. At the opening of last term
:

;
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they have cut and in part made 122 dresses
consider how unaccustomed they are to
industrious habits, their youth, and the other demands made upon their time for
school and house work, I think none will deny them a good measure of credit for industry and ability to learn."
are purely practice work (that
They are interested in their cooking lessons, which
" are not
is the work is done by the girls themselves), but
quick and require much
Weekly lessons of one hour and a half have been given to twenty Indian
drilling.
of meats, the prepgirls in the making and baking of bread, roasting and boiling
aration of soups, stews, beef-teas, gruels, &c.,for the sick, as well as in the cooking
of vegetables, eggs, plain puddings, muffins, &c. The work of the cooking classes
has been for the most part turned over for use in the Indian-diet kitchen, where those
of the boys and girls considered to be iu need of a fuller and more easily digested
<liet than that of the ordinary dining room have taken their meals."
The girls are all, so far as practicable, trained in housework, and the fact that they
<lo not take to it naturally and can with difficulty be made to see the importance of
it is only the logical result of their previous habits of life.
During the school year (51 Indians have been employed in the various industrial
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Vacation, from June 15 to October 1, necessitates some changes, and at the present
date the arrangements are as follows
Carpenter shop. Twelve boys engaged in making window and door frames, tables,
school seats, and desks, and in the erection and repair of school buildings.
Paint shop. Two boys engaged in painting and calcimining new buildings and oiling and varnishing school-furniture.
Harness sho}). Three boys engaged in the manufacture of plow harness for the Interior Department and in manufacture and repair of a general line of team harness.
Tin shop.
.Six boys engaged in the manufacture of tin-ware on contract with the
Interior Department, and in the manufacture and repair of tin and sheet-iron work,
ind in putting tin rooting on school buildings.
:

Printer, 1; engineer,

I.

shoemaker shop. Ten boys engaged in the manufacture of brogaus for Interior Department samples of which, exhibited in Boston, August last, at the warerooms of
Messrs Houghton, Coolidge
Co., were pronounced by experts to be "as good as
those made in Boston of the same grade." In the opinion of Mr. Coolidge, ''they are
superior to anything which could be produced without machinery by three men out
These 35 boys are di vided into three squads,
-of a h undred in our Northern factories."
which are sent out alternately for three weeks at a time, to the Hemenway farm,
where they are employed entirely in farm work, the change being found very beneficial to them.
The 22 girls remaining at the school during the summer are kept at
their housework, sewing, and other domestic duties, and both boys and girls receive
;

&

regular daily instruction in classes, from 1 to 2.30 p. m.
Our Indian apprentices have been working in a shed, a mere make-shift but we
-a re now
putting up for them a building, the funds for which are contributed by
friends, to cost 5,000, and to contain a shoe factory and repair shop, a harness shop,
While it is difficult to estimate
tin shop, and blacksmith's and wheelwright's shop.
the exact amount of production in our various industrial departments, the value of
the results obtained is beyond question, and I would say here that my experience
leads me to urge the increase both in the East and West of advantages for the mechanical education of Indians.
The physical condition of our students has been more encouraging during the present session than ever before, owing largely to the attention given them by the school
physician, Dr. M. M. Waldrou, who reports as follows: "Since my arrival three students have been sent home on account of ill health. Two boys have died here from
phthisis. One of these had been sick for several mouths, and died last October; the
other was in an advanced stage of phthisis at the time of his arrival was never able
Several other students, both
to cuter school, and declined gradually till his death.
boys and girls, who were not in sound health at the time of their arrival have steadily
improved, and are now able to fulfill all the requirements of the school. The rule that
regular habits of life promote health finds no exception among our Indian pupils.
The per cent, of death compares favorably with that at the agencies. Indian girls in
school are less subject to illness than boys, probably because from childhood they have
;

;

been accustomed to more regular occupation."
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I add to the above, as showing some of the practical difficulties met with, a (junction from the report of the trained nurse who, for two years, has had charge of our
invalid Indians: "An Indian is at first loath to confess himself sick even though his
he gives up that he will be laughed at by
body may be racked with pain. He knows if
the other boys, and pretty thoroughly ignored even by his best friends. However,,
when he makes up his mind that he is ill he takes white man's medicine without
making any trouble, though he is apt to have theories of his own on the subject.
mortal bodies and must care for
Many see and appreciate the fact that they have
in this regard.
Left in bed on a sumthem, but the majority are perfectly reckless
of
half
them rolled up in sheets asleepmer night at ten o'clock, midnight may find
to
with
on the verandah roofs. When remonstrated
appreciate theories,
they appear
as to the effect of night dews on delicate lungs, and go quietly to their rooms, but the
next hot night they do the same thing again. A boy who has had hemorrhages will
take off his warm underclothing in winter weather whenever the spirit moves him, or
go all day in soaking wet clothing without giving the matter a thought. Picking
and
ripe fruit on the place being a forbidden luxury, the Indians anticipate the order,
eat most of it while it is green. An occasional midnight war dance on a moonlight
the treatment of snuu
night, in the lightest of clothing, has added a complication to
diseases, and fanning the place from which a mustard plaster has just been removed,
hardly increases the chances of a patient's recovery from pneumonia. They are 014
the whole, however, quick to see their faults when brought to their notice, and ready
aud willing to do what is required of them."
The religious work for the Indians, has been, during the past year, in the hands of
the school chaplain, Rev. H. B. Frissell, assisted by Rev. J. J. Gravatt, rector of St.
John's Episcopal Church, Hampton, who has for three years taken pastoral charge

of all Indians previously connected with the Episcopal Church. Those from Catholic
agencies attend mass on Sunday. These gentlemen unite in the belief that the Indians are especially interested and earnest in regard to everything pertaining ti'
their religious life. They are capable of receiving strong and deep impressions, and
though they are not easily got at, both by reason of their mental characteristics and
their inability to understand English, yet it is believed that there is an excellent
foundation to build upon.
The (for us) vexed question of the mingling of races, seems to have satisfactorily
settled itself with little or no interference on the part of our officers.
I am convinced that there is nothing better for a wild Indian boy, fresh from the plains, than
to room for six months with a good colored student, for such companionship doe*
much, in a quiet way, for his habits, manners, and morals. In this connection I desire to express my appreciation of the services of Capt. G. Le Roy Brown, whose
eight years' experience at the West has specially qualified him to deal with Indians. The Hampton school has always been, and is still, a private corporation,
but as it has for some years acted in the capaci ty of a State agricultural college for
the colored race, it has thereby become entitled to a resident army officer. This position has been filled during the past year by Captain Brown, U. S. A., and the result.-.
of his systematic discipline and care are already apparent and of great value to the
school.

The monthly allowance for our Indian students is from $2.50 to $5, according to>
the amount and value of their labor. With this they are obliged, after the first outfit, to purchase all but their clothing, in order that they may learn the use of money.
During the school year they work, as a rule, half days, studying the other hau,
with holiday on Saturdays.
I beg your attention to the fact that last
year I asked for and you recommended
to Congress an appropriation of $175
apiece per annum for Indians sent by government to Hampton. Permit me now to renew through you the same request, on the
ground of its reasonableness and justice. I can see no ground whatever for the
reduction of prices from the $175 asked for to the $167
apiece appropriated. We had
agreed to $167 four years ago, when expenses were less, when all was experimental,
funds
for
the
when, perhaps,
purpose were low, and before Congress had had opportunity to act; hut we have before protested, and now protest, against being held to
actual amount per year being upward of $225
it, the
apiece, which is the amount
given to Carlisle school. Not but that we can be forced to the same or even lower
rates (as we have been) rather than
give up the work, but in view of the services of
this institution to the Indians
directly, and indirectly through creating public sentiment, and when in behalf of the friends of the red man we otter to collect from the
public all over $175 apiece, besides over $12,000 a year (so far) for buildings, workshopsaud outfits, it does not seem fair for Congress to add to this self-imposed burden
so long as our work is well done. Reasonable
co-operation from the people is most
excellent for the cause and is therefore
sought. Up to July, 1882, the school had received for the education of Indians as follows-
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For buildings
For beneficiary fund
For scholarships

$38, 796
13,
7,

From private sources
From I Tnited States Government

0*

771 8&
146 31

59, 714 lt>
35, 935 9S

,

95,

650 14

The event of the year was the return in October, 1881, of a party of 30 Sioux Indianboys and 5 girls) to their homes in Dakota, and the arrival the same month of
a new party of 45 (31 boys and 14 girls), gathered from the same agencies. MissEustis (lady principal of our Indian department) says of this: "The effect upon the
school of the return of these scholars to Dakota has been of great value. The remainiug scholars have faced the fact of their own return. They watch the report.-*
from Dakota with interest, and seem to be stimulated by the failures as well as by
the success of their former comrades." As to the new comers, " they have been carefully selected and prove to be excellent material, being for the most part physically
strong. There are many minds among them surprisingly quick and retentive, and in
general a determined, earnest, and patient spirit characterizes both their work and
their study.
They have made better progress in the school-room than any previous-party, and the discipline of the school has become a much simpler matter. The excessive reserve of the Sioux, which places them at a disadvantage in comparison
with the Southern tribes, is counterbalanced by their retentive memories. The Pimasand Apaches speak English more readily, but have gained no permanent advantage
The Indians show immediately an aptitude for independent
in any other direction.
study which is remarkable. The new boys, fresh from the plains, settle down to evening study with the more advanced scholars, working for an hour and a half without
asking for help and apparently without fatigue. There has been a marked iinprovement during the year in the self-respect and ambition shown by the girls and a corresponding increase of courtesy on the part of the boys, though much is left to be de(25

The new building

sired in both directions.
to them."

for the girls has

been a strong stimulus

The summing up of our experience so far is that success in educating Indians here
depends largely on the opportunities which await them on their return to their homes.
Those of us who know them best believe in their ability to stand in an ordinarily
healthful moral atmosphere, but the false conditions of life which at present exist iis
most Indian agencies make their chance a small one. To quote again from Miss Eustis's
report: "There is absolutely no position of dignity to which an Indian girl after
three years' training can look forward with any reasonable confidence. There isnothing for her but to enjoy or suffer in the present as best she may. Should the
United States Government ever find it possible to keep their treaty with the Sioux,
which provides for a school andsuitable teacher for every thirty children in the tribe,
the way might be open for the solution of the knotty problem.
Schools in the Indian camps under judicious and vigorous supervision (such as are in a few cases already established by the missionaries) would give honorable work, full of inspiraour best Indian girls."
That success with Indians is quite as much a question of men, as of money or of measis
evident.
It is an executive problem.
Weak and changing officials in charge
ures,
of our Indian warc\s have checked their progress. In view of the difficulties surtion, to

rounding our returned students, I desire to express our appreciation of the assistance
they have received from the following gentlemen, as well as from the Indian agents
at the points mentioned Rev. C. L. Hall, Fort Berthold Agency
Rev. Jerome Hunt,.
Standing Rock Agency Rev. Henry Swift, Cheyenne River Agency; Mr. J. F. KinRev. Luke
ney, Cheyenne River Agency; Rev. Thomas L. Riggs, Peoria Bottom
Walker, Lower Briile" Agency Rev. John Williamson, Yankton Agency Rev. Joseph
P. Cook, Yankton Agency.
The following testimony from the agents and others in immediate charge of the
thirty Indian graduates of Hampton (brought in November, 1878), who have now beeu
at home nearly a year, is, I think, creditable to and hopeful for the Sioux tribe, and,
although not decisive, yet I respectfully submit, an argument in favor of the Eastern
schools established for Indians, and a reason for pushing the practical education of"
their youth in every direction.
Rev. Juo. P. Williamson, a veteran missionary, writes of the six who returned to
:

;

;

;

;

;

Yankton Agency

So far they have all run well. I have not heard a slander against one of theui. They attend churcfe
rt-gularly they are recognized as leading spirits among the Christian youth their appearance is always creditable. ~Soi one white boy in sixteen could do his work or teach as well as David Simmons
;

;

,

account of the ten girls who live in the camp
with their mothers, which is their misfortune rather than their fault. They have, how-

There has since been a

less favorable
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for girls that thenever done nothing wrong. There is not the regular employment
The lot and the chances of the former are much harder than the latter.
is for hoys
The intelligent, decent Indian girl is a problem teaching would be her hope if schools
were provided.
the five young men reMajor Parkhurst, agent at Lower Brule, reports, April 20,
turned to his agency
are at work doing much better
All the returned boys from Hampton have now come in and
;

:

Oeorge Bushooter

is

doing will

needs a

;

little direction,

but

is

tractable; his faults are of the head,

not of the heart.

Since this report the boy has got into temporary trouble from assuming too much
authority.
was the
Henry Remeutie is doing well improving in work, and is at something all the time.andZede
was willing
stated that he was sick of doing nothing,
first malcontent to give in after a long trial
and has done so
to work as directed that he would obey me and the master carpenter at all times,
I have had no fault to find with his work. James and Joseph hung around the shops for a
;

;

;

gated th

Three boys and one girl are at Crow Creek Agency, the latter keeping her father's
carpenters,
and accounts, and doing well at last reports. The two shop boys,
"
are reported as "doing all that could be expected," and the teacher as doing splenAn official
them.
around
the
Indians
They are exerting a good influence on
didly.
writes me from Crow Creek as follows
store

:

they write in both English and Indian and receive many letin their rooms, receiving visits from friends, but devote most
of their time to reading English books and writing letters. I found the following regulations posted
up in the room, signed by the boys
No. It No play here.
No. 2. No sit down in the bed.

The boys are great correspondents
ters. They spend evenings mostly

;

:

No. 3. No chew here.
No. 4. No spit on the floor here.
Just smoking here.
Please be careful here in this room. Sit down like man and talk like man.
The Indians were at first disposed to regard Hampton as a sort of educational trap set by white men
to catch and swallow their children. The return ot these scholars has entirely unfixed this prejudice
And secured the full confidence of the Indians. They are now anxious to send their children away.

Five returned boys are at Cheyenne River; one is assistant teacher, the rest are
mechanics, blacksmiths, and carpenters, making an excellent record like the others in
governmeu t shops, at moderate wages, and wholly supporting themselves. All or nearly
all at the various agencies live away from the tents or camps in decent rooms at the
headquarters. This gives them a great advantage and immunity from temptation.
Girls cannot be isolated.
Two boys and one girl are at Standing Rock Agency. Major McLaughlin, in charge,
A lady missionary reports that
writes: "Both the young men are doing Avell."
"
they are quiet, conscientious workers, and have the respect of every one." The girl
in
a
is working
missionary's family giving excellent satisfaction.
Five boys and one girl are at Fort Berthold Agency. The girl writes: "Hard out
here to be good woman." She has since married a white man of good repute and is
doing well. Three of the hoys have given good satisfaction as workers; two have
again gone to school at Sautee Agency they are but 14 years old.
We had expected that half of them might relapse into barbarism: We how hope that
three-fourths at least will do well. I would urgently recommend that every Indian
This would go far towards
girl competent to teach be guaranteed a school to teach.
solving the greatest difficulty in the problem the fate of the girls.
I would call attention to the fact that the education of the above-named Indians at
Hampton cost the government but $150 a year, for three years (a rate that we never
agreed to), and that the expense of their support at home for rations, clothing, &c.,
would have been, had they not come East, not less than $50 a year. Contrast this cost
of civilizing them with that of each soldier in the West yearly, reported to the last
Congress to be $1,000. The comparative success of arms and of ideas indicates the true
policy, a liberal educational policy and wise management, in and for which I have
found no more confidence and enthusiasm than among those officers of the Army who
;

;

have had the most to do with Indians.
From study and from personal observation on the ground, having visited six different agencies the past year, I am convinced that the agent is of all others the man to
lead the mass of Indians up to the estate of full citizenship, which is the true objective
point. Laws alone cannot do it: the Indian cannot govern himself he is a child, and
;

needs a father, not

savage needing an executioner. The agent is the Indian's point
civilization, and should be a strong, valuable, representative man, a
lesson in character and manliness to the red
man, whose own type is not deficient in
ome of the finest traits. Such men will find him tractable, quick to learn, ready to

of contact with

a
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work, a difficult subject in many ways, but worthy of the uoblest philanthropic effort
generous government aid. Those who live near him know him as the Southerner knew the negro, in a fixed condition, and often scout the idea of improving him
as they would of improving a wild pony. But the West, like the South, may some
"
"
despised races are "the rejected stones" of our
day change their opinions. The
The success of educational work for
civilization, but they will yet have their place.
Indians away from their homes dependsso directly upon the conditions of life to which
students return that hope for their future is justified only as these conditions shall be
changed for the better, and that depends on the kind of agents that are appointed.
More cruel and unjust to the Indians than any war or plunder of their supplies, is the
prevention of their progress by the inefficiency or worse of many public agents who
have been sent to care for them. While good Indian agents can be pointed out, it is
hardly too much to state that the salaries paid are a prohibitory tariff on first-class
men for those positions. Pardon me, sir, if I have gone boyoud my province in the
above statement. Our work here is only a commencement, where results are determined by remote conditions, of which I have ventured to speak. The civilization of
the Indian awaits, I believe, a wise liberality and efficiency at Washington. There
can be no true policy with the frequent change of officials in charge. Measures are
useless without the right man to execute them, and the 'right men are practically dea.ml of

nied the Indian.
Like the negro, the Indian is more ready for citizenship than we have supposed.
Hopeless of the measures that are needed to give the red man a chance to grow into
citizenship. I believe in granting him the right to vote at once thus compelling measures at the point of necessity or danger that the dictates of reason and justice have
;

to secure.
I lind that I have tailed to refer to the productions of our Indians
workshops. The
following-named articles have already been made or are in process of manufacture for
fai'..-(l

the Indian department, about half of them having already been shipped to the agencies
75 sets double plow harness.
2' 15 do/en tin coffee boilers.
350 dozen tin cnps.
2,000 pairs men's brogan shoes.
Prices paid us have been according to the lowest contract prices of last year for the
same articles, which have not covered cost of material, of making, boxing, and freights
to the New York depot.
On this basis students cannot be taught all they need to learn,
i. e., the entire
process of making shoes by hand. Competing with the largest manufacturers, we must use some machinery, and although six processes are done by hand
(making a better shoe), it is impossible to make the article in a way to give the apprentice the best instruction. The quality of our shoes has been declared by Boston
experts to be fully up to the market standard. I would recommend that the products
of our Indian workshops, so far as available for the public service be taken at actual
cost, including material, superintendence, and labor, fuel, and freights, not including
:

wear and
I

tear, insurance and repairs.
would also recommend a special allowance, say 25 cents a day fora working day of

ten hours, for each apprentice who does his duty, one-half to be retained for the purchase of tools, &c., on his return, and to help him along in the sudden descent to his
home life, the other half to be expended by him for personal needs; thus teaching him
or her the use of money. This to be due after the first six months or a year. We have
already made such an allowance with the best results.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. C.

ARMSTRONG,
Principal.

The COMMISSIONER OK INDIAN AFFAIRS.

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR INDIAN YOUTH,
Forest Grove, Orey., September 14, 1882.

have the honor to submit my annual report. At last it would seem that the
government has hit upon a plan for the education and civilization of the Indians,
promising the highest results. Theories respecting it have been as numerous as the
brains that have interested themselves in it. Prizes have been offered for best essays
on Indian education, but from past results one would quite naturally conclude that
the question had been "how not to do it." Now, it must appear that the question
should be, not to give prizes for best theories, but to find men to go and do it and
then back them with all the strength of the government in their labors. Isn't it about
time to bury that historical omnipresent i( Indian who graduated at Yale with disSIR

:

I
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and relapsed into tenfold heathenism,"
tinguished honors and returned to his people
and who is paraded as the only result of the labor of oar government tor the lust two
hundred years in educating and civilizing the Indian
'!

WORK ACCOMPLISHED.
As indicated in my last year's report, I obtained the ten children allowed from the
well during the ten months of their stay
Umatillas, and they have done exceedingly
in the school. The least promising at first are now among our best workers on the
farm and in the school-rooms. The Umatilla Indians, generally, seem greatly enhave made.
couraged by their letters and the advancement they
Tabulation of school. Chehalis 6, Alaskans 12, Nisquallies 3, Oyster Bay 2. Pitt
River 2, Piute 1, Puyallup 22, Spokanes 18, Snohomish 1, Umatillas 10, Warm Spi-mirs
54 boys, 3? girls.
2, Wascos 12, a total of 91
;

BLACKSMITHING.

The apprentices in the blacksmith's shop, seven in number, have, according to their
instructor's report, made commendable progress in their craft, and have won friends,
manners, as well
particularly in the farming community, by their uniformly pleasant
as by their good work. The receipts of this shop are as follows:
Cash received for labor for regular and transient customers from July
1881, to June 30, 1882
Amount stock on hand

Amount as credit to shop
Amount paid for stock same
Amount

1,

$1

-

$1.

<

'

>

:

^8
547

period

541

to credit of shop

.

SHOEMAKIXG.

.

The shoe-shop is also located centrally in the town. The apprentices, eight () in
number, have done good work, and are commended by their instructor for obedience
and industry. The receipts are as follows
95
Cash received for labor from March 1, to August 31, 1882
212 21
Amount of work for school, shoes made and repaired
10 4.~>
Value of tools on hand, bought during that time
44 on
Value of stock on hand, bought during that time
:

*l'-'>'-'>

Amount as credit to shop
Amount paid for stock, same
Amount

to credit of

$400

period

shop

(il

lt>9

5G

$2'.! I

nf>

CARPENTERING.
In this department let me condense the work of the last two mouths, as an unanswerable argument as to what Indian boys can accomplish when inspired by the
thought that they are working for their people. They have put up additions to both
dormitories, 32 by 32, 24 feet high, 2^ stories.
Upon the girl's dormitory a sick ward,
double walled, 25 by 36, 12 feet high'; an addition to the kitchen 14 by 28, 12 feet in
height. These additions to the girl's buildings are substantially finished, being clapboarded and painted. These repairs include two bay windows and four dormer windows. They have also in this time made seven bedsteads. Thirteen boys have done
tfcis work, under direction of the
carpenter.

In referring to work accomplished upon the farm, I anticipate somewhat the next
In April I was authorized to employ a farmer (please see remarks in
year's report.
reference to the farm) and rent his farm of 45 acres. The work has been done entirely

by ten boys, under supervision of the farmer, and his report, which follows, will
the total amount of supplies already received and
estimated, viz
:

give-
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tent for the meager sum I am able to pay, with the small appropriation made the
school ; for instance, have secured a man who is a practical house-builder, and carpena fair disciplinarian, and one whose heart is in the work,
ter, a good wagon-maker,
for $1,050 per annum so the government gets disciplinarian, carpenter, and wagonmaker for $87.56 per mouth. My blacksmith, at a salary of $900 per annum, furnishes one set tools, his blacksmith and wagon shops, and his entire services for $75
and gives his entire time at $50 per month.
per month. My shoemaker rents his shop
The farmer, for $75 a month, rents 45 acres good land, furnishes team, farming imto this time, given his services
plements, and his own time. The physician has, up
and furnished medicine in part for the school for the pittance of $25 per month, and
other employe's are as reasonably compensated for faithful service.
;

HEALTH OF SCHOOL.
This continues to be remarkably good. It has been said that "to educate an Indian is to sign his death warrant." An intelligent care as to the proper division of
work, study, and play, and thorough ventilation of sleeping, living, and school rooms,
proper food, with milk no tea or coffee" seasonable clothing, cleanliness, and regularity of habits, as the proof is, signs no death warrants," but clearly establishes the
Since the incorporfact that a proper education 01 the Indian means life, not death.
ation of this school but one death has occurred in it. This remarkable sanitary showing has been most gratifying to us, and has done much to reconcile the Indians to
separation from their children, and may be accounted for, in part, by the fact that
no violent climatic changes have been necessary in bringing the children to Forest
Grove from some of their homes, although the majority are from Alaska and east of
the Cascade range, and are natives of cold and dry climates.

SUGGESTIONS.

A farm is one of the most urgent requirements of this school ; one reasonably
stocked and managed upon strong common-sense principles would, in a short time,
help largely to make this school self-supporting, beside affording the absolutely necessary training in agriculture to the boys, and the practical education of the girls in
their duties as farmers' wives.
The land, 4 acres, upon which the school buildings stand belongs to the Pacific
University ; it can be purchased for $375. Certainly it should be paid for. I have
recommended this for three years.
Respectfully submitted.
M. C. WILKINSON,
First Lieutenant Third Infantry, in Charge of School.
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INDIAN LEGISLATION PASSED DURING. THE FIRST SESSION OF THE FORTY-

SEVENTH CONGRESS.

f

CHAP.

21.

PUBLIC

No. 16.]

AN

ACT for the relief of the Eastern Shawnee Indiana at the Quapaif
Agency, Indian Territory. [VoL 22, p. 7.]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Eastern ShawStates of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Into- nee In dians.
nor be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to cause to be paid in
Eastern Shavmee Indians, at Quapaw Agency,
Indian Territory, from their uninvested funds in the Treasury, the sum
of two thousand dollars, in order to relieve their pressing wants and
necessities occasioned by the failure of crops during the summer and fall
of the year eighteen hundred and eighty-one.
cash, per capita, to the

Approved March

Appropriation,

4, 1882.

[PUBLIC
CHAP. 46. Ax ACT

Relief of.

No. 29.

]

authorizing the sale of certain logs cut by the Indians of the
in "Wisconsin.
[Vol. 22, p. 30.]

Menomonee Reservation

enacted by the Senate and Home of Representatives of the United Menomonee
of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the In- Keseryation,
terior be, and he hereby is, authorized to cause to be sold at public sale
to the highest bidder, for cash, after due public advertisement, and in
such lots or quantities as he may deem judicious, all pine timber cut
upon the Menomonee Indian Reservation duringthe winter of eighteen
hundred and seventy-six and eighteen hundred and seventy-seven, Sale of cut timunder the direction of the then United States Indian agent, J.
ber
C.Bridg-

Be

it

States

-

man.

SEC. 2. That the proceeds arising from all sales of such timber shall Disposition of
be applied first to the payment of any and all indebtedness incurred proceed*,
for labor, supplies, and other expenses incident to the
cutting and
sale of said timber, and the surplus, if any, shall be deposited in the
Treasury of the United States to the credit of said Indians, and expended for their benefit under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior.

Approved March

22, 1882.

[PUBLIC

CHAP.

52.

AN

No. 34.]

ACT to extend the northern boundary of the State of Nebraska.
[Vol. 22, p. 35.]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of tJie United
Northern
States of America in Congress assembled, That the northern
of Neboundary of boundary
bra8ka
extended,
the State of Nebraska shall be, and hereby is,
subject to the provisions
hereinafter contained, extended so as to include all that portion of the
Territory of Dakota lying south of the forty-third parallel of north latitude and east of the Keyapaha River and west of the main channel of
the Missouri River ; and when the Indian title to the lands thus described shall be extinguished the jurisdiction over said lands shall
be,
and hereby is, ceded to the State of Nebraska, and subject to all the
conditions and limitations provided in the act of Congress
admitting
Nebraska into the Union, and the northern boundary of the State shall
be extended to said forty-third parallel as fully and
effectually as if
said lands had been included in the boundaries of said State at the time
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of its admission to the Union ; reserving to the United States the original right of soil in said lands and of disposing of the same Provided,
That this act, so far as jurisdiction is concerned, shall not take effect
until the President shall, by proclamation, declare that the Indian title
to said lands has been extinguished, nor shall it take effect until the
State of Nebraska shall have assented to the provisions of this act; and
if the State of Nebraska shall not by an act of its legislature consent to
of this act within two years next after the passage hereof
the
:

Proviso.

Conditions.

provisions

this act shall cease

and be of no

Approved March

effect.

28, 1882.

PUBLIC

AN

No. 36.

by the Department of the
Interior to the Indian agent at Green Bay Agency, in the State of Wisconsin, and
to legalize the acts done and permitted by said Indian agent pursuant thereto. [Vol.

CHAP.

55.

ACT

to confirm certain instructions given

22, p. 36.]

Wheras on the twenty-eighth day of "November, eighteen hundred
and eighty-one, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs addressed to the
Indian agent at the Green Bay Agency, in the State of Wisconsin, a
letter of instructions as follows, namely

Preamble.

:

"DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
"OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
"Washington, November 28,
"E. STEPHENS, United States Indian Agent,
" Green
Bay Agency, Wisconsin
" SIR

1881.

:

your annual report a statement that the Indians of
your agency complain that they are not allowed to dispose of the dead
and down timber going to waste on their reserve,
"You are hereby informed that the sale of such timber is allowed by
this office; but great care must be taken by you to see that the Indians
dispose of only surplus dead or down wood which without such disposition would soon become worthless, and that they do not take advantage
of this permission to cut other timber, in violation of section two hundred and sixty-two, 'Instructions to Indian Agents.'
"Personal oversight should be exercised by you of the bargains and
sales made by Indians under this authority, and they uhould under:

I notice in

stand that a failure to observe the restrictions of this permission will
result in a forfeiture of the permit.
' '

Yours respectfully

"H. PRICE,
"Commissioner"; and
Whereas, under the authority supposed to be conferred by the said
Indian agent permitted the Indians upon
the reservations under the charge of the said agency to proceed to cut
into logs a considerable quantity of timber of the kind designated in
said letter of instructions, in which work they are now engaged and
Whereas the authority of said Commissioner to authorize such sale,
disposal, cutting, or removal of such timber has been called in question:
letter of instructions, said

;

Therefore,
Indian

agent,

D

"Wiscon^
8in, "in8t ructions

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of ike United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the instructions of the said
Commissioner of Indian Affairs contained in the above recited letter

by Commis- to the said Indian agent at the Green Bay Agency, in the State of
Wisconsin, be, and the same are hereby, ratified and confirmed, and all
1* 8
egal acts done or
permitted by said agent in pursuance thereof are hereby
Jzed!
legalized and declared valid; and the disposal of all timber cut or prepared for market, or which may be cut or prepared for market during
the logging season of the present year, is hereby authorized in conEights of the fortuity with said instructions
and the logs or timber so cut shall be
State preserved. 8U
bject to all remedies which are provided by the laws of the State of
Wisconsin to enforce liens upon logs or timber.
to,

Bloner of Indian

"

'

;

Approved March

31, 1882.
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No. 46.]

CHAP.

Ax ACT to accept and ratify the agreement submitted by the Crow In74.
diana of Montana for the aale of a portion of their reservation in said Territory,
for other purposes, and to make the necessary appropriations for carrying out
the same. * [Vol. 22. p. 42.]
and

Whereas certain individual Indians and heads of families representing
a majority of all the adnlfc male members of the Crow tribe of Indians occupying or interested in the Crow Reservation in the Territory of Montana have agreed upon, executed, and submitted to the
Secretary of the Interior an agreement for the sale to the United
States of a portion of their said reservation, and for their settlement
upon lands in severalty, and for other purposes Therefore,
lie it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
state* of America in Congress assembled, That said agreement be, and the
same is hereby, accepted, ratified, and confirmed. Said agreement is
executed by a majority of all the adult male members of said tribe, in
conformity with the provisions of article eleven of the treaty with the
Crow Indians of May seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, and

Preamble,

:

is

in

words and figures as follows, namely

^ 10W

Indians.

^p"t *"%

s

*~

^.

O f lands accepted.

ratitied,

confirmed.
*"***! P- 649>

and
15

:

"We, the undersigned individual Indians and heads of families of
the Crow tribe of Indiana now residing upon the Crow Reservation in
the Territory of Montana, do, this twelfth day of June, anno Domini
eighteen hundred and eighty, hereby agree to dispose of and sell to the
Government of the United States, for certain considerations to be hereinafter mentioned, all that part of the present Crow Reservation in the
Territory of Montana described as follows, to wit: Beginning in the Boundaries of
mid-channel of the Yellowstone River at a point opposite the mouth of portion of reseru
ree
Boulder Creek; thence up the mid-channel of said river to the point
foT s
where it crosses the southern boundary of Montana Territory, being
the forty-fifth degree of north latitude thence east along said parallel
of latitude to a point where said parallel crosses Clarke's Fork thence
north to a point six miles south of the first standard parallel, being on
the township-line between townships six and seven south thence west
on said township-line to the one hundred and tenth meridian of longitude thence north along said meridian to a point either west or east
of the source of the eastern branch of Boulder Creek ; thence down said
eastern branch to Boulder Creek thence down Boulder Creek to the
place of beginning for the following considerations
"First. That the Government of the United States cause the agri- Conditions of
cultural lands remaining in our reservation to be properly surveyed sale
and divided among us in severalty, in the proportions hereinafter mentioned, and to issue patents to us respectively, therefor, so soon as the
necessary laws are passed by Congress. Allotments in severalty of said
surveyed lands shall be made as follows
"To each head of a family not more than one quarter-section, with Allotments ot
an additional quantity of grazing land not exceeding one quarter- land in severalty.
l

^

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

-

:

sect ion.

" To each
single person over eighteen years of age not more than oneeighth of a section, with an additional quantity of grazing land not
exceeding one-eighth of a section.
"To each orphan child under eighteen years of age not more than
one-eighth of a section, with an additional quantity of grazing land
not exceeding one-eighth of a section ; and
" To each other
person under eighteen years, or who may be born
prior to said allotments, one-eighth of a section, with a like quantity
of grazing land.
"All allotments to be made with the advice of our agent, or such
other person as the Secretary of the Interior may
designate for that
purpose upon our selection, heads of families selecting for their minor
children, and the agent making the allotment for each orphan child.
The title to be acquired by us, and by all members of the Crow tribe Title inalieuof Indians, shall not be subject to alienation,
able for twenty
lease, or incmnbrance,
flve vears
either by voluntary conveyance of the
grantee or his heirs, or by the
judgment, order, or decree of any court, nor subject to taxation of
any character, but shall be and remain inalienable and not subject to
-

-

*

The agreement of May 14, 1880, signed at Washington [see page 277,
Report Indian Office for 1880], was not ratified by the Crow Nation, and
the above agreement was substituted therefor.

5153
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taxation for the period of twenty-five years, arid until such time thereafter as the President may see fit to remove the restriction, which shall
be incorporated in each patent.
for
"Second. That in consideration of the cession of territory to be made
Annuity
fi v e
t w e n t y
ky lls as individual Indians and heads of families of the Crow tribe to
the Government of the United States, said Government of the United
States, in addition to the annuities and sums for provisions and clothing stipulated and provided for in existing treaties and laws, hereby
agrees to appropriate annually, for twenty-five years, the sum of thirty
thousand dollars, to be expended, under the direction of the President^
for our benefit, in assisting us to erect houses, to procure seeds, farming implements, and stock, or in cash, as the President may direct.
"Third. That if at any time hereafter we, as a tribe, shall consent
to permit cattle to be driven across our reservation or grazed thereon,
the Secretary of the Interior shall fix the amount to be paid by parties
so desiring to drive or graze cattle all moneys arising from this source
to be paid to us under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of
the Interior may prescibe.
is Stats, p. 649.
"Fourth. That all the existing provisions of May seventh, eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight, shall continue in force.
"Done at Crow Agency, Montana Territory, this twelfth day of
June, anno Domini eighteen hundred and eighty."
SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, auSecretary of Iuof land on the
terioy to carry thorized to cause to be surveyed a sufficient quantity
provisions of act Crow,Reservation to secure the settlement in severalty of said Indians
as provided in said agreement, and upon the completion of said survey
he shall cause allotments of land to be made to each and all of the
Indians of said Crow tribe in quantity and character as mentioned and
set forth in the agreement above-named, and upon the approval of said
allotments by the Secretary of the Interior he shall1 caiise patents to
issue to each and every allottee for the lands so allotted, with the same
considerations, restrictions, and limitations mentioned therein as are
provided in said agreement.
SEC. 3. That for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this act
-Appropriations.
into effect the following sums, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
be, and they are hereby, set aside, out of any moneys in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, to be expended under the direction of the
Secretary of the Interior as follows, namely
For the expense of the survey of the lands as provided in the second
section of this act, the sum of fifteen thousand dollars.
For the first of twenty-five installments, as provided in said agreement, to be used by the Secretary of the Interior in such manner as the
President may direct, the sum of thirty thousand dollars.
Approved April 11, 1882.
-

;

:

F

CHAP.

PUBLIC

No. 54.]

AN ACT to provide

a deficiency for the subsistence of the Arapaho, Cheyenne, Kiowa, Comanche, Apache, and Wichita Indians. [Vol. 22, p. 47.]
85.

^

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Uniled
America in Congress assembled, That the sum of eighty thousand
dollars or so much thereof as may be
necessary, is hereby appropriated
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to be exunder
the
direction of the Secretary of the Interior for the subpended
sistence of the Arapahoes, Cheyeunes,
Apaches, Kiowas, Comanches,
and Wichitas, in the Indian Territory, the same
being a deficiency for
the fiscal year of eighteen hundred and
eighty-two.
Approved April 21, 1882.
States of

[PUBLIC

CHAP.
Lands of Miami Indians,

H
**

144.

AN

No. 76.]

ACT to provide for the sale of the lauds of
Kansas. [Vol. 22, p. 63.]

tin-

Miami Indians

in

..

n

States oj

enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United
America in Congress assembled, That the unallotted lands of the
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in Kansas, including the school sections, shall be disposed of in the following manner, to wit
That each boua fide settler occupying any portion of said lauds at Sale,
the date of the passage of this act, and havingmade valuable improvements thereon, or the heirs-at-law of such, who isa citizen of the United
.States, or who has declared his intention to become such, shall be enSettlers entititled at any time within one year from the passage of this act to purchase the land so occupied and improved by him, not to exceed one t^d to purchase
hundred and sixty acres in each case, according to the govern ineut survey, at the appraised value thereof, as heretofore ascertained by the
Secretary of the Interior, in accordance with the provisions of the act
of March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, under such rules 17 Stat's, G.n.
and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe. And
such persons who are entitled to purchase said lands as aforesaid shall
be permitted to make payment therefor in cash or in three equal annual installments, the first installment to be payable on the day of the
entry of the land, and the remaining two installments annually there- Payments,
al'trr. with interest at the rate of six per centum per annum from the
late, of entry.
SEC. 2. That all lauds not purchased by said settlers at the expira- Lands not purby settion of six months from the date of this act, together with all the un-S.lias
occupied and unallotted lands of the Miami Indians, shall be offered at afpnbHcauct^n;
public sale in the usual manner, under the direction of the Secretary of
the Interior, at not less than the appraised value, notice of said sale to
be given by public advertisement, of not less than sixty days in three
newspapers having general circulationin the State of Kansas and any
tract or tracts not then sold, together with such as may be hereafter
purchased by said settlers, but wherein default may be made in the
payment of any portion of the purchase-money, or the interest thereon
as herein provided, shall be thereafter subject to private entry at the
appraised value of the same.
SEC. 3. That the net proceeds of the sales of said lands, after defray- Proceeds of
OW
ing the expenses of the sale, shall belong to said Miami Indians, n d^_s^d J
>liall be disposed of as now provided by law.
SEC. 4. That the provisions of this act shall not in any way affect the Rights of individual Miamies
rights or claims of those individual Miamies, or persons of Miami blood
or" descent
who are named in the corrected list referred to in the Senate tat.Tl098'.]
amendment to the fourth article of the treaty of June fifth eighteen
hundred and fifty-four, or their descendants. And before the proceeds
\vhieh have been, or uiay be hereafter, realized from the sale of said
lauds shall be applied for any purpose, or distributed, the Secretary of
the Interior shall obtain the opinion of the Attorney-General as to what
rights or interests, if any, said persons have or had in and to said lands,
and if, in his opinion, they are or were entitled to have parcels of said
lands allotted to them under the provisions of said treaty, and failed to
receive the same, then said Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to pay to each of said persons out of the proceeds of
the sale of said lands as aforesaid, a sum equal to the value of two
hundred acres of said lands as appraised for the purpose of making said
of the sursale, for and in lieu of their interest in said lands, and that
plus of said proceeds which may then remain, if any, that they receive
their pro rsita share thereof the same as other members of said late
tribe of Miami Indians.

Miami Indians

:

^

;

;

,

Approved May

15, 1882.*

[PUBLIC
CHAP.

163

NO. 95.]

AN ACT making appropriations for the current and contingent expenses

of the Indian department, and for fultilling treaty stipulations with various Indian
and
tribes, for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-three,
for other purposes. Approved May 17, 1862.
[Vol. 22, p. 68.]

%

Be it enacted
the Senate and Home of Representatives of the United
Mates of America in Congress assembled, That the following sums be, and
they are hereby, appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, for the purpose of paying the current andcontingent expenses of the Indian Department and fulfilling treaty stipulations wT ith the varioiis Indian tribes, namely
:

*

Amended by

act of

June

27, 1882.

See page 199.
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live

70.]

of

Injector

Indian schools,

is authorized to appoint a person to inspect all Indian
hereby required to report a plan for carrying into effect,
in the most economical and efficient manner, all existing treaty stipulations for the education of Indians, with careful estimates of the co>r
for educating all Indian youths for
thereof; also a plan and estimates
whom no such provision now exists, and estimates of what sums can
be saved from existing expenditures for Indian support by the adoption
of such plan, whose compensation shall not exceed three thousand dolis hereby appropriated for that purpose, and also a furlars, which sum
ther sum of one thousand live hundred dollars for his necessary travel-

The President

who

schools,

ing expenses.
*

is

*

*

*

*

*

*

CHOCTAWS.
[Page

71!.]

That the sum of ten thousand dollars is hereby appropriated out ot
the three hundred thousand dollars reserved by the third article of the
Chicksaws concluded April eighth.
14 Stats., p. 700. treaty with the Choctaws and
of educating freednien
of
Education
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, for the purpose
frccdnicn.
u sil [^ tribes, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of
the Interior, three-fourths thereof for the freedmen among the ChocIVoviso.
taws, and one-fourth for the freedmen among the Chickasaws Provided,
that said sum of ten thousand dollars shall be deducted in like proportion from any moneys in this act appropriated to be paid said Choctaws
and Chickasaws; And provided farther, that either of said tribes may,
Proviso.
before such expenditure, adopt and provide for the freedmeu in said
tribe in accordance with said third article, and in such case the money
herein provided for such education in said tribe shall be paid over to
said tribe, to be taken from the unpaid balance of the three hundred
thousand dollars due said tribe.
j

;

MIAMIKS OF KANSAS.
[Page

75.

J

For payment to the delegation of the Miami Indians of Kansas m>\\
Koimburse- or recently in Washington, the sum of one thousand dollars, to reimiin ut to delegafourse them for money expended in eighteen hundred and eighty-one,
a8 mg
t ** e P a ^ ou * * au y full ds belonging to said tribe and to be immeI) C
'

ii"

diately available. And the Secretary of the Interior is hereby directed
to pay per capita to the Miami Indians of Kansas now residing in the
c;t lita"
amount Indian Territory the amount found due said Indians at this date on
for -ales of unal- account of proceeds of sales of their unalloted lands in Kansas, as prolot tl
lands in vided
by the act of March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-three.
17 fetat,
j ue 8anic to be immediately available.
Kansas.
.

.,

,

101

I

|

Page

*
76.]

For this amount, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary
of the Interior, for subsistence of the Poncas, twenty-five thousand
dollars; in all, forty thousand five hundred dollars; Provided, that the,
foregoing sums shall be divided pro rata among all the members of

Subsistence.

*******

Proviso.

said tribe in the Indian Territory

and

in

Dakota Territory.

*****

REMOVAL, SKTTLEMENT, SUBSISTENCE, AND SUPPORT OK INDIANS.
[Page
p H

u

83.]

bl

o

n-

I

'

M.'xh o

W

civilization and instruction of the Pueblo Indians of New Mexco including pay of teachers and purchase of seeds and agriculture
implements, seven thousand five hundred dollars; and of this sum not
exceeding one thousand five hundred dollars may, in the discretion of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, be used in constructing irrigating
ditches at Zuni and Jemez Pueblos.
j,\ )r

!

>
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N.

MISCELLANEOUS.
*

[Page

85.]

And the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to cause to be Industrial
esconstructed, at si point in the Indian Territory adjacent to the southern schools to be
m~~
houndary of the State of Kansas and near to the Ponca and Pawnee
reservations, and upon a section of land suitiible in quality and location for the industrial purposes of said school, which section of laud
is hereby reserved for said purpose, si
building suitable in size and
convenience for the instruction and care of one hundred and tifty Indian children, and shall cause to be instructed therein, in the English
language and in industrial pursuits, the children of such of the Indian
tribt-s located in the Indian Territory as sire least provided for under,
existing treaties or laws; and for this purpose there is hereby approprisited the sum of twenty-five thousand dollsirs, or so much thereof as
may be necessary, to be immediately available Provided, That not Proviso,
exceeding fifteen thousand dollars of this sum shall be expended in the
erection, completion, and furnishing of said building.
And the Secretary of the Interior is hereby further authorized to
cause to be constructed, at some suitable
on the Sioux reservapoint
D
T
tion, in Dakota Territory, and upon a section of land suitable in quality tory.
and location for the industrial purposes of said school, which section
of land is hereby reserved for said purpose, a building suitable in size
and convenience for the instruction suul care of one hundred and fifty
Indian children, and shall cause to be instructed therein, in the English
language and in industrial pursuits, the children of the Indian tribes
located on said reservation, or in his discretion the Secretary of the
Interior may establish said school in the school building now standing
on the Pawnee reservation, in State of Nebraska and for this purpose
there is hereby appropriated the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars,
or so much thereof as may be necessary, to be immediately swailable
I'ronded, That if the Secretary of the Interior shsill not establish said Proviso,
school in the buildings on the Isite Pawnee reservation, that not
exceeding fifteen thousand dollars of this sum shall be expended in the
erection, completion, and furnishing of said building.
And the Secretary of the Interior is further authorized and directed Education of
to provide for the care, support, and education of one hundred Indian Tndiai1 children
children not belonging to the rive civilized tribes in the Indian Terri- states
tory at any established industrial, agricultural, or mechanicsil school
or schools other than those herein provided for, in any of the States of
the United States, such schools to be selected by him from applications
'

:

,

.

.

;

:

made

to him, at a cost not exceeding one hundred and sixty-seven dolper annum for each child and for this purpose there is hereby Appropriation,
appropriated the sum of seventeen thousand dollars, or so much thereof
as may be necessary Provided, That not more than twenty of said .Proviso,
pupils shall be educated in any one State.
And for the purpose of further instructing and civilizing Indian chil- Education of
dren dwelling west of the Mississippi River, and in the States of Mm- Indi an chi '*
s
t f tl
nesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan, and not belonging to the five civilized j^ippi River &o!
tribes in the Indian Territory, or so many thereof as may be practicable
in industrial schools other than those at Carlisle, Hampton, and Forest
Grove, supported in whole or in part from treaty and other funds
appropriated by Congress, or such as may be established and supported
wholly from treaty or other funds so appropriated and for purchasing
stock for herding purposes for such industrial schools, and also for the
placing of such children, with the consent of their parents, under the
care and control of such suitsible white families as may in sill respects
be qualified to give such children moral, industrial and educational
training, for si term of not less than three years, under arrsingements
in which their proper care, support, and education shall be in exchange
for their labor, the sum of one hundred and fifty thoussind dollsirs is
hereby appropriated, to be expended under such rules and regulations
as the Secretsiry of the Interior mav prescribe.
lars

;

:

*

*

For the removal, with their consent, of the Mescalero Apache Indi-

the Jicarilla reservation, and for the support, civilization, and
instruction of the Indians of said reservation, including pay of emplnyees, fifteen thousand dollars; and if said consent shall not be
given, then ten thousand dollars of this sum may be expended for the

sins to

[Page

86.

]

Removal

of

eSC
^n
j,^iian3 to
Jicarilla Reservation.
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of said Indians at their present
support, civilization, and instruction
at each agency.
agencies, in equal proportions
the direction of the Secreunder
F r survey of Indian reservations,
Survey of restrvations.
tary of the Interior, five thousand dollars.
To enable the Secretary of the Interior to pay counsel fees incurred
North Carolina
in defending suits now pending against the North Carolina Cherokei-s,
Cherokees.
one thousand dollars, said amount to be paid out of the funds in tinTreasury belonging to the said North Carolina Cherokees.
of the Secretary
Pavinentfor To pay the following claimants named in the letter
hundred and eighty-two.
damages suffered of the Interior of February eighth, eighteen
from raid of being Senate executive document numbered one hundred, Forty-sevKorthern Chey- entll c on re8S first
session, for damages suffered from the raid of the
g
' n8 &cNorthern Cheyenne Indians in September, eighteen hundred and sevof treaty funds
enty-eight, to be paid from the unexpended balances
belonging to the Northern Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians, which are
hereby reappropriated for the purpose, namely
To Dora Westphalen, eight hundred dollars;
To Peter Westpbalen, three hundred and sixty-five dollars
To D. C. Tracy, one thousand three hundred dollars;
To Julia Laing and daughters, Mary Laing, Elizabeth Laing, ami
Julia Laing, one thousand five hundred dollars;
Also the following sums, to be paid from said unexpended balances
of treaty funds belonging to said Northern Cheyenne and Arapahoe
Indians To Barbara Springier, one thousand and fifty-nine dollars
,

'

:

:

;

;

Dina Stenner, nine hundred and twenty-five dollars; Frank Sperauk,
three hundred and sixteen dollars and thirty cents; Ernest Zebig, sixty
dollars; Mary Locher, ei ghty -five dollars Marie Denmie, six hundred
and one dollars; Christopher Abbott, eight hundred and fifteen dollars; A. C. Blunie, one hundred and three dollars; Mary Janosek.
seven hundred and thirty-one dollars John Banda, one hundred and
thirty-three dollars Frank Vocasek, seven hundred and forty dollars:
Paul Janosek, two hundred and thirty-six dollars and eighty cents
in all, nine thousand eight hundred and seventy dollars and ten cents
;

;

;

:

to be

immediately available.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to enable
clerks in the of- the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to employ, temporarily, sufficient
lice of Commis- clerical force to effect a
prompt settlement of the accounts of Indian
Indian Af
"agents which have been unduly delayed, four thousand dollars, to lie
fairsT
immediately available. And section two thousand and fifty-six of the
Revised Statutes is hereby amended so as to read as follows Section
R. S. 2056.
two
Amended.
thousand and fifty-six. Each Indian agent shall hold his office for
the term of four years, and until his successor is duly appointed and

Additional

:

qualified.

three, shall be immediately available; but 110 such goods or supplie.shall be distributed or delivered to any of said Indians prior to July

eighteen hundred and eighty-two, and the Secretary of the Inunder the direction of the President, may use any surplus that
may remain in any of the said appropriations herein made for the purchase of subsistence for the several Indian tribes, to an amount not exceeding twenty-five thousand dollars in the aggregate, to supply any
subsistence deficiency that may occur Provided, however, That fund.-,
appropriated to fulfill treaty obligations shall not be so used: And provided further, That any diversions which shall be made under authority
of this section shall be reported in detail, and the reasons therefor, to
Congress, at the session of Congress next succeeding such diversion.
first,

terior,

:

Secretary IntoP r *"

Congress

SKC. Six. That the President may, in his discretion, consolidate two
or more agencies into one, and where Indians are located on reservafions created by executive order he may, with the consent of the tribes
to be affected thereby, expressed in the usual manner, consolidate one
of or more tribes, and abolish such agencies as are thereby rendered unnecessary; and preference shall at all times, as far as practicable, be
given to Indians in the employment of clerical, mechanical, and other
help on reservations and about agencies.

Consolidation of

agencies and
dian tribes.

Abolition
ageneies.

Iii-
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SEC. SKVEN. That it shall be the duty of the Commissioner ofludiaii Compilation,
?
Affairs to cause to be compiled and printed for the use of Indian
f laws
the per- ana regulations
Agents and inspectors the provisions of the statutes regulating
forinauce of their respective duties, and also to furnish said officers respecting duties
8 a
from time to time information of new enactments upon the same sub-

Jf"*

Indians
sup
SEC. EIGHT. That the Secretary of the Interior shall cause such Indians as are now being subsisted, in whole or in part, by appropriations
he
re
t]ian tho
not required in discharge of treaty obligations to be notified that
will recommend to Congress, at its next session, a diminution of such quired by treaty
future
support
appropriation, and that in consequence thereof their
will depend more upon their own exertions.

WSoM

.

^

Approved,

May

17, 1882.

[PUBLIC

NO. 130.]

Ax ACT to amend section two of an act entitled "An act to pro
the sale of the lands of the Hiama Indians in Kansas," approved May
fifteenth, eighteen hundred and eighty-two.
[Vol. 22, p. 116.]

CHAP.
vide

246.

I'm-

ct

Be it enacted bi/ the Senate and House of Representatives of the United ga of [ands* of
States of America in Congress assembled, That section two of an act en- Mi an ,i Indians,
" An act to
t t led
provide for the sale of the lands of the Miami Indians Kansas, amended

^

i

May fifteenth eighteen hundred and eighty-two,
and the same hereby is amended so as to read as follows, viz
" Six '2. That all lands not
purchased by said settlers at the expiration of one year from the date of this act, together with all the unoccupied and unallotted lauds of the Miami Indians, shall be offered at
public sale in the usual manner, under the direction of the Secretary
of the Interior, at not less than the appraised value, notice of said sale
to be given by public advertisement of not less than sixty days in three
newspapers having general circulation in the State of Kansas; and
any tract or tracts not then sold, together with such as may be hereafter purchased by said settlers but wherein default may be made in
the payment of any portion of the purchase money, or the interest
in Kansas," approved

:

lie,

.

thereon, as herein provided, shall be thereafter subject to private entry at the appraised value of the same."

Approved, June

27, 1882.

[PUBLIC

No.

14:?.]

Ii(i8.
AN ACT to accept and ratify an agreement with the Shoshoue and Bannock Indians for the sale of a portion of their reservation in Idaho Territory refor
use of the Utah and Northern Railroad, and to make the necessary
the
quired
appropriation for carrying out the same. Approved July 3, 1882. [Vol. 22, p. 148.]

HAP.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Acceptance and
America in Congress assembled, That a certain agreement made
awr^nienV wi th
by Joseph K. McCammon, Assistant Attorney-General, on behalf of g^ s h o n e and
the United States, with the Shoshone and Bannock Indians resident on Bannock Indians
the Fort Hall Reservation, in the Territory of Idaho, be, and the same for sale of a P 01
is hereby ratified and confirmed, subject, nevertheless, to the conditions
Jj ^ inldaho^to
hereinafter mentioned. Said agreement is executed by a majority of Utah and Northall the adult male Indians of the Shoshone and Bannock tribes occupy- em E ai 1 r o ad
ing or interested in the lands therein more particularly described, in Company. P7fi
conformity with the provisions contained in article eleven of the treaty
with said Indians of July third, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, and
lie

it

States of

'-

is in the words following, namely
"This agreement, made this eighteenth day of July, eighteen himdred and eighty-one between the Shoshone and Bannock Indians resident on the Fort Hall Reservation in the Territory of Idaho, represented
by their chiefs and head men and heads of a majority of families, and
being a majority of all the adult male Indians occupying or interested

Preamble.
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lands hereinafter described, of the one part, and the United.
America, represented by Joseph K. McCammon, Assistant Attorney-General, of the other part.
"Whereas the Utah and Northern Railroad Company has applied
for permission to construct a line of railroad from east to west through
the Fort Hall Reservation, and the said Indians have consented therefor the consideration hereinafter
to, and for that purpose have agreed,
mentioned, to surrender to the United States their title to so much of
land comprised in said reservation as may be necessary for the legitimate and practical uses of said road
"Now this agreement witnessed! that, for the consideration hereinAgreement.
after mentioned, the said Shoshone and Bannock Indians do hereby
cede to the United States all that part of the present Fort Hall Reservation, in the Territory of Idaho, described as follows, namely:
"A strip of land not exceeding one hundred fert in width (except at
Pocatello Station, where it is two hundred feet) as Avill appear on maps
hereto annexed, commencing on the eastern boundary of said reservation, striking the south bank of Port Neuf River, and thence following
down Port Neuf Valley, sometimes on the south side and sometimes on
the north side of said Port Neuf River, until it reaches the Utah and
Northern Railroad, already constructed at a point about five miles east
of Port Neuf Station, on said road, a distance of about thirty-six miles,
more or less thence following said Utah and Northern Railroad already
constructed, a distance often and seventy-three hnndredths miles, to a
point on said road about six miles west of said Port Neuf Station, on
said road thence leaving said road already constructed and proceeding northwestward along the Port Neuf River aforesaid a distance of
eight miles, more or less; thence deflecting from said river westward
and continuing to the west boundary line of said Fort Hall Indian Reservation, a distance of about nineteen miles, more or less, from the
Utah and Northern Railroad, as shown upon the map or plan thereof
hereto attached, marked A the same being intended to be hereafter
used by the said Utah and Northern Railroad Company, its successors
or assigns, as a right of way and road bed, and containing by actual
survey six hundred and seventy acres or thereabouts.
"Also the several pieces or parcels of laud situate along and adjoining the said strip of land hereinbefore described as denned in the several plats or maps thereof also hereto attached and marked, respectively,
B, C, D, and so forth, the same being intended to be used by the said
Utah and Northern Railroad Company, its successors or assigns, for
depots, stations, sidings, and so forth, and containing in the whole, by
actual survey, one hundred and two acres, more or less.
" In consideration of such cession the United States
Consideration.
agrees to pay to
the Shoshone and Bannock Indians the sum of six thousand dollars,,
being at and about the rate of seven and seventy-seven hundredth*
dollars per acre for the lands so ceded, to be deposited in the United States
Treasury, to the credit of said Indians upon ratification hereof by ConInteicst.
gress, and necessary appropriation therefor, and to bear interest at five
per centum per annum the same to be in addition to any and all sums
to which the above-named Indians are now entitled by treaty.
"All provisions of existing treaties not affected by this agreement to
Katihcation.
remain in full force and effect, and this agreement to be subject to ratification by Congress.
Executed at the Fort Hall Agency, Idaho, the day and year first aforein the

.States of

:

;

;

;

;

said."
Appropriation.

SKC.

2.

That

into effect the

for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this act
of six thousand dollars is hereby set aside, out of any

sum

in the United States Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
be deposited in the United States Treasury to the credit of the Shoshone
and Bannock Indians, and to bear interest at five per centum per annum, such interest to be expended for the benefit of said Indians in
such manner as the Secretary of the Interior may direct.
SEC. 3. That the right of way over the land relinquished by said
agreement to the United States for the construction of said Utah and
Northern Railroad, and the use of the several parcels of laud so relinquished intended to be used for depots, stations, sidings, and so forth,

moneys

Interest.

'*>'

hereby granted to said Utah and Northern Railsuccessors and assigns, for the uses and purposes in
said agreement set forth
but the land, or any part thereof, relinquished to the United States by said agreement "shall not be used for
lor said railroad, are

road Company,

its

;
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railroad purposes by or for the Utah smd Northern Railroad Company, its successors or assigns, except upon the condition precedent
that the said company, its successors or assigns, shall, within ninety
U
days from the taking effect of this act, pay to the Treasurer of the ln u""ty days
United States said sum of six thousand dollars hereby appropriated to
be paid by the United States for the lands relinquished to the United
States by said agreement, and shall within the same time tile with the
Secretary of the Interior its written acceptance of the conditions of
Nor shall said land, or any part thereof, be continued to
this section.
be used for railroad purposes by or for said Utah and Northern Railroad Company, or successors or assigns, except upon the further condition that said company, its successors or assigns, will pay any and
all damages which the United States or said Indians, individually or in
^^'"1"
their tribal capacity, or any other Indians lawfully occupying said resor
of
on
of
act
acts
said
or
account
the
sustain
reason
by
ervation, may
company, its .successor or assigns, its agents or employees, or on account
of fires originating by or in the construction or operation of such railroad, the damages in all cases to be recovered in any court of the Territory of Idaho having jurisdiction of the amount claimed, upon suit or
action instituted by the proper United States attorney in the name of
the United States Provided, That the said United States attorney may p
accept such sum of money in satisfaction of any such injury or damage
as in his discretion may be j ust and if so accepted before suit or action
is commenced, no suit or action shall be instituted, and if accepted
after commencement of suit or action, the same shall be dismissed at
the cost of said company, its successors or assigns.
SEC. 4. That all moneys accepted or recovered under the provision Moneys acof section three of this act shall be covered into the Treasury of the cepted or recovUnited States, and if accepted or recovered on account of damages sus- ered to be covtained by said Indians as aforesaid, they shall be placed to the credit ered j nt ^reasof said Indians in their tribal names, to be expended by the Secretary
^ j, "pieced
of the Interior, for the benefit of said Indians, in such manner as he to credit of Shoand Banshone
of
individual
in
case
an
deem
for
best
the
their
interest,
except
may
nock Indians; exIndian, when the amount covered into the Treasury shall be expended
t-aid

.

:

;

"^

..

i-ii

/.

ception.

lor his sole benefit.

Approved July

3,

1882.

[PUBLIC No.
CHAP.

284.

Ax

158.]

ACT to accept and ratify an agreement with the Crow Indians for

the sale of a portion of their reservation in the Territory of Montana required for
the use of the Northern Pacific Railroad, and to make the necessary appropriations
for currying out the same.
Approved July 10, 1882. [Vol. 22, p. 157.]

enacted by the Senate and ffonse of Representatives of the United Acceptance
* l
America in Conyresx astttmbled, That a certain agreement made
a^fe'emVnt
between the United States of America, represented by Llewellyn A. with Crow Infor sale of
dians
William
H.
and
Charles
A.
Luce,
Maxwell, special agents duly
Walker,
of:rese.
appointed in that behalf by the Secretary of the Interior, of the one portion
part, and the Crow tribe of Indians resident on the Crow Reservation, n^ to^he United,
in the Territory of Montana, acting under the supervision and with the states, for use of
approval of the Secretary of the Interior, of the other part, be, and the Northern Pacific

Be

it

Xlaicx of

same

is

hereby, ratified and confirmed.

Said agreement

is

executed by Railroad

-

a majority of all the adult male Indians of the Crow tribe occupying
or interested in the lands therein more particularly described, in con-

formity with the provisions contained in article eleven of the treaty
with the Crow Indians of May seventh, eighteen hundred and sixtyeight, and is in the words following, namely
"
Whereas by section one of an act of Congress approved July second,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, entitled An act granting lands to aid
in the construction of a railroad and
telegraph line from Lake Superior
to Pnget Sound, on the Pacific coast, by the northern route (thirteenth
Statutes at Large, page three hundred and sixty-five), the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company was authorized and empowered to lay out,
locate, construct, furnish, maintain, and enjoy a continuous railroad and
telegraph line, with the appurtenances, namely: Beginning at a point
on Lake Superior in the State of Minnesota or Wisconsin, thence west-

iSStat., 652.

:

'

Preamble,

^

Stat., 3Co.
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by the most eligible railroad route, as shall be determined by said
company, within the territory of the United States, oil u line north of
the forty-fifth degree of latitude, to some point on Puget Sound and
"Whereas by section two of said act Congress granted to said company the right of way for the construction of said railroad and triegraph line to the extent of two hundred feet in width on each side of
said railroad where it may pass through the public domain, including
all necessary ground for station-buildings, workshops, depots, machineshops, switches, side-tracks, turn-tables, and water-stations; and
"Whereas by said section two Congress provided that the United
States should extinguish as rapidly as may be consistent with publie
policy and the welfare of the Indians the Indian titles to all lands falling under the operation of this act and acquired in the donation to the
road named in the act and
" Whereas
by treaty between the United States and the Crow Indians
concluded at Fort Laraniie, May seventh, eighteen hundred and sixtyeight, and duly ratified and proclaimed (fifteenth Statutes at Large,
p a g e s i x hundred and forty-nine), a district of country in the Territory
of Montana was set apart as a reservation for the absolute and undisturbed use and occupation of said Indians and
" Whereas there is no
provision or stipulation in said treaty authorizing said company or recognixing its right to construct its road through
said reservation; and
" Whereas the said
company did. on the twenty-fifth day of June,
eighteen hundred and eighty-one, tile in the Department of the Interior
a map showing the definite location of its line of railroad from the one
hundred and seventh degree of longitude west from Greenwich westwardly through said reservation and adjacent territory to the western
boundary of the said reserve, as provided by said act of eighteen hundred and sixty-four, the company having first obtained the permission
of the Secretary of the Interior to survey its line in said reservation:
and
" Whereas the said
company desires to construct its line of railroad
upon such designated route, and claims the right by virtue of said act
so to do
"
Now, therefore, in order to fulfill the obligations of the government
in the premises, this agreement, made this twenty-second day of August
anno Domini eighteen hundred and eighty-one, between the Crow tribe
of Indians resident on the Crow Reservation, in the Territory of Montana, represented by their chiefs, headmen, and heads of a majority of
families, and being a majority of all the adult male Indians occupying

orly

;

;

Stat.. 649.

;

:

or interested in the lauds hereinafter described, the said Indians acting
under the supervision aud with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior of the United States, of the one part, and the United States of
America, represented by Llewellyn A. Luce, William H. Walker, and
Charles A. Maxwell, special agents duly appointed in this behalf by the
Secretary of the Interior, of the other part, witnesseth. That for the
consideration hereinafter mentioned theCrow tribe of Indians do hereby
surrender and relinquish to the United States all their right, title and
interest in and to all that part of the Crow Reservation situate in the
Territory of Montana and described as follows, namely
"A- strip of land not exceeding four hundred feet in width, that is to
Description of
land relinquish- say, two hundred feet on each side of the line laid down on the map
dof definite location hereinbefore mentioned, wherever said line runs
through said reservation between the one hundred and seventh degree
of longitude west of Greenwich on the east and the mid-channel of the
Big Boulder River on the west, containing five thousand three hundred
and eighty-four acres, more or less. An official copy of said map of
definite location was, on this twenty-second day of August, anno Domini eighteen hundred and eighty-one, produced before said special agents
and the Indians in council, was fully explained to said Indians, aud is
hereunto attached, marked A, audmadea partof this agreement. Also
the several parcels of land situate along and adjoining the said strip of
land hereinbefore mentioned between the one hundred and seventh degree of longitude west of Greenwich on the east and the mid channel of
the Big Boulder River on the west, as denned and described on a map
produced before said special agents and the Indians in council on the
day and date above mentioned, and fully explained to and understood
by said Indians said tracts being designated on the aforesaid map by
the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, and K, and containing, respectively,
:

;
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the following area, that is to say Tract A, twenty-six and twentythree hnudredths acres tract B, twenty-eight and fifty-four hnndredths
acres; tract C, twenty-six and twenty-three hundredths acres; tract E,
twenty-six and twenty-three hundredths acres; tract F, twenty-six and
twenty-three hundredths acres tract G, twenty-six and twenty-three
hundredths acres tract H, twenty-six and twenty-three huudredths
acres; tract I, twenty-six and twenty-three huudredths acres; tract J,
twenty-eight and thirty-two hundredths acres; tract K, twenty-six and
twenty-three hundredths acres, aggregating two hundred and sixty-six
acres, more or less, said map being hereunto attached, marked B, and
madeapart of this.agreement; which last-mentioned tracts are intended
for the use of said Northern Pacific Railroad Company for station-houses,
depots, switches, and so forth. It is further stipulated and agreed that Trespass,
the United States will not permit the said railroad company, its employees or agents to trespass upon any part of the lands of the Crow Indian Reservation not hereby relinquished, nor permit said company, its
employees or agents, to cut any timber, wood, or hay from the lauds
embraced in said reservation.
"And it is farther stipulated and agreed that the Secretary of the wagon-rowfc.
Interior, upon such terms as he may see fit to impose, may permit to be
constructed, maintained, and used within said Crow Indian Reservation
wagon-roads not exceeding three in number, in addition to any established wagon-roads which may be now in use therein the said three
roads to connect Avith the line of said railroad at such points as the Secretary of the Interior may designate all of which wagon-roads shall be
under the control of the Government of the United States.
" In consideration for the lands
hereby relinquished, amounting in Payment to
the aggregate to five thousand six hundred and fifty acres, more or less, Crows
and for the privileges herein granted, the United States stipulates and
agrees to pay to the Crow tribe of Indians the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars, to be deposited in the Treasury of the United States to the
credit ofthe said tribe of Indians upon the ratification of this agreement
by Congress, and the necessary appropriation made therefor, the sum
aforesaid to be expended for the benefit of said Indians in such manner
as the Secretary of the Interior may direct the same to be in addition
to any and all moneys to which the said Indians are entitled under the
provisions ofthe treaty of May seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty- ir> Stats., 649.
eight, hereinbefore mentioned.
'All provisions of existing treaties with the Crow Indians not affected
by this agreement are to remain in full force and effect, and this agreement is to be subject to ratification by Congress.
"
Kxecuted at Crow Agency, in the Territory of Montana, this twentysecond day of August, anno Domini eighteen hundred and eighty-one,
as witness the following signatures."
Si.t
>.
That for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this act into Appropriation.
effect the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars is hereby set aside, out
of any moneys in the Uui ted States Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to lie deposited in the United States Treasury to the credit of the Crow
tribe of Indians, and to be expended for the benefit ofthe said Indians
in such manner as the Secretary ofthe Interior may direct.
six .:?. That the right of way overt-he land relinquished by said agree- R'S 11 * of *y.
ment to the United States for the construction of said Northern Pacific
Railroad, and the use ofthe several parcels of land so relinquished intended to be used for depots, stations, sidings, and so forth, for said
railroad, are hereby granted to said Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
its successors and
assigns, for the uses and purposes in said agreement
set forth; but the land, or any part thereof, relinquished to the United
States by said agreement shall not be used for railroad purposes by or
for the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company, its successors or assigns,
except upon the condition precedent that the said company, its successors or assigns, shall, within sixty days from the taking effect of this act,
Paymenttothe
pay to the Treasurer of the United States said sum of twenty-five thon- United States,
sand dollars hereby appropriated to be paid by the United States for the
lands relinquished to the United States by said agreement, and shall
within the same time file with the Secretary of the Interior its written
acceptance ofthe conditions of this section nor shall said land, or any
part thereof, be cor tinned to be used for railroad purposes by or for said ci"^00 ^?^ uce
northern Pacific Railroad Company, its successors or assigns, except ta v oT Interior
upon the further condition that said company, its successors or assigns.
:

;

;

;

;

;

-

;

.

;
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United States or .said Indians
pay any and all damages which the
or any other Indians lawfully
individually or in their tribal capacity,
reason or on account of the
occupying said reservation, may sustain by

will

Damages.

toruey

Proviso

-

-.-

States attorney may accept such sum of money in satisfaction oi any
such injury or damages as in his discretion may be just and if so acno suit or action shall be
cepted before suit or action is commenced,
of suit or action, the
instituted, and if accepted after commencement
same shall be dismissed at the cost of said company, its successors or
;

assigns.

Moneys

SEC.

accept-

4.

That

all

moneys accepted or recovered under the provisions

ed or recovered of sec ti O n three of this act shall be covered into the Treasury of the
*
and if accepted or recovered on account of damages sustf United States,
o Treasury

said Indians as aforesaid, they shall be placed to the credit
Crow of 8a id Indians in their tribal-names, to be expended by the Secretary
o f tne i nter or for the benefit of said Indians in such manner as he may
deem for their best interest, except in the case of an individual Indian,
Exceptions.
when the amount covered into the Treasury shall be expended for his

for

damages, tained by

credited to
Tndians.

j

sole benefit.

Approved, July

10, 1882.

[PUBLIC

CHAP.

350.

AN

ACT

No. 181.]

to provide for the sale of certain
Kansas. [Vol. 22, p. 177.]

Kickapoo Indian lands

in

enacted by the Senate and Houne of Kepreaentatit'eH of the United
America in Conyrets aseembled, That the Secretary of the Inteor ^ e ' an ^ *" e hereby is, authorized to cause to be appraised and sold.
Sale of Kickaafter due advertisement in tracts not
poo Indian lands, for cash, to the highest bidder,
Kansas.
exceeding one hundred and sixty acres to any one person, the followingdescribed tracts of land in the State of Kansas, reserved, in accordance
with the provisions of the amended eleventh article of the treaty made

Be

it

States of

"

'

13 Stats., 629.

j une twenty-eighth, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, by and between
the United States and the Kickapoo tribe of Indians, for mill-site and
Description.
missionary and agency purposes, namely The south half of section
four, township five, range sixteen, and the north half of section nin -,
township five, range sixteen, for mill-site purposes; the south half of
section thirty -three, township four, range seventeen, reserved for mission purposes; lots five, six, and seven, section three, township five,
range seventeen, and lot six, section fifteen, township five, range sevi'roviso.
enteen, reserved for agency purposes: Provided, That no tract shall be
sold for less than the appraised value thereof, and in no case for less
than six dollars per acre.
Disposition of
g EC 3. That the net proceeds of the sale of said lauds, after deductf sale.
pro,
j n g therefrom the expense incident to said appraisement and sale, shall
be deposited in the United States Treasury to the credit of the Kickapoo trf be of Indians, and shall bear interest at the rate of four per
centum per annum and the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to
expend the interest annually accumulating thereon, and all or any part
of the principal fund, at such time and in such manner as he may deem
Proviso.
for the best interests of said Indians
Provided, That if the Secretary
:

;

:

of the Interior shall direct the payment of said principal sum in installments, the unpaid portion thereof shall continue to draw interest until
paid.
Patents to be
issued

to

pur-

SEC. 3. That the Secretary of the Interior shall cause patents in feesimple to be issued to the purchasers of the lauds sold under the provisions of this act iu the same manner as patents are issued for the
public lands.

Approved, July

'28,
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[PUBLIC

(HAP.

:>.~>7.

2.05

.

m
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ACT relating to lands
Colorado lately occupied by* the Uncompahgre and White River Ute Indians. [Vol. 22, p. 178.]

United
/.'c it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Mates of America in Congress assembled, That all of that portion of the Land in ColoI'te Indian Reservation in the State of Colorado lately occupied by the
j^o ktelyj>ccuI'ncompahgre and White River Utes be, and the same is hereby, de- compahgre and
dared to be public land of the United States, and subject to disposal White Kiver Ute
from and after the passage of this act, in accordance with the provis- Indians declared
ions and under the restrictions and limitations of section three of the P "'J s^at ><):?
act of Congress approved June lifteenth, eighteen hundred and eighty,
chapter two hundred and twenty-three, except as hereinafter provided,
under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior in
accordance with the provisions of this act.
SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior shall, at the earliest prac- Uouudary liu^,
ticable day. ascertain and establish the line between the land mentioned etc., to be estal>hshert
in section one of this act and that now or lately occupied by the Southeru Utes in said State and for that purpose there is hereby appropri- Appropriation,
ated, out of any money in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, the sum of live hundred dollars.
Prior entries,
SEC. 3. That all entries, settlements, or locations heretofore made,
under any law of the United States, by duly-qualified persons, upon a settlements, eti
.strip of land extending northerly and southerly, not exceeding ten miles they were^made'
in width, within that part of the Ute Indian Reservation in the State respectively,
of Colorado lately occupied by the Uncompahgre and White River Ute
Indians, and bounded on the east by the one hundred and seventh meridian of longitude west from Greenwich, shall legally date from the
time they were respectively rhade and the rights of said persons shall
be in all respects the same as if the lands had been legally subject to
their claflns when the same were initiated Provided, however, That if Proviso,
homestead entries have been made on said strip, the lands so entered
shall be paid for in cash, after proof which would be satisfactory under
the pre-emption laws: And provided further, That none of said lands
shall be disposed of for any consideration other than cash, nor for a less
price than one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre.
'

;

;

:

Approved, July

'28,

1882.

[PUBLIC
CIIAI".

Ax ACT

No. 184.]

amend

section tweiity-om- hundred and thirty-three of the
Revised Statutes, in relation to Indian traders. [Vol. 22, p. 179. J

:;tio.

to

lie il enacted bi/ lite Senate and House
of Representatives of the United
R- S. 2133
States of America in Conyress assembled, That section twenty-one himdred and thirty-three of the Revised Statutes of the United" States be, amended,
and the same is hereby, amended so that it shall read:
"Any person other than an Indian of the full blood who shall attempt Indian traders,
to reside in the Indian country, or on any Indian reservation, as a
trader, or to introduce goods, or to trade therein, without such license,
shall forfeit all merchandise offered for sale to the Indians or found in
his possession, and shall moreover be liable to a penalty of five hundred
dollars Provided, That this section shall not apply to any person re- Provisos?
siding among or trading with the Choctaws, Cherokees, Chickasaws,
Creeks, or Seminoles, commonly called the five civilized tribes, residing
in said Indian country, and
belonging to the Union Agency therein
And provided further, That no white person shall be employed as a clerk
by any Indian trader, except such as trade with said five civilized
Tribes, unless first licensed so to do by the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, under and in conformity to regulations to be established by the
Secretary of the Interior."
Approved, July 31, IS+J.
:

:
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PUBLIC

CHAP. 363. AN ACT to

No.

187.

provide additional industrial training-schools for Indian youth,

and authorizing the use of unoccupied military barracks tor such purpose.
Industrial Beit enacted by tht Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
training schools O f j mer j cft i n Congress assembled, That the Secretary of War be, and he is
p Indian youth,
authorized to set aside, for use in the establishment of normal
and industrial training-schools for Indian youth from the nomadic tribes
-

j^g^

having educational treaty claims upon the United States, any vacant
posts or barracks, so long as they may not be required for military occupation, and to detail one or more officers of the Army for duty in connection with Indian education, under the direction of the Secretary of
the Interior, at each such school so established Provided, That moneys
appropriated or to be appropriated for general purposes of education
among the Indians may be expended, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, for the education of Indian youth at such posts,
institutions, and schools as he may consider advantageous, or as Congress from time to time may authorize and provide.

Proviso.

:

Approved, July

31, 1882.

PUBLIC

No.

190.

CHAP. 371. AN ACT to grant a right of way for a railroad and telegraph line through
the lands of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Xations of Indians to the Saint Louis and
San Francisco Railway Company, and for other purposes. Approved August 2, 1882.
[Vol. 22, p. 181.]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
Right of way
for railroad and O America in
j
Congress assembled, That a right of way is hereby granted
I
P
a
* the Saint Louis and San Francisco

Railway Company, corporation
thnmgh lands of
Ch o c ta w and duly organized under the laws of the State of Missouri, for the construe Chickasaw na- tion of a railroad and telegraph line, said right of way to be one hundred
tions of Indians. an(i
fifty fee t in width through that part of the lands of the Choctaw
6
and three hundred
Lrnds and sTn and Chickasaw Nations occupied by the Choctaws,
Francisco Rail- feet in width at each station for a distance of four thousand feet in
way Company, length; said right of way to commence at any point to be selected by
said company on the line of the Choctaw Nation immediately contiguous to Sebastian or Scott Counties, in the State of Arkansas, and run
thence in a southwesterly direction on the most direct and practicable
route through the lands of the said Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations in
the direction of Paris, in the State of Texas; said road to continue to
or connect with a proposed road from the city of Paris aforesaid.
Conditions o f
SEC. 2. That the said Saint Louis and San Francisco Railway Cornacceptance,
pany shall accept this right of way upon express condition, binding
upon itself, its successors and assigns, that they will neither aid, advise,
nor assist in any effort looking toward the changing or extinguishing
the present tenure of the Choctaws or Chickasaws in their lauds, and
will not attenipt to secure from the Choctaw or Chickasaw Nation any
further grant of land, or its occupancy, than is hereinbefore provided
Proviso.
Provided, That any violation of the condition mentioned in this section
:

shall operate as a forfeiture of all the rights and privileges of said rail-

way company under this act.
SEC. 3. That the said railway company shall pay for all property iujured or destroyed by said company, and for all material taken and used
in the construction, operation, or repairs of said road and telegraph
line, and shall take no such material except under contract with the
proper authorities of the Choctaw or Chickasaw Nation, and according
to the laws tKereof Provided, That before the construction of said road
Proviso.
through any lands held by individual occupants according to the laws,
customs, and usages of said nations, full compensation shall be made to
such occupants for all property to be taken or damages to them by reason
Referees to de- of the construction of the said road and
^
telegraph line. In case of fail1
u e to ma ^ e amicable settlements in any case, either national or indion fanuretoinalfe f
such
shall
be
determined by appraisement of three
amicable settle- virtual,
compensation
uent.
disinterested referees, one to be named by the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, one by the principal chief of said nation claiming damages or to
which the persons claiming damages belong, and one by said company.
This provision shall also apply to all cases of injury to persons or prop-

Payment

for

damages, &c.

:
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frty occasioned by the construction or operation of said road and telegraph line after the construction thereof shall have been commenced.
Said arbitrators shall receive not exceeding four dollars per day for
each, with mileage not exceeding six cents per mile, and witnesses shall Compensation,
receive the usual fees allowed by the courts of said nations. Costs shall Costa,
be made a part of the award, and be paid by the losing party.
In case of failure to pay such award, the Secretary of the Interior Penalty for
shall be, and is hereby, authorized to forbid the further passage of failure to pay
a
damtrains, or the nse of said right of way, and to remove the agents and ^ard^for
c
ages
employees of said company from the limits of said nations, as intruders under the intercourse laws of the United States, until such time as
payment shall be made by said company.
And in addition to the foregoing the injured parties shall have the Legal remedies,
right of recourse to all legal remedies that may be applicable in like
cases in the judicial tribunals and consent is hereby given that the
civil jurisdiction of the district court of the United States for the western district of Arkansas, and such other courts as may be established
by authority of the United States, shall be extended within the territory
and limits of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, without distinction
as to citizenship of the parties, so far as may be necessary for the en'

'

;

forcement of the provisions of this act.
SEC. 4. That for and in consideration of the uses and grants aforesaid Payments to be
the said railway company shall pay quarter-annually to the national made by grantee,"
11
treasures of said nations every year during the existence of the rights eflto^sciiook
and privileges granted to said company by this act, to be used for the
benefit of schools therein, the sum of seven hundred and fifty dollars,
one-fourth of said payments to be paid to the Chickasaws and threefourths to be paid to the Choctaws; and until the first of such payments be made, no right or power to enter upon said lands, except for
the purpose of surveying and locating its line of road and telegraph,
shall be acquired under the provisions of this act
Provided, That if the Proviso,
general councils of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, or either of
them, shall within sixty days after the passage of this act, by resolution duly adopted, dissent from the allowance provided for in this section, and shall certify the same to the Secretary of the Interior, then the
compensation to be paid for the use and grants in this act made for such
dissenting tribe shall be determined as provided in section three for the
determination of the compensation to be paid to the individual occupants of lands, except that one of said appraisers shall be appointed by
the council of the dissenting tribe and the award made shall be paid
as and under the penalties provided for in said section three And pro- Proviso.
vidcd, That nothing in this act shall be construed to prohibit Congress
from imposing such taxes as it may deem just and proper upon the rail- Eight of United
road hereby authorized for the benefit of the Choctaw and Chickasaw States to impose
Indians so long as they shall occupy and possess the territory or to taxes reserved,
prohibit any State or States which may hereafter be formed out of said
territory from imposing taxes upon said road.
SRC. 5. That within ninety days from the passage of this act the said Limit of time
ce
C
company shall accept the provisions of this act, and within thirty days ^~^ ^ d aiso
thereafter the said company shall fix and determine the general route for determining
of its line of road in accordance with this act by filing with theSecre- route of road,
tary of the Interior a map of preliminary survey, and by filing copies
thereof in the offices of the principal chiefs of said nations respectively;
and thereafter no claim for a subsequent settlement and improvement
along such line within seventy-five feet on either side thereof shall be
valid as against the said right of way and within one year from the date
of the acceptance of this act by said company as herein provided, the
said company shall file with the Secretary of the Interior a map showing
the definite location of its line of roads and telegraph as designated in
D ~
the first section of this act, and shall complete the said road and tele- y n of line of
the
lands
of
said nations within the further period of one road,
graph through
:

;

:

;

.,

year.

-.

.

SEC. 6. That the said right of way shall not be settled upon, by au- Settlement on
thority of said railway company, by non-citizens of said nations, ex- right of way by
cept such employees of said company as are necessary to the successful non-citizens pro-"
1*
operation of said railway and telegraph line, and their families Pro- tions* Proviso
rided, That only agents, operators, employees, and sectionmen shall be
exempt by reason of such employment from payment of permits, as required of other non-citizens of said nations.
:
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SEC. 7. That no greater rates of fare or freight .shall he charged in
the Choctaw or Chickasaw Nation, hy said railway company, than rli e
lowest rate authorized hy law in the States of Arkansas and Texas, or
either of them for services or business of the same kind and said railand to accept and trans way company agree to convey all passengers
that may be offered, and to bill any freight which may
-,,.
r port all freight
Spe<
be offered for shipment from points on said line by persons lawfully reoffffeteht
eight
or Chickasaw Nation to Chi
siding or doing business in the Choctaw
of stopping said freight at Saint Louis, by the
oago, with the privilege
if the bills had been made for Saint Louis
shfpper, on the same terms as
in the first instance.
number of tracks
T \i- S " ov'"' SEC. 8. That said company shall provide a sufficient
to do the business that may be offered, and shall permit any railroad
&c
Reutal to be company to have the rights of user of its main tracks and sidings by the
The maintenance of siipaid by ot h er p a,y m ent of a fixed charge as rental therefor.
uscrs ot road.
and appurtenances,
perstructure, tracks, depots, and other buildings
and
such
other expenses as may
and of stations and operating expenses,
based
the
be
be imposed by law, shall
wheelage of such trains as
upon
Operating and may rim OV er said road, each company paying such proportion as its
shall bear to the total wheelage passing over said road. The
basp,l o^wh^eT wheelage
rental shall be a fixed charge in addition to maintenance of road, and
age of trains,
shall be determined by mutual agreement, or, in case of disagreement
by arbitrators, each party choosing one such arbitrator, the third to be
chosen by the others appointed, whose decision Upon all points respectEach company enjoying the right of
in S such rental shall be final.
Individual comshall pay for any and all damages to the property of
panics to pay user as aforesaid
damages caused the nation or individuals caused by the running of its own trains to the
by operating, &c. CO mpauy owning the franchise hereby granted whenever such company
has been required to pay the same under the provisions of this act. If
Disagreem e n 1 8a id companies shall disagree as to damages aforesaid, all disagreements
as to damages de- k a n ^g 8e ttled and determined between them
s
by arbitration, as proProvided, That all trains running over said railtrat'ion? Proviso! vided in case of rental
road shall be under the exclusive control of the company owning and
fare

;

.

,

i

T

.

:

operating said railroad.
SEC. 9. That the said railroad company shall execute a bond to the.
United States, to be filed with and approved by the Secretary of the
Interior, in the penal sum of five hundred thousand dollars, for the use
and benefit of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, to cover any and all
damages which may accrue by reason of the failure of said railway company to comply with all or any of the provisions and conditions of this
siieRenewable act. Said bond shall be good and valid against said company, its ^
every five years, cessors and assigns, and shall he renewed at the expiration ot every nve
and
in
of
of
the
Interior,
the judgment
the Secretary
years,
whenever,
a renewal of the same shall be deemed necessary for the protection of
the interests of the Indians or of the United States.
SEC. 10. That if within ninety days after the passage of this act the
Grantee failinto accept condH company aforesaid shall fail to accept the conditions herein specified by
tions or to comply a resolution of its hoard of
directors, certified to and filed with the Seeh
r ViSi0n8
retar y of the
or shall fail within one year from the filing of'the
Interior,
of\his^ ct
acceptance of its charter to file its map of definite location in accordance,
with this act with the Secretary of the Interior, or shall fail to construct
its road within the time and as hereinbefore provided, then all the right >
tedoTt^le^lare
f sa i<l company under this act shall thereupon cease and determine,
rights of comand the Secretary of the Interior shall so declare; and thereupon tinpany void,
of the Interior shall give a consent in writing to the Chicago,
Chicago, Texas Secretary
and Mexican Texas and Mexican Central Railway Company, a corporation duly
Bail-way C oin- organized under the laws of the State' of Texas, which shall succeed
S
Ce
a ^ * ne r i#ht 8 privileges, immunities, duties, and obligations hereby
to 'rights &c of
the act on com- conferred by this act upon the Saint Louis and San Francisco Railway
p lyin g with Company, to the same extent as if said successor had been the grantee
first herein named, upon
tiling with the Secretary of the Interior its
acceptance of the provisions of this act within ninety days from the date
of the expiration of the period herein granted to the Saint Loiiis and
San Francisco Railway Company and upon filing bond as prescribed in
the ninth section of this act to comply with the provision of this act,
and upon filing with the Secretary of the Interior within twelve months
its map of definite location in accordance with this
act, and within
twelve niontns thereafter completing said road. And in the event of
Franchise given
to company first the failure of the Chicago, Texas and Mexican Central Railway Comobtainiiig ap- pany to file its acceptance of the provisions of this act within the time
Bond.

.

.

-,

iini

.,-/

\

>

'
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hereinbefore specified, and thereafter to file its map of definite location proval of Preei"
tlie
in accordance with the provisions of this act and to complete said road J^fgJi*
? ni
within the time herein granted then the privileges herein granted to
aid Saint Louis and San Francisco Railway Company shall apply to
any other incorporated company that shall have first obtained the approval of the President of the United States: Provided, That the said Proviso,
successor shall thereafter have the same time to perform in all respects
the several acts and things herein enjoined to be done as is by this act
given to the original grantee including the definite location in accordance with this act and the filing of bond as herein required: And provided further, That any railroad company enjoying the rights conferred
by this act shall construct and maintain continually all road and highway crossings, and necessary bridges, over said railway wherever said
roads and highways do now or may hereafter cross said railway's right
of way, or may be by the proper authorities laid out across the same.
SEC. 11. Congress may at any time amend, add to. alter, or repeal T,.,
-Luis ftcc in AT
J.T*
4
*

this act.

t,

Approved, August

2,

1882.

No. 205.]

[PUBLIC

CHAP.

390.

e altered, &o.

An act making

appropriations to supply deficiencies in the appropriations for the fiscal year ending Jane thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-two and
tor prior years, and for those certified as due by the accounting officers of the Treasury in accordance with section four of the act of June fourteenth, eighteen hundred
and seventy -eight, heretofore paid from permanent appropriations, and for other purposes.
Approved August 5, 1882. [Vol. 22, p. 257.]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
America in Congress assembled, That the following sums be, and
the same are hereby, appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, for the objects hereinafter stated, namely
States of

:

INDIAN AFFAIRS.

To pay the Creek Nation of Indians

for one

[Page

hundred and seventy-five

265.]

Creek

Nation

thousand acres of land now occupied by the Seminole Nation, the sum of of Indians,
oue hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars, as per agreement made
in pursuance of the act of March third, eighteen hundred and
seventythree, which agreement bears date February fourteenth, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, and is now on file in the Department of the Interior said sum to be immediately available.
;

*

*

*

*

*

*

[Page

266.]

To enable the Secretary of the Interior to afford relief to the Kaskas- Kaskaskia.
kia, Peoria, Wea, and Piankeshaw Indians, located at the Quapaw p? 01!*' Wea an(*
aW
Agency, Indian Territory, he is authorized to advance to their agents, fi'ans
'

from uninvested funds in the Treasury to their credit, the sum of fifteen
thousand dollars, to be distributed among said Indians per capita.
For the payment of so much of the outstanding indebtedness, princi- Kansas Indians,
pal and interest, of the Kansas tribe of Indians, incurred under the 12 Stat.,1112.
stipulations of the fourth article of the treaty of October fifteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-nine, as is represented by scrip certificates known
"Kaw" or
as "Kaw" or "Kansas Indian scrip," issued by the Commissioner of "Kansas Indian
Indian Affairs to R. S. Stevens, for improvements made by him for the scrip," payment
of
benefit of said Kansas Indians under certain contracts executed
by and
between the United States and the said R. S. Stevens, now in the possession of and belonging to any person or persons (mechanics and
others)
who actually performed the labor in the construction of the
and other improvements erected under said contracts, andbuildings
who re"

ceived the said certificates, in lieu of cash, in payment
therefor, and who
shall make satisfactory proof thereof to the
Secretary of the Interior,
fifteen thousand dollars, or so much thereof as
may be necessary; Provided. That the same shall be taken from funds now in the
Treasury of
the United States to the credit of said Kansas
Indians, derived from

5153

14

Proviso.
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the sale of the Kansas Indian lands in Kansas, without regard to th*
of the expenses of appraisement and
preference given to the payment
sale of said lands.
"
"Civilization
To reimburse what is commonly known as the civilization fund, "
of the removal of
no n't of"iTe- the amount taken therefrom to defray the expenses
moval of North certain North Carolina Cherokee Indians to the Indian Territory durChero- j n the
Carolina
year eighteen hundred and eighty-one, two thousand nine hung
Indians. dred
kee
and t hi rty dollars and fifty cents.
This amount, to be expended for the Osage Indians, in accordance
Osage Indians.
16 Stat., 3 62. w jth section twelve of the act
approved July fifteenth, eighteen hundred
interest at five per centum per annum, as provided
teresTat 5 per an d seventy, being
eentum per an- for in said act, and by section two of the act approved May ninth,
mum.
eighteen hundred and seventy -two, from July first, eighteen hundred
and eighty, to April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and eighty-two, on
the following amounts, being the net avails of Osage trust and diminished-reserve lands sold by the United States prior to January first,
eighteen hundred and eighty two, as follows
On five hundred and thirty five thousand one hundred and seventeen dollars and seventy three cents, from July first eighteen hundred
and eighty, to March first, eighteen hundred and eighty one, seventeen
thousand eight hundred and thirty seven dollars and twenty five cents;
On two million eight hundred and seventy three thousand two hundred and forty eight dollars and ninety nine cents, from March first,
eighteen hundred and eighty one, to March first eighteen hundred
and eighty two, one hundred and forty three thousand six hundred
and sixty two dollars and forty four cents
On two million eight hundred and seventy three thousand two hundred and forty eight dollars and ninety nine cents, from March first,
eighteen hundred and eighty two, to April twenty fifth, eighteen hundred and eighty two, twenty one thousand nine hundred and forty
eight dollars and forty three cents
On one hundred and eleven thousand and twenty do Jars and seventy
three cents, from July first, eighteen hundred and eighty one, to April
twenty fifth, eighteen hundred and eighty two, four thousand five hundred and forty eight dollars and seventy five cents
On thirty five thousand six hundred and seventy eight dollars and
eighty seven cents, from October first, eighteen hundred and eighty one,
to April twenty fifth, eighteen hundred and eighty two, one thousand
and fifteen dollars and eighty five cents
On fifty eight thousand seven hundred and fifty five dollars and fifty
two cents, from January first, eighteen hundred and eighty two, to April
twenty fifth, eighteen hundred and eighty two, nine hundred and thirty
eight dollars and forty five cents; in all, one hundred and eighty nine
thousand nine hundred and fifty one dollars and seventeen ct-nts: ProProviso,
vided, That all expenses incident to the disposition of Osage trust and
8
1
&c how diminished- reserve lands and Osage ceded lands in Kansas shall be
sales
paid.'
paid by the receivers of public moneys out of the sums realized from
the sales thereof, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior;
and all sums heretofore paid on account of the disposition of said lands
shall be reimbursed the several appropriations out of which the same
may have been paid, from the proceeds of the sale of said Osage trust
and diminished-reserve lands and Osage ceded lands.
:

;

;

;

;

*

[Page

267.]

aUoVne
payment to?

T^'

*******
*******

To pay James

L. Henry, of Asheville, North Carolina, for services as
attornev in behalf of the North Carolina Cherokee Indians, in the case
^ PoUyTatham, administratrix of Thomas C. Tatham, deceased, against
the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians of North Carolina, one hundred
and fifty dollars, to be paid out of any funds in the Treasury belonging
to said Indians.

Approved, August

5, 1882.

[PUBLIC No. 207.]
ACT authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to dispose of certain
lands adjacent to the town of Pendleton. in the State of Oregon, belonging to the
Umatilla Indian Reservation, and for other purposes. [Vol. 22, p. 297.]

CHAP.

392.

AN

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the In-
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terior be, and lie hereby is, authorized to cause to be surveyed and
Sale of land on
laid out into lots and blocks so much of the Umatilla Indian ReservaUmatilla Indian
tion, in the State of Oregon, lying and being contiguous to or in the
vicinity of the town of Pendleton, as may be necessary to allow said nea^Pe^dleton'
town proper and needful extension and growth, not exceeding six Oreg.
hundred and forty acres. That the lands so authorized to be laid out
into town-lots shall, in the plan and survey thereof, correspond as near
as may be to the plans and survey of the said town of Pendleton, as
laid out and established. That at the time of the said survey the Survey.
Secretary of the Interior shall cause the said lots and blocks to be
appraised by three disinterested persons, to be appointed by him, who, Appraisement.
after taking and subscribing an oath before the county clerk of Umatilla County, Oregon to faithfully and impartially perform their duty
as appraisers of said lots and blocks under the provisions of this act,
which oath shall be returned with their appraisement, shall go in per-

son upon the ground and determine the value of each lot and parcel
thereof; making lists thereof particularly describing each lot, block,
and parcel, with the appraised value thereof, as by them determined
which said list shall be verified by the affidavit of at least two of said
appraisers, made before the said clerk of Umatilla County, Oregon, to
the effect that said list is a correct list of the said lots, blocks, and
parcels appraised by them, and that the appraisements thereof are the
true value of each parcel appraised, and that the same were determined by them after due and full inspection of each and every parcel
;

thereof.

SEC. 2. That upon the return of said survey and the appraisement Sale at public
of said lands, if the same shall be approved, "the Secretary of the In- auction, after adterior shall cause said lands to be offered for sale at public auction at h-6 ^* 1 ?^^*' *
the door of the court house in the town of Pendleton, which sale shall g
be advertised, for at least thirty days, in such manner as the said Secretary shall direct. The said sale shall be open, public, and to the
highest bidder, and shall continue from day to day until all of the said
lands shall have been sold or offered for sale. The said lands shall bo
offered in single lots and parcels, and no bid shall be received for any
Payments,
lot or parcel less than the appraised value of the same.
Payment shall
be made as follows One third at the time of sale, one third in one
year, and one third in two years but no patent shall issue until full
payment shall have been made. All lots, blocks, and parcels of said
lands not sold at said public sale shall thereafter be subject to private Land not sold
entry at the appraised value thereof. Upon a failure of any purchaser at public sale,
to make any of the deferred payments upon any lot or parcel of said &c.-' subJect to
land sold at public auction, for the period of thirty days after demand, pr11
the same shall be subject to private entry as unsold lots or parcels, and
all payments made thereon shall be forfeited to the fund fur the use
and benefit of said Indians as hereinafter provided Provided, That the Proviso,
Title to certain
title to so much of said lands as is covered by a patent issued by the
United States to Moses E. Goodwin, on the twentieth day of August, land confirmed
eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, for the north half of the northeast Moses^E. Go'odquarter of section ten, the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter win.
of section two, and the northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of
section eleven, township two north, range thirty-two east of the Willamette meridian, be, and the same is hereby confirmed to the heirs and
legal representatives of the said Moses E. Goodwin, now deceased, and
to their assigns, upon compliance with the
following condition and not
otherwise The heirs and legal representatives of the said Moses E. Conditions of
Goodwin, or their assigns, shall pay for the use of said Indians the confirmation of
value of the said lands at the time of Goodwin's settlement thereon;
which value shall be determined by the persons who shall be appointed
to appraise the lots and blocks by this act authorized to be laid out
and appraised; and the said appraisers shall certify and return their
action in this respect in the same manner and at the same time as they
do their action in respect of the lands laid out into town-lots And Proviso.
'
)l
prodded further, That any right heretofore acquired by the Oregon w ^ '^ ( [ N alvai1
Railway and Navigation Company for right of way for a line of rail- tion Company?*"
way and to lands for use and occnpancy by said company for station
or depot purposes, shall not be affected by this act.
SKC. 3. That the funds arising from the sale of said lands, after de- Proceeds of
ducting the expenses of the survey, appraisement and sale of the same, sale; disposition
shall be deposited in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of of
the Indians belonging on said reservation, and shall bear five per centum
:

;

:

:

:

1

-

i

-

-
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annum interest and the Secretary of the Interior shall expend,
from time to time, for the benefit and support of an industrial school
for said Indians on said reservation, so much of the principal and ac-

per

;

crued interest thereon as he shall see

fit.

of
SEC. 4. That the Secretary of the Interior shall make all needful
Secretary
Interior to make ru i e s and regulations requisite to carry this act into eifect, shall de&c.
for their servrules,
to he allowed the

termine the compensation

appraisers

and also the compensation of the eurof appraisers and ices in appraising said land.s,
surveyors.
veyor for his services in laying out said lands into town lots.
SEC. 5. That before the Secretary of the Interior shall execute any
the full and free conpart of the provisions of this act he shall obtain
Consent of In- sen t of the Indians upon the said reservation to the sale and disposibe b
tion of the 8aid lauds in tlie manner and for the Purposes in this act
>

tatoed *&c

Appropriation.

Boundary

line

of reservation,

provided.
SEC. 6. That the sum of fifteen hundred dollars is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
for the purpose of carrying this act into eifect, which said sum, or so
much thereof as may be expended, shall be reimbursed to the Treasury
out of the sales of said lands.
SEC. 7. That the interior lines of the land by this act authorized to
be laid out in town lots and separating the same from the lands of
said reservation shall from the date of the approval of said survey by
the Secretary of the Interior, be and constitute the line of said reeervation between the same and the town of Pendleton.

Approved August

5, 1882.

[PUBLIC NO. 208.]
CHAP. 393. AN ACT relating to the registration of trade-marks. [Vol. 22, p. 298.]
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Bepresentatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That nothing contained in the
of trade-marks and
Registration of law entitled "An act to authorize the registration
and eightytrade-marks.
protect the same," approved March third, eighteen hundred
21 Stat., 502.
one shall prevent the registry of any lawful trade-mark rightfully
Indian
with
commerce
used by the applicant in foreign commerce or
^

tribes at the time of the passage of said act.
Approved, August 5, 1882.

[PUBLIC

CHAP. 394. AN ACT
Company

NO. 209.]

the Arizona Southern Railroad
granting the right of way to tbj
in Arizona. [Vol. 22, p. 299.]
;o Indian Reservation, ii
through the Papago
;

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Bepresentatives of the United
Right of way Si a i e8 of America in Congress assembled, That a right of way not exceedC1Z
Indian ReservaR thetn Raif in S twollundredfeet in width through the Papago
to the
road
Company tion, in the Territory of Arizona, shall be, and is hereby, granted
through Papago Arizona Southern Railroad Company, a corporation duly organized
Indian Reserva- un der the laws of the
Territory of Arizona, according to the plans of
tion, Anzon
rou te and survey of the said company now on file in the Department of
the Interior, which said plans of route and survey have been approved
by the Secretary of the Interior, except as to that portion running
Proviso.
through said reservation : Provided, That the consent of the Indiana
occupying said reservation be first obtained, and such compensation as
may be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior be paid to him by the
said railroad company, to be expended by him for the benefit of the
said Indians.
SKC. 2. That whenever said right of way shall cease to be used for
the purposes of the said railroad company the same shall revert to the
United States.
Approved, August 5, 1882.
[PUBLIC

CHAP.
Creek

BP

AN

432.

NO. 216.]

ACT to reimburse the Creek orphan fund.

[Vol. 22, p. 301.]

enacted by the Senate and House of Bepresentatives of the United
Siate8 f Amet ica in Congress assembled, That the sum of two hundred
e

orphan

,

it

'
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and forty-seven thousand five hundred and fifty-five dollars and ninetyseven cents, with five per centum interest on one hundred and seventysix thousand seven hundred and fifty-five dollars and ninety-seven
cents from April sixth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, be, and the
same are hereby, appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, for the purpose of reimbursing the Creek orphan fund, which sum has been diverted from the said fund, and is due
to the Creek orphans and their heirs under the treaty of March twenty- 7 S tats 368.
Proviso.
fourth, eighteen hundred and thirty-two Provided, That said sura shall,
in the discretion of the President, be paid to the Creeks who were orphans on the twenty-fourth day of March, eighteen hundred and thirtytwo, and their heirs- under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior:
Provided further, That it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the In- Secretary of Interior to ascertain who are entitled under the aforesaid treaty of March
anTpaTth^ac't^
twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred and thirty-two and the provisions of ual beneficiaries.
this act, to receive the money hereby appropriated
and it shall be his
duty to see that said moneys shall be paid to the actual beneficiaries
under said law, the orphans and their heirs, to the exclusion of all
claims by attorneys for fees, except such reasonable attorneys' fees as
shall be approved by the Secretary of the Interior after the passage of
this act, unless in the judgment of the President it shall be for the best president
o f
interest of the said orphans or their heirs that the same in whole, or in u n i t e d states
m
be
authorize
in
the
now
ay
part,
deposited
Treasury to their credit as
provided by
law for Indian trust-funds, and the interest thereon only to be paid to deposit of moneys
the actual beneficiaries tinder this act Provided further, That all bonds
p^ y i^erest,' &c,
heretofore purchased with moneys belonging to this fund shall be the only.
tfonds purof
the
United
States
Provided
That
of
the
property
further,
Secretary
the Interior is hereby authorized and instructed to charge the sum of a ? tl
?^
^''j-J
sixty-nine thousand nine hundred and fifty-six dollars aiid sixty-eight O f UnfteiTstates!
cents, used for general purposes of the Creek Nation, against the general
fund of said nation, and said sum shall be retained by the Secretary of_^one 8(1 " ethe
.^
the Interior in such installments as shall not seriously embarrass the t^ed etc
object of the annual appropriations for the support aud necessities of
the Creek Nation but nothing in this act contained shall be construed
to prevent the United States from asserting its right to be reimbursed
by the Creek Nation in any future settlements therewith the further
sum of one hundred and six thousand seven hundred aud ninety-nine
dollars and sixty-eight cents, expended by the United States out of the
Creek orphans fund for the support of loyal Creek refugees.
Approved, August 7, 1882.
.,

:

;

'

:

:

>

;

No. 217.]

[PUBLIC

CHAP.

AN ACT making

appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-three,
and for other purposes. Approved AugnstT, 1882. [Vol. 22, p. 302.]
433.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
America in Congress assembled, That the following sums be, and
the same are hereby, appropriated for the objects hereinafter expressed
for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eightyStates of

three,

namely

:

SURVEYING THE PUBLIC LANDS.
*

*

*

*

*

*

[Page

#

327.]

For the resurvey of lands within the Sioux Indian Reservation west Resurvey of
of Big Stone Lake, Dakota, and retracemeiit of the west boundary of land s Sioux Ind.
the reservation, four thousand dollars.
For the survey of the boundary -line between the Crow Indian dimin- .Crow Indian
ished reservation in Montana Territory and the lauds purchased from diminished resI0n
said Crow Indians by the act of April eleventh, eighteen hundred and
^na
eighty-two, as described in said act, four thousand eight hundred dol'

lars.

MISCELLANEOUS.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may Ute Commisbe necessary, for the payment of expenses of the Ute Commission pro"gj'gtat 202
vided for under section two of the ''Act to accept and ratify the agreement submitted by the confederated bands of Ute Indians in Colorado
for the sale of their reservation in said State, and for other
purposes,"

For the Ute Commission

:

.
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fifteen thousand dollars
Provided, That the work of said commission
shall be completed and final report made prior to September fifteenth,
eighteen hundred and eighty three.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to enable
Agent of East- the Secretary of the Interior to employ an agent for the Eastern Band
ern Baud Chevo- o f Cherokee
Indians, in accordance Avith section three of the act apProviso.

:

proved July twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, eight
hundred dollars.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to enable
Census, etc., of the Secretary of the Interior to cause the census to be taken and a new
Cherokees east of ro u to i)e ma(j e o f all the Cherokee Indians
residing east of the Missis8 l 81P P 1
8i PPi River, eight hundred dollars.
Kiver
The Secretary of the Interior shall investigate and report to Congress
Investigation
and report to what in his opinion would be an equitable settlement of all matters of
to
as
Congress
ii 8 p u te between the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians (including all
and the Cherokee
meii't of disputes" * ue Cherokees residing east of the Mississippi River)
also all matters of dispute between other bauds or
etc., bet ween cer- tribe or nation west
bands
of
tain
parts of the Cherokee Nation; also all matters bet ween any of said bands.
Cherokees, etc.
or p ar t s thereof, and the United States, arising from or growing out of
treaty stipulations, or the laws of Congress relating thereto and what
sum or sums of money, if any, should, in his opinion, be paid under such
settlement and the sum of two thousand five hundred dollars is hereby
appropriated for such investigation.
Expenses of jr or this amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to pay exS
Eastei^ Bandof P enses ^ the delegates representing the Eastern Band of Cherokee InCherokee Indians dians while in the city of Washington, during the months of May, June,
to
Washington, and July, eighteen hundred and eighty-two, including traveling exe * cpenses in coming to and returning home from said city, six hundred
dollars, to be paid out of any funds belonging to said tribe.
o f
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to enable
Secretary
* ne Secretary of the Interior to negotiate with the Sioux Indians for
e
tiate^with
Sicmx
for nK>dincation such modification of existing treaties and agreements with said Indians
of treaties, etc. as may be deemed desirable by said Indians and the Secretary of the
Proviso.
Interior, five thousand dollars but any such agreement shall not take
effect until ratified by Congress
Provided, however, That if any lands
shall be acquired from said Indians by the United States, it shall be
on the express condition that the United States shall only dispose of
the same to actual settlers under the provisions of the homestead laws.
For the purpose of survey and appraisal of the Otoe and Missouria
Survey and appraisal of Otoe Indian lands in the States of Kansas and Nebraska (exclusive of such
and Missouria In- Or ti O n thereof as has
heretofore been ceded by
p
r
'
J said Indians as right
than lands, etc.
c
* way to railroads), in accordance with
21 Stat., 380.
provisions or an act approved
March third, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, five thousand dollars, or
so much thereof as may be necessary said sum to be reimbursed to the
government out of the proceeds of the sale of said lauds.
n r clia 8e an(
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary, for the
,.^.
beef at certain Purchase of additional beef for Indians, to be distributed by the Sec1

Statp

*>23

)

(

;

;

;

;

:

,

/.

.

,

,

.

.

,

;

. .

.

J,

Indian agencies, retary of the Interior, at such Indian agencies a^ the necessities of the
Indians shall require, two hundred thousand dollars and the Secretary shall cause a report to be made to Congress at its next session
thereafter of his action under this provision.
For the support of the Indians of the Mescalero agency and the JiSupport of InC!ir '^ a agency, in addition to amounts heretofore
appropriated twenty,
tero^and th^J"
carilla agencies!" five thousand dollars.
To enable the, Secretary of the Interior to pay the amount found due
R. H. Taylor,
R. H. Taylor, June ninth, eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, for herding
payment to.
Stat., 360.
ca ttle, the sum of three hundred and thirty-one dollars and ninetyseven cents, appropriated by the act of July fifteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy, is hereby reappropriated and made available for this
;

purpose.

Wheie two or more Ind'an agencies have been or may hereafter be
consolidated, the expenditure-*, at such consolidated agencies, for employees, exclusive of the agenr's salary, shall not exceed fifteen thousand dollars, and in no case shall money be expended tor such purpose
at any such agency, beyond the actual needs of the service.
Purchase
of
To enable the Secretary of the Interior to purchase one hundred and
sixt y acres of laiul in addition to that now owned by the government,
nee n-sei vsitio^
Nebraska, for In- on the old Pawnee reservation, in the State of Nebraska, two thoudian
industrial sand two hundred dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary
school.
Provided, That this amount shall be available only in the event that an
Consolidation

of agencies.

>

:
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Indian industrial school shall be established upon said reserve in pur- Proviso,
suance of an act of Congress approved May seventeenth, eighteen hun-Pdied and eighty-two.

Approved, August

ante.,

7, 1882.

[PUBLIC No. 218.]
ACT to provide for the sale of a part of the reservation of the Omaha
tribe of Indians in the State of Nebraska, and for other purposes. Approved,
August?, 1882. [Vol. 22, p. 341.]
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Sale of portion
State* of An, erica in Congress assembled, That with the consent of the omTha^Ind'ians
Omaha tribe of Indians, expressed in open council, the Secretary of in Nebraska,
the Interior be, and he hereby is, authorized to cause to be surveyed, Survey and sale
with consent of
if necessary, and sold, all that portion of their reservation in the State
etc.
of Nebraska lying west of the right of way granted by said Indians to Indians,

CHAP.

434.

AN

the Sioux City and Nebraska Railroad Company under the agreement
of April nineteenth, eighteen hundred and eighty, approved by the
Acting Secretary of the Interior July twenty-seventh eighteen hundred
and eighty. The said lands shall be appraised, in tracts of forty acres To be appraiaedin tracts
eaeh, by three competent commissioners, one of whom shall be selected
by the Omaha tribe of Indians, and the other two shall be appointed ^nerafeto!
by the Secretary of the Interior.
SEC. 2. That after the survey and appraisement of said lauds the jj^ 'JM^
Secretary of the Interior shall be, and he hereby is, authorized to issue for settlement by
for settle- proclamation,
proclamation to the effect that unallotted lands are open
meiit under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe. That at etc.
any lime within one year after the date of such proclamation, each
bona tide settler, occupying any portion of said lands, and having made Rights of aeteto to P nr
*1 a
vnlnable improvements thereon, or the heirs-at law of such settler, h a'^'
who is a citizen of the United States, or who has declared his intention
to become such, shall be entitled to purchase, for cash, through the
United States public land-office at Neligh, Nebraska, the laud so occupied
and improved by him, not to exceed one hundred and sixty acres in each
lands as proc:i>e, according to the survey and appraised value of said
vided for in section one of this act Provided, That the Secretary of Proviso,
Terms of paythe Interior may dispose of the same upon the following terms as to
payments, that is to say, one-third of the price of said land to become
due and payable one year from the date of entry, one-third in two
years, and one-third in three years, from said date, with interest at the
rate of five per centum per annum; but in case of default in either of Forfeiture in
said payments the person thus detanlting for a period of sixty days case of default,
etc
shall forfeit absolutely his right to the tract which he has purchased
and any payment or payments he might have made And provided fur- p rov iso.
of this act Purchase not
ther, That whenever any person shall under the provisions
on
settle upon a tract containing a fractional excess over one hundred and to bo rejected
is
contiguous, and re- %
ixty acres, if the excess is less than forty acres,
exces^
ike township and section lines con- etcsuits from inability in survey to
fonu to the boundary lines of the reservation, his purchase shall not Land to be
be rejected on account %f such excess, but shall be allowed as in other sold at appraised
va
cases': And provided further, That no portion of said land shall be sold
at less than the appraised value thereof, and in no case for less than
two dollars and tifty cents per acre And profited further, That all land
in township twenty-four, i ange seven east, remaining unallotted on the
fiist day of June, eighteen hundred and eighty-live, hhall be appraised
and sold as other lands under the provisions of this act.
SEC. 3. That the proc<
cident to and necessary
eluding such clerk hire
cssary, shall be pl.iced to the credit of said Indians in the Treasury of bearing interest,'
the United States, and shall bear interest at the rate of five per centum etc.
per annum, which income shall be annually expended for the benefit of
fi:ii<t Indians, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior.
SEC. 4. That when purchasers of said lands shall have complied with Patents, when
tlie provisions of this act as to payment, improvement, and so forth,
proof thereof shall be received by the local land-office at Neligh, Nebraska, and patents shall be issued as in the case of public lands of- j.^^'i^'spveri?
t'ered for settlement under the homestead and pre-emption acts Prounder
'

-

1

;

'

-

:

m

;

-

:

:

y
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severalty acquired by any Indian under existaffected by this act.
Allotment in SEC. 5. That with the consent of said Indians as aforesaid the Secrehe is hereby, authorized, either through theBeveralty, etc.
tary of the Interior be, and
as he may designate, to allot
agent of said tribe or such other person
the lands lying east of the right of waj< granted to the Sioux City and

treaties preserv- vided, That any right in
ed.
in
g treaties shall not be

Nebraska Railroad Company, under the agreement of April nineteenth,
the Acting Secretary of the
eighteen hundred and eighty, approved by
Interior July twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and eighty, in severalty
Distribution,
to the Indians of said tribe in quantity as follows: To each head of a
to each single person over eighteen
family, one quarter of a section
to each orphan child under
years of age, one-eighth of a section
of a section and to each other person
eighteen years of age, one-eighth
under eighteen years of age, one-sixteenth of a section; which allotments shall lie deemed and held to be in lieu of the allotments or assign14 Stat., 668.
ments provided for in the fourth article of the treaty with the Oinahas,
concluded March sixth, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, and for which,
for the most part, certificates in the names of individual Indians to whom
tracts have been assigned, have been issued by the Commissioner of
Proviso.
Indian Affairs, as in said article provided Provided, That any Indian
to whom a tract of land has been assigned and certificate issued, or who
was entitled to receive the same, under the provisions of said fourth,
and any
article, and who has made valuable improvements thereon,
Indian who being entitled to an assignment and certificate under said
a tract
article, has settled and made valuable improvements upon
such tract f
assigned to any Indian who has never occupied or improved
which
his
shall have a preference right to select the tract upon
improvements are situated, for allotment under the provisions of this section :
under
the
made
all
allotments
Proviso.
Provided further, That
provisions of this
section shall be selected by the Indians, heads of families selecting for
their minor children, and the agent shall select for each orphan child j
after which the certificates issued by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
as aforesaid shall be deemed and held to be null and void.
SEC. 6. That upon the approval of the allotments provided for in the
Patents for aljuted lands to is- preceding section by the Secretary of the Interior, he shall cause pats o upon approv- en ^ 8 ^ o j 88ue therefor in the name of the
allottees, which patents shall
be of tbe le g al effect and declare that the United States does and will
;

;

;

:

beh^fd DvTnited

hold the land thus allotted for the period of twenty-five years in trust
sole use and benefit of the Indians to whom such allotment shall
have been made, or in case of his decease, of his heirs according to the
laws of the State of Nebraska, and that at the expiration of said period
the United States will convey the same by patent to said Indian or hi
heirs as aforesaid, in fee discharged of said trust and free of all charge
or inctimbrance whatsoever. And if any conveyance shall be made of
the lands s< t part and allot'ed as herein provided, or any contract made
touching the same before the expiration of the time above mentioned,
such conveyance or contract shall be absolutely null and void Provided,
Proviso
That, the law of descent and partition in force in the said State shall
apply thereto after patents therefor have been executed and delivered.
subIndians
SEC. 7. That upon the completion of said allotments and the pateutcivil
laws,
jectto
i n g o f the lands to said allottees, each and every member of said tribe
the laws, both
NebraTa-wh'en f Indiai.s shall have the benefit of and be subject to
civil and criminal, of the State of Nebraska; and said State shall not
pass or enforce any law deuying any Indian of said tribe the equal pro-

States intrust for

twenty-five for the
years, etc.

:

'

tection of the law.

Residue

SEC. 8. That the residue of lands lying east of the said right of way
o f the Sioux City and Nebraska Railroad, after all allottmeuts have
u ^ en made, as in the filth section of this act provided, shall be patented
Li i in
*'
and held
,,
, '.-.
trust,
_c T
T
>
i
i-iii
i
to the said Omaha tribe of Indians, which patent shall be ot the legal
&c
effect and declare that the United States does and will hold the land
thus patented for the period of twenty-five years in trust for the sole
use and benefit of the said Omaha tribe of Indians, and that at the expiration of said period the United States will convey the same by patent to said Omaha tribe of Indians, in fee discharged of said trust and
free of all charge or incumbrance whatsoever Provided, That from the
Proviso.
of residue of lands thus patented to the tribe in common, allotments shall
Allotment
land made to be made and patented to each Omaha child who may be born prior to
child
each Omaha
t h e expiration of the time
duriug which it is provided that said lands
fibail be helrt in tnist l) y the United
States, in quantity and upon the
prSr to"efph'a
tdon of time of some conditions, restrictions, and limitations as are piovided in section
trust, &c.
six o'f this act, touching patents to allottees therein mentioned.
But
lands,

&c.,

of

pat-

!

ini

\

,

.

i

.

:
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such conditions, restrictions, and limitations shall not extend beyond
the expiration of the time expressed in the patent herein authorized to
be issued to the tribe in common And provided further, That these pat- Provisos.
ents, when issued, shall override the patent authorized to be issued to
the tribeas aforesaid, and shall separate the individual allotment from
the lauds held in common, which" proviso shall be incorporated in the
patent issued to the tribe Provided, That said Indians or any part of
them may, if they shall so elect, select the land which shall be allotted
to them in severalty in any part of said reservation either east or west
of said right of way mentioned in the first section of this act.
SEC. 9. That the commissioners to be appointed by the Secretary of Commissioner*
the Interior under the provisions of this act shall receive compensation * receive comfor their services at the rate of five dollars for each day actually en- pen
in tbe duties herein designated, in addition to the amount paid
faged
y them for actual traveling and other necessary expenses.
SEC. 10. That in addition to the purchase, each purchaser of said Pees to regisOm ah a Indian lands shall pay two dollars, the same to be retained by ter and receiver,
the receiver and register of the land office at Neligh, Nebraska, as
their fees for services rendered.
:

:

Approved, August

CHAP. 439.

7, 1882.

[PUBLIC No. 223.]
AN ACT to authorize the auditing of certain unpaid

dian Bureau by the accounting officers of the Treasury.

Be

claims against the In[Vol. 22, p. 345.]

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Claims under
Bureau
States of America in Congress assembled, That the proper accounting offi- Indl an
t
cers of the Treasury are authorized and directed to examine and audit am\ n i au(^
et
auall th
unpaid claims heretofore filed in the departments for sevices dited report in
rendered and supplies furnished under directions of the Indian Bureau certain cases to
or any of its ageuts and in cases where said services and supplies are oe niade *
found to have actually been applied to the benefit of the Indians to report to Congress the balances equitably due on said accounts respectively, notwithstanding no sufficient appropriation existed.
it

'

;

;

Approved, August

7, 1882.

[PUBLIC
CHAT.

446.

AN

ACT

for the

NO. 230.]

manufacture of

salt in the

Indian Territory.

[Vol. 22,

p. 349.]

Be

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United ManufactureAmerica in Congress assembled, That the legislative council ofjjf salt in I ndiai*
the Cherokee Nation may execute a lease of the salines or salt deposits \^fa o/^hero^
on the plains, not to exceed three in number, located on the lands of kee Nation,
the Cherokee Nation lying west of the ninety-sixth degree of longitude
in the Indian Territory, and so much land connected therewith as may
be necessary for the working of the same, for a period of not exceeding
twenty years, with right of a highway for iugross and egress, to be Lease of salt
reserved for such purpose and to facilitate the manufacture of salt, and deposits,
the conditions of which lease shall insure the payment to the Cherokee
national authorities of a royalty of not less than one dollar per ton; Royalty per
said lease being subject to such conditions and to the proper jurisdic- ton.
tion of the Cherokee national legislature, and said lease and conditions
subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior: Prorided,That Provisos,
the proceeds of such royalty from the manufacture of salt shall be an
addition to the educational fund of said nation: And provided further,
That said salines (hall continue subject to any rights of the United
States under sections fifteen and sixteen of the treaty of July nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, with the Cherokee Indians; Proceeds adand said lease or leases shall be liable to revocation by the legislative de<* to educationcouncil of the Cherokee Nation and the Secretary of the Interior for the
j^stat. 799.
non-performance of any of said conditions.
it

States of

Approved, August

CHAP,
He

7, 1882.

[PUBLIC No. 238.]
ACT to amend section forty-seven hundred and sixty-six, title
seven, of the Revised Statutes of the United States. [Vol. 22,' p. 373.]

it

474.

AN

enacted by the Senate and

House of Representatives of

fifty-

the United
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section forty-seven hunStates of America in Congress assembled, That
of the
dred and sixty-six, title fifty-seven, of the Revised Statues
United States is hereby amended so as to read as follows:
other
"SEC. 4766. Hereafter no pension shall be paid to any person
Manner of payment of pension- than the pensioner entitled thereto, nor otherwise than according to
or other
era.
the provisions of this title and no warrant, power of attorney,
to any
R.S.,4766. 927.
r execu t e d or purporting to be executed by any pensioner
other person shall be recognized by
attorney, claim agent, broker, or
shall any pension be paid
Amended.
any agent for the payment of pensions, nor
Pensioners nn- thereon' but the payment to persons laboring under legal disabilities
der legal disabilin the manner herein
may be Jnade to the guar dians of such persons
in forei-m countries may
Pensioners in prescribed, and pensions payable to persons
L hat in
foreign countries be made according to the provisions of existing laws Provided,
Proviso.
cage Of an insane invalid pensioner having no guardian, but having a,
p en wife or children
of good
woman
dependent upon him (the wife being a
De
is hereby authorized, in his
character), the Commissioner of Pensions
be paid to the wife, upon her properly
discretion, to cause the pension to
executed voucher, or in case there is no wife, to the guardian of the
of such guardian, and in
children, upon the properly-executed voucher
like manner to cause the pension of invalid pensioners who are or may
hereafter be imprisoned as punishment for offenses against the laws
to be paid while so imprisoned to their wives or the guardians of their
Indian pension- children.
And pensions to Indian pensioners residing in the Indian
era; payment in Territory may be paid in person by the pension agent, upon a suitable
standard silver.
voncher> at some couven ient point in said Territory, which, together
with the form and manner of identification of the pensioners, may be
such payments to be made
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior
in standard silver, at least once in each current year. And payments
Payments i n in person shall be made to the pensioner, in cash, by the pension agent
cash; when made, whenever in the discretion of the Commissioner of Pensions such personal payment shall be by him deemed necessary or proper to secure
to the pensioner his rights; and the necessary and actual expenses of
Expenses of such pension agent in making such payments shall be paid by the Secout of the conagents,
retary of the Interior upon properly-executed vouchers,
Office. The Comtingent fund appropriated for the use of the Pension
missioner of Pensions may, when in his judgment it shall be deemed
and
Commission er necessary or proper, visit in person, for the purpose of examination
of Pensions to ex- inspection, or may send any one or more of the officers of his bureau for
amiiie agencies, that
boards
purpose, any of the pension agencies or medical examining
or surgeons; and the necessary and actual expenses of such visits shall
vouchbe paid by the Secretary of the Interior, upon properly-executed
ers, out of the contingent fund of said bureau.
;

:

'

;

Approved, August

8,

1882.

PRIVATE LEGISLATION.
[PRIVATE

CHAP.

36.

AN

ACT for the

relief of

No. 10.]

Frank D. Tates and

others.

[Vol. 22, p. 3.]

D
Be it enac ted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the TreasRayinond, Stephen i\ ury pay the sum of fourteen thousand six hundred and seventy-five
Estes. Payment dollars and
eighty-five cents, in proportions as are hereafter mentioned,
to the following-named persons: Frank D. Yates, the sum of nine thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven dollars and eighty-five cents ; Todd
Randall, the sum of two thousand four hundred dollars and ten cents;
E. W. Raymond, the sum of two thousand two hundred and thirteen
dollars and ninety cents; and Stephen F. Estes, the sum of two hundred and twenty-four dollars, as a full compensation for and in satisfaction of all claims for transportation furnished and money paid for
Fr

daH?E

.

W

transportation furnished in the removal of Indian property and supplies
belonging to the Whetstone Agency from White River, Dakota, to their
new reservation in Dakota, in the years eighteen hundred and seventytwo and eighteen hundred and seventy -three.

Approved, March

15, 1882.
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[PRIVATE No. 20.]
ACT to authorize the accounting officers of the Treasury to settle the
accounts of Brevet Major-General Edward Hatch, United States Army, chairman
and disbursing officer of the special Ute Commission appointed under act of Congress of May third, eighteen hundred and seventy-eight. v [Vol. 22, p. 6.]

CHAP.

Be

56.

AN

enaded by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Edward Hatch,
America in Congress assembled, That the proper accounting offi- Credit in accers of the Treasury, in the settlement of the accounts of Brevet Major- c01111 *8
General Edward Hatch, United States Army, chairman and disbursing
officer of the special Ute Commission appointed under act of Congress
of May third, eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, are hereby author- 20 Stats., 48.
ized to adjust and settle the same upon the principles of equity and justice, and to award to him credit for disbursements as appear to have
been honestly made in good faith and to have inured to the benefit of
the Indians or the United States.
it

State* of

-

Approved, March

31, 1882.

[PRIVATE

CHAP.

395.

AN

ACT for the

relief of

NO. 186.]
Eugene B. Allen.

[Vol. 22, p. 81.]

Senate and House of Representatives of the United Eugene B. AlStatfs of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Treas- len Paymentto.
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized and required, out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to pay to Eugene B. Allen, of
Leaven worth, Kansas, the sum of twenty-five thousand seven hundred
and fifty-three dollars and ninety-four cents, for losses sustained by
said Allen growing out of a contract made on the twenty-fourth day of
June, in the year eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, between the said
Eugene B. Allen and E. A. Hayt, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, by
which said Allen agreed to furnish and deliver beef-cattle at Red Cloud
and Spotted Tail Agencies, in the Territory of Dakota.
lie it

enacted by

tlie

-

Approved, August

5, 1882.

[PRIVATE
HAP.
Be

401.

AN ACT

No. 192.]

for the relief of Joab Spencer and

James R. Mead.

[Vol. 22, p. 82.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
Joab g Dencer
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the In- James R. Mead!
terior be, and he is hereby authorized and required to pay, or cause to Payment to.
be paid, to Joab Spencer and James R. Mead, late of the firm of Spencer and Mead, whatever sum, if any, he may find due, not exceeding
the sum of seven thousand five hundred and nine dollars and eightythree cents, out of any money due and owing, or that may at any
time hereafter become due and owing, the Kansas tribe of Indians,
in the State of Kansas, from the proceeds arising from the sale of lands
owned by said tribe of Indians in said State of Kansas, in full comit

pensation for the goods and provisions furnished said Indians by said
Spencer and Mead during the years eighteen hundred and sixty-six and
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven.

Approved, August

CH AP.
Be

445.

5,

1882.

[PRIVATE No. 218.]
An ACT for the relief of Joseph Hertford.

[Vol. 22, p. 87.]

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
Joseph HertState* of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Treas- ford.
Payment
*and
he
is hereby, authorized and required, out of any money in
ory be,
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to pay to Joseph Hertford, of
Cairo, Green County, New York, the sum of four hundred and thirteen
dollars and ninety-three cents, in full for all claims by him for compensation for services as clerk at the Sac and Fox Indian Agency from
it

April twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, till July ninth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, inclusive, and from October first,
eighteen hundred seventy-nine, till December thirty-first, eighteen
hundred and seventy-nine, inclusive.

Approved, August

7,

1882.
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TRUST FUNDS AND TRUST LANDS.
The following statements show the transactions in the Indian trust funds and trust
lands during the year ending October 31, 1882.
Tennessee (Nashville and Chattanooga Railroad Company's) 6's, amounting to
$121,000.00, belonging to the Chickasaw national fund, and $70,800, in bonds, as follows Tennessee 5'a, $20,000; Virginia (Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company's) 6's,
$9,000, and Virginia 6's, $41,800, belonging to the Creek orphan fund, have been redeemed, the proceeds of which have been deposited in the Treasury, the first amount
in lieu of investment, to draw interest at live per centum per annum, under act of
Congress approved April 1, 1880, as shown in statement No. 1 and statement D, and
the latter amount for payment to said orphans.
Statements A, B, C, D, E, F, and G show in detail the various changes in the
stocks, funds in the Treasury to the credit of various tribes, and collections of in:

terest.

Following these statements is a consolidation of all interest collected, and a stateinterest appropriated by Congress on non-paying State stocks for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1882.
A statement also will be found showing the transactions arising on account of
moneys derived from the sales of Indian lands, all being sufficiently in detail to enable
a proper understanding of the subject.

ment of

BONDS REDEEMED.
No.

1.
Statement showing the redemption of bonds since November 1, 1881,
posited in the Treasury, in lieu of investment, under act approved April

centum per annum.

Kind of bonds.

and amounts de1880, at 5eper

1,

228

TRIBES FOR WHICH STOCKS ARE HELD IN TRUST.

List of names of Indian tribes for whom stock is held in trust by the Treasurer of the
United States, showing the amount standing to the credit of each tribe, the annual interest,
the date of treaty or law under which the investment ivas made, and the amount of abstracted bonds for which Congress has made no appropriation, and the annual interest on
the same.

A.

Tribe.

SECURITIES HELD FOR INVESTED TKIBAL FUNDS.

229

SECURITIES HELD FOR INVESTED TRIBAL FUNDS.
B.

Statement of stock account, exhibiting in detail the securities in which the funds of each
and now on hand, the annual interest on the same, and the amount of abstracted bonds not provided for by Congress.

tribe are invented

Stocks.

230

SECURITIES HELD FOR INVESTED TRIBAL FUNDS.
B.

Stocks.

Statement of stock account, &c.

Continued.

FUNDS HELD
D.

IN

TRUST IN LIEU OF INVESTMENT.

Statement of funds held in trust by the Government in lieu of investment.

Tribes and fund.

231

INTEREST COLLECTED ON BONDS.

232

D N O>

2.

Tribes.

Funds held by

the

Government in

lieu

of abstracted bonds.

APPROPRIATIONS BY CONGRESS ON NON-PAYING STOCKS. 233
F.

Interest collected

Fund

or tribe.

on certain State bonds, the interest on which

is

regularly paid.

RECEIPTS FROM SALES OF INDIAN LANDS.

RECEIPTS FROM SALES OF INDIAN LANDS.
The

receipts

the Indian
^statement

of
1, 1881, as shown by the books
on account of sales of Indian lands, are exhibited in the following

and disbursements since November

Office,
:

Appropriations.

SALARIES AND INCIDENTAL EXPENSES AT AGENCIES.

~
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SALARIES AND INCIDENTAL EXPENSES AT AGENCIES.
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SALARIES AND INCIDENTAL EXPENSES AT AGENCIES.

243

AGGREGATE OF FOREGOING TABLE.
$84, 552 77

of Indian agents
of special agents
of interpreters
Buildings at agencies and repairs
Vaccination of Indians
Medicines and medical supplies

Pay
Pay
Pay

Annuity goods
Subsistence supplies
Agricultural and miscellaneous supplies
Expenses of transportation and storage
Purchase and inspection of annuity goods and supplies
Advertising, expenses, and telegraphing
Payments of annuities in money
Pay of regular employe's at agencies
Pay of temporary employe's at agencies
Support of schools*
To promote civilization among Indians generally, including Indian
labor
Traveling expenses of Indian agents
Traveling expenses of special agents
Incidental expenses of agencies
Pay of Indian police, scouts, and equipments
Presents to Indians
Pay and expenses of Indian inspectors
Agricultural improvements
Miscellaneous
s

Total amount expended from each appropriation
In hands of agentst
Balance unexpended*

Amount appropriated

3, 398
23,711
36, 000
1,430
15, 794
667, 727
2,302,739
210, 581
285, 261
25, 265
14, 180
285, 819
324, 639
8, 345
244, 209

18
64
06
35
99
02
13
73
16
37
12
36
52
66
18

233, 364 48

947
790
6, 231
75, 975
330
19, 963
6, 756
4, 650

12,
2,

4, 897,

45
76
00
61
00
01
31
97

165 83

40, 387 74

187,095 23

5, 124,

648 80

*This amount does not include all funds disbursed for school purposes, as it does not include all
school employes, or the subsistence and clothing furnished to children in boarding-schools, which
"
Agriappear in the columns of "Indian labor," "Subsistence supplies," "Annuity goods," and
cultural and miscellaneous supplies." Neither does it include a considerable amount paid from trust
funds and permanent treaty funds belonging to the Indians.
t This amount in hands of agents was doubtless disbursed before the date of this statement, but the
accounts representing the disbursements have not yet reached this office.
I
large portion of this balance will be required to meet outstanding liabilities on account of the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1882; claims on account of which have not yet been settled.
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EXECUTIVE ORDERS ESTABLISHING AND DEFINING EXISTING INDIAN
RESERVATIONS.*
ARIZONA.
Colorado River Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, November

22, 1873.

hereby ordered that the following-described tract of country in the Territory
of Arizona be withdrawn from sale and added to the reservation set apart for the
Indians of the Colorado River and its tributaries by act of Congress approved March
at Large, vol. 13, p. 559), viz: All that section of bottom-land
3, 1865 (U. S. Stat.
and extending from that reserve on the north side to
.adjoining the Colorado Reserve,
within six miles of Ehrenberg on the south, bounded on the west by the Colorado
It is

JRiver and east

by mountains and mesas.

U.

S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, November 16, 1874.
hereby ordered that a tract of country embraced within the following-described boundaries, which covers and adds to the present reservation as set apart by
act of Congress approved March 3, 1865 (Stat. at Large, vol. 13, p. 559), and enlarged by executive order dated November 22, 1873, viz
Beginning at a point where the La Paz Arroyo enters the Colorado River, four
miles above Ehrenberg thence easterly with said Arroyo to a. point south of the
crest of La Paz Mountain thence with said crest of mountain in a northerly direction to the top of Black Mountain thence in a northwesterly direction across the
Colorado River to the top of Monument Peak, in the State of California thence
southwesterly in a straight line to the top of Riverside Mountain, California; thence
in a southeasterly direction to the point of beginning, be, and the same is hereby,
withdrawn from 'sale and set apart as the reservation for the Indians of the Colorado
River and its tributaries.
U. S. GRANT.
It is

:

;

;

;

;

EXECUTIVE MANSION, May

15, 1876.

"Whereas an executive order was issued November 16, 1874, defining the limits of
'the Colorado River Indian reservation, which purported to cover, but did not, all the
lands theretofore set apart by act of Congress approved March 3, 1865, and executive
order dated November 22, 1873; and whereas the order of November 16, 1874, did not
revoke the order of November 22, 1873, it is hereby ordered that all lands withdrawn
from sale by either of these orders are still set apart for Indian purposes; and the
following are hereby declared to be the boundaries of the Colorado River Indian
-Reservation in Arizona and California, viz;
Beginning at a point where La Paz Arroyo enters the Colorado River and four
miles above Ehrenberg; thence easterly with said arroyoto a point south of the crest
of La Paz Mountain thence with said mountain crest in a northerly direction to the
top of Black Mountain; thence in a northwesterly direction over the Colorado River
to the top of Monument Peak, in the State of California thence southwesterly in a
straight line to the top of Riverside Mountain, California thence in a direct line
toward the place of beginning to the west bank of the Colorado River thence down
said west bank to a point opposite the place of beginning thence to the place of
;

;

;

;

;

beginning.
U.

Pima and Maricopa

S.

GRANT.

or Gila River Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, August

31, 1876.

It is hereby ordered that the following-described lands in the Territory of Arizona,
viz: Township 4 south, range 7 east, sections 14, 15, 22, 23,24,25,26, 27, north half of
* Other Executive orders
relating to Indian reserves which have been restored to the public domain
anay be found in annual reports of Indian office from 1877 to 1881.
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section 35 and section 36'; township 5 south, range 7 east, northeast quarter of section 1 township 4 south, range 8 east, southwest quarter of section 19, west half and
southeast quarter of section '29, sections 30, 31, 32, and southwest quarter of section
33; township 5 south, range 8 east, southwest quarter of section 3, section 4, north
half of section 5, north half of northeast quarter and northwest quarter of section
6, and northwest quarter of section 10, be, and the same are hereby, withdrawn from
the public domain and set apart as an addition to the Gila River Reservation in Arizona, for the use and occupancy of the Pima and Maricopa Indians.
;

U.

S.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, January

GRANT*.

10, 1879".

It is hereby ordered that all the public lauds embraced within
ries lying within the Territory of Arizona, viz, commencing at

the following boundathe mouth of the Salt
River, running thence up the Gila River to the south line of township No. 2 south,
Gila and Salt River base line; thence east with said line to the southeast corner of
township No. 2 south, range 6 east thence north with said line to a point two milessouth of the Salt River thence following the course of said stream in an easterly
direction, and two miles south of the same, to the west line of the White Mountain
Reservation thence north with the line of said reservation, or the extension of the
same, to a point two miles north of said river thence in a westerly direction, following the course of said river, and two miles north of the same, to the east line of range6 east thence north with said line to the northeast corner of township 2 north, range6 e;ist thence west with the north line of said township to the Gila and Salt River
meridian line thence south with said line to the Gila River, and thence by said river
to the place of beginning, be, and the same are hereby, withdrawn from sale and set
apart for the use of the Pima and Maricopa Indians, in addition to their present reservation in said Territory.
R. B. HAYES.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

EXECUTIVE MANSION, June 14, 1879.
In lieu of an executive order dated January 10, 1879, setting apart certain lands in
the Territory of Arizona as a reservation for the Piuia and Maricopa Indians, which
order is hereby canceled, it is hereby ordered that there be withdrawn from sale and
settlement, and set apart for the use of said Pima and Maricopa Indians, as an addition to the reservation set apart for said Indians by act of Congress appreved February 28, 1859 (11 Stat., 401), the several tracts of countryin saidTerritory of Arizona
lying within the following boundaries, viz
Beginning at the point where the range-line between ranges 4 and 5 east crosses
the Salt River thence up and along the middle of said river to a point where the
easterly line of Camp McDowell military reservation, if prolonged south, would strike
said river thence northerly to the southeast corner of Camp McDowell reservation;
thence west along the southern boundary-line of said Camp McDowell reservation to
the southwest corner thereof; thence up and along the west boundary line of said
reservation until it intersects the north boundary of the southern tier of sections in
township 3 north, range 6 east thence west along the north boundary of the southern
tier of sections in townships 3 north, ranges 5 and 6 east, to the northwest corner of
section 31, township 3 north, range 5 east; thence south along the range-line between
ranges 4 and 5 east to the place of beginning.
Also all the land in said Territory bounded and described as follows, viz
Beginning at the northwest corner of the old Gila Reservation thence by a direct
ine
running north westerly until it strikes Salt River 4 miles east from the intersection
"
said river with the Giia River thence down and along the middle of said Salt
liver to the mouth of the Gila River thence up and along the middle of said Gila
River to its intersection with the northwesterly boundary line of the old Gila Reservation thence northwesterly along said last-described boundary-line to the place of
beginning.
It is hereby ordered that so much of townships 1 and 2 north, ranges 5 and 6 east,,
lying south of the Salt River, as are now occupied and improved by said Indians, be
temporarily withdrawn from sale and settlement until such time as they may severally
dispose of and receive payment for the improvements made by them on said lands.
R. B. HAYES.
:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

EXECUTIVE MANSION, May
It is

5, 1882.

hereby ordered that the following described lands, situated in the Territory of

Arizona, viz

:

Beginning at a point where the south boundary of section

15,

township 3 south t
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east, intersects the western boundary of the present reservation south of
the'Gila River: thence west along the south boundary of sections 15 and 16, township
3 south, range 3 east, to the southwest corner of section 1C theuce north along the
section line to the northwest corner of section 16 thence due west along the south
boundary of sections 8 and 7, in township 3 south, range 3 east, and sections 12, 11,
and 10, in township 3 south, range 2 east, to the southwest corner of section 10
thence north along the west boundary of sections 10 and 3, to the northwest corner
of section 3, in township 3 south, range 2 east thence west along the north boundary of said township to the southwest corner of section 33, in township 2 south, range
2 east thence north along the west boundary of sections 33 and 28 to the northwest
corner of section 28; thence northwest in a straight line to a point on the Gila River
meridian 2 miles south of the initial point on the Gila River base line; thence north
along the Gila River meridian to the middle of the Gila River theuce with the
boundary of the present reservation along and up the middle of the Gila River to a
point where the said boundary leaves the said river; thence continuing along said
boundary south 18 38' east to the place of beginning, be, and the same is hereby,
withdrawn from sale and settlement, and set apart for the use of the Pima and
Maricopa Indians, in addition to their present reservation in said Territory Provided, however, That any tract or tracts of land included within the foregoing
described boundaries the title to which has passed out of the United States Government, or to which valid homestead and pre-emption rights have attached under the
laws of the United States, prior to the date of this order, are hereby excluded from
the reservation hereby made.
CHESTER A. ARTHUR.

range 3

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Papago Indian Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

July

I,

1874.

hereby ordered that there be withdrawn from sale or entry and set apart for
the use of the Papago and such other Indians as it may be desirable to place thereon,
the following tract of country around San Xavier del Bac, in Arizona, viz
Beginning at the northeast corner of section 9, township 15 south, range 13 east
thence west one-half mile to the quarter-section corner thence south three miles to
the section line between sections 21 and 28 of same township thence west along north
boundary of sections 28, 29, and 30, up to the northwest corner of section 30. same
township; continuing thence due west nine miles to a point thence south seven
miles to a point; thence east three miles to the southwest corner of section 30, township 16 south, range 12 east thence east along the south boundary of sections 30, 29,
28, 27, 26, and 25, township 16 south, range 12 east, and sections 30, 29, 28, 27, 26, and
25, township 16 south, range 13 east, to the southeast corner of section 25, same township thence north along the range line between ranges 13 and 14 east to the northeast corner of section 24, township 15 south, range 13 east
thence west to the northwest corner of section 22, same township thence north to the place of beginning, to
be known as the Papago Indian Reserve.
It is

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

U.

S.

GRANT.

Suppai Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, June 8, 1880.
hereby ordered that the following-described country, lying within the boundaries of the Territory of Arizona, viz,
beginning at a point in the middle of Cataract
Creek, two miles below the lowest fall, south of the settlement of the Snppai Indians
theuce due east two and one-half miles; theuce in a northerly direction twelve miles
to a point two and one-half miles due east of the middle of said creek; thence due
west five miles theuce in a southerly direction twelve miles to a point two and onehal f miles due west of the middle of said creek thence due east two and one-half miles
to the place of beginning, to embrace the settlements and
improvements of the Suppai
Indians, be, and the same is hereby, withdrawn from sale and settlement and set apart
for the use and occupancy of said Suppai Indians.
It is

;

;

;

R. B.

HAYES.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, November

23, 1880.

It is hereby ordered that the
following-described country, lying
rries of the Territory of Arizona, viz :

within the bouuda-

Beginning at a point in the middle of Cataract Creek, two miles below the lowest
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north of the settlement of the Suppai Indians thence due east two and one-half
thence in a southerly direction twelve miles to a point two and one-half miles
due east of the middle of said creek thence due west five miles thence in a northerly direction twelve miles to a point two and one-half miles due west of the middle
of said creek thence due east two and one- half miles to the place of beginning, to
embrace the settlements and improvements of the Suppai Indians, be, and the same is
hereby, withdrawn from sale and settlement, and set apart for the use and occupancy
of said Suppai Indians, and the executive order dated June 8, 1880, withdrawing from
sale and setting apart a reservation for said Indians, is hereby revoked.
fall

miles

;

;

;

;

;

R. B.

HAYES.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, March

31, 1882.

country lying within the boundabottom land of the canon of Cataract Creek, bounded by walls of red sand-stone on the east and west, as is included
within certain lines, viz, on the south, an east and west line (magnetic) crossing said
canon at a narrow pass marked by a monument of stone, placed in the summer of 1881,
by Lieut. Carl Palfrey, of the Corps of Engineers of the Army, about two miles above
the village of the Yavai Suppai Indians, and on the north", a line bearing N. 55 E
{magnetic) crossing said canon at the crest of the third falls of Cataract Creek, and
marked by Lieut. Palfrey, by two monuments of stone, one on each side of the stream,
be, and the same is hereby, withdrawn from sale and settlement, and set apart for the
use and occupancy of said Yavia Suppai Indians, and the executive order dated November 23, 1880, withdrawing from sale and settlement and setting apart a reservation for said Indians, is herebv revoked.
It is hereby ordered that the following described
ries of the Territory of Arizona, viz, so much of the

CHESTER

A.

ARTHUR.

White Mountain or San Carlos Reserve.

ENGINEER'S OFFICE,

HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE
San Francisco,

PACIFIC,

January 31, 1870.
SIR I respectfully forward the following description of the proposed Indian reservation in Arizona the boundaries of the reservation to be as follows, as shown in
red on the accompanying map Starting at the point of intersection of the boundary
between New Mexico and Arizona with the south edge of the Black Mesa, and following the southern edge of the Black Mesa, to a point due north of Sombrero or Plumoso
Butte then in the direction of the Picache Colorado to the crest of the Apache Mountains, following said crest down the Salt River to Pinal Creek, and then up the Piual
Creek to the top of the Pinal Mountains then following the crest of the Pinal range,
" the Cordilleras dela
Gila," the "Almagra Mountains," and other mountains bordering the north bank of the Gila River, to the New Mexican boundary near Steeple
JRock then following said boundary north to its intersection with the south edge of
the Black Mesa, the starting point.
H. M. ROBERT,
Major Engineers.
General W. D. WHIPPLE,
Cal.,

:

;

:

;

;

:

Adjutant- General Military Division of the Pacific.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BOARD OF INDIAN COMMISSIONERS,
Camp Apache, Arizona Tei-ritory, September 5, 1871.
SIR: As the White Mountain region has been set apart by the War Department as
an Indian reservation, and there are several bands of peaceably disposed Apaches,
who have for many years lived in this country, who cannot be removed without much
suffering to themselves, risk of war and expense to the government, I have concluded
to select the White Mountain Reservation, the boundaries of which were defined in
letter of H. M. Robert, major of engineers, dated Headquarters Military Division of
the Pacific, San Francisco, Cal., January 31, 1870, as one of the Indian reservations
upon which the Apache Indians of Arizona may be collected, fed, clothed, and otherwise provided for and protected, agreeable to the power conferred upon me at the sug-
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gestion of the President by the Hon. Secretary of the Interior, under date July 21,
and supplementary orders July 31, 1871, copies of which are herewith inclosed.
Agreeable to your wish that I should name the articles and amount of provisions
be
to
issued, I would suggest that one pound of beef and one pound of corn per capita
be issued with salt daily, and sugar and coffee occasionally.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
1871,

VINCENT COLYER,

Commissioner,

Lieut. Col. JOHN GREEN,
First Cavalry U. S. A., Commanding
Camp Apache, Arizona Territory.

*******
*******
BOARD OF INDIAN COMMISSIONERS,

Washington, D. C., November 7, 1871.
Reservations for the roving Apache Indians of New Mexico and Arizona were
selected under your instructions of 21st July, 1871, as follows

SIR

:

:

For the Coyoteros and Chilions of Arizona at Camp Apache in
Arizona.
For the Arrivapis and Finals at Camp Grant, A. T.

A detailed description

of the

Camp Apache

Reservation, which

White Mountain,.

was

established

by

Major-Gen eral Thomas, will be found on file in the War Department.
I also requested, with the advice of General Crook and the several
post commanders, that temporary asylums, where the Tontos, Hualapais, and western band of
Apache Mohaves might be protected and fed, should be established at Camp McDowell, Beal Spring, and Date Creek, until such times as the Indians collected there
could be removed to the above reservations.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

VINCENT COLYER.

Hon. C. DELANO,
Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. C.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., November 7, 1871.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a communication addressed
to this department by the Hon. Vincent Colyer, one of the board of Indian peace
commissioners, who recently visited Arizona, therein he states his views in relation
to the Apache Indians, and describes certain tracts of country in Arizona and New
Mexico which, during his recent visit to said Indians, he has selected to be set apart
as reservations for their use, as authorized to do by orders issued to him before
visiting
the Apaches.
I have the honor to recommend, in pursuance of the
understanding arrived at in our
conversation with the Secretary of War on the 6th instant, that the President issue an
order authorizing said tracts of country described in Mr. Colyer^s letter to be
regarded
as reservations for the settlement of Indians until it is otherwise ordered. * * *
I would further suggest that the War
for
the
select
some
Department will,
present,
suitable and discreet officer of the Army to act as Indian
agent for any of the reservations in Arizona which may be occupied
by the Indians, under the order herein contemplated. Such agents will be superseded by persons hereafter appointed by this
department, at such times as the President may hereafter deem proper.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

The PRESIDENT.

C.

DELANO,

These recommendations were approved by the President as follows

Secretary.

:

EXECUTIVE MANSION,
Washington, D. C., November 9, 1871.
Respectfully referred to the Secretary of War, who will take such action as may
necessary to carry out the recommendations of the Secretary of the Interior.
U. S. GRANT.
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:

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES,
Washington D. C., November 9, 1871.
you copies of a correspondence between the Secretary of
the Interior and War Department on the subject of the policy that is to prevail in
Arizona with the Apache Indians. The Secretary of War wishes you to give all thenecessary orders to carry into full effect this policy, which is the same that prevails in
tin' Indian country generally, viz, to fix and determine (usually with the assent ex-

GENERAL

:

I

now

inclose

pressed or implied of the Indians concerned) the reservation within which they may
live and be protected by all branches of the Executive Government ; but if they
wander outside they at once become objects of suspicion, liable to be attacked by the
troops as hostile. The three reservations referred to in these papers, and more particularly defined in the accompanying map, seem far enough removed from the white
settlements to avoid the dangers of collision of interest. At all events these Indian*
must have a chance to escape war, and the most natural way is to assign them homesand to compel them to remain thereon. While they remain on such reservations there
is an implied condition that they should not be permitted to starve, and our experience is that the Indian Bureau is rarely supplied with the necessary money to provide food, in which event you may authorize the commissary department to provide
for them, being careful to confine issues only to those acting in good faith and only
for absolute wants.
.The commanding officer of the nearest military post will be the proper person to act
as tlie Indian agent until the regular agents come provided with the necessary authority and funds to relieve them but you may yourself, or allow General Crook to appoint
these temporarary agents regardless of rank.
The citi/ens of Arizona should be publicly informed of these events, and that the
military have the command of the President to protect these Indians on their reservations, and that under no pretense must they invade them, except under the leadership of the commanding officer having charge of them.
The boundaries of these reservations should also be clearly defined, and any changes
in them suggested by experience should be reported, to the end that they may be modified or changed by the highest authority.
After general notice to Indians and whites of this policy, General Crook may feel
assured that Avhatever measures of severity he may adopt to reduce these Apaches toa peaceful and subordinate condition, will be approved by the War Department and
the President.
I am your obedient servant,
W. T. SHERMAN, General.
;

J. M. SCHOFIELD,
Commanding Military Division

General

Pacific.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, December 14, 1872.
hereby ordered that the following tract of country be, and the same is herebyr
withheld from sale and set apart as a reservation for certain Apache Indians in the
Territory of Arizona, to be known as the "Chiricahua Indian Reservation," viz
Beginning at Dragoon Springs,near Dragoon Pass, and running thence northeasterly
along the north base of the Chiricahua Mountains to a point on the summit of Peloncillo Mountains or Stevens Peak range thence running southeasterly along said range
through Stevens Peak to the boundary of New Mexico; thence running south to the
boundary of Mexico; thence running westerly along said boundary 55 miles; thence
running northerly,following substantially the western base of the Dragoon Mountains,
It is

:

;

to the place of beginning.*
It is. also hereby ordered that the reservation heretofore set apart for certain

*The above-described Chiricahua Reservation was
order

restored to the public domain

Apache

by the following

:

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

October 30, 1876.
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Indians in the said territory, known as the "Camp Grant Indian Reservation," be, and
the same is hereby, restored to the public domain.
It is also ordered that the following tract of country be, and the same is hereby,
withheld from stile and added to the White Mountain Indian Reservation in said Terri" San Carlos division of the
tory, which addition shall hereafter be known as tke
White Mountain Indian Reservation," viz
Commencing at the southeast corner of the White Mountain Reservation as now
established, and running thence south to a line 15 miles south of and parallel to the
Oila River; thence west along said line to a point due south of the southwest corner
of the present White Mountain Reservation, thence north to the said southwest corner
of the aforesaid White Mountain Reservation and thence along the southern boundary
of the same to the place of beginning the said addition to be known as the "San
Carlos division of the White Mountain Reservation," which will make the entire
boundary of the White Mountain Reserve as follows, viz:
Starting at the point of intersection of the boundary between New Mexico and Arizona with the south edge of the Black Mesa, and following the southern edge of the
Black Mesa to a point due north of Sombrero or Plumoso Butte thence due south fco
thence in the direction of the Piache Colorado to
.said Sombrero or Plumoso Butte
the crest of the Apache Mountains, following said crest down the Salt River to Final
Creek, to the top of the Final Mountains thence due south to a point 15 miles south
of the Gila River thence east with a line parallel with and 15 miles south of the Gila
River to the boundary of New Mexico thence north along said boundary line to its
intersection with the south edge of the Black Mesa, the place of beginning.
U. S. GRANT.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., July 30, 1873.
Respectfully submitted to the President, with the recommendation that all that portion of the valley of the Gila River in the Territory of Arizona hitherto included in
the San Carlos division of the White Mountain Indian Reservation as established by
executive order, dated December 14, 1872, lying east of and above the site of old Camp
<Joodwin, be restored to the public domain, as recommended by the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
B. R. CO WEN,
Acting Secretary.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, August 5, 1873.
Agreeable to the above recommendation of the Acting Secretary of the Interior, it
hereby ordered that the land therein described be restored to the public domain.
U.

is

GRANT.

S.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, July

21, 1874.

It is hereby ordered that all that portiou of the White Mountain Indian Reservation in Arizona Territory lying east of 109 30' west longitude be restored to the public

domain.
U.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

GRANT.

S.

April 27, 1876.

hereby ordered that all that portion of the White Mountain Indian Reservation in Arizona Territory lying west of the following-described line, viz Commencing at the northwest corner of the present reserve, a point at the southern edge of
the Black Mesas, due north of Sombrero or Plumoso Butte thence due south to said
-Sombrero or Plumoso Butte thence southeastwardly to Chroino Peak thence in a
southerly direction to the mouth of the San Pedro River thence due south to the
southern boundary of the reservation, be, and the same hereby is, restored to the
public domain.
U. S. GRANT.
It is

:

;

;

;

;

EXECUTIVE MANSION, January 26, 1877.
hereby ordered that all that portion of the White Mountain Indian Reservation in Arizona Territory lying within the following-described boundaries, viz: Commencing at a point known as corner I of survey made by Lieut. E. D. Thomas, Fifth
<Javalry, in March, 1876, situated northeast of, and 313 chains from, flag-staif of Camp
It is
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thence south 68 34' west, 360 chains, to
corner II, post in monument of stones, variation 13 45' east thence south 7 5' west,
240 chains to corner III, post in monument of stones, variation 13 43' east thence
north 68 34' east, 360 chains to corner IV, post in monument of stones, magnetic variation 13 42' east; thence north 7 15' east, 240 chains to place of beginning, comprising 7,421.14 acres, be restored to the public domain.
U. S. GRANT.

Apache, magnetic variation 13 48 east

;

;

;

EXECUTIVE MANSION, March

31, 1877.

hereby ordered that all that portion of the White Mountain Indian Reservation in the Territory of Arizona lying within the following-described boundaries be,
and the same hereby is, restored to the public domain, to wit: Commencing at a
point at the south bank of the Gila River, where the San Pedro empties into the
same thence up and along the south bank of said Gila River ten miles thence due
south to the southern boundary of the said reservation thence along the southern
boundary to the western boundary thereof; thence up said western boundary to the
It is

;

;

;

place of beginning.

R. B.

HAYES.

CALIFORNIA.

Hoopa

Valley Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, June 23, 1876.
hereby ordered that the south and west boundaries and that portion of the
north boundary west of Trinity River surveyed, in 1875, by C. T. Bissel, and the
courses and distances of the east boundary, and that portion of the north boundary
east of Trinity River reported but not surveyed by him, viz: "Beginning at the
southeast corner of the reservation at a post set in mound of rocks, marked H. V.
thence south 17| west, 905.15 chains, to southeast corner of reservation
R., No. 3'
thence south 72| west, 480 chains, to the mouth of Trinity River," be, and hereby
are, declared to be the exterior boundaries of Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation, and
the laud embraced therein, an area of 89,572.43 acres, be, and hereby is, withdrawn
from public sale, and set apart for Indian purposes, as one of the Indian reservations
authorized to be set apart, in California, by act of Congress approved April 8, 1864.
It is

'

;

;

(13 Stats., p. 39.)

U.

Klamath River

S.

GRANT.

Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
November 10, 1855.
SIR Referring to your communication of the 8th of August last to the acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, advising him of the approval by the President of the
United States of the recommendation of the department that it was expedient to expend the money appropriated on the 3d of March last for removing the Indians in
California to two additional military reservations, I have the honor now to make the
following report
On the 15th of August last the acting Commissioner inclosed a copy of your letter
of the 8th of that month to the superintendent of Indian affairs in California, with
directions to select these reservations from such " tracts of land adapted as to soil,
climate, water privileges, and timber, to the comfortable and permanent accommodation of the Indians, which tracts should be unincumbered by old Spanish grants
or claims of recent white settlers," limiting the dimensions of the reserves to within
25,000 acres each, and to report to this office a description of their geographical position in relation to streams, mountain ranges, and county lines, &c., and indicating
the same upon a map. A copy of that letter is herewith, marked A. By the last
mail from California, 1 have received from Superintendent Thos. I. Henley a report
upon this subject, dated the 4th ultimo (a copy of which is herewith, marked B), by
:

:
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which it appears he recommends as one of the reservations aforesaid "a strip of territory one mile in width on each side of the (Klamath) river, for a distance of 20
miles." The superintendent remarks upon the character of the country selected, and
incloses an extract from a report (also herewith, marked C) to him of the 19th of
June last, by Mr. S. G. Whipple, which contains in some detail a description of the
country selected, habits and usages of the Indians, &c., but no map is furnished.
It will be observed from this report of the superintendent that he ha.s deemed it
important to continue the employ of an agent and to prepare for raising a crop in
order to assure the Indians of the good faith of the government and to preserve the
peace of the country. Considering the great distance of this reserve from the seat
of government and the length of time it necessarily requires to communicate with
an agency at the Klamath, it is desirable that some definite action be taken, if
practicable, before the sailing of the next steamer, to leave New York on the 20th
instant.
if you shall be of
I, therefore, beg leave to ask your attention to the subject, and
the opinion from the representations made by the superintendent in California and
Mr. Whipple that the selection at the mouth of the Klamath River is a judicious and
proper one, that it be laid before the President of the United States for his approval,
but with the provision, however, that upon a survey of the tract selected that a sufficient quantity be cut off from the upper end of the proposed reserve to bring it
within the limitation of 25,000 acres, authorized by the act of 3d March last.
I also inclose herewith a copy of another letter from Superintendent Henley, of 4th
ultimo (marked D), in which he states, in relation to the other reserve, that it is in
tended to locate it "between the head waters of Russian River and Cape Mendocino.'"
In reference to both of these proposed reserves, and as connected with the means to
be used to maintain peaceable relations with the Indians, the superintendent is of
opinion that it is of great importance to provide for crops, and that to do so an agent
in each instance is necessary. As this last-named selection has not been defined by
any specific boundaries, and no sufficient description is given as to soil, climate, and
suitableness for Indian purposes, to enable the department to determine the matter
uuderstandingly, of course nothing definite can now be done. But it may not be
improper to consider th,e subject in connection with the general intent as to the particular locality in which it is proposed to make the location.
The reserve proposed on the Klamath River and Pacific coast does not appear from
the map of the State of California to be very far removed from Cape Mendocino, or
a point between that and Russian River; and as provision is made only for tworeserves in the State, other than those already in operation, the question arises
whether it should not be situated farther in the interior, or perhaps eastern part of
the State, than the point referred to. The Noome Lacke Reserve is situated in one
of the Sacramento valleys, at about the latitude of 40 north and 122 of longitude
west, about the center of that portion of the State north of the port of San Francisco.
As, therefore, the proposed Klamath Reserve, being northwest from the Noome
Lacke Reservation, would appear to be adapted to tUfe convenient use of the Indians
in that direction, the question is suggested whether the other reserve should not be
located farther east and north, say on the tributaries of either Pitt or Feather rivers.
As in the case of the proposed reserve of the Klamath, I am desirous of obtaining
your opinion and that of the President of the United States, with such decision as
may be arrived at under the circumstances, in season to communicate the same by
the next California mail, for the government of the action of Superintendent Henley.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant.

GEO. W. MANYPENNY,

Commissioner*

Hon. R. MCCLELLAND,
Seorelary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., November 12, 1855.
SIR I have the honor to submit herewith the report from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs of the 10th instant, and its accompanying papers, having relation to two
of the reservations in California for Indian purposes, authorized by the act of 3d
:

March last.
The precise

limits of but one of the reservations, viz, a strip of territory commencing at the Pacific Ocean and extending one mile in width on each side of the Klamath
are
River,
given, no sufficient data being furnished to justify any definite action on
the other.
I recommend your approval of the
proposed Klamath Reservation, with the provis-
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however, that upon a survey of the tract a sufficient quantity be cnt off from the
upper end thereof to briug it within the limit of 25,000 acres authorized by law.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
ion,

R.

MCCLELLAND,
Secretary.

The PRESIDENT.
Let the reservation be made, as proposed.

NOVEMBER

16,

FRANKLIN PIERCE.

1855.

Mission Indian

reserves.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, December 27,

1875.

hereby ordered that the following-described lands in the county of San Diego,
San Bernardino base and meridian.
<Cal., viz:
Portrcro Including Rihcou, Gapich, and La Joya, township 10 south, range 1
It

i,-s

east, sections 16, 23, 25, 26, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, and fractional sections 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 27, 28, and 29 ;
Coajniila Township 7 south, range 2 east, sections 25, 26, 27, 28, 33, 34, 35, and 36;
township 7 south, range 3 east, sections 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35 ; township 8 south, range 2 east, sections 1, 2, 3, and 4 township 8 south, range 3 east, sections 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
Capitan Grande Township 14 south, range 2 east, sections 25, 26, 27, 34, 35, and 36;
township 14 south, range 3 east, sections 31 and 32 township 15 south, range 2 east,
sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10; township 15 south, range 3 east, sections 5 and 6 ;
Santa Yxabel Including Mesa Grande, township 11 south, range 2 east, south half of
section 21, northwest quarter, and east half of section 28, and sections 25, 26, and 27
township 11 south, range 3 east, sections 25, 26, 27, 28, 33, 34, 35, 36, and fractional
sections 29, 30, and 32 township 12 south, range 2 east, sections 3, 10, 14, 15, and
fractional section 13 ; township 12 south, range 3 east, sections 1, 2, 12, and fractional sections 3, 4, 10, 11, 13, and 14;
1'nla
Township 9 south, range 2 west, northeast quarter of section 33, and north
;

;

;

;

;

half of the north half of 34

;

Aqua Calienta Township 10 south, range 3 east, southeast quarter of section 23,
sou ill west quarter of 24, west half of 25, and east half of 26;
Si/ciian

hiaja
Cosmit

Township 16 south, range 1 east, section 13
Township 13 south, range 3 east, northeast quarter of section 35;
Township 13 south, range 3 east, north half of northeast quarter of section
;

25,
be,

and the same are hereby, withdrawn from sale and set apart as reservations for
the permanent use and occupancy of the Mission Indians in Lower California.
U. S. GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, May
It is

15, 1876.

hereby ordered that the following-described lands in San Bernardino County,

Cal, viz
Portrero Township 2 south, range 1 east, section 36
Mission Township 2 south, range 3 east, sections 12, 13, and 14
Aqua Calienta Township 4 south, range 4 east, section 14, and east half of southeast quarter and northeast quarter of section 22
JTorros Township 7 south, range 7 east, section 2;
"Village Township 7 south, range 8 east, section 16;
Cabezons Township 7 south, range 9 east, section 6
Village Township 5 south, range 8 east, section 19;
Village Township 5 south, range 7 east, section 24,
be, and the same hereby are, withdrawn from sale and set apart as reservations for
the permanent use and occupancy of the Mission Indians in Southern California, in
addition to the selections noted and reserved under executive order dated 27th De:

;

;

;

;

cember

last.

U.

S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, May

3,

1877.

hereby ordered that the following lands, situate in California, viz, township
10 south, range 1 east, sections 16 and 36, San Bernardino; township 7 south, range
It is
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2 east, section 36; township 14 south, range 2 east, section 36; township 11 south,,
range 3 east, section 36 township 9 south, range 2 west, north half of northeast quarwithdrawn from the public domain for the Mission Indians
ter, section 33, being lands
by President's order of December 27, 1675 also the following township 2 south, range
1 east, section 36
township 7 south, range 8 east, section 16, being lands withdrawn
by President's order of May 15, 1876, for the same purpose, be, and the same are hereby,
restored to the public domain.
R. B. HAYES.
;

:

;

;

EXECUTIVE MANSION, August 25, 1877.
hereby ordered that the following lands in California, to wit, all the even-numbered sections and all the unsurveyed portions of township 2 south, range 1 east,
township 2 south, range 2 east township 3 south, range 1 east and township 3 south,
range 2 east, San Bernardino meridian, excepting sections 16 and 36, and excepting
also all tract or tracts the title to which has passed out of the United States Government, be, and the same hereby are, withdrawn from sale and settlement, and set apart
as a reservation for Indian purposes.
It is

;

;

R. B.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

HAYES.

September 29, 1877.

hereby ordered that the following-described lands in California, to wit, all the
even-numbered sections, and all the unsurveyed portions of township 4 south, range 4
east township 4 south, range 5 east and township 5 south, range 4 east, San Bernardino meridian, excepting sections 16 and 36, and excepting also any tract or tracts the
title to which has passed out of the United States Government, be and the same
hereby are withdrawn from sale and settlement, and set apart as a reservation for
Indian purposes for certain of the Mission Indians.
It is

;

;

HAYES.

R. B.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, January 17, 1880.
hereby ordered that so much of the order of December 27, 1875, as relates to
the Aqua Calienta Indian Reservation in California be, and the same is hereby, canIt is

celed.
It is also hereby ordered that said order of December 27, 1875, so far as the same
relates to the Santa Ysabel Indian Reservation, be, and the same is hereby, canceled

viz
to the
following extent,
All that portion of sections
:

numbered 25, 26, and 27, township 11 south, range 3
north of the following line, viz, beginning on the north boundary line of
township 11 south, range 3 east, of San Bernardino meridian, at a point
51.59 chains west of the northeast corner of said section 25 thence according to the
true meridian south 25
west, 56.50 chains, to a granite stone marked "P," at the
north side of a granite boulder 8 feet high thence south 74 west, 34.60 chains to a
black oak marked "PXXI"; thence north 56 west, 52 chains to a granite stone
marked "P" in stone mound; thence north 39 west, 40.46 chains to a point on the
north boundary of section 27 thence east along the north boundaries of section 27,
26, and 25, of township 11 south, range 3 east, to the place of beginning.
east, lying
section 25,

;

;

;

R. B.

HAYES.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, March

2,

1881.

hereby ordered that the following- described lands in California, viz
Sections 26 and 35 in township 10 south, of range 1 west, and sections 2 and 3, in
township 11 south, of range 1 west of the San Bernardino meridian be, and the same
are hereby, withdrawn from sale and set apart as a reservation for the permanent use
and occupancy of the Mission Indians in California; Provided, That this withdrawal
shall not affect anv existing valid adverse rights of any party.
It is

:

R. B.

/

HAYES.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, March

9,

1881.

hereby ordered that all the unsurveyed portions of township 2 south, range 1
east, San Bernardino meridian, California, excepting any tract or tracts the title to
which has passed out of the United States Government, be. and the same are hereby,
It is
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set apart as a reservation for Indian pur-

poses.

JAMES

A.

GARFIELD.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, June 27, 1882.
hereby ordered that the following- described lands, situated and lying in theState of California, viz, sections numbered 26, 27, 28, 34, and 35, in township numbered 8 south, of range numbered 2 west, of the San Bernardino meridian, be, and the
same hereby is, withdrawn from sale and settlement, and set apart for Indian purposes provided, however, that any tract or tracts the title to which has passed out
of the United States, or to which valid, legal rights have attached under existing
laws of the United States providing for the disposition of the public domain, arehereby excluded from the reservation hereby created.
It is

;

CHESTER

EXECUTIVE MANSION,
hereby ordered that the Executive order dated December

It is

A.

ARTHUR.

July 24, 1882.

27, 1875,

setting
aside certain described lands in the State of California, for the use and occupancy of
the Mission Indians, be and the same hereby is canceled, so far as relates to the

northwest quarter of the northeast quarter and the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter of section thirty-four (34), township nine (9) south, range two (2) west
of the San Bernardino meridian.

CHESTER
Bound

A.

ARTHUR.

Valley Eeserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., March 30, 1870.
SIR I have the honor to transmit herewith a communication dated the 4th instant
from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and accompanying papers, map, &c., recommending the enlargement of Round Valley Indian Reservation in MendocinoCounty, California, to the extent indicated by the Commissioner, and as delineated
on the said map.
I concur with the Commissioner in the opinion that the Indian service in California
" Round
"
requires that all of
Valley be reserved for Indian purposes, and have the
honor to request that said valley be set apart as an Indian reservation, as the same is
enlarged in accordance with the report of Superintendent Mclntpsh, plat, field-notes,,
and schedule of lands, marked A, B, andC, which are here with in closed.
With great respect, your obedient servant,
J. D. COX, Secretary.
:

[Inclosure B.]

SIR

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, CALIFORNIA,
San Francisco, February 18, 1870.
I have the honor to inclose to you the field-notes of the recent survey of the-

:

Round Valley Indian Reservation.
to be set apart for
*
fornia.
I

am,

sir,

I also forward a proposed description of land*
an Indian reservation at Round Valley, Mendocino County. Cali*
*
'*
*

very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. B.

Hon. E.

Bvt. Maj.-Gen.
S.

McINTOSH,

U. S. A., Supt. of Indian Affairs.

PAKKER,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
[IncloBure C.]

Proposed description of lands

to

reserved for Indian purposes, in
cino County, California.

"be

Sound

Valley,

Mend&~

All that piece or tract of land situated in Round Valley, Mendocino County, California, being a portion of the four (4) townships hereinafter mentioned, namely
Townships 22 and 23 north, range 12 west, and 22 and 23 north, range 13* west,
:

Mount Diablo meridian, and contained within the boundaries

hereinafter described.
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Beginning at a white-oak post the SE. corner section 23, township 23 north, range
13 west, Mount Diablo meridian thence S. 72 22' W. for 5,330 feet (magnetic variation
17 38' E.)-, to a white-oak post; thence S. for 3,154 feet, to a white-oak post in stone
mound; thence S. 23 E. for 2,073 feet, to a white-oak post; thence S. 7 35' E. for
4,491 feet, to a white-oak post thence S. 37 25' E. for 13,324 feet, to a white-oak post
on rock mound thence S. 41 40' E. for 4,763 feet, to an oak post in rock mound thence
S. 71 20' E. for 2,845 feet, to an oak post thence S. 20 30' E. for 4,098 feet, to blackoak tree, blazed. on four (4) sides four (4) feet from the ground; thence S. 80 15' E.
thence S.
for 2,730 feet, to a pine tree 100 feet in height, bushy top, blazed as above
53 10' E. for 937 feet, to a pine tree 20 inches in diameter, forked 10 feet above ground,
blazed as above; thence S. 45 10' E. for 2,333 feet, to a black-oak tree 30 inches
in diameter, blazed as above; thence S. 72 58' E. for 9,120 feet, to an oak post oil
high knoll thence N. 39 33' E. for 4,627 feet, to a white-oak tree 30 inches in diameter, blazed as above thence N. 28 30' E. for 2,485 feet, to a pine tree 30 inches in
diameter, blazed as above thence N. 16 42' E. for 3,209 feet, to a black-oak tree 32
inches in diameter, and blazed as above thence N. 51 40' E. for 3,797 feet, to a whiteoak tree 15 inches in diameter, and blazed as above; thenee N. 23 32' E. for 3,053 feet
to a white-oak tree 10 inches in diameter, and blazed as above thence N. 7 35' E. for
6,150 feet, to a white-oak tree 20 inches in diameter, and blazed as above; thence N.
48 40' E. for 1,088 feet, to a pine tree 30 inches in diameter, and blazed as above;
thence N. 15 E. for 719 feet, to a pine tree 20 inches in diameter, and blazed as above
thence N. 7125'E. for 962 feet, to a forked black oak 20 inches in diameter, and blazed
15' E. for 13,930 feet, to a white-oak 30 inches in diameter, and
as above; thence N.
blazed as above thence N. 53 45' W. for 1,678 feet, to a pine tree 15 inches in diameter,
and blazed as above thence N. 45 25' W. for 4,616 feet, to a white-oak tree 40 inches in
diameter, and blazed as above thence N. 76 55' W. for 3,935 feet, to a white-oak tree,
22 inches in diameter, and blazed as above thence N. 81 45' W. for 5,670 feet, to a blackoak tree 20 inches in diameter, and blazed as above thence N. 89 15' W. for 1,874 1'cct,
to a pine tree 35 inches in diameter, and blazed as above thence N. 83 15' W. for 849
feet, to a pine tree 40 inches in diameter, and blazed as above thence N. 71 15' W. for
1,257 feet, to a pine tree 30 inches in diameter, and blazed as above thence N. 60 40'
W. for 1,337 feet, to a pine tree 28 inches in diameter, and blazed as above thence
N. 52 25' W. for 1,530 feet, to a pine tree 30 inches in diameter, and blazed as above
thence N. 64 40' W. for 5,525 feet, to a pine tree 35 inches in diameter, and blazed as
above thence S. 78 30' W. for 604 feet, to a pine tree 30 inches in diameter, and blazed
as above thence N. 84 35' W. for 3,357 feet, to a pine tree 9 inches in diameter, and
blazed as above; thence N. 71 40' W. for 3,103 feet, to a pine tree 40 inches in diameter, and near a boulder, and blazed as above thence N. 87 35' W. for 4,842 feet,
to a black-oak tree 40 inches in diameter, and blazed as above thence S. 66 20' W.
for 2,423 feet, to a pine tree 60 inches in diameter, and blazed as above thence S.
3 37' E. for 3,314 feet, to a manderone tree 40 inches in diameter, and blazed as above
thence S. 34 10' W. for 9,170 feet, to a white-oak tree 30 inches in diameter, and blazed
as above; thence S. 23 10' W. for 1,768 feet, to a white-oak tree 50 inches in diameter,
and blazed as above; thence S. 16 50' W. for 734 feet, to a pine tree 40 inches in di
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1,046 feet, to a pine tree 40 inches in diameter, and blazed as above thence N. 48 14'
E. for 1,347 feet, to a white-oak tree 30 inches in diameter, and blazed as above
thence N. 41 50' E. for 1,043 feet, to a white-oak tree 25 inches in diameter, and
blazed as above; thence N. 32 40' E. for 735 feet, to point of beginning.
The total length of said boundary being 31 miles and 1,039 feet, and including an
.area of 31,683 acres; said tract of land
being more minutely described in the fieldnotes and plat of the survey of said tract executed in December, 1869, and January,
1870, under the superintendence of Bvt. Maj. Gen. John B. Mclntosh, U. S. Army, by
Bvt. 2d Lieut. R. U. Vazaro, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.
;

;

.

WASHINGTON, D. C., March 30, 1870.
"
hereby order that Round Valley," in Meudocino County, California, be set apart
as an Indian reservation, in accordance with the recommendation of the
Secretary
of the Interior, as the same is delineated on the map accompanying his letter of the
30th March, 1870.
I

U.

S.

GRANT.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
March 29, i

73.

SIR: I have the honor to invite your attention to the terms of an act of Com
s
approved March 3, 1873, entitled "An act to restore a part of the Round Valley Indian Reservation in California to the public lands, and for other
purposes."
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Section 2 of said act provides "that said township line between townships 22 and
north, extending from the middle fork of Eel River on the east to Eel River on
the west, shall hereafter be the southern boundary of the Indian reservation in Round
Valley, and the center of the middle fork of Eel River shall be the eastern boundary,
and the center of Eel River shall be the western boundary of said reservation, with
the, privilege of fishing in said streams."
" that
Section 3 of the same act further provides
immediately after the passage of
this act the President shall cause to tie withdrawn from sale or entry under the homestead and pre-emption laws, all the land lying north of the southern boundary of the
reservation as herein defined, and bounded north by the Eel River and the north fork
of said river, east by the middle fork, and west by Eel River."
In compliance with the provisions of said act, I have the honor to recommend that
the President be requested to issue his order directing that the tract of country described in said section 3 thereof be withdrawn and reserved from sale or entry as
public lauds until after the report of the commissioners appointed to fix the northern
boundary of said reservation shall have been received and approved.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. R. CLUM,
Acting Commissioner.

*23

The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
1873.
., April 8,
Washington D.
SIR I have the honor to hand you herewith a letter dated the 29th ultimo, from the
Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, wherein it is recommended that an order be issued by the Executive directing that the tract of country described in the third section
of the act approved March 3, 1873, entitled "An act to restore a part of the Round Valley Indian Reservation in California to the public lands, and for other purposes," be
withdrawn and reserved from sale and entry as public land until the report of the commissioners appointed under said act to fix the northern boundary of said reservation,
&c., shall have been received and action had thereon.
The recommendation of the Acting Commissioner is approved, and I have respectfully to request that an order may be issued setting apart the lands referred to for the
purpose named.
I have the honor to be, sir, vour obedient servant,
:

DELANO,

C.

Secretary.

To

the PRESIDENT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

April

8,

1873.

Let the lauds described in the third section of the act of 3d March, 1873, for the restoration to market of a part of the Round Valley Indian Reservation in California, be
withdrawn from sale and entry, as recommended in the within letter of the honorable
the Secretary of the Interior of this date.
S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, May

18, 1875.

U.

act of Congress entitled "An act to restore a part of the Round Valley
Indian Reservation in California to the public lands, and for other purposes," approved
March 3, 1873 (Stats, at Large, vol. 17, p. 633), defines the south, east, and west boundaries of said reservation, and authorizes and directs the Secretary of the Interior to
appoint a commission to report its north boundary, and said commission having made
their report, which was approved by the Secretary of the Interior August 4, 1874, I
hereby order and proclaim the following as the boundaries of the Round Valley Indian
Reservation in California, conformable to said act of Congress, viz
Beginning for the same at a point in section 36, of township 23, range 12 west, Mount
Dial)lo meridian, where the township line crosses Eel River, being at a point about
eighty rods west of the southeast corner of said township and section thence following
the courses of Eel River up said stream, in the center thereof, to a point where the
same is intersected by the stream known as Williams Creek or Bland Mountain Creek;
thence following up the center of said creek to its extreme northern source on the
ridge dividing the waters of said creek from the waters of Hall's Canon or Creek, a
tributary of the North Fork of Eel River, at the foot of Bland Mountain, crossing said
dividing ridge at a point on a line where a small white-oak tree and a cluster of arborvitse trees are branded with the letters U. S. R. ; thence in a direct line to the center of
said Hall's Cafion or Creek thence folio wing down the center of the same to its intersection with the North Fork of Eel River; thence down the center of said North Fork
to its intersection with the main fork thence following up the main fork of the Eel
River, in the center thereof, where the township line between townships 22 and 23

Whereas an

:

;

;

;

515317
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would intersect said river, if produced thence east along said
township line through ranges 13 and 12 to the place of beginning.
north, range 13 west,

;

U.

GRANT.

S.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, July 26, 1876.
The military reservation in California known as Camp Wright, embracing the west
half of section 1 and the east half of section 2, township 22 north, range 13 west, and
containing one mile square of land, be the same more or less, having been, with its

buildings, improvements, &c., relinquished by the War Department, the executive
order ot April 27, 1869, creating said military reservation, is hereby revoked, and the
said tract of land with its buildings, improvements, &c., is hereby withheld from
public sale, and reserved for the use and occupancy of the Indians located on the
Round Valley Reservation, as an extension thereof, until otherwise ordered.

U.

Title

GRANT.

S.

River Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., January 9, 1873.
SIR: I have the honor to siibmit herewith a letter from the Acting Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, dated the 3d instant, requesting the setting apart for the use of the Tnle
River, King's River, Owen's River, Manche Cajou, and other scattering bands of Indians
in California, a tract of land described as follows: Cominenciug on the South Tule
River, 4 miles below the Soda Springs on said river, running thence north to the ridge
of mountains dividing the waters of the South Tule and Middle Tule; thence east on
the dividing line 10 miles thence south to the ridge dividing the waters of South Tule
River and Deer Creek; thence west on said ridge 10 miles; thence north to the place
of beginning the said described tract of country being about 10 miles long and 6 miles
wide. The request of the Acting Commissioner meets the approval of this department,
and I respectfully recommend that an order lie issued by the Executive setting apart
the lands referred to for the purpose indicated.
I have the honor to be, your obedient servant,
B. R. COWEN,
;

;

Acting Secretary.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, January 9, 1873.
Let the lands described in the within letter be set apart as a reservation for the
bands of Indians in California therein named, agreeably to the recommendation of the
Acting Secretary of the Interior.
U.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

S.

GRANT.

October

3,

1873.

hereby ordered that the following tract of country be, and the same is hereby,
withheld from sale and set apart as a reservation for the Tule River, King's River,
Owen's River, Manche Cajon, and other scattered bands of Indians in the State of California, to be known as the "Tule River Indian Reservation," this being in lieu of the
reservatio7i set apart for those Indians by executive order, dated the 9th of January
last, which is hereby canceled:
Commencing on the south fork of Tnle River, 4 miles below the Soda Springs on said
river, running thence north to the ridge of mountains dividing the waters of the North
Fork and Middle Fork of Tule River; thence on said ridge easterly, extended if necessary, to a point from which a line running due south would intersect a line running
due east from the place of beginning, and at a distance of 10 miles therefrom thence
from said point, due south, to the ridge, extended if necessary, dividing the waters of
the South Fork of Tule River and Deer Creek thence westerly on said ridge to a point
due south of the place of beginning thence north to the place of beginning, as indicated by red lines on above diagram.
It is

;

;

;

U.

S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, August
hereby ordered that

3,

1878.

of that portion of the Tule River Indian Reservation
in California lying within the following boundary, viz
Commencing at a place where
a line running due north from a point on the South Fork of the Tule River, 4 miles
It is

all

:
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below the Soda Springs on said river, crosses the ridge of mountains dividing the
waters of the South Fork and Middle Fork of Tule River thence north to the ridge
of mountains dividing the waters of the North Fork and Middle Fork of Tule River;
thence on said ridge easterly to a point from which a line running due south would
intersect a line running due east from the place of beginning, and at a distance of 10
miles therefrom thence from said point due south to the ridge of mountains dividing
the waters of the South Fork and Middle Fork of Tule River; thence westerly on said
ridge to the place of beginning, be, and the same hereby is, restored to the public
domain.
;

;

R. B.

HAYES.

COLORADO.
Ute Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, November 22, 1875.
hereby ordered that the tract of country in the Territory of Colorado lying
.

It is

within the following-described boundaries, viz: Commencing at the northeast corner
of the present Ute Indian Reservation, as defined in the treaty of March 2, 1868 (Stats.
at Large, vol. 15, p. 619) thence running north on the 107th degree of longitude to
the first standard parallel north thence west on said first standard parallel to the
boundary line between Colorado and Utah thence south with said boundary to the
northwest corner of the Ute Indian Reservation thence east with the north boundary
of the .said reservation to the place of beginning, be, and the same hereby is, withdrawn from sale and set apart for the use of the several tribes of Ute Indians, as an
addition to the present reservation in said Territory.
U. S. GRANT.
;

;

;

;

EXECUTIVE MANSION, August 17, 1876.
that portion of country in the State of Colorado lying
within the following-described boundaries, and forming a part of the Uncompahgre
Park, viz': Commencing at the fifty-third mile-post on the north line of the survey of
the boundaries of the Ute cession, executed by James \V. Miller in 1875 thence south
4 miles
thence east 4 miles thence north 4 miles, to the said north line thence west
to the place of beginning, be, and the same hereby is, withdrawn from the public domain and set apart as a part of the Ute Indian Reservation, in accordance with the
first article of an agreement made with said Indians and ratified by Congress April
(Stats, at Large, vol. 18, p. 36.)
29. 1874.
U. S. GRANT.
It is

hereby ordered that

all

;

;

;

;

EXECUTIVE MANSION, February 7, T879.
hereby ordered that the following-described tract of country in the State of
Colorado, to wit Commencing at the intersection of the 37th parallel of north latiIt is

:

northerly and northwestly direction to longitude 107 degrees and 23 minutes
thence due south to latitude 37 degrees and 17 minutes north thence due east
west longitude thence south with said meridian to the place
of beginning, be, and the same is hereby, withdrawn from sale and settlement and
set apart as a reservation for the Muache, Capote, and Weeminuchee bauds of Ute

west

:

;

to the 107th meridian of

;

Indians.
R. B.

HAYES.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, August 4, 1882.
hereby ordered that the following-described tract of country in Colorado, viz
Commencing at the northeast corner of the present Ute Indian Reservation, as defined in the treaty of March 2, 1868 (Stats, at Large, vol. 15, p. 619); thence
running
north on the 107th degree of longitude to the first standard parallel north; thence
west on said first standard parallel to the boundary line between Colorado and Utah
thence south with said boundary to the northwest 'corner of the Ute Indian Reservation thence east with the north boundary of the said reservation to the
place of beginning, withdrawn from sale and set apart for the use of the several tribes of
It is

:

;

;

Uo
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Indians by Executive order, dated November 22, 1875, be, aud the same hereby is,
restored to the public domain.
It is hereby further ordered that the following-described tract of country in Colorado, viz Commencing at the intersection of the 37th parallel of north latitude with
the 107th degree of west longitude thence east along said parallel to the ridge de" Nascribed in Hayden's Geographical and Geological Survey of said State as the
tional Divide" of the San Juan Mountains; thence following said divide in a general
northerly and northwesterly direction to longitude 107 degrees aud 23 minutes west ;
thence due south to latitude 37 degrees aud 17 minutes north thence due east to the
107th meridian of west longitude thence south with said meridian to the place of
beginning, withdrawn from sale and settlement and set apart as a reservation for the
Muache, Capote, and Weeminuchee bands of Ute Indians by Executive order, dated
February 7, 1879, be, and the same is hereby, restored to the public domain.
CHESTER A. ARTHUR.
:

;

;

;

DAKOTA.
Crow Creek

SIR

*
:

made

Reserve.

USHER'S LANDING, DAK., July 1, 1863.
*
*
With this report I transmit a plat and field notes of the surveys
the Sioux and Winuebago reservations by Mr. Powers, and to which I desire

for
to call your attention.
The reservation for the Sioux of the Mississippi is bounded as follows, to wit Beginning at. a point in the middle channel of the Missouri 'River, opposite the mouth of
Crow Creek, in Dakota Territory ; follow up said channel of the Missouri River about
fourteen miles, to a point opposite the mouth of Sue-o-tka Creek ; thence due north
.and through the center of the stockade surrounding the agency buildings for the Sioux
-of the Mississippi and Winnebago Indians, about three miles, to a large stone mound;
thence due east 20 miles thence due south to the Cedar Island River or American
Creek; thence down the said river or creek to the middle channel of the Missouri
River ; thence up said channel to the place of beginning.
:

;

Very

respectfully, your obedient servant,

CLARK W. THOMPSON,.
Superintendent of Indian Affairs.

Hon. WILLIAM P. DOLE,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

lSee

An. Rep. Ind. Office for 1863, page 318, and also Stats, at Large,

vol. 15, p. 635.]

Fort Berthold Reserve.

HEADQUARTERS, FORT STEVENSON,
September 25, 1869.
"SiR I have the honor to report that I have consulted the best guides and obtained
own examination, as far as it was practiall available information in addition to
cable, in regard to a reservation for the Arickaree, Gros Veutre, and Maudan Indians.
I had an interview with the chiefs of the three tribes, and read the communication
from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, forwarded to me from the commanding gen:

my

eral of the department, with which they seemed much pleased. I proposed to them
the following reservation, with which they were satisfied From a point on the Missouri River four miles below the Indian village (Berthold), in a northeast direction
three miles (so as to include the wood and grazing around the village); from this point
a line running so as to strike the Missouri River at the junction of Little Knife River
with it; thence along the left bank of the Missouri River to the mouth of the Yellowstone River, along the south batik of the Yellowstone River to the Powder River, up
the Powder River to whe e the Little Powder River unites with it thence ia a direct
line across to the starting point four miles below Berthold. The Indians desired that
the reservation should extend to the Mouse River, but in view of a railroad passing
over that country I did not accede to their wish. They seemed to comprehend my
reason for not doing so, aud were satisfied. I have endeavored in this proposed reservation to give them land enough to cultivate and for hunting and grazing purposes.
I inclose a sketch of the proposed reservation.
:

;

Very respectfully,

sir,

S. A. WAINWRIGHT,
Captain Twenty-second Infantry, Commanding Post.

Bvt. Brig. Gen. O. D. GREENE,
Adj. (jrcn. Dept. of Dakota, Saint Paul, Minn.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, D.

C.,

April

2,

1870.

have the honor to transmit herewith a letter of Capt. S. A. Wainwright,
Twenty-second United States Infantry, commanding post at Fort Stevenson, Dak.,
dated September 25 last, indorsed respectively by the commanding officer of the Department of Dakota and by the assistant adjutant-general of the Military Division of
the Missouri, and forwarded by the Adjutant- General of the United States Army to
SIR

I

:

this office, relative to setting apart of a reservation for the Arickaree, Gros Ventre,

and Mandan Indians.
This has been the subject of correspondence before between Maj. Gen. Wiufield S.
Hancock, commanding Department of Dakota, and this office.
General Hancock, in a letter dated near Fort Rice, Dak., July 21, 1869, addressed
to Bvt. Maj. Gen. George L. Hartsuff, assistant adjutant-general, Military Division of
the Missouri (copy of which has been furnished by direction of Lieuteu ant-General
Sheridan to this office), states that the Arickaree, Gros Ventre, and Maudan Indians,
"
among others, complain that whites come on their laud at Berthold and cut wood

for sate to steamboats.
They want this stopped. They are willing that boats should
go and cut all they want, but do not want strangers to come and sell their wood
while they are starving they want to cut and sell it themselves.''
General Hancock further states, in the letter above referred to, that he did not
know whether those Indians had a reservation or not, and that he has instructed the;
conniiandiug officer at Fort Stevenson to examine the country about Berthold and to
recommend what porti ins should be set off for them.
By letter dated August 16 last General Hancock was informed by this office that
by the treaty concluded at Fort Laramie October 17, 1851, which was not ratified, but
Was amended by the Senate, and the stipulations as amended fulfilled by the goveruuifnt. tin- following are given as the boundaries of a reservation for the Gros Ventres,
Arickarees, and Maudaus, viz Commencing at the mouth of Heart River thence upth- Missouri to the mouth of Yellowstone River; thence up the Yellowstone to the
mouth of Powder River thence southeast to the headwaters of the Little Missouri
River; thence along the Black Hills to the head of Heart River, and down said river
to the place of beginning.
A subsequent treaty was concluded with these Indians at Fort Berthold July 27,
This makes no' provision in regard to a reservation. The Indians, parties to the
1866.
same, grant to the United States the right to lay out and construct roads, highways,
and telegraphs through their country, and they cede to the United States "their right
and title to the following lauds situated ou the northeast side of the Missouri River,
to wit Beginning on the Missouri River, at the mouth of Snake River, about 30 miles
below Fort Berthold thence up Snake River in a northeast direction 25 miles thence
southwardly, parallel to the Missouri River, to a point opposite and 23 miles east of
old Fort Clarke; thence west to a point on the Missouri River opposite the old Fort
Clarke thence up the Missouri River to the place of beginning."
This treaty has ne> er been ratified, but appropriations have been made by Congress
in accordance with its provisions. There are no treaty stipulations^with these Indians
Native to a reservation for them which have been ratified.
It is proper here to state that the reservation as proposed by Captain Wainwright
is a part of the country belonging to the Arickaree, Gros Ventre, and Mandan Indians,
according to the agreement of Fort Laramie, with the addition of a strip of land east
of the Missouri River from Fort Berthold Indian village to the mouth of Little Knife
;

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

River, as shown by the inclosed diagram and I therefore respectfully recommend
that an order of the Executive may be invoked, directing the setting apart of a reservation for said Indians as proposed.
Very respectfully, vour obedient servant,
E. S. PARKER,
Commissioner*
Hon. J. D. Cox,
Secretary of thr Interior.
;

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C.,* April 12, 1870.

have the honor herewith to lay before you a communication dated the 2<J
instant, from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, together with the accompanying
papers, reporting the selection by Captain Wainwright, Twenty-second Infantry, of"
a reservation for the Arickaree, Gros Ventre, and Mandan Indians, and respectfully
recommend that the lands included within the boundary lines of said reserve be set
apart for those Indians by Executive order, as indicated in the inclosed diagram of
SIR:

I

the same.
I

have the honor

to be,

sir,

your obedient servant,
J.

The PRESIDENT.

D.

COX,

Secretary.
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WASHINGTON, D. C., April 12, 1870.
Let the lands indicated in the accompanying diagram be set apart as a reservation
for the Arickaree, Gros Ventre, and Mandan Indians, as recommended in the letter of
Secretary of the Interior of the 12th instant.
U. S. GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, July

13, 1880.

hereby ordered that all that portion of the Arickaree, Gros Ventre, and Mandaii
reservations set aside by Executive order dated April 12, 1870, and known as the Fort
Berthold Reservation, and situated in the Territories of Dakota and Montana, respectively, lying within the following boundaries, viz, beginning at a point where the
northern forty-mile limit of the grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad intersects the
present southeast boundary of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation thence westerly
with the line of said forty-mile limit to its intersection with range line, between
ranges 92 and 93 west of the fifth principal meridian thence north along said range
line to its intersection with the south bank of the Little Missouri River thence northwesterly along and up the south bank of said Little Missouri River, with the meanders thereof to its intersection with the range line between ranges 96 and 97 west of
the fifth principal meridian thence westerly in a straight line to the southeast corner
of the Fort Buford Military Reservation thence west along the south boundary of
said military reservation to the south bank of the Yellowstone River, the present
northwest boundary of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation; thence along the present boundary of said reservation and the south bank of the Yellowstone River to the
Powder River; thence up the Powder River to where the Little Powder River unites
with it thence northeasterly in a direct line to the point of beginning, be, and the
same hereby is, restored to the public domain.
And it is further ordered that the tract of country in the Territory of Dakota, lying
within the following-described boundaries, viz, beginning on the most easterly point
of the present Fort Berthold Indian Reservation (on the Missouri River) thence north
to the township line between townships 158 and 159 north thence west along said
township line to its intersection with the White Earth River thence down the said
White Earth River to its junction with the Missouri River; thence along the preseent boundary of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation and the left bank of the Missouri River to the mouth of the Little Knife River thence southeasterly in a direct
line to the point of beginning, be, and the same hereby is, withdrawn from sale and
set apart for the use of the Arickaree, Gros Ventre, and Mandau Indians, as an addiIt is

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

tion to the present reservation in said Territory.

R. B.

HAYES.

Old Winnebago Reserve.

USHEK'S LANDING, DAK., July 1, 1863.
SIR With this report I transmit a plat and field-notes of the surveys made for the
Sioux and Winnebago reservations by Mr. Powers, and to which I desire to call your
:

attention.
The reservation for the AVinuebago Indians is bounded as follows, to wit Beginning
at a point in the middle channel of the Missouri River where the western boundary
of the Sioux of the Mississippi Reserve intersects the same thence north and through
the center of the stockade surrounding the agency buildings of the Sioux of the Mississippi and Winnebago Indians, and along said boundary line to the northwest corner of said Sioux Reserve thence along the northern boundary of said Sioux Reserve
:

;

;

10 miles; thence due north 20 miles; thence due west to the middle channel of Medicine Knoll River thence down said river to the middle channel of the Missouri River
*
*
*
*
thence down \he said channel to the place.of
beginning.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
:

;

CLARK W. THOMPSON,

Hon.

WM.

Superintendent of Indian Affairs.
P.

DOLE,

Commissioner Indian Affairs.
s.-e

An. Rep. Ind. Office for 1863, page 318, and also Stats, at Large,

vol. 15. p. 635.]
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Sioux Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, January

11, 1875.

Dakota lying withiu
the following-described boundaries, viz Commencing on the east bank of the Missouri River, where the forty-sixth parallel of north latitude crosses the same thence
east with said parallel of latitude to the ninety-ninth degree of west longitude thence
south with said degree of longitude to the east bank of the Missouri River thence
up and with the east bank of said river to the place of beginning, be, and the same
hereby is, withdrawn from sale and set apart for the use of the several tribes of Sioux
Indians, as an addition to their present reservation in said Territory.
It is

hereby ordered that the tract of country

iu the Territory of

:

;

;

;

U.

It is

S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, March 16, 1875.
hereby ordered that the tract of country in the Territory of Dakota lying with-

in the following-described boundaries, viz: Commencing at a point where the 102d
degree of west longitude intersects the 46th parallel of north latitude thence north
on said l(hM degree of longitude to the south bank of the Cannon Ball River; thence
down and with the sputh bank of said river to a point on the east side of the Missouri
River, opposite the mouth of said Cannon Ball River thence down and with the east
bank of the Missouri River to the mouth of Beaver River; thence up and with the
south bank of Beaver River to the 100th degree of west longitude thence south with
said 100th degree of longitude to the 46th parallel of latitude thence west with said
parallel of latitude to the place of beginning, be, and the same hereby is, withdrawn
from sale and set apart for the use of the several tribes of Sioux Indians, as an addition to their present reservation in said Territory.
U. S. GRANT.
;

;

;

;

EXECUTIVE MANSION, May

20, 1875.

hereby ordered that that portion of the public domain in the Territory of Da
kota lying south of an east and west line from the northwest corner of the Yanktou
Indian Reservation to the ninety-ninth degree of longitude, and between said longitude and the Missouri River on the west and the Yauktou Indian Reservation on the
-east, be, and the same hereby is, withdrawn from sale and settlement, and set apart
fop the use of the several tribes of Sioux Indians as an addition to their present reservation in said Territory.
U. S. GRANT.
It is

EXECUTIVE MANSION, November 28, 1876.
hereby ordered that the tract of country in the Territory of Dakota on the east
side of the Missouri River, lying within the following boundaries, viz
Commencing
at a point on the south bank of Beaver River, intersected by the one-hundredth deof
Fort Rice
corner
the
iu
line
the
east
thence
a direct
to
ree of west longitude
thence in a southwestern direction along the said military
ilitary Reservation
eservatiou to the east bank of the Missouri River; thence with the east bank of the
lissouri to the mouth of Beaver River thence up and with the south bank of Beaver
tiver to the place of beginning, be, and the same hereby is, withdrawn from sale and
et apart for the use of the several tribes of Sioux Indians as an addition to their
It is

:

;

;

;

resent reservation in said Territory.

U.

S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, August 9, 1879.
hereby ordered that all that portion of the Sioux Indian Reservation in Dakota
Territory created by Executive orders dated January 11, March 16, and May 20, 1875,
ind November 28, 1876, lying within the following-described boundaries, viz: Beginling at a point where the west line of the Fort Randall military reservation crosses the
Missouri River; thence up and along said river to the mouth of American Creek;
thence up and along said creek to the ninety -ninth degree of west longitude thence
south along said degree to a point due west from the northwest corner of the Yankton
Indian Reservation thence due east to the northwest coruerof said reservation thence
due south to the north boundary line of Fort Randall military reservation; thence following said boundary line northwesterly to the northwest coruerof said military reservation thence south on the west boundary line of said reservation to the place of beIt is

;

;

:

;
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And also the following-described land Beginning at the east bank of the Missouri Rive? at the mouth of Medicine Knoll Creek thence up and along the MissouriRiver to the boundary line of Fort Sully military reservation ; thence northeasterly
of said military reservation; thencealong said boundary line to the southeast corner
northwesterly along the boundary line of said reservation to the northeast corner
and alon.u
thereof; thence due north to the east bank of the Missouri River; theuce up
the east bank of said river to the month of the Bois Cache; thence due north to the
east bank of the Missouri River; thence up and along the east bank of said river
to the south line of township one, hundred and twenty-nine north ; thence east along
said township line to the line between ranges seventy-eight and seventy-nine west ;
thence north along said range line to Beaver Creek, or the north boundary line of the
reservation set aside by Executive order of March 16, 1875: thence west along said
creek to the east bank of the Missouri River; thence up and along said east bank to
:

ginning.

;

the southeast corner of Fort Rice military reservation thence northeasterly alongsaid military reservation to the east corner of said reservation thence in a direct line
to a point on the south bank of Beaver Creek where said creek is intersected by the
one hundredth degree of west longitude thence south with said one hundredth degree of longitude to the forty-sixth parallel of north latitude thence east with said
parallel of latitude to the ninety-ninth degree of west longitude thence south with
said degree of longitude to its 'intersection with the north boundary line of the old
Sioux or Crow Creek Reservation thence west along the north boundary line of said
reservation to the eastern boundary line of the old Winnebago Reservation thence
north along said east line to the northeast corner of said Winnebago Reservation
thence west along the north boundary line of said reservation to the middle channel
of Medicine Knoll Creek thence down the middle channel of said creek to the place
of beginning, be, and the same herebv is, restored to the public domain.
R. B. HAYES.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

EXECUTIVE MANSION, January 24,
hereby ordered that the following-described tract of country in the State of
Nebraska, viz Beginning at a point on the boundary line between the State of Nebraska and the Territory of Dakota, where the range line between ranges 44 and 45 west
of the sixth principal meridian, in the Territory of Dakota, intersects said boundary
line thence east along said boundary line five, miles thence due south five miles
thence due west ten miles; thence due north to said boundary line; theuce due east
along said boundary line to the place of beginning, be, and the same is hereby, withdrawn from sale and set aside as an addition to the present Sioux Indian Reservation
in the Territory of Dakota.
This order of reservation to continue during the pleasure of the President.
It is

:

:

;

;:

CHESTER

A.

ARTHUR,

IDAHO.
('</ ffAlene Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

May

23, 1867.

Governor Ballard, of Idaho, was instructed to select
and report to this office reservations for the use of the Boise and Bruneau bauds of
Shoshones, in the southern part, and for the Cosur d'Alenes and other Indians, in the
northern part of that Territory. These instructions were based upon statements contained in the annual report of Governor Ballard, printed at pages 191 and 192 of the
Annual Report of this office for 1866. There are no treaties existing with either of thetribes or bands named, nor, so far as the Shoshones are concerned, have they any such
complete tribal organization as would justify treaties with them, even if such arrangements were practicable under the force of recent legislation by Congress. The northern tribes have a better organization, but advices from the Executive indicate that
while a necessity exists for some arrangement under which the Indians of all the bands
referred to should have some fixed home set apart for them before the lauds are alt
occupied by the whites, who are rapidly prospecting the country, such arrangements
can now be made by the direct action of the department.
I herewith transmit two reports of Governor Ballard,
describing tracts proposed tobe set apart for these Indians. So far as the one intended for the Shoshones is conits
location
as
a
home
for
those
bands
i,s
cerned,
permanent
dependent upon the consent
SIR

:

Under date October

1,

1866,
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band commonly known and heretofore treated with as the eastern bandsShoshoues but there is no doubt of their ready acquiescence in the arrangement.
The land referred to is within the limits acknowledged as their hunting range by the
that of thetreaty of 1863. Believing that the interest of the government as well as
Indians require that such action should be taken, I recommend that the President be
requested to set apart the reservation, described in the diagram herewith for the use
of the Indians referred to, and that the General Land Office be directed to respect theboundaries thus defined.
Should the suggestions herein contained be approved and favorable action had, thi:
office will inform the governor and Superintendent of Indian affairs of the fact, and
direct such further measures as to carry the plan into operation without delay, so far
as the means at the disposal of the department will permit.
Verv respectfully, vour obedient servant,
N. G. TAYLOR,

of Washakee's
;

Commissioner.

Hon. O. H. BROWNING,
Secretary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

June 6, 1867.
SIR I have the honor to acknowledge the. receipt of your communication of the
27th ultimo, transmitting one from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs of the 23d May
last, with accompanying documents, relating to proposed Indian reservations in Idaho*
the
Territory; and in obedience to your directions that I examine and report upon
:

subject-matter, 1 have to state as follows:
The suggestion of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in reference to the reservations proposed for the Boise and Brunean bands of Shohones in the southern part of
of that TerIdaho, and for the Cceur d'Alenes and other Indians in the northern part
Indians as their
ritory, is that the same may be set apart by the President for those
home reservations to the extent as represented on the accompanying diagrams herethere reprewith, and transferred on a map of Idaho accompanying this letter, being
sented in green and blue shadings respectively.
The boundaries as denned by the local Indian agents, as per separate diagrams of
the above reservations, are
" Com1st. The Boise and Bruneau bands of Shoshones and Bannock Reservation:
River
Neuf
Port
of
the
at
the
River
of
bank
Snakeon
south
the
junction
mencing
with said Snake River thence south 25 miles to the summit of the mountains dividtheing the waters of Bear River from those of Snake River thence easterly along
Hiimmit of said range of mountains 70 miles to a point where Sublette road crossesstream
said
down
said divide; thence north about 50 miles to Blackfoot River; thence
to its junction with Snake River thence down Snake River to the place of beginabout 1,800,000 acres, and comprehending Fort Hall on the Snake
:

;

;

;

embracing

ning,''

River within its limits.
2d. The Coeur d'Alenes and other tribes of Northern Idaho, the proposed reservation for which is shown on the map of Idaho, herewith, in blue color, is represented tobe about 20 miles square "Commencing at the head of the Latah, about six milesabove the crossing on the Lewiston trail, a road to the Spokane Bridge thence runold Creur d'Alene
ning north-northeasterly to the Saint Joseph River, the site of the
mission thence west to the boundary line of Washington and Idaho Territories
thence south to a point due west of the place of beginning; thence east to place of
beginning," including about 250,000 acres.
I have to observe that no surveys of the public lauds have been made in those portions of Idaho Territory, nor is this office advised of the extinguishment of Indiantitles to the same guaranteed to them by the provisions of the first and seventeenth
sections of an "Act to provide a temporary government for the Territory of Idaho,
approved March 3, 1863. (U. S. Stats., volume 12, pages 809 and 814.)
The records of this office showing no objection to the policy recommended to the
of the 23d
department by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in his communication
with theultimo, I have the honor to return the same to the department, together
papers accompanving the same;
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
:

;

,"

;

JOS.

S.

AVILSON,

Commissioner.

Hon. W. T. OTTO,
Acting Secretary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
SIR

:

I

Washington, D. C., June 13, 1867.
submit herewith the papers that accompanied the inclosed report of the-
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Commissioner of Indian Affairs, of the 23d ultimo, in relation to the propriety of sewhich to locate the Cceur d'Aleues and
lecting reservations in Idaho Territory, upon
other Indians in the northern part of Idaho, and the Boise and Bruneau bands of Shoshoues in the southern part of that Territory.
This department concurs in the recommendation of the Commissioner of Indian
the annexed diagram, and defined in the accomAffairs, that the lauds indicated upon
Land Office of the 6th instant, be
panying report of the Commissioner of the General
honor to request,
.set apart as reservations for the Indians referred to, and I have the
if it meet your approval, that you make the requisite order in the premises.
With great respect, your obedient servant,

W.

T. OTTO,
Acting Secretary.

The PRESIDENT.
WASHINGTON, D.
June

C.,
14, 1867.

Let the lauds be set apart as reservations for the Indians within named, as recomthe Acting Secretary of the Interior.

mended by

ANDREW JOHNSON.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, November

8,

1873.

hereby ordered that the following tract of country in the Territory of Idaho
from sale and set apart as a reservation for the
l>e, and the same is hereby, withdrawn
Cffiur d'Aleue Indians, in said Territory, viz
"Beginning at a point on the top of the dividing ridge between Pine and Latah (or
Hangman's) creeks, directly south of a point on said last-named creek, six miles above
the poiut where the trail from Lewiston to Spokane bridge crosses said creek thence
in a northeasterly direction in a direct line to the Coaur d'Alene Mission, on the Coeur
"d'Alene River (but not to include the lands of said mission) thence in a westerly dileaves the
rection, in a direct line, to the point where the Spokane River heads in, or
-Co3ur d'Aleue Lakes thence down along the center of the channel of said Spokane
River to the dividing line between the Territories of Idaho and Washington, as established by the act of Congress organizing a territorial government for the Territory of
Idaho; thence south along said dividing line to the top of the dividing ridge between
Pine and Latah (or Hangman's) Creek thence along the top of the said ridge to the
place of begiuuiug."
U. S. GRANT.
It is

:

;

;

;

;

Fort Hall Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

May

23, 1867.

SIR Under date October 1, 1866, Governor Ballard, of Idaho, was instructed to select
.-and report to this office reservations for the use of the Bois and Bruueau bands of
Shoshones, in the southern part, and for the Coeur d'Alenes and other Indians, in the
northern pai't of that Territory. These instructions were based upon statements contained in the annual report of Governor Ballard, printed at pages 191 and 192 of the
annual report of this office for 1866. There are no treaties existing with either of the
tribes or bauds named, nor, so far as the Shoshoues are concerned, have they any such
-complete tribal organization as would justify treaties with them, even if such arrangements were practicable under the force of recent legislatiou by Congress. The northern tribes have a better organization, but advices from the Executive indicate that
while a necessity exists for some arrangement under which the Indians of all the bands
referred to should have some fixed home set apart for them before the lauds are all
occupied by the whites, who are rapidly prospecting the country, such arrangements
can now be made by the direct action of the department.
I herewith transmit two reports of Governor Ballard, describing tracts proposed to
be set apart for these Indians. So far as the one intended for the Shoshoues is concerned, its location as a permanent home fur those bauds is dependent upon the consent
of Washakee's baud, commonly known and heretofore treated with as the eastern bands
Shoshones; but there is no doubt of their ready acquiescence iu the arrangement
The laud referred to is within the limits acknowledged as their hunting range by the
treaty of 1863. Believing that the interests of the government, as well as that of the
Indians, require that such action should be taken, I recommend that the President be
.requested to set apart the reservations described in the diagram herewith for the use
:

.
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to, and that the General Laud Office be directed to respect the
boundaries thus defined.
Should the suggestions herein contained be approved and favorable action had, this
office will inform the governor and superintendent of Indian affairs of the fact, and
direct such further measures as to carry the plan into operation without delay, so far
as the means at the disposal of the department will permit.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant.
N. G. TAYLOR,

of the Indians referred

Commissioner.

Hon. O. H. BROWNING,
Secrttary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
June 6, 1867.
SIR I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the
27th ultimo, transmitting one from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs of the 23d May
last, with accompanying documents, relating to proposed Indian reservations in Idaho
Territory; and in obedience to your directions that I examine and report upon the
:

subject-matter, I have to state as follows
The suggestion of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in reference to the reservations
proposed for the Boise and Brnneau bauds of Shoshones in the southern part of Idaho,
and for the Cosur d'Aleues and other Indians in the northern part of that Territery,
is that the same may be set apart by the President for those Indians as their home
reservations to the extent as represented on the accompanying diagrams herewith,
and transferred on a map of Idaho accompanying this letter, being there represented
in green and blue shadiugs respectively.
The boundaries as denned by the local Indian agents, as per separate diagrams of
the above reservations, are
" Com1st. The Boise and Bruneau bands of Shoshones and Bannock Reservation
mencing on the south bank of Snake River at the junction of the Port Neuf River
with said Snake River thence south '25 miles to the summit of the mountains dividing the waters of Bear River from those of Snake River thence easterly along the
summit of said range of mountains 70 miles to a point where Sublette road crosses
said divide thence north about 50 miles to Blackfoot River; thence down said stream
to its junction with Snake River; thence down Snake River to the place of beginning," embracing about 1,800,000 acres, and comprehending Fort Hall on the Snake
:

:

:

;

;

;

River within

its limits.
2d. The Cceur d'Aleues and other tribes of Northern Idaho, the proposed reservation for which is shown on the map of Idaho, herewith, in blue color, is represented to
toe about 20 miles square
"Commencing at the head of the Latah, about six miles above
:

thence running
trail, a road to the Spokane bridge
north-northea'sterly to the Saint Joseph River, the site of the old Cceur d'Alene mission thence west to the boundary line of Washington and Idaho Territories thence
south to a point due west of the place of beginning; thence east to place of begin-

the crossing on the Lewistou

;

;

;

ning," including about 250,000 acres.
I have to observe that no surveys of the public lands have been made in those portions of Idaho Territory, nor is this office advised of the extinguishment of Indian
titles to the same guaranteed to them by the provisions of the first and seventeenth
sections of an " An act to provide a temporary government for the Territory of Idaho,"
approved March 3, 1863. (U. S. Stats., volume 12, pages 809 and 814.)
The records of this office showing no objection to the policy recommended to the
department by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in his communication of the 23d
ultimo. I have the honor to return the same to the department, together with the papers accompanying the same.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JOS.

S.

WILSON,
Commissioner.

Hon. W. T. OTTO,
Actiny Secretary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Jf'anhiiigton,

D.

C.,

June

13, 1867.

SIR: I submit herewith the papers that accompanied the inclosed report of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, of the 23d ultimo, in relation to the propriety of selecting reservations in Idaho Territory, upon which to locate the Coeur d'Alenes and
other Indians in the northern part of Idaho, and the Boise and Bruneau bauds of ShoslioncM in the southern part of that Territory.
This department concurs in the recommendation of the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs that the lands indicated upon the annexed diagram, and defined in the accoin-
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panying report of the Commissioner of the General Laud Office, of the 6th instant, be
set apart as reservations for the Indians referred to, and I have the honor to request,
if it meet your approval, that you make the requisite order in the premises.
With ereat respect, your obedient servant,

W.

T. OTTO,
Acting Secretary.

The PRESIDENT.

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 14, 1867.
Let the lands be set apart as reservations for the Indians within named as recommended bv the Acting Secretary of the Interior.

ANDREW JOHNSON.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN' AFFAIRS,
July 23, 1869.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a letter from Charles F. Powell, special
United States Indian agent, Fort Hall Agency, Idaho Territory, dated the 30th ultimo,
which letter was forwarded to this office, with indorsement dated the 6th instant, byRon. D. W. Ballard, governor and ex-officio superintendent of Indian att'airs for said
Territory, and would respectfully call your attention to that portion of Agent Powell's letter relative to a selection of reservation for the Bannock Indians.
It is provided in the second article of the treaty concluded with the Eastern band of
Shoshones and the Bannock tribe of Indians, July 3, 1868, that whenever the Bannocks
desire a reservation to be set apart for their use, or whenever the President of the
United States shall deem it advisable for them to be put upon a reservation, he shall
cause a suitable one to be selected for theiu in their present coiiutry, which shall embrace reasonable portions of the Port Neuf and "Kansas prairie" countries, and that
when the reservation is declared, the United States will secure to the Bannocks the
same rights and privileges therein and make the same and like expenditures therein
for their benefit, except the agency house and residence of agent, in proportion to>
their numbers, as herein provided for the Shoshone reservation.
By virtue of executive order, dated June 14, 1867 (herewith inclosed), there was set
apart a reservation for the Indians in Southern Idaho, including the Bannocks. This
reserve, it will be observed from the diagram accompanying said executive order, embraces a portion of the country which the treaty provision above quoted provides the
reservation for the Bannocks shall be selected from. It appears from the letter of
Agent Powell that the Bannocks are at present upon the reserve set apart by executive
order as above stated, and that they desire to remain there. I think the area embraced
within this reserve is sufficient for the Bannocks and any other Indians that it may
be desired to locate thereon. I therefore respectfully recommend that the same be
designated as the reserve provided for in the treaty of July 3, 1868, as hereinbefore
recited, and that the President be requested to so direct.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. S. PARKER,
Commissioner*
Hon. J. D. Cox.
Secretary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., July 29, 1869.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a communication from the Commissiouer
of Indian Affairs, dated the 23d instant, and accompanying papers, relative to the designation of a reservation in Idaho for the Bannock Indians, as provided by the second
article of the treaty of July 3, 1868, with that tribe, and for the reasons stated by the
Commissioner, respectfully recommend that you direct that the lands reserved by an
executive order dated June 14, 1867, for the Indians of Southern Idaho, including the
Bannocks, be designated as the reservation provided for said tribe by the second article,
of the treaty referred to, dated July 3, I8ti8.

With great

respect, your obed'ient servant,
J. D.

COX,
Secretary..

EXECUTIVE MANSION, July 30, 1869.
The within recommendation of the Secretary of the Interior is hereby approved, am*!
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within the limits of the tract reserved by executive order of June 14, 1867, for the
Indians of Southern Idaho, will be designated a reservation provided for the Bannocks
bv the second article of the treaty with said tribe of 3d July, 1868.
U. S. GRANT.

Lemhi

reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, February 12, 1875.
hereby ordered that the tract of country in the Territory of Idaho, lying within
the following-described boundaries, vix Commencing at a point on the Lemhi River
that is due west of a point one mile due south of Fort Lemhi thence due east, about
three miles, to the crest of the mountain thence with said mountain in a southerly
direction about twelve miles to a point due east of Yeanun bridge, on the Lemhi River
thence west across said bridge and Lemhi River to the crest of the mountain on the
west side of river; thence with said mountain in a northerly direction to a point due
west of the place of beginning thence due east to the place of beginning, be, and the
same hereby is, withdrawn from sale and set apart for the exclusive use of the mixed
tribes of Shoshone, Bannock, and Sheepeater Indians, to be known as the Lemhi Valley
Indian Reservation.
Said tract of country is estimated to contain about one hundred square miles, and is
in lieu of the tract provided for in the third article of an unratified treaty made and
concluded at Virginia Citv, Montana Territory, on the 44th of September, 1868.
U. S. GRANT.
It is

:

;

;

;

;

INDIAN TERRITORY.
Cheyenne and Arapahoe Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
June

19, 1869.

have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by reference from the Secretary of
the Interior on the 10th instant, of a letter from Adjutant- General E. D. Townsend,
bearing date the 9th instant, inclosing a copy of a telegram dated Fort Leavenworth,
Kaiis., June 8, 1869,from Maj.Gen. J. M. Schofield to General W. T. Sherman, recommending that the reservation for the Arapahoe Indians be changed from its present
location to the North Fork of the Canadian River, and requesting a report thereon
from this office.
proBy the terms of the treaty with the Cheyenne and Arapahoe tribes of Indians,
"
claimed August 19, 1868, it is provided in the second article thereof that the United
SIR:

I

States agrees that the following district of country, to wit Commencing at the point
where the Arkansas River crosses the thirty-seventh parallel of north latitude thence
-west on said parallel the said line being the southern boundary of the State of Kansas
to the Cimarron River (sometimes called the Red Fork of the Arkansas River) thence
down said Cimarrou River, in the middle of the main channel thereof, to the Arkansas
River thence up the Arkansas River, in the middle of the main channel thereof, to
the place of beginning, shall be, and the same is hereby, set apart for the absolute
and undisturbed use and occupation of the Indians herein named, and for such other
with
friendly tribes or individual Indians as from time to time they may be willing,
the consent of the United States, to admit among them."
said
of
It will be seen from the language of the second article
treaty, just quoted,
that a reservation upon which they are now located has already been provided for
I
am of opinion that
but
article
in
said
boundaries
said Indians within the
designated,
it would be better for both the Indians and the government if they were to be removed to the North Fork of the Canadian River in accordance with the suggestions
of General Schofield, provided any authority can be found for removing and locating
said Indians in the manner contemplated.
Should you be of opinion that such authority exists, and determine in pursuance
thereof to cause a removal of said Indians to be made from their present reservation, I
would suggest that a tract of country be set aside for their occupation and use bounded
as follows, viz Commencing at the point where the Washita River crosses the niuetyeighth degree of west longitude thence north on a line with said ninety-eighth degiee to the point where it is crossed by the Red Fork of the Arkansas (sometimes
alled the Cimarron River) thence up said river, in the middle of the main channel
the treaty
thereof, to the north boundary of the country ceded to the United States by
:

;

;

;

:

;

;
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of June 14, 1866, with the Creek Nation of Indians thence west on said north boundary and the north boundary of the country ceded to the United States by the treaty
of March 21, 1866, with the Seminole Indians, to the one hundredth degree of west
longitude thence south on the line of said one hundredth degree to the north boundary of the country set apart for the Kiowas and Comanches by the second article of
the treaty concluded October 21, 1867, with said tribes; thence east along said boundary to the point where it strikes the Washita River; thence down said Washita River,
in'the middle of the main channel thereof, to the place of beginning.
The territory comprised within the boundaries last above designated contains a
small portion of the country ceded to the United States by the terms of the treaty
with the Creek Indians concluded June 14, 1866 a portion of the country ceded to
the United States by the terms of the treaty with the Semiole Indians concluded
March 21, 1866, and the remainder is composed of a portion of what is commonly
known as the "leased country."
Inasmuch as this office has no information upon the subject, except that conveyed
by the telegram of General Schofield, which is very meager and indefinite, I am unable
to determine the causes which seem to require this change, and I would therefore respectfully suggest, unless there is some pressing necessity which will admit of no
delay, whether it would not be well to refer the matter to the proper officers of this
bureau for investigation and report before any action is taken.
The letter of Adjutant-General Townseud, together with the copy of the telegram;
of General Schofield, are herewith returned.
Very respectfully, &c.,
;

;

;

E. S.

PARKER,
Commissioner.

Hon. W. T. OTTO,
Acting Secretary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, U.
., August 10, 1869.
SIR: Referring to my report to you of the 19th of June last, relative to the change
of location of the reservation for the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians, I now have the
honor to submit, herewith, copies of the following letters relative to this subject, viz:
Letter from Superintendent Hoag, dated the 31st ultimo, inclosing letter from Brevet
Major-General Hazen, dated the 24th ultimo.
Letter from Superintendent Hoag, dated the 4th instant, inclosing letter from General Hazen, dated the 2d instant.
It appears from these letters that theCheyennes and Arapahoes did not understand
the location of the reservation as defined by' the treaty of August 19, 1868; that they
have never been npou said reserve, and do not desire to go there, but that they desire
to locate on the North Fork of the Canadian, some 60 miles below Camp Supply; that
the agent for these tribes has a large quantity of valuable stores in this locality, which
are very much exposed.
Inasmuch as these Indians express a desire to be located upon a reserve, I think it
very desirable that their wishes should be gratified, and that they be not permitted
to again roam on the plains. I therefore respectfully recommend that the President
be requested to authorize the location of tlese Indians on the North Fork of the
Canadian River, where they desire to go, and that immediate steps be taken to provide temporarily for them there. The country desired by them is public land, and I
think it competent for the President to direct their location thereon. In view, however, of the fact that these Indians have a reservation defined for them by treaty
stipulation, legislation can be asked of Congress at the coming session to insure a
permanent reservation for them where they may locate, and abandon as a reservation
the present one, restoring it to the public lands.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. S. PARKER,
Commissioner.
Hon. J. D. Cox,
the
Interior.
of
Secretary

AUGUST

10,

J. D.

COX,

1869.

The recommendation of the Indian Commissioner approved.
Secretary.

Approved August

10, 1869.

U.

S.

GRANT,
President.
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Reserve.

and concluded at Quapaw Agency, I. T., June 23, 1874, between
W. Jones, United States Indian Agent, and the Eastern Shawnee-

Indians.

Whereas it is desirable that the Modoc Indians (now temporarily located on theEastern Shawnee Reservation) should have a permanent home in order that they
may be enabled to settle down and become self-supporting. Therefore, it is agreed
1st. The Eastern Shawnees cede to the United States a tract of land situated in the
northeast corner of their present reservation in the Indian country. The land so ceded to be bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at the northeast corner of their reservation, running south along the Missouri State line two and one-half miles thencewest two and one-half miles; thence north to the north line of said reserve; thence
east along said north line to the place of beginning, containing 4,000 acres, more or
one-half upon the
less, for which the United States is to pay six thousand dollars,
ratification of this agreement by the Secretary of the Interior, the balance in twelvethe
Eastern
be
to
Shawnee
Indians per
months thereafter said instalments to
paid
capita, for the purpose of enabling them to enlarge their farms and otherwise imin
civilization.
their
conditioif
prove
2d. The laud proposed to be purchased in the 1st article of this agreement shall!
be set apart as a permanent home for the Modoc Indians.
3d. And it is further agreed that in case the United States fails to carry out the
provisions of the agreement this contract shall be null and void.
In testimony whereof we have hereunto set our hands and seals the day and year
;

;

first

above written.

H. W. JONES,
U.

-S.

[SEAL.]
Indian Agent.

JAMES CHOCTAW, his +
THOMAS CAPTAIN, his +

mark.
mark.
Chiefs.

JOHN LOGAN, his + mark.
JOHN WILLIAMS, his + mark.

Councillors.

GOOD HUNT, his + mark.
BILLY DICK, his + mark.
JOHN MOHAWK, his + mark.
CORN STALK, his + mark.
GEORGE BEAVER, his + mark.
SAMSON KYZER, his + mark.
JOHN JACKSON, his + mark.

Youny Men.

Attest

:

LAZARUS FLINT, Interpreter.
ENDSLEY JONES.
(Recorded in Records of Treaties, vol. 3, p. 19.)
This agreement was confirmed in Indian appropriation act of March

3,

1875.

(1&

Stats, p. 447.)

Otoe Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, June 25, 1881.
SIR Agreeably to your recommendation of the 13th instant, the following-described
lands in the Indian Territory, west of the 96, west longitude, in the tract ceded to
the United States by the Cherokees, for the settlement of friendly Indians, by the
sixteenth article of their treaty of July 19, 1866, are hereby designated and assigned
for the use and occupation of the confederated Otos and Missouria tribes of Indians,
under the provisions of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1881 (21 Stats, p. 381),.
:

namely
Township
Township
Township
Township
Township
:

22
23
22
23
22

north,
north,
north,
north,
north,

range 1 east,
range 1 east,
range 2 east,
range 2 east,
range 3 east,

containing
containing
containing
containing
containing

23,013.70 acres.
23,018.79 acres.
23,049.27 acres.
22,945.91 acres.
22,986.69 acres.
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Also that portion of township 23 north, range 3 east, lying west of the Arkansas
Kiver, containing 14,098.84 acres.
Total acreage, 129,113.20 acres.
The papers which accompanied your letter before noted are herewith returned.

Very respectfully,
S. J.

KIRKWOOD,

Secretary.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Poiica Reserve,

By the Indian appropriation act of August 15, 1876 (19 Stats., p. 192), an appropriation was made for the removal of the Poncas to the Indian Territory when they
should consent to go. By the Indian appropriation act of March 3, 1877 (19 Stats.,
p. 287), an additional appropriation was made for the same purpose, but there was
nothing contained therein respecting their consent. Under these acts the Poncas
were removed to the Quapaw Reserve. Inspector Watkins and Agent Boone, uuder
department instructions, took a delegation of these Indians, in December, 1877, to
the country west of the Arkansas River to select a permanent home, either in the triangle east of the Pawnees, or in the Shakaskia country.
On the 2d of January, 1878, Inspector Watkins reported that "The Indians all desire to go to the North, to the Shakaskia country, and say that is the country they
want." On the 30th of January, 1878, White Eagle, Standing Buft'alo, the chief,
Prank La Flesche, chief, telegraphed, "We have selected reservation between Arkansas and Shakaskia rivers. Please certify to selection."
By the Indian appropriation act of May 27, 1878 (20 Stats., p. 76), an appropriation
wa,s made for the immediate removal of the Poncas from the Quapaw Reservation,
Indian Territory, to a new one west of the Kaw or Kansas, and between the Arkansas
and Shakaskia rivers, and for their settlement thereon. In accordance with the
provisions of this act, the following tracts of land were assigned the Poucas, viz
Townships 24 and 25 north, range 1 east, and all of townships 24 and 25 north, ranges
"2, 3, and 4 east, lying west of the Arkansas River, and containing 101,894.31 acres.
By the deficiency appropriation act of March 3, 1881 (21 Stats., p. 422), an appropriation was made to enable the Secretary of the Interior to secure to the Poncas lands
in severalty, on either their old or their new reservation, in accordance with their
wishefc, $50,000 of which was especially appropriated for the purchase of one hundred
and one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four acres of land in the Indian Territory, where most of the Indians are now located and in September, 1881, the sum
-of $48,389.46 was placed to the credit of the Cherokee Nation on the books of the
Treasury for the purchase of this land, at 47.49 cents per acre, the price fixed by the
President on the 23d of June, 1879.
:

;

MICHIGAN.
Isabella Reserve.

DEPARTMENT

OJF

THE INTERIOR,

OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
December

11, 1854.

SIR I inclose a copy of a letter from Messrs. George Smith and P. O. Johnson, missionaries of the Methodist Episcopal Church in Michigan, addressed to Rev. Dr. Durbin, and by him forwarded to this office, in relation to certain desired reservations of
public lands.
In consideration of certain contemplated arrangements with the Indians in Michigan
during the ensuing spring, I have to ask that you reserve from public sale the lands
designated in the letter of Messrs. Smith and Johnson.
I have also received a communication from the Rev. J. P. Durbiu,
corresponding
secretary of the Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, asking for an
additional reservation of lands near Iroquois Point, back from the lake.
For the reasons above, I concur in the request, and ask that several additional sections to those already xeserved be made of the lands in the
vicinity of Iroquois Point.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
:

GEO. W. MANYPENNY,

Commissioner.

JOHN WILSON,

Esq.,
Commissioner of General

Land

Office.
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GENE HAL LAND OFFICE,
December

20, 1854.

have the honor to transmit a communication from the Commissioner of Indian
Aifairs, addressed to this office, bearing date the llth instant, and its inclosure, recommending, for reasons stated, the withdrawal from market and reservation for Indian
purposes the lands in Isabella County, Michigan, or so much thereof as may be deemed
SIR

I

:

expedient.

The pink-shaded lines on the inclosed printed map show the limits of Isabella
County, covering, according to the maps of this office, townships 13, 14, 15, and 16
north, of ranges 3, 4, 5, and 6 west of the Michigan meridian, in the Ionia district, the
whole of which are requested to be reserved, and the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, placed on
certain townships, show the order of the preference to be given should it be determined to reserve less than the east half of the county.
From an estimate just made at this office, it appears that only about two-ninths of
the whole surface has been disposed of, although three of the townships have been in
market since 1833, and the balance since 1840.
As regards the conditions mentioned in the Rev. George Smith's letter (among the
" for the
Chippewa Indians of Michigan, to be purpapers), that the reserve be made
chased under the direction of the missionary society," &c., I have to remark that no
such privilege could, in my opinion, be given without legislation of Congress.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JOHN WILSON,

Commissioner.

Hon. ROBERT MCCLELLAND,
Secretary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
April 12, 1855.

SIR I have the honor to submit herewith two letters from the Commissioner of the
General Land Office in relation to the withdrawal of certain lands in Michigan from
sale with a view to the benefit hereafter of certain Indian tribes, in accordance with
the intimations of the Indian Office.
The first letter, that of the 20th December last, has reference to lands in Isabella
County, Michigan, and that of the 10th instant to land in a new county called Emmett, in the same State, the former county containing 16 and the latter 27 townships
and fractional townships, and the withdrawal appears to be desired by the Indian
Office "in consequence of certain contemplated arrangements with the Indians in
Michigan during the present spring." The matter connected with the letter of the
20th December has been delayed waiting more specific information from the Indian
Office as to the specific land wanted, which is supplied by this letter of the 10th intant from that office.
The philanthropic policy of furnishing these Indians, who are desirous of becoming
cultivators of the soil, with land for that purpose, to the greatest possible extent separated from evil example or annoyance of unprincipled whites, who might be disposed to settle in their vicinity, or within their midst, after farms already opened by
them had rendered the surrounding land more valuable, is apparent, and I have no
hesitation in recommending your sanction to the withdrawal of the lands indicated
in each of said communications from the Land Office, but it must be with the express
understanding that no peculiar or exclusive claim to any of the land so withdrawn
can be acquired by said Indians, for whose future benefit it is understood to be made,
until after they shall by future legislation be invested with the legal title thereto.
With much respect, vour obedient servant,
:

R.

MCCLELLAND,
Secretary.

The PRESIDENT

IOF

THE UNITED STATES.
[Indorsement.]

MAY

14, 1855.

Let the withdrawal of all the vacant land in Isabella County be made with the express understanding contained in the letter of the Secretary of the Interior to me of
the 12th instant.

FRANKLIN PIERCE.
Ontonagon Reserve.

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
September 24, 1855.

SIR

:

I

have the honor to submit herewith a communication from the Commissioner

5153
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of Indian Affairs, of the 20th instant, requesting that the following-described tracts
be withdrawn from market and reserved for the Ontonagon Band of Chippewa Indians under the sixth clause of the first article of the treaty of La Pointe of July 30,
Lots Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 of section 14, township 53 north, range 38 west,
1854 viz
4 of section 15. township 53 uerth, range
Michigan meridian lots Nos. 1, 2, 3, and
38 west, Michigan meridian southwest quarter and southwest quarter of southeast
the
38 west, Michigan meridian
quarter of section 15, township 53 north, range
whole of sections 22 and 23, township 53 north, range 38 west, Michigan meridian
north half section 26, township 53 north, range 38 west, Michigan meridian north
half section 27, township 53 north, range 38 west, Michigan meridian all situated in
the northern peninsula of Michigan.
On examination of the plats and tract-books in this office it appears that the above
lands are all vacant, and there exists no objection to their reservation for which I
President be obtained previous to inrespectfully recommend that the order of the
structing the land officers.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THOS. A. HENDRICKS,
Commissioner.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Hon. ROBERT MCCLELLAND,
Secretary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

September 25, 1855.
Respectfully submitted to the President for his approval as recommended.
R. MCCLELLAND,
Secretary.

SEPTEMBER
Let the reservation be made.

25, 1855.

FRANKLIN PIERCE.

MINNESOTA.
Leech Lake Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, November 4, 1873.
hereby ordered that the description of the first-named tract of country reserved
for the use of the Pillager and Lake Winnebagoshish bands, and provided for in the
second clause of the second article of the treaty with the Mississippi bands of Chippewa Indians, concluded February 22, 1855 (Stats, at Large, vol. 10, p. 1166), be
amended so as to read as follows
Beginning at the mouth of Little Boy River thence up said river through the first
lake to the southern extremity of the second lake on said river; thence in a direct
line to the most southern point of Leech Lake, and thence through said lake, so as
to include all the islands therein, to the place of beginning and that the additional
land therein embraced be withdrawn from sale, entry, or other disposition, and that
the same be set apart for the use of said Indians.
It is

:

;

;

U.

S.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, May

GRANT.

26, 1874.

hereby ordered that there be withdrawn from sale, entry, or other disposition
so much of the following tracts of country as are not already covered by treaty with
the Chippewas, concluded February 22, 1855, and set apart for the use of the Pillager
and Lake Winnebagoshish bands of said Indians, viz
Commencing at the point where the Mississippi River leaves Lake Winnebagoshish,
it being the beginning point of the second tract of land reserved for said bands (Stats.
at Large, vol. 10, p. 1166) thence northeasterly to the point where the range line between ranges 25 and 26 west intersects the township line between townships 146 and
147 north thence north on said range line to the twelfth standard parallel thence
west on said parallel to range line between ranges 28 and 29 thence south on said
range line till it intersects the third river; thence down said river to its mouth;
thence in a direct line to the place of beginning. Also, all the land embraced in
township 143 north, range 29 west, in the State of Minnesota.
It is

:

;

;

;

;

U. S.

GRANT.
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Vermillion Lake Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, December 20, 1881.
hereby ordered that the following-described land in Minnesota, viz, that portion of the southeast quarter of section 23 lying east of Sucker Bay the southwest
being the most southerly lot in the southeast quarter of section
quarter, and lot
24, and fractional sections 25, 26, and that portion of section 35 north of Vermillion.
Lake, all in township 62 north, range 16 west, fourth principal meridian, Minnesota,
be, and the same are hereby, withdrawn from sale or settlement and set apart as a
reservation for Indian purposes, for the use of the Boise Fort Baud of Chippewa In" Vermillion Lake Indian Reservation."
dians, to be known as the
It is

;

,

CHESTER

A.

ARTHUR.

White Earth Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, March

18, 1879.

hereby ordered that the following-described lands, situated in the State of
Minnesota, viz: Beginning at the northwest corner of the White Earth Indian Reservation, being the northwest corner of township 146 north, range 42 west, and running
thence north to the northwest corner of township 148 north, range 42 west thence
west to the southwest corner of township 149 north, range 42 west; thence north to
the northwest corner of township 149 north, range 42 west thence east on the line
between township 149 north and township 150 north to the intersection of said line
with the southwestern boundary of the Red Lake Indian Reservation; thencesoutheasterly to the most southerly point of the Red Lake Indian Reservation thence in a
northeasterly direction and along the line of the Red Lake Indian Reservation to a
pint due north from the northeast corner of the White Earth Indian Reservation
thence south to the northeast corner of White Earth Indian Reservation, and thence
west along the northern boundary line of White Earth Indian Reservation to the
point of beginning, be, and the same is hereby, withdrawn from sale and settlement
and set apart as a reservation for Indian purposes Provided, however, That any tract
or tracts of land included within the foregoing' described boundaries, the title to
which has passed out of the United States Government, or to which valid homestead
or pre-emption rights have attached under the laws of the United States, are hereby
excluded from the reservation hereby made.
It is

;

;

;

;

.

:

R. B.

HAYES.

Winnebagoshish Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

October 29, 1873.

hereby ordered that there be withdrawn from sale, entry, or other disposition
as an addition to the reservation provided for by the first article of the treaty with
the Chippewas of the Mississippi, concluded March 19, 1867 (Stats, at Large, vol. 16,
said Indians, a tract of country in the State of Minnesota,
p. 719), for the use of the
It is

,

described and bounded as follows, viz:
Commencing at a point on the present eastern boundary of said Leech Lake Indian
of townReserve, where the section line between sections 11 and 14, and 10 and 15,
if extended west, would
ship 55 north, range 27 west of the fourth principal meridian,
intersect the same thence east on said extended section line to section corner between
sections 11, 12, 13, and 14; thence north on the section, line between sections 11 and
and range above mentioned, to the township
12, and 1 and 2, all of the same township
line between townships 55 and 56 north thence continuing north to a point two miles
north of said township line thence west to the present pastern boundary of said
Leech Lake Reserve thence south on said boundary line, and with the same, to the
^
place of 'beginning.
U. S. GRANT.
;

;

;

;

EXECUTIVE MANSION, May

26, 1874.

hereby ordered that there be withdrawn from sale, entry, or other disposition
so much of the following tracts of country as are not already covered by treaty with
the Chippewas, concluded February 22, 1855, and set apart for the use of the Pillager
It is

and Lake Winnebagoshish bands of said Indians, viz:
Commencing at the point where the Mississippi River leaves Lake Winnebagoshish.
it being the beginning point of the second tract of land reserved for said bands (Stats.
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at Large, vol. 10, p. 1166) thence northeasterly to the point where the range line between ranges 25 and 26 west intersects the township line between townships 146 and
147 north; thence north on said range line to the twelfth standard parallel; thence
west on said parallel to range line between ranges 28 and 29 thence south on said
;

;

intersects the third river thence down said river to its mouth thence
Also, all the land embraced in township 14:?
in a direct line to the place of beginning.
north, range 29 west, in the State of Minnesota.

range line

till it

;

;

U.

S.

GRANT.

MONTANA.
Blackfeet Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
July

5

2, I*?: ,.

intended to show a proposed reservation for the Gros Ventre
Piegan, Blood, Blackfeet, River Crow, and other Indians in the Territory of Montana.
Said proposed reservation is indicated on the diagram by yellow colors, and is de-

The above diagram

is

scribed as follows, viz
Commencing at the northwest corner of the Territory of Dakota, being the intersection of the forty-ninth parallel of north latitude and the one hundred and fourth meridian of west longitude thence south to the south bank of the Missouri River thence up
and along the south bank of said river to a point opposite the mouth of Medicine or
Sun River; thence in a westerly direction, following the south bank of said Medicine
or Sun River, as far as practicable, to the summit of the main chain of the Rocky
Mountains thence along said summit in a northerly direction to the north boundary
of Montana thence along said north boundary to the place of beginning, excepting
and reserving therefrom existing, military reservations.
I respectfully recommend that the President be requested to order that the lands
comprised within the above-described limits be withheld from entry and settlement,
as public lauds, and that the same be set apart as an Indian reservation, as indicated
in my report to the department of this date.
:

;

;

;

;

EDWARD P

SMITH,
Commissioner.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
July 3, 1873.
Respectfully presented to the President, with the recommendation that he make
the order above proposed bv the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

W. H. SMITH,

Acting Secretary.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

July

5, 1873.

hereby ordered that the tract of country above described be withheld from
entry and settlement as public lands, and that the same be set apart as a reservation
for the Gros Veutre, Piegan, Blood, Blackfeet, River Crow, and other Indians, as recommended by the Secretary of the Interior and Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
It is

U. S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, Auyust 19, 1874.
hereby ordered that all that tract of country, in Montana Territory, set apart
by Executive order, dated July 5, 1873, and not embraced within the tract set apart
by act of Congress, approved April 15, 1874, for the use and occupation of the Gros
Ventre, Piegan, Blood, Blackfeet, River Crow, and other Indians, comprised within
It is

the following boundaries, viz
Commencing at a point on the south bank of the Missouri River, opposite the mouth
of the Marias River; thence along the main channel of the Marias River to Birch
Creek thence up the main channel of Birch Creek to its source thence west to the
summit of the main chain of the Rocky Mountains; thence along said summit in a
southerly direction to a point opposite the source of the Medicine or Sun River thence
easterly to said source, and down the south bank of said Medicine or Sun River to the
south bank of the Missouri River thence down the south bank of the Missouri River
to the place of beginning, be, and the same is herebv, restored to the public domain.
U. S. GRANT.
:

;

;

;

;
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April 13, 1875.

hereby ordered that the tract of country in the Territory of Montana, lying

within the following described boundaries, viz
Commencing at a point on the Muscleshell River where the same is intersected by
the forty-seventh parallel of north latitude thence east with said parallel to the south,
bank of the Yellowstone River thence down and with the south bank of said river to
the south boundary of the military reservation at Fort Buford thence west alongthe
south boundary of said military reservation to its western boundary thence north
along said western boundary to the south bank of the Missouri River; thence up and
Avith the south bank of said river to the mouth of the Muscleshell River; thence up
the middle of the main channel of said Muscleshell River to the place of beginning,
be, and the same hereby is, withdrawn from sale, and set apart as an addition to the
present reservation for the Gros Ventres, Piegan, Blood, Blackfeet, and Crow Indians.
:

;

;

;

;

II.

S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, July

13, 1880.

hereby ordered that the tract of country in the Territory of Montana, being a
portion of the tract of country which was set aside by Executive or'der of the 13th
April, 1875, as an addition to the then existing reservation for the Gros Ventre, Piegan, Blood, Blackfeet, and Crow Indians, known as the Blackfeet Reservation, and
lying within the following-described boundaries, viz Beginning at a point where the
south boundary of the Fort Buford military reserve intersects the right bank of the
Yellowstone River thence according to the true meridian west along the south boundary of said military reserve to its western boundary thence continuing west to the
right bank of the Missouri River thence up and along said right bank, with the
meanders thereof, to the middle of the main channel of the Muscleshell River; thence
up and along the middle of the main channel of the Muscleshell River, with the meanders thereof, to its intersection with the forty-seventh parallel of north latitude
thence east along said parallel to its intersection with the right bank of the Yellowstone River thence down and along said right bank, with the meanders thereof, to
the place of beginning, be, and the same herebv is, restored to the public domain.
It

i.s

:

;

;

;

,

;

HAYES.

R. B.

NEBRASKA.
Nioibrara Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C. February, 26, 1866.

have the honor to submit herewith a letter addressed to this department by
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, requesting the reservation from pre-emption or sale
of townships 31 and 3<J north, range 5 west, and townships 31 and 32 north, range 6 west
of the sixth principal meridian, in 'Nebraska Territory, until the action of Congress
be had, with a view to the setting apart of these townships as a reservation for the
Santee Sioux Indians now at Crow Creek, Dakota and recommend that you direct
those lands to be withdrawn from market, and held in reserve for the purpose indi!>IK

I

:

;

cated.
I

am,

sir,

very respectfully, your obedient servant.
.

JAMES HARLAN,
Secretary.

The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,, February

27, 1866.

Let the lands within named be withdrawn from market and reserved for the purposes indicated.

ANDREW JOHNSON,
President of the United States.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, July

20, 1866.

Let the townships embraced within the lines shaded red on the within diagram be,
in addition to those heretofore withdrawn from sale by my order of 27th Febniiiry
last, reserved from sale and set apart as an Indian reservation for the use of Sioux
Indians, as recommended by the Secretary of the Interior, in letter of July 19, 1866.

ANDREW JOHNSON,

Pretident.
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The above order embraces township 31 north, range 8 west; township 31 north,
ranee 7 west: that portion of township 32 north, range 8 west, and of township '32
and that portion ,of township
north, range 7 west, lying south of the Niobrara River,
[For dia35 north, range 5 west, lying south of the Missouri Eiver in Nebraska.
the General Land Office, dated November
gram, see letter from the 'Commissioner of
23, 1878.]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., November

15, 18(57.

For the reasons mentioned in the accompanying copies of reports from the Actof the General Land Office,
ing Commissioner of Indian Aifairs, and the Commissioner
to recommend that you
dated, respectively, the 7th and 13th instant, I have the honor
order the withdrawal from sale, and the setting apart for the use of the Saiitee Sioux
Sir

:

Sioux
Indians, the following-described tracts of land, lying adjacent to the present
Indian Reservation on the Niobrara and Missouri Elvers in Nebraska, viz Township
32 north, of range 4 west of the sixth principal meridian, and fractional section 7,
fractional section 16, fractional section 17, and sections 18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
and 33, of fractional township No. 33 north, of range 4 west of the sixth principal me32 north, of range
ridian, be withdrawn from market, and that fractional township No.
6 west of the sixth principal meridian, now a portion of the reservation, be restored
:

to market.
I am,

sir,

verv respectfully, vour obedient servant,
O. H.

BROWNING,
Secretary.

The PRESIDENT.

NOVEMBER

16, 1867.

Let the within recommendations of the Secretary of the Interior be carried into
effect.

ANDREW JOHNSON.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, D. C., Augii8t28, 1869.
SIR: I have the honor to call your attention to the inclosed copy of a letter from
Superintendent Samuel M. Janney, dated the 20th instant, relative to the reservation
of the Santee Sioux Indians in Nebraska.
The lands a't present withdrawn from sale for the purpose of this reservation niv
as follows
:

Acres.

meridian
So much of the west half of the fractional township 33 north, range 4 west,
as lies south of the Missouri River
A
Township 31 north, range 5 west
-/
Fractional township 32 north, range 5 west
So much of fractional township 33 north, range 5 west, as lies south of
Missouri River
Fractional township 31 north, range 6 west
Fractional township 31 north, range 7 west
Fractional township 32 north, range 7 west
Fractional township 31 north, range 8 west
Fractional township 32 north, range 8 west

Township 32 north range

4 west of sixth principal

-

-

Making

the total area of present reservation

23, 397. 96
7, 571. 40
22, 968. 64
21, 601. 41
8, 983. 20
22, 568. 10
21, 592. 29
1,

460.42

22, 999. 69
12, 051. 92
165, 195.03

The recommendation of Superintendent Jauney, contained in his above-mentioned
that the boundaries of the present reservation be changed as follows That

letter, is

:

Acre.
31 north, range 4 west
of the east half of fractional

Township
So

much

lies

south of the Missouri River,

22, 968. 61

township 33 north, range

4

west, as

viz, fractional sections 2, 3, 10, 11, 14,
15, section 22, fractional sections 23, 24, section^ 25, 26, 27, 34, 35, 36.. .

Total

7,

584. 70

30,553.31
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be added to the present reservation, aud that
Acres.

Fractional township
Fractional township
Fractional township
Fractional township
Fractional township

north, range 6 west
north, range 7 west
north, range 7 west
north, range 8 west
32 north, range 8 west

31
31
32
31

Total
"be

22, 568. 10
21, 592. 29

I

1, 460. 42
22, 999. 69
12, 051. 92

80, 672.

:

42

restored to market.

The additional lands which Superintendent Janney recommends

to be added to the
present reservation contain an area of 30,553.31 acres, and the lands which he recommends to be restored to market contain an area of 80,672.42 acres. The reservation,
therefore, if readjusted in this manner, will contain a total area of 115,075.92 acres.
I am of opinion that this change should be made, and respectfully recommend, should
you approve, that the President be requested to direct that township 31 north, range 4
west of the sixth principal meridian, and so much of the east half of fractional township 33 north, range 4 west, as lies south of the Missouri River, viz, fractional sections 2, 3, 10, 11, 14, 15, section 22 r fractional sections 23, 24, sections 25, 26, 27, 34, 35,
and 36, be withdrawn from market and added to the present reservation and that
fractional township 31 north, range 6 west of the sixth principal meridian fractional
township 31 north, range 7 west of the sixth principal meridian fractional township
32 north, range 7 west of the sixth principal meridian ; fractional township 31 north,
range 8 west of the sixth principal meridian fractional township 32 north, range 8
west of the sixth principal meridian, which is a portion of the land previously withdrawn from sale by the President's order of July 20, 1866, be restored to market, this
being in accordance with the recommendation of Superintendent Janney, as above
;

;

;

;

stated.
I transmit herewith a plat showing the boundaries of the present reservation, and
the proposed changes of the same, which you will please to have returned to this
office.

Very respectfullv, your obedient servant,
E.

S.

PARKER,
Commissioner.

Hon. W. T. OTTO,
Acting Secretary of tliehi tcrior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., August 31, 1869.
herewith a report of the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs of the 28th instant, and accompanying papers, in relation to proposed changes
in the Santee Sioux Indian Reservation, as theifcin suggested, aud respectfully recommend that the President order the restoration to market of certain lands designated
in the Commissioner's report, and the withdrawal from sale of the lands therein de-

SIR

:

I

have the honor

to transmit

scribed.

With great

respect,

vour obedient servant,
D.

J.

COX,
Secretary.

WASHINGTON, August 31, 1869.
The within recommendation of the Secretary of the Interior is hereby approved,
and the necessary action will be taken to carry it into effect.
U.

S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,
December 31, 1873.
hereby ordered that Executive order, dated August 31, 1869, adding certain
lands to the Santee Sioux Indian Reservation in Nebraska, be, and the same is hereby,
amended so as to exempt from its operation lots 1, 2, 3, and 4 of section 3, township
No.
33, range 4, previously patented to Thomas J. Quinn, on Sioux half-breed scrip
It is

349 D.

U.

S.

GRANT.
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NEVADA.
Duck Valley Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, April 16, 1877.
tract of country, situated partly
that
the
ordered
following-described
hereby
in the Territory of Idaho and partly in the State of Nevada, be, and the same hereby
from the public domain, to wit: Commencing at the one hundredth
is, withdrawn
of Nevada thence due uorth to the
mile-post of the survey of the north boundary
intersection of the north boundary of township 16 south of Boise base-line in Idaho ;
thence due west to a point due north of the one hundred and twentieth mile-post of
said survey of the north boundary of Nevada thence due south to the uiuth standard parallel north of the Mount Diablo base-line in Nevada thence due east to a
north to the place of beginning.
point due south of the place of beginning thence
And the above-named tract of land is hereby set apart as a reservation for the Western Shoshoue Indians, subject to such modifications of boundary as a location of
limits shall determine.
It is

;

;

;

;

R. B.

Moapa

HAYES.

River Reswve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, March 12, 1873.
Agreeably to the recommendation contained in the foregoing letter of the Secretary
of the Interior of this day, the following-described lands in the southeastern part of
Nevada are hereby set apart for the use of the Indians in that locality Commencing
at a point on the north bank of the Colorado River, where the eastern line of Nevada
strikes the same; running thence due north with said eastern line to a point far
enough north from which a line running due west will pass one mile north of Muddy
Springs running due west from said point to the one hundred and fifteenth meridian
of west longitude thence south with said meridian to a point due west from the
place of beginning thence due east to the west bank of the Colorado River thence
following the west and north bank of the same to the place of beginning.
:

;

;

;

;

U.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

S.

GRANT.

February 12, 1874.

In lieu of an executive order dated the 12th of March last setting apart certain
lauds in Nev-ada as a reservation for the Indians of that locality, which order is
hereby canceled, it is hereby ordered that there be withdrawn from sale or other
disposition, and set apart for the use of the Pah-Ute and such other Indians as the
department may see fit to locate thereon, the tract of country bounded and described
as follows, viz
Beginning at a point in the middle of the main channel of the Colorado River of
the West, eight miles east of the one hundred and fourteenth degree of west longitude thence due north to the thirty- seventh degree of north latitude thence west
with said parallel to a point 20 miles west of the one hundred and fifteenth degree
of west longitude thence due south 35 miles thence due east 36 miles thence due
south to the middle of the main channel of the Colorado River of the West thence
up the middle of the main channel of said river to the place of beginning.
U. S. GRANT.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, D. C., June 28, 1875.
SIR: By the terms of an act of Congress entitled "An act making appropriations
for the current and contingent expenses of the Indian department and for fulfilling
treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes for the year ending June 30, 1876, and
for other purposes," approved March 3, 1875, the Pai-Ute Reservation in Southeastern
Nevada is reduced to "one thousand acres, to be selected by the Secretary of the Interior, in such manner as not to include the claim of any settler or miner."
I have the honor to submit, herewith, a
report from William Vandever, United
States Indian inspector, dated San Francisco, Cal., June 12, 1875, under office
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instructions of 26th of March last, submitting a report of the selection of the 1,000
acres (to which the Pai-Ute Reservation in Southeast Nevada was reduced) made by
Messrs. Bateiuan and Barnes, United States Indian agents in Nevada, under his instructions of April 12, 1875, which selection having met his approval, he forwards,
with the recommendation that the following metes and bounds be established and
proclaimed by executive order as the boundaries of the Pai-Ute Reservation in Southeastern Nevada, as contemplated by said act of Congress, viz:
Commencing at a stone set in the ground, extending three feet above, whereon is
cut " U. S. No. 1," which stone marks the northeast corner of the reservation, standing on a small hill known as West Point, and set eighteen feet in a northeasterly direction from the corner of a building designated as the office and medical
depository located on said reservation and running thence north sixty degrees west
" U. S. No. 2
eighty chains to a stone upon which is cut
;" thence north seventy degrees west ninety-seven chains to a stone upon which is cut "U. S. No. 3;" thence
south fifty-six chains and fifty links to a monument of stones on the top of a hill;
thence south seventy degrees east ninety-seven chains to a monument of stones
at the base of a hill thence south sixty degress east eighty chains to a stone set in
the ground rising two feet above, upon which is cut " U. S., SE. corner;" thence
north fifty-six chains and fifty links to place of beginning.
The act in question provides that the reservation shall not include any claim of
settler or miner, yet the lands described above includes the claim of Volney Rector.
Inasmuch, however, as Inspector Vandever reports the improvements of Mr. Rector to
be just what are required fortheagency, and that Mr. Rector has relinquished the possession thereof to the United States for $1,800, the appraised value of two years ago,
made by Commissioners Ingalls and Powell, I deem the law to have been complied with,
and therefore submit the selection herein made for your approval, with the suggestion, if approved by you, that the lands herein selected be set apart for the Pai-Ute
Indians.
The return of the letter of Inspector Vandever is herewith requested, with your directions in the premises.
;

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. R. CLUM,
Acting Commissioner.

The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., July 3, 1875.
return the report of William Vandever, United States Indian inspector
which acompanied your communication of the 28th ultimo, in which are defined the
boundaries of the Pai-Ute Reservation in Southeastern Nevada, embracing 1,000 acres,
to which area said reserve was by act of March 3, 1875, declared to be reduced the
land to be selected by the Secretary of the Interior.
The selection of the tract of country described in the report of Inspector Vandever^
is approved, and hereby set apart as a reservation for the Pai-Ute Indians.
.

SIR

:

I

;

Very respectfully,
C.

DELANO,
Secretary.

The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Pyramid Lake Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D.C., March 21, 1874.
SIR: I have the honor to present herewith a communication dated the 20th instant
from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, together with the accompanying map showing the survey made by Eugene Munroe in January 1865, of the Pyramid Lake Indian
Reservation in Nevada, and respectfully recommend that the President issue an order withdrawing from sale or other disposition and setting apart said reservation or
tract of country for the use and occupation of Pah-Ute and other Indians now occupying the same.
The form of order necessary in the premises is engrossed on the enclosed map.
I have the honor to be, verv respectfully, vour obedient servant,
C. DELANO,
Secretary.

The PRESIDENT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, March 23, 1874.
It is hereby ordered that the tract of country known and occupied as the Pyramid Lake
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in January 1865, and inIndian Reservation in Nevada, as surveyed by Eugene Munroe,
tabular form on
dicated by red lines according to the courses and distances given
sale or other disposition, and set apart for
accompaning diagram, be withdrawn from
the Pah-Ute and other Indians residing theren.

m

o

LI

vf-KA.JN

J.

*

Walker River Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, March 18, 1874.
have the honor to present herewith a communication dated the 17th instant
from the Commissioner of Indian Afl'airs, together with the accompanying map showin December, 1864, of the Walker River Resing the survey made by Eugene Munroe
ervation in Nevada, and respectfully recommend that the President issue an order
withdrawing from sale or other disposition and setting apart said reservation or tract
of country for the use and occupation of the Pah-Ute Indians located thereon.
The form of order necessary in the premises is engrossed on the inclosed map.
Verv respectfully, vour obedient servant,

SIB

:

I

C.

DELANO,
Secretary.

The PRKSIDENT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, March

19, 1874.

hereby ordered that the reservation situatedon Walker River, Nevada, as surlines on the above
veyed by Eugene Munroe, December, 1864, and indicated by red
be withdiagram in accordance with the fifteen courses and distances thereon given,
drawn from public sale or other disposition and set apart for the use of the Pah-Ute
Indians residing thereon.
It is

S.

IT.

NEW

GRANT.

MEXICO.

Fort Stanton Indian Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
J/oy 23, 1873.

The above diagram is intended to show a proposed reservation for the Mescalero
band of Apache Indians in New Mexico said proposed reservation is indicated on
the diagram by the red lines bordered with yellow and is described as follows, viz
Commencing at the southwest corner of the Fort Stanton reduced military reservation, and running thence due south to a point on the hills near the north bank of the
;

:

thence along said hills to a point above the settlements thence across
said river to a point on the opposite hills, and thence to the same line upon which we
start from Fort Stauton; and thence due south to the thirty-third degree north latitude thence to the top of the Sacramento Mountains, and along the top of said
mountains to the top of the White Mountains thence along the top of said mountains to the headwaters of the Rio Nogal, to a point opposite the starting point, and
thence to the starting point.
I respectfully recommend that the President be requested to order that the land
comprised within the above-described limits be withheld fnoin entry and settlement as
public lands, and that the same be set apart as an Indian- reservation, as indicated in
my report to the department of this date.
EDW. P. SMITH,
Commistiioner.

Rio Rindoso

;

;

;

;

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
May 26, 1873.
with the recommendation that he make the

Respectfully presented to the President
order above proposed by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

C.

DELANO,
Secretary.
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29, 1873.

hereby ordered that the tract of country above described be withheld from
eiitry and settlement as public lands, and that the same be set apart as a reservation
for the Mescalero Apache Indians as recommended by the Secretary of the Interior and
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
It is

U.

S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, February 2, 1874.
In lieu of an Executive order dated the 29th of May last, setting apart certain lands
in New Mexico as a reservation for the Mescalero Apaches, which order is hereby canceled, it is hereby ordered that there be withdrawn from sale or other disposition,'
and set apart for the use of said Mescalero Apaches and such other Indians as the
department may see fit to locate thereon, the tract of country in New Mexico (except
so much thereof as is embraced in the Fort Stanton reduced military reservation)
bounded

as follows, viz

:

Beginning at the most northerly point of the Fort Stanton reduced military reservation thence due west to the summit of the Sierra Blanca Mountains; thence due
south to the thirty-third degree north latitude thence due east to a point due south
of the most easterly point of the said Fort Stantou reduced military reservation
thence due north to the southern boundary of township 11 thence due west to the
southwest corner of township 11, in range 13; theuee due north to the second correction line south thence due east along side line to a point opposite the line running
north from the thirty-third degree north latitude thence due north to the most eastnortherly point of said Fort Stanton reduced military reservation thence along the
eastern boundary of said military reservation to the place of beginning.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

II.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

S.

GRANT.

October 20, 1875.

In lieu of Executive order dated February 2, 1874, setting apart certain lauds in
New Mexico as a reservation for the Mescalero Apaches, which order is hereby canceled, it is hereby ordered that there be withdrawn Jrom sale or other disposition,
and set apart for the use of said Mescalero Apaches and such other Indians as the
department may see fit to locate thereon, the tract of country in New Mexico (except
so much thereof as is embraced in the Fort Stautou reduced military reservation)
bounded as follows
Beginning at the most northerly point of the Fort Stanton reduced military reservation running thence due west to a point due north of the northeast corner of townof said
shjp 14 south, range 10 east thence due south along the eastern boundary
township to the thirty-third degree north latitude; thence due east on said parallel
milreduced
to a point due south of the most easterly point of the said Fort Stautou
itary reservation thence due north to the southern boundary of township 11 thence
due west to the southwest corner of township 11, in range 13; thence due north to
the second correction line south thence due east along said line to a point opposite
the line running north from the thirty-third degree north latitude; thence due north
to the most easterly point of said Fort Stanton reduced military reservation thence
along the northeastern boundary of said military reservation to the place of begin:

;

;

;

;

;

;

ning.
S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, May

19, 1882.

U.

In lieu of Executive order dated October 20, 1875, setting apart certain lands in
New Mexico as a reservation for the Mescalero Apaches, which order is hereby canceled, it is hereby ordered that there be withdrawn from sale or other disposition,
and set apart for the use of the said Mescalero Apaches and such other Indians as
the department may see fit to locate thereon, the tract of country in New Mexico
bounded as follows
Beginning at the northeast corner of township 12 south, range 16 east of the principal meridian in New Mexico thence west along the north boundary of township
12 south, ranges 16, 15, 14, and 13 east, to the southeast corner of township 11 south,
range 12 east thence north along the east boundary of said township to the second
correction line south; thence west along said correction line to the northwest corner
of township 11 south, range 11 east; thence south along the range line between
:

;

;
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corner of township 12 south, range 11 east ;
ranges 10 and 11 east to tlie southwest
theuce cast along the south boundary of said township to the southeast corner
line between ranges 11 and 12 east to the 33
thereof; thence south along the range
of north latitude, as established and marked on the ground by First Lieut. L. H.
in compliance with Special Orders
Walker, Fifteenth Infantry, United States Army,
No. 100, series of 1875, Headquarters, District of New Mexico; theuce east along said
33 of nctfth latitude to its intersection with the range line between ranges 16 and 17
ast; thence north along said range line to the place of beginning.

CHESTER

A.

ARTHUR.

Jicarilla JpacJie Jitw-rre.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

September 21,

hereby ordered that the tract of country in the Territory of New Mexico lying
within the following-described boundaries, viz Beginning at the, southwest corner of
the Mexican grant known as the "Tierra Amarilla grant," as surveyed by Sawyer
and McBroom in July, 1876 and extending thence north with the western boundary
of said survey of the Tierra Amarilla, grant to the boundary line between New Mexico
and Colorado; thence west along said boundary line sixteen miles; thence south to
a point due west from the aforesaid southwest corner Of the Tierra Amarilla grant;
and thence east to the place of beginning, be, and the same is hereby, withheld from
entry and settlement as public lands, and that the same be set apart as a reservation
It is

:

;

for the Jicarilla

Apache Indians.
R. B.

HAYES.

\avajo Rexerve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

October WJ, 1878.

the Territory of Arizona lying
within the following-described boundaries, viz Commencing at the northwest corner
of the Navajo Indian Reservation, on the boundary line between the Territories of
Arizona and Utah thence west along said boundary line to the one hundred and tenth
degree of longitude west theuce south along said degree to the thirty-sixth parallel
of latitude north thence east along said parallel to the west boundary of the Navajo
Reservation thence north along said west boundary to the place of beginning, be,
and the s'ame hereby is, withdrawn from sale and settlement and set apart as an addition to the present reservation for the Navaio Indians.
It is

hereby ordered that the tract of country

in

:

;

;

;

;

R. B.

HAYES..

EXECUTIVE MANSION, January 6, 1880.
hereby ordered that the following-described country lying within the boundaries of the Territories of New Mexico and Arizona, viz
Commencing in the middle
of the channel of the San Juan River, where the east line of the Navajo Reservation
in the Territory of New Mexico, as established by the treaty of June 1, 1868 (15 Stat.,
667), crosses said river thence up and along the middle channel of said river to a
point 15 miles due east of the eastern boundary line of said reservation theuce due
south to a point due east of the present southeast corner of said reservation thence
due south 6 miles; thence due west to the one hundred and tenth degree of west
longitude thence north along said degree to the southwest corner of said reservation
in the Territory of Arizona, as denned by Executive order dated October 29, 1878, be,
and the same is hereby, withdrawn from sale and settlement and set apart as an addition to the present Navaio Reservation in said Territories.
It is

:

;

;

;

;

HAYES.

R. B.

1'lH'lllo h'cxrrri

.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, March

16, 1877.

hereby ordered that the following-described tract of country in the Territory
of New Mexico, viz: Beginning at the one hundred and thirty-sixth milestone, on the
western boundary line of the Territory of New Mexico, and running tbence north 61 C
It is

45' east, 31 miles

and eight-tenths of a mile to the

crest of the

mountain

a

short dis-
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thence due south 12 miles to a point in the hills a short
taiice above Nutrias Spring
distance southeast of the Ojo Pescado thence south 61 45' west to the one hundred
and forty-eighth milestone on the western boundary line of said Territory thence
north with said boundary line to the place of beginning, be, and the same hereby is,
withdrawn from sale, and set apart as a reservation for the use and occupancy of the
Zuui Pueblo Indians.
R. B. HAYES.
;

;

;

OREGON".
(iraiid

Konde Keserre.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOU,
Washington, June 30, 1857.
Siu: I have the honor to submit to you, herewith, a report of the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs recommending, and a report of the Commissioner of the General Laud
Office concurring in the recommendation that the lands embraced in townships 5 and
t> south, of range 8 west, and parts of townships 5 and 6 south, of range 7 west, Willamette district, Oregon, as indicated in the accompanying plat, be withdrawn from
sale and entry, and established as *u Indian reservation for the colonization of Indian
tribes in Oregon, and particularly for the Willamette tribes, parties to treaty of January, 1855.
I respectfully

recommend that the proposed reservation be established, and have
accordingly prepared a form of indorsement on the plat of the same for your signature, in case the recommendation is approved.
The "Coast Reservation" alluded to in some of the accompanying papers was established by order of your predecessor, November, 1855.
I am. very respectfullv, your obedient servant,
J.

THOMPSON,

Secretary.

The PRESIDENT.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE,
Washington City, June 30, 1857.
of townships 5 and 6 south, of
and
8
01
5
and
6
parts
west,
south,
Townships
range
range 7 west, as indicated hereon by red lines, are hereby withdrawn from sale and
entry, and set apart as a reservation for Indian purposes till otherwise ordered.

^

JAMES BUCHANAN.

Malheur Reserve.

WASHINGTON, March
Hon. E.

S.

8,

1871.

PARKER,

Commissioner Indian Affairs:

would respectfully ask that the President withdraw for eighteen mouths all that
portion of the country in the State of Oregon, situated between the forty-second and
hunforty-fourth parallels of latitude, and from one hundred and seventeen to one
dred and twenty degrees of longitude, excepting so much as may have been or may
be grauted for military or wagon road purposes, with a view of selecting an Indian
in said
reservation, on which to consolidate Indians east of the Cascade Mountains
I

or resState, excepting those who may select lands in severalty from the reservation
ervations on which they are now located, and the President instruct me to proceed
at the earliest practical time to select such reservation.
A. B. MEACHAM,
Superintendent of Indian Affairs, Oregon.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, D. C., March 10, 1871.
SIR I have the honor to report that I am in receipt of a letter bearing date the 8th
affairs in the State of
instant, from A. B. Meacham, esq., superintendent of Indian
and fortyOregon, asking that the portion of that State lying between the forty-second
fourth parallels of north latitude, and the one hundred and seventeenth and the one
hundred and twentieth degrees of west longitude (excepting so much thereof as may
:
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have been or may hereafter be granted for military or wagon road purposes), be withdrawn from market as pnblic lands, for the space of eighteen months, with a view to
the selection of a reservation upon which to collect all the Indians in that State east
of the Cascade Mountains, except those who may select lands in severalty upon the
reservations on which they are now located.
The suggestion of Superintendent Meachain is concurred in, and I respectfully
recommend .that the President be requested to issue an Executive order withdrawing
the tract of country described from market as public lands, for the period and the
be authorized to instruct the superinpurpose above indicated, and that this office
tendent to proceed to select such reservation without unnecessary delay.
A copy of Superintendent Meacharn's letter is herewith transmitted.
Verv respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. H. CLUM,
Acting Commissioner-.

Hon. C. DELANO,
Secretary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

March 14, 1871.
The recommendation of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs contained in his accompanying report has my approval, and it is respectfully submitted to the President with the request that he direct the temporary withdrawal from market of the

lands in Oregon as therein designated, with the exceptions stated, for the purpose of
establishing a reservation for the Indians in that State.
C.

DELANO,
Secretary.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, March
I hereby direct the withdrawal of the lands referred to
for the period of time and for the purpose indicated, as
tary of the Interior.

14, 1871.

from marke*,as public lands

recommended by the
U.

S.

Secre-

GRANT.

OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, September 4, 1872.
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a report, dated the 22d ultimo (and accompanying map), received from T. B. Odeneal, esq., superintendent Indian affairs
for Oregon, reciting the action taken by him relative to the establishment of a proposed reservation on the headwaters of Malheur River, in that State, for the Snake
or Piute Indians, under instructions contained in letter to him from this office dated
the 6th of July last.
Superintendent Odeneal defines the boundaries of the tract of country selected by
him for the proposed reservation as follows
"Beginning at the mouth of the North Fork of the Malheur River; thence up said
North Fork, including the waters thereof, to Castle Rock thence in a northwesterly
direction to Strawberry Butte; thence to Soda Spring, on the Canyon City and Camp
Harney road thence down Silvies River to Malheur Lake thence east to the South
Fork of the Malheur River thence down said South Fork, including the waters
thereof, to the place of beginning (to be known as Malheur Reservation), including
all lands within said boundaries, excepting so much thereof as may have been granted
for military or wagon road purposes."
I respectfully recommend that the tract of country embraced within the foregoing limits be set apart and reserved as an Indian reservation, and that the President
be requested to issue an Executive order accordingly.
It is also requested that the papers inclosed be returned to this office.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
F. A. WALKER,
Commissioner.
:

;

;

;

;

The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C. September 12, 1872.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a communication, dated the 4th instant,
from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, inclosing a report (with map) of T. B.
Odeneal, superintendent of Indian affairs for Oregon, and recommending that a reservation on the headwaters of the Malheur River, in the State of Oregon, the bouu-

V
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dariesof which are set forth in the Commissioner's letter, be established for the Snake
or Piute Indians.
The recommendation of the Commissioner meets with the approval of this department, and I respectfully request that the President direct the same to be carried into
effect.

I

have the honor to

be,

your obedient servant,

W. H. SMITH,
Acting Secretary.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

September 12, 1872.

Let the lands which are fully described in the accompanying letter of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs be set apart as a reservation for the Snake or Piute Indians, as recommended in the letter of the Secretary of the Interior of this date.
U.

S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, May

15, 1875.

hereby ordered that the tract of country in Oregon embraced within the
following-described boundaries, viz Commencing at a point on the Malheur River
where the range line between ranges 39 and 40 east, of the WiHamette meridian
intersects the same; thence north, on said rangeline, to a point due east of Strawberry Butte thence west to Strawberry Butte thence southeastwardly to Castle
Rock; thence to the west bank of the North Fork of the Malheur River; thence down
and with the said west bank to the Malheur River thence along and with the Malheur
River to the place of beginning, be, and the same hereby is, withdrawn from sale
or settlement, except such lands within said boundaries as have passed or may pasa
to The Dalles Military Road Company, under act of Congress approved February 27,
1867 (vol. 14, p. 409), and to the Willamette Valley and Cascade Mountain Military Road Company, under act of Congress approved July 5, 1866 (vol. 14, p. 89),
and the same set apart as an addition to the Malheur Indian Reservation, set apart
by Executive order of September 12, 1872.
It is

:

;

;

;

U.

S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, January 28, 1876.
hereby ordered that the tract of country in Oregon lying within the folio wingdescribed boundaries, viz Beginning at a point on the right bank of the Malheur
River where the range-line between ranges 38 and 39 east of the Willamette meridian intersects the same thence north on said range-line to a point due east of the
summit of Castle Rock thence due west to the summit of Castle Rock thence in.
a north westerly direction to Strawberry Butte; thence to Soda Spring, on the Canyon City and Camp Harney road; thence down Silvies Creek to Malheur Lake;
thence due east to the right bank of the South Fork of Malheur River thence down
said right bank of the South Fork to the Malheur River; thence down the right
bank of the Malheur River to the place of beginning, except such lauds within these
limits as have passed or may pass to The Dalles military road on the north, and the
Willamette Valley and Cascade Mountain military road on the south, be, and the
same is hereby, withdrawn from sale and set apart for the use and occupancy of the
Piute and Snake Indians, to be known as the Malheur Indian Reservation and that
portion of country set apart by Executive order of May 15, 1875, not embraced in the
limits of the above-described tract of country, is hereby restored to the public
domain.
It is

:

;

;

;

;

;

U. S.

GRANT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, Washington, July 23, 1880.
The Executive order dated December 5, 1872, creating the "Fort Harney military

reservation," in Oregon, is hereby canceled, and^he lands embraced therein and as
shown on the accompanying plat are hereby made subject to the Executive order
dated September 12, 1872, establishing the Malheur Indian Reservation. The Secretary of the Interior will cause the same to be noted in the General Land Office.
R. B. HAYES.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,
It is

hereby ordered that

all

Sept. 13, 1882.

that part of the Malheur Indian Reservation, in the

State of Oregon (set apart by Executive orders, dated March 14, 1871, September 12,
1872, May 15, 1875, and January 28, 1876), lying "and being south of the fourth stand-
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north half of the late miliard parallel south, except a tract of 320 acres, being the
Executive order of December
established
as
by
of
reserve
Harney,
Camp
tary post
5 1872 (which order was canceled by Executive order, dated July 23, 1880, whereby
to Executhe lands embraced within said reserve were made and proclaimed subject
boundaries of the Malheur
tive order dated September 12, 1872, establishing the
of said fourth
Indian Reservation), and all that part thereof lying and being north
33
standard parallel and west of the range-line (when extended) between ranges
and 34 east of the Willamette meridian, be, and the same is hereby, restored to the
pnblic domain.

CHESTER

A.

ARTHUR.

Siletz Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
November 8, 1855.
herewith submit for your approval a proposed reservation for Indians on the
coast of Oregon Territory, recommended by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and
submitted to the department by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, for the
of the 10th September last.
procurement of your order on the subject, in letter
Before submitting the matter to you I desired to have a more full report of the subletter of the head of that bureau of the 29th ultimo
ject from the Indian Office, and the
the conditional reservation
having been received and considered, I see no objection to
asked for, "subject to future curtailment, if found proper," or entire release thereof,
should Congress not sanction the object rendering this withdrawal of the land from
white settlement at this time advisable.
A plat marked A, and indicating the boundaries of the reservation, accompanies the
order for your signature, should you
papers, and has prepared thereon the necessary
think fit to sanction the recommendation.
I have the honor to be. very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. MCCLELLAND,
SIR

I

:

Secretary.

The PRESIDENT.
November

9, 1855.

of the land within denoted by blue-shaded lines is hereby made for
the purposes indicated in letter of the Commissioner of the General Land Office of the
10th September last and letter of the Secretary of the Interior of the 8th November,

The reservation

1855.

FRANK'N PIERCE.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., December 20, 1865.
Pursuant to a recommendation of the Secretary of the Interior of the 8th of
November, 1855, the President of the United States, by an executive order dated tho
9th of that month, set apart conditionally the tract of country on the coast of Oregon,
extending from Cape Lookout on the north to a point below Cape Perpetua on the
south, as exhibited in blue on the accompanying map, for an Indian reservation.
It is represented by the Oregon delegation in Congress that this reservation is unnecessarily large, and that by reason of it access to the harbor of Acquiima Bay by
the numerous settlers in the fertile and productive valley of the Willamette is prevented. They ask for a curtailment of this reservation, so as to secure to the inhabitants of the Willamette Valley the much-needed access to the coast, and for this purpose propose that a small and rugged portion of the reservation in the vicinity of
Acquinna Bay, not occupied or desired by the Indians, shall be released and thrown
open to occupation and use by the whites.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs is of the opinion that the interests of the citizens of Oregon will be promoted by the opening of a port of entry at Acquinna Bay,
and that their interest is paramount in importance to that of the Indians located in
that vicinity. Concurring in the views expressed by the Hon. Messrs. Nesmith,
Williams, and Henderson, and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, I respectfully recommend that an order be made by you releasing from reservation for Indian purposes
and restoring to public use the portion of the said reservation bounded on the accompanying map by double red lines, and described in the communication of the Oregon

SIR

:

delegation as follows, viz: Commencing at a point two miles south of the Siletz
Agency thence west to the Pacific Ocean thence south along said ocean to the
;

;
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thence up said river to the eastern boundary of the reserthence north along said eastern boundary to a point due east of the place of
beginning thence west to the place of beginning.
I have the honor to be, very respectfullv, your obedient servant,
JAS. HARLAN,
vation

;

;

;

Secretary.

The PRESIDENT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, December 21, 1865.
The recommendation of the Secretary of the Interior is approved, and the tract of
land -within described will be released from reservation and thrown open to occupancy and use by the citizens as other public land.

ANDREW JOHNSON,

President.

UTAH.
U'tntah Valley Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, October 3, 1861
SIR I have the honor herewith to submit for your consideration the recommendation of the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, that the Uintah Valley, in the Territory of Utah, be set apart and reserved for the use and occupancy of Indian tribes.
In the absence of an authorized survey (the valley and surrounding country being
as yet unoccupied by settlements of our citizens), I respectfully recommend that you
order the entire valley of the Uintah River, within Utah Territory, extending on both
sides of said river to the crest of the first range of contiguous mountains on each side,
to be reserved to the United States and set apart as an Indian reservation.
Very respectfullv, your obedient servant,
.

:

CALEB

B.

SMITH,
Secretary.

The PRESIDENT.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE, October 3, 1861.
Let the reservation be established, as recommended by the Secretary of the Interior.
A.

LINCOLN.

Uncompahgre Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, January 5, 1882.
hereby ordered that the following tract of country, in the Territory of Utah,
be, and the same is hereby, withheld from sale and set apart as a reservation for the
Uncompahgre Utes viz Beginning at the southeast corner of township 6 south, range
25 east, Salt Lake meridian thence west to the southwest corner of township 6 south,
range 24 east thence north along the range line to the northwest corner of said township 6 south, range 24 east thence west along the first standard parallel south of the
Salt Lake base-line to a point where said standard parallel will, when extended, intersect the eastern boundary of the Uintah Indian Reservation as established by C. L.
Du Bois, United States deputy surveyor, under his contract dated August 30, 1875
thence along said boundary southeasterly to the Green River; thence down the west
bank of Green River to the point where the southern boundary of the said Uintah
Reservation, as surveyed by Du Bois, intersects said river thence northwesterly with
the southern boundary of said reservation to the point where the line between ranges
16 and 17 east of Salt Lake meridian will, when surveyed, intersect said southern
boundary thence south between said ranges 16 and 17 east. Salt Lake meridian, to
the third standard parallel south thence east along said tnird standard parallel to
the eastern boundary of Utah Territory thence north along said boundary to a point
due east of the place of beginning thence due west to the place of beginning.
It is

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

5153

19

CHESTER

A.

ARTHUR.
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\V

A SHINGTON

TERRITORY.

Cliclialix Ilrxcrve.

DEPARTMENT OF THK INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

May

17, 1>(>4.

SIR: I have the honor to submit for your direction in the premises, sundry communications and papers from Superintendent Hale in reference to a proposed reservation
for the Chehalis Indians in Washington Territory.
The condition of these Indians has been the subject of correspondence between this
office and the superintendent of Indian affairs in Washugitou Territory for several years.
It will be seen by Superintendent Hale's letter of July 3, 1862, that the country
claimed by these Indians is large, comprising some 1,500 square miles that they have
nver been treated with, but that the government has surveyed the greater part of it
without their consent and in the face of their remonstrances, and the choicest portions
of their lands have been occupied by the whites without any remuneration to them,
and without their consent, or having relinquished their claim or right to it. They
have been thus crowded out and excluded from the use of the lands claimed by them,
and those which they have heretofore cultivated for their support. This has caused
much dissatisfaction, and threatens serious trouble, and they manifest a determination
not to be forced from what they claim as their own country. After various propositions made to them by Superintendent Hale, looking to their removal and joint occupation of other Indian reservations, to all which they strenuously objected, they expressed a willingness to relinquish all the lands hitherto claimed by them, provided
they shall not be removed, and provided that a sufficient quantity of land shall be retained by them at the mouth of the Black River as a reservation.
The selection herein made in accordance with their wishes, and approved by Superintendent Hale, reduces the dimensions of their former claim to about six sections of
land, with which they are satisfied, and which selection has been submitted to this
office for its approval. There seems one drawback only to this selection, and that is one
private land claim that of D. Mounts which it is proposed to purchase. The price
asked is $3,500, which he considers not unreasonable. (See his communication of
March 30, 1863, and accompanying papers.)
There is remaining on hand of the appropriation for "intercourse with various Indian tribes having no treaties with the United States" the sum of $3,980.12, a sufficient amount of which I have no doubt might appropriately be applied for the purpose
indicated.
(See U. S. Statutes at Large, vol. 12, page 792.)
I am of the opinion that the proposition is a fair one for the government, and, as it
is satisfactory to the Indians interested, I see no objection to its approval by the department, especially so when it is considered that it will peaceably avert impending
;

trouble.

As recommended in the letters herewith submitted, it will also be necessary, doubtto make some provision for them after they shall have been assured of the quiet
and permanent possession of the proposed reservation for a future home. But this
may subsequently receive the attention of the department. These Indians are represented to be in a very hopeful condition. They wish to abandon a roving life to
establish themselves in houses, and cultivate their lands; to educate their children,
and live peaceably with all.
less,

;

These papers are submitted for your information in considering the subject, and, if
shall commend itself to your judgment, for the approval of the proposed selection
as a reservation for these Indians and the purchase of the private land claim of D.

it

Mounts thereon.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Hon.

J. P.

WM.

P. DOLE,
Commissioner.

USHER,

Secretary of the Interior.
[Inclosnres.]

Boundaries of the Chehalis Indian Reservation, as compiled from the field-notes of the
public surveys in the office of the surveyor-general of Washington Territory, begiuuiug
at the post-corner to sections 1 and 2, 35 and 36 on the
township line between townships No. 15 and 16north, of range 4 west of the Willamette meridian, being the northeast corner of the reservation thence west
along the township line 240 chains to the
post-corner to sections 4, 5, 32 and 33; thence north on line between sections 32 and
33,26.64 chains, to the southeast corner of James H. Roundtree's donation claim thence
west along the south boundary of said claim 71.50 chains to its southwest corner;
;

;
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thence north on west boundary of the claim 13.10 chains; thence west 8.50 chains to
the quarter-section post on line of sections 31 and 32 thence north along said section
line 40.00 chains to the post-corner to sections 29, 30, 31, and 32 thence west on line
between sections 30 and 31, 25 and 36, 101.24 chains to the Chehalis River thence up
the Chehalis River with its mcanderings, keeping to the south of Sand Island, to the
post on the right bank of the river, being the corner to fractional sections I and 2
thence north on the line between sections 1 and 2, 73.94 chains to the place of begin;

;

;

;

ning.

The copy of the

field-notes in full, as taken from the record of the public surveys
in this office, and from which the above is compiled, is duly certified as
being correct by the surveyor-general of the Territory.

now on

file

OFFICE SUPERINTENDENT INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Olympia, Wash. Ter., December 10, 1863.
as described in the notes and accompanying
diagram of the proposed Chehalis Indian Reservation, are approved by me as correct,
and being in accordance with instructions given by me, the same being subject to the
approval of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
C. H. HALE,
Superintendent of Indian Affair*, Washington Territori/.

The within and foregoing boundaries,

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., July 8, 18(54.
SIR: I return herewith the papers submitted with your report of the 17th May last
in relation to a proposed reservation for the Chehalis Indians in Washington Territory.
I approve the suggestion made in relation to the subject, and you are hereby authorized and instructed to purchase the improvements of D. Mounts which are on
the lands selected for the reservation, if it can now be done for the price named for
them, viz. $3,500, including the crops grown or growing this season upon the premises.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. P.

USHER,
Secretary.

WILLIAM

P. DOLE, Esq.,
Cotnmiasioner of Indian Affair*.

Colville Reserve.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, D. C., April 8, 1872.
SIR: I have the honor to invite your attention to the necessity for the setting apart
by Executive order of a tract of country hereinafter described, as a reservation for the
following bands of Indians in Washington Territory, not parties to any treaty, viz
316
The Methow Indians, numbering
340
The Okanagan Indians, numbering
538
The San Poel Indians, numbering
230
The Lake Indians, numbering
631
The Colville Indians, numbering
420
The Calispel Indians, numbering
725
Spokane Indians, numbering
700
The Cffiur d'Alene Indians, numbering
300
And scattering bands
:

Total
*

4,200

Excluding that portion of the tract of country referred to found to be in the

ritish Possessions, the following are the natural boundaries of
which I have the honor to recommend be set apart by the

the proposed reservaPresident for the Inlians in question, and such others as the department may see fit to settle thereon,
fiz: Commencing at a point on the Columbia where the Spokane River empties in
the same thence up the Columbia River to where it crosses the forty-ninth parallel
lorth latitude; thence east, with said forty-ninth parallel, to where the Fend
thence up the Pend d'Oreille or Clark
1'Oreille or Clark River crosses the same
liver to where it crosses the western boundary of Idaho Territory, the one hundred
nd seventeenth meridian west longitude; thence south, along said one hundred and
sventeenth meridian, to where the Little Spokane River crosses the same thence
tion,

;

;

;
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with the Big Spokane River; thence
southwesterly, with said river, to its junction
the Big Spokane River to the place of beginning.
The papers hereinbefore referred to are respectfully submitted herewith.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
F. A. WALKER,

down

(

'ommissioner.

The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington,

1). C.,

April

9,

1872.

SIR I have the honor to submit herewith a communication, dated the 8th instant.
from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and accompanying papers, representing the
of country therein denecessity for the setting apart, by executive order, of a tract
scribed for certain bands of Indians in Washington Territory not parties to any treaty.
The recommendation of the Commissioner in the premises is approved, and I rethat the tract of country designated upon
spectfully request that the President direct
the inclosed map be set apart for the Indians referred to, and such others as this de:

partment may see fit to settle thereon.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
B. R.

COWEN,

Acting Secretary.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

Washington, April

9, 1872.

hereby ordered that the tract of country referred to in the within letter of the
Acting Secretary of the Interior, and designated upon the accompanying map, be set
apart for the bauds of Indians in Washington Territory named in communication of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated the 8th instant, and for such other Indians
It is

as the

Department of the Interior may see

fit

to locate thereon.

U.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

S.

GRANT.

Washington, July

2,

1872.

hereby ordered that the tract of country referred to in the within letter of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, as having been set apart for the Indians therein
named by Executive order of April 9, 1872, be restored to the public domain, and that
in lieu thereof the country bounded on the east and south by the Columbia River, on
the west by the Okanagan River, and on the north by the British possessions, be,
and the same is hereby, set apart as a reservation for said Indians, and for such other
Indians as the Department of the Interior may see fit to locate thereon.
U. S. GRANT.
It is

EXECUTIVE MANSION, January 18, 1881.
hereby ordered that the following tract of land situated in Washington Territory be, and the same is hereby, set aside, and reserved for the use and occupancy of
the Spokane Indians, namely Commencing at a point where Chemekaue Creek
crosses the forty-eighth parallel of latitude thence down the east bank of said
creek to where it enters the Spokane River thence across said Spokane River westwardly along the southern bank thereof, to a point where it enters the Columbia
River thence across the Columbia River, northwardly along its western bank to a
point where said river crosses the said forty-eighth parallel of latitude, thence east
along said parallel to the place of beginning.
It is

:

;

;

;

R. B.

HAYES.

Columbia Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, April 19, 1879.
It is hereby ordered that the tract of country in Washington Territory lying within
the following-described boundaries, viz Commencing at the intersection of the fortymile limits of the branch line of the Northern Pacific Railroad with the Okinakaue
River; thence up said river to the boundary line between the United States and British Columbia; thence west on said boundary line to the forty-fourth degree of longitude west from Washington thence south on said degree of longitude to its intersection with the forty-mile limits of the branch line of the Northern Pacific Railroad
:

;

;
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and theuce with the line of said forty-mile limits to the place of beginning, be, and
the same is hereby, withdrawn from sale and set apart as a reservation for the permanent use and occupancy of Chief Mosesand his people, and such other friendly Indians
as may elect to settle thereon with his consent and that of the Secretary of the Interior.

R. B.

HAYES.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, March 6, 1880.
hereby ordered that the tract of country in Washington Territory lying within
the following-described boundaries, viz: Commencing at a point where the south
boundary-line of the reservation created for Chief Moses and his people by Executive
order dated April 19, 1879, intersects the Okinakane River; thence down said river to
its confluence with the Columbia River; thence across and down the east bank of said
Columbia River to a point opposite the river forming the outlet to Lake Chelan thence
across said Columbia River and along the south shore of said outlet to Lake Chelan
thence following the meanderings of the south bank of said lake to the mouth of
Shehe-kin Creek thence up and along the south bank of said creek to its source thence
due west to the forty-fourth degree of longitude west from Washington thence north
along said degree to the south boundary of the reservation created by Executive order
of April 19, 1879 theuce along the south boundary of said reservation to the place of
beginning, be, and the same is hereby, withdrawn from sale and settlement and set
apart for the permanent use and occupancy of Chief Moses and his people, and such
other friendly Indians as may elect to settle thereon with his consent and that of
the Secretary of the Interior, as an addition to the reservation set apart for said Chief
Moses and his people by Executive order dated April 19, 1879.
It is

;

;

;

;

;

;

R. B.

Lummi

HAYES.

Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, November 22, 1873.
hereby ordered that the following tract of country in Washington Territory be
withdrawn from sale and set apart for the use and occupation of the Dwamish and
It is

other allied tribes of Indians, viz Commencing at the eastern mouth of Lummi
River thence up said river to the point where it is intersected by the line between
sections 7 and 8 of township 38 north, range 2 east, of the Willamette meridian;
thence due north on said setion line to the township line between townships 38 and
39 thence west along said township line to low- water mark, on the shore of the Gulf
of Georgia thence southerly and easterly along the said shore, with the meanders
thereof, across the western mouth of Lummi River, and around Point Francis thence
northeasterly to the place of beginning so much thereof as lies south of the west fork
of the Lummi River being a part of the island already set apart by the second article
of the treaty with the Dwamish and other allied tribes of Indians, made and concluded
January s>2, 1857. (Stats, at Large, vol. 12, p. 928.)
U. S. GRANT.
:

;

;

;

;

;

Makah

Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

October 26, 1872.

In addition to the reservation provided for by the second article of the treaty concluded January 31, 1855, with the Makah Indians of Washington Territory, it is hereby
ordered that there be withdrawn from sale and set apart for the use of the said Makah
and other Indians a tract of country in the said Territory of Washington, described
and bounded as follows, viz Commencing on the beach at the mouth of a small
brook running into Neah Bay next to the site of the old Spanish fort thence along
the shore of said bay in a northeasterly direction to Baadah Point (being a point
about four miles from the beginning) thence in a direct line south six miles thence
in a direct line west to the Pacific shore; thence northwardly along the shore of the
Pacific to the mouth of a small stream running into the bay on the south side of Cape
Flattery, a little above the Waatch Village thence following said bi-ook to its source
thence in a straight line to the place of beginning; the boundary-line from the mouth
of the brook last mentioned to the place of beginning being identical with the southeastern boundary of the reservation set apart for the Makah tribe of Indians by the
treaty concluded with said Indians January 31, 1855, before referred to.
:

;

;

;

;

;

U. S.

GRANT.
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EXECUTIVE MANSION, January

1873.

2,

In lieu of the addition made by Executive order dated October 26, 1872, to the reservation provided for by the second article of the treaty concluded January 31, 1855,
with the Makah Indians Of Washington Territory, it is hereby ordered that there be
withdrawn from sale and set apart as such addition, for the use of the said Makah and
other Indians, the tract of country in the said Territory of Washington bounded as
follows, viz Commencing on the beach at the mouth of a small brook running into
Neah Bay next to the site of the old Spanish Fort thence along the shore of said bay
in a northeasterly direction four miles thence in a direct line south six miles thence
in a direct line west to the Pacific shore thence northwardly along the shore of the
Pacific to the mouth of a small stream running into the bay on the south side of Cape
Flattery a little above the Waatch Village thence following said brook to its source
thence in a straight line to the place of beginning the boundary line from the mouth
of the brook last mentioned to the place of beginning being identical with the southeastern boundary of the reservation set apart for the Makah and other Indians by the
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

treaty above referred to.

U.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

S.

GRANT.

October 21, 1873.

In lieu of the addition made by Executive order dated October 26, 1872, and amended
by Executive order of January 2, 1873, to the reservation provided for by the second
article of the treaty concluded January 31, 1855, with the Makah tribe of Indians of
Washington Territory (Statutes at Large, vol. 12, p. 939), which orders are hereby
revoked, it is hereby ordered that there be withdrawn from sale and set apart as
such addition for the use of the said Makah and other tribes of Indians, the tract of
country in said Territory bounded as follows, viz Commencing on the beach at the
mouth of a small brook running into Neah Bay next to the site of the old Spanish
fort thence along the shore of said bay in a northeasterly direction, four miles thence
in a direct line south, six miles ; thence in a direct line west to the Pacific shore
thence northwardly along the shore of the Pacific to the mouth of another small stream
running into the bay on the south side of Cape Flattery, a little above the Waatch
Village theuce following said brook to its source thence in a straight line to the
source of the first-mentioned brook, and thence following the same down to the place
of beginning.
U. S. GRANT.
:

;

;

;

;

;

Muckleshoot Reserve.

[For Executive order of January

20, 1857, relative to

Muckleshoot Reserve, see NKs-

qually Reserve, below. ]

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

April

9, 1874.

hereby ordered that the following tracts of land in Washington Territory, viz
Sections 2 and 12 of township 20 north, range 5 east, and sections 20, 28, and 34, of
township 21 north, range 5 east, Willamette meridian, be withdrawn from sale or
other disposition, and set apart as the Muckleshoot Indian Reservation, for the exclusive use of the Indians in that locality, the same being supplemental to the action
of the department approved by the President January 20, 1857.
U. S. GRANT.
It is

:

Nisqually, Puyalliip,

and Muckleshoot Reserves

.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEKIOU,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
January

19, 1857.

SIK: The treaty negotiated ou the 26th day of December, 1854, with certain bands
of Nisqually, Puyallup, and other Indians of
Puget's Sound, Washington Territory
(article 2), provided for the establishment of reservations for the colonization of the
Indians as follows: 1st. The small island called Klah-chemin. 2d. A square tract
containing two sections near the mouth of the She-nah-nam Creek. 3d. Two sections
ou the south side of Commencement Bay.
The sixth article of the treaty gives the President authority to remove the Indians
from those locations to other suitable places within
Washington Territory, or to consolidate them with friendlv bands.
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So tar as this office is advised a permanent settlement of the Indians lias not yet
been effected under the treaty. Governor Stevens has formed the opinion that the
locations named in the first article of the treaty were not altogether suitable for the
purpose of establishing Indian colonies. One objection was that they were not sufficiently extensive. He reported that seven hundred and fifty Indians had been collected from the various bands for settlement.
I have the honor now to submit for your consideration and action of the President,
should you deem it necessary and proper, a report recently received from Governor
Stevens, dated December, 5, 1856, with the reports and maps therewith, and as therein
stated, from which it will be observed that he has arranged a plan of colonization
which involves the assignment of a much greater quantity of land to the Indians,
under the sixth article of the treaty, than was named in the first article. He proposes
the enlargement of the Puyallap Reserve at the south end of Commencement Bay to
accommodate 500 Indians the change in the location, and the enlargement of the
Nisqually Reserve, and the establishment of a new location, Muckleshoot prairie,
Avhere there is a military station that is about to be abandoned.
The quantity of land he proposes to assign is not, in my opinion, too groat tor the
settlement of the number of Indians he reports for colonization and as the governor
recommends the approval of these locations, and reports that the Indians assent thereto,
I would respectfully suggest that they be approved by the President my opinion
being that, should it be found practicable hereafter to consolidate the bands for whom
these reserves are intended, or to unite other bands of Indians on the same reserves, the
authority to effect such objects will still remain with the President under the sixth
;

;

;

article of the treaty.

Within the PuyaUup Reserve there have been private locations, and the value of
the claims and imp:ovements has been appraised by a board appointed for that purpose at an aggregate of $4,917.
In the same connection I submit the governor's report of August 28, 1856, which he
refers to, premising that the proceedings of his conference with the Indians therein
mentioned, were no-, received here with the report.
Very respectftliy, your obedient servant,

GEO. W. MANYPENNY,

Commissioner.

Hon. R. MCCLELLAND,
Secretary of

the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington,. January 20, 1857.

have the hoior to transmit a communication of the 19th instant, from the
Commissioner of Indi&n Affairs to this department, indicating the reservations selected
for the Nisqally, Puyallup, and other bands of Indians in Washington Territory, and
to request your approval of the same.
With great respect, your obedient servant,
SIR

:

I

R.

MCCLELLAND,
Secretary.

The PRESIDENT.
Approved.

JANUARY

FRANKLIN PIERCE.

20, 1857.

I'ort

Madison Reserve.

OFFICE SUPERINTENDENT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Olympia, W.

T.,

July

13, 1864.

In the absence of the superintendent of Indian affairs, who is now at Fort Colville or in that neighborhood in the discharge of his official duty, at the request of
Hon. A. A. Denny, register of the laud office in this place, I would respectfully call
your attention to the condition of the Indian reservation near Port Madison, concernirg the enlargement of which the superintendent addressed you about a year ago,forvarding at the same time a plat of the proposed reserve.
By reference to the treaty of Point Elliott made with the Dwainishand other allied
tribes of Indians January 22, 1855, it will be seen that article 2 provides for them a
reservation at this point. This was soon found to be too limited, and whilst Governor
Stevens was yet superintendent of Indian affairs the Indians were promised an en-

SIR

:

largement. That promise seems to have been renewed subsequently, but nothing
definite agreed upon.
Last July Seattle, the principal chief of the Seattle band, with a number of subchiefs and others directly interested, visited the superintendency upon this subject.
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tlieir request a thorough examination vras had, the result of which was iu favor of
that it be granted. By reference
submitting their request to you, aiid recommending
to report of Agent Howe, which accompanies the last annual report of the superintendent for the year ending June 30, 1863, it will be seen that he is well satisfied of
the absolute necessity of its enlargement.
The accompanying plat shows what is proposed to be reserved, which is satisfactory
to the Indians. As there were no instructions from the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, these lands could not be reserved, but were necessarily offered for sale.
There being no bidders the lands are still vacant.
Immediately after the public sale the superintendent gave notice of the intention
of the department to retain these lands for an Indian reservation, and the public have
so far acquiesced as not to disturb these proposed boundaries.
Still, as the lands were
offered at public sale under the proclamation of the President, they :ire now, agreeably to law, subject to private entry. Should, therefore, application be made to the
register for the entry of any of these lauds, he would, as matters nov stand, be powerless to prevent it.
The register has just addressed the Commissioner of the General Land Office on this
subject. Hence the reason of my addressing you without awaitingthe return of the
superintendent, who may be absent for a month, and respectfully asking that such
steps may at once be taken as to prevent any lands within the proposed boundaries*
being sold by the register until he be further advised.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant.

At

GEO.

F.

WMTWORTH,

Chief

Hon.

WM.

P.

<

'IrrI,:

DOLE,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INHAN AFFAIRS,
September 12, 1864.

SIR I have the honor to inclose herewith for your consideration a letter from C.
H. Hale, late superintendent of Indian affairs for Washington Ttrritory, by his clerk,
calling attention to the necessity of immediate action in order to secure certain landsv
to the Indians therein mentioned, near Port Madison, for an enlargement of their res:

ervation.
It appears from the report of Agent Howe, made to this oflce last year, that the
proposed enlargement of the reservation is deemed to be advisjble, and I have to request that you will direct that the tracts of land described in tie plat inclosed in the
letter of Mr. Whitworth may be reserved from sale, so that thtfymay be set apart for
the Indians for whom they are intended.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

W.

P.

DOLE,

Commissioner.

Hon.

W.

P. OTTO,
Acting Secretary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, I). C., October 21, 1864.
transmit herewith a letter of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, of the 12th
ultimo, covering a communication from the chief clerk of the office of superintendent of Indian affairs for Washington Territory, respecting t.ie enlargement of the
Port Madison Indian Reservation.
Concurring with the Commissioner in his recommendation tlat the reserve be increased for the benefit of the Indians referred to in the papers inclosed, you are requested to have reserved from sale the tracts of land indicated upon the plat herein

SIR

1

:

inclosed.

Very

respectfully,

your obedient servant,
J. P.

JAMES M. EDMUNDS,

Esq.,
Commissioner General Land

USHER,

Secretary.

Office.

I'tiyallup Reserve.

[For executive order of January 20, 1857, see " Nisqually Reserve."]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS,
August 26, 1873.
SIR By the second article of the treaty concluded with the Nisqually and other
Indians December 2(>, 18.~>4 (Stat. at Large, vol. 10, p. 1132), " a square tract contain:
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sections, or 1,280 acres, lying on the south side of Commencement Bay,"
apart as a reservation for said Indians, and is known as the Puyallup Reserve.
It appears from the records of this office that Governor Stevens, finding the Indians
dissatisfied with the size and location of the reserve, as indicated by said treaty,
agreed, at a conference held with them August, 1856, to a readjustment of said reservation, the exterior boundaries of which were surveyed and established by his order.
This was done prior to the extension of the lines of the public surveys over the surrounding and adjacent lands. A map of the survey was transmitted by Governor
Stevens to this office, under date of December 5, 1856, giving a description of the
courses and distances of said exterior boundaries of the reserve as taken from the
field-notes of the survey on file in the office of supeiintendent Indian affairs, Washington Territory.
This reservation, as readjusted and indicated on said map, was set apart for these
Indians by Executive order dated January 20, 1857. It was intended to have this reservation bounded on its western side by the waters of Commencement Bay, from the
southeasterly extremity of said bay, around northwardly to the northwest corner of
the reservation on the southerly shore of Admiralty Inlet. The survey was thought
to be made so as to give to the Indians this frontage upon the bay, with free access to
the waters thereof. More recent surveys, however, develop the fact that there is land
along this shore, and outside the reservation, arising from an error of the surveyor in
leaving the line of low-water mark, along the shore of said bay, and running a direct
line to the place of beginning.
In a report dated March 20 last, Superintendent Milroy calls attention to this inadvertence, and for the adjustment of the western boundary of said reservation, so that
it may conform to the intentions of those agreeing to the same, as well as for the comfort and wants of the Indians, he recommends the following change, viz: Instead of
the direct line to the place of beginning, to follow the shore line, at low-water mark,
to the place of beginning.
Inasmuch as the lands proposed to be covered by this change are in part already
covered by the grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company and by donation
claims, I would respectfully recommend that the President be requested to make an
order setting apart for the use of these Indians an addition to said Puyallup Reservation as follows, viz All that portion of section 34, township 21 north, range 3 east, in
Washington Territory, not already included within the limits of the reservation.
This would give them a mile of water frontage directly north of Puyallup River, and
free access to the waters of Commencement Bay at that point.
Very respectfullv, vour obedient servant,
H. R. CLUM,

ing

two

was

set

:

Acting Commissioner.

The Hon. SECKETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., August 28, 1873.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a communication addressed
to this, department on the 26th instant, by the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs,,
relative to the extension by Executive order of the reservation in Washington Territory known as the Puyallup Reservation, described as follows, to wit All that portion of section 34, township 21 north, range 3 east, in Washington Territory, not already
included within the limits of the reservation.
I agree with the Acting Commissioner in his views, and respectfully request that in
accordance with his recommendation an executive order be issued, setting apart thetract of land described for the purpose indicated.
I have the honor to be. &c.,
:

W. H. SMITH,

Acting Secretary.

The PRESIDENT.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

September

6, 1873.

Agreeable to the recommendation of the Acting Secretary of the Interior, it is hereby
ordered that the Puyallup Reservation in Washington Territory be so extended as toinclude within its limits all that portion of section 34, township 21 north, range 3
fast, not already included within the reservation.
U. S. GRANT.

(Julnaielt Eeserre.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, November

4, 1873.

In accordance with the provisions of the treaty with the Quinaielt and Quillehute
Indians, concluded July 1, 1855, and January 25, 1856 (Stats, at Large, vol. 12, p. 971),.
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to provide for other Indians in that locality, it is hereby ordered that the followtract includes the reserve seing tract of country in Washington Territory (which
lected by W. W. Miller, superintendent of Indian affairs for Washington Territory,
and surveyed by A. C. Smith, under contract of September 16, 1861) be withdrawn
from sale and set apart for the use of the Quinaielt, Quillehute, Hoh, Quit, and other
tribes of fish-eating Indians on the Pacih'c coast, viz: Commencing on the Pacific
coast at the southwest corner of the present reservation, as established by Mr. Smith
in his survey under contract with Superintendent Miller, dated September 16, 1861
thence due east, and with the line of said survey, five miles to the southeast corner
of said reserve thus established; thence in a direct line to the most southerly end of
Quiuaielt Lake; thence northerly around the east shore of said lake to the northwest
point thereof; thence in a direct line to a point a half mile north of the Queetshee
River and three miles above its mouth thence with the course of said river to a point
on the Pacific coast at low-water mark, a half mile above the mouth of said river
thence southerlv, at low-water mark, along the Pacific to the place of beginning.

and

;

;

;

IT.

S.

GRANT.

Shoalwater Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

September 22, 1866.

Let the tract of land as indicated on the within diagram be reserved from sale and
set apart for Indian purposes, as recommended by the Secretary of the Interior in his
letter of the 18th instant; said tract embracing portions of sections 2 and 3 in township 14 north, range 11 west, Washington Territory.

ANDREW JOHNSON.

ish Reseive.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, February

25, 1874.

hereby ordered that there be withdrawn from sale or other disposition and set
apart for the use of the S'Klallain Indians the following tract of country on Hood'*
Canal in Washington Territory, inclusive of the six sections situated at the head ot
Hood's Canal, reserved by treaty with said Indians January 26, 1855 (Stats, at Large,
vol. 12, p. 934), described and bounded as follows: Beginning at the mouth of the
Skokomish River; thence up said river to a point intersected by the section line between sections 15 and 16 of township 21 north, in range 4 west thence north on said
line to corner common to sections 27, 28, 33, and 34 of township 22 north, range 4 west
thence due east to the southwest corner of the southeast quarter of the southeast
quarter of section 27, the same being the southwest corner of A. D. Fisher's claim;
thence with said claim north to the northwest corner of the northeast quarter of the
southeast quarter of said section 27; thence east to the section line between sections
26 and 27; thence north on said line to corner common to sections 22, 23, 26, and 27;
thence east to Hood's Canal; thence southerly and easterly along said Hood's Canal
to the place of beginning.
It is

;

;

U.

Swinonmh

Reserve.

S.

GRANT.

(Perry's Island.)

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

September

9,

1873.

Agreeable to the within request of the Acting Secretary of the Interior, it is hereby
ordered that the northern boundary of the Swinomish Reservation in the Territory of
Washington shall be as follows, to wit: Beginning at low-water mark on the shore of
Sim-ilk Bay at a point where the same is intersected by the north and south line
bounding the east side of the surveyed fraction of 9.30 acres, or lot No. 1, in the northwest corner of section 10 in township 34 north, range 2 east; thence north on said
line to a point where the same intersects the section line between sections 3 and 10
in said township and range; thence east on said section line to the southeast corner
of said section 3 thence nortli on east line of said section 3 to a point where the same
intersects low-water mark on the western shore of Padilla Bav.
U. S. GRANT.
;
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Tulalip or Snolwmish Reserve.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, December 23, 1873.
hereby ordered that the boundaries of the Snohomish or Tulalip Indian Reservation, in the Territory of Washington, provided for in the third article of the treaty
with the Dwanrish and other allied tribes of Indians, concluded at Point Elliott, January 22, 1855 (Stats, at Large, vol. 12, p. 928), shall be as follows, to wit: Beginning
at low-water mark on the north shore of Steamboat Slough at a point where the section line between sections 32 and 33 of township 30 north, range 5 east, intersects the
same thence north %n the line between sections 32 and 33, 28 and 29, 20 and 21, 16
and 17, 8 and 9, and 4 and 5, to the township line between townships 30 and 31
thence west on said township line to low-water mark on the shore of Port Suaan
thence southeasterly with the line of low- water mark along said shore and the shore.s
of Tulalip Bay and Port Gardner, with all the meanders thereof, and across the
month of Ebey's Slough to the place of beginning.
U. S. GRANT.
It is

;

;

;

WISCONSIN.

Had River Reserve

(FisJtery).

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
October 26, 1857.

herewith a diagram of Madeline Island, as the same is laid down in
plats of townships 50 and 51 north, of range 2 west, fourth principal meridian, lately
received at the General Land Office from the surveyor-general, in order that you may
indicate thereon by legal subdivision the two hundred acres of land reserved for the
La Point band and other Indians on the northern extremity of Madeline Island for a
fishing ground, under the second clause of the treaty (second article) of September 30,
SlR

:

I inclose

1854.

You

will be particular to specify the quantity embraced in each legal subdivision
whether by lots or otherwise, to make up this quantity; and, also, to transmit a description of each tract to accompany the diagram. When so marked, you are
requested to return the diagram and the required description to this office at as early
a day as possible.
selected,

Very

respectfully, your obedient servant,
J.

W. DENVER,
Commissioner,

A. M. FITCH, Esq.,
Indian Agent, Detroit, Mich.

In respect to the above, I have the honor to report that I have visited Madeline
Island and there held a council with the head chief of the La Point bands of Indians.
Chay-che-que-oh (Little Buffalo), who, in concert with others of his band, have selected the following-described land, to be used by them as a fishing ground under the
second clause of the second article of the treaty of the 30th September, 1854, reference being had to the diagrams accompanying the report and to the minutes of the
proceedings in council as certified by me.
e
Description of lots selected by the La Point Indians on the northern extremity of Madelin
Island for a fishing ground under the second clause of the treaty (second article) of 30th Sep"
tember, 1854.

Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

No.
No,
No.
No.
No.
No.

1,
1,

2,
3,

5,
1,

section
section
section
section
section
section

36,
35,
35,
35,
35,

26,

1.28
35.15
42.48
57. 10
52.68
7.02

containing
containing
containing
containing
containing
containing

Total

195.71

The diagram referred to in the letter of instructions
that I had made when the lots were selected.
I

I

return herewith, and also one

am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

Hon. W.

C. K. DREW,
United States Indian Agent.
J.

CYLLEX,

Superintendent Indian Affairs, Saint Paul, Minn.
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OFFICE OF THE NORTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY,
Saint Paul, August 16, 1859.
I herewith inclose the accompanying report of Agent Drew, upon the instructions of J. W. Denver, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to Agent Fitch, dated October

SIR

:

regard to the selection of the 200 acres reserved for the La Point bands
ground on Madeline Island, together with a diagram and a schedule
them.
signed by the chiefs and headmen of the lots selected by
Respectfully, your obedient servant,

26, 1857, in

for a fishing

W.

J.

CULLEN,

Superintendent of Indian Affair*.

Hon. A. B. GREENWOOD,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.
(Selections reported to General

Land

Office

September

17, 1859.)

Lac Court Oreillcs Reserve.
Washington, D. C.. February 17, 1873.
SIR I have the honor to inclose herewith, in accordance with your instructions,
dated December 18, 1872, a list of the lands selected as a permanent reservation for
the Lac Court Oreille bands, Chippewas of Lake Superior, after consultation with the
:

chiefs

and headmen.

that the above-mentioned selection, while satisfactory to the Indians
the spirit of the treaty under which it is made, fully secures the interests
of the general government, as well as those of the State of Wisconsin.
It is of the greatest importance that a survey of the exterior boundaries of the
reservation be made at the earliest practicable period. The boundary marks of the
first survey are generally indistinct, and, besides, do not conform to the boundaries
as now proposed.
Persons may trespass with little danger of discovery or hinderance now, but would
be prevented if the boundaries of the reservation were distinctly defined and marked
so that the Indians themselves could understand them.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. N. CLARK,
United States Indian Ayent.
It is believed

and

fulfilling

Hon. H.

R

CLUM,

Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
February 24, 1873.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith the following selections of land for a
permanent reservation for the Lac Court Oreilles bauds of Chippewas, of Lake Superior, as recommended in a report to this office from agent S. N. Clark, under date
of the 17th instant, pursuant to instructions of December 18, 1872, amounting in the
*
*
*
aggregate to 69,136.41 acres.
I now respectfully recommend tbat the remainder of lands withdrawn from market
by orders from the General Land Office, of November 22, 1859, and April 4, 1865,
from which to select a permanent reservation for said Indians, be restored to market.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. R. CLUM,
Acting Commissioner.

The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

(Lands restored by order of the Secretary of the

Red

Interior,

March

1,

1873.)

Cliff Reserve.

GENERAL LAND

On

September

i<

i:,

6,

1855.

SIR: Inclosed I have the honor to submit an abstract from the Acting Commissioner
of Indian Affairs' letter of the 5th instant,
requesting the withdrawal of certain lands
for the Chippewa Indians in Wisconsin, under the treaty of September 30, 1854, referred by the department to this office on the 5th instant, with orders to take immediate steps for the withdrawal of the lands from sale.
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111 obedience to the above order I herewith inclose a map, marked A, showing by
the blue shades thereon the townships and parts of townships desiring to be reserved,
no portion of which are yet in market, to wit: Township 51 north, of range 3 west,
fourth principal meridian, Wisconsin; northeast quarter of township 51 north, of
range 4 west, fourth principal meridian, Wisconsin township 52 north, of ranges 3
and 4 west, fourth principal meridian, Wisconsin. For the preservation of which,
until the contemplated selections under the sixth clause of the Chippewa treaty of
30th September, 1854, can be made, I respectfully recommend that the order of the
President may be obtained.
The requisite reports on the subject of the new surveys, and respecting pre-emption
claims, referred to in the same order, will be prepared and communicated at an early
;

day.
I am,- respectfully,

your obedient servant,

THOMAS

A.

HENDRICKS,
Commissioner.

Hon. R. MCCLELLAND,
Secretary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
February 20, 1856.
This plat represents by the blue shade certain land to be withdrawn with a view to
a reservation under Chippewa treaty of 30th September, 1854, and as more particularly described in Commissioner of the General Land Office's letter of 6th SeptemThe subject was referred to the President for his sanction of the recomber, 1855.
mendation made in Secretary's letter of 8th September, 1855, and the original papers
cannot now be found. This plat is a duplicate of the original received in letter of
Commissioner of the General Land Office of this date, and is recommended to the
President for his sanction of the withdrawal desired.
R.

MCCLELLAND,
Secretary.

FEBRUARY

21, 1856.

Let the withdrawal be made as recommended.

FRANKLIN PIERCE.
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Table showing arrests and punishment of partial for selling liquor

Name

of agency.

to

Indiana.

Result.

Pima and Mariropa, Arizona.
Mission, California

i:;

Prosecuting attorney failed to do hia duty.
1, eleven months' imprisonment and $50 fine; 4, six months'
imprisonment each and $50 fine 1, seven months' imprisonment and $50 tine 1, five months' imprisonment and $100
fine; 1, three months' imprisonment; 1, seventy days' im
;

;

'

under indictment and awaiting trial.
Arrested; no convictions; they could outswear as.
Indicted and awaiting trial.
1 sent to penitentiary for two years; 1, witnesses were
bribed off.
Amount of fine and term of imprisonment not reported.

Round

Valley, California
Tule River, California
Cbeyenno River, Colorado

4

Lower

1
1
1

Fined

2

1

Lcmbi, Idaho

1

Chinaman Ah Pcu fined $100 and thirty days' imprisonment in default of payment of fine, further imprisonment

Qnapaw, Indian Ter

2

S,K and Fox, Iowa
Pottawatomie, Kansas

8

Hrule, Dakota
Sisseton, Dakota

Pine

Ilidge,

Fort

Iliill,

Dakota

|

Idaho.

!

$50.

Authorities at Omaha failed to prosecute.
escaped from the marshal, and 1 prosecuted, but failed to

Indicted.

cpnvi'-t.
;

1

Great Neinaha, Nebraska

2

Wbiti- Earth, Minnesota

5

Cni\v. Montana
Flatht-ad, Montana

1
r

Fort IVcU. Montana

'

Nevada, Nevada
Navajo,

New

New

York,

Mexico

.

New York

2
4
3

2
6

Grand Ronde, Oregon
Siletz, Oregon
Umatilla, Oregon

20
6

Tonka wa, Texas
Washington

2
3

Puvallup, Washington
S'Kokoniisb. Wasliingtou

6

Tulalip, Washington".

2

Colvilli-,

Yakama. Washington
Green Bay, Wisconsin

7

1

3

24

of one
day for each $2 of fine.
confined in jail for one year; 1 confined in jail for sixty
davs.
Confined in jail for thirty days.
4 indicted; complaint made against four others, but witnesses being Indians, failed to get sufficient evidence to
convict
] fined in a paltry sum
1 trial and sentence a farce.
1 fined $150
4 cases still pending.
Arrested, nut. yet tried.
1 forfeited bis bail bond; the other a'waits trial.
1

;

;

None punished.
1

bound ov*r for trial 2 imprisoned.
three and one-half rears in Missouri State prison
:

1, three
years in Missouri State prison.
f> white men fined
in United States court for soiling liquor
to Indians; t $20, 1 $50. 2 $75, and 1 $125; 1 Indian fined
$100 and thirty days in prison for selling whisky to other
Indians.
A vci age fine, about $10.
1,

lined from $10 to $15.
Convicted on evidence of Indian police, and fined from $10
to $i'(i, or a few days in jail,
Punishment not yet awarded.
2 sentenced to imprisonment in penitentiary twelvemonths
1 confined in county jail.

;

Imprisonment in penitentiary.
Imprisoned in penitentiary two ninntha.
Three months each in the penitentiaryArrested, not yet tried.
3,

Milwaukee County jail, and $1 fine; 1,
in. Milwaukee County jail and $1 fine:
days in Milwaukee 1 oust- of Correction and
$lfine;
twenty days in Milwaukee House of Correction
and $1 fine; 4, forty days in Milwaukee County jail and
$1 fine; 1, forty days in Milwaukee House of Correction
and $1 fine: 1, thirty-five days in Milwaukee House of
Correction and $1 tine; 2, tliree mouths in Milwaukee
House of Correction and $1 flue 1, one day in Milwaukee
County jail aud $50 fine; 1, twenty days in Milwaukee
County jail and $50 fine; 2, thirty days in Milwaukee
County Jail and $25 fine 1, one aay in Milwaukee County
jail and $00 fine; I, one day in Milwaukee County jail
and $100 tine 1. one day in Milwaukee County jail and $10
thirty days in

twenty-five days

2,

tweiitv-five

1

.'!,

;

;

;

fine.

Shoshone,

Wyoming

.

;

4 indicted

;

1

fined a few dollars.
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Indian education.
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STATISTICS OF INDIAN SCHOOLS.
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Table of statistics relating

Name

of agency and school.

to

STATISTICS OF INDIAN SCHOOLS.
Indian education

em-

and

teachers

ployed.

of

Number

Continued.
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STATISTICS OF INDIAN SCHOOLS.

320

Table of

Name

of agency and school.

statistics relating to

STATISTICS OF INDIAN SCHOOLS.
Indian education

:

:

_

50

1
ft,

,

t

Continued.
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Table of statistics relating

Name

of agency and school.

to

STATISTICS OF INDIAN SCHOOLS.
Indian education

em-

and

teachers

of

Number

employes.

Continued.
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t

Name

of agency and school.

Table of statistics relating to

STATISTICS OF INDIAN SCHOOLS.
Indian education

em-

and

teachers

ployes.

of

Number

Continued.
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STATISTICS OF INDIAN SCHOOLS.
Table of statistics relatiny to

STATISTICS OF INDIAN SCHOOLS.
Indian education
A

^

Continued.
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Table of statistics relating to population, industries, and sources of subsistence of

t

Name

of agency and tribe.

RELIGIOUS, VITAL, AND CRIMINAL STATISTICS.
various Indian tribes, together with religious, vital, and criminal

apprentices.

Indian

of

Number

statistics.

f

32 J
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Table of statistics relating

Name

of agency and tribe.

to

population, industries, and sources of subsistence of

RELIGIOUS, VITAL, AND CRIMINAL STATISTICS.
various Indian tribes, togeilier

apprentices.

Indian

of

Number

willi religious, vital,

and criminal

statistics

331

Continued.
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Table of statistics relating

Name of

agency and

tribe.

to

population, industries, and sources of subsistence of

RELIGIOUS, VITAL, AND CRIMINAL STATISTICS.
rarioun Indian tribes, together u-ith religious, vital,

and criminal

statistics

333

Continued.
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Table of statistics relating

Name

of agency and tribe.

io

population, industries, and sources of subsistence of

%

RELIGIOUS, VITAL, AND CRIMINAL STATISTICS.

carious Indian tribes, together icith religious, vital, and criminal statistics

335

Continued.
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Name of agency and tribe.

RELIGIOUS, VITAL, AND CRIMINAL STATISTICS.
various Indian tribes, together with religions, vital, and criminal statistics

ni

337

Continued.
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Table of statistics relating

Name

of agency and tribe.

to

population, industries, and sources of subsistence of

RELIGIOUS, VITAL, AND CRIMINAL STATISTICS.
various Indian tribes, together with religious, vital, and criminal statistics

apprentices.

Indian

of

339

Continued.

POPULATION, SOUKCES OF SUBSISTENCE,

340

Table of statistics rtlaiing

Name

of agency and tribe.

to

population, industries, and sources of nubsistence of

RELIGIOUS, VITAL, AND CRIMINAL STATISTICS.
rarious Indian tribes, together

tritlt

relif/ions, rital, anil

criminal statistics

Continued.

341

POPULATION, SOURCES OF SUBSISTENCE,

342

Table of statistics relating

1

Name

of agency and tribe.

to

population, industries, and sources of subsistence of

RELIGIOUS, VITAL, AND CRIMINAL STATISTICS.
various Indian

apprentices.

Indian

of

Number

tribes, together

with religious, vital, and criminal statistics

343

Continued.

344

POPULATION, SOURCES OF SUBSISTENCE,
Table of utat-Mlcs relating

Name

of agency and tribe.

to

population, industries, and sources of subsistence of

RELIGIOUS, VITAL, AND CRIMINAL STATISTICS.
Indian

apprentices.

Indian

of

tribes, together

with

rel'njioits, riial,

and criminal

statistics

345

Continued.

346

POPULATION, SOURCES OF SUBSISTENCE,
Table of statistics relating

to

population, industries, and sources of subsistence of

RELIGIOUS, VITAL, AND CRIMINAL STATISTICS.
variants

Indian

tribes, tot/ether

with religious,

vital,

and criminal

statistics

347

Continued.

348

STATISTICS OF STOCK OWNED, ACREAGE CULTIVATED,
Statistics

of stock owned, acreage cultivated,

CROPS, AND OTHER RESULTS OF INDIAN LABOR.
crops,

and other

results

Produce raised during year by Indians.

of liid'an labor.

349

850

STATISTICS OF STOCK OWNED, ACREAGE CULTIVATED,
Statistic*

of stock owned, acreage cultivated, crops,

CROPS,
and

AND OTHER RESULTS OF INDIAN LABOR.

other results of Indian laboi

Produce raised during year by Indians.

Continued.

351

STATISTICS OF STOCK OWNED, ACREAGE CULTIVATED.

352

Statixtics

Name

of agency

and

tribe.

of stock owned, acreage cultivated, crops,

CROPS,
and other

results

AND OTHER RESULTS OF INDIAN LABOR.

of Indian Idbot

Produce raised during year by Indians.

Continued.

Other results of Indian labor.

54 STATISTICS OF STOCK OWNED, ACREAGE CULTIVATED,
Statistics of stock

Name

of agency

and

tribe.

owned, acreage cultivated, crops.

CROPS,
and other

results

of Indian labor

Produce raised during year by Indians.

.

000 H4, 500 !l2, 000
00050, 000
000 10, 000

14,000 1,300 75,000110,000i
000 1, 500 110, 000| 40, 000
1,500 1,200100,000150,000'
12,000 1, 400 140, OOOj 80, 000
60 30,000
3,000
5,500
20,

t

j

'5, 600;

1,500;....

1,000

2,000

.'i,

1,

000

100

100

!

1,600: 8,000
450J

895

Stock owned bv Indians.

.*

20, OOO^SO,
d
28, OOOJ 22
15, 000

1,500

1,500

300).
200j.

800. 1,000

145 1,000

200,

618

640....
150 1,000....

200|

350J 1,480

If

17

250;
300;

108

10,

700

250
100

300.
200

242

185
123

183
100

653

150> 1,800

pounds maple sugar made.
ln Nebraska; consolidated with Pottawatomies July

000
000
000
1,000
450

15,

10,

457

700

$500

*500
h

355

Continued.

Other results of Indian labor.

2

55,

AND OTHER RESULTS OF INDIAN LABOR.

'

1,

1882.

Transient laborers.

22

356' STATISTICS OF STOCK OWNED, ACREAGE CULTIVATED,
Statistics

i

Name

of agency

and

tribe.

j

of stock owned, acreage cultivated, crops,

AND OTHER RESULTS OF INDIAN LABOR

CROPS,
and

other results of Indian labor

357

Continued.

Stock owned by Indians.

Other results of Indian labor.

.

,

'

I"

!

|

I

,

,:

!

26,000155,3482,515

()

410,0009,510

$1,225'

650

300

205

2,040

550;

441
25

574'...

19..
100..

1,023
85

35|

|

|

'

425

3,355

,

50,

400

000

!"
()

:

200

2,625

23, 924; 18, 247, 4,

053

100

- I
160

2,

000
|

100

500'

10,000!
6,

??

1806,000;
'

00012, 352

3,

j

38,

I

!

17'

7

25,
'

'

I

150

447

i

312

11

75

50

951

803

200

8

200,

9

82.353J
I

j

i

200

2,100

200

119

35,656

1,

800

12, 000; 2,

000

847

150

12

65

300

500j

:

!

40

1,300

30

2,030,
15.180J

1,625
1,765
8,980

150
40
350

caught;

20, 000

!

2,500

500

10,

;

300

20,000

10020,50012,000

!

100)

(

60 >90, 000

1,

300)

i

000

3,

000

4,

000 <

300
85
3,200

51o!
300'

1(1,900

i

32020,000,

500

10

pounds sugar refined; 100 bushels berries picked, and

300

i

60
140

,.-.

5,000

-i

,.-

>

S

42

pounds of snakeroot dug.

STATISTICS OF STOCK OWNED, ACREAGE CULTIVATED,

358

Statistics

Name

of agency

and

tribe.

of stock owned, acreage cultivated, crops,

CROP8,
and

AND OTHER RESULTS OF INDIAN LABOR.

other results of Indian labor

Produce raised during year by Indians.

Continued.

359

360

STATISTICS OF STOCK OWNED, ACREAGE CULTIVATED,
Statistics

of stock owned, acreage

citltirated,

wops.

CROPS,
and other

results

AND OTHER RESULTS OF INDIAN LABOR.

of Indian labor

Produce raised during year by Indians.

Continued.

361

STATISTICS OP STOCK OWNED, ACREAGE CULTIVATED,

362

Statistics

Name

of agency

and

tribe.

OREGON Continued.
WarmSpring Agency

Tenino,

Warm

Spring, and Wasco.

TEXAS.

Tonkawa

Special

Agency.

Lipan and Tonkawa.
UTAH.

Ouray Agency.
Kte

of stock oivned, acreage cultivated, crops,

CROPS,

AND OTHER RESULTS OF INDIAN LABOR.

and other results of Indian labor
Produce raised during year by Indians

Continued.

363

364

STATISTICS OF STOCK OWNED, ACREAGE CULTIVATED,
Statistics

of stock owned, acreage cHltiratcd,

cro}>x.

CROPS, AND OTHER RESULTS OF INDIAN LABOR.
and

other results of Indian labor

Produce raised during year by Indians.

u

Continued.

,

365

STATISTICS OF STOCK OWNED, ETC.

366

RECAPITULATION.
Number of acres in Indian reservations*
Number of acres tillable
Number of whites unlawfully on reserves
Number of acres occupied by white intruders
Number of acres cultivated by the government during the year
Number of acres cultivated by school children during the year
Number of acres cultivated by Indians during the year
Number of acres broken by government during the year
Number of acres broken by Indians during the year
Number of allotments made in severally to Indians
Number of rods of fencing made during the year
Produce raised during the year:
Bushels of wheat, by government,

10,584;

by Indians,

.

143, 525, 960

17,596,815
OBI
360
5, 595
1, 561
199, 982
1, 536
2,

24,

5,

896
229

85,

109

21,

493,933;

by school

chil-

849,421;

by school

chil-

507,009

dren, 2,942

Bushels of corn,

by government,
'

25,975;

by

Indians,

dren, 12,713

888,109

'-

Bushels of oats and barley, by government, 26,731; by Indians, 317,294; by school
349,555

..

children, 5,530

Bushels of vegetables, by government, 19,118; by Indians, 516,995; by school
dren, 17,200
Tons of hay cut,

chil553, 31 3
83, 668

.'

by government,

6,961

by Indians,

;

76,447

;

by school children,

260. ..

Stock owned:
Horses, by government, 656 by Indians, 184, 476 by schools, 99
Mules, by government, 192; by Indians, 4,188
Cattle, by government, 6,322; by Indians, 94,932: by schools, 882
Swine, by government, 444, by Indians, 39,220; by schools, 380
Sheep, by Indians, 1,268,283
Other results of Indian labor:
.

.

Cords of woodcut
Feet of lumber sawed
Value of robes and furs sold

Pounds of butter made
Tons of maple sugar made
Pounds of sugar reflned

1

Number of shingles cut
Bushels of rye raised

Pounds of snakeroot dug
Value of hides sold
Five civilized tribes in the Indian Territory :
Number of acres under cultivation
Number of bushels of wheat raised
Number of bushels of corn raised
Number of bushels of oats and barley raised
Number of bushels of vegetables raised
Number of pounds of cotton raised
Number of tons of hay cut.
Number of horses owned
Number of mules owned
Number of cattle owned

Number of swine owned
Number of sheep owned
Number of whites unlawfully on
*

in

Dakota

1,

4,380
102,136
39,664
2C8, 283

79,345
4, 743, 111
$236,880.50
35,508
185J
20,000
30,000
3. 650
5, 000
$20, 733. 25

1.

6,

370,
180,
125,
119,
126,
050,
82,
50,
5,

455,
385,
36,

reserves

This includes areas of Indian lands without agency, viz

Ponca Reserve,

185, 231

;

;

000
000
000
500
950
000
500
500
460
COO
500
450

2,475
:

96, 000
35, 721

-

Black Bob, Shawnee, and Miami Reserves, in Kansas
Mille Lac Reserve, in Minnesota"
Columbia Reserve, in Washington Territory
Suppai Reservation, in Arizona
KJamath River Reservation, in California*
Otoe Reserve in Nebraska
Malheur Reserve in Oregon
Total

2,

61, 010
992, 244
38, 400
25, 600
44, 093

414, 720

3,707,788

The

Mille Lac Chippewas are under the "White Earth Agency.

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF INDIAN COMMISSIONERS, WITH THEIR
POST-OFFICE ADDRESS.
Clinton B. Fisk, chairman, 3 Broad street, New York
City.
E. Whittlesey, secretary, New York avenue, corner Fifteenth street.
Washington
D. C.
Jucld, 751

Orange

Broadway,

New York

City.

W. H. Lyon,

483 Broadway, New York City.
Albert K. Smiley, New Paltz, N. Y.

George Stoneman, San Gabriel, Cal.
William McMichael, Philadelphia, Pa.
John K. Boies, Hudson, Mich.
William T. Johnson, Chicago, 111.

.

LIST OF INDIAN AGENCIES

FORMERLY ASSIGNED TO THE SEVERAL
RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS.

FRIENDS.
White,

Mount

Santee, in Nebraska, Otoe and Pawnee, in the Indian Territory.
Holly, N. J.

Barclay

FRIENDS. Cheyenne and Arapaho, KioAva, Conianche and Wichita, Osage, and Sac
and Fox, in the Indian Territory. James E. Rhoades, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.
METHODIST. Hoopa Valley, Bound Valley, and Tnle River, in California; Yakama,
Neah Bay and Quinaielt, in Washington Territory; Klamath and Siletz, in Oregon:
Bhickfeet, Crow, and Fort Peck, in Montana Fort Hall and Lemhi, in Idaho and
Rev. Dr. J. M. Reid, secretary Missionary Society Methodist
Mackinac, in Michigan.
;

Episcopal Church,

fc05

Broadway, Neiv York

;

City.

CATHOLIC.

Tulalip and Colville, in Washington Territory; Grande Ronde and
Umatilla, in Oregon; Flathead, in Montana; and Standing Rock and Devil's Lake, in
Dakota. Charles Etcing, Catholic Commissioner, Washington, D. C.
BAPTIST. Union (Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws, and Seminoles), in the
Indian Territory, and Nevada, in Nevada. Rev. Dr. H. L. Morehouse, secretary American Baptist

Home

Missionary Society, No. 28 Astor House

Offices, Neiv York City.
Navajo, Mescalero Apache, and Pueblo, in New Mexico; Nez
and Uintah Valley, in Utah. Sev. Dr. J. C. Lowrie, secretary Board
Perec's, in Idaho
of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church, 23 Centre street, New York City.
CONGREGATIONAL. Green Bay and La Poiute, in Wisconsin; Sisseton and Fort

PRESBYTERIAN.
:

Dakota; and S'Kokomish, in Washington Territory. Rev. Dr. M. E.
American Missionary Association, 56 Reade street, New York City.
PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL. White Earth, in Minnesota; Crow Creek, Lower Brule",
Cheyenne River, Yaukton. Rosebud, a,nd Pine Ridge, in Dakota; Ponca, in Indian
Territory and Shoshoue, in Wyoming. Rev. A. T. Twing, secretary Board of Missions
in'

Berthold,

xtriebt/, secretary

;

of the Protestant Episcopal Church, 22 Bible House, New York City.
UNITARIAN. Ouray Agency, in Utah. Rev. G. Reynolds, secretary American Unitarian Association, 7 Tremont Place, Boston.

UNITED PRESBYTERIAN.

Warm

Springs, in Oregon. Rev. John G. Brown, D. D.,
United Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Southern Ute, in Colorado, and Mission, in California.
Rn\ J. G. Butler. Washington, D. C.
3b7

Home Mission Board
EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN.

secretary

i
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POST-OFFICE AND TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS OF AGENTS.
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CONTRACT TABLES.
1

371

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED.

372

New York

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

BACOX.

City,

under

Figures in large type denote the

("Short, clear sides," winter cured, sound,

roints of delivery.

P

-r.

~-

si

i

Aaenciea.

Pounds.

1

Colorado Kiver

1,

!

Pima

Pounds.

Ctg.

Cts.

20

1,560

560|

Cts.

\

Cts.

Cts.

Cts.

Cts.

Cts

\

!

3,350i

I

2,500,

6,150
2,000
2,5OO

221,067

239,000

6,080
2,000

Mescalero

Navajo

>

20
18

19

MUIS^M

I!....

Cities.

Chicago...

'

13J
I8i
13

I

;

221,068

]3J

Sioux City

144

2,000i
632,000;

j

SaintLoiiis

617,000

J.3#

800,000
j

BARLEY.
Colorado River Agency,

5,

San Carlos Ag'cy, Ariz.
Pima Agency, Ariz ....

5,000 -fl 50

000

66,OOO 3 75 $4 11
10,OOO 375325

6, 000
10,000
I

i

i

BEEF.
Carlisle,

Pa

6O,OOO

100,000

$* 45

Agencies.

Colorado River, Ariz.
San Carlos, Ariz

..'

Cheyenne River, Dak..
Creek, Dak
Devil's Lake, Dak

Crow

Fort Berthold.

!

Dak

100,

....

Brul6, Dak
Pine Ridge, Dak

Lower

i

000

1

00,OOO

000, 000

3,000, OOO

2,300,000,
1,750,000,
25,000;

2,300,000
1,750,000

3,

250,000
1,200,000

e$4 874 /$4 36
e4 87| a4 55

,

25,OOO,

1

6,500,000

6,500,000

40,000
2,000,000

40,000

Dak

..

1
\

!

8740415
4674 399

<?4

6,500,0006,500,000

Dak

Sisseton,

50

510

225, OOO
1,200,000

Rosebud, Dak
Standing Rook.

sj>5

4 67 A 74

:

09

\

437

4 87
I
I

!

Yaukton, Dak...
Santee,

!....

Nebr

a

One

6

Two

2,000,000
OO,000
374,800

900,000
250,000

4 87J
4 87J

455
4 25

deliveries.

/Two deliveries

between July

1

.

and October

1.".

15.

deliveries between July 1 and October 1.
deliveries between July 1 and October 25.
h
Tliivr deliveries between July 1 and September
i'

!

delivery.
1

Two
Two

i

i

One delivery on or about October
d One delivery between July 1 and October 1.
e One delivery between August 1 and October
c

<jr

i

1,

and fourth delivery December

15.

FOR BACON, BARLEY, AND BEEF FOR INDIAN SERVICE. 373
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for furnishing
niippliex for the Indian service.
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]

sweet, merchantable, and put

5
3$

h
E

H

H

up

in gunnies.)

374

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

BEEF

Points of delivery.

Continued.

New York

City, undtr

Figures in large type denote the

FOR BEEF AND MESS BEEF FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for furnishing swjjp/je*,
rates at

which contracts have been awarded.]

BEEF

_o

K
u
*"3

Continued.

<fr.

Continued,

375

376

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded
[NOTE.

Figures

in large

BEANS.

Points of delivery.

in

Neiv York City, wider

type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

;

(Good merchantable quality, sound

FOR BEANS AND COFFEE FOR THE INDIAN SERVICE.
a<lctrti8em.ent

of April 25. 1882, for furnishiny supplies,

.^c.

b

awards were made on comparison of samples which
accompanied
and

clean,

Spiegelberg.

L.

and put up

in

double bags.)

bids.]

Continued.

377

378

PEOPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

CORX.

Points of delivery.

(Full,

New York

City,

under

Figures in large type denote the

whole grain, weighing not

less

than

FOR CORN AND CORN MEAL FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for furnishing supplies, $c.
rates at
06

which contracts have been awarded.]

pounds

uonin?{>>K

--J

(<

to the bushel, delivered in gunnies.

Continued.

379

380

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals revel red and <-ontraclx awarded in
B.

Figures

in large

Xew York

City,

under

type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

FEED.

;

FOR FEED AND FLOUR FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
adrertisement of April 25, 1882, for
furnixlriny supplies,

<fe.

awards were made on comparison of samples which
accompanied

FEED.

|

1

5

Continued.

bids.]

381

382

PROPOSALS EECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

New Fort

City,

under

Figures in large type denote rates at which contracts have l>een awarded

FLOUR

Points of delivery.

Continued.

;

FOR FLOUR FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for furnishing
supplies, fc.

awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied

FLOUR

Havens.

B.

A.

Continued.

Continued,

bids.]

383

384

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED FOR
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in Neu- York City, under
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rates at wbicb contracts have been awarded

HARD BREAD.

;

(Best quality used by Army,

Points of delivery.

9
Pounds.

Pounds.

\
'

Cheyenne

376,500

Denver

376,500

$5 90
6 50
:

450
10
5 70

'5

Kansas City

36,000
300,000
340,500
376,500

Minneapolis
Sioux City
Santa Fe
Snint Louis

4 32J

;

|

6 60
7 20

325,000

376,500

Pima Agency

$4 13i

!

20.000
.j

HOMINY.

(Good, merchantable quality

Agencies.

Colorado River
Mescalcro...
Nava. jo (school)

!

950
2,200
850

2,vJOO
;

850

Cities.
<

Bismarck
Brown's Valley
Chicago
Detroit

:

Kansas City
Larimore

..'

New York
Saint Louis

!

Sioux City
Saint Pa*l

!

9,000
1,250
40,120
100
75,000
1, 000
1, 800
40,000
40, 120
27,900
40,000

$0 3 T
i

;

29,100

1,800

i

LARD. ("Prime steam"
Bismarck...
Brainerd
Brown's Valley
Chicago
Detroit

Larimore
Sioux City
SaintLouis

6,900

;

$0 15J

10

200
16,000
16, 210
150
600
7,650
16,210

10,200
15

in tin

HARD BREAD, HOMINY, AND LARD FOR INDIAN SERVICE. 385
udcertisement of April 25, 1882, for
furnishing supplies, fc.

awards were made on comparison of samples which
accompanied

Continued,

bids.]

furnished in strong boxes ready for shipment.)

-SB

MO
oo

$4 37J

$3

.

.

4 50

sound and

clean,

$18 00

..

in

double bags.)

put up

I

!

$0 10
.1

&0 8J
9

i

.

$004
3;

4

2i

"
3j"

cans of five and ten pounds each.)

""i?"
17

m
i-T
IT

5153

25

386

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded
[NOTE.

New York

in

City, tinder

Figures in large typo denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

OATS.

;

(Bright and clean, well sacked,

Points of delivery.

W
Agencies.
',

Southern TTte
Cheyenne River

j

I

Crow Creek
uapaw
lackfeet

Crow
I

Flathfad
Fort Belkuap
Mescalero
Pueblo
On ray

|

. .
|

;

Pounds.

Pounds.

20,000

20,000
80,000
64,000
25,000
20,000
20,000
10,000
25,000
20,000
10,000
5,000
4,380
20,000

'

$2 60

i

80,000
;

256

:

25,000

I

...$1 76

i
i
j

IO.OOO

i

25,OOO
-.'<. OOO
JO, 000

,

'.

.1,000

4,38O
20,000

i

Ottiet.

Rosebud Landing

i

minus of F. E. and M. V. Railroad,
Chamberlain
Tt-i

\

|

Long Pine
Bayfield

Brown's Valley
Fort Niobrara

Seneca, Mo
Sioux City

j

I

I

240

60,000
000
000

;

48,
60,

60,000

i

i

$240

236
229

165,000'
50,000
8,000
30,000
50. COO
20, 000
165,000
105,000

2

i:
'

8,000 $2 75
35,OOO 275
:

i

I

20,000

,

i

2 10

OAT
_

.

Chicago
.Detroit

4,600

5,800
600
5, 800

,

Saint Louis

$005

PORK.
.

Bayneld
Bismarck
Brainerd
Chicago

I

Detroit
|

_.

.,

Duluth
,

Lanmore
SiouxCity
Saint Louis

,

Barrels.
110
70
18
1,168
1,170
50
80
70
260
258
250
1, 650

Barrels.

"I"!

.

i

I

990

$2450

24 00

!

!

21 50

2450
]

.''
:

258
I

;

24 00

2350
23 99

21 75
22 00

FOR OATS, OAT MEAL, AND PORK FOR INDIAN SERVICE. 387
adv rtisementof April

25, 1882,

for furnishing supplies, fc.

awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied
and to weigh not leas than 32 pounds to the bushel.)

Kountz.

J.
"W.

Continued,

bids.]

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

388

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in

New York

under

Citi/,

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

[NOTE.

RICE.

(Good

;

(iiiality,

Points of delivery.

1

Bismarck...
Brainerd
Chicago

I

I

Detroit

Larimore

New York

|

;

Pounds.

Pounds.

14,200
50
49,160
500
1, 000
233, 000

$0 8J

i

j

$0 9J
8
9&
10"

'

49,OOO $0 5J

i

Bj
75

49,160

i

;

50,000

|

1

21, 800
49,160
49,160

SiouxCity
Saint Paul
SaintLouis

i

!

;

Bayfleld

Bismarck
Brainerd
j

Brown's Valley
Chamberlain

!

Caldwell
Caldwell or Arkansas City

Casa Grande
Chicago
Detroit

Duluth
,

j

Fort Pierre
Fort Niobrara

8

i

.
.|

Long Pine
Muskogee
Netawaka
New York
Park City
Rosebud Landing

$3,50O

570
6,000
3,520
12,000
21,000
300
1, 200
108, 200
53,570
44, 070
47, 000
60, 000
30, 000
273, 470
53,

;

i
:

|

i

i

!

|

I

Saint Mary's
Saint Louis

!

I

Santee Landing

i

Mo

I

Wilcox, Ariz

i

WhiteCloud

!

;

$2 50

!

300

3 5O
3 50

44.070

1,100
4,480
4,530
840

1

..

25

4,830

3 5O

84O

175

1, 400
1,400
000
4, 420
i, 000
273,470
6,500
25,000
65,' 000
40, 000
78, 700
4,200
108,200
130,200
i, 000
273, 470
4, 600
3,880
30,000
990

4 00

4, 42O

1,000

78,700

I

.1 8
,

1 ,000
'

3,88O
30,120
990

i

i

Agencies.

Cheyenne River

Crow Creek
Lower Brul6

2 4O

'

3,520
12,000

25,

SiouxCity

Seneca,

(Good quality.

35, 300
65, 000

Jamestown
Larimore

8J

I

SALT.
Arkansas City

8,

!

:

15,400
7,300
2,600

.15.100

7,3OO
2,600

I

|

FOR RICE AND SALT FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisrnetit of April'25, 18H2,
for furnishing supplies, fo. -Continued,

awards were made on comparison of samples which
accompanied
delivered in double bags.)

?

3
<

'<

C

ir-

bids.]

389

390

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rates at

SALT

Points of delivery.

Continued.

New York

City,

under

which contracts have been awarded

;

FOR SALT, SUGAR, AND TEA FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
adcertisement of April 25, 1882, for
furnishing supplies, ^c.

awards were made on comparison of samples which
accompanied

SALT

M
1
,0

M
'Si

03
Hi

Continued.

bids.]

Continued,

391

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

392

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
Figures in large type denote the rates at

[NOTE.

New York

TOBACCO. (Navy plug,

-

1

*

under

light color, uniform

ri

I

Points of delivery.

I
jg

+?

02

"a

.

5-.

5

Pounds.

Pounds.

475
9,600
300
50,000
51, 775

Bayfleld

Bismarck
Brainerd
Chicago
Chicago or Saint Louis

y-w-

City,

which contracts have been awarded;

o

s

$051

!

]

51
47

,

|

i

|

'inn

500
500
1,000
51,775

Detroit

Duluth
Larimore

,
;
'

New York

51
51
51

!

<

48,000

$0 34J
38
42
47

65,000

Saint Paul
Saint Louis
Sioux City

50,000
50,000
40,650

i

',

48
47

i

I

,

|

SMOKING
Chicago

T

2s

2,

i

815
(

j

ewYork

$027

2,815

34
35
36

2,815

j

1

.1

45
38

San Carlos Agency, Ariz

2,

"WHEAT.

(No.

1,

i

|

815

spring or winter, sound, sweet, and clean,

.

Agencies.

Yaukton, Dak
Santee.Nebr

150,000
100,000
18,000
100,000

Uintah.Ftah

1,000

Flathead,

.

Mont

.

(

IOO,OOO
18,000
100,OOO

'

i

.'
j

:

6,000
(

I

i

|

[

FOR TOBACCO AND WHEAT FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
ml'-t-riiKi'ini'i/t

of Aj-il 25,1882, fot furnishing supplies,

ftc.

awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied
leaf,

sweetened only enough for preservation. )

1

.9

d
<

S
6

Continued.

bids.]

393

394

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[JfOTE.

from

New York

City,

udtr

Figures in large type deiiolu

tin--

FOR TRANSPORTATION FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for furnishing
transportation for Indian service.
rates at

.'

which contracts have been awarded.]

395

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

396

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in

York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore.

To

H
Netawaka, Kans

a$l

55$ 59
I

61 75

Saint Mary's,

Kaus

at

White Cloud, Kans
Brainerd,
Detroit,

60

164

61 80
al 50
61 70

159
:

Minn

65;

a$l

25

e&l 95

bl
al

45
35

ac$l

\

Minn

al 75
62

Duluth, Minn
Vermillion Lake,
K an s;i s City, Mo
Seneca,

61 55

05;

125

:

I

OO

al

61 75

Minn
al

Mo

i

'20
61 40
61 75

al
Blackfeet Agency, Mout
Orow Agency, Mont
Mathead Agency, Mont ....i
Port Belknap A gency, Mout
I

Port Peck Agency, Mont
Huntlev. Mont

;

('.

d6 25,

1

'

1 89;

55
i

I

!

j

''

\

;

!

c6
c4
c9
c5

25

|

c2
i

95
60
70

i
j

[

....

40c$1

99

/I 99

'
!

6J3

OO

1

gl-2

Red Rock

Station,

Creightou.

Nebr

Mont

55

City, under

Figures hi large type denote the

[NOTE.

New

.From

New York

FOR TRANSPORTATION FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for
furnishing transportation,
rates at

which contracts have been awarded. ]

Xew York, Philadelphia,
and Baltimore.

o

1
05

Chicago.

j-c.

Continued.

397

398

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

IVom.

City,

under

Figures in largo type denote the

Saint Louis.

To

New York

FOR TRANSPORTATION FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for furnishing
transportation, ^c.
rates at

which contracts have been awarded.]
Saint Louis.

-c

a

"?>

w
->j

o$S 48
a9 23

Kansas City.

Continued,

399

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

400

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

Figures

New York

City.

To-

Mescalero Agency, N". Mex
Navajo Agency, N. Mex
Pueblo Agency, N. Mex
Lewiston, Idaho
Pendleton, Oreg
The Dalles, Oreg
Sheridan, Oreg
Toledo, Oreg
TJmatilla Landing, Oreg
Ouray Agency, Utah
Park City, Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah
Gray's Harbor, Wash. T
New Taeoma, Wash. T
Olvinpia, Wash. T
Port Townsend, Wash. T
Seattle, Wash. T
Spokane Falls, Wash. T
.

Bayfield,

7 60

a637
$10 75

$5 20

.

.

.

.

Wis
Wis

Cliiitonville,

Wyo
Wyo

Green River,
Rawlins,

Bismarck,
'

(

Dak
Dak

hainberlain,

Cheyenne River Agency, DakCrow Creek Agency, Dak
Flandreau A gency, Dak
Fort Berthold Agency, Dak
Fort Pierre, Dak

..

Running Water, Dak
Jamestown, Dak

Larimore, Dak
Lower Brnle Agency, Dak...
Rosebud Landing, Dak
Sisseton Station,

Dak

Standing Rock Agency, Dak.
Yanktou, Dak
Yankton Agency, Dak
Sioux City, Minii

Minn
Minn
Minn
Duluth,
Braiueid,
Detroit,

.

:

"Vermillion Lake,
Kansas City, Mo

Minn

Ulackfeet Agency, Mont
C row A gency, Mont
Flathrail Agency, Mont

.

.

...

Fort Belknap Agency, Mont
Fort Peck Agency, Mont
Huntley, Mont
:

Crcighton,

Dakota

Long

Mont

City, Mont.
Pine, Nelir ...

. .

.

.

.

under

Kansas

Saint Louis.

From

City,

in large type denote the-

FOR TRANSPORTATION FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of Jpril 25, 18&2, for
furnishing transportation,
rates at

Kans

tit

fi

00

$673
72.1

a6 00

which contracts have been awarded.]

cpo.

-Continued.

401

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

402

New York

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in

under

Figures hi large type deuote the

[NOTE.

San Francisco,

From

City,

Omaha.

Cal.

Wilcox.

To

Casa Grande, Ariz
Colorado River Agency, Ariz
Moquis Pueblo Agency, Ariz
San Carlos Agency, Ariz
Wilcox, Ariz

a$7 25 a$8 74
a7 25 a9 50

$7 50

'- - -

7 50

:

7 50

a7 00

7501

7 5O
3 50

Colton.Cal
Hoopa Valley Agency, Cal
Redding, Cal....Round Valley Agency, Cal
Tulare, Cal
Bismarck, Dak
Chamberlain, Dak

7 25
a6 75

i

[

4 2O

I

-

$6 65

a 1O
3 OO

I

..i

2 00

7 15

i

:

690

;

Cheyenne River Agency, Dak
Crow Creek Agency, Dak
Fort Berthold Agency, Dak
Fort Pierre, Dak
Jamestown, Dak
Larimore, Dak
Lower Brule Agency, Dak
Rosebud Landing, Dak
Running Water, Dak
Sisseton Station, Dak
Standing Rock Agency, Dak
Yankton Agency, Dak
Yankton, Dak

655

1

6

1

43

L

b

i

I

r..

l%\

6175;

;

I

:

i

'

I

*0

|

i

4 5O

Lewiston, Idaho
Ross Fork, Idaho
Sioux City, Iowa

i

5 09

--

.

Minn
Duluth, Minn
Detroit, Minn
Fort Peck Agency, Mont
Huntley, Mont
Red Rock Station, Mont
Creighton, Nebr
Brainerd.

695

&0

,
:

i

!

5'

!

'

;

6A1

6 00

85

|

(730.
30:

,

j

Dakota City. Nebr
Long Pine, Nebr
!

:

j

500

Sheridan, Oreg

Oreg

!

Toledo, Oreg

Umatilla Landing, Oreg

.

4 65
i

4 8O
1 OO!

T

Wash. Ter
Spokane Falls, Wash. T
Green River, Wyo
Seattle,

,

1
1

OO
00

1

00!

All

rail.

c

4 65

.

:

i

5 25
I

6

i

,

i

Wyo

a Southern route.

!

;

i

T
T

Olymuia, Wash. T
Port Townsend, Wash

Rawlins,

i

3 2O!
3 2O;
4 40,

:

Gray's Harbor, Wash.

Tacoma, Wash.

7 00

4 OO
6 30
450;
4 OOi

Klainath Agency, Oreg
Pendleton, Oreg

New

300
773

!

Elko,Nev
Wadsworth, Nev

I'avk City, Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah

;

I

Nebr

Dalles,

i0 30

630

Mescalero Agency, N.Mex

The

---

|

Oiuaha, Nebr
Santee Agency, Nebr
Sidney,

615

i

i

4 65
3 78

i

'

River transportation.
d Philadelphia.
h Rate of shipment before January

e
1,

Baltimore.
1883.

FOR TRANSPORTATION FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
euh-ertisement of April 25, 1882, for furnishing
transportation,
rates at

which contracts have been awarded.]

>_-<

t)
r,

1
(6)

t.

Coinings.

Zeokeudoi

L.

1).

K.

cj-c.

Continued,

403

404

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

Abstract of proposals receircd and contracts awarded iti New York City, under adrerli*?menl of April 25, 1882, for furnlxhiHy transportation, <fc. Continued.
[NOTE.

Figures

in large

typo denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

From

liismarck.

C
Reddin

J

Park

To

W
._/

$0 50

heyenne River
Agency, Dak.

Crow Creek

35

Agency, Dak.

Fort

B'erthold

Agency, Dak.

noO

alOO

,

Lower Brule

640

Agency, Dak.
Rosebud Land-

50

(!$*>

xS034

40.

660

d60
660J

6O

a

ing. Dak.
Standing Rock

cy,

d70
d39

to

39J

Agency, Dak.

Tankton

50

MO

O

65..

Ageii-

Dak.

475

Blackfeet Agen-

Mont.
Agency,
Mont.
Flathead Agency, Mont.
Fort Belknap
Agency. Mont.
Fort Peck Agency, Mont.
Santee Agency,
Nebr.
Mescalero Agency,

Crow

cy, N.
Klntiiiitli

Mex.
Agen-

cy, Oreg.

Ouray Agency,
Utah.
Points on Missouri River.

3 55
a9 5O

450
al 50

90...

$1 45

FOR BLANKETS FOR INDIAN SERVICE.

405

Abslract of proposal* received and contracts awarded in New York City, under advertisement
of April 2f>, 1882, for famishing goods for the Indian service.
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rate at which contracts have been awarded
made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

Class

HI.AXKKTS

1.

ALL WOOL MACKIXAC.

;

awards were

406

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded
Figures in large type denote the rates at

[NOTE.

Class

2.
9.

5OODS.

Cloth, saved list, hlue
Cloth, saved list, scarlet
Flannel, blue twilled

Flannel, red twilled

Hoso, children's, woolen

Hose, women's, woolen

in

Xen- York City, under

which contracts have been awarded

;

FOR WOOLEN GOODS FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
of April 25, 18S2, for goods for the Indian service

Continued.

awards wore made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.}

407

408

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

Class

2.

WOOLEN GOODS
tinued.

Con-

Figures

in large

Xew York

City,

under

type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

FOR WOOLEN GOODS FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for goods for the Indian service

Continued,

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]

409

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

410

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

Class

2.

WOOLEN GOODS
tinued.

Con-

New York

City,

under

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

;

FOR WOOLEN AND COTTON GOODS FOR INDIAN SERVICE. 411
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for
yoodsfor the Indian service

Continued.

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]
,d

412

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded
[NOTE.

Class

COTTON

fjoorifi

in

Xtw York

Oily,

under

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

3.

Continued.

;

FOR COTTON GOODS FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for t/oods for the Indian service

Continued.

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]

a o

B
H

I

-s|l

1

413

PEOPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

414

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded
[NOTE.

in

Xew York

which contracts have been awarded
Figures in large type denote the rates at

.S3

&
*

a
Class

;

9

i

COTTON GOODS

under

City,

3.

Continued.

'.H

Points of delivery.

C7s.

yds

Kentucky jeans*

28,

875

Hi-;,

30,43O

Cte.

CT.

174
17 |
18!

16*
16J
17

19

Packing,

y ds

18J
5

Packing, yarn (cotton waste)
Sheeting, | bleached, standard. .yds
.

yds-j

yds.

Shirting, hickory

yds

"Warp, cotton, loom, blue
"Warp, cotton, loom, white
"Wicking, candle

W inseys

j

yds

.

6,S50

5,

800|

9,

590

5,000
5,240

50
100
135

150
100
145

000

3,550

do.
.

7m
225,025!

Ibs.

do

140
25,110

197,255

!

Shirting, calico

184
244

215

115
24, 250

Ibs.

Sheeting, J brown, heavy

19
19J

3,

P

Additional for Carlisle School.

Handkerch'fs, large, white, linen .doz

Sheeting,

f

brown, heavy

yds

100

45
65

'cts.'Cttt.'

ItMJy 15
16
17t%|

1,053

i

.

Ibs.

hemp

18

&

19tb u
22*
24

Mosquito bar

Cts.
17.
;

$1 25

!

!

1

20
25

15|!

I

16
|

;

16i
17j2
:

!

21J

FOR COTTON GOODS FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for goods for the Indian service

Continued.

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]

'415

416

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

New York

City, tinder

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

Class 4.
CLOTHING.

;

FOR CLOTHING FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April. 25, 1882, for
goods for the Indian service.

Continued,

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]

4

417

418

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts aivarded in

New York

City,

under

Figures in large type denote the rate at which contracts have been awarded;

[NOTE.

Class

CLOTHING

4.

Con tinned.

FOR CLOTHING FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
tidcertisemcnt of April 25, 1882, for goods for the Indian service

Continued,

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each hid was accompanied.]

Wise.

Edward

419

420

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded
[XOTE.

in

New Tori

City,

under

awarded
Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been

;

Class 4.
Continued.

CLOTHING

Points of delivery.

N.T.

N.T.

Pants, men's,

brown duck, lined

$1 67

Of)
,

1

74

3,570

770

Pants, men's, brown duck, unified.

06

1.000

Pants, men's, blue, for police uniforms
Pants, men's, sky-blue kersey, for police uniforms, privates

.

.

and

vest),

brown duck,

lined, boys'

93

IO7

861

954
j

Suits (coat, pants, and vest), boys', satinet or Kentucky jeans.

"SnitB (coat, pants,

i

jr.

00

(il

ri

,

78

i

FOR CLOTHING FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, -for (foods for the Indian service

421

Continued,

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.

|

422

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and conlracts awarded in
[NOTE.

City,

under

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;

Class 4.
Continued.

CLOTHING

Few York

FOR CLOTHING FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for goods for the Indian service

Continued,

wards were made on comparison of samples with which, each bid was accompanied.]

423

424

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in

New York

City,

under

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

[NOTE

;

Class 4.
CI-OTHING Continued.

Points of delivery.

N. Y.

N. Y.

c-

Vests, men's,

brown

cluck, lined.

$0 66
79

2,955

i

$0 83
1 04
1 05
1 20
1 25

a, 955

Vests, men's,

brown duck, unlined.

Pants, men's, blue, Mackinac

500

48

|.

512
214

.

j

i

3

15

1 51

Shirts, men's, blue,

2 20
1 15
2 20

Mackinac.

Class

Boots, boys', sizes

4, 5,

5.

BOOTS AND SHOES.

and 6

pairs.

Boots, men's, If os. 6 to 9

pairs..;

3,090

Boots, men's, rubber, Nos. 6 to 9.
Shoes, boys', Nos. 1 to 6

.pairs..
..do....!

127
5,117

Shoes, children's, Nos. 11 to 13

.pairs..!

2,715

.pairs.

7,

Shoes, men's, Nos. 6 to 9

Shoes, misses', Nos. 13 to 2

.

....pairs..

118

48

.

728

4,499

!

3,181

139
5,647

i

i

2,950

7,OOO

4,853

!

51

55

62J
70
82

;

I

FOR BOOTS AND SHOES FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for t/oodsfor the Indian service

Continued,

.awards were' made on comparison of samples with which each hid was accompanied.]

w

425

426

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

New York

City,

under

figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;

Glass

5.

BOOTS AND BHOKS Continued.

FOR HATS AND CAPS FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 2Z, 1882, for goods for the Indian service

Continued,

wards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

427

428

PROPOSALS EECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts aivarded in Nctv York City, under
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rate at which contracts have been awarded;

Class 7.
NOTIONS.

FOR NOTIONS FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
adverti8t,n*nt of April 25, 1882,

for goods for

the

Indian

service

Continued,

wards were made on comparison of samples with which each hid
was accompanied,]

'?

1
s
*

I

1

1
*

5

5

429

430

PROPOSALS KECEJVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rates at

Class 7.
Continued.

NOTIONS

\

New York

City,

under

which contracts have been awarded

;

FOR NOTIONS FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for goods
for the Indian service

Continued,

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]

431

432

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received a >t
[NOTE.

<

I

contract*

awarded

in

\cn- York City, under

awarded
Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been

Class 8.
GROCERIES.

1
1

;

FOR GROCERIES FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1832, for
goods for the Indian sen-fee

Continued,

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid
was accompanied.]

433

PEOPOSALS EECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWAEDED

434

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in Nciv York City, under
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote rates at which contracts have been awarded

CLASS 9.
CROCKERY AND LAMPS.

o-

Dozens.

Bowls, pint, ironstone
Bowls, quart, ironstone
Casters, dinner

. .

120

Crocks, 1 gallon
Crocks, 2 gallon
Crocks, 3 gallon

Cups send
Cups and

saucers, coffee
saucers, tea

Lamp-shades, paper
Lamps, glass, with bracket

Lamps, glass, burner, and chimney

Lamps,

students', No. 1

with burners
Lamps,
Lamp-chimneys, burner No.
Lamp-chimneys, burner No. 1
Lamp-chimneys, burner No. 2
Lamp-chimneys, sun-hinge, No.
Lamp-chimneys, sun-hinge, No. 1
Lamp-chimneys, sun-hinge, No. 2
tin,

Lamp-chimneys for student lamp
Lamp- wicks, No.
Lamp-wicks, No.

Lamp-wicks,

1

students', No. 1

Lanterns, tin globe
Pitchers, pint, ironstone
Pitchers, quart, ironstone
Pitchers, water, ironstone
Plates, dinner, ironstone
Plates, pie, ironstone
Plates, sauce, ironstone
Plates, tea, ironstone
Reflectors,

lamp

Salt- sprinklers

Tumblers

270J
88J

4
15i
12
50
17
39
117
69
2
21
25
54
124
283
120

58&
23i
246
46J
73
34J

f

108

"Washbowls and pitchers
Additional for Carlisle school.

Bowls, gallon, ironstone
Pitchers, molasses
Platters, meat, 13 by 20 inches

...

27 T5

;

FOR CROCKERY AND LAMPS FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for goods for the Indian

semes

Continued,

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each hid was
accompanied.]

435

436

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED FOR
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
.'

Class

jPigures in large type denote rates at

10.

FURNITURE AND WOODEN WAKE.

New York

City,

under

which contracts have been awarded

;

FURNITURE AND WOODEN WARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE. 437
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for goods for

tJie

Indian

service, ^-c.

awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied each

Barnum.

T.
E.

bid.]

Continued,

438

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED FOR
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

Class

Figures in large type denote the rates at

10.

FURNITURE AND WOODEN-WARE

Continued.

New

TorJc City, under

which contracts have been awarded

;

HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC., FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for goods
for

th e

Indian

service

Continued,

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]

439

440

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED FOR

Abstract of proposals received and contracts aivarded in Xcio York City, under advertisement of April 25, 1882, for goods for the Indian service Continued.
[NOTE Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded awards were
made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]
;

Class 11.
SADDLES,
LEATHEK,
&C. Continued.

HARNESS,

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES FOR INDIAN SERVICE.

44J

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in New York
City, under advertisement of April 25, 1882, for goods for the Indian service Continued.
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rates at which the contracts were awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

Class

11.

HARNESS, SADDLES, LEATHER, &c.
Continued.

442

PROPOSALS EECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

New York

City,

under

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

;

FOR BRASS, WIRE,

ETC.,

FOR INDIAN SERVICE.

advertisement of April 25, 1882,/or goods for the Indian service

Continued.

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each hid was
accompanied.]

443

444

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rates at

New York

City,

under

which contracts have been awarded

FOR AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for goods for the Indian service

Continued.

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]
d

445

446

PKOPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstracts of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

New York

City,

under

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts hare been awarded

Class

14.

AGKICULTUKAL IMPLEMENTS

Continued.

;

FOR AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS FOR INDIAN SERVICE. 447
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for goods
for the Indian sennce

Continued,

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]

448

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in New York City, under advertisement
Continued.
of April 25, 1882, for goods for the Indian service

TNOTE

have been awarded awards were made
Figures in large type denote rates at -which contracts
ou comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]
;

Class

15.

WAGONS AND WAGON FIXTURES.

FOR WAGOX FIXTURES FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
Abstract of proposals weired ami cmitraets awarded in Xeir York City, under ndrertiscmcnt
<>f April 25, 188J, for goods for the Indian strrice
Continued.

NOTE.

Figures

Class

type denote rates at which contracts have l>een awarded awards were made
on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

iu large

;

15.

WAKOXS AND WACO.V

FIX-

ruKKS Continued.

Bolsters,

oak, wagon,
wide track.
oak.
wagon,
Bolsters,
3x4, narrow track.
23 x 3i,

Holsters.

Bolsters,
3J x, 4i,
Bolsters,

rear,

-

:>

x

-4.

rear,

w'.de track

oak, wagon, rear.
narrow track.
x 4i, wide track

3.V

450

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

Abstract O/JJ/-O/JONK/S /nrjm/ dud roiitnirt* <nr<inll in .NYir I'o/'/.' ('//, MW <?<> adrtrlixcincnt
of April '25, 1882, /or </cW.x /< /Ac Indian mrrice Continued.
|

NOTE.

Figures

type denote rales a! which contracts have been auanled awards were made
on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

in large

Class

WAiiONS

l").

ANM> WAI10X KI.VlTliKS
Continueil.

:

FOR WAGONS FOR INDIAN SERVICE.

451

Abstract of proposals received and contract* awarded in New York
City, under advtrtie~
ment of April 25, 1882, for goods for the Indian service Continued.
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contract* have been awarded- awards were
made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]
'

W.V.'

-

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

452

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded
Figures in largo type denote the rates at

[NOTE.

New York

in

City, tinder

which contracts have been awarded

Class 16.
PAINTS AXU OILS.

&
Crome,

yellow, in oil

273

pounds..!

Coal tar

gallons

Jtpan
Lampblack,

pounds.

in papers
Lead, red, standard, dry
Lead, white, pure, best
Ocher, Kochelle, in oil

do.

do
do

:

106
332
148
1,250
14, 025
395

.

..

.

. .

.

.

.

do...

cans

Oil, kerosene, 150 fire test, in tin
Oil, linseed, raw, in cans
Oil, linseed, boiled, in cans
Oil, lard, good, in cans

.

.

!

.

do...

MMi
4O
ISO
1,30O
14,5*5

395

6,475

6,475
402
1,477
908

gallons.
do...

do

i

i

402

1,477
1,003

Oil,

do

harness, in cans

Oil, lubricating,

mineral, in cans

Paint, roof

...'.

Paper, building

96

96

!

,

do

892

do

935

935

!

12,900

pounds..!

962

!

|

12,900

;

do

Paper, tarred

15,

100

1 5,1

00

|

Turpentine, in cans, cased

Umber, burnt,

...

in

oil,

pounds..

Varnish, copal.

343

529
343

126

126

499'

gallons..

ground

1

gallons..

7C5

2, 105

50
25
10

5O
25

36

36
1O

'

pounds

"Whiting

.

.

.

.

1,

Additional for Carlisle school.

Chinese scarlet, dry
Drop, black, Japan
French green
Oil, sewing-machine
Varnish, coach
Chinese vermillion
Headlight oil (in barrels)

a Gallons.

pounds
do

:

do:...
bottles..
gallons..

:'

pounds.
gallons

6

.

i

1-4

i

.

1,

.

Per gallon

1O

10

.

200

1

,200

;

FOR PAINTS AND OILS FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for goods for the Indian service

Continued.

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]

fe)

453

454

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in New York City, under
The figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

[NOTE.

;

Class
TIN

17.

AND STAMPED WAUE.

Boilers, wash IX tin flat copper-bottomed,. size 21 x 11 x 13 inch, iron handles .dozen
do.
Buckets, galvanized iron, 2-gallon
per dozen stands.
Candle-molds, stands of 8 molds
dozen.
Candlesticks, planished tin, 6-inch
do
Coffee-boilers, 2-quart, plain tin

.

.

,

. .

75

5
270J

Coffee-boilers, 4-quart, plain tin
Coffee-boilers, 6-quart, plain tin
Coffee-mills, iron hopper, box, No. 3

do
do
do

Coffee-mills, side, No. 1
Cups, pint, stamped tin

do.
do.

743

Cups, quart, stamped tin

do.

461/3

Dippers, 1-quart, long iron handles
Dippers, 2-quart, long iron handles

.

. .

75

20i

615
clS

200
250

FOR TIN AND STAMPED WARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for goods for the Indian serv Ice Continued,
wards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied. 1

Kobbius.

A.
K.

455

456

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED FOR
Abstract of proposals received and contract* awarded in
[NOTE.

The

Class

S1OYKS,

New York

City, under

figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been

awarded

18.

HOLLOW WAKE,

TJX,

,1C.

Points of delivery.

Caldrons, iron, plain kettle, 20 gallons

;

STOVES,

HOLLOW WARE,

TIN, ETC.,

FOR INDIAN SERVICE. 457

adreriisemeni of April 25, 1832, for goods for the Indian sen-ice
;i

wards were made on emnparison of samples

whh which

Points of delivery.

Chica

Continued.

each bid was accompanied.]

458

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts aivarded.in
[XoxE.

Figures

in large

New York

City,

under

type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

Class 19.

HARDWARE.

Adzes, cast-steel, house carpenter's, square head

;

:

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service.

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]

Flagler.

.

Albert

459

460

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded

Class

HA umv AUE

City,

under

.

feet

-J-inch
{{-inch

jj-inch

inch

H-inch
1

j-inch
to 3 inch

by f

inch

.

20
125

1

15J

carriage, g by 2}
carriage,
by 3
carriage, I by 4
carriage, f by 5
carriage, g by 6
carriage, | by 7
by 8
carriage,
carriage, f by 9
door, wrought-iron barrel, 5-inch

do
do
do
do
do

...

do.

...

1

A

Sg

6

do

4

do
do
do
per 100.

27
8
12
.

'

...

...

.

.

.

do
.do

do ...
do
do
do
do
do
do
dozen

.

:

;

6i\

do.

iron, 10-inch

tyv
:i.

11
8*

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

.'

53

15|
13}

:

]

do....

.'

wrought

49
64
335
75

.

do. ...

j-inch
g-inch
1

.

do
dp
do
dozen

,

Bits, gimlet, double cut, assorted, j to
Bits, gouge, & to g inch
to finch
Bits, pod.
Bolts, carriage, i by 1
Bolts, carriage, i b'y 14
Bolts, carriage, J by 2
Bolts, carriage, i by 2J
Bolts, carriage, i by 3
Bolts, carriage, \ by 3J.
Bolts, carriage, i by 4
Bolts, carriage, | by 44
Bolts, carriage, ^ by 5
Bolts, carriage, i by 4
Bolts, carriage, i by 5
Bolts, carriage. \ by 6
Bolts, carriage, \ by 7
Bolts, carriage, \ by 8
Bolts, carriage, J by 10
Bolts, carriage, | by 11
Bolts, carriage, A by 12
Bolts, carriage, f by 2

Bolts, shutter,

York

19.

Continued

8-inch
10-inch
12-inch
14-inch

Bits, aiiger, cast-steel,
Bits, extension, 4 to lj

Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,

Xciv

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

[NOTE.

Belting, rubier, 4-ply,
Belting, rubber, 4-ply,
Belting, rubber, 4-ply,
Belting, rubber, 4-ply,
Bits, auger, cast-steel,
Bits, auger, cast-steel,
Bits, auger, cast-steel,
Bits, auger, cast-steel,
Bits, auger, cast-steel,
Bits, auger, cast-steel,
Bits, auger, cast-steel,

in

do.

. .

j'.;

ari
:

',

675
1,075
1,225
1, 380
1,580
1,580
1, 450
730
780
980
780
1,000
1, 100
1, 100
575
225
425
1, 175
1, 000
1 825
2,000
1, 850
1, 650
475
]
1, 325
1, 175
18
,

,

!

1

725
1,325
1,475
1,38O
1,58O
1,580
1,450

930
73O
1,180

780

1,200
1,1OO
T,30O

775
425
425

,225
1.O5O
1,875
2,250
2,10O
1,900
1,675
1,575
1

1

,375

18

84

8i

Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,
Bolts,

square
square
square
square
square
square
square

head
head
head
head
head
head

head
square- head
square head
square head
square head
square head
square head

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

nut,
nut,
nut,
nut,
nut,
nut,
nut,
nut,
nut,
nut,
nut,
nut,
nut,

by 1
by 1
by 2
by 2J
J by 3
i by 3J
J by 4
J by 4J
/BB by 1
T B by 1 J
T\ by 2
5
T B by 2 \
S
T B by 3
J
i
i

.

/

per 100
do
.

. .

do.
do...
do. . .
.

do
do

.

.

. .

do.

. .

.-do

.

.

.

.

.

.

do..

.

do

do
do. .
.

.

.

.

520
370
392
272
242
210
285
200
200
200
792
852
1,982

520
37O
392
272
242
210
285
200

200
2OO
842
852
2,077

;

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
of April

2.">,

Is82, for liardinire for the Indian service

Continued.

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]

461

462

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in New York City, under advertisement
of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service Continued.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded awards wore
mad K on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]
;

See
>

B
B
O

a,

I

HARDWARE

19.

a

!

t>

b*

ij

Class

.

:

Continued.
Points of delivery.

^
H
K

B
,

g

4

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.

463

.attract of proposals received and contracts awarded in New York
City, under advertisement
of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service Continued.
[XoiK.

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

Class

H A KIHV ARK

19.

Continued.

Brushes, marking, assorted,

464

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in \cw York City, under udreriixeinent
of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian gennce Continued,
[NOTE.

have been awarded
Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts
made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

B

Class

HAKDWAKE

O

19.

Continued.
Points of deliver

Of

Catches, iron, cupboard. doz.

Compasses, carpenter's,

6-

;

awards were

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.

465

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in New York City, under advertisement
of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service Continued.

(NOTK.

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded
made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

Class

HARDWARE

Chisels,
J-inch,

c. s.

19.

Continued.

socket, firmer,
doz.)

handled

Chisels, c. s. socket, firmer,
doz .
f -inch, handled

Chisels,
i-inch,

Chisels,
S-inch,

Chisels,
J-inch,

Chisels,
1 -inch,

Chisels,

c. s.

socket, firmer,

handled
c. s.

doz

'

'

.

socket, firmer,
doz.

handled
c. s.

socket, firmer,

handled
c. s.

handled
c. s.

IJ-inch,

doz

.

socket, firmer,

doz

.

socket, firmer,
doz.<

handled

I

Chisels,

c. s.

IJ-incb,

Chisels,

c. s.

IJ-inch,

socket, firmer,

handled

J-incli,

.

socket, firmer,

handled

doz

.

c. s.

socket, firmer,

c. s.

socket, framing,

Chisels,
2-inch, handled

Chisels,

doz

handled

doz

.
\

doz

.

;

awards were

466

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

Abstract of proposals received and contracts aivarded in New York City, under cuh-ertisement
of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service Continued.
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded
made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

Class

HARDWARE

19.

Continued.

;

awards were

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.

467

Abstract of proposal s received and contracts awarded in Xew York
City, under advertisement
of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service Continued.
[XOTE.

Figures in large type denote tlie rates at which contracts have been awarded
made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

Class

HARDWARE

19.

Continued.

;

awards were

468

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

New York

City, under

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

Class

H ARDW ARE

:

19.

Continued

.

|!

Q

O

1

Forks, hay,

c. s.,

3 oval tines, 5J feet handles,

Forks, hay,

c. s.,

4 oval tines, 5J feet

packed

dozen..

in cases

do.

handles

Forks, manure,

c. s.,

4 oval tines, long handles,

Forks, manure,
dozens

c. s.,

5 oval tines,

packed

**

Ganges, saddlers'
Gauges, slitting, with handle
Gimlets, metal head, nail, assorted, large
Gimlets, metal head, spike, assorted, large
Glass, window 8x 10, American, B quality
Glass, window 9 x 12, American, B quality
Glass, window 9 x 13, American, B quality
Glass, window 9x 14, American. B quality
Glass, window 9 x 15, American, B quality
Glass, window 10 x 12, American, B quality
Glass, window 10 x 13, American, B quality
Glass, window 10 x 14, American, B quality
Glass, window 10 x 16, American, B quality
Glass, window 10 x 18, Arner can, B quality

*}

j
do
do

4U

"is

*wtl

2J

"

';

2d

r*

"

1

:

-it*

i

l*.

3B

dozen..

pounds

a9

.

.

dozen
do ...
do
.

.

-s

2|

do. ...

2}V,

do
per pound..

2J

204

do
do

pounds
pounds

24

24

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

,

MaP

AS

boxes..
do . .
do
do
do
do
do

Glass, window 12 x 14, Amer can, B quality
Glass, window 12 x 16, Amer can, B quality
Glass, window 12 x 18, Amer can, B quality
Glass, window 12 x 22, Amer can, B quality
Glass, window 12 x 28, Amer can, B quality
Glass, window 14 x 20, Amer can, B quality
Glaziers' glass-cutters
Glue, carpenters', medium quality
Glue-pots, No. 1, tinned
Gouges, c. s., g-inch socket, firmer, handled
Gouges, c. ., |-inch socket, firmer, handled
Gouges, c. s., |-inch socket, firmer, handled
Gouges, c. s., |-inch socket, firmer, handled
Gouges, c. s 1-inch socket, firmer, handled
Grindstones, weighing 30 pounds

:

j4
*1i
*

2^
2p
2B
2

^81

21e>

Grindstones, weighing 75 pounds
Grindstones, weighing 100 pounds

do.

Grindstones, weighing 125

pounds

do.

pounds

d

Grindstones, weighing

!

**T*

!

4H

do

Gauges, mortise, screw slide

150

34

:

TZ

40
50

191

!

34

<

dozen..

Gauges, marking

.

.

do

a

1

.

4

.

1

do

Grindstones, weighing 250 pounds
k

19|

!

long handles, strapped ferrule, packed in cases,

Gates, molasses, 2 iron

Grindstones, weighing
Grindstones, weighing

. . .

do

in cases

166f

166|

6

f

do
dozen.
do

500

Grindstones, weighing
pounds
Gun-hammers, forged, unfinished
Gun-locks, left-hand

a Chicago delivery;

if

packed

in cases,

add 20 cenls per dozen.

b

2
.

Boxed; 15 cents

6J
2i

$

less burlapsed.

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for hardware
for the Indian ser rice

Continued.

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]

Points of delivery.

York.

New

469

470

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AXD CONTRACTS AWARDED
Jte/mrf

TL

<-f pn,f*H*h

rmmri amd contract* mmtried

t*

Ar Tart City,

mder

Figures in ba^e type devote tk* raws at wkkfa roBtracts have teem awarded:

Gn locks, ridit-hand
linat.

HOWL grab, e- *, orl-eyt. Xoc

*

Huge* stra* 12-inch, fi^t
hony

-do.
.do.
.do.
-do.

]*.

...

do...

do
-:

Jxlineh
Iran.

hud.

i

-->
:

x l^neh
.do.

-do.

hud, *x2neh

.do.

i x

-do.

3ioch

k Chicago delivery.

13

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
drerl'mcmcn1 of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service

Continued.

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was
accompanied.]
.

471

4?2

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in New York City, under adrertiwmen
of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service Continued.
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded
made on comparison of samples with which each hid was accompanied.]

Class

HARDWARE

19.

Continued.

;

awards' were

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in New York
City, under advertisement
of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service Continued.
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded awards were
made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.!

Class

HA KDWARE

19.

Continued.

474

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded In New York Citi/, under (idrerlixenicut
of April 25, 1882, for furnishing liardivare for the Indian serince- Continued.
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded: awards wenmade on comparison of samples with which e*ch hid was accompanied.]

Class

HARDWARE

19.

Continued.

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.

475

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in Hew York City, under advertisement
of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service Continued.
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded
made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

Class

HABHWARE

19.

Continued.

;

awards were

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

476

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in New York City, under
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded
;

Class 19.
Continued.

HARDWARE

c-

Latches, thumb, Eoggen patent
Lead, in bars
Locks, cupboard, 3 inch, iron bolt, dead, 2 keys

.,---

Locks, drawer, 2x2J inches, iron, 2 keys

90J

dozen..,

pounds.
dozen

.
j

. .

17^

dozen..

2U

Locks, mineral knob, rim, 4 inches, iron bolt, 2 keys

do

91J

Locks, mineral knob, 4J inches, iron bolt, 2 keys

do

63

Locks, mineral knob, 5 inches, iron bolt, 2

do

36J

do

19J

keys

Locks, mineral knob, 6 inches, iron bolt, 2 keys

Locks, mineral knob, mortise, 3 inches, iron

Locks,
each
Locks,
each

bolt, 2

keys

do

pad, Scandinavian, 2 inches, 2 keys, assorted combinations on
dozen
shipping order
pad, Scandinavian, 2J inches, 2 keys, assorted combinations on
dozen
shipping order
.

.

|

Locks, pad, Scandinavian, 2J inches, 2 keys, assorted combinations on
dozen...
each shipping order
,

Mainsprings for gun locks
Mallets, carpenters', hickory
Mattocks, ax, c.
Nails, 6d., cut

13

1

.

|

20J
|

13

do

s

25 i73
7,570

'

pounds..

j

Nails, 8d., cut

do....

Nails, 10d., cut

do....

32,070

Nails, 12d., cut

do

13,680.

Nails,' 20d.,

|

,

...

do....

cut

:

23,230

20,630
|

do.

Nails, 30d., cut

Nails, 40d.

33,52O

30,420

cut

a Chicago delivery

5,

all

locks in paper boxes; rim locks with stops.

640

Five cents deducted

if all

are

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service Continued,
awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

Woodhouse.

H.

J.

477

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

478

New York

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

Class

HARDWARE

Nails, 60d.

,

City,

under

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

19.

Continued.

cut

pounds

. .

3,

100

Nails, casing, 6d

do

1,860

Nails, casing, 8d

do

3,100

Nails, fence, 8d

do

Nails, fence, lOd

do....

3,300

Nails, fence, 12d

do...J

3,550

Nails, finishing, 6d

do....|

1,560

4,765

i

3,550

j

1,660

I

Nails, finishing, 8d

Nails,
Nails,
Nails,
Nails,

do....

horseshoe, No. 6
horseshoe, No. 7
horseshoe, No. 8
lath,

. .

do
do
do

,

3d

2,560

i

2,810

050
453
860
3,260
1,

j

1,

i

do....

Nails, ox-shoe, No. 5
Nails, shingle, 4d

do
do

Nails, wrought, 6d

do....

3,090

3,290

Nails, wrought, 8d

do

4,650

6,450

do
do
do

70
90
340
390
28u
226
45
114

Nuts,
Xuts,
Nuts,
Nuts,
Nuts,
Nuts,
Nuts,
Nuts,

rou,
rou,
ron,
ron,
ron,
ron,
ron,
ron,

square,
square,
square,
square,
square,
square,
square,
square,

for J-inch bolt
for 39j-inch bolt
for f-inch bolt
for J-inch bolt
for TVinch bolt
for |-inch bolt
for f-inch bolt
for 1-inch bolt

do

-

a Five cents deducted if all are taken at Chicago.

325
12,600

do
do
do
do
6 Saint

Paul delivery.

c

Omaha

or Sioux City.

;

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian sen-ice

Continued,

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

479

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

480

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded
[NOTE.

in

New York

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;

Cbiss

HARDWARE

19.

Continued.

Oakum

Oil-stones,

medium

dozen

size

255
60

Packing, rubber, J-inch
Packing, rubber, f^-inch
Packing, rubber, j-inch
Paper, emery (assorted)
Paper, sand (assorted)

.

quires

do

.

.

.

.

Picks, earth, steel-pointed, 6 pounds
Picks, mill, solid cast steel
Pinking-irons, 1-inch

do
do
do

Pipe

feet .
do....

iron, J-inch

Planes, skew-rabbet, J-inch
Planes, skew-rabbet, 1-inch
Planes, skew-rabbet, li-inch
Planes, smooth, double-iron, cast steel
Pliers, cutting, side, 7-inch
Pliers, flat-nose, 7-inch

to drive, assorted,

21i
I

7-12

20
500
514
200
40
400
20
20
110
100
20
43

...
. .

,

,

do...
...
...

I

I

5O
5OO
514
20O
40
400
110

|

100
45

pairs..

do
124
42

125
43
8

8

8

5

11

11

66
2i

6!S

8

Nos.

2, 3, 4, 5.

and

6

1J
1J

do

9^

do. ...

4 j\

do

..

2,

d Per ream.

091
21 J

|

174

. .

Per pound.

3fa

3

3|
I

.

c

4J

3,'.,

pounds.
dozen.
do
do
do
do ..
do
pounds..
delivery.

n

9&

.

(

do....

Raspa, horse, 16-inch
Rasps, wood, flat, 12-incli
Itasjis, wood, Hat, 14-inch
Rasps, wood, half round, 12-inch
Rasps, wood, half-ro .'lid, 14-inch
llcsin, 'coninum

2i

do

.

Omaha

142

fy

dozen..!
...do

Putty, in bladders
Rasp's, horse, 14 inch

b

140J

1J

<

rotary spring, 4 tubes
spring, harness, assorted, 6, 7. and 8 tubes
conductors', assorted shapes of holes

a Saint Paul delivery.

276i

21J

per pound
do

do
do

91;

91J
2714

,

Pliers, round-nose. 7-inch
.steel, belt,

do
do
do
do

69

'

.

Pipe, iron, J-inch
Pipe, iron, 1-inch
:
Pipe, iron, 1 J-inch
Pipe, iron, li-inch
Pipe, iron, 2-inch
Pipe, lead, J-inch
Pipe, lead, J-inch
Pipe, lead, 1-inch
Pipe, lead, IJ-iuch
Pipe, lead, li-inch
Planes, fore, double-iron, cast steel
Planes, hollow and round, 1-inch, cast steel
Planes, hollow and round, li-inch, cast steel
Planes, jack, double-iron, cast steel
Planes, jointer, double-iron, cast steel
Planes, match, J inch ...:
Planes, match, 1- inch
Planes, plow, beech wood, screw-arm, full set of irons, cant steel

4

4^
66
135
110
155

...

dozen

Pencils, carpenters'

oasl

.

23

.

.

do
do
pounds..
do ...
do

Washita

Ox-bow keys, 2-inch

Punches,
Punches,
Punches,
Punches,

255

pounds..'

Oilers, zinc,

City, tinder

7;:

2,09

1

21

i

fi
7

7J
!>]'.

4i
220

;

e

10}'.

4J

769

Chicago delivery.

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service

Awards were made on comparison

Flagler.

Albert

of samples with

Continued.

which each bid was accompanied.]

481

482

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

Figures in large

New

York

City,

under

type denote the rates at which contracts have heen awarded;.

Class

19.

HARDWARE -Continued.

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1H82, /or hardware for the Indian service

Continued.

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]
d

483

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
New York

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

Class

19.

Continued.

7 to 9

66 T53

67}

do

7}J

8}

do

&

dozen..

Saws, hand, 26-inch, 6 to 8 points to the inch

Saws, hand, 26-inch,

points to the inch

Saws, hand, 26-inch, 8 to 10 points to the inch
Saws, key-hole, 12-inch, compass

do.

Saws, meat, butcher's bow, 20 inches
Saws, rip, 28-inch

do
do

Scales, butcher's, dial face, spring balance, round dish, 30 pounds,
Scales, counter, 62 pounds
Scales, hay and cattle, 4 tons, platform 8x14 feet
Scales,

hay and

cattle, 6 tons, platform.

under

denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;

Figures in large typ

HAKDWAUE

City,

1

3f

;

i

3

by ounces

8x14 feet

Scales, letter, 34 ounces
Scales, platform, counter, 240 pounds
Scales, platform, 1,000 pounds, drop-lever, on wheels
Scales, platform, 1,500 pounds, drop-lever, on wheels
Scales, platform, 2.000 pounds, drop-lever, on wheels
Scales, spring balance, 24 pounds, heavy, with hook
Scissors, 6-inch, cast steel

1J}

1-J}
j

14

14

1

1

1

1

3

3
(

8
1

2

I

2521

dozen..;
|

de
do
do

'Screw-drivers, 6-inch blade
Screw-drivers, 8-inch blade
Screw-drivers, 10-inch blade
Screws, iron, bench, 1 J-inch
Screws, wood, bench, 2}-inch

3}
4f
8/5
30
15
89

j

,

!

Screws, wood, iron, }-inch, Nos. 4 and 5

gross..

112

1391

1451

Screws, wood, iron, |-inch, Nos. 8 and 9

do

:Screws, wood, iron, 1-inch, Nos. 9 and 10

do

204}

Screws, wood, iron, li-inch, Nos. 10 and 11

do....l

205}

do

!

150}

-fto

;

and

j

12

Screws, wood, iron, li-inch, Nos. 12 and 13
Screws, wood,

iron,

2-inch, Nos. 13 and 14

- -

do

Screws, wood, iron, 21-inch, Nos. 14 and 15

do

Screws, wood, iron, 2}-inch, Nos. 14 and 15

do

a Disston's.

b

92

169

do

11

31
15

j

164

do

Screws, wood, iron, J-inch, Nos. 7 and 8

Screws, wood, iron, l*-inch, Nos.

j

111

Screws, wood, iron, f-inch, Nos. 5 and 6

1

3i
5J
3A.

|

''

231}
1

156}

58

57

48

215}

i

49

42

48

47

47

j

1

Delivered at any point mentioned on page 27 of proposal.

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for hardware for ihe Indian service

Continued,

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

485

486

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

Xew York

City,

under

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

Class 19.
Continued.

HARDWARE

;

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
.advertisement of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service

Continued.

Awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

i
2

u
B

gd

Chicago.

487

488

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE.

New York

City,

under

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

Class

HARDWAUE

10.

Continued.

9
Steel, cast, octagon, i-inch
Steel, cast, octagon, g-inch
Steel, cast, octagon, 4-inch
Steel, cast, octagon, g-inch
Steel, cast, octagon, J-inch
Steel, cast, octagon, 1-inch
Steel, cast, octagon, 14-inch
Steel, cast, octagon, 2-inch
Steel, cast, octagon, 24-inch
Steel, cast, square, J-inch
Steel, cast, square, 2-inch
Steel, cast, square, 4-inch
Steel, cast, square, g inch
Steel, cast, square, i-inch
Steel, cast, square, 1-iuch
Steel, cast, square, 14-inch
Steel, cast, square, 14-inch
Steel, cast, square, 2-inch
Steel, cast, square, 24-inch
Steel, plow, i by 3 inches
Steel, plow, | by 5 inches
Steel, plow, J by 6 Inches
Steel, plow, 4 by 1J inches
Steel, plow, J by 9 inches
Steel, plow, 4 inches
Steel, plow, 5 inches
Steel, plow, 54 inches
Steel, spring, J by J inch
Steel, spring, \ by 1 inch
Steel, spring, J by 14 inches
tteel, spring, \ by 1J inches
Steel, spring, i by 2 inches
Steel, spring,
by 2 inches
Steels, butcherV 12-inch

pounds.
do...
do. . .
do...
do. . .

,

oz., full

half weight

Tacks, cut, H

o/..,

full

half weight

.

do.

.

do.

. .

. .

10(1

. .

L'0

.

..

.

do.

do
do
do
do

IVJO
M.-.O

:75
I

5:10

145
175

100

50
:to

1UO
355
175

Hill

do

.

I

;jo

866
175
165

do

105
100
400
7SO

400
780
360
150

.too
,

do.

. .

do
do.

100

do. ..
do...

450
260
250

do
do

JOO
JOO
45O

i:,o

do...
do...
dozen.
'

JOO
200

.

.

do

dozen
per M.

.

weight

Tacks, cut, 6

. .

do...
do...
do...
do. . .
do...
do...

Tacks, iron wire, A-inch, oval brass heads
T;irks, cut, 4 oz., full half

. .

.

do.

,

A

Swage blocks, blacksmith's
Swamp, or bush hooks, handled

do.

do

60
120
250
375
520
445
175
90
20
270
100
50

papers.

100
150
100

J*
M

!

150
1OO
150
4OO

:i

3

293

305

64

.do...

:i57

do...

4-A7
4.10

4

Tacks, cut, 10

oz., full half

weight

do...

Tacks, cut,

o/,.,

full half

weight

do...

12

Tape-ini-asurcs, 75

Taps,
Tap*,
Taps,
Taps,
Taps,
Taps,
Taps,
Taps,
Taps,

tn per.

taper,
t:i

per.

taper,
tiiper,
til

per,

leather case
Hi; hi h:in<l. ;.-iiich, 26 threads to the inch
riulii hand, i-inch, 18 threads to the inch
iurh. !H threads to the inch
right hand,
right hand, -inch, 1C threads to the inch
right hand, ,Vinch, 16 threads to the inch
right hand, 4-inch, 14 threads to the inch
right hand, ,',,-inch, 14 threads to the inch
right hand, g-inch, 12 threads to the inch
ft.,

..dozen.

:

,

/;..

M

taper,
taper,
taper, rijjhi li:m<l. ;|-iuch, 12 threads to the inch
Tire-seders. <>l instead &. Dinsniore's patent

Tiro-shrinkers
'J'oc-c: Jks, steel, No.

405
24
22
80
28
32
28

:tO
'28

37

18
20

IN

31
4

'I

I

4
tt

1

pounds

.

050

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
adver tine men t of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service

Continued.

awards were made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

489

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

490

New York

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in

Class

HARDWARE

19.

Continued.

Toe-calks, steel, No.2
Toe-calks, steel, No. 3
Tongs, blacksmith's, 20 inches
Tongs, fire, 20 inches
Traps, beaver, No. 4, with chain

Traps, mink, No.

1,

City, undei

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded

[NOTE.

775

pounds..
.

480

475

do....
pairs
do..
.

,

..........

250

with chain

j

3 T15

do

Trowels, plastering, lOi-inch
Tnyeers (tweer), iron, duck nest pattern
Valves, globe, 4-inch
Valves, globe, 1-inch
Valves, globe, IJ-inch
Valves, globe, 2-inch

24J

24 J

dozen..

Trowels, brick, lOJ-inch

3J

'.

5

blacksmith's, solid box, 6-inch jaw
blacksmith's, solid box, 40 pounds
carpenter's, parallel, 4-inch jaw
gunsmith's, parallel filers, 4-inch jaw
Washers, iron, for i-inch bolt
Washers, iron, for tfc-incb bolt

per pound..

Vises,
Vises,
Vises,
Vises,

*

do..

pounds

.

.

do....

Washers, iron, for -g-inch bolt
Washers, iron, for J-iiich bolt
Washers, iron, for J-inch bolt
Washers, iron, for 1-inch bolt
Wedges, woodchopper's, steel point, 5 pounds, per pound
Wedges, woodchopper's, steel point, 6 pounds, per pound
Wedges, woodchopper's, steel point, 7 pounds, per potmd
Wrenches, crooked, 8-inch malleable iron
Wrenches, crooked, 10-inch malleable iron
Wrenches, crooked, 12-inch malleable iron
Wrenches, screw, black, 8-inch
Wrenches, screw, black, 10-inch
Wrenches, screw, black. 12-inch
Wrenches, screw, black, 15-inch

do
do
do
do
dozen
do
do
do
do
do ..
do
do

\
'

*

1;

176

11

. .

*
3
j

T'S'

...Ao
,

*
J? s

10^

do

Additional for Carlisle School.

A ugcrs,

'*

'

dozen

cast steel, hollow
Axles, iron. 1 J-mch, for 7-inch hub, J patent, long bed
Bits, auger, cast steel, -,Vinch
Brads, assorted, J to IJ-vnch
/;,

Brushes, sash

4

. .

sets..,

dozen..
pounds..

dozen

~.

'*>

20
;

*-*

t
50

. .

1-2
dozen..

Brushes, varnish, about 000
Brushes, varnish, IJ-inch, flat

1

J
12

do..j

Singletree and pole castings
Chains, traces, 10 pounds to foot

;

sets..:
feet..1

Carriage circles

j

20
1,500

1-2
1-*
1-1*

,

I' 8

*"*!
*"

\

Clip-bars, J-inch
Clips, axle"(i eacli Nos. 3
.

and

Excelsior
Files, J round, wood, 14-inch
Files, i round, wood, 12-inch

'200

200
250

.

4)

.*.

a Simpson's patent with swivel jaw.

pounds..
dozen
do

. .

25O
100

100
4

4

1-2
1-*

FOR HARDWARE FOR INDIAN SERVICE.
advertisement of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service

491

Continued,

awards wore made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

05?

492

PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in New York City, under advertisement
of April 25, 1882, for hardware for the Indian service Continued.
[NOTE.

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]

Class

HARDWARE

19.

Continued.

FOR MEDICAL SUPPLIES FOR INDIAN SERVICE.

493

Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in New York City, under advertisement
of April 25, 1882, for medical supplies for the Indian service,
[No'iK.

Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples with which each bid was accompanied.]
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MEDICAL SUPPLIES Continued.

and

offered

Quantity

INSTRUMENTS AND DRESSINGS

Oakum,
Oiled

fine

Continued.

pounds

picked

silk, in 2-yard pieces

yards..

Operating cases (minor)
Pencils, hair (assorted sizes), in vials

Pins
Plaster, adhesive, 5 yards in a
Plaster, isinglass,

1

. .

can

number..
do
2,75
papers
yards

yard in a case

Plaster of Paris, in 5-pound tins

. .

do

i

pounds
number.
do
do
.

Pocket cases
Scarifi cators
Scissors, 4-inch
Scissors, 6-inch
Silk, ligature
Speculum for the rectum
Speculum for the vagina, glass

do
ounces

123

.
;

.

j

j

;

. .
j

number.
do

.

ounces..

Sponge, assorted

number..
do
do
do
do
do

Stethoscopes
Syringes, hard rubber, 8-ounce
Syringes, hypodermic
Syringes, penis, rubber
Syringes, vaginal, rubber

Thermometers, clinical
Thread, linen, unbleached
Thread, cotton, spools, assorted

ounces..

number.
do
do
do
dozen

Tooth-extracting cases

Tourniquets, field
Tourniquets, screw, with pad

Towels

1
1

!

[

1

1

192

.

'

j

.

.
j

Trusses, single

number.

.

Twine, J-coarse

ounces

.

.

j

MISCELLANEOUS.
Basins, wash,

hand

Blank books, cap, half-bound, 4 quires
Corkscrews
Corks, velvet, best, assorted
Dippers, tin, assorted
.
Dispensatory
Funnels, tin, pint

Hones

I

. .

number..
do
do
dozen.

<

.'7,'

number..
copv

.

,

..number.

.

do
do

Measures, graduated, glass, 4-ounce
do. ...
Measures, graduated, glass, minum
do
Measures, tin, pint and quart
Mortars and pestles, wedge wood, 3J to 8-inch .do
yards
Mosquito netting
packs.
Paper filtering, round, gray, 10-inch
sheets
Paper, litmus, blue and red, of each
Paper, wrapping
quires..:
dozen.. 2,'
Pillboxes, f paper, ^ turned wood
number..
Pill tiles, 5 to 10 inches
Scales and weights, prescription, 1 set of apothenumber.
cary's, 1 set of grain weights
.

. .
.

. .

.
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ADDRESSES OF INSPECTORS AND SPECIAL AGENTS.

LIST OF INDIAN INSPECTORS
WILLIAM J. POLLOCK
ROBERT S. GARDNER
CHAS. H. HOWARD
GEORGE M. CHAPMAN

SAMUEL

S.

WITH THEIR POST-OFFICE ADDRESS.
Aurora, 111.
Clarksburg,
Glencoe, 111.

.-

Cauandaigua, N.
Guilford, Kans.

.

BENEDICT

JAMES M. HAWORTH,

Inspector of Indiau Schools

LIST OF SPECIAL INDIAN

WRIGHT

Y.

Olathe, Kans.

Washington, D.

GEO. R. MlLBURN
A.

Va.

AGENTS WITH THEIR POST-OFFICE ADDRESS.

EDDY B. TOWNSEND
ARDEN R. SMITH
JOHN

W.

*.

C.

1606 Olive street, Saint Louis.
Washington, D. C.
Baltimore, Md.

SHOSHONE AND BANNOCK AGENCY.

REPORT OF AGENT

IN

499

WYOMING.

SHOSHONE AND BANNOCK AGENCY,
SIK:
report

Iii

compliance with instructions,

I

Wyoming, September 15, 1882.
to suhmit the following

have the honor

:

last, my knowledge of carThe Indians at this
rent events throughout the past year is necessarily limited.
agency are composed of two tribes, the Shoshones, Eastern hand, and the Northern
Arapahoes. Their numbers are about equal, and aggregate 1,800. They appear disposed to be quiet and peaceable as far as I have observed.
The supplies furnished by the government are not sufficient alone for their maintenance, but they are fortunately situated in a game country, and support themselves,
two or three months each year in hunting during the winter season. The robes and
other pelts thus obtained are brought in and sold to the trader, and assist materially
*
in their support.
:^_
The amount of produce raised by them is also some assistance, but far short of what
it should be, as the -soil is productive and the supply of farming implements furnished!
them is amply sufficient. Perhaps one-third of the male population are willing to
farm if the necessity of doing so was properly urged upon them.
They all do their own freighting from the Union Pacific Railroad to the agency, thedistance being 150 miles, and are always ready and willing to do so.
_^
As herders they have not been successful. The government has furnished then*
increase
must
have
been
and
their
worth
of
American
cows,
large, yet,
$30,000
good
through their own carelessness and the mismanagement of others, it is not probable
there are cattle on the reservation to-day, belonging to the Indians, to the value of
I had made every possible effort during my former administration of affairs
$10,000.
at this agency to start a fine herd, and through a sale of a portion of the reservation
back to the goAr ernment the money was obtained. To find, on my return, the herd
sold or stolen was very discouraging.
There has been no effort in the last two years to keep up a school, and no Christian
and very little moral training has been attempted. Civilizing influences of every
description seem to be on a backward move. Whisky is sold to the Indians freely r
and no effort has been made in the last two years to stop it, as far as I can learn.
The police force amounted to nothing, and I discharged them, and am now endeavoring to organize a body of mora efficient men.
On behalf of the Indians I would say that they have been more sinned against than
sinning, and will do better if they have a chance. They are delighted with the
progress some of their children are making at Carlisle School, and have proposed to
haul rock and do anything they can towards building a commodious boarding school'
house. They really desire their children to be taught what they call the "white
man's ways." I know your earnest desire in this matter, and hope you may have the
means next summer to order the erection of a suitable building at this agency, for
school purposes.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant.

Having taken charge of this agency on the 17th of May

JAMES IRWIN,

United States Indian Agent.

Hon. H. PRICE,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.
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of
lauds
of
of
for
and
sale
unallotted
Miamis
Kansas
LII
provides
disposal
LXII
urged to permit Northern Cbeyenues in Indian Territory to return to Dakota
urged to provide lands for permanent homes for Mission Indians
11, 12
urged to settle boundary line between Texas and Indian Territory
Consolidation of agencies, legislation rela ive to the
IX, 198
of all Chippewas in Minnesota on White Earth reservation, a step in the right

LH

XX

direction
of Crow Creek and Lower Brule. agencies
of Mescalero and Jicarilla agencies
of Neah Bay and Quinaielt agencies, Washington Territory
of Puyallup, Tulalip, and Skokomish agencies
,
Contracts awaided for supplies, goods, transportation, &c., tables
Cook, A., L. Fort Hall agency, Idaho, annual report of
Coquells, statistics relating to
Court, United States, should be established in Indian Territory
Cowlitz (Upper and Lower), statistics relating to
Cows, 80 issued to Indians at Sile.tz agency
Cramsie Jno.
Devil's Lake agency, Dakota, annual report of
Creek and Seminole boundary, appropriation neededto establish
orphan fund, act to reimburse
troubles during the year
Creeks, number and status of
Crime. (See Murder.)
Ci ime at Indian agencies, statistics, table
among Indians of Fort Belknap agency, very little of any kind
rare at Cheyenne River agency
none among Makahs of Neah Bay agency
at Colville agency, only three committed in past ten years
none committed at Ouray agency

W

.

,

uone committed at Toukawa agency
of rare occurreuce at Warm Springs agency, and punished
Crissey, Charles, Sisseton agency, Dakota, annual report of
Critchlow, J. ,T., Uiutah Valley agency, Utah, annual report of
Crops.

LIV

.

87, 334,

by the Indians themselves

(See Farming.)
wheat, of Pima and Maricopa Indians, estimated at 35,000 bushels
at Warm Springs agency, nearly destroyed by drought and grasshoppers
at Uintah Valley agency, injured by grub-worm, smut, and imperfect fencing
at Crow Creek agency, estimate of
at Hoopa Valley agency, estimated
at Standing Rock, not yet harvested, and can only be estimated
at Fort Beiknap, small, for want of means of irrigation
at Fort Peck agency, failure of
at Union agency, very good, result of white labor chiefly
irrigated, at Yakama agency, promise fairly
of Flandreau Indians, very good
of Indians at Yankton agency, tabular statement of
of Lemhi Indians, estimate of
of Navajoes, injured by frost, August 31
of Tule River Indians, estimate of
on Western Shoshone reservation, uncertain, dependent upon irrigation
raised by Indian schools, table
'.

Crow

98
25
123
159
162
371
49'
340, 360
88
342
142
20

-

raised by Indians, ta ble
raised at Osage and Kaw agencies, better than those of last year
ageiicy badly located
.'

.'

212
90
354

328
106
19
157
152
149
148
146
39
149
8
146
150
26
10
44, 45
105
110
90
169
116

48
51

128
16
120
316, 326

348

72
101

506
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Crow

agency, Montana, annual report of Agent Armstrong
reserve should be permanently secured to Crows
reserve, diminished, act providing for survey of
Crows, agreement made with them for cession of part of their lands and allotments in severally
did not return from winter hnut until the last of April
for sale of part of reserve in Montana, to government, for use of Northern Pacific Railroad, act accepting and ratifying agreement with
have always been friendly to the whites
. .

.

.'

&c

number, status,
of Montana, act to accept and

ratify

agreement with, for sale of lands, &c

statistics relating to

100
102
213

LXVII
100

201
102
101, 102
193
336, 356

"Crow Creek agency, Dakota, annual report of Agent Spencer
Sioux have received no pay for right of way granted to railroads

Sioux excited at prospect of opening their reservation to white settlement

26

D.

Dams, Indians of White Earth dissatisfied with manner of awarding damages caused
Winnebagoshish and Leech Lakes
Dances among Indians of Pine Ridge agency gradually being given up
at Lower Brule agency of harmless character practiced to some extent
among Moqnis Peublos the greatest obstacle to civilization
barbaric, at Sisseton agency, are things of the past
Indian, still kept up among the Senecas
Indian, still kept up to some extent among Indians at Fort

suppressed by Crow Creek Sioux
"Davenport, George li.. Sac and Fox agency, Iowa, annual report of
Death of three Indian pupils at Hampton, Va

Deaths among Indians, number

of,

by, on
98

32
43

Peck agency

Ill

90
183
329

table

-Deaths. (Kee Mortality.)
289
Deficiencies in ] 882 and prior years, appropriations for
64
ichita agency, number and condition of
Delawares at Kiowa, Comanche, and
... .332, 344, 352
statistics relating to
,
"
"
Delegation of affiliated bands from Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita agency visits Washing64
ton to have treaty ratified
Depredations. (See Trespass.)
of
intruders
lands
civilized
tribes
of
Indian
continue
Territory
by
upon
by whites upon Mescaleros, prospect of putting a stop to
XVIII
timber, on Indian lauds, legislation needed in regard to
20
Devil's Lake agency. Dakota, annual report of Agent Cramsie
Diseases. (/See Health.)
Disease among Bois Fortes, consumption the prevailing
17.6
among children at Crow Creek agency, peculiar and fatal
104
among Flathead Indians confined to consumption
166
among Indians at Skokomish agency scarlet fever during winter
107
Diseases among Indians at Fort Belknap agency, chiefly venereal
among Indians at Hoopa Valley, chiefly venereal and rheumatism
167
among Indians of Tulalip agency, chiefly lung diseases, scrofula, and rheumatism
159
among Indians of Neah Bay, chiefly scrofulous
140
Siletz
venereal
Indians,
chiefly
among
366-367
among Indians, table showing
124
and
to
those
digestive organs
among Mescaleros, chiefly pulmonary,
pertaining
96
among Michigan Indians daring year, small-pox at Hannahville
113
one
fatal
case
Omahas
during year, measles, only
among
at Pima and Maricopa agency, chiefly malarial fevers
100
among ponies at Blackfeet agency, very fatal
135
among Grand Ronde Indians, chiefly scrofulous
113
caused
food
and
insufficient
nourishment
by improper
among Indians, chiefly
122
among Western Shoshones, chiefly pneumonia and rheumatism
prevalent at Lower Brule agency, pneumonia, lung fever, measles, &c
prevalent at Osage agency, measles and small pox
prevalent among Indians at Sac and Fox agency, chills and fever
58, 60
prevalent among Indians at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, chiefly malarial
46
prevalent at Standing Rock agency, chiefly pulmonary
venereal, common among Colorado River Indians
'.

W

;

Disbursements made during fiscal year 1882, tables showing
Dress, citizen's, marked increase in number of Pine Ridge agency Indians wearing
universally worn by Tule River Indians
worn by three-fourths of Crow Creek Indians
woru by many of the Indians at Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita agency
Drunkenness. (See Intemperance.)
among Indiaus of Fort Peck agency, only one case during the year
no more among Bad River Chippewas than among same number of whites.
teacher of school at Hannahville, Mich., dismissed for
very little at White Earth
reserve, Nevada, Executive order of April 1 6, 1877, defining
W.
R., La Pointe agency, Wisconsin, annvial report of
Durfee,
D'Wamish and allied tribes, statistics relating to
Dyer, D. B., Quapaw agency, Indian Territory, annual report of

Duck Valley

242

64,

65

Ill
174

%

280
174
342, 362

E.

Eastern Cherokees, present condition and claims of f.
Eastman. Galen, Nava.jo agency, New Mexico, annual report of
Eastern Shawnees, of Quapaw agency, number, status, &c
.

.Education. (See Schools.)
.Education among Indians, progress and condition of
compulsory, recommended...

LXIX
127

XXXIII-XLII
22, 97, 113, 163
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Education eagerly sought by the Modocs

greatly increased interest in shown by Pahutes and Piutes. of
Indian, amount contributed by religious societies for, table

-_-

Nevada

119
316, 329

,

.
mechanical, urged for Indians' by General Armstrong
miscellaneous legislation relative to Indian
of their children highly appreciated by Wvandottes .of their childien, Kiowa. Comanehe, and Wichita Indians no longer opposed to
of Indian pupils at Hampton. Va., system adopted, &c
Educational advantages furnished the Pueblos of New Mexico
Eells, Edwin, Skokomish agency. Washington Territory, annual report of
appointed to Consolidated Puyallup agency

183
197
...

181, 182

162

Employes and apprentices, native, at Devil's Lake agency
at Lower BrulS agency, Ii.dians employed whenever practicable as
at Nez Perc6 agency, insufficient number of
at Bois Forte reservation, three, very efficient
Indian at Skokomish agency
at Klamath agency, very faithful and efficient
at training school, Forest Grove. Oregon, miserably underpaid
expenditures for pay of, table
all

106

five

137
190
242
175
114
149
158

on Lac Court

d'Oreilles,

one an Indian

Indian, quite a number at Santee agency, very efficient
Indian, two at Ouray agency
Indian, at Neah Bay, steadily progressing in usefulness
necessary ones cut off at Lemhi agency, on account of insufficient appropriation.
none provided for at Lac du Flambeau', Fond du Lac, and Grand Portage
of schools at agencies should be tinder control of agent
two on Bad River reservation, one white and one Indian
two on Red Cliff reservation, one white and one Indian
limited number at Colorado River agency
English language at Carlisle, method of teaching
spoken by Indian children at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency
number of Indians who can use, table

..

128
174
174

179
60
328
145
91
340
244-301
56,

few Indians at Warm Springs agency can be induced to use
Enrollment, Sac and Fox, of Iowa, at length submit to
Euchres, statistics relating to
Executive orders establishing and defining existing Indian reservations
Executive order granted, setting apart laud for San Luis Rey Indians
of January 18, 1881, setting apart reservations for Lower Spokanes
changing boundary of Mescalero and Jicarilla reservation, New Mexico
of November 8, 1873, setting apart reservation for Coenr d' Alenes
of September 21, 1880, sets apart reservation for Jicarillas in New Mexico

152
123
152
131

F.

Farm, agency,

at

Crow Creek, worked almost

exclusively

by Indians
government

at Tule River cultivated exclusively for forage for
system of working at Crow agency

trains

on Menomonee reserve produces good crops

and hospital needed for the old and infirm Indians at Sisseton agency
in connection with Forest Grove training school would make it almost self-supporting.
machinery of Klamaths in good repair
.
machinery at Lower Brul6 agency, repairs needed in
school at Cheyenne River, 5 acres cultivated by Indian boys
at Great Nemaha agency produces more than enough for use of school
on Pottawatomie reserve, Kansas, well stocked and cared for
..'

.

25
16
101
172
42
190
137
32
19

95
93
79
at Pawnee agency cultivated by Indian boys
at Standing Rock agency, products of
45
162
on Squaxin reservation not as flourishing as others on Puyallup reserve
143
Farms, 25 inclosed by mixed bloods at Umatilla agency during year
for share of the crop, practice of Indians of Quapaw agency of renting
84
109
Indian, 791 at Poplar Creek agency, Montana
172
owned by Oneidas of Wisconsin, very fine
57, 60, 61
school, at.Cheyenne and Arapaho agency successfully cultivated by Indian boys
162
school, of Puyallup agency show marked improvement
167
Farmer at Lummi (Tiilalip agency) discharged Indians set back in consequence
96
for Michigan Indians resigns for lack of salary
175
practical, needed at Fond dn Lac
176
needed to teach Grand Portage Indians
178
Farmers' families, excellent working of system of placing Indian children in
155
Farmers, government makes mistake in trying to make, out of fishermen
181
in Massachusetts, 19 boys and 8 girls sent from Hampton, Va., during vacation, to. ..
.349
Farming among Indians, statistics
19
at Cheyenne River agency, unsuccessful this season on account of storms and drought1
at Colorado River agency, unsatisfactory owing to character of soil
and gardening by Pawnees, successful results of
at Hoopa Valley, difficult for want of farm animals
10
at Neah Bay agency, climatic obstacles to
156
ll".i
and stock raising by Pueblos
commendable
in
Indians
of
feet
99
Black
industry
by
agency,
15:i
Indians of Colville agency, progress in
;V
Indians at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, results of
3
Indians at Colorado River agency, Arisona, results of
&c
Indian boys at Carlisle school, methoaadopted,
180
Indians at Crow agency, results of
1U1
Indians at Devil's Lake agency, very successful, estimate of crops
20
Indians of Flat head agency, very successful
10
;

.'

INDEX.
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Page
at Fort Berthold agency, gratifying results of
Indians at Fort Belknap, results of
Indian boys at Forest Grove, Oregon, estimate of crops,
Indians at Fort Hall agency, Idaho, progress in
Indians of Grand Ronde agency, not successful as usual,

Fanning by Indians

&c

18$

owing

to

drought

Indians of Great Nemaha agency, very successful
in in As of Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita agency, considerably affected by drought
Indians at Lenihi agency, good progress made in
Indians of Mescaleio agency, very successful
Indians of Neah Bay agency, fairly successful, considering obstacles
Indians at Navajo agency, results of
Indians of Otoe agency, crops as good as could be expected first year
Indians at Ourav agency, impossible without irrigation
Indians at Pine Ridge agency, improvement in
Indians of Quinaielt agency, almost impossible, owing to character of land]
Indians at Round Valley, California
Indians at Standing Rock agency much affected by last year's drought
Indians at Siletz 'agency, estimate of crops, &c
Indians at Santee agency, very good crops
Indians at Sisseton agency, great interest shown in
Indians at Tulalip agency, results of
Indians at TJintah Valley agency, estimate of crops
Indians at White Earth agency, results of
Indians at Warm Springs agency, results of
Indians at Takama agency affected by drought
Indians at Yankton agency very s uccessful, results of
Creur d' Alenes, results of
Bois Fortes, very successful
Jicarillas, successful beginning made in
"
"Joseph's Band (Nez Perces), successful though achieved under difficulties
Kickapoos, good crops
Lower Brule Sioux, old and new methods of
Mpquis Pueblos, very general, results of, &c
Mission Indians, results of
Omahas, excellent crops
Piutes at Takama agency, excellent crops
Poncas, results of
Poncas of Dakota, very successful
Pottawatomies of Kansas, excellent crops
by school children at Hoopa Valley agency, results of
Sac and Fox of Iowa, good crops
Tule River Indians, not very satisfactory this year
Western Shoshones, results of
1

1

12J
121

148
161

11<

15<

16!

15'

12^

.

Ill

'

Winnebagoes, good crops, &c
done at Indian schools, table
implements, additional needed by Klamaths
needed at Jicarilla Apache agency
bought by Indians of Fort Hall agency
bought for themselves by Sisseton Indians with their earnings
bought for Flandreau Indians by government
needed at White Earth
needed by Nez Perces
Indian families engaged in, table
none attempted by Southern Utes
purposes, Klamat'h reservation not adapted to
Leech Lake and Red Lake reservations not adapted to
the chief occupation of Indians of Michigan
the principal occupation of Pimas and Maricopas
utensils and machinery needed at Devil's Lake agency
(Se# Agriculture and Crops.)
Pay, R. H., Umatilla agency, Oregon, annual report of
and pole, four miles built by Western Shoshones
brush
Fence,
eight miles of new, made by Indians at Fort Hall agency
rails, 6,000 made by Swiuomish Indians to fence marsh lands
1,583 rods of new, made at Siletz agency
2,500 rods made by Indians of Warm Springs agency during year
Fencing done by Indians, table
new needed at Nez Perce agency
wire, needed at Lemhi agency
12,352 rods built by Indians of White Earth agency during year
Fire-arms sold to Indian freighters by Draper Mercantile Company, Caldwell, Kans
to Indians, no law to prevent sale of
Fishing companies on Columbia River employ Indians of Quinaielt agency

Hoopa Valley Indians, unfavorable
principal means of support of Methows
the principal and most natural means of subsistence of
Five civilized nations comprise Union agency, the
Flandreau Sioux are citizens
Flathead agency, Montana, annual report of Agent Ronan

12.
1

317-32

Ill

32
131

20,

2;

121

14i

341

161

prospects of

19

Neah Bay agency Indians

15(

Flatheads, Kootenavs, and Pend d'Oreilles belong to Flathead agency
rumor of small-pox among
statistics relating to

*

Fleming, J. H., Moquis Pueblo agency, Arizona, annual report of
Forest Grove school, result of year's work at
annual report of Lieutenant Wilkinson, in charge
Fort Belknap agency, Montana, annual report of Agent Lincoln
Fert Berthold agency, Dakota, annual report of Agent Kauffman

336, 351

XXXVT
10<
...
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260-262

Fort Beithold reserve. Dakota, Executive orders relating to
Fort Hall agency, Idaho, annual report of Agent Cook

268
reserve, Idaho, executive order of June 14, 1867, setting apart
LIT
reserve, Idaho, agreement for cession of portion of, should be ratified
266, 267
reserve, Idaho, orders relative to
108
Fort Peck agency, Montana, annual report of Agent Porter
Fort Stantou Indian reservation, New Mexico, Executive order of May 29, 1873, setting apart. .
196
Freedmen, Chotaw and Chickasaw, act providing for education of
89
in Cherokee Nation entitled to protection of United States
.
iu Indian Territory, their guaranteed rights ignored
and
other
labor
Otoes
performed by
Freighting
119
by Indians of Pyramid Lake
37
by Indians of P'iiie Ridge agency, great saving to the government from
by Indians of Kiowa, Comanclie, and Wichita agency not as successful as last
'

LV-LX

year

done by Cheyennes and Arapahoes, table showing results of
from Arkansas City, Kansas (70 miles) done by Pawnees

78

,

by Indians of Fort Peck agency, Montana
of lumber by Indians of Warm Springs agency
of supplies a distance of 60 miles by Siletz Indians
of supplies by Indians

147
139

XLV

Funds should be made

available for placing Indian children in farmers' families in States..
Funds, trust, and trust lands, statement of transactions during year ending October 31, 1882 .. 227-233

G.
Galise Creek, statistics relating to
Gambling, Indians of Kiowa, Comanclie, and Wichita agency addicted to
the prevailing vice at Fort Hall agency

340,360

69

almost entirely abandoned by Makahs ot'Neah Bay
Game and fish disappearing from Siletz reservation
Games 'among Lower Brule Sioux

Gig Harbor Indians,
"

144

342
125
121

statistics relating to

"Give-me-a-horse, a renegade Mescalero, killed June 22
Goslnil es on Western Shoshoue reservation, number of
Government, form of. adopted by Indians of Osage agency
of civilized nations, comprising Union agency, forms of
self, among Senecas of New York

88
133

87,

Law.)
G rand Hondo agency, Oregon annual report of Agent Sinnott
Indians living on their own farms thrifty and industrious
reserve, Oregon, Executive order of June 30, 1857, setting apart
Gray's Harbor Indians live by fishing and farming
(See

134
134

160
342

statistics relating to

Great Nemalia agency, Kansas and Nebraska, report of Brosius, farmer-in-charge
Green Bay agency. Wisconsin act to confirm instructions given Indian agent at
Wisconsin, annual report of Agent Stephens
Gros Venties at Fort Berthold agency, condition of
at Fort Belknap agency", number of
statistics relating to

..'.

192

172
;

164
330,336,350,856

H.
Half- breeds at

While Earth agency the most active farmers

still

carry on fraudulent trading with Indians of Fort Belknap agency

Carlisle graduates returned to Kiowa and Comancbe agency
and other training schools, a three years' course at, too short
Indian students, five returned to their homes for various causes
Normal and Agricultural Institute, Virginia, annual report of Gen. S. C. Armstrong.
Normal Institute, contributions from private sources and the government, $96,650.14.
school, result of year's work at ...
training school, a pupil of, now teaching at. Crow Creek agency
an imbecile Indian for killing a white man, at Colville agency, Washington

Hampton and

.

97
106
70
30
181
181
185

XXXVI

Hanging

Hardware, proposals received and contracts awarded for, tables
Harries, John, Lembi agency, Idaho, annual report of
Hatch, Edward (chairman of Ute Commission), act authorizing settlement of accounts of
Haury, S. S., missionary at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, report of
Hay, excellent crop raised by Klamaths
stacked by Poncas, 1,600 tons
Health of Cheb'alis Indians good
of Indian children at Forest Grove, Oreg., very good
of Indians at Crow Creek agency good at present
of Indians at Crow agency good no epidemics
of Indians at Cheyenne and Arapahoe agency bad during July and August
of Indians at Fort Belknap agency good; no epidemics.
of Indians at Fort Hall agency, no improvement in
of Indians of Flathead agency gooil at present
of Indians at Fort Peck agency good
of Indians at Grand Roiide agency moderately good
of Indians at Hoopa Valley agency perceptibly improving
of Indians at Jicarilla Apache agency good'
of Indians at Lower Brule agency gooci during summer months
of Indians of Mescalero and Jicarilla agency comparatively good
of Indians at Neah Bay agency generally good
of Indians at Ouray agency good
of Indians at Omaha agency good
.'.

;

152

458
.

51
219

137

76
165
190
101

107

.'

103
Ill
135
10
126

124
lf>9

149
113

.
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Health of Indians at Osage agency affected by measles and small-pox
of Indians at Otoe agency comparatively good
of Indians of Pottawatomie agency, Kansas, generally good
of Indians at Pawnee agency considerably improved
of Indians at Ponca agency very good
of Indians at Quinaielt agency improving
of Indians at Round Valley agency gradually improving
of Indians of Sac and Pox agency, Iowa, generally good
of Indians at Sac and Fox agency good until within last two months
of Indians at Siletx agency not good
of Indians at Sisseton agency, improvement in
of Indians at Tule River agenc y good
of Indians at Tulalip agency fair

72
93
79
76
161
15

92
"139

42
17

167

XLVII

of Indians, general improvement in
of Indians at White Earth generally good
of Moquis Pueblos not good, owing to crowded condition
of Mission Indians unusually good
of Indians at Tonkawa agency tolerably good
of Indians at Western Shoshone agency much affected by long cold winter
of Indian pupils at Hampton greatly improved
(See Disease. )
Hertford, Joseph, act for relief of
Hohs of Quinaielt agency, number, status, &c
statistics relating to
Homestead act. land taken by Flandreaus under

98
5
13

148
122
183

219
160
362
342,
115

XLIV

entries, legislation in regard to, needed
California, annual report of Agent Winslow. ,
reserve, California, Executive order of June 23, 1876, defining
Hoopas, statistics relating to
Horse stolen from fort Berthold Indian no redress for Indian

9
251

Hoopa Valley agency,

.

87

.

1

328, 348

.

24

;

Horses, 700 owned by Sac and Fox of Iowa
large bands owned by Southern Utes
for Puyallup and Chehalis school farms urgently needed
Hospital and farm needed at Sisseton agency for old and infirm Indians
conveniences and supplies needed at Colorado River agency

91

18
168
42

much needed at Standing
Midms Rock agency
needed at Fort Belknap agency
needed at Fort Peck agency
needed at Mission agency
House for government farmer and shop for blacksmith needed on Lac Court d'Oreilles reserve.
Houses, building ot Indian, at Osage "agency, hindered by small-pox
19 built for "Joseph's band
at Pouca agency
built by Indians of Pine Ridge agency, large number of
by Ogalalla Sioux, on Wounded Knee Creek, Dakota
by Lower Brule Sioux, large number of
by Indians of Colorado River agency during year
Chrppewas and Muusees all live in
90 occupied by Indians at Warm Springs agency; five new ones built
11 built during year by mixed-bloods at ITmatilla agency
\
effort made to induce Mescaleros to build and live in
for Alseas, 15 being built for them by Indian carpenters from Siletz agency
for Flandreau Indians built by government
frame, eight buil.t by Hoopa Valley Indians during the year
Indian, number occupied and built, table
Indian, 19 built at

Round Valley

.

35
35
28
1

93
147
143

125
142
llt>

329

California

Indians of Title River agency all live in frame
log, 130 additional built by Blackfeet Indians
most of the Kickapoos of Kansas live in comfortable ...

16
98
92
104

of employes at Fort Belknap dilapidated new ones needed
of Moquis Pueblos all of stone, built by themselves
100 Indian families at Fort Peck agency now living in log
Housework of all kinds readil \ learned by Indian girls at Carlisle
;

110

,

180
182

taught Indian girls at Hampton, Va
Hu alapais accredited to Colorado River agency
of Arizona, appropriation needed for their care and support

L, 2

statistics relating to

328-

Hunt, annual, of Blackfeet Indians given up
annual, made by Crows
buffalo, of Fort Peck Indians unsuccessful
Hunt, P. B., Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita agency, Indian Territory, annual report of
Hunting and fishing the principal means of support of Lac du Flambeau Chippewas
season of

4&
1U8
112
IS
175

100
110
64
175-

Hoopa Valley Indians very successful

10

I.

Immigration of Canadian Piegaus, -cause o.f ebb and flow in
,
Improvements and repairs made at Ponca agency
made at Quapaw agency
at Lower Brule agency
made and needed at Nez Perce agency
made and buildings errected at Otoe agency durinr year
Indian labor at Forest Grove, Oreg., compares very favorably with white
country, definition of the term ...
'.

28

.

:

Office, legislation relative to increase of clerical force

problem an executive problem

100
75, 77

of

.

pensioners, act to amend section 47GO. title r>7, Revised Statutes
Territory, boundaiy between Texas and, should be settled

_
'

80
189

XXI
198

185
217

XX,

5&
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Inspectors, pay and expenses of

among the Menomonees

242'

;

Intemperance. (See Drunkenness.)
Intemperance at Sisseton agency, one case only, and that a white
to

man

42

some extent

172

none at Klamath agency
none at Otoe agency
none among Indians at Fort Berthold agency
prevalent among Tule River Indians
Interpreter needed at Moquis Pueblo agency, Arizona
Intruders on Indian reserves, table
upon Indian territory, senseless policy adopted towards

135-

80
in

17
4
348

.

88
Intrusion. (See Trespassers.)
Intrusion upon Siletz reservation by whites
143of foreign Indians and tialf-breeds annoyance to Indians of Fort Belknap agency.
105Invasion. (See Trespass.)
lo was at Great Nemaha agency, number, status, progress, <fec
95
now at Sac and Fox agency, Indian Territory, in a pitiable condition
.
87
statistics relating to
334, 344, 354
96
Iroquois at Bay Mills. Michigan, anxious for a school
105
Irrigation at Fort Belknap agency, no means of
120
absolutely necessary for farming purposes on "Western Shoshone reservation
149
absolutely necessary for farming purposes at Ouray agency, Utah
99*
farming' at Blackfeet agency dependent upon
of lands cultivated b y San Luis Rey Indians by means of wells
11
at
Fort
Hall
50
farming
agency entirely dependent upon
118
necessary at Nevada agency for farming purposes
ditch and bridge, repeated efforts of Nevada agency Indians to make
118
and dams constructed by Western Shoshones
120
,..
five miles long, constructed b.y Piutes at Yakama agency
169
Isabella reserve, Michigan, department letter asking that addition'be made to
272
273
Michigan, Executive order of May 14, 1855, making addition to
'.

J.
Ticarilla

A paehe

New Mexico, annual report of Farmer-in-charge Reed
reserve, New Mexico, Executive order of September 21, 1880, defining

124

agency,

280127, 131

character and status of
reservation set apart by Executive order SeptemberJ21, 1880
John Day Indians at Warm Springs agency, number of
Jordan. Thomas J., Ponca agency, Indian Territory, annual report of
"Joseph's band" of Nez Perc6s, splendid record oif
Joshuas, statistics relating to

134
144
74
76, 77
34-

K.

Kansas Indian indebtedness as represented by "Kaw scrip"
Kaskaskia, Peoria, Wea. and Piankeshaw Indians, legislation

LX,

;

209-

for relief of.
'.
209
Kaiiffman. Jacob, Fort Berthold agency, Dakota, auuual report of
23
Kaw scrip, status of
*
IX
Kaws ha ve no title to their lands, although paid for long since
72:
statistics relating to
72, 334, 344,352
Keechies at Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita agency, number and condition of
64, 332, 344, 352
L1II
,
Kickapoo allottees under treaty of 1862, status of
lands in Kansas, sale of
:
LI II, 204
Kickapoos at Pottawatomie agency, Kansas, number, status, &c
92, 334, 352, 354Kiowa. Comanche, and Wichita agency, Indian Territory, annual report of Agent Hunt
64
Kiowas at Kiowa, Comanche. and Wichita agency, number and condition of
64, 332, 344, 352
Comanches, and Apaches may be made successful and self-supporting herders, how.
67, 68Klamath agency, Oregon, annual report of Agent Nickerspu
135
River reserve, California, Executive orders relative to
251-253
Klamaths, number, character, habits. &c
3HO, 340, 360show unusual respect to their women
138
work for neighboring whites
136
status
of
Kootenays,
102, 332, 336, 356
.

.

Labor, Indian, results of, table
for government, Lemhi Indians inadequately paid lor
in iron mines, &c., by Bois Fortes
results of, at Devil's Lake agency
in Southern California always remunerative
very successful results of, at Yankton agency
girls at Forest Grove training school, results of
at Lower Brule agency, results of
at Round
Valley agency
manual, of Arapaho children at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, results of
by school children, at Cheyenne and Arapahoe agency, results of
of all kinds, performed by S'Klallams for whites on Puget Sound
of Chippewas of Bad River in lumber-camps and saw-mills in vicinity
of employes at Siletz agency results of
of Grand Portage Indians on government works at Grand Marais harbor
>(' Indians at Fort Hall
agency, results of
if Indians at Colorado River agency, valuable results of
it' Indians at Fort Peck
agency, result of year's
jf
>f

Indians at Tulalip agency, various kinds
Indians at Xavajo agency, results of

34.
51
17ft

21
11

'.

48
189'
28-

15-

61
57,
:

60

166-

174
144.

176
50>
1, 3.

no167
129>

512

INDEX.
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at Umatilla agency, excellent results of
of Santees for last ten years, table showing results of
of Uintah Valley agency
Indians
performed by
performed by Indians at Kiowa, Coinanche, and Wichita agency, increased
Indians
performed by Siletz
performed by scholars of boarding-school at Western Shoshone agency
school children at Round Valley agency taught manual
Lac Court Oreilles reserve, Wisconsin, department letters and orders relative to
Lakes, San Pools, Colyilles, and Okanagans living on Col ville reservation

143

Labor of mixed-bloods

amount

150
65

of.

125

.

statistics relating to

300
152
342, 362
130
33, 34

-

Land presented by town of Albuquerque to government for Indian school purposes
broken at Lower Brul6 agency during three years past, statement of

broken at Sisseton agency, 1,500 acres of
broken, 155 acres by Indians and 150 acres by white employes at Ponca agency
chosen b v Sac and Fox of Iowa very poor and unsuited to their needs
101
for Crows, contractor fails to fulfill contract for breaking ,
for breaking, ten acres assigned to individual Poncas
held in common by Pottawatomies of Kansas
XLII-XLI V
in severally and a permanent title, allotment of
146
of Warm Springs Indians should be resurveyed and allotted
should be given Indians of Round Valley agency in order to make them self-supporting.
.

upon which Forest Grove school stands'should be paid for
150 acres purchased by S'Klallams at Clallam Bay, Washington Territory
150 acres broken by "Joseph's hand."
155 acres under cultivation at Mescalero agency
175 acres cultivated by Sac and Fox of Iowa
200 acres purchased at Dunginess, Wash., by 20 S'Klallams, and settled by
.
202 acres new, broken at Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita agency
Lands held in common by Fond du Lac Chippe was
held in common by Lac du Flambeau Chippewas
in Kansas, act relative to sale of certain Kickapoo Indian
in severally, division of opinion among New York Indians in i egard to
of Miamis in Kansas, an act to provide for sale of
of Miamis, amendment of act providing for sale of
of Ottawas should be surveyed and allotted
of (Duinaielt agency Indians not adapted to farming purposes
of Utes in Colorado, act relative to
to Crow Indians, method of assigning
trust, table showing receipts from sales of Indian
La Pointe agency, AVisconsiu, annual report of Agent Durfee
Lawson, S. S. Mission agency, California, annual report of
Law. (See Government.)
Law and order sustained by Indians at Pine Ridge agency
and title to land to Indians, government should give protection of

190
166

125

them

166
175

199

173

,

29

governing Indian appropriations should be amended
needed to protect Indians of Pima and Maricopa agency against whisky-dealers
needed to protect Indians in possession of annuity goods
needed to protect Indians in possession of property
none to punish stealing timber and coal from Indian reservations
none to punish men who sell fire-arms to Indians
XIX,
protection of United States, should be extended to Indians
relative to sale of intoxicating liquors to Indians needs amendment
relating to intruders upon Indian Territory should be amended
regulating appointment of Indian agents, change much needed in
should be altered to allow Blackfeet Indians to utilize timber on their reservation
Laws and regulations respecting duties of Indian agents, legislat ion relative to
urgently needed in Indian Territory; passage of certain, recommended
Leech Lake reserve, Minnesota, Executive order, November 4, 1873, defining
Legislation, Indian, passed during first session of Forty-seventh Congress

88

.

miscellaneous, relative to Indian education
needed in regard to Indian homestead entries
on special matters, necessary for benefit of Colville agency Indians
private
recommended in regard to Seneca s' title" to their lands
required for adjustment of Kaw scrip
''
of Nez Perces
required for settlement of "Joseph's baud
required on various matters
required to sell diminished Malhenr reserve
Lemhi agency, Idaho, annual report of Agent Harries
'.
Indians make eight miles of good road
Indians work for farmers in vicinity of agency
reserve, Executive order defining
Liabilities of United States to Indian tribes under treaty stipulations, tables showing
Lightuer, Isaiah. Santee agency, Nebraska, annual report of
Lincoln, W. L. Fort Belknap, Montana, annual report of
Linn. H. C., Pottawatomie agency, Kansas, annual report of
Lipans, number and status of
Liquor in the Indian country the, great obstacle to civilization
to Indians, table showing alrest and punishment of parties selling
to Indians, more effectual means of preventing sale imperatively demanded

23, 85, 177
133, 146

LXVI
199

191-21!
197

r
XLIV

_-

'

134

tSrV
LXIII-L.X
-^-vii
LXXII

- - -

51

220-226

1*

,

47 3

4
T T7 v\??T
X1V-A.V11
31o
153

(See Whisky.)
" Little Chief" and liis band of Northern
56
Cheyennes return to Dakota in October, 1881
328, 34j
Little Lakes, statistics relating to
of
annual
and
Jicarilla
W.
H.
Mescalero
Mexico,
report
agency,
H.,
Llewellyn,
Indians should be allowed to cut and haul their
Logging the principal business on- Puget Sound

New

;

own timber

Love, Leonard, Cheyenne River agency, Dakota, annual report of

513
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27

Lower Braid agency, Dakota, annual report of Agent Parkhurst
Lumber and sli ingles needed for Indian houses at Yankton agency
cut and sawed at Devil's Lake agency, estimate of
needed at White Earth for Indian houses

97

needed to finish Indian houses at Sisseton agency
sawed at Hoopa Valley agency, 75,000 feet
57,230 feet cut at saw-mill, Ponca agency, during season
Lummi reserve, Washington Territory, Executive order of November
Ln'se, C. P., White Earth agency, Minnesota, annual report of

42

22, 1873,

76
293

denning

9

M.
Mackinac agency, Michigan, annual report of Agent Allen

95
340

Macnootnas, statistics relating to

Makah reserve, Washington Territory, Executive orders relative
Makahs at Neah Bay, number, status, occupations, &c
and Quillehntes show increasing respect for women
very successful fishermen

;

their services in

to boundaries of

293, 294

155
156
155
34?, 362
285-288

demand by whites

statistics relating to

Malheur

reserve, Oregon Executive orders relative to
reservation, greater part restored to public domain
at Fort Berthold agency, condition of
statistics relating to
Manufactures of Carlisle training school
Marriage among In. linns at Devil's Lake agency more sacred than formerly
,

LXXII

Mandans

23
330,350
180
21
119
35
43

..--

Mayhugh, John

S., Western Shoshone agency, Nevada, annual report of
McGillycuddy, V. T., Pine Ridge agency, Dakota, annual report of
McLaughlin, James, Standing Rock agency, Dakota, annual report of
McMaster, Joseph M., Nevada agency, Nevada, annual report of
Measles fatal in school for S'Klallatus"
Medical supplies, expenditures for, table
supplies, proposals received and contracts awarded for, table
services rendered Indians, table
treatment, number of Indians receiving, table
Medicine men and other Indians at Lemhi agency allow agent to vaccinate them
gradually being given up by Pawnees
nave no more influence among Tule River Indians
influence waning among Round Valley Indians
influence of, among Quinaielt agency Indians dying out
influence of, waning among Otoes
losing influence among Indians of Fort Peck agency

.'

117
166
242
493
371
329

79
15
161

80
112
157
124
107
18
191
172
344,364
61
124
283
197
214
123

make

Menomonees

trouble among Quillehutes of Neah Bay
still have considerable influence among Mescaleros
still have influence with some of Fort Belknap Indians
still flourishing among Southern Utes
in Wisconsin, act authorizing sale of logs cut by
location, industries, <fcc
statistics relating to

Mennonites, missionary work of, among Cheyennes and Arapahoes
Mescalero Apaches naturally very religious
in New Mexico, Executive orders relative to
legislation relative to removal
Mescalero and Jicarilla agencies, act providing for support of Indians at
agency, New Mexico, annual report of A gent Llewellyn
reservation, Executive orders relating to
reservation, change in boundary of
Mesquakees, or Foxes, of Iowa, number, status, habits,

Methows, of

Colville agency, location of, status,
statistics relating to
Kickapoos, number, status, &c

Mexican
Mexicans

<fcc

LXVII, 283
90,91
153
342,362

<fcc
'.

two young Tule River Indians
should be removed from Jicarilla reserve
Pepiiaw, Quapaw agency, status of
of Indiana, payment of cash annuities to
of Kansas, acts relative to sale of lands of
act providing for per capita payments, to and for payment of delegation.
disposal of unallotted lauds of
kill

127

Miamisand

XXX
194, 199
.

198

LH

334 344,352

statistics relating to

Miles, John D. Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, Indian Territory, annual report of
Miles, L. J., Osage a'ceiicy, Indian Territory, annual report of
Military and agency officials t Mescalero agency, cordial co-operation of
and Indians at Fort Peck agency, friendly relations between
at Vancouver promote dissatisfaction among Piutes
baixackn for Indian training schools, act authorizing use of abandoned
co-operate with agent in suppressing "whisky dealing at Kiowa, Comanche,
,

:

ita

agency
upon to

112
169
206

and Wich-

.'

wandering Jicarilla Apaches
intervention of, averts trouble at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency
not needed for any purpose for past ten years at Colville agency
officially recognize of services of Indian police at Mescalero agency
protect Indians of Fort Belknap from foreign depredations
requested to enforce department order relative to cattle trespassing on Cheyenne and
Arapaho reservation
called

assist in capturing

Round Valley, Cal., in successful operation
corn, primitive, among Moquis Pueblos one in nearly every family
flour, at Fort Berthold agency, manufactured 44,000 pounds flour during year
at Omaha agency needs new machinery

Mill, grist, at

;

5153

33

131
58
152
124
105

58
14

4
113
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140

If ill, flour, at Siletz agency, Oregon, in active operation throughout year
grist,

needed at Standing Rock agency
promised to Indians of Devil's Lake agency a great incentive to labor
and saw, new one built at Nez Perce agency

45-

53
169

at Yakama in constant operation
race a mile long excavated by Lenihi Indians
Bound Valley, Cal., rebuilt 181,000 feet of lumber cut
at
saw,
at Siletz agency, Oregon, not as much used as formerly owing to lack of funds
at new Otoe agency in active operation 60,000 feet cut since January

51

14

;

140

SO

;

much needed

at

Quapaw agency

84

...

overhauled and thoroughly repaired at

Ponca agency

wind, needed at Pyramid Lake
MHls, flour and saw, at Yankton under control of agency engineer
saw and grist, at Warm Springs agency in active operation during year
saw and grist, on Menomomee reserve do good work
saw and flour, at Hoopa Valley agency doing good service
saw and grist, at Grande Bonne agency, Oregon, in good working order
saw, near Fond du Lac reservation give employment to many of the Indians
Milroy, R. H., Puyallup, <fcc., agency, Washington Territory, annual report of
Mines discovered near Navajo reservation
:
Minniss, J. F., Ouray agency, Utah, annual report of
Mission agency, California, annual repoit of Agent Lawson
Indians, character, occupations; need of permanent home for

119
48

_

14&
172

10
135
175
161

:

129
148
10
11

statistics relating to

328,348

253-255
Indian reserve, California, Executive orders relative to
115
Missions, two at Santee agency, Episcopal and American Board Foreign Missions
173
two on Oneida reservation, Methodist and Episcopal
at
Menoinonees
Green
172
five
among
Bay agency (Catholic)
Missionaries,
five (native) at Sissetou agency, in charge of churches
42
at
Union
denominations
90
of various
agency
.'.
two at White Earth, doing good work
97, 98
19
two at Cheyenne River agency
173
two among Oneidas
115
two at Sautee agency
63
Missionary at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, report of Rev. J. B. Wicks (Episcopal)
63
at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, report of E. G. Taber (Friends)
61
at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, report of S. S. Haury (Menuonite)
at Moq'uis Pueblo agency, Rev. C. A. Taylor
8
at Pima and Maricopa agency, Rev. C. H. Cook
31
(native), one at Lower Brule agency, Rev. Luke C. Walker
Lake
at
Devil's
21
Rev.
David
cloud,
agency
Grey
(native),
50
none at Fort Hall agency
124
none has ever visited Mescalero agency
145
none at Warm Springs agency, Oregon
one at Fort Berthold agency
54
one at Nez Perce agency
15
one at Round Valley agency
93
one at Pottawatomie agency, Kansas (Moravian)
reserve
173
one on Stockbridge
(native)
153
work at Col ville agency in charge of Jesuits
25
at Crow Creek agency in charge of Protestant Episcopal Church
21
at Devil's Lake agency principally in charge of Roman Catholics
at Fort Berthold agency in charge of American Board Commissioners For24
eign Missions
99
at Blackfeet agency, none attempted by Methodists, who have it in charge.
at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, gratifying results of
59, 62, 63
Ill
at Fort Peck agency in charge of Methodists and Presbj terians
"
Sisters
at Flathead agency in charge of Jesuits of St. Ignatius Mission and
of Providence "
in
of
and
Church..
Comauches,
Wichitas,
Kiowas,
charge
Episcopal
among
among Indians should be encouraged by government
at Tule River agency exclusively done by agent and employes
at Lower Brule agency in charge of Protestant Episcopal Church
Neah Bay agency, assigned to Methodists, who as yet have attempted none..
at Ouray agency assigned to Unitarians, left to employes .,
among Indians, amount contributed by religious societies for
among Indians at Osage agency in charge of Society of Friends
at Pine Ridge agency in charge of Protestant Episcopal Church
at Pawnee agency in charge of Presbyterians
'

.

Quapaw agency
at Standing Rock agency in charge of Roman Catholic Church
among Mescaleros assigned to Presbyterians none attempted as yet
at

;

done at Sautee agency, results of
none done at N ava.i'o agency since death of Rev. A. H. Donaldson
none done among Mission Indians as yet
some attempted at Tonkawa agency
none specially attempted at Uiutali Valley agency
on Sisseton reseive, good results of
(See Religious.)

143
Mixed-bloods of Walla Walla tribes located at Umatilla agency valuable acquisition to agency.
280
Moapa River reserve, Nevada, Executive order of February 12, 1874, defining
271
Modoc reserve, Indian Territory, agreement with Eastern Shawuees relative to
to
statistics
334,340,352,360
relating
Modocs,
of Quapaw agency, number, status, progress of, &c
Mohaves at Colorado River agency, number of, <tc
1,328,348
52
Monteith, Charles E., Nez Perce agency, Idaho, annual report of

515
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Moquis Pueblo agency. Arizona, annual report of Agent Fleming
Moquis Pueblos deprived of schools by special legislation
number, habits, occupations,
statistics relating to

XXXIX
4

&.C

...'

328,

Morality among Indians at Devil's Lake agency greatly improving
among Moquis Pueblo Indians very creditable
among Mescaleros, very high standard of
among Neah Bay Indians, great improvement in
of Crow Creek Indians good
of Foxes of Iowa, high natural standard of
1
of Indians at Fort Bel knap agency much affected by contact with vicious whites
of Indians of White Earth agency steadily improving
of Poncas excellent no crimes committed by them
Mortality among children of Bois Fort band quite considerable
among Indians at Hoopa Valley agency
among Indians of Osage agency very great
among Indians of Round Valley agency
among Indians at Standing Rock very great
among Indians of S'Kokomish agency unusually great
among Indians of Warm Springs agency unusually great during spring
among young children very great at Kiowa, Cotnancbe and Wichita agency
among children at Lower Brul6 agency very great
among Western Shoshones very great
Mortality. (See Deaths.)
Mowing-machines, seven agency and three Indian, at Fort Hall agency
Twenty-eight at Standing Rock, almost useless
Muckleshoot reserve, Washington Territory, Executive order of April 9, 1874, setting apart.

5
124
159

25
91
106
97

78
176
10
72
14

;

Mud

Bay Indians,

statistics relating to

46
166
145
64
27, 30
122

50
45
.

.

'.

Mnrderof Hoopa Valley Indian by other Indians
of an Indian guard by white prisoner at Quapaw agency
of two Blackfeet Indians by white man on Teton River, Montana
of two Tule River Indians by Mexicans
Murders, four among Southern Utes
(See Crime.)

348
21

294
342
9
85

99

.

17
18

H.

Navajo

agency, New Mexico, annual report of A gent Eastman
reserve, New Mexico, Executive orders defining

Navajoes, attention of Congress called to

number, status, &c
Neah Bay agency, Washington, annual

127
284

,

LXVIII

amount due the

127, 338, 344, 358

report of Agent Willoughby

.'

Nebraska, act extending northern boundary of
Nevada agency, Nevada, annual report of Agent McMaster
Newspapers edited by Indian bovs at Carlisle training school
New York Indian agency, New York, annual report of Agent Casler
Nez Perce agency, Idaho, annual report of Agent Monteith
Nez Perces, allotments should be given
Joseph's band, should be returned to Idaho

191
117
180
132

LII
LXIII, 76

statistics relating to
statistics relating to

332, 344, 352

Neztuccas,
Nickerson, Linus M., Klamath agency, Oregon, annual report of
Niobrara reserve, Nebraska, Executive orders relating to
Nisqually, Puyallup, and Muckloshoot reserves, Washington Territory, executive order of

January 20, 1857, establishing
Indians, statistics relating to
in Indian Territory to return north, Congress urged to permit
at Pine ridge agency, number and character of
"
317 leave Indian Territory with "Little Chief, in October, 1881
legislation relative to payment for damages suffered from raid of

Northern Cheycnne.s

Nnltonatnas, statistics concerning

154

-

.'

340
135
277
295

342, 346, 362

LXII, 56
35
56
198
340

O.

Ogalalla Sioux at Pine Ridge agency, number and character of
"Ogden Land Company," status of their claim to ownership of Seneca lands
O'Kanagans, Lakes, San Poels, and Col villes, living on Colville reservation

35
in

New York

134
152
statistics relating to
342,362
167
O'Keane, Jno., Tul lip agency, Washington Territory, annual report of
"Oklahoma Payne, "a continual annoyance to Cheyennes and Arapahoes, repeated incursions of
58
intrudes as usual upon Creek lauds during the year and is "removed"
90
statistics
to
342
Olympias,
relating
Omaha and Winnebago agency, Nebraska, annual report of Agent Wilkinson
112
Omaha reservat on, sale of part of
LXVLT, 215
112
Omahas, a settled people, desire title to their lauds, &c
statistics relating to
336, 344, 358
112
history ofthe
Oneidas. statistics relating to
338, 344, 360, 364
of Wisconsin desire allotments in severally
173
154
O'Neil, James, fanner for COBUI- d'Alenes, repoit.of
338, 360
Onondagas, statistics relating to
Executive
order
of
274
Ontonagon reserve, Michigan,
September 25, 1855, establishing
72
Osage agency, Indian Territory, annual report of Agent Miles
73
mission, 4 pupils sent to, from Osage agency
210
Osages, appropriations for
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to their lands, although paid for long since
72
condition of
statistics relating to
334, 344, 352
Woodin
79
annual
of
Indian
Otoe agency,
Agent
report
Territory,
214
and Missouria lands in Kansas and Nebraska, act providing for survey and appraisal of.
of
order
June
25, 1881, designating
reserve, Indian Territory, Department
334, 352
Otoes and Missourias, statistics relating to
80
transport supplies, &c., a distance of 45 miles to asreiicy
82
Ottawas of Quapaw agency, number, claim to citizenship, &c

Osages have

110 title

number and

.

334, 352

statist ics relating' to

Ouray agency, Utah, annual report of Agent Mimiiss

148

P.

Pah-Utes and few Navajoes occupy an almost unexplored country northwest of Navajo reserve
and Piutes, persistent in labor under extreme discouragement
in Nevada, Executive orders establishing reservations for the

Pah Vants,

342

statistics relating to

Papago Indian

129
118
280, 281

reservation, Arizona, act granting right of

way

to

Arizona Southern Railroad
212

through
reserve Arizona, Executive order of July
Papagos, statistics relating to
,

1,

1874, defining
328, 344, 348

9

condition of

Parkhurst, W. H., Lower Brule agency, Dakota, annual report of
Patents for lands in severally to Lac Court d'Oreilles Chippewas, 186 distributed
for land (80 acres) issued to 13] Chippewas on Bad River reservation
to their lands due the Santees in accordance with treaty of 1868 and act of 3881
Patten, Warren, Southern Ute agency, Colorado, annual report of
Pawnee agency, Indian Territory, annual report of Agent Woodin
reservation, act providing for purchase of land on old

Pawnees,

statistics relating to

173
117

334, 344, 352

_-

transport subsistence and annuity goods 70 miles to agency
Payments, cash, made to Indians at ITintah Valley agency, results of
cash, special, made during year
per capita, bad effects of, upon Indians of Union agency
two, per capita made during year at Southern Ute agency
Pendleton, town of, sale of portion of Uinatilla reserve for use of

150

XXX
-

LXII, 143,210
102,336,356
d'Oreilles, status of and statistics
Penetethka Comanches at Kiowa, Comanche and Wichita agency, number and condition of

Pend

Peorias,

<fcc.,

209

legislation for relief of

and Miamis support 8 of their children in colleges in Indiana
and Miamis of Quapaw agency, number, status, &o
Peas and Piankeshaws, statistics relating to
Physician at. Crow Creek agency, disabled for some weeks by an accident
at Flathead agency, about to resign on account of inadequate salary
e
of Mescalero and jicarilla agency, report of F. H. Atkins
at Pine Ridge agency should have an assistant
at Siletz agency, bad eft'ect of frequent change in
none at Lemhi agency
none at Tonkawa agency
none among the Quillehutes of Neah Bay
none at Western Shoshone agency
Piegans, Blackfeet, Bloods, and Piegans consolidated and known as
Pillagers and Lake Winnebogashish Indians, Executive order defining reservation for
Pima and Maricopa agency, Arizona, annual report of agent Wheeler
or Gila River reserve, Arizona, Executive orders relative to
Pimas and Maricopas generally engaged in farming

334,352

124

1;>7

274
244, 246
328, 348

statistics relating to

"
"
Pima, chief Antonio visits Hampton school, Va
Pine Ridge agency, Dakota, annual report of agent McGillycnddy
Pit River Indians, statistics to relating to
Piutes, 200 persuaded to attempt to return to Malhour reservation

130

328 348
,

Yakama agency,

present status, and disposition
Warm Springs agency, number of
r
338,340,358,362
statisties relatiSg to
1, 19(
Police, Indian, a material not spiritual force, and should be allowed material means of support.
I 61
an indispensable auxiliary to the service
at Blackfeet agency, improving in efficiency, instances
at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, a great help to agent
at Cheyenne River, very efficient, their pay inadequate
at Crow Creek agency, efficient
at Colorado River agency, more ornamental than useful, owing to good order
among the Indians
at Devil's Lake agency, fifteen in number, efficient, but underpaid
at Fort Berthold agency, reduced from 20 to 12 men
at Fort Belknap improving in efficiency
50
at Fort Hall agency, have broken up liquor traffic and horse-stealing
at Fort Peck agency, reliable and effective either their pay or the force should
be increased
at Kiowa, Comanche and Wichita agency, efficient and useful
at Klamath diligent in suppressing whisky traffic
at Lower Brule agency, 19 in number, very efficient, but inadequately paid
at
at

W

;

at Mescalero and Jicarilla agency do excellent service
at Nevada agency doing good service

- - -
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Police, Indian, at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

Omaha agency very

efficient, but wretchedly
efficient and poorly paid

paid

Otoe agency
Pine Ridge' agency, services invaluable should be better paid
Ponca agency attentive and faithful
Pawnee agency reasonably good not much needed
Pinia and Maricopa agency demoralised and broken up by whisky dealers..
Siletz agency should be reduced in number and paid better
Sisseton agency might be reduced in number and better paid
Southern Ute agency gradually becoming more efficient
Tulalip agency do good service
Union agency very useful and efficient
Uintah Valley agency not as efficient as before arrivalof White River Indians.
Yauktou agency very efficient
Commissioner Indian Affairs should be invested with discretionary power as to
;

;

79

.

salaries of

139

168
151
49

XLIV

doing good service at Osage agency
170
do excellent service at Yakatua agency
85
very efficient at Quapaw agency, but very poorly paid
one of the best auxiliaries to civilization
158
- of
Neah
moral
effect
on
Indians
has
Bay
of,
great
organization
143
make strong efforts to suppress whisky traffic at Uiuatilla agency
captain, sergeant, and ten men at Siletz agency
123
save life of agent and employes at Mescalero and Jicarilla agency
135
none as yet needed or employed at G rand Ronde agency
more thorough organization and united action recommended
116
the only employes among Poncas of Dakota
242
pay of, table
XL
of
V, 151,162
inadequate pay
Police, barracks for, needed at Lower Brule agency
177
Pratt, It. H., Carlisle Indian training schnol, Pennsylvania, annual report of
131
Prisoners at Fort Union, 39 Apaches of San Pablo's hunting party
86
effect
on
some
of
tribe
the
Prophecy of Shawnee women has considerable
36
Property issued to them, Indians should be protected by law in
128
Policy of government towards peaceable and turbulent Indians, singular contrast in
Polygamy dying out among Lower Brules
Ill
gradually dying out among Indians of Fort Peck agency
given up by \Varm Springs 1 ndians
156
not now practiced by Makaks
76
still practiced by Poucas
XIV, 328
Population of Indians at agencies
295
Port Madison reserve, Wyoming Territory, department letters relative to enlargement of
108
Porter, X. S., Fort Peck agency, Montana, annual report of
Ponca agency, Indian Territory, annual report of Agent Jordan
272
reserve, Indian Territory, Indian appropriation acts assigning lands for
116
Poncas at Santee agency, number, status, industry, location, &c
196
act providing for .subsistence of
own
almost all have their
gardens
"
"
116
Poncas of Nebraska
of Dakota" should be called
'

status of their lands, census, &c
LXV, 74
statistics relating to
334, 336, 344, 352, 358
small piece of land ceded by Sioux to the
47, 117
101
Ponies and mules, 12,000 to 14,000, owned by the Crows
100
the chief wealth of Blackfeet Indian's, Montana
92
Pottawatomie agency, Kansas, annual report of Agent Linn
93
Pottawatomies, with Winnebagoes in Wisconsin, and Mexican Kickapoos in Indian Territory
citizen, of Sac and Fox agency, number, status, &c
86, 87
of Kansas, all have fields under good cultivation
92
Prairie band, number, status, progress, &c
92
statistics relating to
334,344,352,354,356
Potter Valley Indians, statistics relating to
328, 348
161
Puyallup, Nisqually, &c., agency, Washington Territory, annual report of Agent Milroy
of
297
Executive
order
reserve, Washington Territory,
September 6, 1873, extending
Indians, sta istics relating to
342,346,382
129
Pueblo and Jicarilla Apache agency, New Mexico, annual report of Agent Thomas
130
children, 18 now at Carlisle
129
Pueblos, number, mode of life, occupations, &c
196
of New Mexico, act providing for assistance of
181
Pupils, Indian, at Hampton, Va., total number of
178
total number at Carlisle training school
281
Pyramid Lake reserve. Nevada, Executive order of March 23. 1874. setting apart
.

Q.

Quapaw agency, Indian Territory, annual report of Agent Dyer
Quapaw s of Quapaw agency, number, status, progress, &c

81
81
352
334,

statistics relating to
still living on Usage reservation, status of
Queets, of Quinaielt agency, number, status, &c
statistics relating to
Quillehutes at Neah Bav, number, status, occupations, &,c

72
160
.
.

342, 362

statistics relating to

Quinaielt agency, Washington Territory, annual report of Agent Wood
reserve, Washington Territory, Executive order of November 4.
Quinaielts,

number,

stat us, occupations,

statistics relating to

&c

342, 362
155, 157

1873. defining

159
297
160
342,362
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Races, mingling

of, at

Hampton, Va., beneficial
Raid on Mescalero agency by renegades, June 22
on Seven Rivers settlements by three Mescaleros, September, 1881

'

Crow reserve in Montana for use of North Pacific
and Navigation Company across Umatilla reservation, cleared by

Railroad, act relative to sale of part of

way

for Oregon,

Indians

.-

184
123 125
125
201
143
103

;

agreement with Indians of Flathead agency for right of way for Northern Pacific.
company, act relative to sale of part of Shoshoneanu Bannack reserve, Idaho, to Utah
and Northern
through Choctaw and Chickasnw Nations, act granting right of way to Saint Louis
and San Francisco
through Papago reserve, Arizona, act granting right of way to Arizona Southern
Denver and Rio Grande, runs through Southern Ute reservation
across lands of Union agency, right of way granted to
right of way granted to two, across Crow Creek reservation
right of way for through Indian reservations
.

Sioux Indians hold councils relative to granting right of way to
Ration of Blackfeet Indians, addition made to
reduction of, works great hardship to Indians of Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita agency
no regular issued during year at Osage agency
Rations and supplies, none issued at Grande Ronde agency
free, evils of system of, among the Sioux
issue of, stopped at Sisseton agency
present system of issuing
reduction of, at Fort Hall agency, Idaho
should only be issued as an equivalent for labor
Red Cliff reserve, Wisconsin, Executive order of February 21, 1856, withdrawing from sale...
" Red
Cloud's " rebellion at Pine Ridge agency
1

199

206
212
18
90
26

XXII
47
98
66
72
135

.

Redwoods,

statistics relating to

Reed, Frank W., Jicarilla Apache agency, New Mexico, annual report of
Religious aid extended to Quinaielt agency by Episcopal Church
charge of Noah Bay agency should be transferred to Episcopal church
societies, amount contributed by, for educational and missionary work
dians, tables

46
42

X

50
47
301
35
328, 348
126
160
158, 159
'

among

In-

316,829

societies, co-operation of, indispensable
services at Pawnee agency held in school-houses
societies, list of agencies formerly assigned to

work among Indian pupils at Hampton, Va
work among Indians, table

,

services at Siletz agency consists of preaching, prayer meetings, and Sunday school
services held at Warm Springs agency by agent aii'd employes
(See Missionary).
Removal of Crow agency to more suitable location reommended
to Indian Territory, demoralizing ett'oct upon Indians of Great Nemaha agency of pro-

101

94
posed
of Indians from place to place a great obstacle to civilization
29, 102, 112
of Northern Cheyennes from Indian Territory to Dakota, December, 18fil
35
of remainder of Northern Cheyennes, from Indian Territory to Dakota, recommended.
LXII
of Jicarillas from Tierra Amarilla to present location
126, 131
of Joseph Howard and wife from Siletz agency cause, drunkenness, <fcc
of Mescaleros abandoned, project of
of Mexicans from Jicarilla reserve urged
of Mescalero Apaches, legislation relative to removal of
of Otoes and Missourias to Indian Territory
Reservation, character and extent of Stockbridge .'.
Cheyennes and Arapahoes not yet allowed to settle on their treaty
;

.

character and extent of Kickap'oo
Crow, should be permanently secured to the Indians
enlargement of Pine Ridge, by Executive *>nlor
of
Uncotnpahgre Utes, in Colorado, restored to public domain
Indians of Tonkawa Special agency have no
Kiowa, Camanche, and Wichita, not very well adapted to agriculture
Osage, purchased by them of Cherokees
Reservations, table showing areas of and authority for
three, embraced in White Earth agency, location and condition of
surveys of Indian
W.
M., Yankton agency, Dakota, annual report of
Ridpath,
Rogue Rivers, statistics relating to
Ronan, Peter, Flathead agency. Montana, annual report of
Round Valley agency, California, annual report of Agent Sheldon
reserve, California, Executive orders relative to

302-313
96

VIII
47
338, 340,360

102
14
255, 258

Sac and Fox agency, Indian Territory, annual report of Agent Carter
Indian Territory, in charge of Special Agent Townsend
Iowa, annual report of Agent Davenport
Indians. 150 still reside in Kansas who should be in Indian Territory

86
90
94

.

statistics relating to

'.

334, 344, 352, 354

of the Missouri, number, status, progress, &c
of Iowa claim half the land occupied by Sac and Fox in Indian Territory
of Iowa nomadic in their habits except for about five months in the year...
of the Mississippi, number, status, progress, <fce
1

91
91
86
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Sac and Fox, payment of cash annuities to
Salaries and incidental expenses at each agency during fiscal year 1882, tables giving
.Salmon River Indians, statistics concerning
Salt in Indian Territory, act for the manufacture of
San Carlos Indians could be self-supporting if allowed to utilize coal on their reserve
reserve, Executive order establishing
y
San Luis Rey Indians raise excellent crops under discouraging circumstances
:San Poels, statistics relating to
,
"San Pablo's" summer hunt, history of
.Santee agency, Nebraska, annual report of Agent Lightner
Sioux hold "charity balls'' occasionally
at Fort Peck agency, number of
reserve, Nebraska, Executive and other orders relative to boundaries of
School accommodations at Sissetou agency should be doubled
Arapaho. annual report of superintendent
at Albuquerque thrown open to all Indian youth of New Mexico
Bad River in charge of Presbyterian Board Foreign Missions
Crow agency small, but growing method of insuring attendance
Forest Grove, Oreg., course of study same as that of State public schools

XXXII
235-241
217

LXVI
247
11
152, 342, 362

;

Grande Ronde agency reopened

abandoned by contractor, January

1,

and teachers withdrawn.

Hannah ville, Mich., discontinued on account of small-pox
Jemes pueblo, New Mexico, report of J. M. Shields, teacher
Laguna pueblo, New Mexico, report of Jno. Menaul, teacher
Laguna "pueblo," very good, but contending with unusual difficulties

Moquis Pueblo agency', .soon to be opened under Presbyterian Board Home Missions.
Navajo agency, under contract with Presbyterian Board Home Missions

Puhquah woug (Lac Court

d'Oreilles reservation), in charge of native teacher.
Quinaielt agency, well attended by children of Quinaielts
Guinaielt auency, much crippled by reduction of teachers' salaries
LTintah Valley agency, attendance 'irregular
"Warm Springs agency, about 100 children attend
:
Wichita, held in unoccupied store-house since the fire
hoarding and day. established at Lower Brule agency
at White Earth agency, fairly attended . .
at Blackfeet agency, preparations for opening nearly completed
at Colorado River agency, in continuous operation since March 1, 1881
at Klamath agency, in good condition, average attendance 50
at Pima and Maricopa agency, average attendance of 67 pupils
at Round Valley agency, 46 pupils
at S'Kokomish agency, doing good work
at Western Shoshone agency, closed <>n account of transfer of teachers
.

.

Western Shoshone agency", opened September 26, 1881, average attendance 21.
needed by citizen Pottawatomies
needed for girls at Mescalero agency, New Mexico
one at Springfield, Dak., drawing supplies from Santee agency
in operation at Tankton agency, with roll of 63 children
operating under disadvantages at Fort Hall agency
much needed at Fort Belknap agency
greatly needed at Fort Berthold agency
for boys at Cheyenne River agency in successful operation
building at Navajo agency about completed
at Pine Ridge agency nearly completed
at Wichita burned in December last
boarding, addition made to Puyallup
at

boarding, addition made to Chehalis
boarding, being built at Pyramid Lake, Nevada
industrial, on Winnebago reserve, large enough for many more scholars
"..
Cheyenne, annual report of superintendent
citizens ot Albuquerque donate land for
day, at Blackfeet agency well attended and flourishing
for citizen Pottawatomies in successful operation most of the year
at Dunginess, Wash., in flourishing condition
at Fort Belknap agency, very small, owing to scanty accommodations, &c
at Fort Berthold, average attendance 31.5 pupils
at Moquis Pueblo agency, discontinued lor want of proper accommodation
at Wolf Point, Mont., not very successful
at Mescalero agency, well attended
at Siletz agency, making good progress, average attendance 70
at Umatilla agency, discontinued since June, 1881
opened at Lemhi agency under difficulties
at Ponca agency, parents of the children show increased interest in
for Shoal water Bay Indians closed in April, supplies exhausted
established on Lac Court d'Oreilles reserve
for absentee Shawnees, filled to utmost capacity during most of the year, 40 pupils
Chippewas and Munsees, in charge of Moravian Missionary Society".
for
Quapaws well sustained

131
114

115
108
278,279
39
130
174
102
189
135
135
96
132
131
129
128
175
160
160
150
145
69
30
97
99
2
136
8
15
166
122
122
87
124
115
49
50
106
24
19
128
38
69
162
162
119
113
60
130
99
87
166
106
24
5
Ill
124
140
144
52

160
175
86
93

.*

needed at Standing Rock agency
for Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri, average attendance 23
for Senecas of Quapaw agency, closed on account of measles
for Nez Perces of "Joseph's Band," flourishing and well attended
girls at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, exercise very good influence in their

facilities, additional,

<roodwill Mission boarding, at Sisseton agency, very successful
government industrial boarding, at Santee agency, 'average attendance 40
pi
he
tiouse at Fort Hall agency a very poor one.. 7
at Western Shoshone agency in dangerous condition

homes

46
86
77
57
40
115
50
121
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School-house and residence for teacher built at Bois Fort rescrvfft ion
built for Piutes at Yakama agency
built by San Luis Key Indians .'
new, built for Indians at Walker Kiver, Nevada
in process of erection on Cu'ur d'Alene reserve
;
on Crt-ur d'Alene reserve binned
manual labor, near Allegany reservation, in charge of Society of Friends
on Cattaraugus reservation, incorporated as "Thomas Orphan Asylum "
boarding at Sis.seton agency successfully operated
many Jicarillas express a desire for a
mission (Mennonite) at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, 17 pupils
mission ( Presbyterian) at Deer Tail, Mont., in charge"of educated Indian
mission (Presbyterian) at. Grantville, Mont., in charge of educated Indian
mission (Presbyterian) at PoplarCreek, Mont., taught in native tongue, and flourishing.
mission, for Omahas, doing excellent work
new one, -for boys, just erected at Devil's Lake agency

Page.
176
16
12

".

none among Mexican Kickapoos
..'.
none at Tonkawa agency, Texas
none for Poncas of Dakota
none among the Quillehutes
none at Tule River agency
on Red Cliff reserve in charge of Roman Catholics
one on Stock bridge reservation very little interest in it
Sunday, at Ponca agency sustained by asrents and employes

11

9

154

154
132
132
40
127
56,
,

62

111
Ill
Ill
11

&

20
8?
148
116'

157
16-

,.

174
173-

;

76

180'
attended by all pupils of Carlisle training school
136
held regularly at Klatnath agency
from
the
25
miles
summer
on
Bird
during
Crock,
agency
kept up
Osage
95kept up through the year at Great Nemaha agency
50
kopt up at Fort Hall agency for children and employes
176teacher the only emplov6 at Grand Portage
142
training, and boarding house for children at Siletz agency
industrial, at Otoe agency, not opened until 1st of May average attendance 43J
25
at Crow Creek agency in successful operation
boarding, at Albuquerque, I?. Mex., under contract with Presbyterian Board
of Home Missions
13078
boarding, atPawnee agency average atteudence 63 J
94
boarding, at Great Nemahia agency, in successful operation
Ill
boarding, at Fort Peck, conducted under contract with Methodists
of
163
principal
boarding, on Puyallnp reservation, report
164
boarding, on Chehalis reservation, report of teacher
condition
20
boarding, at Devil's Lake agency in prosperous
"
"
45
farm, at Standing Rock agency, in charge of Benedictine Brothers
157
for Makahs, more than full
92
for Sac and Fox agency, Iowa, 930 garments made by girls of
Schools at Nez Perc6 agency cannot reopen until supplies arrive
206
act authorizing use of abandoned military barracks for Indian training
."
at Quapaw agency, condition of
at Standing Rock agency, condition, average attendance, <fcc
169
at Yakama agency, unable to accommodate all who wish to attend
XXXIX
appointment of inspector of
belonging to Mackiiiac agency, generally flourishing
boarding, two imperatively needed for Missiou Indians
-

;

;

XXXII]
boarding, number and methods of
boarding, four at Sautee agency
167
day, at JL'ulalip agency, discontinued
day, five, established among Mission Indians
day, number and results of
day, six in successful operation at and near Pine Ridge agency
day, three in successful operation among the Pueblos
179
exclusively Indian, not conducive to complete civilization
expenditures on account of
_241
XLI
failure of Congress to fulfill treaty stipulations regarding
173
five, among Oneidas, all vi ell attended
95for low as and Sacs and Foxes at Great Nemaha consolidated with good eft'ect
113for Omahas, in flourishing condition, excellent attendance
12
desired among Missiou Indians at different villages
186
freatly
ndian training, reports of progress of returned graduates of
153'
industrial boarding, under contract with Rev. J. B. A. Brouillet. average attendance 70.
167
industrial boarding, at Tulalip ageury. in charge of Sisters of Charity, doing well. . .
93"
industrial boarding, two belonging to Pottawatomie agency, Kansas
104
industrial, at Flat head agency, steadily improving
Ill
mission, three at Fort Peck agency, in charge of Presbyterian Board Foreign Missions

XXXT

.

.

Moquis Pueblos deprived of. by special legislation
need of increased appropriations for
none established ye.t at Southern I'te agency
one boarding and t* o day, on Menomouee reserve, in flourishing condition
of Union agency, number, system of go vei umt-nt, &c
Sac and Fox of Iowa, have very strong prejudice against
sewing, at Lower Brule agency, taught by wife of native missionary
statistics relating to Indian
sustained at Osage and Kaw ageix ics, average attendance not as good as last year
two at Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, in successful operation: 227 pupils
two at Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita agency, average attendance 13.)
two, well supported by confederated Peorias and Miamies out of their own funds
thirty in New York agency, 28 day, and 2 manual-labor
(See Education.)

XXXIX

XXXV
172

316-326
56,60

132:
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Seal and salmon fishing the principal occupation of Quinaielts
fishing a source of great profit to Neah Bay agency Indians
Self-supporting, Absentee Shawnees are
and industrious, citizen Pottawatomies are
all except 160 of the Fonddu Lac Chippewas are
Grand Ronde Indians almost entirely
by means of seal and salmon fishing, Neah Bay agency Indians are
Indians at Colorado River agency are almost
Kiowas and Conianches wul become, if judicious investment in cattle is

made

160
155

176
134

155
3

66

-

Mission Indians, with proper action of Congress, would soon become entirely.
Sisseton agency Indians have become
Seminole and Creek boundary, establishment of
Seminoles at Kiowsi, Comanche, and Wichita agency, number and condition of

11

43

LIV

64
87,334,344,354
133
133
...
83
statistics relating to
334, 338, 352, 360
94
Settlers and Indians of Great Nemaha agency, live on amicable terms
93
of Pottawatomie agency, Kansas, friendly relations between
86
Shawnees, Absentee, status of
191
Eastern, at Quapaw agency Indian Territory, act for relief of. (Public No. 16)
82
for
relief
of
appropriation
statistics
82, 334, 352
relating to
332, 350
Sheepeaters, statistics relating to
146
Sheep raising, Warm Spt ings, reservation specially adapted to
14
Sheldon, H. B. Round V alley agency, California, annual report of
160
Shoalwater Bay Indians dependent upon fishing for support
statistics relating to
342,362
298
reserve, Washington, Executive order of September 22, 1866, setting apart
180
Shops at Carlisle training school, results of work in
at Forest Grove training school, Oregon, products of Indian work
188
at Hampton Institute, products of Indian work
187
at Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita agency, needed for employment of Indian youth
71
at Nez Force agency, closed for want of employes to run them
at Osage agency, kept very busy
at Omaha agency, doing good work
113
135
carpenter and blacksmith, at Grand Ronde agency
at Yankton agency, run by Indian labor
48
for Indian apprentices being built at Hampton, Va
183
harness and tin, needed at Crow Creek
26
agency
26
wagon aud blacksmith, burned at Crow Creek agency in June
Shoshones and Baunacks, sale of part of reservation of, to Utah and Northern Railroad.
XXIV, 199
and
of
51
Bannacks,
Sheepeaters at Lemhi agency, number
121
Western, number, location, status, &c
358
statistics relating to
332. 344, 350,
Siletz Indians will soon be compelled to rely upon civilized pursuits alone
144
139agency, Oregon, annual report of Agent Swan
Indians in the right on boundary line question
143
Indians observe Christmas appropriately
141
women supply butter to white employes and trader
142
Indians, statistics relating to
340, 360
288
reserve, Oregon, Executive order of November 9, 1855, defining
289
reserve, Oregon, Executive order restoring portion of, to public domain
152
Simms, John A., Col ville agency, Washington Territory, annual report of
1
340, 360
Siuslaws, statistics concerning
Sioux, agreement with to cede lands to Poncas
at Cheyenne River agency, names and numbers of bands of
.
at Cheyenne River agency break 100 acres of land for themselves
19
at Crow Creek agency, condition and progress of
25at Fort Peck agency, status of
108
at Lower Brule agency, steady advance in civilization among
29
of Pine Ridge agency, work of the.year among
36
at Standing Rock agency, number and condition of
44
commission appointed to negotiate with, for cession of portion of reservation
LI, 47, 214
Santee, history of the
Northern, at Pine Ridge agency, status of
Indian reserve, Dakota, act providing for resurvey of
1,100 transferred from Silting Bull's camp to Cheyenne River agency, May, 1882
.'
Flandreau, number and status of
of Dakota cede portion of laud to Poncas
of Devil's Lake agency, condition and progress of
of the Mississippi, Dakota, order of July 1, 1863, defining reservation of
of different agencies in Dakota should have
reservations
separate
of Sitting Bull's camp at Standing Rock, excellent character of
pupils at Carlisle, five refuse, to return to their homes upon completion of term
pupils, 45 new ones sent to Hampton, Va
pupils, 30 return to their homes from Hampton, Va
263-264
reserve, Dakota, Executive orders defining boundaries of
39
Sisseton, condition and progress of
200 transferred from Sitting Bull's camp to Cheyenne River agency
19
and
Lower
Yanktounais
at
Rock
44
number
and
condition
of
Upper
Standing
agency,
47
Yankton, report onxondition and progress of
statistics relating tf
330, 332. 336. 344, 348, 350, 356, 35&

number and

status of

Senecas of Allegany and Cattaraugus reservations organized into a community
of New York, have two agricultural societies hold annual fair and cattle show
of Quapaw agency, number, status, progress of, &c

,

LXV

.'
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Sisseton agency, Dakota, annual report of Agent Crissey
Sioux, five confirmed during year by Bishop Hare

39
42
340
Sixes, statistics relating to
166
S'Klallams live in villages on Puget Sound, are entirely self-supporting
166
purchase 150 acres of land at Clallam Bay and begin settlement
'.
statistics relating to
362
342,
166
S'Kokomish agency, Washington Territory, annual report of Agent Eells
166
or Twanas have two logging camps and do all the work themselves
or Twanas, statistics relating to
341, 361
298
reserve, Washington Territory, Executive order of February 25, 1874, denning.
144
Smith, John, Warm Springs agency, annual report of
statistics
to
relating
Snakes,
339, 359
341
South Bay Indians, statistics relating to
17
Southern Ute agency, Colorado, annual report of Agent Patten
319
Spencer, Joab and James R. Mead, act for relief of
Spencer, G. H., Crow Creek agency, Dakota, annual report of
152
Spokans, Lower, living on reserve set apart by Executive order of January 18, 1881
152, 153, 342, 362
Upper and Middle bands of Colville agency, location of, status, &c
35
Squaw men incite "Red Cloud" to rebellion
162
Squaxins engaged in oystering
statistics relating to
342, 362
43
gent McLaughlin
Standing Rock agency, Dakota, annual report of
Statistics of various tribes, miscellaneous, recapitulation of
346, 364
172
Stephens, E., Green Bay, Wisconsin, annual report .of
173
Stockbridges, progress "of, retarded by love of whisky, &c
statistics relating to
344, 364
Stock at Cheyenne River agency, belonging to Indians and half-breeds
137
agency, condition of, atKlamath agency
in good condition at Neah Bay
156
136
cattle, additional, should be purchased for Slamaths
and
Indians
wagons,
freighting, by
41
issued to and raised by Indians of Sisseton agency
purchase of, for Kiowas and Comanches will make them self-supporting
156
Indian, not well cared for at Neah Bay
owned by Indians of Colorado River agency, Arizona
,
of Round Valley Indians, condition of
of white settlers on Round Valley reservation trespass upon Indians' grass
116
owned by Poncas, of Dakota
348
owned by Indians, table
146
owned by Warm Springs Indians
owned by Poncas in excellent condition and well cared for
of
Indians
at
Pine
results
raising b'y
Ridge agency, satisfactory
Blackfeet reservation well adapted to
the most profitable employment for Indians of Quapaw agency
66
Kiowa, Comanche and Wichita reservation, well adapted to
the most profitable industry for Cheyennes and Arapahoes
136
Klamath reservation specially adapted to
53
sold by Nez Percys

A

XLV

(See Cattle.)

Students (Carlisle) placed in farmers' families, number, tribe, &c
Subsistence of Arapahoes, Cheyennes, et al. an act to provide for deficiency in
of Cheyennes and Arapahoes, appropriation inadequate for
of Indians of Colorado River agency, two-thirds result of Indian labor
sources of, among Indian tribes, table
expenditures for
Suppai reserve, Arizona, Executive orders relative to

178
194

;

Indians, statistics relating to
'Supplies at Crow Creek agency plentiful and good, with exception of beef
at Lower Brule agency of better quality than formerly
at Pine Ridge agency, saving in quality good except flour
for Quinaielt agency should be sent during summer months
received at Southern Ute agency satisfactory both in quantity and quality
for Siletz agency should be forwarded earlier in the season
subsistence, stopped at Sisseton agency at request of Indians themselves
should be sent to Grand Portage earlier in the season
furnished Mescalero agency good in quality
for Indians of Fort Belknap agency ample
for Nez Perces, mistake made' by department in purchasing in New York and San

246-247
328

;

161

,

139

125
106

Francisco
proposals received and contracts awarded for, tables
Survey of boundaries of Colville reservation necessary
of Devil's Lake reservation and allotments in severalty urgently recommended
of entire boundary line of Siletz reservation recommended
of new boundary of Mescalero Apache reservation to be made
new, made of allotments of S' Cokomish Indians
of reservations, legislation relative to
of reserve for Uncotnpahgre and White River TJtes for allotments in severalty
of Indian reservations
Superstitions of Hoopa Valley Indians, instance of
and practices, heathen, still prevail among Blackfeet Indians
Indians of Osage agency still cling to their old
Siletz Indians still cling to their old
still prevail to some degree among the Modocs
Swan, E. A., Siletz agency, Oregon, annual report of
*
Swinomish Indians build dike and dam at Tulalip agency
reserve (Perry's Island), Washington Territory. Executive order defining

153, 154

LXVIII
166
198

LI
VIII

142

139
167
298
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INDEX.
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Page,
63

Tabor, E. G., missionary, Cheyenne and Arapaho agency, report of
Table showing arrest aud punishment of parties selling liquor to Indians

showing reservations, agencies, areas, tribes occupying reserves, &c
showing receipt from sales of Indian lands
showing present liabilities of the United States to Indian tribes under treaty

302-313
234
stipula-

220-226

tions

showing

salaries

and incidental expenses at each agency during

fiscal

235-241
M.7-327
371

year 1882

of statistics relating to Indian education
of proposals received and contracts awarded for supplies, &c
Tabequache Utes at Onray agency, number, status, &c
Taylor, R. H., appropriation to pay amount due for herding cattle
Teacher at Siletz agency, an Indian girl makes excellent assistant
Temperance of Indians of Quapaw agency compares favorably with most white communities
of
Warm
number
at
Teninoes
Springs agency,
_-

Term

. .

340, 362

statistics relating to

179
108

of study at Indian training schools not long enough to secure permanent results
Teton and Ogalalla Sioux at Foil Peck agency, number of
Texas and Indian Territory, boundary between, should be settled
cattle fever at Quapaw
agency
Thomas, Ben. M., Pueblo and Jicarilla Apache agencies, annual report of
Timber at Green Bay agency, Wisconsin, sale of
on Blackl'eet reserve, law .should allow Indians to utilize
on Indian lands, legislation needed to protect
on Western Shoshone reservation, very little except cotton wood
on their patented lands, Bad River Chippewas allowed to cut and sell
near Fort Peck agency, department should prevent wasteful cutting of
very scarce on Yankton reservation
,
Title to their lands asked for by Fort Peck Indians
to their lands, Fond du Lac Chippewas anxious to obtain
.

140
85

XX

.

to their lands, status of Senecas
Tootoonas, statistics relating to
Tonkawa Indians entirely dependent upon government rations
,
special agency, Texas, annual report of Acting Agent Chandler
and Lipan Indians, number, status, <fcc
Towaconies at Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita agency, number and condition of
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